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Figure I. Density contours on Figure 2. Pressure contours.
two cross sections.

Figure 3. Pressure contours using Figure 4. Contouring on a contour.
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PREFACE

The 19th InternationalCosmic Ray Conference,underthe auspicesof the Cosmic Ray
Commission of the InternationalUnion of Pure and AppliedPhysics,isbeingheldon
the campus of theUniversityof California,San Diego,on II through23 August 1985.
In keepingwith the traditionbegun in 1971by the Australianorganizersof the 12th
ICRC, the Proceedingsof thisconferenceare appearingin two setsof volumes. The
first set, consistingof volumes 1 through 8, is being distributedto all
participantsat the beginningof the conference.This set containsthe contributed

papers. The second set, distributed after the conference, contains invited,
rapporteur, and highlight papers. The papers are reproduced here exactly as they were
received from the authors, without refereeing.

For the 19th ICRC, the scientific program w_ organised according to three major
divisions-- OO {cosmic rays and gamma rays of Galactic Origin), SH {Solar and
Heliosphere), and HE {High Energy). Technical papers are included in each of the
three divisions.

This conference depended on funds from several agencies of the United States
government, including major financial support from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and support from the National .Science Foundation, the Department of
Energy, and the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory. Important financial support also
came from the Center for Astrophysics and Space Sciences of the University of
California, San Diego, from the C_lifornia Space Institute of the University of
_?Aliforni*, from the Department of Physics and Astronomy of the University of
Maryland, College park, from the International Union for Pure and Applied Physics,
and from several corporate sponsors who _will be acknowledged by name in the post-
conference volumes.

Vie appreciate the confidence placed in the conference organisers by the Cosmic Ray
Commission, and acknowledge with thanks the role of the Commission members in
setting up the rules for the conference and in advising the organisers during its planning.

• Vie are grateful to all of the members of the various organising committees listed at
the front of this volume. The three Program Committees went to great effort to
organize a coherent scientific program and to schedule four parallel sessions with a
minimum of conflicts. The Local Organizing Committee h_ worked long and hard to
ensure efficient and hospitable accommodations for all the participants, both in the
scientific sessions and outside them. The Publications Committee not only took great
pains to assemble these volumes but also maintained an orderly data base of papers
and authors which was extremely helpful to the program committees. The General
Organizing Committee made important contributions of ideas and efforts to make the
conference possible; this committee included international representation from all of
North America, thus the departure from the traditional name of National Organizing
Committee. And the entire effort was coordinated by the dedicated members of the
Steering Committee.

Martin H. Israel, Chairman August, 1985
General Organising Committee
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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

This conference marks a departure from previous conferences in this series in that
the publicationof the ConferencePaperswas carriedout an entirecontinentaway
from the activitiesof LocalOrganizingCommittee. Thisposedsome problemsbut,to
the considerablesurpriseof the PublicationsCommittee members,the one that was
expectedto be the most troubleturnedout not to be significant.The overwhelming
ma}orityof thosesubmittingpapersand abstractssentthem to the correctaddress,
not toLa Jollaas was feared.We wish tothankour many authorsfortheiralertness
and commend them forhandlinga complicatedsituationso well.

There are eightvolumes to be distributedto the conferenceparticipantsin addition
to the ConferenceProgram and Author Index:threevolumesforOG0 two forSH and
three for HE. the detailedmakeup of these volumes is describedin the prefaces
writtenby the ScientificProgram chairmenfortheirrespectivevolumes. Out of some
1100abstractsthatwere acceptedby the ScientificProgram Committeesforinclusion
in the conferencesome 929 paperswere finallyreceivedin time forinclusionin the
ConferencePapers. This representsa responseof approximately84 percent,a modest
improvement.Even ifone excludesthe42 one pagep_persthatshouldbe considered
as 'confirmingabstractss, even though there was no such formal category,the
responsewas somewhat higherthan thatof recentyears. We attributethisto the
carrotof a laterdeadlinethan beforecoupledwith the stickof therebeing no

printingof post deadlinecontributedpapers. We believethat thisdecisionof the
GeneralOrganisingCommittee was a wise one. Of courseinvited,rapporteur,and
highlighttalks willbe printedin volumes to be distributedto the participants
aftertheconferenceas usual.

The PublicationsCommittee had much generoushelpin performingitsduties:from
GoddardSpace FlightCenterwe had the helpof B. Glasser,L. Harris,E. Schronce,
N. Smith,J.Espositoand T. Smith. From the Naval Researchlatboratorywe were
helpedby T. Mazzotta,and at the Universityof MarylandM. L.Snidowand J.Mucha ,
gave much neededassistance.Specialthanksare due to CarylShort,the lonestaff
member of the PublicationsCommittee.She maintainedthe computer data base,

organizedthe abstracts_s they arrived,and kepttrackof the papersthemselvesto
see that the finallyarrivedin the rightplaceat the righttime. Without her help
thejobwouldhavebeenf_rmore difficultthanitwas.

PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE August,1985

FrankC.Jones,Chm.
Jim Adams
Glen M. Mason
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Preface to tile OG Volumes

The contributed papers presented at the 19th International Cosmic Ray
Conference were arranged into three major divisions: OG (for cosmic ray and y-ray
Origin and Galactic phenomena)', SH (for Solar and Heliospheric phenomena); and
HE (for High Energy phenomena). The OG division encompasses topics related to
the origin of galactic cosmic rays and y-rays, the nature and distribution of their
sources, and their interactions with galactic fields and matter. Contributed
papers for OG sessions were organized under the following headings:

OG1 y-ray Bursts
OG2 7-rays from Point Sources
OG3 Diffuse y-ray Emission
OG4 Cosmic Ray Nuclei with <1 TeV (Composition, Spectra, and Anisotropy)
OG5 Cosmic Ray Nuclei with >1 TeV (Composition, Spectra, and Anisotropy)
OG6 Electrons, Positrons, and Antiprotons
OG7 Interstellar Propagation and Nuclear Interactions
OG8 Cosmic Ray Sources and Acceleration
OG9 Techniques and Instrumentation

Note that the present OG division is broader than in the past; it includes papers
from both the OG and XG divisions at previous International Cosmic Ray
Conferences, as well as many papers previously in the T division.

Approximately 400 preliminary abstracts were received under the OG
headings listed above. These were organized into 32 contributed paper sessions for
purposes of oral presentation. Papers and confirming abstracts for OG papers are
contained in Volumes 1, 2, and 3 of these Proceedings. Volume 1 contains papers
rudder headings OG1, OG2, and OG3; Volume 2 contains OG4, OG5, and OG6; while
OG7, OGS, and OG9 are contained in Volume 3. Papers on topics of related interest
appear in the SH proceedings (Volumes 4 and 5) and the HE proceedings (Volumes
6,7,and 8).

Four rapporteur speakers were invitedto review the OG contributed paper
sessionsand report on new resultsand developments, areas of controversy,and
future research directions.The written versions of these papers willappear in a
latervolume of these proceedings,along with other invitedpapers.

I vnsh to thank the other members of the OG Program Committee for their

help in defining the OG topics, in reading the abstracts and organizing the
sessions, and for their advice on the selection of rapporteur, highlight, and invited
speakers. Members of the committee include: G. L. Cassiday, Jr. (University of
Utah): C. E. Fichtel and A. K. Harding (Goddard Space Fight Center): R. E.
Ilngenfelter and J. L Matteson (University of California at San Diego); D. Muller
(University of Chicago); and W. R. Webber (University of New Hampshire).

Richard A.Mewaldt

Chairman, OG Program Committee

• 
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HEAO-I OBSERVATIONS OF GAMMA RAY BURSTS

Geoffrey J. Hueter and James L. Matteson

Center for Astrophysics and Space Sciences

University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093 U.S.A.

ABSTACT

A search of data from the High Energy X-Ray and Low

Energy Gamma Ray Experiment on HEAO-I uncovered 14 gamma ray

bursts. Nine of these events are reported for the first time.

Except for the faintest events, all of the bursts detected by

this experiment have been measured above an MeV, thereby

confirming the hard spectral character of gamma ray burst

spectra reported by SMM. Our results give a burst rate of at

least ].05 per year above 6x10-7 ergs, which is consistent with

previous measurements of burst frequency.

1. Instrumentation

The HEAO-I mission lasted from August, 1977, to February, 1979. The

UCSD/MIT High Energy X-Ray and Low Energy Gamma Ray Experiment consisted I of

three sets of shielded NaI/CsI phoswich detectors with differing fields of view

and effective energy ranges (Table I ).

Table I. HEAO A4 Detectors

Number and Area Field of Energy Spectral

Name (cm 2 ) View Range Integration

( °FWHM) (Xev)
1 High Energy 120 43 0.1-6.1 i0.24 seconds

Detector (HED) 512 channels

4 Medium Energy 42 16 0.03-2. 5.12 seconds

Detector (MED) 512 channels

2 Low Energy 103 1.7x20 0.01-.2 0.64 seconds

Detector (LED) 64 channels

In order to provide temporal information on timescales shorter than the nominal

integration times listed in Table I, the counts from the five higher energy

detectors (HED and MED's) were summed and read out every 0.32 seconds. We

searched for bursts in these data using an algorithm which triggered" on

significant 0.32 second excesses.

2. Observations

Table II lists the bursts discovered in a search of the entire 18 month

mission. As indicated in the table, four of the bursts were detected by other

spacecraft, two of which, GH771020 and GB771110, have already been discussed by

Knight et ak 2 The March 25, 1978 event, which showed an absorption feature at 55

keV in its spectrum, has been discussed by Hueter et al.3 4.

The time given for a burst is the Universal Time at which the burst

reached its maximum intensity. Durations are the total time that the event was
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ABSTACT 

A search of data from the High Energy X-Ray and Low 
Ene.rgy Gamma Ray Experiment on HEAO-l uncovered 14 gamma ray 
bursts. Nine of these events are reported for the first time. 
Except for the faintest events, all of the bursts detected by 
this experiment have been measured above an MeV, thereby 
confirming the hard spectral character of gamma ray burst 
spectra reported by SMM. Our results give a burst rate of at 
least 105 per year above 6xlO - 7 ergs, which is consistent with 
previous measurements of burst frequency. 

1. Instrumentation 

The HEAO-l mission lasted from August, 19'7'7, to February, 19'79. The 
UCSD/MlT High Energy X-Ray and Low Energy Gamma Ray Experiment consisted l of 
three sets of shielded NaI/csl phoswich detectors with differing fields of view 
and effective energy ranges (Table I). 

Table I. HEAO A4 Detectors 

Number and Area Field of Energy spectral 
Name (cm 2 ) View Range Integration 

( °FWHM) (Mev) 
1 High Energy 120 43 0.1-6.1 10.24 seconds 
Detector (HED) 512 channels 

4 Medium Energy 42 16 0.03-2. 5.12 seconds 
Detector (MED) 512 channels 

2 Low Energy 103 1.7x20 0.01-.2 0.64 seconds 
Detector (LED) 64 channels 

In order to provide temporal information on timescales shorter than the nominal 
integration times listed in Table I, the counts from the five higher energy 
detectors (HED and MED 's) were Slimmed and read out every 0.32 seconds. We 
searched for bursts in these data using an algorithm which triggered' on 
significant 0.32 second excesses. 

2. Observations 

Table II lists the bursts discovered in a search of the entire 18 month 
mission. As indicated in the table, four of the bursts were detected by other 
spacecraft, two of which, GB771020 and GB771110, have already been discussed by 
Knight et al. 2 The March 25, 1978 event, which showed an absorption feature at 55 
keV in its spectrum, has been discussed by Hueter et al. 3 4. 

The time given for a burst is the Universal. Time at which the burst 
reached its maximum intensity. Durations are the total time that the event was 
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seen above background. For the March 25, 1978 event and the bursts which have

been observed by other spacecraft thefluences are well known. _ The remaining

bursts have not been completely analyzed with regard to spectral shape, and

aperture modulation, so that only approximate fluences can be given. These

values, given in parentheses, may vary by a factor of three or more. The peak

flux of a burst is the maximum rate in a 0.32 second interval and is subject to
the same uncertainties as the fluence.

Table II. Bursts Detected by HEAO A4

Date Time T d Peak flux Fluence
(UT ) (ergs/cm 2-s ) (ergs/cm 2 )

August 16, 1977 II:23:26 30 (ixlO -6) (8xlO -6 )

October 20 7:54:55 39 2x10 -5 2xi0-4

November I0 17:12:45 3 6x10 -s 7xlO-5

March 25, 1978 6:29:03 90 1.2x10 -6 1.5xi0-5

March 30 I0:40:38 21 >5x10 -7 >3x10 -6

April 17 7:32:30 9 (3xlO -5 ) (ixlO -s )

May 18 23:53:32 30 (2x10 -7 ) (ixlO-6)

May 21 21:53:46 4 2x10 -5 5xlO -5

June 30 3:14:32 7 (2xlO -7 ) (6xlO -7 )

July 6 13:13:51 5 (6xlO -7) (ixlO -6)

July 24 9:11:04 1 >5xlO -8 >ixl0 -7

July 31 20:32:47 2 >5X10 -8 >iXl0 -7

November 19 9:26:56 13 9x10 -5 3.2xi0-4

December 27 21:28:12 4 (6x10 -7 ) (4x10 -6 )

3. Discussion

Data from the SMM Gamma Ray Spectrometer have demonstrated that >MeV

emission is a common feature of gamma ray bursts 5 . In our observations we find

measurable >MeV emission in 9 of the 14 bursts. During two of the remaining five

bursts the High Energy Detector was inactive, while the other three are

sufficiently faint that we would not expect to detect the higher energy

photons. In addition, by examining the instrument telemetry, we can reconstruct

the >MeV time profiles down to 1.28 seconds. These profiles show no significant "

lag behind the lower energy emission. In fact the spectra of these bursts are

generally hardest at the beginning of the bursts and in the August 16, 1977

burst (Figure 2) the _MeV rate increases in the 1.28 second interval before the

rest of the emission appears. More study is needed, however, to determine to

what extent burst hardness correlates with burst intensity, since the initial

stages of most bursts are also the most intense.

If we consider only the seven bursts for which it is certain that the

burst fell within the field of view of at least the HED, then the net

observation time of .57 years in the search combined with the 12% coverage of

the sky by the HED gives a burst rate of 105 yr -I greater than 6xlO -? ergs/cm 2,

which agrees with the uncorrected rate obtained by Mazets eta#. 7 for the KONUS

experiment. This is not surprising, since the triggering criteria used here is

similar to that used by KONUS. This burst rate is most certainly a lower limit

on the true rate because the 0.32 second burst trigger is inefficient for

bursts which vary in intensity on timescales much longer than the trigger time.
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seen above background. For the March 2S, 1978 event and the bursts which have 
been observed by other spacecraft the fluences are well known. 5 The remaining 
bursts have not been completely analyzed with regard to spectral shapP. and 
aperture modulation, so that only approximate fluences can be given. These 
values, given in parentheses, may vary by a factor of three or more. The peak 
flux of a burst is the maximum rate in a 0.32 second interval and is subject to 
t.he same uncertaint ies as the fluence. 

Table II. Bursts Detected by HEAO A4 

Date Time Td Peak flux Fluence 
( UT) (ergs/cm 2-s) (ergs/cm2 ) 

August 16, 1977 11:23:26 30 ( 1x10- 6 ) (8xI0- 6 ) 

october 20 7:54:55 39 2x10- 5 2X10- 4 
November 10 17:12:45 3 6XI0- 5 7x10- 5 
March 25, 1978 6:29:03 90 1. 2x10- 6 1. 5x10- 5 
March 30 10:40:38 21 >5xl0- 7 >3xlO- 6 

April 17 7:32:30 9 (3X10- 6 ) (lxlO- 5) 
Kay 18 23:53:32 30 (2x10- 7 ) (lx10- 6 ) 
May 21 21:53:46 4 2x10- 5 5xlO- 5 
June 30 3:14:32 7 (2X10- 7 ) (6xlO- 7 ) 
July 6 13:13:51 5 (6x10- 7 ) (lxl0- 6 ) 

July 24 9:11:04 1 >5Xl0- 8 >lx10- 7 
July 31 20:32:47 2 >5XIO- 8 >lxlO- 7 
November 19 9:26:56 13 9xl0- 5 3. 2x10- 4 
December 27 21:28:12 4 (6X10- 7 ) (4xlO- 6 ) 

3. Discussion 

Data from the SMM Gamma Ray spectrometer have demonstrated that >MeV 
emission is a common feature of gamma ray bursts 6 . In our observations we find 
measurable >MeV emission in 9 of the 14 bursts. During two of the remaining five 
bursts the High Energy Detector was inactive, while the other three are 
sufficiently faint that we would not expect to detect the higher energy 
photons. In addition, by examining the instrument telemetry, we can reconstruct 
the >MeV time profiles down to 1.28 seconds. These profiles show no significant 
lag behind the lower energy emission. In fact the spectra of these bursts are 
generally hardest at the beginning of the bursts and in the August 16, 1977 
burst (Figu.re 2) the >MeV rate increases in the 1.28 second interval before the 
rest of the emission appears. More study is needed, however, to determine to 
what extent burst hardness correlates with burst intensity, Since the initial 
stages of most bursts are also the most intense. 

If we consider only the seven bursts for which it is certain that the 
burst fell within the field of view of at least the HED, then the net 
observation time of .57 years in the search combined with the 12% coverage of 
the sky by the HED gives a burst rate of 105 yr- 1 greater than 6xlO- 7 ergs/cm2 , 
which agrees with the uncorrected rate obtained by Mazets et a/. 7 for the KONUS 
experiment. This is not surprising, since the triggering criteria used here is 
similar to that used by KONUS. This burst rate is most certainly a lower limit 
on the true rate because the 0.32 second burst trigger is inefficient for 
bursts which vary in intensity on timescales much longer than the trigger time. 
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Subsequent searches of the data with longer integration times should yield more 
low luminosity, slow rising bursts. Other effects which must be considered in 
future searches before a sensible size-frequency distribution can be 
constructed are the decrease in effective sky coverage for faint bursts and the 
variations in the instrument background. (For a more detailed discussion of 
these effects , see Higdon and Lingenfeltern elsewhere in these Proceedings. ) 
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SOFT-SPECTRUM GAMMA-RAY BURSTS

J. G. Laros, E. E. Fenimore, M. M. Fikani, and R. W. Klebesadel

Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA
S. R. Kane

Space Sciences Laboratory, UC Berkeley, USA

I. In troduc tion

A "typical" gamma to ray burst (GRB), when observed over the

_30 keV to i MeV range, has a I-i0 s duration and a spectrum describable

in terms of a several-hundred-keV exponential function. However, KONUS

data (I) indicate that some GRBs may belong to a separate class of short

(N0.1 s), soft (kT < 50 keV) events. This result has been questioned

because the KONUS experiments, with only 4 s spectral time resolution

and a lack of information below ~30 keV, are not particularly well-

suited for the detection and study of these bursts. The UC Berkeley/Los

Alamos Solar X-Ray Spectrometer/GRB experiment (2) on the International

Cometary Explorer (ICE), with nearly continuous coverage of ~one-sixth

of the sky down to 5 keV at 0.5 s resolution, is better designed for

such a task. Using ICE data, we have confirmed that soft-spectrum

events do indeed exist, apparently with properties that set them apart

from the general GRB population. Results from the ICE experiment are
presented below.

2. Results

The spectrum of one such event, GB790107, has been measured over

the 5 - 200 keV range. Above ~30 keV the spectrum is much steeper than

that of any other GRB observed by ICE. It is characterized by a 15 to
30 keV e-foldlng energy, depending on the exact model chosen for the

spectral fit. However, at lower energies the spectrum becomes much

flatter, indicating some kind of low-energy absorption or cutoff.

We have searched the ICE data record for additional soft-spectrum
events, using published lists of short events (1,3,4,5) as well as an

arbitrary net 70-day ICE data block. Our null result leads to the

following conclusions: (i) Nearly all of the known short events have

hard spectra, and are probably normal GRBs at one extreme of the

duratimn distribution. (il) Since the ICE experiment always has good

coverage of the Galactic Center region, soft-spectrum events are not

highly concentrated in that direction. (ill) Long-duratlon (>I s) soft-
spectrum events are either rare or nonexistent.
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1. In troduc tion 

A "typical" gamma to ray burst (GRB) , when observed over the 
~30 keY to 1 MeV range, has a 1-10 s duration and a spectrum describable 
in terms of a several-hundred-keY exponential function. However, KONUS 
data (1) indicate that some GRBs may belong to a separate class of short 
(~O.l s), soft (kT < 50 keY) events. This result has been questioned 
because the KONUS experiments, with only 4 s spectral time resolution 
and a lack of information below ~30 keY, are not particularly well
suited for the detection and study of these bursts. The UC Berkeley/Los 
Alamos Solar X-Ray Spectrometer/GRB experiment (2) on the International 
Cometary Explorer (ICE), with nearly continuous coverage of ~one-sixth 
of the sky down to 5 keY at 0.5 s resolution, is better designed for 
such a task. Using ICE data, we have confirmed that soft-spectrum 
events do indeed exist, apparently with properties that set them apart 
from the general GRB population. Results from the ICE experiment are 
presented below. 

2. Results 

The spectrum of one such event, GB790107, has been measured over 
the 5 - 200 keY range. Above ~30 keY the spectrum is much steeper than 
that of any other GRB observed by ICE. It is characterized by a 15 to 
30 keY e-folding energy, depending on the exact model chosen for the 
spectral fit. However, at lower energies the spectrum becomes much 
flatter, indicating some kind of low-energy absorption or cutoff. 

We have searched the ICE data record for additional soft-spectrum 
events, using published lists of short events (1,3,4,5) as well as an 
arbitrary net 70-day ICE data block. Our null result leads to the 
following conclusions: (i) Nearly all of the known short events have 
hard spectra, and are probably normal GRBs at one extreme of the 
durati~n distribution. (ii) Since the ICE experiment always has good 
coverage of the Galactic Center region, soft-spectrum events are not 
highly concentrated in that direction. (iii) Long-duration (>1 s) soft
spectrum events are either rare or nonexistent. 
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ANNIHILATION RADIATION IN COSMIC GA_-RAY BURSTS

R.L.Aptekar, S.V.Golenetskii, Yu.A.Guryan, ¥.N.Ilyinskii,
E .P.Mazets

A.F.Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, Academy of Sciences
of the USSR, 194021 Leningrad, USSR

The pair annihilation radiation in gamma-ray bursts is
seen as broad lines with extended hard wings. This ra-
diation is suggested to escape in a collimated beam
from magnetic polar regions of neutron stars.

Cosmic gamma-ray bursts are widely believed to be gene-
rated on strongly magnetized neutron stars. The strongest
support for this hypothesis comes from the observation in
the gamma-ray burst spectra of absorption and emission fea-
tures which are supposed to be cyclotron and gravitationally
redshifted annihilation lines, respectively
(_azets et al., 1981, 1982; Teegarden and °° ..................180q 7g

Cline, 1980; Hueter and Gruber, 1982). How- + v\

ever the origin and emission mechanism of _. +v-,2
gamma-ray bursts remain unclear (Lamb,1984; >_

kLiang, 1984; Woosley, 1984 ). This emphasi-

zes the need ins comprehensive study of _°_ //i__
the spectral behavior of bursts. ^4

The Konus experiment on the Venera 11
to 14 spacecraft carried out in 1978 =_0' / \\_
through 1983 has revealed over 350 gamma-
ray bursts. Several tens of events exhibit
in their spectra emission features. In many Q" ...................
cases the statistical accuracy of measure- o o2 0'E, KEV

ments was high enough to provide more accu-
rate information on the spectral shape of. Pig.1
these features.

The new data show that the emission features represent
very broad asymmetric lines with extended hard wings. This
means that the gamma-ray bursts under study are made up es-
sentially of two radiation components. The first (softer)
,e".........., ........, ,11,,_,,,,_........, ,H......., ........,.- component is character-

_\ \ 20,7g_ \ ized by an exponential
\ falloff with increasing\

.>,0' _ 3 +_ photon energy. Thespectrum drops steeply
_ below 1 MeV. This com-

_,_'_ / \\\_ / ponent is similar to

I the continuum spectra

" of the bursts without

_'_" / _ _ emission features.The second (har-
der) component exhibits

o' ........ ................... ........ : ....... ........ a low-energy cutoff be-I01 I0 2 I0 3 ,r I0 2 I0 3 102 I0 3

E,KEV low N300 keV. The po-
Pig.2 sition of the spectral

.. 
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Cosmic gamma-ray bursts are widely believed to be gene
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these features. 
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,o°: . ......., ........, ... ,o': .., ....., ,.. ....., ,,, maximum varies from _-350
250582 80982 to 450 key for different

event s. This narrow regi-

_ _ o° on corresponds to the
_ gravitational redshift of

_62 ; _ the pair annihilation ra-_\ _6 diation produced near theo_
/_ _ o surface of a neutron

__ _ star. The hard wing of

_3 _ the feature extends to-
ward high energies by ap-

,_ ........ , ........, ,,, ,o__........, .... _...,,_ ,_ proximately a power law
0_ 0_ 03 0 02 0_ with a slope of -2.5 to

E KEy E ,EV --3.5. It is highly proba-

Pig.3 Fig.4 ble that the hard tails
in the gamma-ray burst

spectra revealed in the S_ data (Riager et al., 1982) ori-
ginate in such features (Mazets et al., 1983).

In the present report we are going to submit only
a few observations of annihilation features as well as some
considerations concerning their possible interpretation.
The results obtained will be treated in more detail else-
where.

We have fitted the shape of the photon energy spectrt_
having an emission feature with a sum

e(

/dE :AE- exp(-E/k )+B
EP*(kmc2)# (I).

The first term of this expression describes satisfactorily
the spectrum of a continuum without the absorption and emi-
ssion features (Mazets et al._ 1982). The second term is a
simple model for the hard radlation component representing

a bro_ad line with an extended hard wing. This functlon_/=grows
as E % passes through a maximum at E_=K_/(#-_)I/#kmc 2,

and falls off after this as E _r J. The parameter k permits
shifting the distribution along the energy axis. A and B are
dimensional normalization factors.

Consider examples of such representation of the gamma-
ray burst spectra with clearly pronounced features. Pig.1
shows a photon spectrum of the 18 April 1979 event. The ex-
perimental points exhibit a complete agreement between the
measurements performed on the two spacecraft. The solid li-
ne at energies above 50 keV corresponds to relationship (1).
The two radiation components are shown separately by dashed
lines, The parameter adjustment was performed by minimizing

the sum _(N_obs-Njc)2/g2(Njobs ) where NjobsiS the experi-j u

mental value of the photon flux in channel j of the spect-

rum, and Njc is the corresponding value calculated by Eq.(ll

The _2 test (_q_p2 =23 for the number of the degrees of fre-
edom q-p =24) showed this approximation to be satisfactory.
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spectra revealed in the SMM data (Rieger et al., 1982) ori
ginate in such .features (Mazets et al., 1983). 

In the present report we are going to submit only 
a few observations of annihilation features as well as some 
considerations concerning their possible interpretation. 
The results obtained will be treated in more detail else
where. 

We have fitted the shape of the photon energy spectrt~ 
having an emission feature with a sum 
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Consider examples of such representation of the gamma
ray burst spectra with clearly pronounced features. Fig.1 
shows a photon spectrum o·f the 18 April 1979 event. The ex
perimental points exhibit a complete agreement between the 
measurements performed on the two spacecraft. The solid li
ne at energies above 50 keV corresponds to relationship (1). 
The two radiation components are shown separately by dashed 
lines. The parameter adjustment was performed by minimizing 
the sum ~(NjObS-Njc)2/v2(NjObS) where NjobsiS the experi
mental v~lue of the photon flux in channel j o,f the spect
rum, and N. is the corresponding value calculated by Eq. ( 1 ). 
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Fig.2 displays three spectra of the

2 April 1979 event measured consecutive- _o"__'"" '_'o_'_'8...... _
ly with a 4 s accumulation time. In ad- • _._ ,.o.,
ditien to a strong annihilation compo- ,o-_ H_H
nent, the spectra contain also an inten- _ \±
se cyclotron feature. Both the continuum
and the features exhibit a strong and _,_
independent variability. The hard compo-
nent in the energy spectra can evolve on
a very fast time scale. Pig.3 shows two o_
spectra of the 25 May 1982 gamma-ray
burst. The strong annihilation llne is
seen only in the first spectrum measured 0_
with an accumulation time of 1 s. 0 0_ 0_ 0_E, KEV

It is remarkable that the annihila- _ig.5
tion component is present also in some
very short gamma-ray bursts. Fig.4 presents a spectrum of
the 8 September 1982 event which lasted only for 100 ms.

The above examples represent only a small fraction of
the available data on the bursts exhibiting this pattern of
spectral behavior.

The spectral range of our measurements extends only as
far as2 MeV. Therefore we cannot provide direct evidence
which would show that the hard wing can extend up to several
MeV and even higher. There is. however, a remarkable obser-
vation supporting our suggestion. Fig.5 presents a spectrum
of the 25 _arch 1978 event measured on HEAO-I up to about
10 MeV (Hueter, 1984). One can see here both types of spect-
ral features. Our approximation of this spectrum with the
two-component model yields a result which does not differ
from the other cases considered.

In conclusion consider a possible explanation for such
a spectral behavior of the annihilation radiation from a
pair plasma assuming its temperature to vary within a fairly
"broad range, k_ O.1-_ MeV. In Pig.6 constructed from the
data of Ramaty and M4szaros (1981) the solid lines corres-

,_,3........, ........, ........pond to annihilation spectra for a pla-
,_. 8 sma with the temperature varying from
;I_,_3×I0K

,_,*//_',,0'K 3X108 tO 3X10I0 K. The dashed line is a

//l_,3xmO,K result of superposition of these spect-ra. While being schematic, this result
%_ _,_ _', nevertheless exemplifies clearly the

'//_ possibility of formation of an annihl-
'O'°K lation spectrum with a maximum around

",, mc2 and a hard power-law wing. This si-
_I_ ,o'% tuation can apparently become realized

_I_*16'7 in a plasma with a spatially nonuniform
and/or rapidly varying temperature.

As follows from the data obtained,
16'8---_-_-_-_'........' ........the line energy flux S1 is comparableI0-I I I0 I0_

ENERGY(MeV} with the continuum energy flux Sc and

Fig.6 even may exceed it, i.e. S1/Sc = 1 to 4.

• 
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data of Ramaty and Meszaros (1981) the solid lines corres

O::\uJ ." -0 

pond to annihilation spectra for a pla
sma with the temperature varying from 
3x108 to 3X1010 K. The dashed line is a 
result of superpo;si tion of these spect
ra. While being schematic. this result 
nevertheless exemplifies clearly the 
possibility of formation of an annihi
lation spectrum with a maximum around 

NI~ 10
17 

mc2 and s. hard power-law wing. This si
tuation can apparently become realized 
in a plasma with a spatially nonuniform 
and/or rapidly varying temperature. 

As follows from the data obtained. 
liil~OL._I..I...Ll.LlllllI---l-I-Ju.uw.IO~.J..UWII02 the line energy flux 31 is comparable 

ENERGY (MeV) wi th the continuum. energy flux S c and 
Fig.6 even may exceed it, i.e. Sl/3c = 1 to 4. 
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We believe that such a ratio can be accounted for by diffe-
rent directional patterns of these two components.The loca-
tion and temperature of the regions responsible for the li-
ne and continuum radiation are apparently different.The ma-
gnetosphere of a neutron star is opaque to hard radiation.
Therefore the parers formed in the (_) and (_) processes
above the surface of an isotropicaIly emittlng continuum
source should apparently accumulate in the star' s magnetic
polar regions before annihilation. Here a window should
exist in the opaque magnetosphere within a solid angle are-
und the star's magnetic moment through which the annihila-
tion radiation from the stored plasma will escape in a col-
limated beam (cf, e.g., Katz, 1982).

The annihilation lines are observed in about 10-15% of
the gamma-ray bursts. One may suggest that this frequency
corresponds to a difference between the directional pat-
terns of the annihilation and continuum emission. Accordin-
gly, the actual ratio for the energy emitted in the two

components will drop down to SI/S c _ 0.1 - 0.4.
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ON THE EMISSION REGION OF GAMMA RAY BURSTS

Edison P. Liang
Physics Department, LLNL
University of California

Livermore, CA 94550
U.S.A.

1. Introduction. Within the last few years the rapid

accumulation of gamma ray burst spectral data, especially
those of KONUS and SMM, has made the confrontation between
theories of the gamma ray emission mechanisms and
observations much more urgent and challenging . At present
the most viable model seems to be some combination of

inverse Comptonization and synchrotron emission (see Ref. 1
for review). In this paper we will try to limit the

acceptable parameter space of the emission region by taking
into account the maximum set of observational constraints.

We then apply these to two specific scenarios: surface
emission versus magnetospheric emission and consider some

observable predictions based on these scenarios.

2. Observational Constraints On N^ and B. Let us

conslder the most model-lndependent constralnts that can be
drawn from the raw data. Taken together they strongly

constrain the electron (pair) density Ne and magnetic
field B of the source:
I. The SMM data show no evidence of cutoff or decrement

above the gamma-B pair production threshold. For gamma rays

of hv = 50 Mev, this requires the field s_ength orthogonal
to the line of sight to be less than 4.10_G.

2. Both the existence of narrow line features (with FWHM <<

kT) and lack of Wien hump at ~3kT require that the Compton

scat_rin_ depth by hot electrons < i. This means Ne.H <
3.10_cm -_ where H is the thickness of the hot emisslon

column along the line of sight.
3. If the narrow absorption dips in the x-rays are indeed

cyclotron absorption lines this _g_st _n absorption cold

electron column depth of Nc.H~10_-_cm -_ independent
of the origin of the hot continnum.
4. If the low energy turnover is indeed due to synchrotron

selfr_bso_ption then^the hot electron GQlumn density Ne.H
< 10Z±cm-Zf(Bl2,T/mcZ ) where BI2=B/I_±ZG and f
is of order unity when BI_~I and T~mc _.
5. For the spectra with simultaneous self absorption

turnover and annihilation lines, the observed line intensity

plus the Comp_n2_hin requirement constrains the pair
density N+>I0 - /cc.
6. If the burst energy comes from release of stressed

magnetic fields B s in the magnetosphere, the current j
needed would be 4qr j/c ~ Bs/L where j Nec and L is the
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1. Introduction. within the last few years the rapid 
accumulation of gamma ray burst spectral data, especially 
those of KONUS and SMM, has made the confrontation between 
theories of the gamma ray emission mechanisms and 
observations much more urgent and challenging . At present 
the most viable model seems to be some combination of 
inverse comptonization and synchrotron emission (see Ref. 1 
for review). In this paper we will try to limit the 
acceptable parameter space of the emission region by taking 
into account the maximum set of observational constraints. 
We then apply these to two specific scenarios: surface 
emission versus magnetospheric emission and consider some 
observable predictions based on these scenarios. 

2. Observational Constraints On Ne and B. Let us 
consider the most model-independent constraints that can be 
drawn from the raw data. Taken together they strongly 
constrain the electron (pair) density Ne and magnetic 
field B of the source: 
1. The SMM data show no evidence of cutoff or decrement 
above the gamma-B pair production threshold. For gamma rays 
of hv = 50 Mev, this requires the field sIrength orthogonal 
to the line of sight to be less than 4.10 G. 
2. Both the existence of narrow line features (with FWHM « 
kT) and lack of Wien hump at -3kT require that the Compton 

~ scat~2rin~ depth by hot electrons < 1. This means N~.H < 
3.10 cm- where H is the thickness of the hot emiss10n 
column along the line of sight. 
3. If the narrow absorption dips in the x-rays are indeed 
cyclotron absorption lines this ~¥~~~st_~n,absorption cold 
electron column depth of Nc .H-I0 cm 1ndependent 
of the origin of the hot continnum. 
4. If the low energy turnover is indeed due to synchrotron 
self-~bs~5Ption then the hot electron I~lumn density Ne.H 
< 102 cm f(B1Z ,T/mc2 ) where BI2=B/l~ G and f 
is of order un1ty when B1Z-1 and T-mc . 
5. For the spectra with s1multaneous self absorption 
turnover and annihilation lines, the observed line intensity 
plus,the comp~~~ ~hin requirement constrains the pair 
dens1ty N+>lO 2 Icc. 
6. If the burst energy comes from release of stressed 
magnetic fields Bs in the magnetosphere, the current j 
needed would be 41Tj/c - Bs/L where j-Nec and L is the 
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size of the stressed f_eld. Hence the minimum column
density is NL >10_Vcm-_Bs12 . Note that this is still
consistent with the above-constraints.

7. If the stressed field energy is the _nl_ source of the
gamma burst, we have the c_nst_aint: Bs ._/8Tr>E(total
gamma output). Hence BsI_.L6_> 0.1(E/10_Verg).
8. The energy _lux in mag_eti_ waves must exceed the gamma

flux: B_.c/4_>F,
i.e. B > 1.5.101DG.(F/1030ergcm-2) "5

9. The optical flashes must originat_ from regions with
plasma frequency w_/2_<hv_nt_a]~lO±_. Thls
requires an electron densi£_-_ZZ[_~<10_/cc.

i0. MagDetic confinement of th_U_asm_ requires that:
B_/8_> N kT or N < 4.10_cm-_BIsT/mw_;

and B_/8_> F_/c or N.H.F/10 _u < 10=Tcm -_ BI2.

3. Emission Scenarios. We now consider two specific
scenarios:
A. Surface Emission

If the continuum emission, together with the lines etc

indeed originate from the surface of a strongly magnetized
neutron star, then the above constraints, taken together,

would be most consistent with the burst being powered by a
large flux of magnetic waves which heats a thin surface
layer for the gamma production while confining it at the
same time. This is the well known "hot thin sheet

synchrotron model" originally proposed by Ramaty et al[2]
for the March 5th event. Here we will address not the

overall merit of that model but the more restricted question
of how a large flux of low frequency Alfven-like waves
impinging onto a neutron star surface, independent of its

origin, can be absorbed and convert its energy into

suprathermal particles with energies ranging up to many
Mevs, which then radiate the observed gammas via
synchro-Compton processes.

While there must be large uncertainties, we believe the

qualitative picture must resemble something like Fig. i. As
the waves penetrate into higher and higher densities, the
wave amplitude B must increase as the Alfven speed
decreases. The nonlinear interaction between incident and

reflected waves then favor the parametric conversion of the

low frequency hydromagnetic waves into high frequency
kinetic modes, which ultimately decay into whistlers and

Langmuir w_ves. Whistlers can only exist when
(Wec.Wic)'_ < We< wec , where ec denotes electron

cyclotron and ic _on-cyclotron. Hence we crudely identify
the We=(Wec. Wic ) " boundary as the beginning of the
absorption layer. In a strong B field the Langmuir wave can

only propagate along the field lines. So its resonance with
Maxwellian tail particles can only produce suprathermals

with momenta along field lines. Transverse momenta (or

large pitch angles= high Landau levels) must be gained by
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large flux of magnetic waves which heats a thin surface 
layer for the gamma production while confining it at the 
same time. This is the well known "hot thin sheet 
synchrotron model" originally proposed by Ramaty et al[2] 
for the March 5th event. Here we will address not the 
overall merit of that model but the more restricted question 
of how a large flux of low frequency Alfven-like waves 
impinging onto a neutron star surface, independent of its 
origin, can be absorbed and convert its energy into 
suprathermal particles with energies ranging up to many 
Mevs, which then radiate the observed gammas via 
synchro-Compton processes. 

While there must be large uncertainties, we believe the 
qualitative picture must resemble something like Fig. 1. As 
the waves penetrate into higher and higher densities, the 
wave amplitude B must increase as the Alfven speed 
decreases. The nonlinear interaction between incident and 
reflected waves then favor the parametric conversion of the 
low frequency hydromagnetic waves into high frequency 
kinetic modes, which ultimately decay into whistlers and 
Langmuir w~ves. Whistlers can only exist when 
(we .wic)· < we < wec ' where ec denotes electron 
cyclotron and ic ~on cyclotron. Hence we crudely identify 
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large pitCh angles= high Landau levels) must be gained by 
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the resonant scattering of the longitudinal suprathermals
with the transverse electric fields of the whistlers

satisfying the condition w =k. v//. Note that despite
its high p// they cannot leak out-much beyond the
absorption-layer because of scattering by the downward wave
flux. In some sense this forms a collisionless shock with

the momentum flux of the wave balancing the pressure of the
suprathermals and the radiation pressure of the emitted

gammas. One of the unavoidable consequence of this picture

is the existence of copious amounts of Langmuir waves,

leading to the enhanced emissi?n of w_ and possibly 2w e
coherent plasma radiations, whzch would range from the XUV

down to optical frequencies. The brightness temperature of
such radiation could be much higher than that of the

suprathermals. It is a potential candidate for the optical
flashes.

RECONNECTION
REGION

3 m
E

n
inc a'e<<_i c

Fig. 1 Absorption of Alfven Fig 2 Emission region
waves at neutron star in magnetosphere
surface

B. Magnetospheric Emission:
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If we assume that _) the _agne_ospheric field is
roughly dipole so B=10_G(r/10Vcm)-_; (21 the emission
region has dimension _r ~ r for r >> 10°cm; (3) only

constrain_on _he density come__from Compton thinness:_N;Ar
~(N)r <10ZDcm -_ so that (_<10ZD/cc/r, then we have

the picture illustrated in Fig. 2. The dotted region is
such that even collisionless processes cannot keep the
electrons hot against synchrotron losses, whereas the

hatchedregion is such that even Coulomb collisions provide
adequate heating. This suggest that if the gamma rays

originate from the magnetosphere, the source must be quite
far wway from the stellar surface, where the field is below

~101UG. Interestingly this is consistent with the

requirement of no pair production attenuation by the
magnetic field on hard gammas. However, in this case the
line features must be produced separately from the hot
continuum.

4. Conclusion. Based on all the data taken together, it

seems most plausible that different part of the gamma burst
spectrum are produced at different places:
i. The hard power law beyond a few Mev must be produced in

the far-field magnetosphere by Compton or small pitch angle
synchrotron by relativistic electrons.

2. The annihilation lines (and cyclotron lines if real) are
produced very close to or at the surface.

3. The exponentially shaped sub-Mev cogtinuum must be
produced within a compact region (<-i0 cm) near the star

because of the very fast rise time (<-ms) seen in many spike
structures.

Since the SMM spectral evolution data strongly suggest
that the hardest part of the spectrum rises first, this
suggest that the initial source of the gamma burst is

probably situated in the far field and then propagate along
field lines down to the polar regions at the surface as the

spectrum softens. Howe_er, since the magnetic field energy
density decreases as r-_, the energy available in the far
field region would be miniscule to power a burst. This
poses a fundamental dilemma that must be faced by any global
model of gamma ray burst origin.

This work is performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48.
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UNTHERMALIZED PLASMA IN BURSTS SOURCES

W. Tkaczyk and S. Karakuta

Institute of Physics, University of L6d£. Poland

ABSTRACT

We have studied the pair e+-e - annihilation phenomena in hot

plasma in order to evaluate the photon energy spectrum. The spect-
ra of the broadening 0.511 MeV annihilation line was calculated in
the case of unthermalized plasma i.e. Te-_= Te + The energy spectra

from annihilation process for unthermalized positrons are characte-

rized by the presence of flat part for energies greater than 0.511
MeV. The flatening in the spectrum of annihilation unthermalized

plasma is a strong indication that the observed features of the hard

tailed spectrum of the gamma bursts can be well described by an-

nihilation of hot positrons and cold electrons. We propose that the

mechanism for the production of unthermalized positrons is associa-

ted with the charge separation in Eddington limited accretion onto
a neutron star.

i. INTRODUCTION

The spectra of many bursts contain absorption (fop energy

E <i00 keV) and emission (E = 350-450 keV) features which have

been interpreted, respectively as broad cyclotron scattering and

redshiffed annihilation lines (Mazeis e% el., 1981 ). One of the most

important result of the gamma bursts spectral studies given by both

Konus (Mazeis e% el., 1983) and SMM (Solar Maximum Mission,

Nolan et el., 1983) experiments is fact that gamma bursts spectra

can have in some phase hard tails extending to a few MeV or even

higher. For example the spectrum of this type has the burst

OB81iZ31a from Ix%onus experiment. The spectrum of another burst

GB820320 has even a harder tail. This last burst was also recor-

ded by SMM (Rieger et el., 1982), where a hard tail could be fol-

lowed up to 40MeV.We can shortly summarize the experimental facts:

i) there are some classes of burst with hard fail in the energy

spectrum extended up to few MeV, it) the registrated hard tail be-

gins near the energy range of 400-500 k eV i.e. in the region where

the annihilation features are seen, iii) the spectral index of the pho

ton spectrum can even aproach 1 (CRB820320) in the energy range

of E> 513_ keV (one must notice that data errors are lar_e). These

may indicate that at sufficently high temperatures the plasma becomes
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The spectra of many bursts contain absorption (for energy 

E < ~OO keV) and emission (E = 350-450 keV) features which have 

been interpreted, respectively as broad cyclotron scattering and 

redshifted annihilation lines (Mazets et al., ~981 ). One of the most 

important result of the gamma bursts spectral studies given by both 

Konus (Mazets et al., ~ 983) and SMM (Solar Maximum Mission, 

Nolan et a1., ~ 983) experim~nts is fact that gamma bursts spectra 

can hav~ in some phase hard tails extending to a few MeV or even 

higher. For example the spectrum of this type has the burst 

GB8~1.23~a from Konus experiment. The spectrum of another burst 

GB820320 has even a harder tail. This last burst was also recor

ded by SMM (Rieger et a1., ~982)t where a hard tail could be fol

lowed up to 40MeV.We can shortly summarize the experimental facts: 

i) there are some dasses of burst with hard tail in the energy 

spectrum extended up to few MeV, ii) the registrated hard tail be

gins near the energy range of 400-500 keV i.e. in the region where 
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ton spectrum can even aproach ~ (GB820320) in the energy range 

of E > 5~~ keV (one must notice that data errors are large). These 

may indicate that at sufficently high temperatures the plasma becomes 
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pairs dominand, [he emission processes in such a plasma acts as

an additional source of hard gamma rays.

In this paper we have calculated the photons spec[ra from

annihilation process for unthermalized positrons i. e. T + _= T -.e e

The spectra indicated similar features as observed in the spectrum

of bursts. So _ve have proposed the model for the gamma bursts

source with annihilation of positrons additionally heated by the char-

ge separation in the time of matter accretion onto neutron star.
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tropic for both electrons and positrons. The kinematics of annihilation

and numerical calculation of spectra for above conditions should be

analyzed in most general case, as it was shown for thermallzed

plasma (Svensson, 1982: Karaku_a and _i_kaczyk, 1984). As examp-

le we present on the Fig. i the photon spectra (in detail scale)

from annihilation of electrons with temperature T e- =105 K and po-

sitrons with temperature: 105, 106 . 107 , 108 K. Figure 2 shows the

spectra for higher temperatures ( see also Fig. I in paper OG 2.7-

ii). rghe curves on this Figures are labeled by %emperalures of po-

sitrons. We can notice that the spectra have a flalening tendency for

energy E >0.511 Ik4eV. For the large difference of electrons and po-

sitrons temperatures the spectra are of the invers power low type

with power index = i. We have analyzed relations between annihila-

tion time and aitenuation energy time for bremsstrahlung and we can
3_1

conclude that for temperature of plasma T e- = Te+ = 3.10 Ix[ the

annihilation process is more efficient than bremsstrahlung. So taking

in the consideration the shape of spectrum and efficiency of the

process, the observed features in the spectrum of the gamma bursts

with hard tail can be well described by annihilation of unthermalized

positrons. We have proposed that the charge separation in %he matter

Of Eddington limited accrefion onto a neutron star can produce un-

thermalized positrons (Colgate and Petschek, 1983). q_he scenario

can be shortly described as: the layer of the thickness (_7=I) falls

onto %he neutron star. The electrons will be pushed away from %he

star by the photons flux outgoing from the surface. This produces

a charge separation and consequently and electric field. The elect-

rons are heated by interaction with the photons. Photons are pro -

duced by annihilation of positrons and by the compression caused

by %he mai_er fallin_ onio %he star surface. The pair producfion pro-

cesses caused by photons or other particles are the source of the

positrons which are accelerated not only by phoions interactions,

as electrons, but also by the electric field.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The calculated spectra from annihilation process of the un -

thermalized positrons (T e- _= Te+ ) are characterized by the presen-

ce of flat part for energies greater than 0.511 MeV. q_he annihilation

• 
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process is sufficiently effective for generalbr acceptable parameters

of the gamma bursts sources and can describe the obseved spect-

rum with hard tail. "I'he temperatures of electrons _i_ - = 10 8 K and
10 e

positrons rf, + =i0 }< and concentration of order magnitude n - =
8e -3 e

n + = [L01 cm secures the observing high energy (E > 0.511h/_oV)e

flux in burs% OB81123ia located a% typical galactic distance. Validi-

b/ of our result is guaran%eed by using the same procedures of cal-

culations as we have used in %he %hermalized case, results of which

are in compliance with Svensson (1982). Our model has a common

part with the model recently proposed by Colgate arld Petschek

(1983), it is the charge separation as the source of additional hea-

ting of positrons. We show [hat the positrons can effectively annihi-

late. Colgate and Peischek proposed [hat the positrons can additio-

naly heat photons producing hard tail in the spectrum.
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OPTICAL MONITORING OF GAMMA-RAY SOURCE FIELDS
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T. Gehrels, J. V. Scotti, J. E. Frecker, and R. S. McMillan
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory

University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721

ABSTRACT

The three gamma-ray burst source fields GBSI028+46, GBSI205+24, and
GBS2252-03 have been monitored for transient optical emission for a
combined total of 52 hours. No optical events were seen. The limiting
magnitude for the search was m =15.8 for transients of i.I s duration or

longer and mv=17.0 for 6.0 s ov longer.

1. Introduction Although gamma-ray bursts have been observed for over
a decade, the sources are not yet understood. The distance scale is
undetermined, the burst repetition rate is highly uncertain, and the
type of object producing the bursts is not firmly established. Several
recent results have indicated that the detection with ground-based
telescopes of optical emission from the bursts could be a powerful tool
for addressing these questions.

One result is the discovery by Schaefer (1,2) of optical transients on
archival plates from the directions of three gamma-ray bursts. The
plates were taken in the first half of this century, so the optical
transients were not simultaneous with the three gamma-ray bursts; they
were presumably coincident with their own, at that time undetected,
gamma-ray burst. These archival images have given for the first time
precise enough (arcsec) source positions to allow deep searches to be
made at other wavelengths for steady-state emissions from the sources.

Other new results concern the 1979 March 5 gamma-ray burst source,
GBS0526-66. In the four years following the original event, 15 smaller
ones were observed by the Venera spacecraft with positions, time
profiles, and spectra consistent with a single source (3). For the 9
events detected simultaneously by Venera 13 and 14 (detection threshold
~10 -7 erg cm-2 for > 30 keV photons), the observation livetime was about
350 days (E. P. Mazets, personal comm., 1984) indicating an average
repetition rate of approximately 9 yr-I. Many of the events were near
the detection threshold limit, indicating that even more events were
probably occurring at lower fluences.

Recently Pederson et al. (4) have reported the detection of possible
optical flashes from GBS0526-66. Simultaneous gamma-ray bursts were not
observed by detectors in space, although, assuming the ratio of gamma-
ray to optical fluence inferred by Schaefer et al. (2), we estimate that
the gamma-ray bursts were too weak to be det_

The 1979 March 5 event was different from typical bursts in many
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respects (5), and therefore may be a different kind of source. However,
the observed recurrences and possible optical emission are sufficiently
intriguing to motivate optical monitoring of other gamma-ray burst
sources. In addition to offering positional information with arcsec
precision, optical measurements are likely to be more sensitive for
burst detection than current gamma-ray instruments, as will be discussed
in Sec. 3. The future goal is to continuouslymonitor a number of burst
sources, or ideally the whole sky, for optical transients (6,7). As a
first step both instrumentally and scientifically, we have undertaken a
program of monitoring a few known burst sources for modest amounts of
time. We report here the results of 52 total hours of observation of
three sources. Preliminary results have been previously reported (8).

2. Instrumentation and Observations All observations were made with
the O.9-m Newtonian F/5 telescope of the Steward Observatory on Kitt
Peak (the "Spacewatch Camera"). It is equipped with an RCA SID 53612
CCD; the 320 x 512 pixels are 29.5 _m or 1.34 arcsec square, giving the
chip a 7.2' x 11.5' field of view. The CCD is cooled with dry ice and
has an rms readout noise of 120 to 150 electron-hole pairs per pixel per
readout. The dark current is comparable to that from the night sky.

Background events due to cosmic ray penetration of the CCDand internal
radioactivity were suppressed by using a new observation mode (9). CCDs
are used at nearly all observatories by performing integrations with the
readout inhibited and the telescope driving at the sidereal rate. The
entire image is then quickly read out. In our new mode the telescope is
driven at the sidereal rate, but the CCD is slowly read out throughout
the observation. The readout is accomplished by shifting the electronic
signal charges incrementally from one row of pixels to the next in a
"bucket brigade" to the edge of the chip. This results in trailed
images of stars and real transient events of sufficient duration, while
background events are contained in single pixels. In addition to
separating out background events, this mode would also give light curves
for transient events. The time resolutions used for the present •
monitoring were 0.25 and 0.36 s per pixel; i.e., every 0.25 or 0.36 s
all 512 rows were transferred by one row and the 320 pixels of the end
row were read out.

Observations were performed by tracking the center of each gamma-ray
burst error box and recording the CCD output on digital tape. The data
were analyzed by visually inspecting each frame with a video display
Grinnell system. The journal of observations is given in Table i. The
approximate observing times are not completely covered intervals as time
was lost due to tape manipulation and poor sky. The total number of
good hours of monitoring the three regions of Table I are, respectively,
24.4, 4.1, and 23.6 hours. The coordinates in the table are as read
from the telescope dials with the epoch of the time of observation; they
are the apparent right ascension and declination. The error-box
references and additional comments for each source are as follows:
i) GBS2252-03 Schaefer event from 1901 archival plate (2); 1979
November 5 gamma-ray burst (i0). Telescope set on center of 18" by 27"
error box from archival event. Time resolution = 0.36 s.
2) GBS1205+24 - 1978 November 24 gamma-ray burst (I0). Telescope set
on center of error box. Time resolution = 0.36 s.
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TABLE 1. Journal of Observations

Name, Observation Date Approximate Times
Coordinates U.T. U.T.

GBS2252-03 83.10.13 6 35 - 8 O0
22 53.4 83.10.14 4 20 - 5 30
-2 21' 83.10.15 2 50 - 6 O0

83.11.07 2 20 - 7 O0
83.11.08 1 50 - 6 20
83.11.28 2 50 - 6 20
83.11.30 1 30 - 3 40
83.12.06 2 O0 - 4 40
83.12.07 2 40 - 5 40
83.12.08 1 40 - 5 30

GBS1205+24 83.12.07 11 O0 -12 50
12 07.0 83.12.11 10 20 -13 10
+23 44'

GBS1028+46 83.03.24 3 15 - 9 20
10 30.2 84.03.26 2 55 - 6 O0
+45 40' 84.03.28 6 45 -11 O0

84.03.29 8 O0 -10 05
84.04.22 3 30 - 5 40
84.04.23 3 O0 - 8 30
84.04.24 3 O0 - 7 15

3) GBS1028+46 - 1979 March 29 gamma-ray burst (11). Telescope set on
center of error box. CCD rotated by 25° for better alignment with error
box. Time resolution = 0.25 s.

3. Results and Discussion No transient optical events were detected
during 52.1 total hours of_observation of the three source fields. For
GBS2252-03 and GBS1205+24 the search criterion was that the event be
visible in three or more adjacent time bins giving a lower limit for the
event duration of 1.1 s for detection. For GBS1028+46 the data were
first compressed in time by a factor of 8, and then the three-bin time
requirement applied, giving an event duration lower limit of 6.0 s. In
both cases it was also required that the image spread perpendicular to
the trailing direction be consistent with the seeing profile of real
sources, as discussed below. The limiting magnitude for the search was
determined by analyzing stars of known magnitude (H. D. Ables and C. C.
Dahn, personal comm., 1983) as if they were transients. The limiting
magnitudes are mv = 15.8 for the > 1.1 s search and mv = 17.0 for the >
6.0 s search.

Several different types of background events were observed. The most
common were the single-pixel events occurring at a rate of 1 to 2 per
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-2 211 
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sources, as discussed below. The limiting magnitude for the search was 
determined by analyzing stars of known magnitude (H. D. Ables and C. C. 
Dahn, personalcomm., 1983) as if they were transients. The limiting 
magnitudes are mv = 15.8 for the> 1.1 s search and mv = 17.0 for the> 
6.0 s search. 

Several di fferent types of background events were observed. The most 
common were the si ngl e-pi xel events occurri ng at a rate of 1 to 2 per 
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100 s over the 1.4 cm2 active area of the CCD. The rate is consistent
with the incidence flux of cosmic-ray muons at the Earth's surface
(12). This large background component was eliminated from the transient
search by the image trailing technique. A small number of two-pixel
events were seen that we ascribe to muons depositing ionization near a
pixel boundary. There were approximatelyten background events that had
several saturated pixels in a row in the trailing direction but were
only one to two pixels wide in the perpendicular direction. These may
be caused by natural radioactive decays in the CCD. The decays deposit
a large amount of ionization in one or two pixels which then spreads
over the low potential barriers in the charge-transfer direction. These
events had many of the characteristics expected of a real optical
transient, but were identified as background because they did not have a
wide enough spread in the perpendicular direction to be consistent with
the telescope seeing profile of real optical transients. For a star
just bright enough to saturate the CCD (11th mag.) and on a night of
good seeing, the image is detectable over 6 pixels in the perpendicular
direction. Similar events have also been seen with this instrument
during other observing programs.

With a magnitude limit of 15.8 for a 1 s flash, this type of optical
monitoring may be significantly more sensitive for detecting bursts than

present-day gamma-ray instruments. Assuming the fluence ratio of S_(>30
keV)/Sont 10_ inferred by Schaefer et al. (2) applies to all buFsts,
the m,,'_1_5.8optical limit corresponds-'--t-o--a> 30 keV gamma-ray fluence
limit'of ~ 10-9 ergs cm-2. This limit is a factor of 100 lower than
that of the best current gamma-ray burst instruments.

4. Conclusions No optical events were seen during 52.1 total hours of

observation. The limiting magnitude for the search was mv=15.8 for
transients of 1.1 s duration or longer (28.5 hours searched) and mv=17.0
for durations of 6.0 s or longer (52.1 hours searched).
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ABSTRACT

Attempts were made to detect optical bursts

from the gamma-ray burst source GBS 0526-66
during Dec. 31, 1984 - Jan. 2, 1985 and
Feb. 23 - Feb. 24, 1985, using the one metre
reflector of the Kavalur Observatoly. Jan. I,

1985 coincided withthe zero phase of the

predicted 164 day period of burst activity
from the source (Rothschild and Lingenfelter,

1984). A new optical burst photon counting
system with adjustable trigger threshold was
used in parallel with a high speed photometer
for the observations. The best time resolution

was 1 ms and maximum count rate capability was
255,000 counts s-I. Details of the instrumen-

tation and observational results are presented

in this paper.

i. Introduction. The gamma_ray burst source GBS 0526-66 of
March 5, 1979 is unique in several respects (reviewed by

Cline, 1980). It exhibited the most intense gamma-ray burst
ever recorded. It is the only source for which there is a

tentative identification of the positional error box that
lies in the direction of a previously known celestial object,

namely, the N49 supernova remnant in the Large Magellanic
cloud (Cline et al., _82). Another interesting feature of

this object is its recurrent behaviour. Based on the ordered

pattern of recurrence times of fifteen w:eaker bursts observed
bv Golenetskii et al., (1984), Rothschild and Lingenfelter

(1984) have predicted a possible 164 day period for burst
occurence from this source. On_ical bursts reaching a maximum

b_ightness of mv=8.4 have been detected from the above region
of the sky by Pedersen, et al., (1984). Of the three optical
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bursts observed by them, the burst of February 8, 1984, which
lasted nearly 400 ms, coincided with the zero phase of the 164
day period.

In order to confirm the periodic nature of GBS 0526-66

and to zero-in on the precise location of the source respon-
sible for the above gamma-ray bursts, an international

multiwavelength burst watch was co-ordinated by the European
Southern Observatory (Pedersen, 1984) around New year 1985.

January i, 1985 _3 days was estimated to correspond to the
zero phase of the 164 day period, when the burst activity was

expected to be maximum. The burst watch program consisted
of observations of the source region in all wavelength

bands of the electromagnetic spectrum ranging from gamma-rays

to radio waves. As part of this international burst watch
we carried out high speed photometric observations with the
one metre telescope of the Kavalur Observatory using a newly

built optical burst photon counting system. This instru-
mentation could record data with an integration time of 1 ms
for a total duration of 31 s after burst detection above a

preset threshold. This paper presents details of the instru-
mentation and observational results.

2. Instrumentation. A single channel photometer with a

Johnson V filter and a rectangular diaphragm of 20 x 80
arc sec centred on the error box of GBS 0526-66 was used

for the observations. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the
data recording equipment. The data was recorded in two
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parallel channels. The first channels was used for continuous
photometric recording at 1 sec integration time while the
second channel using the new burst photon counting system
recorded data with 1 ms resolution whenever the optical

photon counting rate exceeded a preset burst threshold.

A thermoelectrically cooled RCA C31034 tube was used

in the photometer. Output signals from the phototube were

amplified using a fast preamplifier (Ortec 9301). The
signals from the preamplifier were fed to an amplifier/
discriminator (Ortec 9302) the output of which was

parallely fed to the two channels of data recording. The
first channel which was operated continuQuSly_cQnsiS_ed_of

a fast photon counter (Ortec 9315) followed by a sampling

control unit (Ortec 9320), the output of which was printed.
The printing speed of this channel limited the integration
time to a minimum of 50 ms.

The second channel consisted of instrumentation built

solely for burst observations with a maximum storage capacity
of 255 counts/ms (255,000 c s-l) . It consisted a micro-

processor controlled logic and memory capable of storing data
of 32 sec, duration with 1 ms resolution. Of the 32 sac, one

second corresponded to preburst circulating memor X which was
frozen once the burst trigger was enabled. This gave

information on the rising portion of the burst light curve.
The rest of the 31 sac data was stored after the burst trigger

was enabled. The burst trigger was enabled based on compa-

rison of the photon count rate for 20 ms with a threshold
set by the observer. Thresholds could be set to any value

from 1 to 255 counts per 20 ms (50 counts/sec to 12750 counts/
sac). Correspondingly 20 ms data sets were compared with this
threshold and the moment the threshold was crossed, the

_nstrumentation gave an indication and stored data for the
next 31 sac. This data could then be read out and stored on

a cassette tape recorder to be retreived later and printed

out for data processinG.

3. Observations and conclusions. Although the instrumen-

tation was operational fo'r_observations during the inter-
national burst watch from December 31 to January 2, 1985,

we could not carry out any observations during this time
because of cloudy skies. However on February 23 and 24,

1985, we conducted photometric observations of_the source

_{ a total duration of 2 hours (i.e., from 15 h 42m UT to12m UT on 23 February and from 14 _ 48m UT to 16h 30m

UT on 24 February). The average phase at the time of these
observations was 0.33, as extrapolated from the zero phase

quoted by Rothschild and Lingenfelter. The count rate

measured from the comparison star SAO 249271 (mv=9) was
about 5000 counts/sac. The count rate from the diaphragm
centred on GBS 0526-66 was about 700 counts/sec. This

corresponded to 14 counts in 20 ms. The threshold was
set at 40 counts in 20 ms, to avoid spurious triggering.
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This level corresponded to a signal level 6 sigma above the

background and to mv_10. With these settings no rise in
count rate was observed in either of the channels. This

indicates that no burst brighter than about llth magnitude

lasting for longer than 1 sec and no sharp bursts brighter
than 10th magnitude lasting for longer than 20 ms, was
recorded. It may be noted that two of the sixteen gamma-ray
bursts observed earlier from this source were detected around

a phase of 0.33. One could therefore expect an optical
burst around this phase if every gamma-ray burst is accom-
panied by an optical burst. However optical bursts are
expected to last for a very short duration, and therefore the
length of our data does not enable us to place stringent upper
limits on the occurrence of these bursts.

4. Acknowledgement. The authors thank M.R. Sharma,
C.N. Umapathy and N.S.R. Murthy for support in electronics
instrumentation and Jayakumar, K.R.N. Kutty, V.N. Padmini
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in the preparation of this paper.
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ABSTRACT

We report here the result of two searches for infrared
counterparts of Gamma-ray Bursters (GRB's). The first
search was made using data from the IRAS satellite and
covered 23 positions. The second search was made with
the Kitt Peak 1.5 m telescope and covered 3 positions.
In neither of these two searches was any infrared
candidate detected.

1. Introduction. Despite the decade of intense gamma-ray observations
since their'discovery, nothing positive is known about the nature of
GRB's; however, there is a suspicion that neutron stars are somehow
involved. It has become apparent that gamma-ray observationsalone
cannot determine the nature of the GRB system.

Currently, one of the best hopes for a breakthrough is the
discovery of a quiescent low energy counterpart. A quiescent
counterpart would allow for very deep studies at many wavelengths with
high angular resolution. In addition, radiation from the quiescent
system will be more diagnostic of the system's components than burst
radiation. Low energy observations are cheaper, easier, more sensitive,
and easier to interpret than high energy observations. Already many
searches have been made for optical counterparts--butthe searches have
only demonstrated that the GRB's are very faint. So it seems that the
vital search for a counterpart may profitably shift to other
frequencies.

At infrared wavelengths, there are reasons to believe that the
quiescent GRB counterpart will be bright enough for a reasonable
observing program. Many leading models require the neutron star to have
a companion (e.g., Woosley and Wallace, 1982; Van Buren, 1981; Ventura
et al., 1983). The existence of the campanion is further supported by
Wood et al. (1981) on the basis of the 8-second period in GB790305. In
addit_Schaefer and Ricker (1983) have demonstrated that a large and
cool companion to the neutron star is required to explain the optical

flashes. The optical flashes ar_ readily explained by reprocessingoff
a small companion star with a 10 K temperature at a distance of 100 pc
(Rappaport and joss, 1985).

2. Results. The IRAS satellite has completed an all sky survey in four
broad bandpass filters between 12 and 100 _ (Neugebaueret al., 1984).
We have used the resulting point source catalog to search for any

* Also, University of Maryland, Department of Physics and Astronomy
College Park, MD 20742. Visiting astronomer at Kitt Peak National
Observatory
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infrared sources associated with any of 23 known burst positions. These
burst positions were chosen solely for their small size, so that it is
unlikely that a background source will appear inside the error box.
With one exception, no IRAS source was found in any of the boxes. The
sensitivity limits vary widely with position on the sky, but typically
are 0.25, 0.4, 0.6, and 1.0 Janskys for the 12, 25, 60, and I00
filters, respectively.

The GB790305 proves to be the one exception, as it often is. The
IRAS point source catalog indicates that a source is located within 14"
of (1950) 5h 25m 59.5s -66 ° 7' 3", which is consistent with the best
error box of Cline et al. (1982). The 12 u flux is 0.45 Jansky and the
25 u flux is 1.54 janskys. The 60 and I00 u filters provide
uninteresting upper limits. The region of the sky is extremely confused
with background point sources and diffuse emission. The distribution of
this background makes it problematic whether the point source is real.
Even if it is real, we unfortunately conclude that the emission would
undoubtedly be from the N49 supernova remnant itself: (I) The IRAS
spectral shape is indistinguishable from all other detected LMC and SMC
supernova remnants. (2) The X-ray brightnesses of all LMCand SMC
supernova remnants (Mathewson et al., 1983) are well correlated with the
IRAS detections. N49 is comparatively bright in the X-rays and, hence,
should provide infrared emission detectible by IRAS (at the observed
flux level) whether or not a GRBis along the line of sight.

Our second search for infrared counterparts was made with a 1.5m
telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory in Arizona. We searched the
error boxes associated with the 18 April (Hurley, 1984, private
communication), 23 March (Laros et al., 1985), and 13 June (Barat et
al., 1984) 1979 GRB's. The sear_ was accomplished by raster scann_--_-ng
a 11.3" diameter aperture over the entire error box with typically
30 seconds of integration time per pixel. We looked in the K filter
(_ ~ 2.2 _) to a magnitude of 13.6 which equals 0.0023 Jansky. We found
only one infrared source in any of the three error regions. Subsequent
UBVRIJHK photometry shows that this source is a mv = 13 G-type star,
and, hence, is unlikely to be the counterpart.

It is disappointing that both our searches failed to identify any
likely candidates. However, the potential for high scientific returns
suggests that infrared searches should continue.
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infrared sources associated with any of 23 known burst positions. These 
burst positions were chosen solely for their small size, so that it is 
unlikely that a background source will appear inside the error box. 
With one exception, no IRAS source was found in any of the boxes. The 
sensitivity limits vary widely with position on the sky, but typically 
are 0.25, 0.4, 0.6, and 1.0 Janskys for the 12, 25, 60, and 100 ~ 
filters, respectively. 

The GB790305 proves to be the one exception, as it often is. The 
IRAS pOint source catalog indicates that a source is located within 14" 
of (1950) 5h 25m 59.5s _66 0 7' 3", which is consistent with the best 
error box of Cline et ale (1982). The 12 ~ flux is 0.45 Jansky and the 
25 ~ fl ux is 1. 54 Janskys. The 60 and 100 ~ fil ters provi de 
uninteresting upper limits. The region of the sky is extremely confused 
with background pOint sources and diffuse emission. The distribution of 
this background makes it problematic whether the point source is real. 
Even if it is real, we unfortunately conclude that the emission would 
undoubtedly be from the N49 supernova remnant itsel f: (1) The IRAS 
spectral shape is indistinguishable from all other detected LMC and SMC 
supernova remnants. (2) The X-ray brightnesses of all LMC and SMC 
supernova remnants (Mathewson et al., 1983) are well correlated with the 
IRAS detections. N49 is comparatively bright in the X-rays and, hence, 
should provide infrared emission detectible by IRAS (at the observed 
flux level) whether or not a GRB is along the line of sight. 

Our second search for infrared counterparts was made with a 1.5m 
telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory in Arizona. We searched the 
error boxes associ ated with the 18 April (Hurl ey, 1984, pri vate 
communication), 23 March (Laros et al., 1985), and 13 June (Barat et 
al., 1984) 1979 GRB's. The search was accomplished by raster scannTng 
all.3" di ameter aperture over the enti re error box with typically 
30 seconds of integration time per pixel. We looked in the K filter 
(A ~ 2.2 ~) to a magnitude of 13.6 which equals 0.0023 Jansky. We found 
only one infrared source in any of the three error regions. Subsequent 
UBVRIJHK photometry shows that this source is a mv = 13 G-type star, 
and, hence, is unlikely to be the counterpart. 

It is disappointing that both our searches failed to identify any 
likely candidates. However, the potential for high scientific returns 
suggests that infrared searches should continue. 
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ABSTRAC_

Stellar collapse is accompanied by emission of E_ I0 MeV

neutrinos and antineutrinos with the energy output W_
IOS_-IO_erg. Annihilation of these particles(_+V-_ e++e- )

im the vicinity.,of ccllapsar is considered.The physical
consequenoies are discussed.

I. Introduction. Our interest to the problem of _-annihilation in

the vicinity of collapsing object(collapsar) is stimulated by expec-
ted possibility 0£ "quiet collapses" and by prospects of their detec-

tion using neutriz_o radiation/I-6/. Can collapse occur in such a way
that neutrino emission will be the only observational consequence?

_e think that in many cases, if not in all, neutrimo burst will be

accompanied by X,ray burst. Here we suggest a mechanism of energy _de-

position in; outer layer of collapsing star and beyond it, which can

result in ejection of small mass and in generation of X-ray burst.
This mechanism is _V-annihilation. Ai latest stages of evolution of

a massive star an isolated stellar core is produced. For a star with

N_2M O collapse results in the formati_ of a hot neutron star which
is cooling during I0-20 s mostly by neutrino radiation. For a star

with M_IO M@a hot compact core exists during several seconds follo-
wed by the formation of a black hole-. The similar compact hot core

can be produced as a result of gas accretio_ to white dwarf in a bi-

nary system. In all these cases neutrinos are emitted from "neutrino-

sphere"(analogous to photosphere). Its radius R9 is defined by cohe-
rent 9 A-_A scattering. The efficiency of _ +_-_e.+e - scattering

depends on c.m.-energy of two neutri_uos and thus it increases at

large angles between neutrin_oa. Therefore the annihilati_ beyond the
outer boundary of a star heavily depends on the radius of neutrino-
sphe re.

2. Probabilit[ of annihilation. Neutrinos emitted from neutriz_osphere

of radius R9 have Planr k spectrum characterize_ by temperature T.

Neutrinos (and antineutrincs) of all three flavours (_ ,_ ands) are
equally presented in the flux. Consider antineutrino (_)moving; in

radial direction. Colliding with the other neutrimos emitted from
neutrinosphere it undergoes at the distance dr d9 annihilation col-
lisions •

d< nv( ,e)dg-O CE )(4-ooze)da,

where _q_(g,8)is a space density of neutriz_os with energy Z moving at

an angle _ to radial direction. At e-_m_the density _9(£_e_ is gi-
ven by

.. 
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Stellar collapse is accompanied by emission. of Ev""IO MeV 
neutrinos and antineutrinos with the energy output Wv rV 

Id'"3 _Ir§Lf erg. Annihilation. of these particles(-v + 15'-7 e+ +e ) 
in. the vicinity. of collapsar is considered.The physical 
consequencies are discussed. 

I. Introduction. Our interest '~o the problem of "i7V-annihilation. in 
the vicinity of collapsing object(collapsar) is stimulated by expec
ted possibility of "quiet collapses" and by prospects of their detec
tion. using neutr~o radiation/I-6j. Can collapse occur in such a way 
that neutrino emission will be the only Observational consequence? 
We think that in many cases, if not in all, neutrino burst, will be 
accompanied by X-ray burst. Here we suggest a mechanism of energy de
position in, outer layer of collapsing star and beyond it, which can 
result in ejection of small mass and in generation. of X-ray burst. 
This mechanism is '\JV -a.nnihila tion. At latest stage,s of evolution of 
a massive star an isolated stellar core is produced. For a star with 
M=2M()collapse results in the formati~ of a hot neutron star which 
is cooling during 10-20 s mostly by neutrino radiation. Fora star 
wi th MeoIO M0a hot compaot core exists during several seoonds follo
wed by the formation of a blaok hole. The similar compact hot oore 
can be produced as a result of gas acoretion. to white dwarf in a bi
nary system. In all these cases ne~trinos are emitted from "neutrino
sphere"(analogous to photosphere). Its rad-ius R)) is defined by oohe
rent VA~YA scattering. The efficiency of"\) +\> -"e++e- scattering 
depends 'on o.m.-energy of two neutrinDs and thus it inoreases at 
large angles between neutrin.os,. Therefore the annihilation. beyond- the 
outer boundary of a star heavily depends on. the radius of neutriuo
sphere • 
2. Probability of annihilation .• Ne,utrinos emitte.d from neutriaosphere 
of radius Rv have Planck speotrum oharacterized by temperature 'l!'. 
Neutrinos (and antineutrinos) of. all three flavours (e._,{ and -z:.) are 
equally presented in the flux. Con.sider antineutrino ()) moving. in 
radial direotion. Colliding with the other neutriRos emitted from 
neutrinosphere it undergoes at the distanoe dr d-v annihilation col
lisions: 

d 'V =- d., h v (E ) e) 01 $2 0---( E c) (-1 - cos e ) vi E.. ) (r) 

where I'l,,(€,s) is a spaoe density of neutr~os with energy £ moving at 
an angle e to rad-ial direotion. At e=e'M~ the density 11,,(£)9) :hs gi
ven by 
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where _ax = arcsin R2/r , B is neutrino brigh±ness of the neutrino-

sphere, gv =I is a statistical fact ore for massless neutrinos, dR is
a ,qolid angle _(Ec) is the oross_sectiono of V+_-_+_ -soat terimg at

energy Ec in c.m.-system. Reactions _._/_,_-and_)=._-_%_- pro-
ceed thr,ough neutral currents (Z -exc_amge). The oross-sectlon is:gi-
ven_ by

7(Ec.,_

9....

where _ =s_ _. _- 0.23, GF is Fermi eonatant., _c =E¢/2 and

Pc=(£2j m_cw) _Im_. For 9_.9z-* _+*¢- the oontributio_ oomea, from hoth_

CC(_.= -exchange) and NC(Z ° -exchange) and cross_section is

O"CE_)-
9,.. _- c

Integrating; (I) over r from R to oo one fin_s the number o_ collisi-

ons h) auffered by neutrino with energy E=KT:

o o m_, (6)
_- _ _- _ -45 2 _ -- -

_..+._.- ana _-r_..+_-c.._e+.e. ana (I..Z8/_)G,m m_o_ ,,.5.2.1,0 _'_'om_
£or _e._-> _++_-. For two cases the approximate analytical formu-

lae can_be giv_nm 2
i) at R_R_ and _T>> 2mac

R/R9

(ii) at R>k R_

fr
(8)
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h (E e) = J... oIB =. <}v £2.. (exp s/K T 1- 1)-1 
v) c cit. (hc.)~ 

( 2) 

where 8h\lM<. = arcsin Ry/r, B is neutrino brightness. of the neutrino
sphere f gy -I is, a statistioal faot.oIl. for mass~ss neutrmos, d52. is 
a solid angle O(Ec) is the oross ... seotion, of v.j.v~e~e -soatterimg at 
energy Ec in c.m.-system. Reactions V +Vr~e;-fe..- and ~-r;+\)-z:.~e..++e.- pro
ceed thr.ough neutral ourrents (ZO -exohange). The oross-seotion is gi
venl by 

:t.l.. 

V(Ec.J=:~(~~~f4- ~)(1+ ;:::) G~Sc-Pc-C) (3) 

where ~ =SUL '.Lew % 0.23, GF is Fermi ooniStant" E.c. -Ec/2 and 
Pc = (£::- - i'YI~C'ly(2.. • For ve.+Ve. ~ e+-+e..- the oontribution... oomes, from b;oth 
CC(v0 -exchange) and NC(ZO -exchange) and oross.,....seotion is 

R"- 2.. ':l 
()eEL ) ::. ~ (2, ~ l..-j: f + ~ ) (1+ ;::1- ) G~ ~c- Pc-c . 

c. 

1ntegrating~ (I) over r from R to oD one finds the number of oollisi
ons V suffered by neutrino with energy E=KT: 

(5) 

Where f(Rv/R)T)=. 
R,,/R (- V(-X'- 00 

= )~ ) ~~d~ ~ ct~ -e.ii-~-1 (1- ~"'t)[i+~(1- ~') ] 
o 0 ~ 

( 6) 

ZtJ,..41/ 2'Ji 2me.C /KT}; Uais (O.26/.1()G F m~ o'-{ _LI.10-45 cm
2 

for' VI: +Vr: 7-
e,++e- and v-c+v-z:..-'7e++e- and (I .• I8/Jr)Gi~m~c'{ _5.2.JjO-'{Som~ 
for Ve+ve.--> e.++e-. For two cases the appraximate analytical. formu-
~ae oan" be gi v.en.:, 2 
~) at R>r-Rv and K.. T > > 2me c 

( 1) 

( 8) 

• 
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For the fu_her numerical estimates we shall use the calculations of

Nadyozhin./7/ for collapse of iron_Qxygen core with mass, _I=2MO . Ac-
cording to these calculations after neutronization of the core the
collapse is slowed down and stops for IO-20s untill the core (hot ne-

utron_ star) is cooled due to neutrino radiation,. At this stage the
core is characterized by the following parameters: radius and tempe-
rature of neutrinosphere are respectively R =IIkm and T=6.5.IO_°K,

the mass abo_ neutrinosphere is M=0.OII M:O, the outer radius of the
star is R=I2.7 ks, neutrino luminosity is [vq =I-65 .I0_ erg/s and

the total energy of neutrinD burst is W_ =5.8.I0 y3 erg. Inserting
these parameters inlo (7) one finds for_e _ _ 9.10 -6 • For the
case (ii) and ad hoc parameters R9 =I3 ks, R=260 km and _2 Me_ we
find _ _ 2.I0-If . Probability for _a to annihilate beyond the
neutrinosphere radius is _ _ 4.10 -_ •

3. Application_:. The most interesting consequencies are connected
with _+_-*_+._- annihilatio_l beyond the outer surface of the star.
The energy released per Is in_ the form of e+-e--pairs is _ L_v

1.5.IO _v erg/s. The production of the new particles (e_ ,e_ ,¥) i_ the
collisions of e+ and e- as well as radiatio_ im magnetic field re-

sults in formation of a fireball /8/ and finally, in X-ray burst. A
duration_ of the burst is a delicate problem connected with the stel-
lar wind from the surface of the star. Unless neutrino luminosity is

higher thanL [v_IO_erg/s neutrino pressure cannot produce the
stellar wind from the surface. The stellar wind at the considered

Kelvin; stage of collapsing star results from the heating of the star
surface to the temperature T S _ 2.2.I0 _ K corresponding to Edding-
ton luminosity. The heating is caused by 3 reasons: (i) by thermal
flux from neutrinosphere, (ii) by _-scattering of neutrino flux and

(iii) by _V -annihilation beyond the neutrimosphere. If outer shell
is composed mainly of carbon, the depth of photosphere is x_3Og/cm
The energy deposition by neutrinos inside this depth results in

equlibrium temperature T S _- 2.I0 _ K. Therefore_ the surface tempera-
ture depends o_ the. thermal flux from the deeper layers of the shell
and hence on_ the temperature gradient. It is interesting to note that
_ -annihilation diminishes the temperature gradient, since the re-

leased energy per particle is increaaing outward due to diminishing
of density. During the time the surface is heated to supereddington
temperature and stellar wind makes the surroundings of the star
opaque fon X-rays, the fireball expands and leaves the star as X-ray
hurst. If timescale of the surface heating and of the filling of the

star surroundings with the gas is _ _ I ms, then energy transferred
to the fireball is W o_ _ [v _ _ IO _W erg ....Such_ a bursh undoubily

can be detected if the collapse occurs in our Galaxy. To make the
star opaque for X-ray radiatior_ the mass loss M driven by the stel-
lar wind must be rather large. The column density X at. the time t

" t
due to mass loss M and gas velocity w (_M/g) _z is _=_t/W_(K+v _)
E_en_ for supereddington regime [ _- IO L s_ /8/ _2.10_s g/s
and the column_ density_ at t --*co , _ _ _6g/cm , is less than

critical value k c _.30g/cm _ •
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For the futther numerical estimates we shall use the calculations of 
Uadyozhin. /1/ for collapse of ironJ-oxygen core with mass' M:=2NIQ. Ac
cording to these oalculations after neutronization of the core the 
collapse is slowed down and stops for 10-2013 untill the core (hot ne
utron, star) is cooled due to neutrin:o radiation,. At this stage the 
core is characterized by the following parameters: radius and tempe
rature of neutrinosphere are respectively R =lIkm and 1]::.6.5.1010 K, 
the mass abov:a neutrinosphere is. M=O .011 Mev, the outer radius of the 
star is R:;:sI2.1 km, neutrino luminosity is Lvv =I.65.I05

2.. erg/s and 
the total energy of neutrino burst isWv =5.8 .1053 erg. Inserting 
these parameters into (1) one fillda f.or ve j) ~ 9.10-6 

• ]'or' the 
case (ii) and ad hoc parameters Rv =13 km" R=260 km and KT=I2 MeV we 
find )J ~ 2.10- 11 • Probability for ve to annihilate beyond the 
neutrinosphere radius is 'i) ~ 4.10-5 • 

3. Applications. The most interesting consequencies, are connected 
wi th V +-v --.'>e,++e- annihila tion. beyond the oute r surface of the star. 
The energy. released. per Is in, the form o:fj' e+ -e- -pairs is '0 LvV' ~ 
I.5.I04~ erg/s. The production of the new particles (e~ ,e- ,X) in the 
collisi~s of e+ and e- as well as radiation in magnetic field re
sults in formation. of a fireball /8/ and finally in X-ray burst. A 
duration, of the burst is a delicate problem connected with the st,el
lar wind from the surface of the star. Unless neutrillo luminosity is 
higher than.; L'IIv~IO 55 erg/ s neutrino pressure cannot produce the 
stellar wind from the surface. The stellar wind at the considered 
Kelvin, stage of collapsing star results from the heating of the star 
surface to the temperature '.£1 s?;- 2.2.101- K corresponding to l~dding
ton luminosity. 'llhe heating is caused by 3 reasons: (i) by thermal 
flux: from neutrinosphere, (ii) by ve... -scattering of neutrino flux. and 
(iii) by ~~ -annihilation beyond the neutriruosphere. If outer shell 
is composed mainly of carbon, the depth of photosphere is x %30g/ cm 
The energy deposition by neutrinos inside this depth results in 
equlibrium temperature Ts :::::.. 2.106 K. Therefore) the surface tempera
ture depends ~. the, thermal flux from the deeper layers of the shell 
and hence on, the temperature gradient. It is interesting to note that, 
~V -annihilation, diminishes the temperature, gradient, since the re
leased energy- per particle is increaaing outward due to diminishing 
of density. During the time the surface is heated to supereddingt.on. 
temperature and stellar wind makes the surroundings of the star 
opaque foI!. X-rays, the fireb.all expands and leaves the star as X-ray 
burst. If timescale of the surface heating and of the filling of tho 
star surroundings with the gas is ~~ I ms, then energy transferred 
to the fireball is W "X- V Lv T..- ~ 10'-ll( erg •. Such. a burst., undoubtly 
can be dete cted if the collapse occurs in, our Galaxy. fro make the 
star opaque for X-ray radiation.; the mass loss M: driven by the stel
lar wind must be rather lcnge .• , The column den.si t.y X at, the time t 
due to mass loss M and gas velocity v= (2-oe.M IRYf2. is ~=. Mt:(t-fJrR,(R+vt..) 
Bvenl for supe reddingt on: regime L?;:.. 10 L Ed.ol /8/ M=2 .10 (8 g/ s 
and the coluffil1j density; at t ~ 00 , )\ 00 =6g/ cm ,is less than 
critical value Xc -;::::..30g/ cm 'L • 
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ABSTRACT

82 gamma ray bursts were detected between 1978 September 14 and 1980
February 13 by the experiments of the interplanetary network (Prognoz 7,
Vanera 11 and 12 SlOtiB experments, Pioneer Venus Orbiter, International
Sun-Berth Explorer 3, Helios 2, and Vale). 65 o£ these events have been
localized to annuli or error boxes by the the method of arrival time
analysis. The distribution oE sources is consistent with isotropy, and
there is no statistically convincing evidence for the detection oE more
than one burst from any source position. The localizations are compared
with those of two previous catalogs.

" Introducti.on. In a previous catalog (Klebesadel etal., 1982),
calization and earth crossing time data were presented for 111 gasms

ray bursts which occurred between 1967 July and 1979 June. In it,
information on events occurring between 1978 September 14 and 1979 June
13 was obtained from the data base of the interplanetary network. A
final analysis of the localization, time history, and earth crossing
time data from this network has now been completed (Atteia et el.,
1985), and a brief summary of the localizations will be given here.
Since the data of the KOtiUS experiments (Sazets etal., 1981) cover the
sane tins period, comparison& will be made with both the KOtiUS catalog
and that of Klebesadel et ai. 41982).

_. Characteri_tiC._ oE the Network. The network comprises over 30
Jieparate detesters, wiEh different sensitivities and geometries. As a
whole, however, the response oE the network was._sotropi R, and the
weakest burst detected had a fluence of 3 x 10- / erg/cm _. One of
the criteria for acceptance in this catalog was that an event be

" detected by instruments on at least two different spacecraft.
ConEirmation of candidate events was therefore sought not only in the
data base of the interplanetary network, but also in those of the HEAO
A-1 and C-1 experiments, and in the published data Erom the KOtiUS
experiments. Wherever practical and feasible, these data were used to
complete or refine the localizations, as explained in detail in Atteia
etal. (1985).

3. Cosparison of Three Cataloqm. Table 1 compares the numbers o£
events and localizations in the catalogs oE Klebesadel et ah (1982) and
Maze_a etal. (1981) with those oE this catalog. ZE _he 3_
error box sizes are considered, it is evident that the present catalog
represents an improvement of a factor of 5-10. A more qualitative
impression may be obtained by considering Figures 1, 2, and 3, which
display the localizations of the three catalogs in galactic coordinates.

4. Spatial _)l_trt.bution. A subset of 47 bursts localized in this
_atalog has been used to study the spatial distribution of bursters in
_alactic coordinates. The select, ion criteria for these events is

iecussed in Atteia et ah (1985). This study is limited, for
statistical reasons, to a consideration o£ possible north-south
asymmetries. Such an asymsetry is present in the data oE the KOtiUS
catalog, which detected 40 events in the south galactic hemisphere, and
20 in the north. The possible causes have been discussed in Lares et
al. (1982 and 1983) and in teazels and Golenetskii (1982). In the
present catalog, 24 events have been found to lie in the north galactic
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ABSTRACT 

82 gaaaa ray bursta were detected between 1978 Septeaber 14 and 1980 
February 13 by t.he experiaenta of the interplanet.ary net.work (Prognoz 7, 
Venera 11 and 12 SIGNB exper.ent.a, Pioneer Venua Orbiter, International 
Sun-Earth Explorer 3, Helioa 2, and Vela). 65 of theae event a have been 
localized to annuli or error boxea by the the .ethod of arrival ti.e 
analysis. The distribution of source. ia consistent with iaotropy, and 
there is no statisticallY convincing evidence for the detection of aore 
than one bur at froa any source poaition. The localizationa are coapared 
with those of two previous catalogs. 

1. Introduction. In a previoua cat.alog (Klebesadel et al., 1982), 
IocalIza€1on and earth crosaing tille data were preaented for III ga.aa 
ray bur.ts which occurred between 1967 July and 1979 June. In it., 
infor.ation on events occurring between 1918 Septe.ber 14 and 1919 June 
13 waa obt.ained froa the dat.a base of the int.erplanet.ary network. A 
final analyaia of the localization, ti.e hiatory, and earth croaaing 
tiae data froa this network has now been coapleted (Atteia et al., 
1985), and a brief sua.ary of the localizat.ions will be given here. 
Since the data of the KONUS experiaents (Mazets et al., 1981) cover the 
aaae Uae period, coaparisona will be aade with both the KONUS catalog 
and that of Klebeaadel et ala (1982). . 

The network co.prises over 30 
separa e e ec ora, w eren aenaitivities and geo.etries. Aa a 
whole, however, the reaponse of the net.work was jaotropic:;, and the 
weakeat burst. detect.ed had a fluence of 3 x 10-7 erg/caZ• One of 
the criteria for acceptance in this catalog was that an event be 
detected by instruaents on at least two different apacecraft. 
Confirllation of candidate events was therefore sought not only in the 
data base of the interplanetary network, but also in those of the HBAO 
A-I and C-l experillents, and in the published data froll the KONUS 
experillenta. Wherever practical and feaaible, theae data were uaed to 
cOllplete or refine the localization a, aa explained in detail in Atteia 
et ala (1985). 

3, COllpariaon of Three Cataloga. Table 1 cOllparea the nuabera of 
events and localizations in the catalogs of Klebesadel et a1. '(} 982) and 
"ozets at 121. (1981> with those oE this catalog. IE the Jq 
error box sizea are conaidered, it ia evident that the present catalog 
represent a an iaproveaent of a factor of 5-10. A aore qualitative 
illPression aay be obtained by conaidering Figures 1, 2, and 3, which 
diaplay the localizations of the three catalogs in galactic coordinates. 

4. S~atl.al Diatribution. A aubaet of 47 bursts localized in tMa 
caEe og haa heen used to study the apatial distribution of bursters in 
galactic coordinates. The selection criteria for these events is 
discuased in Atteia et 121. (1985). This atudy is li.ited, for 
statistical reasons, to a conaideration of poaaible north-south 
aSYlllletries. Such an aaYlllletry is present in the data of the KONUS 
catalog, which detected 40 events in the south galactic helliaphere, and 
20 in the north. The poasible causea have been discusaed in Laros et 
01. <1982 and 1983) and in Hazeta and Golenetskit (1982). In the 
present catalog, 24 events have been found to lie in the north galactic 
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hemisphere, and 23 in the south. Thus the data are consistent with the
hypothesis that bursters are distributed Isotropically and that the
network had an isotropic response. On the other hand, the KONUS data
are inconsistent with the hypothesis that bursters are distributed
isotropicallv and that the KONUS experiment has an isotropic response
(probability <0.01). It is, however, possible to choose a slightly
anisotropic distribution (42_ o£ the bursters in the north hemisphere,
58_ in the south) which agrees with both data sets with probability
>0.i.

Although a large number o£ overlapping error regions may be £ound
in this catalog, the number is roughly in agreement with that which
would be predicted on the basis o£ purely random coincidences. Thus it
seems quite likely that no cases were detected in which more than one
burst was emitted £rom a single source. This is discussed £urther in
paper 061.2-5, and in Atteia et el. (1985).

Figure 4 displays the distribution o£ 86 gamma ray bursts. 84 o£
them have been taken £rom the 3 catalogs cited above, and two £rom Katoh
etal. (1984) and Hueter (1984). Figure 5 shows the latitude
distribution o£ these localizations, as well as that expected i£ the
distribution is isotropic. Caution should be exercised in interpreting
these two £igures, as no attempt has been made to correct them £or
possible selection e££ects (e.g. Laros et el., 1982 and 1983: Mezets and
Golenetskii, 1982).

TABLE I. COMPARISONS OF 3 GAMMA RAY BURST CATALOGS
Klebesadel Mazets et This
etal. 1982 el. 1981 Catalog

Total No.
o£ Events 111 143 81

Total No.
o£ Localizatlons 62 80 65

Sky Covered by
Localizations 78(3_) 46(i_) 9(3_)

Averag_ No. o£
ArcminL/Localization 1.2xi06 8.5xi05 2.1xi05

No. of Events in
Common with
Klebesadel et el. .... 33 38

No. of Events in
Common with
This Catalog .... 68 ....

No. of Events Which All 3 Catalogs Have in Common: 33
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hemisphere, and 23 in the south. Thus the data are consistent with the 
hypothesis that bursters are distributed isotropically and that the 
network had an isotropic response. On the other hand, the KONUS data 
are inconsistent with the hypothesis that bursters are distributed 
isotropically and that the KONUS experiment has an isotropic response 
(probability <0.01>. It is, however, possible to choose a slightly 
anisotropic distribution (42% of the bursters in the north hemisphere, 
58% in the south) which agrees with both data sets with probability 
>0.1. 

Although a large number of overlapping error regions may be found 
in this catalog, the number is roughly in agreeillent with that which 
would be predicted on the basis of purely randolll coincidences. Thus it 
seems quite likely that no cases were detected in which more than one 
burst was emitted from a single source. This is discussed further in 
paper OG1.2-5, and in Atteia et al. (1985). 

Figure 4 displays the distribution of 86 gallma ray bursts. 84 of 
them have been taken from the 3 catalogs cited above, and two from Katoh 
et al. (1984) and Hueter (1984). Figure 5 shows the latitude 
distribution of these localizations, as well as that expected if the 
distribution is isotropic. Caution should be exercised in interpreting 
these two figures, as no attelllpt has been made to correct them for 
possible selection effects (e.g. Laros et al., 1982 and 1983: thlzets and 
Golenetskii, 1982). . 
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Fig. I. The 62 localizations o£ Klebesadel et al. (1982) in galactic
coordinates. 78_. o£ the sky is covered by these 3¢ regions.

Fig. 2. The 80 localizations o£ Mazets et al. (1981) in galactic
coordinates. 46X o£ the sky is covered by these I_ regions.
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Fig.!. The 62 localizations of Klebesadel et a1. (1982) in galactic 
coordinates. 78% of the sky is covered by these 3~ regions. 

Fig. 2. The 80 localizations of Mazets et al. (1981) in galactic 
coordinates. 46% of the sky is covered by these lcr regions. 
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Fig. 3. The 65 localizations o[ Atteia et al. (1985) in galactic
coordinates. 9_ o£ the sky is covered by these 3_ regions.
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Fig. 4. The distribution o£ 86 bursters, taken £rom the re£erences
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Fig. 3. The 65 localizations of Atteia et al. (1985) in galactic 
coordinates. 9% of the sky is covered by these 3~ regions. 

NGP 
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Fig. 4 . The dis t Li bu ti on o£r=--T-:;=T-':..:r=--=r--=r=r~~:..:.:.:.,--=-;r=-r-=r=-r=T'-.:r--,--, 
given in the text. 

Fig. 5. The 
distribution of the 10 
number of bursters 
as a function of 
galactic latitude, a::: 
in 10 0 bins, L&J 
based on the 86 CO 
events in Fig. 4. l: 
The dashed line is 
the distribution =>z 5 
expected on the 
basis of isotropy.· 
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GAMMA RAY BURST SIZE-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS:
SPECTRAL SELECTION EFFECTS

James C. Higdon
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, CA 91109 USA
and

Richard E. Lingenfelter
Center for Astrophysics & Space Sciences, Univ. of California, San Diego

La Jolta, CA 92093 USA

ABSTRACT
We have investigated the effects of spectral variation on the detection of gamma ray
bursts. We find that selection biases resulting from these effects can account for the
reported deviation of the observed size-frequency distribution in peak energy flux
from that expected for a.simple uniform distribution of sources. Thus these obser-
vations as yet provide no clear evidence for structure in the burst source distribu-
tion. We also show that because of selection biases the intrinsic average tempera-
ture of the bursts is much harder (kT -- MeV) than the observed average (--
200 KeV).

INTRODUCTION

Size-frequency distributions of gamma ray bursts, i.e. the number of bursts greater than
some fluence or some peak energy flux as a function of fluence or flux, have been extensively
studied 1 in an attempt to determine the spatial distribution of the burst sources. Of particular
interest is the flattening at low fluxes and fluences of the observed size-frequency distributions
below that of a simple -3/2 power-taw in flux or fluence expected from a uniform source distri-
bution. This flattening has been generally interpreted as evidence for a spacially limited source
distribution that is confined to the galactic disk or halo.

Such an interpretation, however, is inconsistent with the distribution of measured _ burst
positions on the sky, which fail to show any anistropy even at tow fluences.

We have recently shown, 3 moreover, that the flattening of the fluence distributions at low
fluence can, in fact, result solely from observational selection effects due to variations in burst
duration. We now show here that the flattening of the peak energy flux distribution is also the
result of observational selection effects, due, in this case, to variations in the energy spectra of
the bursts.

BURST IDENTIFICATION

To understand the selection effects, we must briefly review t/ow gamma ray bursts are
identified. The identification depends on the detection of a burst signal above the instrumental
background, usually in two or more detectors so as to exclude local phenomena.

The possibility of distinguishing between a gamma ray burst and a random fluctuation in
the detector background depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of the event in the detector--the
greater this ratio, the greater the probability that the event is not a random background fluctua-
tion. The signal of an event is the number of photons measured or counted above the mean
detector background in some energy band, AE. For an event of duration, td, the number of
counts in a possible no- fluctuation in the background is n(Btd)_h, with a mean background
counting rate B, assuming Poisson statistics. The number of photons detected in an energy
range E to E + AE depends on the burst intensity _b(E,t) as a function of energy and time as
well as the detector characteristics: area, A; integration time t_; and efficiency, e, assumed for
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We have investigated the effects of spectral variation on the detection of gamma ray 
bursts. We find that selection biases resulting from these effects can account for the 
reported deviation of the observed size-frequency distribution in peak energy flux 
from that expected for a simple uniform distribution of sources. Thus these obser
vations as yet provide no clear evidence for structure in the burst source distribu
tion. We also show that because of selection biases the intrinsic average tempera
ture of the bursts is much harder (kT - MeV) than the observed average (-
200 KeV). 

INTRODUCTION 

Size-frequency distributions of gamma ray bursts, i.e. the number of bursts greater than 
some fluence or some peak energy flux as a function of fluence or flux, have been extensively 
studied l in an attempt to determine the spacial distribution of the burst sources. Of particular 
interest is the flattening at low fluxes and fluences of the observed size-frequency distributions 
below that of a simple -3/2 power-law in flux or fluence expected from a uniform source distri
bution. This flattening has been generally interpreted as evidence for a spacially limited source 
distribution that is confined to the galactic disk or halo. 

Such an interpretation, however, is inconsistent with the distribution of measured2 burst 
positions on the sky, which fail to show any anistropy even at low fluences. 

We have recently shown,3 moreover, that the flattening of the fluence distributions at low 
fluence can, in fact, result solely from observational selection effects due to variations in burst 
duration. We now show here that the flattening of the peak energy flux distribution is also the 
result of observational selection effects, due, in this case, to variations in the energy spectra of 
the bursts . 

BURST IDENTIFICATION 

To understand the selection effects, we must briefly review how gamma ray bursts are 
identified. The identification depends on the detection of a burst signal above the instrumental 
background, usually in two or more detectors so as to exclude local phenomena. 

The possibility of distinguishing between a gamma ray burst and a random fluctuation in 
the detector background depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of the event in the detector-the 
greater this ratio, the greater the probability that the event is not a random background fluctua
tion. The signal of an event is the number of photons measured or counted above the mean 
detector background in some energy band, AE. For an event of duration, td, the number of 
counts in a possible nO" fluctuation in the background is n(Btd)'h, with a mean background 
counting rate B, assuming Poisson statistics. The number of photons detected in an energy 
range E to E + A E depends on the burst intensity ¢ (E,t) as a function of energy and time as 
well as the detector characteristics: area, A; integration time tj; and efficiency, e, assumed for 
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simplicity to be a constant over the energy range AE. Thus the number of photons detected in
the energy range AE in a time ti is

E+_E to+ti

Re _ dE tf° dt_b(E,t) = Ae<_b>tiAg (1)

where <_b> is the mean intensity of the burst during time ti. A signal-to-noise ratio of n thus
requires that

n = Ae< _b> tiAF_/(Bti)'/2. (2)

The limiting burst fluence, So, greater than some energy, Eo, that a detector system can
measure to a statistical significance of no- is

So = n¢ (Btd)"_/eA, (3)

where the effective photon energy
o_ E+AE

E_-_o_(E)EdF/ fE _(E)dE, (4)

Similarly the limiting peak energy flux, Po, that can be measured in an integration time ti,
shorter than the duration ta, is

Po = n_ (B/ti)"_/eA. (5)

Thus the fluence threshold increases with increasing spectral hardness and duration of the
bursts, while the peak energy flux threshold increases only with spectral hardness. These are
unavoidable selection biases against harder spectra and longer duration bursts that must be con-
sidered when interpreting not only the size frequency distributions but the observed distribu-
tions of spectra and durations which can be strongly biased as well.

These selection effects are a. general problem affecting all burst detectors. But in the dis-
cussion that follows we confine our analysis to Venera data because it is not only the most
extensive data set, but also the only one for which sufficient information has been pub-
lished 2,4,5,6to permit an analysis.

SPECTRAL EFFECTS

To investigate the spectral variation biases on the peak energy flux distribution, we calcu-
late the limiting peak energy flux, Po, from equations (4) and (5) using energy spectra _b(E) of
the form E-lexp(-E/T) which Mazets et al.6 used to fit the observed spectra. They found a
range of effective temperatures T with a distribution shown by the data in Figure 1. The intrin-
sic temperature distribution of the sources differs from this, however, because of spectral
biases. But if we assume an intrinsic temperature distribution, n(T), we can then calculate the
distributions of both T and peak flux for observed bursts expected from a uniform spacial dis-
tribution of such sources. Specifically the expected peak flux distribution

oo

N(> P) - J'n(T)f(P)dT, (6)
O

where f(P)=CPo(T) -3/2 for P_<Po(T) and f(P)=CP -3/2 for P>Po(T). The normalization con-
stant C is determined by comparison with the observed distribution of N(>P) measured by
Mazets et al} (Figure 2). Similarly the expected distribution of observed temperatures

T+_T oo

N(T)AT= JTTn(T)P°(T)-3/2dT/fon(T)P°(T)-3/2dT' (7)

Here we have assumed that n(T) has the form exp(-T/To) , shown by dashed lines in Fig-
ure 1, in order to calculate the expected flux and temperature distributions to be observed from
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simplicity to be a constant over the energy range AE. Thus the number of photons detected in 
the energy range A E in a time tj is 

E+pE toHj 
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E to 

(1) 

where <</» is the mean intensity of the burst during time tj. A signal-to-noise ratio of n thus 
requires that 
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The limiting burst fluence, So, greater than some energy, Eo, that a detector system can 
measure to a statistical significance of n(T is 
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where the effective photon energy 
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Similarly the limiting peak energy flux, Po, that can be measured in an integration time tj, 
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Thus the fluence threshold increases with increasing spectral hardness and duration of the 
bursts, while the peak energy flux threshold increases only with spectral hardness. These are 
unavoidable selection biases against harder spectra and longer duration bursts that must be con
sidered when interpreting not only the size frequency distributions but the observed distribu
tions of spectra and durations which can be strongly biased as well. 

These selection effects are a, general problem affecting all burst detectors. But in the dis
cussion that follows we confine our analysis to Venera data because it is not only the most 
extensive data set, but also the only one for which sufficient information has been pub
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SPECTRAL EFFECTS 

To investigate the spectral variation biases on the peak energy flux distribution, we calcu
late the limiting peak energy flux, Po, from equations (4) and (5) using energy spectra </> (E) of 
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distributions of both T and peak flux for observed bursts expected from a uniform spacial dis
tribution of such sources. Specifically the expected peak flux distribution 

00 

N(> P) = f n(T)f(P)dT, (6) 
o 

where f(P) =CPo(T)-3/2 for P~ poeT) and f(P) =Cp-3/2 for P> poeT). The normalization con
stant C is determined by comparison with the observed distribution of N(> P) measured by 
Mazets et a\.2 (Figure 2). Similarly the expected distribution of observed temperatures 

TIT 00 

N(T)AT = n(T)Po(T)-3/2dT/ f n(T)Po (T)-3/2dT. T 0 
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Here we have assumed that neT) has the form exp(-T/To), shown by dashed lines in Fig
ure 1, in order to calculate the expected flux and temperature distributions to be observed from 
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a uniform spacial distribution.

Comparisons of these calculated distributions for various values of To with the observed
distributions of Mazets et al.6 gave a best fit to both distributions for an effective temperature
To= 1.1 MeV, shown by the solid lines in Figures 1 and 2.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of burst temperatures observed by Mazets et al. 6, compared
with the calculated distribution (equation (7), solid line) expected from the assumed
intrinsic distribution n(T) (dashed line arbitrarily normalized), showing the strong
selection bias against bursts with harder spectra.

SUMMARY

As can be seen, such a simple distribution of burst spectra can account for both the
observed distribution of effective burst temperatures and for the observed flattening of the peak
energy flux distribution. In particular these calculations show that the observed N(> P) vs P
distribution is quite consistent with a uniform spacial distribution of sources, since the flatten-
ing at low fluxes can be due entirely to spectral selection effects. Moreover, the observed dis-
tribution of effective burst temperatures is also strongly biased by selection effects, such that
the mean temperature (---200 KeV) of the observed bursts is almost an order of magnitude
lower than the intrinsic mean temperature (_ 1 MeV), as can also be seen in Figure 1. Thus
gamma ray bursts are truly gamma ray, not hard X-ray, phenomena with the bulk of their
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a uniform spacial distribution. 

Comparisons of these calculated distributions for various values of To with the observed 
distributions of Mazets et al.6 gave a best fit to both distributions for an effective temperature 
To=1.1 MeV, shown by the solid lines in Figures 1 and 2. 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of burst temperatures observed by Mazets et al.6, compared 
with the calculated distribution (equation (7), solid line) expected from the assumed 
intrinsic distribution n(T) (dashed line arbitrarily normalized), showing the strong 
selection bias against bursts with harder spectra. 

SUMMARY 

As can be seen, such a simple distribution of burst spectra can account for both the 
observed distribution of effective burst temperatures and for the observed flattening of the peak 
energy flux distribution. In particular these calculations show that the observed N(> P) vs P 
distribution is quite consistent with a uniform spacial distribution of sources, since the flatten
ing at low fluxes can be due entirely to spectral selection effects. Moreover, the observed dis
tribution of effective burst temperatures is also strongly biased by selection effects, such that 
the mean temperature (-200 KeV) of the observed bursts is almost an order of magnitude 
lower than the intrinsic mean temperature (- 1 MeV), as can also be seen in Figure 1. Thus 
gamma ray bursts are truly gamma ray, not hard X-ray, phenomena with the bulk of their 
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emitted power at MeV energies, an order of magnitude above that of typical detector triggers. "
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ABSTRACT

Some models for Gamma-Ray Burst spectra result in

anisotropic emission. We consider here the effects of

anisotropy on the log N-log S curve.

i. Introduction. Several authors have recently proposed anisotropic

emission mechanisms for Gamma-Ray Bursts. Synchrotron emissivity (I) is

maximum when the angle between the observer and the average magnetic

field direction is @ = _/2, while 7-_ pair production and annihilation

(2) and the more complex model of Hameury et al. (3) have maximum

emissivity for 8 = 0.

Assuming a random distribution for the direction of maximum emissivity of

a Gamma-Ray Burst, we have computed the effects of anisotropy on the two

log N-log S curves given by Jennings (ref. (4), fig. 8) for halo models.

The fact that these two curves already take into account an intrinsic

luminosity distribution for the events is not in conflict with

considering a further dependence of the observed burst intensity on the

angle between the observer and, for example, the magnetic field axis.

2. Method and results. We define as "original" the log N-log S curve that
we would obtain if we could observe all events in the direction of

maximum emissivity, and "averaged" the log N-log S which results from

taking into account anisotropic emission. We also define as "original"

and "apparent" the burst intensity in the direction of maximum emissivity

and in the direction of the observer, respectively. Then the "averaged"

log N-log S curve for an apparent burst intensity S is the weighted mean

over all angles between 0 and _/2 of the "original" log N-log S curve,

computed, for each angle, at the "original" intensity which will, at that

angle, produce an apparent intensity S in the direction of the observer.

In our case, the weight is simply sin 8. More details and the results

obtained using a very simple log N-log S function are given in ref. (5).

As already stated, we have used as "original" log N-log S the curves

given for halo models in fig. 8 of ref. (4) and the angular dependence

for emissivity of refs. (I), (2) and (3). The results are given in figs.

1 andS. The "a[_raged" log N-log S curve has not been renormalized at S
= I0 ergs cm ±n order to show the decrease in number of observed

events per year due to anisotropic emission. The fact that all events at

8>_/2, with the possible exception of a few just beyond 8 = n/2, would
not be observed, will further lower the averaged curves by a factor of =

2 (not included here).

As it might be expected, in all cases the "averaged" log N-log S

curve is lower-and smoother than the original one, but only the "aver-

aged" log N-log S curve obtained using the model of Hameury et el. (3)

differs sensibly from the corresponding "original" curve in the normali-

zation and, in fig. 2, also in the shape.

In fact, the angular dependence of the emerging flux calculated by
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1. Introduction. Several authors have recently proposed anisotropic 
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maximum when the angle between the observer and the average magnetic 
field direction is 6 = 'IT/2, while y-y pair production and annihilation 
(2) and the more complex model of Hameury et a1. (3) have maximum 
emissivity for 6 = o. 
Assuming a random distribution for the direction of maximum emissivity of 
a Gamma-Ray Burst, we have computed the effects of anisotropy on the two 
log N-log S curves given by Jennings (ref. (4), fig. 8) for halo models. 
The fact that these two curves already take into account an intrinsic 
luminosity distribution for the events is not in conflict with 
considering a further dependence of the observed burst intensity on the 
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2. Method and results. We define as "original" the log N-log S curve that 
we would obtain if we could observe all events in the direction of 
maximum emissivity, and "averaged" the log N-log S which results from 
taking into account anisotropic emission. We also define as "original" 
and "apparent" the burst intensity in the direction of maximum emissivity 
and in the direction of the observer, respectively. Then the "averaged" 
log N-log S curve for an apparent burst intensity S is the weighted mean 
over all angles between 0 and 'IT/2 of the "original" log N-log S curve, 
computed, for each angle, at the "original" intensity which will, at that 
angle, produce an apparent intensity S in the direction of the observer. 
In our case, the weight is simply sin e. More details and the results 
obtained using a very simple log N-log S function are given in ref. (5). 

As already stated, we have used as "original" log N-log S the curves 
given for halo models in fig. 8 of ref. (4) and the angular dependence 
for emissivity of refs. (1), (2) and (3). The results are given in figs. 
1 an<!l. The "a~2raged" log N-log S curve has not been renormalized at S 
= 10 ergs cm in order to show the decrease in number of observed 
events per year due to anisotropic emission. The fact that all events at 
6> 'IT/2, with the possible exception of a few just beyond e = 'IT/2, would 
not be observed, will further lower the averaged curves by a factor of ~ 

2 (not included here). 
As it might be expected, in all cases the "averaged" log N-log S 

curve is lower and smoother than the original one, but only the "aver
aged" log N-log S curve obtained using the model of Hameury et al. (3) 
differs sensibly from the corresponding "original" curve in the normali
zation and, in fig. 2, also in the shape. 

In fact, the angular dependence of the emerging flux calculated by 
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Carrigan and Katz for y-y pair production and annihilation is not

strongly collimated, while the maximum emissivity of synchrotron

radiation is at 8 = 7/2, which also has the highest weight in the

average. On the contrary, the emissivity in the model of Hameury et al.

is strongly peaked at @ = 0, where the weight goes to zero. We also note

that in fig. 2 the "averaged" log N-log S for this model is much

straighter than the "original" curve. In order to fit the experimental

data well with the "averaged" curve, we would have to use an "original"

log N-log S which is bent more and is bent at a higher burst intensity.
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Fig. 1 Solid line: "original" log N-log5S curve from ref. (4) fig. 8,
halo model with e = -1._ _ = 6x10

Dot-dashed line: corresponding "averaged" log N-log S curve for

angular dependence of _he emissivity derived from either ref. (2)z

or ref. (I) with VLT between 2 and 200. They are practically
superimposed.

Dashed line: "averaged" log N-log S curve for the model of Hameury
et al. (3).
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ABSTRACT z

The burster repetition rate is an inportant paraneter in sany ganna ray
burst sodela. The localizatlone oE the interplanetary network, which
have a relatively snail conblned eurEace area, nay be used to estlnate
the average repetition rate. The nethod consists of I) eetinatlng the
nunber of randon overlaps between error boxes expected in the catalog
and coaparlng thls nuaber to that actually observed, 2) sodeilng the
response oE the detectors In the network, so that the probablllty oE
detecting a burst can be eetlnated, and 3) eisulatlng the arrival oE
bursts at the network assueing that burster repetition is governed by a
Poleeon process. The application oE this nethod Eor aany diEEerent
burster luninoslty Eunctione shows that I) the lower llnlt to the
burster repetition rate depends strongly upon the aesuned lusinoslty
£unction, _) the beet lower limit to the repetition period obtainable
Eros the data of the network is about 100 nonths, and 3) that a
lunlnoelty Eunctlon Eor all bursters slnllar to that o6 the 1979 Mar 5
burster Is inconsistent with the data.

!. Introduction. The tins between successive gamma ray bursts Iron a
single source is a paraseter which can in principle be used to
distinguish between theoretical nodela of bursters. To date, only two
cases oE repeating burets have been found: 3 soft ganna ray burets were
observed free one source (Hazers, etal., 1979) and a total oE 16 bursts
have been observed Eros the 1979 Mar 5 source (Golenetskii etal.,
1984). None of the events free the Eoreer, nor any of the repeating
events Eros the latter, was Eound in the data used to conpils the 2nd
catalog of the interplanetary network (Attela etal., 1985). The soft
spectra of these repeating bursts, and the exceptional features of the ,
1979 Mar 5 burster suggest that these recurrences aay be unrelated to
the question of hard ganna ray burst repetition in general. Hence an
effort has been cede to exanine the data o£ the 2nd interplanetary
network catalog for evidence of burster repetition.

As sight be expected considering the sizes and shapes of the
localizations In the 2nd catalog, a nunbor of overlapping error regions
were found: 2 error box/error box overlaps, 27 annulus/error box
overlaps, 2 annulus/annulus/error box overlaps, and 8
annulus/annulus/annulus overlaps. However, a rough calculation
indicates that the nunber of overlapping regions is very close to that
which would be expected Eros a randon distribution. We adopt the
hypothesis that no repeaters were detected in these data, and proceed to
eatinate the lower lie/is which can be placed on the recurrence Lisa
scale. It Is of course possible that several cases oE burster

_:u_:_et e_le present in thee. data, and that we hay. incorrectlyas "randon" overlaps. However, as long as there are no
sore than 2 or 3 such cases, this will not change the upper llsits
substantially.

_, A Modeling Procedure The 9 experlnents used for this study
(Prognoz 7, Venera 11 and 12 including both the SIGNB and KONUS
detectors, Pioneer Venus Orbiter, Helios Z, International Sun-Earth

. Explorer 3, and Vela) had a wide range of goosetrlee, sensitivities, and
operating tinetablea, which suet be taken into account in any nodal.
Here, we have aasuned a) ieotropic response Eor the network aa a whole,
b) a step Eunction probability for burst detection as a function of
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s ngle source s a para.eter which can in principle be used to 
di&tinguish between theoretical aodela of bursters. To date, only two 
cases of repeating bur&t& have been found: 3 soft gaa.a ray bur&t& were 
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1984). None of the eventa froa the for.er, nor any of the repeating 
event a fro. the latter, waa found in the data uaed t.o co.pile t.he 2nd 
catalog of the interplanetary network (Attei. et al., 1985). The aoft 
spectra of theae repeating bursta, .nd the exceptional f.atur.. of the 
1919 ftar 5 burster euggest that these recurrencea a.y be unr.l.ted to 
the que&tion oE h.rd gaa.a ray burst repetition in g.neral. H.nce an 
efEort has been a.de to ex •• ine the d.t. of the 2nd interpl.net.ry 
network cat.log Eor evidence of burster repetition. 

As .ight b. exp.cted considering the sizea .nd ah.p.s of th. 
loc.lizationa in the 2nd c.talog, a nuaber of overlapping tlrror regions 
w.re found: 2 error box'error box overlaps, 27 .nnulus'error box 
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annulue/annulus'.nnulue overl.pe. However, a rough calculation 
indicatee that the nuaber of ov.rlapping regions ia very cloae to th.t 
which would be expected froa a rando. dietribution. W. adopt the 
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fluen_e, with _ifferent threshold fluences (between 3xl0"_ 1.2-Sand3x10- erq/ca ) for each instrument, and c) atlae averaged
detection probabllity which is dlfferent for each instrument, and taken
to be constant. All of these assumptions are simplifications, but the
parameters used to model the detector responses are found by a
semi-empiricalprocedure which results in a good agreement between the
model and the data; more details may be found in Atteia et al. (1985).

A Honte-Carlo program was used to simulate the arrival of burets
at the instruments and their subsequent detection or non-detection. The
following assumptions were made.
I) Bursts from a single source are produced randomly in time, with a
mean number of events r per unit time, so that the probability of a time
interval in the range t to t*dt for 2 bursts from the same source is
dPt=r exp(-rt) dr. All bursters are considered to be described by the
same parameter r.
2) Following Jennings (1982), the integral luminosity function for
bursts from a single source follows a power law; i.e.,the number of
bursts with luminosities_)LIs proportional to L_. All
bursters are described by the same parameter • in this model.
3) The fluences of repeating burets from s single source extend over a
dynamic range _ (=lowest fluence/highest fluen_e). Th9 highest
fluence has generally been taken to be 2x10-'4erg/cmZ. The lowest
fluence may extend below the threshold eensltivlty of the Instruments,
resulting in undetectable bursts.

3. Results From the above description, it Is easy to see that the
lower limitto the recurrence time deduced from the data may depend
strongly upon the luminosity function chosen: a function which places
many of the repeating bursts below the instrumental threshold will
obviously result in the detection of few bursts from any given source,
and the lower limitestimated for the recurrence time willbe small.
This is seen in Figure I, which displays the 3_ lower limitto
the recurrence time as a function of the power law index _ and
the dynamic range _. Arbitrarilysmall values of the recurrence
time may be obtained by assuming small values of _ and/or
•. However, a maximum of about 100 mo. is obtained by assuming
values of _ and _ such that all bursts from all sources
are above the instrumental threshold.

A special case is worth mentioning. The date on the 16 bursts
from the 1979 Hat 5 source (Golenetskiietal., 1984) give a luminosity
function with _=-0.5, dynamic range _:0.00033, and a
recurrence time of 1.4 ace. after correcting for the observation and
data recovery periods. If all bursters were described by bhi_

fluence 2x 10-qluminor_ity function, and again had a maximum of
erg/cm, Z, the Monte-Carlo procedure predicts that about 18 recurrences
should have been detected in the data base of the _nd catalog: the
probability of detecting no recurrence is about 10-_, and we conclude
that Mar 5-type recurrence does not describe the bursters observed here.

Schaefer and Cline (1985) have also studied the burster repetition
question, using a similar approach to the one outlined here, but a
different data base. Generally speaking, their conclusions are in
agreement with ours. Two exceptions should be noted, however. They
find that a I0 year recurrence time is consistent with their data for
monoluminosity bursts. Here, we have shown that even luminosity
functions with a wide dynamic range are consistent with about the same
recurrence time. Second, a Mar 5-type luminosity function would be
consistent with the data of Schaefer and Cline,but is quite
inconsistent with ours. The essential difference in the two data sets
appears to be in the probability of detection and localizationof
bursts."Schaefer and Cline have used much of the older data, from
periods when the number and sensitivitiesof the instruments were
smaller than those of the 2nd catalog. Thus the data used in the
present study provide slightly stronger constraints on burster
repetition.
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AN INTERNALLYCONSISTENTGAMMARAY BURSTTIME HISTORY PHENOMENOLOGY

T. L. Cline
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

A phenomenology for gammaray burst time histories is
outlined. Order of their generally chaotic appearance is
attempted, based on the speculation that any one burst event
can be represented above 150 keV as a superposition of
similarly shaped increases of varying intensity. The
increases can generally overlap, however, confusing the
picture, but a given event must at least exhibit its own
limiting characteristic rise and decay times if the
measurements are made with instruments having adequate
temporal resolution. Most catalogued observations may be of
doubtful or marginal utility to test this hypothesis, but
some time histories from Helios-2, Pioneer Venus Orbiter and
other instruments having one-to several-millisecond
capabilities appear to provide consistency. Also, recent
studies of temporally resolved Solar Maximum Mission burst
energy spectra are entirely compatible with this picture.
The phenomenology suggested here, if correct, may assist as
an analytic tool for modelling of burst processes and
possibly in the definition of burst source populations.

I. Introduction. The gammaray burst phenomenon continues to be a
fascinating and unsolved puzzle. Although clues exist that point to a
mechanism or to mechanisms with neutron-star origin, it has become clear
that measurements resulting from a new generation of instruments will be
necessary to resolve the apparent contradictions that result from the
limitations of the existing data. Source fields contain no identifiable
source objects*, although they have been found to contain archived
optical transients. All attempts to study the event size spectrum show
deficiencies in the number of smaller events relative to the expected
-l.5-index power law, yet there is no source distribution directional
anisotropy that must accompany a real departure from that spectral
form. Characterizations of the spectral and temporal qualities of
individual burst events are best described as instrumentally subjective,
yet, burst event spectra can be obligingly fitted to almost any
theoretically conjectured fancy.

Resoluton of these issues awaits the era of results from the high-
sensitivity burst monitor and from the improved-resolution burst
spectrometer on the GammaRay Observatory, from the next interplanetary
burst sensor network incorporating Solar Polar Mission, and from the
real-time optical transient telescopes. Meanwhile, scrutiny of the
existing storehouse of data leads_one to speculate as to the possibility
that not all its clues may be exhausted.

* Considerations of the 1979 March 5 event are excluded from these
generalizations.
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2. Overview. Gammaray burst time histories are sufficiently diverse
and chaotic in character as to exhibit few, perhaps no, redeeming
features*. Although occasional quasi-periodicities can be inferred or
imagined, the evidence remains as essentially consistent with overall
randomicity: i.e., the supposed periodicities are rare enough as to be
a necessity of chance. Whether another characterizing aspect of time
histories (such as number of peaks, clustering of, or intervals between
spikes) can be investigated as a research tool appears equally
unpromising. Since the data have not been subjected to this sort of
analysis, the possibility should not be discounted; X-ray shot noise
from a black-hole-candidate source is a possible analog.

Characterizing burst time histories either as brief (or of a
single-spike nature) or as lengthy (or of a complex or compound nature)
is a temptation many of us could not resist (1,2,3,4). Whether any such
separation into two populations is a valid concept or is merely a
semantic device remains to be seen. It is, of course, not inconsistent
with the speculation put forth here, that complex bursts may be
characterized as a superposition of a similarly shaped, or prototypical,
single spikes. One detector, on the International Sun-Earth Explorer 3,
happened to respond preferentially to fast, spike-like events (4),
strengthening the argument that single-spike events exist as a
separately identifiable population. However, it is pointed out in a
recent study of the Toulouse data from the Venera spacecraft (5), that
brief (or rapidly rising, or singly peaked events), may simply be the
tips of the iceberg of an entirely random pattern of event shapes,
buried in the various instrumental backgrounds. Taken as a separate
group, brief gamma ray bursts were found, in that study, to have rise
times and decay times each varying over several orders of magnitude.
The ratios of rise time to decay time per event were found, however, to
vary smoothly and by less than i order of magnitude, such as to indicate
the hint of a relationship, rather than a random scatter. If this is
more than a selection effect, it leads naturally into the suggestion
that complex events may be constructed of a multiplicity of single
spikes that can, in turn, be speculated to have the same shape per
event.

3. Background. A proper study of burst time histories can be made only .
_ith observations having continuous high temporal resolution. The early
Vela measurements were made with instrumentation having a geometrically
expanding time base, thus indicating only that event shapes varied
dramatically and often possessed fine time structures at least at the
onset. Data collected in the mid-1970's with instruments such as
Helios-2 indicated that indeed fine time structure could persist
throughout burst events. The Los Alamos observations from Solrad-llA
and lIB (6) showed continuing structure in one event on time bases down
to about I0 msec and yet indicated that continuing structure in another
extended event did not exist on a similar time base, thus fitting a
structure cutoff on a qualitatively longer time scale. The instrument
sensitivity was insufficient to have found structures much finer than 10
msec, however, leaving the question open as to whether the more rapidly
varying event also1_ossessed a temporal cutoff. These results also lead
quite naturally to the suggestion that all burst events have perhaps not
only a limiting time scale but, in fact, a generally characteristic
fluctuation time near that limit.
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5. Discussion. Given the reasonability of the hypothesis that a
comp-l-ex burst event is made of a clustering of prototypes, the question
of the similarity of the (event-peculiar) prototypes remains. Figure I
illustrates the narrowest and most intense single fluctuations that had
been selected for interplanetary timing purposes from the complex time
history of the 1978 November 19 event (9). In all, the results from 7
different instruments are consistent, within statistics, with similar
temporal behavior. Since these _ 0.12 second wide peaks are the fastest
clearly resolved fluctuations in that 20-second event, one can speculate
that this shape can be identified as prototypical for that event. The
1978 November 19 burst, however, is one of the very most intense on
record. Presently collected data probably do not permit the
identification of event-peculiar prototype shapes for very many complex
events. A detailed exploration of the utility of this concept may
require observations of the quality that will not exist before the
launch of the GammaRay Observatory (i0,II).

6. Conclusion. It is speculated that any gamma ray burst can be
Usef_ly pictured as having a temporal structure that is made of super-
positions of simple increases of a prototypical shape; these peaks have
similar rise times, decay times, and spectral evolution within that
event. The family of prototypical shape parameters may continue on to
the existing (5), single-peak parameter plot. The concept suggested
here may assist in the modelling of burst processes. This pheno-
menology, if borne out in future data analyses, may also provide some
way to delineate burst populations. Finally, it may be possible to
statistically define the peak prototypical intensity in each complex
event, thus replacing the measured peak intensity as a parameter for
size spectral analyses.
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Gamma-Ray Burst Variability Above 4 MeV
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i. Introduction. We explore the relationship between the hard X-ray and

gamma-ray emissions during four bursts using the anti-coincidence shields

of the High Energy Astronomy Observatory 3 (HEAO 3) Gamma-Ray Spectromet-

er. Recent observations of gamma-ray bursts by the Solar Maximum Mission

Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (GRS) have shown that high energy emission above
1MeV is a common and energetically important feature (Matz et al. 1985).

Time histories of four gamma-ray bursts in 3 energy bands (>i00 keV,

around 511 keV, and >4 MeV) with 10.24 s resolution show that the >4 MeV

flux is only weakly coupled to the spectrum below N 600 keV.

2. Instrumentation. The HEAO 3 detections were made using the Csl anti-

coincidence shield which is a right cylinder in five independent segments

(see Mahoney et al. 1980 for a complete description). The spectrometer

aperture is defined by the disclike collimator shield while the remaining

well is equally divided into four segments. The crystal is 6.62 cm thick

with a roughly isotropic response, and approximately I000 cm2 effective
area (_ 600 cm 2 at 4 MeV) in directions not blocked by the Earth or

spacecraft structure. Events are accumulated for each shield piece in

three energy bands, a lower level discriminator (LLD) above I00 keV every

1.28s, a 150 keY window (WIN) centered at 511 keV every 10.24 s and an

upper level discriminator (ULD) above 4 MeV every 10.24 s. Also, the

logical sum of the LLD and logical sum of the ULD are accumulated in

separate OR'D LLD and ULD rates.

3. Observations. We selected the bursts of 1980 13 FEB, 19 APR, 2 JUN,

and 20 DEC which were four of the most intense bursts detected by HEAO

3. All four bursts were also detected by the Pioneer Venus Orbiter and

the last three were also detected above 5 MeV by the GRS (Share et al.

1982, Share et al. 1981, Nolan et al. 1984). The rates shown in Figure
1 are uncorrected for any instrumental effects. The best HEAO 3 shield

time resolution of 1.28 s is shown by the OR'D LLD rate as well as its

10.24 s average. In the lowest panel for each burst a 10.24 s average
of the LLD rate and the WIN rate are shown for the side shield closest

to the burst direction. The relative shield rates indicate that all

four bursts were located in the forward 2_ steradians facilitating

comparisons between the bursts.

In Table 1 we give three numbers for each 10.24 s interval indicated

at the top of Figure I. The LLD rate is the sum of 10.24 s averages of

the above background burst LLD rate in the collimator shield and the two
side shields which subtend the direct burst flux. In the next column we

show the ratio of this summed LLD rate to a similarly formed WIN rate.

The next column gives the approximate variance of this ratio. The error
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1.28s, a 150 keV window (WIN) centered at 511 keV every 10.24 s and an 
upper level discriminator (ULD) above 4 MeV every 10.24 s. Also, the 
logical sum of the LLD and logical sum of the ULD are accumulated in 
separate ORID LLD and ULD rates. 

3. Observations. We selected the bursts of 1980 13 FEB, 19 APR, 2 JUN, 
and 20 DEC which were four of the most intense bursts detected by HEAO 
3. All four bursts were also detected by the Pioneer Venus Orbiter and 
the last three were also detected above 5 MeV by the GRS (Share et al. 
1982, Share et al. 1981, Nolan et al. 1984). The rates shown in Figure 
1 are uncorrected for any instrumental effects. The best HEAO 3 shield 
time resolution of 1.28 s is shown by the ORID LLO rate as well as its 
10.24 s average. In the lowest panel for each burst a 10.24 s average 
of the LLD rate and the WIN rate are shown for the side shield closest 
to the burst direction. The relative shield rates indicate that all 
four bursts were located in the forward 2n steradians facilitating 
comparisons between the bursts. 

In Table 1 we give three numbers for each 10.24 s interval indicated 
at the top of Figure 1. The LLD rate is the sum of 10.24 s averages of 
the above background burst LLO rate in the collimator shield and the two 
side shields which subtend the direct burst flux. In the next column we 
show the ratio of this summed LLO rate to a similarly formed WIN rate. 
The next column gives the approximate variance of this ratio. The error 
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is almost entirely due to large non-Poisson fluctuations in the background

(also discussed in Wheaton et al 1982). A smaller ratio crudely indicates

a harder spectrum below ~ 600 keV. The LLD/ULD ratio using the OR'D rates

is a measure of the gamma-ray hardness followed by the percent error in
the ULD rate.

4. Results. Both the LLD/WIN ratio in Table 1 and the bottom panel of

Figure 1 show that the LLD and WIN rates track each other closely through-

out any given burst. Also, for each burst the interval with the high-

est LLD rate has a hard LLD/WIN ratio. This effect is particularly
pronounced for 20 DEC during interval 2 and for 2 JUN during interval 3

(low LLD and soft LLD/WIN). The only significant exception is interval

i for 2 JUN which is harder than interval 2 which has a higher LLD rate.

However, the 1.28 s time history shows an intense spike during the

first 10.24 s interval. Comparing bursts, three of the bursts have

LLD/WlN ratios clustered from ~ 7-8.5 but the 2 JUN burst is clearly the
softest overall below N 600 keV and its interval 3 is the softest
interval overall.

At first glance the LLD/ULD ratio seems much more variable, however

we mast assess the importance of the poorer signal-to-noise ratio in the

ULD. Examining the burst of 13 FEB in Figure 1 and Table i, there is a
large ULD spike in interval 1 and a LLD/ULD ratio of 70. Interval 2 is

as impulsive in the 1.28 s LLD rate as interval I, but with a little more

than half the LLD and WIN intensity. But, the ULD rate does not show any

significant increase over background. Summing the OR'D ULD and OR'D LLD

rates over all of the 13 intervals (except interval 4 for 13 FEB) obtains

an overall LLD/ULD ratio of 135. We use that ratio to compute a reduced
chi-squared statistic from

1 (ULD i - LLD i (EULD/ZLLD))2.
X_2 = l-_Z

_i 2

is the ULD variance for each interval with a LLD rate. Thus, X_I
7.5. Using a similar _echnique over the 13 FEB burst we obtain an average

LLD/ULD of 122 and X_ = 8.8. The large value of the reduced chi-

square statistic clearly shows a large variability in the gamma-ray to

hard X-ray ratio within a burst and from burst to burst. Note that the

19 APR burst is the hardest burst overall in the MeV range.

The spectral hardness in the below 600 keV range is not directly re-
lated to the burst intensity above 4 MeV. The 19 APR burst has the hard-

est LLD/ULD ratio of 43 and a median LLD/WIN ratio of 8.4. In contrast

interval 2 of 20 DEC has the hardest LLD/WIN ratio of 6.8 but its LLD/ULD

ratio is 220 ± 50 which is the softest interval having a significant
ULD flux.

5. Conclusions. Over the 10.24 s intervals used here, the highest rates

over 4 MeV occur during the highest rates above 100 keV. However,
throughout a given burst the > 4 MeV flux is not a constant fraction of

the >I00 keV flux. Also, spectral hardness below 600 keV is not a reliable

indicator of gamma-ray hardnesS. Finally, the below 600 keV hardness cor-

relates with the >i00 keV intensity, although hardness within a burst

changes less than from burst to burst.
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TABLE I

Net Burst Rates

Burst Interval LLD (LLD/WIN) _ (LLD/ULD) _ (ULD)

13 FEB 1 21500 7.7 .I 70 10%
2 11200 7.6 .i >200 -

3 7000 8.0 .2 160 70%
.....

5 10900 8.1 .i 190 45%

6 9600 8.4 .I 110 30%

Average i0000 7.7 123 13%

19 APR I 3900 8.4 .i 43 14%
2 1500 8.4 .2 70 60%

Average 2700 8.4 50 20%

02 JUN 1 4200 10.4 .I - -

2 12200 II.i .05 Ii0 11%

3 1700 14.7 .4 - -

Average 6000 11.2 172 20%

20 DEC i 3400 7.8 .i 170 50%

2 12700 6.8 .05 220 19%

3 3400 8.2 .I - -

Average 6500 7.2 253 24%

Table I. LLD and LLD/WIN are computed using the summed rates of three

shield pieces. LLD/ULD is obtained from the OR'D rates.
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LOG N-LOG S AND CELESTIAL
DISTRIBUTION OF GAMMA-RAY BUSRTS

Jun Nishimura and Takamasa Yamagami
Institute of Space and Astronautical Science

Komaba, Meguro, Tokyo, Japan

ABSTRACT

We discuss the apparent conflict between log N-log S curve

and isotropic celestial distribution of the gamma-ray
bursts. We examined a possible selection effect due to the

time profile of each burst, and showed the contradiction is
due to this selection effect to the gamma-ray bursts.

I. INTRODUCTION

The apparent contradiction between the isotropic latitude
distribution and the bending of log N-log S curve of gamma-

ray bursts has been discussed for many years. To resolve
this contradiction, an effect of intrinsic luminosity
distribution of the bursts (T.L.Cline and U.D.Desai: 1976),

a large scale halo model ( M.C.Jennings: 1984) etc. have

been suggested so far. Based on the discussion in the
reference (J.Nishimura and T.Yamagami: 1985), we showed, in

disk model, latitue distribution of burst sources is
directly related to the shape of log N-log S curve without

referring to an explicit form of intrinsic luminocity
function of the burst source. Then, we examined a possible
selection effect in the data of Venera 11 and 12. (E.D.Mazet

et al: 1981,1982). After analyzing the Venera data, we
found a selection effect is arised from the different time

profile of each burst. The contradiction is resolved if we
take account of this selection effect.

2. RELATION BETWEEN LOG N-LOG S AND LATITUDE DISTRIBUTION
OF GAMMA-RAY BURST IN THE DISK MODEL

Based on a general discussion of disk model for the spatial
distribution of burst sources, we show latitude
distribution of burst sources has a one to one

correspondence with the form of log N-log S distribtuion
without referring to the explicit form of intrinsic

luminosity distribution and the form of distribution of the

burst sources in height from the disk plane. In this
treatement, we assume that the spatial distribution of the

burst sources is given by a form of G(Z)dZ , where Z is the

height of the burst source position from the disk plane. No

azimuthal asymmetry is included. The following arguments,
however, holds even in case some azimuthal asymmetry

exists, if we redefine G(Z) as an average over azimuthal
angle, or a function of the azimuthal angle.

• 
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Also, an integral intrinsic luminosity distribution in each
burst sources is assumed to be

f(L/4 _ ),

where L is the total luminocity of a burst source. No
dependence of the form of the intrinsic luminocity
distribution on the position of the source is assumed here.

Under these assumptions, we derive a simple relation between

celestial distribution at latitude b per sterad., N1(>S,b),
and observed frequency N(>S,b) as

NI(>S,b) = N2( S /sin2b )/2 _ sin3b ,
where

N2(S) = -dSN(>S)/dS. (I)

This relation does not include any explicit forms of spatial
distribution and intrinsic luminocity function , and then
observed log N-log S curve can be directly compared with the

observed latitude distribution of the burst sources. Any

effects to celestial distribution due to the spatial
distribution of the burst sources are included in the form

of log N-log S curve. (J.Nishimura and T.Yamagami: 1985)

The latitude distribution derived by using eq.(1) from the

observed log N-log S curve by Venera, PVO and others is

shown in Fig.1. There is a large deviation from isotropic
< -5 2latitude distribution for S 10 erg/cm , which contradicts

the observed evidence of located bursts of Venera 11 and 12.

. , ., ., _, • ,- /-2,10' N(>S)=No/(S/So ) I+S/S0)I "

eV.F

&, M N

10' b ,,-_ • S

!L "..,7.c -1-....."" .

!

I c%oo J" • I

I lJ|l

I0-' I0" I0-' I0" I0" I0" I0' IO' Io'

S (erg/cm t) P..kC_,..,.(ct,/0.25,,c)
Fig.1. Latitude distribution of Fig.2. Scattered plot of the burst

burst sources derived by observed by Veuera [or
eq(1) and log N - log S fluence S vs Peak count P.
curve.
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3. SELECTION EFFECT IN THE BURST OBSERVATION

From the arguments in section 2, it is quite possible that
the contradiction arises from a selection effect for smaller

bursts below I0 -s erg/cm . The selection effect may arise

from the different time profile of each burst, and we

examine the effect by classifying the bursts according to

their time profiles. We tentatively classify the bursts with
respect to their time profiles as :

VF : Single peak burst with FWMH of its peak is less
than I/4 sec.

F : Single peak burst with FWMH betweem I/4 to 5 sec.
N : Sigle peak burst with FWMH of larger than 5 sec.
S : Burst lasting for more than 15 sec without clear

pea]<.
MP : Burst with many spiky peaks.

The bursts obseved by Venera 11 and 12 are plotted in Fig.2,

referring to their peak count, P, and the fluence S.

Clearly two types of detection threshold are observed,

i.e., for peak count, P, and for fluence , S, of a burst.
These threshold values depend on the type of time profile of

each burst. Quantitatively, the deviation from S in log N-

log S starts at around ;
S = 7.8xi0-7 erg/cm2 for VF type
S = 5.0xi0-6 erg/cm2 for F type

S = 7.0xi0-6 erg/cm2 for N type

S = 4.0xi0-5 erg/cm2 for S type
S = 4.8xi0-5 erg/cm2 for MP type.

For logiN-log P, the curve starts to bend at aroundp = 00ct/cm2. sec.,
for all types of the bursts except for VF type bursts,-6 2

which almost corresponds to the fluence of 10 erg/cm .sec.

Higher thresholds of the fluence for S and MP type bursts
are due to the detection criteria for a burst, in which a

burst is selected by the increase of counts exceeding a
certain value within a fixed duration. While , the

threshold for the peak count is due to the fact that the
burst with small fluence less than 4xi0 -7 erg/cm 2 is not

detected. This seriousely affects the detection of a short
duration burst of VF type. Considering these detection
criteria, it is better to use log N-log P instead of using
log N-log S to see the consistency with the observed
celestial distribution of the bursts.

In Fi_.3, observed log N-log P curve is shown down to 10-6
erg/cm sec. by using Venera and PVO data (R.W.Klebesadel et
al: 1985). Here we do not include VF type bursts. Slight
deviation from P-3/2is observed near 10-6 erg/c_.sec.

We approximate the log N-log P in Fig.3 as
N(>P) = No/[(Po/P)(I+P/P0_/2],

where we put No = 6240/cm2 .yr. and Po = 4x10_rg/cm 2 .sec.

We then derive the latitude distribution from this log N-
log P using eq.(1), and show them in Fig.4. The result
seems to be consistent with the observed latitude

• 
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From the arguments in section 2, it is quite possible that 
the contradiction arises from a selection effect for smaller 
bursts below 10-5 erg/cm. The selection effect may arise 
from the different time profile of each burst, and we 
examine the effect by classifying the bursts according to 
their time profiles. We tentatively classify the bursts with 
respect to their time profiles as : 

VF Single peak burst with FWMH of its peak is less 
than 1/4 sec. 

F Single peak burst with FWMH betweem 1/4 to 5 sec. 
N Sigle peak burst with FWMH of larger than 5 sec. 
S Burst lasting for more than 15 sec without clear 

peak. 
MP Burst with many spiky peaks. 

The bursts obseved by Venera 11 and 12 are plotted in Fig.2, 
referring to their peak count, P, and the fluence S. 
Clearly two types of detection threshold are observed, 
i.e., for peak count, P, and for fluence, S, of a burst. 
These threshold values depend on the type of time profile of 
each burst. Quantitatively, the deviation from S in log N
log S starts at around ; 

S 7.8x10-7 erg/cm2 for VF type 
S 5.0x10-6 erg/cm2 for F type 
S = 7.0x10-6 erg/cm2 for N type 
S = 4.0x10-5 erg/cm2 for S type 
S = 4.8x10-5 erg/cm2 for MP type. 

For log N-log P, the curve starts to bend at around 
P = 100ct/cm 2 .sec., 

for all types of the bursts except for VF type bursts, 
which almost corresponds to the fluence of 10- 6 erg/cm2 .sec. 
Higher thresholds of the fluence for Sand MP type bursts 
are due to the detection criteria for a burst, in which a 
burst is selected by the increase of counts exceeding a 
certain value within a fixed duration. While, the 
threshold for the peak count is due to the fact that the 
burst with small fluence less than 4x10- 7 erg/cm 2 is not 
detected. This seriousely affects the detection of a short 
duration burst of VF type. Considering these detection 
criteria, it is better to use log N-log P instead of using 
log N-log S to see the consistency with the observed 
celestial distribution of the bursts. 
In Fi~.3, observed log N-lo~ P curve is shown down to 10- 6 

erg/em .sec. by using Venera and PVO data (R.W.Klebesadel et 
al: 1985). Here we do not include VF type bursts. Slight 
devia tion from P- 3/2is observed near 10-6 erg / crr{ . sec. 
We approximate the log N-log P in Fig.3 as 

N( >P) = No/[ (Po/P) (1+p/POy/2], 
where we put No = 6240/cm2 .yr. and Po = 4x10- 7erg/cm2 .sec. 
We then derive the latitude distribution from this log N
log P using eq.(1), and show them in Fig.4. The result 
seems to be consistent with the observed latitudG 
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VF Type is exclude(], derived eq(;) and log N -

log P curve.

distribution. X2 fitting with observed latitude

distribution deviding the latitude as Ibl < 30 ° and 30 ° <

Ibl < 90 ° gives the value of X 2- = 0.09.

4. DISCUSSIONS

The selection effect for the gamma-ray bursts is analyzed on
the bases of a different time profile of each burst. It is
found that threshold for fluence depends seriousely on the

type of each burst, but, for peak counts does not depend
on their type except for VF type bursts. We thus use log N-

log P instead of log N-log S and derive latitude
distribution of burst sources. The result is consistent
with the observed latitude distribution.

The apparent conflict between log N-log S curve and latitude
distribution of the burst source is resolved by considering
the selection effect for burst observations.
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the bases of a different time profile of each burst. It is 
found that threshold for fluence depends seriousely on the 
type of each burst, but, for peak counts does not depend 
on their type except for VF type bursts. We thus use log N
log P instead of log N-log S and derive latitude 
distribution of burst sources. The result is consistent 
with the observed latitude distribution. 
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SEARCH FOR GAMMARAYS OF ENERGY _ lOl5ev FROM CYGNUS X-3

Bhat, P. N., Rajeev, M. R., Ramana Murthy, P. V., Rao, M.V.S.,
Sinha, S., Sreekantan, B. V., Tonwar, S. C., and Vishwanath, P. R.

Tara Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay 400 005, India

Finite flux of excess radiation of energy > lOl5ev has been reported
by two groupsl,2 from the direction of Cygnus X-3, with the characteristic
periodicity of 4.8 hrs. Samorski and Stamm3 find that the much content of
the showers generated by this excess radiation is about 77% of that in
normal cosmic ray showers, whereas the expectation for gamma ray showers
is less than 10%. It is thus difficult to understand the nature of the
radiation arriving from the direction of Cygnus X-3. Samorski and Stamm
measured the muon densities close to the core (_JlO m), where contamina-
tion due to other components is severe. Even though this does not explain
the high ratio of muon densities, measurements should be carried out away
from the core to establish the nature of the radiation.

In order to establish the signal from Cygnus X-3 and its muon content
with better statistical significance, we have been operating an extensive
air shower array, specifically designed for this purpose, at Kotar Gold

Fields (longitude: 78°.3 E; latitude: + 12°.95; atmospheric depth:

920 g/cm2) since September, 1984. The details of the array and the accuracy
of arrival direction measurements will be discussed here.

Fig.1 shows the arrangement of detectors in the array. The array

consists of 61 plastic scintillators, each of area 1 m2, arranged in a hexa-

gonal pattern, with a spacing of 20 m between neighbouring detectors. The
total area covered by the array is 1.66 x 104 m2. Each scintillator is
instrumented for pulse height as well as fast timing measurement. Pulse

height information, obtained from 5" diameter Philips XP-2050 photomulti-
pliers is recorded on a linear scale using two amplifiers for each detector,

with gains unity and lO0, covering a dynamic range of 104 . The relative
arrival time at each detector is measured with respect to an arbitrary time

decided by a fast coincidence circuit, using signals from a separate 2"

diameter RCA 8575 photomultiplier, by means of LeCroy Time-to-Digital con-
verters_h asensitivity of 0.3 ns. The threshold in particle density for
timing measurement, is kept at 0.3 to minimise rise time effects.

The air shower trigger is provided by a coincidence of any three

neighbouring detectors, forming a triangle, in which the particle density
exceeded 1.5. An on-!ine LSI-II microprocessor recorded the events on a
magnetic tape and also continuously monitored all the detectors.

The uncertainty in the arrival time measurement at single particle
threshold was obtained from the distribution of the deviations in arrival

times between the detector and a fast scintillator telescope kept directly
below it. The error thus obtained is 3.5 ns.

The error in the arrival direction of the showers is obtained in the

following way. First, events with more than 2 n detectors with timing
information were selected, where n is the minimum number of timing detec-

tors accepted for final analysis. These detectors were divided into two

groups, each with a minimum of n detectors. Events were analysed using
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Finite flux of excess radiation of energy :> l015eV has been reported 
by two groupsl,Z from the direction of Cygnus X-3, with the characteristic 
periodicity of 4.8 hrs. Samorski and Stamm3 find that the muon content of 
the showers generated by this excess radiation is about 77% of that in 
normal cosmic ray showers, whereas the expectation for gamma ray showers 
is less than 10%. It is thus difficult to understand the nature of the 
radiation arriving from the direction of Cygnus X-3. Samorski and Stamm 
measured the muon densities close to the core (~lO m), where contamina
tion due to other components is severe. Even though this does not explain 
the high ratio of muon densities, measurements should be carried out away 
from the core to establish the nature of the radiation. 

In order to establish the signal from Cygnus X-3 and its muon content 
with better statistical significance, we have been operating an extensive 
air shower array, specifically designed for this purpose, at Kolar Gold 
Fields (longitude: 780 .3 E; latitude: + 120 .95; atmospheric depth: 
920 g/cm2) since September, 1984. The details of the array and the accuracy 
of arrival direction measurements will be discussed here. 

Fig.l shows the arrangement of detectors in the array. The array 
consists of 61 plastic scintillators, each of area 1 m2, arranged in a hexa
gonal pattern, with a spacing of 20 m between neighbouring detectors. The 
total area covered by the array is 1.66 x 104 m2. Each scintillator is 
instrumented for pulse height as well as fast timing measurement. Pulse 
height information, obtained from 5" diameter Philips XP-2050 photomulti
pliers is recorded on a linear scale using two amplifiers for each detector, 
with gains unity and 100, covering a dynamic range of 104• The relative 
arrival time at each detector is measured with respect to an arbitrary time 
decided by a fast coincidence circuit, using signals from a separate 2" 
diameter RCA 8575 photomultiplier, by means of LeCroy Time-to-Digital con
verterswith a sensitivity of 0.3 ns. The threshold in particle density for 
timing measurement, is kept at 0.3 tu minimise rise time effects. 

The air shower trigger is provided by ~ coincidence of any three 
neighbouring detectors, forming a triangle, in which the particle density 
exceeded 1.5. An on-line LSI-II microprocessor recorded the events on a 
magnetic tape and also continuously monitored all the detectors. 

The uncertainty in the arrival time measurement at sinqle particle 
threshold was obtained from the distribution of the deviations in arrival 
times between the detector and a fast scintillator telescope kept directly 
below it. The error thus obtained is 3.5 ns. 

The error in the arrival direction of the showers is obtained in the 
following way. First, events with more than 2 n detectors with timing 
information were selected, where n is the minimum number of timing detec
tors accepted for final analysis. These detectors were divided into two 
groups, each with a minimum of n detectors. Events were analysed using 
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each group of detectors separately, thus obtaining two indepen-

dent estimates of the zenith and azimuth angles, @ and (_ , for each
event. From the distribution of the relative deviations of the two

estimates, the error in _ and _ were found to be 1.2 ° and 1.8o
respectively, for n = 8. The shower size is about lO5.

The array also contains seven much detectors, with minimum penetra-
tion energy of _ GeV, each of area 30 m2. One of them is located at the
centre and the others at the six vertices of a hexagon of side 60 m, as

shown in Fig.1. A schematic of the detector is shown in Fig.2. It
consists of two layers of 48 proportional counters each, under 600 g/cm2

of concrete, separated by 4 radiation lengths of brick. Each proportional
counter is 6 m long and lO cm x lO cm in cross section, and is instrumented

for pulse height measurement. The two layer configuration enables us to
separate muons from 'punch-through's due to other components. Total area of
the muon detectors is 210 m2.

1The collecting power of the array is about i0 times that of the Kiel
array for showers of primary energy 2 x lO15 eV and we expect to detect

a signal from Cygnus X-3 at the same level of significance as that
reported by the Kiel group in a few months of operation. The array is in

operation since September, 1984 and about 2.5 million events have been
collected so far from within 45o of the direction of Cygnus X-3.Analysis

is under progress and results obtained till the time of the conference
will be presented.

We thank Dr. B. K. Chatterjee, S. G. Khairatkar, V. Ramu. P. Reddv.
R. P. Verma, A. J. Stanislaus, R. Mahalingam, S. Swaminathan,

M. Venkateshwarlu and A. V. John for their assistance in building and
operation of the array and analysis of the data. It is a pleasure to

acknowledge the kind cooperation extended by P. D. Gupta, Chairman and
Managing Director of Bharat Gold Mines Ltd. and his staff.
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OBSERVATION OF AN EXCESS OF COSMIC RAY MUONS

OF ENERGIES > 2 TeV FROM THE DIRECTION OF CYGNUS X-3

G. Battistoni l, E. Bellotti 2, C. Bloise I, G. Bologna _, P. Campana I

C. Castagnoli 3, A. Castellina s, V. Chiarella l, A. Ciocio I, D. Cundy _,
B. D'Ettorre Piazzoli 3, E. Fiorini 2, P. Galeotti 3, E. Iarocci l,

C. Liguori 2, G. Mannocchi 3, G. Murtas l, P. Negri 2, G. Nicoletti l,

P. Picchi 3, M. Price _, A. Pullia 2, S. Ragazzi _, M. Rollier 2,

O. Saavedra 3, L. Satta _. P. Serri _, S. Vernetto 3 and L. Zanotti 2.

Laboratori Nazionali delI'INFN, Frascati, Italy.

2 Dipartimento di Fisica dell'Universit_ and INFN, Milano, Italy.

3 Istituto di Cosmogeofisica del CNR, Torino, Italy.

CERN, European Organization for Nuclear Research; Geneva, Switzerland.

INTRODUCTION

A high flux of muons from the Cygnus X-3 direction has been observed in

NUSEX experiment at depths greater than 4600 hg/cm 2 s.r. [i]. The

excess muons show the 4.8 hour modulation in arrival time typical of this

source.

A study of this modulation has been done in order to find the best value

of the period and of the period derivative.

The muon flux underground from NUSEX and SOUDAN (1800 hg/cm _)

experiments are used to determine the energy spectrum at sea level. The

shape and the absolute intensities are found similar to those attributed

to "v-rays" responsible for production of air showers detected in

direction of Cygnus X-3 in the energy range I0 12 - I0 Is eV.

ANALYSIS OF THE PERIOD

The phase plot of the 151 events recorded in a window I0 ° x I0° around

the direction of Cygnus X-3 is shown in Fig. I. The more recent ephemeris

of van der Klis and Bonnet-Bidaud [2] has been used :

T o = JD 2440949.8986

p = .1996830 d

p = 1.18.10-9
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INTRODUCTION 

A high flux of muons from the Cygnus X-3 direction has been observed in 

NUSEX experiment at depths greater than 4600 hg/cm 2 s.r. [1]. The 

excess muons show the 4.8 hour modulation in arrival time typical of this 

source. 

A study of this modulation has been done in order to find the best value 

of the period and of the period derivative. 

The muon flux underground from NUSEX and SOUDAN (1800 hg/cm 2
) 

experiments are used to determine the energy spectrum at sea level. The 

shape and the absolute intensities are found similar to those attributed 

to "y-rays" responsible for production of air showers detected in 

direction of Cygnus X-3 in the energy range 10 12 - 10 15 eV. 

ANALYSIS OF THE PERIOD 

The phase plot of the 151 events recorded in a window 10 0 x 10 0 around 

the direction of Cygnus X-3 is shown in Fig. 1. The more recent ephemeris 

of van der Klis and Bonnet-Bidaud [2] has been used : 

To JD 2440949.8986 

p .1996830 d 

p 1.18 0 10- 9 
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32 events are found in the phase range .7 - .8 giving an excess of

19 ± 5 over the expected background of 13 events.

The histogram using 40 bins shows that the excess is concentrated in a

phase width of about 29'.

In analyzing our data the ×2 test for uniformity, the probability of

fluctuation and the confidence level as obtained from the relative

likelihood method have been considered to set an estimate of the

statistical significance of the excess. To determine the best value of

the period p and its derivative _ we varied p and _ in steps of 4"10 "_

d and 2"i0 "l° respectively searching for the maximum concentration of

events in any of the I0 phase bins, as defined by the above criteria. A

change in period of 4"10 "_ d gives a phase shift, for our data recorded

between June 82 and January 85, of .042 to 0.052. A change in the period

derivative of 2"10 "I° gives a phase shift in the range 0.050 to 0.066.

In the scanning over the period, the derivative has been set to the

ephemeris value. The result is shown in Fig. 2 where the fluctuation

probability is plotted. The minimum is found for the ephemeris value of

the period. The other statistical tests give the same result. An

inspection of the phase plot in 40 bins confirms that the minimum width of

the signal corresponds to this period . The scanning in period derivative

gives an analogous result, indicating the best derivative as that of the

ephemeris, Fig. 2.

MUON SPECTRUM

The depth distribution of the 119 "off-phase" events follows the one

expected for atmospheric muons. Thus from 32 "in phase" events we subtract

13 events background according to the depth distribution expected for

atmospheric muons so obtaining the distribution for the 19 excess events

(dashed line in Fig. 3). Only I event is found in the depth region around

7000 hg/cm 2 corresponding to the maximum of our exposure (Fig. 4). This

result rules out the hypothesis of muons generated by neutrinos in the

surrounding rock. The intensity at four depths is shown in Fig. 5 together

with the intensity point at 1800 hg/cm 2 from the SOUDAN experiment [3].

The measured intensity is more than four orders of magnitude greater than

the muon flux expected from the quoted gamma spectrum from Cygnus X-3

(_ 1.5"i0 -Is cm'2s "l at a depth 5000 hg/cm2).
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32 events are found in the phase range.7 - .8 giving an excess of 

19 ± 5 over the expected background of 13 events. 
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inspection of the phase plot in 40 bins confirms that the minimum width of 
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gives an analogous result, indicating the best derivative as that of the 

ephemeris, Fig. 2. 
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The depth distribution of the 119 "off-phase" events follows the one 

expected for atmospheric muons. Thus from 32 "in phase" events we 'subtract 

13 events background according to the depth distribution expected for 

atmospheric muons so obtaining the distribution for the 19 excess events 

(dashed line in Fig. 3). Only 1 event is found in the depth region around 

7000 hg/cm 2 corresponding to the maximum of our exposure (Fig. 4). This 

result rules out the hypothesis of muons generated by neutrinos in the 

surrounding rock. The intensity at four depths is shown in Fig. 5 together 

with the intensity point at 1800 hg/cm 2 from the SOUDAN experiment (31. 

The measured intensity is more than four orders of magnitude greater than 

the muon flux expected from the quoted gamma spectrum from Cygnus X-3 

('" 1.5-10- 15 cm- 2 s- 1 at a depth 5000 hg/cm 2 ). 
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Using the survival probability functions we fit a power law differential

spectrum to these data. The muon integral spectrum is found to be

(7.4±l.7)'10"_'E-(l'4±'2)cm'2s "I much flatter than the ordinary

atmospheric muon one (? _ 2.75). In Fig. 6 this spectrum is compared to

the estimated flux of "_ rays" from Cygnus in the range 1012-101s eV

[4] . Spectral index and absolute intensities are roughly in agreement

within the errors.

CONCLUSION

The analysis of the events coming from the direction of Cygnus X-3 shows

that the best period and derivative coincide with the van der Klis and

Bonnet-Bidaud ephemeris. The width of the muon excess in the interval

phase 0.7 - 0.8 is about 29'. The depth dependence of the muon excess

rules out the hypothesis of conventional neutrino-induced events. The muon

spectrum derived by the analysis of NUSEX and SOUDAN data has a spectral

index and an absolute intensity roughly in agreement with the primary flux

attributed to photons from Cygnus X-3 at energies > i TeV.

From this fact we argue that these events could be due to the interaction

of a new neutral particle with a large cross section for muon production.
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Figure captions

Fig. i - Phase distribution for muons coming from an observation window

of 10°xl0 ° centred on Cygnus X-3.

Fig. 2 - Probability of fluctuation as a function of a trial period p (a)

or period derivative p(b). The zero of the scale indicates the

values found by van der Klis and Bonnet-Bidaud from X-ray data.

Fig. 3 - Depth distribution for the 32 "in phase" events.

Fig. 4 - Exposure integrated over the running time and averaged over the

total phase.

Fig. 5 - Underground intensity of muons from the direction of Cygnus X-3
(NUSEX and SOUDAN results).

Fig. 6 - Integral energy spectrum of muons from the direction of Cygnus
X-3 compared to the estimated flux of "T-rays".
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MUON CONTENT OF GAMMA RAY INDUCED EAS FROM CYGNUS X-3

P. R. BLAKE, W. F. NASH, M. R. SAICH and G. B. STANLEY

University of Nottingham, England.

ABSTRACT

During 1984 the Leedsl_rou p (Lambert et al, OG 2.1-6) have observed
emission above 5 x 10 eV in July, September and October at _ _ 0.6.

These observations were made with an array which included the

Nottingham i0 m 2 muon detector. A search for muons in events at the

phase peak and 'off-source' has yielded the following results:-

(a) for 42 'on-source' events we find an average muon density (p) of

0.63 muons m -2 at a T_an core distance R = 32 m and mean primary
energy E _ 2.5 x i0 - eV.

P

(b) fo[ 21 'off-source' events Q = 1.6 m -2 R = 32 m with E _ 2.0 x
i0 5 eV. P ' P

(c) for ii of the 42 'on-source' events, zero muons were re_rded in
the 10 m 2. For these events R = 41 m and E _ 1.5 x 10 - eV.

P

(d) for 8 of the 21 'off-source' events, zero muons were re_rded in
the 10 m 2. For these events R = 37 m and E _ 1.5 x i0 eV.

P

For all the events the mean zenith angle was _16 °. A more detailed

comParison of 'on-source' and further 'off-source' events will be

presented.

ABSTRACT 
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MUON CONTENT OF GAMMA RAY INDUCED EAS FROM CYGNUS X-3 
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During 1984 the Leeds1~roup (Lambert et aI, OG 2.1-6) have observed 
emission above 5 x 10 eV in July, September and October at ¢ ~ 0.6. 
These observations were made with an array which included the 
Nottingham 10 m2 muon detector. A search for muons in events at the 
phase peak and 'off-source' has yielded the following results:-

(a) for 42 'on-source' events we find an average muon density (p ) of 
0.63 mu~ns m- 2 at a Tsan core distance R = 32 m and mean priMary 
energy E ~ 2.5 x 10 eV. 

p 

(b) fOf521 'off-source' events p~ 
10 eV. 

(c) for 11 of the 42 'on-source' 
the 10 m2

• For these events 

(d) for 8 of the 21 'off-source' 
the 10m 2 • For these events 

1.6 m- 2 , R 32 m with E ~ 2.0 x 
P 

events, zero muons were rergrded in 
R = 41 m and E ~ 1.5 x 10 eV. 

p 

events, zero muons were rergrded in 
R = 37 m and E 1.5 x 10 eV. 

p 

For all the events the mean zenith angle was ~16°. A more detailed 
comparison of 'on-source' and further 'off-source' events will be 
presented. 
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Gamma Rays of Energy _ I015eV from Cyg X-3

T.Kifune, K.Nishijima*, T.Hara, Y.Hatano, N.Hayashida, M.Honda, K.Kamata,
Y.Matsubara**, M.Mori**, M.Nagano, G.Tanahashi and M.Teshima**

Institute for Cosmic Ray Research, University of Tokyo, Tanashi, Tokyo,
188 Japan

* The Graduate School of Science and Technology, Kobe University, Kobe,
657 Japan

** Department of Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto, 606 Japan

ABSTRACT

The experimental data of extensive air showers observed at Akeno

have been analyzed to detect the gamma ray signal from Cyg X-3. After
muon-poor air showers are selected, the correlation of data acquisition

time with 4.8 hours X-ray period is studied, giving the data

concentration near the phase 0.6, the time of X-ray maximum. The
probability that uniform backgrounds create the observed distribution is

0.2%. The ti_2av_rage_ integral _mma ray flux is estimated as
(1.1±0.4_10-'_cm-_sec -I for Eo>10'_eV and (8.8_5.0)X10-14cm-2sec -I for
Eo>6XI0"_eV.

I. Introduction

In the energy region larger than I015eV (PeV), Samorski and Stamm
presented in 1983a and b the first evidence from Cyg X-3. The result is

then supported by Lloyd-Evans et al. 1983. They have shown that the PeV

signals are concentrated around the phase of 0.3 where the phase zero

corresponds to the minimum intensity of 4.8 hours variation of X-ray. The
present paper reports another evidence on the positive detection of PeV

gamma rays from Cyg X-3. The data are from EAS observation at EAS Array
at Akeno during 1981 and 1984.

2. Experimental arrangement

EAS Array_at Akeno(Hara et al. 1979) consists of 201 scintillation

counter_ of Im2 area and nine muon(threshold energy is I GeV) detectors
of 25 m_ each. The data recorded by the trigger for small size EAS are

used for the analysis. The region within the circle of 30 m radius near
the center of the array is taken as the detection area of the EAS cores.

This local trigger(called common trigger hereafter in this paper) for
small EAS, of which threshold is about I PeV, is available since 1981
with stable operation conditions and with almost full utilization of nine

muon detectors. The data observed from the beginning of 1981 to September

1984 are dealt with in the present paper. Twenty nine fast timing
detectors are equipped with near the central part of the array for most
of the observation period, giving about 3 degree of resolution in the

arrival direction(Ishikawa et al. 1981). In order to get the events for
the lower gamma ray energy, a temporal high rate trigger(called temporal
trigger) was executed in 1984 only when Cyg X-3 is near the meridian
passage. The threshold energy is about I PeV.
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ABSTRACT 

The experimental data of extensive air showers observed at Akeno 
have been analyzed to detect the gamma ray signal from Cyg X-3. After 
muon-poor air showers are selected, the correlation of data acquisition 
time with 4.8 hours X-ray period is studied, giving the data 
oonoentration near the phase 0.6, the time of X-ray maximum. The 
probability that uniform backgrounds create the observed distribution is 
0.2%. The ti~~-av~rage1 integral ~mma ray flux is estifffted as 
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1. Introduction 

In the energy region larger than 10 15eV (PeV), Samorski and Stamm 
presented in 1983a and b the first evidence from Cyg X-3. The result is 
then supported by Lloyd-Evans et ale 1983. They have shown that the PeV 
signals are concentrated around the phase of 0.3 where the phase zero 
corresponds to the minimum intensity of 4.8 hours variation of X-ray. The 
present paper reports another evidence on the positive detection of PeV 
gamma rays from Cyg X-3. The data are from EAS observation at EAS Array 
at Akeno during 1981 and 1984. 

2. Experimental arrangement 

EAS Array at Akeno(Hara et ale 1979) consists of 201 scintillation 
counter~ of 1m2 area and nine muon(threshold energy is 1 GeV) detectors 
of 25 m each. The data recorded by the trigger for small size EAS are 
used for the analysis. The region within the circle of 30 m radius near 
the center of the array is taken as the detection area of the EAS cores. 
This local trigger(called common trigger hereafter in this paper) for 
small EAS, of which threshold is about 1 PeV, is available sinoe 1981 
with stable operation conditions and with almost full utilization of nine 
muon detectors. The data observed from the beginning of 1981 to September 
1984 are dealt with in the present paper. Twenty nine fast timing 
detectors are equipped with near the central part of the array for most 
of the observation period, giving about 3 degree of resolution in the 
arrival direction(Ishikawa et ale 1981). In order to get the events for 
the lower gamma ray energy, a temporal high rate trigger(called temporal 
trigger) was executed in 1984 only when Cyg X-3 is near the meridian 
passage. The threshold energy is about 1 PeV. 
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3. Analysis of observed data

Selected as candidates for C_g X-3 signals are the events from the
field of view defined by _I0°X±I0 v square area of the sky around right

ascension 307.6° and declination 40.7°. The data observed exactly within

one period 4.8 hours of X-ray variation per day are used for the analysis
to exclude interference effects between the period and the observation
time.

For each selected event, the ratio, R = N_/Ne, is used to select the
data in favour of gamma rays against normal showers originated by nuclear
active particles. The mean of the total(normal) showers is about R=0.03
and the cut of thedata is set at R=0.001.

Eighteen events have remained after the selection criteria described

above for the common trigger. These events are then checked if they are

correlated with the 4.8 hours periodical variation. The non-uniformity of
the data against the phase of 4.8 hours period is tested by the so called

Rayleigh test, as is also used by Dowthwaite et al. 1982. In the test,
each event is represented by a unit vector in a 2-dimensional space where
the azimuthal angle corresponds to the phase. The norm of the summed

vector over all the events gives the measure of non-uniformity. The
amplitude, a, of the non-uniformity, the norm divided by the number of
events N, is then compared with the expected value from the random walk.

The statistical reliability of the apparent non-uniformity is expressed
by the parameter k=Na /4, where the probability of uniform distribution

producing the observed one is given by exp(-k)(see for example Linsley
1975).

4. Results and Discussions

The number of observed events .... j ....

is plotted in figure la as a [] I EVENT
function of the phase of 4.8 hours

variation, when the period is put hO (b)0.1996854 day as the one by van der
Klis and Bonnet-Bidaud 1981. The [-7
phase zero is defined as the time of II
the minimum intensity of X-ray. The CD '_ [--] _
distribution shown in figure la
gives the value k = 6.2. The

probability that a uniform _O (G)
distribution produces the observed
one is 0.2%. The analyses are done

with various values of test period p O [_ _ _

to see if the non-uniformity occurs 0 0.5
synchronized exactly with the X-ray
period. The result is shown in PHASE

figure 2. The tested periods cover a

wide range of 0.1995 to 0.1999 day figure I. The number of events
and the highest value of k is plotted against phase of 4.8 hrs

obtained at the periods X-ray data variation. (a) common trigger
predict. The periods given by (b) temporal trigger
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3. Analysis of observed data 

Selected as candidates for Clg X-3 signals are the events from the 
field of view defined by ±100X±10 square area of the sky around right 
ascension 307.60 and declination 40.70• The data observed exactly within 
one period 4.8 hours of X-ray variation per day are used for the analysis 
to exclude interference effects between the period and the observation 
time. 

For each selected event, the ratio, R = N~/Ne, is used to select the 
data in favour of gamma rays against normal showers originated by nuclear 
active particles. The mean of tbe total(normal) showers is about R=0.03 
and the cut of the data is set at R=O.OO 1. 
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correlated with the 4.8 hours periodical variation. The non-uniformity of 
the data against the phase of 4.8 hours period is tested by the so called 
Rayleigh test, as is also used by Dowthwaite et al. 1982. In the test, 
each event is represented by a unit vector in a 2-dimensional space where 
the azimuthal angle corresponds to the phase. The norm of the summed 
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and the highest value of k is 
obtained at the periods X-ray data 
predict. The periods given by 
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figure 1. The number of events 
plotted against phase of 4.8 hrs 
variation. (a) common trigger 
(b) temporal trigger 
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Parsignault et , ,
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van der Ells . •

andBonnet- ABidaud 1981 are . .

shown by arrows -.T • • : •

in the figure. : • : •
Another high -_ • _ : "

value of k C_ J _" •

appears around : . /
p = 0.19975. : " •

ThiSoanbeside peak ,_%_. /_._.J , L_/. _%../

understoodas 1995 .1997 .1999
the second best PERIOD(DAY)fit which is
created by a
combined effect figure 2. The parameter k of statistical significance
of the of non-uniformity is plotted against the test period

synchronization

at the X-ray period and the data of the largest interval of acquisition
time.

The off-source data selected by the same criteria for on-source both

in the field of view and in Np/Ne cut are also analyzed to get the
spurious correlation with the X-ray period. The parameter k of non-

uniformity are plotted in figure 3a as a function of right ascension,
where the off-source directions are defined. Declination is set between

30.7e and 50.7°. The off-source data sets give no larger non-uniformlty

than the on-source data set. In figure 3b, the integral spectrum of k is
plotted. The k-spectrum is well explained by the statistical fluctuation,
which is given by the function exp(-k) (straight llne in the figure

normalized by the total number of the data sets for different directions
" in the sky), except the largest value 6.2 for the on-source data set.

The number of data in the temporal trigger is too small to get a

statistically meaningful arguments. The distribution versus phase is,

. however, consistent as is shown in figure Ib with the result by the
common trigger.

Our data confirm the conventional view that the gamma ray EAS has a

poor containment of muon, on the oontrarFto the result by 3amorskl and
Stamm 1983e. While, the data out by shower age afber Kiel group produces
no significant result(k=0.6). This may suggest that our trigger for data
recording is biased in small Ne region, inefficient to flat EAS's of old

shower age initiated by gamma rays.
The other kind of systematic errors arises from the ambiguity in

data cut by N_/Ne. The result for the loose out in Np/Ne smaller than
0.003 and 0.01 results in the concentration of events at the phase near

0.6 is observed with less significance of k=2.4 and 1.6, respectively.

The number of counts around@ =0.6 exceeds the average by 16 and 28,
respectively. If these excess is attributed to the signal, the obtained
flux could be at most doubled. In figure la, the extraction of seven
events at phase 0.6 results in k=1.0, which may indicate that about 7
events could be attributed to the signal.
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figure 2. The parameter k of statistioal significanoe 
of non-uniformity is plotted against the test period 

at the X-ray period and the data of the largest interval of acquisition 
time. 

The off-souroe data seleoted by the same criteria for on-souroe both 
in the field of view and in N~/Ne cut are also analyzed to get the 
spurious correlation with the X-ray period. The parameter k of non
uniformity are plotted in figure 3a as a funotion of right ascension, 
where the off-souroe directions are defined. Deolination is set between 
30.70 and 50.70 • The off-souroe data sets give no larger non-uniformity 
than the on-source data set. In figure 3b, the integral speotrum of k is 
plotted. The'k-spectrum is well explained by'the statistical fluctuation, 
which is given by the funotion exp(-k) (straight line in the figure 
normalized by the total number of the data sets for different direotions 
in the sky), except the largest value 6.2 for the on-souroe data set. 

The number of data in the temporal trigger is too small to get a 
statistically meaningful arguments. The distribution versus phase is, 
however, oonsistent as is shown in figure 1b with the result by the 
common trigger. 

Our data confirm the oonventional view that the gamma ray EAS has a 
poor containment of muon, on the contrary to the result by Samorski and 
Stamm 1983c. While, the data cut by shower age af'cer Kiel group produoes 
no significant result(k=0.6). This may suggest that our trigger for data 
recording is biased in small Ne region, inefficient to flat EAS's of old 
shower age initiated by gamma rays. 

The other kind of systematic errors arises from the ambiguity in 
data out by N~Ne. The result for the loose out in N~/Ne smaller than 
0.003 and 0.01 results in the ooncentration of events at the phase near 
0.6 is observed with less signifioanoe of k=2.4 and 1.6, respeot! vely. 
The number of counts around 4> =0.6 exceeds the average by 16 and 28, 
respectively. If these excess is attributed to the signal, the obtained 
flux could be at most doubled. In figure 1a, the extraotion of seven 
events at phase 0.6 results in k=1.0, whioh may indicate that about 7 
events could be attributed to the signal. 
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T_e integral flux is49_ta_ned _s (1.1±0.4)X10_,14cm-2seo-I for
Eo>lO'_eV and (8.8±3.8)X10-'_om-_seo'' for Eo>6XIOI_ev, by taking 7 and 3

events near 0.6 phase in figure la and b as the signals and by correcting
for the inefficlenoy due to the trigger bias. The given errors are the
statistical errors and the systematic errors can allow larger fluxes than

the quoted ones.
The preoedlng results of Klel and Haverah Park have a sharp peak at

the phase 0.3, while the present result shows a broader one near the ,_
phase of 0.6 at the X-ray maximum intensity rather colnoident with 10'CeV
results.
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figure 3. (a) The parameter k is plotted for the data sets from
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The integral flux is Qbtained as (1.1±.0.4)X10-14cm-2sec-1 for 
Eo>10 5eV and (8.8±3.8)X10-1~cm-2sec-l for Eo>6X1014ev, by taking 7 and 3 
events near 0.6 phase in figure 1a and b as the signals and by correcting 
for the inefficiency due to the trigger bias. The given errors are the 
statistical errors and the systematic errors can allow larger fluxes than 
the quoted ones. 

The preceding results of Kiel and Haverah Park have a sharp peak at 
the phase 0.3, while the present result shows a broader one near the 
phase of 0.6 at the X-ray maximum intensity rather coincident with 1012eV 
results. 
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OBSERVATIONS OF CYGNUS X-3 ABOVE I0 Is eV FROM 1979 - 1984

A Lambert, J Lloyd-Evans *, J C Perrett, R J 0 Reid, A A Watson and
A A West

Department of Physics, University of Leeds, LEEDS 2, U.K.

% Now at NASA/Goddard Space Fli_ht Centre, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

The ultra high energy y-ray source, Cygnus X-3, has been

observed more or less continuously with an array sensitive to

> IOlSeV primaries between i Jan 1979 and 31 Dec 1984. We find

there is evidence for time variability in the phase of y-ray
emission over this period.

i. Introduction. Cygnus X-3, enigmatic in its behaviour at X-ray and

radio wavelengths, is proving to be equally puzzling in ultra high energy
y-rays. Following our confirmation and extension of the initial measure-

ments of Samorski and Stamm (1983) (Lloyd-Evans et al 1983) we have

continued observation of the source. Here we report on a nearly

continuous sequence of measurements from i Jan 1979-31 Dec 1984 using an
array sensitive to events above IO Is eV and on a further three months of

data obtained in 1984 with an independent array sensitive to showers from

primaries above 5xlO I_ eV. We find evidence for time variability:

between 1979 and 1983 the amplitude near _O.25 has reduced slightly and

shifted by a small amount in phase, while in 1984 there are significant

peaks at _0.27 and _O.63 in the data from both arrays.

2. Experimental Data. Of the two arrays, array B is the complex of

4 x 13.5m _- water-Cerenkov detectors (£hreshold 1015 eV) used in our

earlier work, while array P was purpose built around our central detector

(_ 2km from B), at which there is a IOm 2 (500 MeV threshold) muon

detector operated by the Nottingham group, (Blake et al 1977). Array P

comprises 4 x 7.7 m 2 water-Cerenkov detectors on a 50 m grid and was

operated at a lower threshold. The angular resolution of the two arrays
is similar and from the array B results in 1979-81 is deduced to be

approximately Gaussian with a standard deviation of about 2.5 ° . Note that

the long rattle time of light in the large volume water-Cerenkov

detectors leads to an angular resolution much inferior to that attainable

with plastic scintillators. The primary energy is estimated by measuring

the water-Cerenkov density at 5Om, 0(50), in each event and using a

standard spectrum to equate rate to energy.

The 'on-source' data shown in Figure I refers to a 9°x6 ° (RA,_) area

centred on Cyg X-3 when it was within 30 ° of the zenith. The events

detected within this area were flagged as source events and, after

correction of the time arrival to the heliocentre, binned in one of 40

phase bins using the ephemeris of van der Klis and Bonnett-Bidaud (1981).

3. Discussion. It is clear from Figure I that the signal is not constant

in phase and amplitude from year to year. We refute the possibility that

the absence of a signal in phase bin iO during the years 1982-84 is due to

use of an erroneous ephemeris. Firstly, an updated ephemeris has been

• 
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OBSERVATIONS OF CYGNUS X-3 ABOVE 10 15 eV FROM 1979 - 1984 
t A Lambert, J Lloyd-Evans, J C Perrett, R J 0 Reid, A A Watson and 

A A West 

Department of Physics, University of Leeds, LEEDS 2, U.K. 

t Now at NASA/Goddard Space Flight Centre, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

The ultra high energy y-ray source, Cygnus X-3, has been 
observed more or less continuously with an array sensitive to 
> 1QIS eV primaries between 1 Jan 1979 and 31 Dec 1984. We find 
there is evidence for time variability in the phase of y-ray 
emission over this period. 

1. Introduction. Cygnus X-3, enigmatic In its behaviour at X-ray and 
radio wavelengths, is proving to be equally puzzling in ultra high energy 
y-rays. Following our confirmation and extension of the initial measure
ments of Samorski and Stamm (1983) (Lloyd-Evans et al 1983) we have 
continued observation of the source. Here we report on a nearly 
continuous sequence of measurements from 1 Jan 1979 - 31 Dec 1984 using an 
array sensitive to events above 10 15 eV and on a further three months of 
data obtained in 1984 with an independent array sensitive to showers from 
primaries above 5 x 10 14 eV. We find evidence for time variability: 
between 1979 and 1983 the amplitude near </>%0.25 has reduced slightly and 
shifted by a small amount in phase, while in 1984 there are significant 
peaks at </>"-0.27 and "-0.63 in the data from both arrays. 

2. Experimental Data. Of the two arrays, array B is the complex of 
4 x 13.5 m2 water-Cerenkov detectors (,threshold 10 15 eV) used in our 
earlier work, while array P was purpose built around our central detector 
("- 2 km from B), at which there is a 10 m2 (500 MeV threshold) muon 
detector operated by the Nottingham group, (Blake et al 1977). Array P 
comprises 4 x 7.7 m2 water-Cerenkov detectors on a 50 m grid and was 
operated at a lower threshold. The angular resolution of the two arrays 
is similar and from the array B results in 1979 - 81 is deduced to be 
approximately Gaussian with a standard deviation of about 2.50 • Note that 
the long rattle time of light in the large volume water-Cerenkov 
detectors leads to an angular resolution much inferior to that attainable 
with plastic scintillators. The primary energy is estimated by measuring 
the water-Cerenkov density at 50 m, p(50), in each event and using a 
standard spectrum to equate rate to energy. 

The 'on-source' data shown in Figure 1 refers to a 90 x 60 (RA,o) area 
centred on Cyg X-3 when it was within 300 of the zenith. The events 
detected within this area were flagged as source events and, after 
correction of the time arrival to the heliocentre, binned in one of 40 
phase bins using the ephemeris of van der Klis and Bonnett-Bidaud (1981). 

3. Discussion. It is clear from Figure 1 that the signal is not constant 
in phase and amplitude from year to year. We refute the possibility that 
the absence of a signal in phase bin 10 during the years 1982-84 is due to 
use of an erroneous ephemeris. Firstly, an updated ephemeris has been 
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obtained by van der Klis (private communication), incorporating measure-

ments from COS B and EXOSAT, which differs insignificantly from that used

to derive Figure I. Secondly, we note the consistency of the TeV signal

at phase _ 0.6 through to 1983 which has been achieved with this ephemeris
(Cawley et al 1985).

In the context of a source model in which y-rays are formed from FO's
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obtained by van der Klis (private communication), incorporating measure
ments from COS Band EXOSAT, which differs insignificantly from that used 
to derive Figure 1. Secondly, we note the consistency of the TeV signal 
at phase ~ 0.6 through to 1983 which has been achieved with this ephemeris 
(Cawley et al 1985). 

In the context of a source model in which y-rays are formed from ITo's 
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generated in a gaseous target (e.g. Hillas 1984) and in view of the

variability of emission at X-ray energies (Willingale et al 1985) it seems

unreasonable to expect stability of the target material to within 0.025

of the binary period over many years. Consequently the data of Figure I

have been searched using the 'sliding-bin' technique suggested by Hillas

(1975) to locate the phase position of the largest excesses found in the

twelve six-month intervals between 1979-1984. The positions of these

peaks are shown in a phase diagram (Figure 2); where two or more equal

'excesses' exist they have been plotted separately. These data have

been examined for directionality

using the Rayleigh test (e.g. Figure 2: Largest excesses in six
Mardia 1972); the probability that month intervals
such a distribution could arise by

chance is 0.05 and the mean phase 0_

is (0.20 -+O.05). Phase 1,2,-.-12are
sequentialsix

Examination of the combined data 12_-'_/L_m_ nthintervats
from arrays B and P for 1984

suggests that there is a double

peak structure in the UHE y-ray / _ //__3_light curve. The search

technique used above reveals a -0.75 (_'m_D_261* 0-25
peak of 38 counts at _=0.27

and 40 counts at _=O.63 against

an average background of 21.2

events. The chance probability 11_ / \__
of obtaining two such peaks is
2..3% so that evidence for a

clear signal is not compelling. 0-50
However the phases of emission i
are similar to the UHE

phase found at earlier /,C I i II I I

epochs (_0.25) and to Arrays P and B 198'_ I i Figure3
the preferred TeV phase 36- (Van derKlisll3onnet Bidaud
(_%O.6). The data are

shown in Figure 3 binned Background (e_emeris}}
in the phase intervals 32

of Figure i. Also

indicated are the phases 28

of emission found by

Cawley et al (1985) 26

(I TeV), Baltrusaitis _

et al (1985) (5 x 1014 eV), _20 -_-
Alexeenko et al (1985,

OG 2.1-12)(3xi014 eV) and 16

Kiffune et al (1985)

(> 1015 eV)in the most 12
recent observations

known to us. 8 _ ! 7To4. Time Variability. /,_ Mf.Hopkins Ry_Fye Ak o pkins
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generated in a gaseous target (e.g. Hillas 1984) and in view of the 
variability of emission at X-ray energies (Willingale et al 1985) it seems 
unreasonable to expect stability of the target material to within 0.025 
of the binary period over many years. Consequently the data of Figure 1 
have been searched using the 'sliding-bin' technique suggested by Hillas 
(1975) to locate the phase position of the largest excesses found in the 
twelve six-month intervals between 1979 - 1984. The positions of these 
peaks are shown in a phase diagram (Figure 2); where two or more equal 
'excesses' exist they have been plotted separately. These data have 
been examined for directionality 
using the Rayleigh test (e.g. 
Mardia 1972); the probability that 
such a distribution could arise by 
chance is 0.05 and the mean phase 
is (0.20 ± 0.05). 

Figure 2: Largest excesses in six 
month intervals 

Examination of the combined data 
from arrays Band P for 1984 
suggests that there is a double 
peak structure in the UHE y-ray 
light curve. The search 
technique used above reveals a 
peak of 38 counts at <j> = 0.27 
and 40 counts at <j> = 0.63 against 
an average background of 21.2 
events. The chance probability 
of obtaining two such peaks is 
2.3% so that evidence for a 
clear signal is not compelling. 
However the phases of emission 
are similar to the UHE 
phase found at earlier 
epochs (CP I\, 0.25) and to 
the preferred T eV phase 
(<j>I\,0.6). The data are 
shown in Figure 3 binned 
in the phase intervals 
of Figure 1. Also 
indicated are the phases 
of emission found by 
Cawley et al (1985) 
(1 TeV), Baltrusaitis 
et al (1985) (5 x 10 14 eV), 
Alexeenko et al (1985, 
OG 2.1-12) (3 x 10 14 eV) and 
Kiffune et al (1985) 
(> 10 15 eV)in the most 
recent observations 
known to us. 
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manner suggested by our analysis it is difficult, with the present levels

of significance, to address accurately the question of time variability

of the amplitude. However, we have evaluated the y-ray flux, at energies

> I0 IS eV, as follows: (a) assuming that the signal is distributed over

the five shaded phase bins of Figure 3 we obtain a value

% 4.5 xlO -l_ cm-2s-I which is comparable to that observed in 1979-82 for

the emission at _%O.25 (Lloyd-Evans et al 1983), (b) taking the largest
excess in a single phase bin (_=O.64) the flux is % 7 x i0-I_ cm-2 s-I.

Either flux rules out the large decrease of % x 0.5 per year deduced by
Bhat et al (1985), through their interpretation of the Kashmlri Cerenkov

light enhancement as a signal from Cyg X-3.

There is, however, clear evidence for time variability of the TeV emission

and in particular we note that Vladimirsky et al (1973), Fomin et al (198D

and Cawley et al (1985) have reported enhanced emission following the 1972,

1980 and 1982 radio flares respectively. Furthermore, the Fly's Eye group

(Baltrasaitis et al 1985) saw a 3.5o signal from Cyg X-3 at _ =O.25 on a

few nights in July 1983 but observed nothing significant during two

similarly short observing periods in late September and October 1984.

We believe that the appearance of a signal at _O.6 during 1984 to be the

most significant evidence of time variability available within our data.

We speculate that the change in emission pattern follows the radio flare

in 1983 (Johnston et al 1985) noting that Geldzahler et al (1983) suggest

that sequences of radio outbursts are linked to starquakes in the crust

of the neutron star. Such 'quakes' may also disturb the magnetic field

configuration and the emission pattern through the plasma which they

eject which may modify the accelerating potential in the region of the

neutron star and the distribution of target material. For example, TeV
emission at _%O.2 is observed relatively infrequently and may be

associated with occasions when the proton beam in that direction hits a

thicker than usual stellar atmosphere. Conversely a i015 eV signal at

%0.6, as seen in 1984, might reflect a thinner than normal atmosphere
in that direction at that time.

5. Conclusions. We have reported evidence for the time variability of

the amplitude and phase of the iO Is eV signal seen from Cyg X-3. In

particular, the UHE y-ray light curve for 1984 shows a double peaked
structure with emission seen at _%O.27 and 0.63.
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help with data collection and M Samorski, R E Spencer and M van der Klis

for useful correspondence. Work at Haverah Park is supported by the
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manner suggested by our analysis it is difficult, with the present levels 
of significance, to address accurately the question of time variability 
of the amplitude. However, we have evaluated the y-ray flux, at energies 
> 10 15 eV, as follows: (a) assuming that the signal is distributed over 
the five shaded fhase bins of Figure 3 we obtain a value 
'" 4.5 x 10- 11

+ cm- S-I which is comparable to that observed in 1979-82 for 
the emission at cf> '" O. 25 (Lloyd-Evans et al 1983), (b) takiny the laryest 
excess in a single phase bin (cf> '" 0.64) the flux is '" 7 x 10- It cm- 2 s- . 
Either flux rules out the large decrease of '" x 0.5 per year deduced by 
Bhat et al (1985), through their interpretation of the Kashmiri Cerenkov 
light enhancement as a signal from Cyg X-3. 

There is, however, clear evidence for time variability of the TeV emission 
and in particular we note that Vladimirsky et al (1973), Fomin et al (198P 
and Cawley et al (1985) have reported enhanced emission following the 1972, 
1980 and 1982 radio flares respectively. Furthermore, the Fly's Eye group 
(Baltrasaitis et al 1985) saw a 3.50" signal from Cyg X-3 at cf> = O. 25 on a 
few nights in July 1983 but observed nothing significant during two 
similarly short observing periods ~n late September and October 1984. 

We believe that the appearance of a signal at <t>"'O.6 during 1984 to be the 
most significant evidence of time variability available within our data. 
We speculate that the change in emission pattern follows the radio flare 
in 1983 (Johnston et al 1985) noting that Celdzahler et al (1983) suggest 
that sequences of radio outbursts are linked to starquakes in the crust 
of the neutron star. Such 'quakes' may also disturb the magnetic field 
configuration and the emission pattern through the plasma which they 
eject' which may modify the accelerating potential in the region of the 
neutron star and the distribution of target material. For example, TeV 
emission at <t>"'O.2 is observed relatively infrequently and may be 
associated with occasions when the proton beam in that direction hits a 
thicker than usual stellar atmosphere. Conversely a 10 15 eV signal at 
cf>"'0.6, as seen in 1984, might reflect a thinner than normal atmosphere 
in that direction at that time. 

5. Conclusions. We have reported evidence for the time varia~ility of 
the amplitude and phase of the 10 15 eV signal seen from Cyg X-3. In 
particular, the UHE y-ray light curve for 1984 shows a double peaked 
structure with emission seen at cf>"'0.27 and 0.63. 
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ON GAMM_ AND NEUTRINO RADIATIGN

FROM CYG. X-3

_.S .Be_rezinsk_/

Lusf_i%ute foz _Nuclear Research,, Academy
of.' Soienoies of the USSR, 60th, Anniver-

sara/ of October Revolution Pr,ospec_ 7a,
I173I_,. Moscow, UBSR

ABS_TRACT

The production_ of high energy gamma and

neutrlmo radiatio_ is studied for Cyg X-3.

A heating model is proposed to explai_L ths:

presemoe o£ onl_ one gamma-pulse durlm_;
4.8h pem_od of the source. The acce!erat&-

on:mechanisms ar_ discussed. Higk energy
neu_ri_a flux fmom Cyg;,'X-3 is_ calculate&.

I.. In.troductiom. Cyg X_-3 is a powerful _miable source deteo_e& i_

radic_ infrared, X-ra_, and ¥-radiation. The observed 4.8_ periadici_-

tM is imterprete& as orb_ital motio_ in,a bimar_ system., Reoe_l_ the

same per,_cd_ioi_y was disoovere_ i_ _ -radiatio_ with E F >.__0 I_eV
(Samorski and _%amm, _983_ Momello et al 1983,_Lloy_d-Evans et al _9:8.3).
l_or the iI_terpretation of the data, mostl_ _X-ra_ and _-radiatio_

a hiuary model is invoked. _ compact source in the binary= cea_be a
white dwarf or a neutr_a star. The separati_ of the two components:

of the_binary found from 4.8h perio& i_ A_]l.lO11_M_+M_)/_iOD_4m. The
system must be coated by relatively dense ga_.Itfolle_s f_om the o_-

serve_l cut off of X-ra_ spectram which_ implies: the total colum_ den-

si_ty betweem 3._O_au& 2.IO _5 _/cm _ ..The absence of the £1a% eclipse

X-ra_ curv_ also demands ZO'.. i_ts imterpretatia_ the pre_se_ce of the
gas around the system in which: X-ray scattering takes place, ks far

as high energ_ _ -ray productiom is com_ermed, this density is very..
low. To lea_e the system transparen_ for X-rays; the column densi_

must be less than 0.3-I_/cm m while for effective _ -ra_ produoti_
x _ 40-7Og/cm _ is needed. The effectivity _is in_reasimg_ in the bina-

ry models where I -rays are produced in atmosphere of the normal

ccmponen_ (Berezinsk_v 1979), as illustrated in Fi_.l

'"! ...", '9

/ P , ' 5, m

p ,-i:.:: ,: "-:.

V

_. The scheme of"_) - and _-pulsar//(reproduced from Berezinsky 1979)
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ON GAMMA. AND NEUTRm 0 RADIATION 
FRw.t C:ro. X-3 

v.:.S.Be:rezinsQ 
Insti tute fOl! Nuclear Researoh:, Academy 
of! Scienoies of the USSR, 60th, .A:nniLver
sa:t;Y of Oot,obs.r Revolution P:nospeou 1a, 
II 13I!2, Moscow, UBSR 

ABS!.PRAC[1 
The produotion~ of: high. energy. gamma and 
neutrino radiation: is studied for CVg X-3. 
A heat,ing model is proposed to explain. the 
preseDlce of! only one gamma-pulse dur:Lmei; 
4.8h peDiod of the souroe. The accelera.t:L.-
0Jll meohanisms are; disoussed., High:. energy 
ne.utrirul flux fnom C~g; X-3 is, cal.culated.. 
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I., I!n:troductioDl. cyg X:-3 is a powerful v.a.riabl.e source deteot.ed. m 
radio., infrared, X-ray. and 't -radiatioa. The observed 4 .8he periodici:
ty. is illlterpreted as orbliital. motion:. iDl a binary system., Reoen:.t.q the 
same periodioi 1l¥ was discovered.. in. '0 -redia tiOlli with E, ~ ]0'5' eV 
(Samor.skL and. 3..tamm, L983, Mo~llo et al 1983" Llo;v;d-Evans et al 19·8.3).. 
For the itlJterpretation of the data, most~ OIL X,...ra;y; and (f -radiati<m 
a blinary model. is invoked. A, compaot souroe in the binary CarL be a 
whi te dwarf or a neutron star. The separation:. of .. the two components: 
of the; binary found from 4.8h perio.d. i& ,A;.n.1011gM1+M~2).!J('QT/3om. ~e 
system must be ooated by relatively dense gas,.It follCllws. £rom the 09-
serve:.d. cut off. of X.-ray;· speotrum whioh, implies the total. colWDll1t den,
sUy betweeUl 3.]021.and. 2.IO~~ Hlcm~ •. The absenoe of the flat· eolipse 
X,...ray,· ourv:e. also demands fiCl) tts illlterpretatiOll< the pre·semoe. of' the 
gas. around the system in which:X,-ray scattering; takes, place. As far 
as high energ~?f -ray produotioJll is concerned, this densi"by is very: 
low. To leave the system transparent for X-rays: the oolumn. density 
must be less than O.3-I€!om:L whi.le: for effect.iv:e ([ -ray, produotion.. 
x N 40-10g/cm~ is needed. The effeotivity' is increasimg; in the bina
ry models where '0 -rays. are produoed in atmosphere of the normal 
component. (B.erezinsky 1919), as illustrated in Fig;.:E.. 

V "'6 
.' '.-:,: .. ~ )f norM".) 

,.: .... r: . " ".;.;. c.o~po I'\e.Vlt 

~L;' __ --~~--~ 
p l,fl,.' 

,: .:\1'. r-----,t-.:.::;. ___ V -

ff "( Fig .1 The scheme of V - and t -pulsar reproduced from Berezinsky I.9 79) 
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These models were put forward as possible ones for high energy neu-

trino radiation accompanied by relatively small flux of _ -radiation
(hidden sources). They were successfully used by Vestand and Eichler

(I@82) for Cyg X-3. In contrast to Berezinsky (I_979) Vestrand and
Eichler (I982) considered also production of _ -rays by the elec-

trons which can be important for _ -radiatiom with E _ >_ 7,0t_ eV.
2. Difficulties. The atmospheric model production meits difficulties
of two kinds. The atmosphere of the normal component intersects the

the line of sight twice during the cycle, producing thus two _ -pul-

ses symmetric relatively to the phase of X-ray eclipse. In reality
at E M > IO l_eF only one _'-pulse was observed. The second difficul-

ty is connected wf_h _he duratio= of l-pulse expected in the afore-
mentioned model. Gamma-rays are produced in the channel where column

density of gas is ×_X_J. _ X_<X_ the _°-mesons are not pro-
duced_ if _>>X_ gamma_ are absorbed. Suppose the effective _-cha-

nnel is limited by x m_ -xr_2 and xm_=Yzr= 2 and consider a star

of radius R surro_ded by an exponential atmosphere_ (h)_ 9o_P(-h/H)
where H_R_/(m_aM) is characteristic height of atmosphere. It is
easy to caloul_te the linear width of the channel in which the co-

lumn density ranges between x_ and 2z _ . It is equal to h,- h g_=
Hln2 and therefore (ht-h_)/RNH/R<<I. By other words the duration

of _-pulse _ (h,-hm)v is very small and hence the cosmic ray lumi-
nosity of the pulsar must be very high to explain the observed _-ray
flux.

3. Heating model. Both difficulties can be eliminated in the follo-

wing model. The pulsar produces the beam of accelerated particles in
the direction of the observer. When the normal component of the bina-

ry crosses the line of sight, and thus the beam, it is heated to the
high temperature. The evaporated gas forms a cloud behind the star

in which _-radiation is produced. In this case there is only one
-pulse per period and its duration is large. As a normal component

we shall take the main sequence star with mass M=2.3M6p , with radius
R=I.3.10 II cm and temperature To=7000 K. Letus show that during orbi-
tal period the star is heated toa high temperature and then is

cooled to its normal temperature. First we shall estimate the charac-

teristic heating time Th" The equilibrium temperature can be calcula-
ted as

where to is luminosity of proton beam and 0_=5.6.10 erg.s'Icm"_K -_.
High energy protons undergoing nuclear collisions at the surface of

the star produce a nuclear-electromagnetic cascade. The thickness of

the heated crust of the star can be taken as the depth at which the
cascade reaches its maximum, in our estimates we shall take for it

x_ l_g/cm _". Th_ heating time is

where N_I.IO _O is the number of electrons in the depth x,_lO g/cm _-

of the star. Therefore the heating time _ is considerably shorter

than the time during which the star crosses the proton beam, __ ,_
_TR/_A_5.IO 5 s. Now let us estimate the characteristic cooling time

'8 
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These models were put forward as possible ones for high energy neu
trino radiation a.ooompanied by :relatively small flux of ~ -radiation 
(hidden souroes). They were suooessfully used by Vestand and Eiohler 
(1982) for Gifg X~3. In oontrast to Berezinsky (1$79) Vestrand and 
Eiohler (1982) oonsidered also produotion. of '6 -rays by the eleo
trons whioh can be import'l.nt for 0 -radiatioa with E ~ ~ IO 12.. eVe 
2. Diffioulties. The atmospherio model produotion. meats diffioulties 
of two kinds. The atmosphere o:f thA normal oomponent in.terseots the 
the line of sight twioe during the oyole, produoing thus two ~ -pul
ses symmetrio relatively to the phase of X-ray dolipse. In reality 
at E ~ > 10 15" eV only one ~ -pulse was observed. The seoonii, diffioul
ty is oonneoted with the duration. of (f -pulse eXpeoted in the afore
mentioned model. Gamma-rays axe produoed in the ohannel where oolumn 
density of gas is X"'X ... o..J. ]f X~~X ... a.d the :Ir°-mesons are not pro
duoed, if )<.»X~ gamma'h are absorbed. Suppose the effeotive r-oha
nnel is limited by x tn~ IIIiX rca4 and xm~ ... 2z:r .-.d and oonsider a star 
of radius R surrounded by an exponential atmosphere s> (h)!= .s>oexp( -h/n) 
where H!~I(~!I../( m,pe.M) is oharaoteristio height of atmosphere. :E.t is 
easy to caloulate the linear width of the ohannel in whioh the 00-

lumn density ranges between XI"C).c:( and 2z: ~ • It is equal to hi - h 2- =. 

Hln2 and therefore (h , -h,J/RrvH/R4<I .• By other words thA duration 
of (f -pulse "'C~'" (hl-h!l.)V is very small and henoe the oosmio ray lumi
nosi ty of the pulsar must be very high to explain the observed (f -ray 
flux. • 
3. Heatipg model. Both diffioulties can be eliminated in the follo
wing model. The pulsar produoes the beam of aooelerated partioles in 
the direotion of the observer. When the normal oomponent of the bina
ry orosses the line of sight, and thus the beam)it is heated to the 
high temperature. The evaporated gas forms a oloud behind the star 
in whioh?f -radiation is produoed. In this case there is only one 
(f -pulse per period and its duration is large. As a normal oomponent 

we shall take the main sequenoe star with mass M=2.3MGJ' with radius 
R=I.3.10II om and temperature To=1000 K. Let us show that during orbi
tal period the star is heated toa high temperature and then is 
oooled to its normal temperature. Firat we sha.ll estimate the oharao
teristio heating time ~~. The equilibrium temperature can be caloula
ted as 

( 
'l. )11'1 Lf ( 3>13 ) ~N Trn=- Lp/YrrR ()' =-3'iO Lp/10 er~/s ( I): 

where L.p is luminosity of proton beam and (}'-5.6.IO erg.s-1om-2.K- If • 
High energy protons undergoing nuolear oollisions at the surfaoe of 
the star produoe a nuolear~lAotromagnetio oaso~de. The thiokness of 
the heated orust of the star can be taken as the depth at whioh the 
oascade reaohes its maximum. ln our estimates we shall take for it 
XN IcPg/om"- • ThA heating time is 

( 2) 

where N tV I.I05'O is the number of eleotrons in the depth x'" 10 g/om'
of the star. Therefore the heating time ~h is oonsiderably shorter 
than the time during whioh the star orosses the proton beam, t:cr rv 

NTR/1(Atv5.I0'3 s. now let us estimate the oharaoteristio oooling time 
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down to normal temperature of the star T =7000 K. Taking into acco-
unt only outer surface cooling, one gets

K 3= _ I,'_'10 5 (3)

which is considerably less than orbital period T=4.8h_I.7.IO_s.

4. High energy gamma and neutrino fluxes.Consider first the generati-

on of _-ray flux. it is produced in "_-channel" as illustrated in
Fig.I or in a gas cloud for a heating model through production and
decay of DT°-mesons. For columndensity X, of target being less than

nuclear one, X_ ,_-ray flux avaraged over period T can be written
down as

C_)= IT:_ /'F) (X /X _) _ _pCE)/_. (4)
where-C_ is a duration of_-pulse, Np(E).- is the number of protons

with th_ energy E produced by the pulsar per Is, _-is a solid angle

the proton beam is confined by (_ =4_C for isotropic case) andk_is
dimensionless ray yield, calculated by Berezinsky and Volynsky (_979)_

for power-law spectra under assumption of scaling and tabulated in

Table I for different values of integral spectrum exponents _. If the

normal companion of the binary is transparent for neutrinos, neutrino

flux is expected to be much higher than_-flux. As illustrated by
Fig.I neutrinos are produced mainly in the atmosphere behind the star

(relative to the observer) and thus a duration of_-pulse is_2R/v,

while that of _-pulse is -C_ _ (hI-h_)/v ,i.e. 7_7L_ _ 2R/K>>I.
For a heating model this ratio becomes less. Taking into account that

neutrinos are produced in the thick target, one finds for period ava-

raged _)_+_-flux, using neutrino yields (Berezinsky and Volynsky
I979) :

V- .... SL (5)
where 6<_I/2 is a fraction of energy retained by proton in one nu-
Clear collision. The values of ho_.+q_= are tabulated in Table I.
Table I r _p

I.I 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7

',@'._/.,+',@.,_,__0.I3 0.095 0.070 0.052 0.040 0.030 0.023

_ 0.I2 0.09I 0.07I 0.O56 0.045 0.036 0.029

5. Luminosity. The spectrum of protons in Eq_ (4)_(5) can be taken in
_o_er-lgw form _ (E)=(E-I)(E/Eo)'(_+ ') Lp/Eoa" , where L_ is luminosity
• __
of the source in 'the form of accelerated particles, Eo._IGeV and _ is

an exponent of integral spectrum, whichaccording to_-observation

will be taken as _ =I.I • Then from (4) using _ _(E)=Fx(E)/r_-with

r=IOkpc and _ _(>3000TeV)=I.5 .lO-IWcm'_ s-_ on_ _obtains:

Lp =I.W'lO _0 _ T/'-c_._.___e_-_/5 (6)Ww
where, according to experimental data (Lloyd-Evans et al I983) T/_>
40. For proton beam with _IO "_ sr the luminosity decreases by Ta-
ctor of IO00.

.. 
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down to normal temperature of the star T =7000 K. Taking into acco
unt only outer surface cooling, one gets 

'2. ;-13 3 
-cc..?GKN/81r'R ()Io ~ 1.1'10 -:, (3) 

"I'Ihich is consider~.bly less than orbital period T=4 .8h xl. 7.10 I.(s. 
4. High energy gamma and neutrino fluxes.Consider first the generati
on of 6 -ray flux. It is produced in "¥ -channel" as illustrated ir~ 
Fig.I or in a gas cloud for a heating model through production and 
decay of::rro-mesons. For column density x , of target being less than 
nuclear one, XN, 0 -ray flux avaraged over period T can be written 
down as 

(4) 
,.,here T5 is a duration of () -pulse, N~ (E) is the number of protons 
1'1i th the energy E produced by the pulsar per Is, 51 is a solid angle 
the proton beam is confined by (Q =4::rr for isotropic case) and 'f~is 
dimensionless ray yield; calculated by Berezinsky and Volynsky (]979) 
for power-law spectra under assumption of scaling and tabulated in 
Table I for different values of integral spectrum exponentso. If the 
normal companion of the binary is transp~rent for neutrinos, neutrino 
flux is expected to be much higher than 0 -flux. As illustrated by 
Fig.l neutrinos are produced mainly in the atmosphere behind the star 
(relative to the observer) and thus a duration of,\} -pulse is-c"IV2R/v, 
while that of 0 -pulse is -r::~ tv (hI ~h,J/V ,i.e. -C.,jL...'l) rv 2B/H.» 1. 
For a heating model this ratio becomes less. Taking into account that 
neutrinos are produced in the thick target, one finds for period ava
raged Vr+Vr-flux, using neutrino yields (Berezinsky and Volynsky 
1919) : 

i\here d--.rx-l/2 is a fraction of energy retained by proton in one nu
Clear collision. The values of 'fv +If,,, are tabulated in Table I • 
Table I r r 

o 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 

~v,..+'fvf" 0.13 0.095 0.070 0.052 0.040 0.030 0.023 

~o 0.12 0.091 0.071 0.056 0.045 0.0)6 0.029 

5. Luminosity. The spectrum of protons iuEq'S (4) .(5) can be taken in 
power-law form if (E)=(~ -I)(E/Eor(~+ I) L /E;-, wh~re Lp is luminosity 
of' the source in ~he form of accelerated particles, Eo?V10eV and (f is 
<in exponent of integral spectrum, which according to 0 -observation 
will be taken as '0 =1.1 • Then from ("4) using " y (E)=F,,(E)/r!L.with , ( ) 5 IO-I"f -2. -I CJ bt . P r:::l0kpc and J ~ >3000TeV =1.. em s on 0 a~ns: 

L :::. \ l{'10 40 Sl- T /-C"l ex-Gt./S (6) 
p' Lf:1l Lto (J . 

,.,here, according to experimental_ data (Lloyd-~van~ et al 1983) T/4> 
40. For proton beam with .52..",10 !L sr the lummos~ ty decreases by 'fa-
ctor of 1000. 
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6. Detection of neutrino flux. The neutrino flux deep underground is
accompanied by equilibrium muon flux. For flat spectra, when |4 _|_

and for E)_ >_ITeV, when much energy losses can be taken as E'I_/_9/_--
=b, the equilibrium much flux can be expressed through muon moments

_-(E ) and _(E ) calculated by Berezinsky and Gazizov (1979) :

where _o =I'LIO-_ cm is a normalizing cross-section) NA =6.I0 z5 is

divogado number and for E)_ =ITeV and [ =l.I Y.-=0.25, _=0.I6 and
b=4.I0 -&cm_/g for a rock. The lowest neutrinol flux compatible with

the observed _-ray flux can be found from (4) and (5) if to take

_-_ = _and to assume _hat target is thin. Since at _ =gI _@_#_
One gets for flux densities _v_Cg)*i_.g_)_edE) • At E_ITeF accor-

ding to observations _3._0 '-_Icm-Z's"_ and hence from (7) %#(>ITeV_
_I.I0 cm" s . This lower limit flux can be detected only by very

large detectors with S_ lO_m _ , such as DUMAND or BAIKAL, at level of

counting rate _ j_oS_-3y/yr. Th_ muons of smaller energies don't
contribute significantly to the number of detected muons.
If the normal component of the binary is transparent for high energy

neutrinos, neutrino flux is given by (5) with _/T=R_, where A i_
separation. In this case it is easy to find for R_A _ (>ITeV) =

=7.6.I0 -'_ (_/Y_OW°erg. s-')(O.I/_2_ )cm-_-s -t . It oorrespon_iS to

_4( _p/I0 _ )(O.I/_'l-) muons with E/_ >f ITeV traversing the undergro-
und detector with S=IO0 m_ per Iyr. Such a possibility corresponds to

very small -C_ , as it folllows from (6).
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6. Detection of neutrino flux. The neutrino flux deep underground is 
accompanied by equilibrium muon flux. For flat spectra, when j" -jv 
and for E)A :::- ~Te~, when muon energy losses can be taken as E~ dE/'l<tf"" 
~b, the equ~l~br~um muon flux can be expressed througp muon moments 
"Yr-(E ) and Yr.,.(E ) calculated by Berezinsky and Oazizov (1.979): 

}/,-(>Er)~ o;NA ('{h-(Et )+ Yr+CEr))}v (>Er-) 
. . -3'-{ '<J CEr) I r ( 7) 

;~here cr; =1.1.10 cm is a normalizing cross-section, NA =6.IO~:~ is 
Avogad.? .. number and for Ef' =ITeV and '0 =1.1 y.- =0.25, Y 1-=0.16 and 
b=4.IO cm~/g for a rock. The lowest neutrindrflux compftible with 
the observed 0 -ray flux can be found from (4) and (5) if to take 
1:v ="C~a.nd to assume that t.arget ~s thin., Since at ({ ""LI lfa--::;:.'f"r-t<P" 

ot:-e gets for flux dens,ities )."r:CE)+Jv (6:) -x.ch.(E). At E~ITeV accor-" 
dwg to observations h'X- 3.10-11 cm--!"s-I and hence from (7) j (>ITeV~ 
~I.IO-(G cm~l. S-I • This 10"l'9r limit flux can be detected only by very 
large detectors with SIV 1d'm2.. , such as DUMAND or BAIKAL, at level of 
counting rate -y"" j,.... S rv 3),,/yr. Thp. muons of smaller energies don' t 
contribute significantly to the number of detp.cted muons. 
If the normal component; ~f the bin~ry is transparent for high enqrgy 
neutrinos, neutrino flux is given by (5) with -cv/rn=RjnA, where A iR 
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1000 GeV GAMMA RAYS FROM CYGNUS X-3 - AN UPDATE.

Chadwick, P.M., Dowthwaite, J.C., Kirkman I I.W.,
McComb, T.J.L., Orford, K.J. and Turver, K.E.
Department of Physics, University of Durham,

Durham DHI 3LE, U.K.

ABSTRACT

Measurements of 1000 GeV Y-rays from Cygnus X-3
made with the University of Durham facility at Dugway,

Utah in 1981/82 are reviewed. The light curve of the
4.8 hour modulated emission is updated and shows

evidence significant at the 4.4 _ level for strong
emission (9% of the cosmic ray rate) at phase 0.625 and
less significant (1.4 _ level) indications of weaker

emission (3% of the cosmic ray rate) at phase 0.125.

The effect constituting the excess on the few nights
showing the strongest emission appears to arise from

the smallest Cerenkov light signals suggesting a steep
Y-ray spectrum. The 1982 data have been searched

unsuccessfully for evidence of emission at phase 0.2,

in coincidence with the results from the ultra-high
energy EAS measurements in 1979-1982.

A systematic investigation of a long term variation

in the strength of the peak of the 4.8 hr modulated
I000 GeV Y-ray emission has been made. We find that in

addition to the approximately 34 d variation reported

by us previously, a stronger effect exists at around
19d.

The results of an unsuccessful search for a pulsar
period or pseudo-regular variations in Y-ray emission
are reported.

I.INTRODUCTION.

Cygnus X-3 was observed for 350 hrs in 1981/82 using the Ougway
Y-ray _acility. The initial results on the emission of the I(:00Gev

Y-rays have already been reported _L_. We here update the analysis in

the light of our further understanding of our equipment and the
considerable interest in Cyg X-3 since that time. Most of the data in

1981 were taken with the telescopes in the drift scanning mode, a
reliable but inefficient mode of operation. In contrast to other VHE
Y-ray observations, we made our drift scans of Cyg X-3 at

predetermined phases in the 4.8 hr orbital period using the X-rey

ephemeris _=_. Observations on the other experiments are made with no
preconsideration of the orbital phase and the results _rom many drift
scans, in a typical 10 % phase range, are combined and presented as a

phase histogram. In our case the ON/OFF ratio of counts, being the
basic data of the driftscan, represent the flux of VHE Y-rays in a 10
min time slot (0.035 in phase) at fixed orbital phases. We chose to

make most of our observations at spot phases, separated by 0.125 steps
from 0 to 1.0. A small number were made in 0.125 steps from 0.03 to
1.03. [he observations in 1982 were made using the telescopes to track
the object with the intention of investigating the duration of any

activity detected using the driftscan data and to search for a pulsar
periodicity.

• 
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Chadwick, P.M., Dowthwaite, J.e., Kirkman, I.W., 
McComb, T.J.L., Orford, K.J. and Turver, K.E. 

Department of Physics, University of Durham, 
Durham DHl 3LE, U.K. 

ABSTRACT 
Measurements of iooo GeV Y-rays from Cygnus X-3 

made with the University of Durham facility at Dugway, 
Utah in 1981/82 are reviewed. The light curve of the 
4.8 hour modulated emission is updated and shows 
evidence significant at the 4.4 u level for strong 
emission (qr, of the cosmic ray rate) at phase 0.625 and 
less significant (1.4 u level) indications of weaker 
emission (37. of the cosmic ray rate) at phase 0.125. 
The effect constituting the excess on the few nights 
showing the strongest emission appears to arise from 
the smallest Cerenkov light signals suggesting a steep 
Y-ray spectrum. The 1982 data have been searched 
unsuccessfully for evidence of emission at phase 0.2, 
in coincidence with the results from the ultra-high 
energy EAS measurements in 1979-1982. 

A systematic investigation of a long term variation 
in the strength of the peak of the 4.8 hr modulated 
1000 GeV Y-ray emission has been made. We find that in 
addition to the approximately 34 d variation reported 
by us previously, a stronger effect exists at around 
19d. 

The results of an unsuccessful search for a pulsar 
period or pseudo-regular variations in Y-ray emission 
are reported. 

1.INTRODUCTION . 
Cygnus X-3 was observed for 350 hrs in 1981/82 using the Dugway 

Y-ray facility. The initial results on the emission of the 1000 Gev 
Y-rays have already been reported (1'. We here update the analysis in 
the light of our further understanding of our equipment and the 
considerable interest in Cyg X-3 since that time. Most of the data in 
1981 were taken with the telescopes in the drift scanning mode, a 
reliable but inefficient mode of operation. In contrast to other VHE 
Y-ray observations, we made our drift scans of Cyg X-3 at 
predetermined phases in the 4.8 hr orbital period using the X-ray 
ephemeris (~'. Observations on the other experiments are made with no 
preconsideration of the orbital phase and the results from many drift 
scans, in a typical 10 7. phase range, are combined and presented as a 
phase histogram. In our case the ON/OFF ratio of counts, being the 
basic data af the driftscan, represent the flux of VHE Y-rays in a 10 
min time slot (0.035 in phase) at fixed orbital phases. We chose to 
make mast af our observations at spot phases, separated by 0.125 steps 
from 0 to 1.0. A small number were made in 0.125 steps from 0.03 to 
1.03. The observations in 1982 were made using the telescopes to track 
the object with the intention of investigating the duration af any 
activity detected using the driftscan data and to search for a pulsar 
periodicity. 
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2.RESULTS.

We show in Figure I the light curve for 1000 BeV Y-rays based on
all the data recorded on clear nights. The data are similar to those
reported earlier ,I+ but allowance has been made for what we now know

to be the non-uniform background in the Cygnus region ca+ which causes
the effective background for point source detection to be different in

the region of Cygnus X-3. Figure I shows at phase 0.64 + 0.03 an

excess of 9.4 % of the cosmic ray rate for our telescope-s ( a flux of
3xi0 -_°cm -= s-l). The excess is significant at the 4.4 a level if

we assume, in the light of earlier Y-ray observations and a knowledge
of the phase of the X-ray maximum, that this was the expected phase.

The measurements around phases 0.5 and 0.75 show no excess indicating

a duty cycle of < 20%. Consideration of the tracking data _I, suggests
that the activity lasts for only 5 - 10 min. At phase 0.14 + 0.03 we
note a 3.4 % excess significant at the 1.4 o level.

= ....... The origin of a strong
excess (420%) in counts at

4 phase 0.625 in 4 observations
i has been investigated. The

• median value of the Cerenkov

= light amplitudes has been
¢;

z evaluated for each detector in

u i each observation This has=

iif! _. _ I 0 been done on the basis of the

events in 20 min OFF SOURCE
i measurement in each scan. the

..... _-_.... _ .... number of flashes in the ON
SOURCE interval for each

- detector in each scan below
.... ' ' this predicted median value0 .-_I_, oI_ .TS *0

r..,= ,4., --_ has been evaluated and summed
over all 4 observations. We

show in Figure 2 the number of

Figure 1. The 4.B hr light events below the predicted
curve, median, expressed as a

fraction of the total, for

' I ' observations in the phase +
o.6 -r range 0.5 - 0.75. If the light

z _ amplitudes from _-rays and
N

-r protons were similar we would
= | I" expect a ratio of 0.5. There

v o.= .- .....t t is clear evidence that thezo events constituting the count
" rate excess at phase 0 625 are
u amongst the smaller Cerenkov

= signals. A complicatedL
0.4 behaviour of the proportion of

= I , 0.625 phase ON SOURCE signals
o.= o._== o.7= within the first octile and

PHAm= C4.= HR_, quartile (again calculated on
Figure 2. The fraction of the basis of the OFF SOURCE
recorded light flashes smaller data) which correlates with
than the median value.
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The origin of a strong 
excess ("'20%) in counts at 
phase 0.625 in 4 observations 
has been investigated. The 
median value of the Cerenkov 
light amplitudes has been 
evaluated for each detector in 
each observation. This has 
been done on the basis of the 
events in 20 min OFF SOURCE 
measurement in each scan. The 
number of flashes in the ON 
SOURCE interval for each 
detector in each scan below 
this predicted median value 
has been evaluated and summed 
over all 4 observati ons. We 
shaw in Figure 2 the number of 
events below the predicted 
median, expressed as a 
fraction of the total, for 
observations in the phase 
range 0.5 - 0.75. If the light 
amplitudes from Y-rays and 
protons were similar we would 
expect a ratio of 0.5. There 
is clear evidence that the 
events constituting the count 
rate excess at phase 0.625 are 
amongst the smaller Cerenkov 
signals. A complicated 
behaviour of the proportion of 
0.625 phase ON SOURCE signals 
within the first octile and 
quartile (again calculated on 
the basis of the OFF SOURCE 
datal which correlates with 

• 
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the individual detector energy thresholds is noted. The detectors with
the highest threshold energy show the strongest concentration of

Y-ray candidates in near-threshold events. This supports the idea of

a Y-ray spectrum which is steeper than the proton spectrum.
A search has been made of the data taken in 19B2 with the

telescopes in the tracking mode _or emission at phase near to 0.2 ,
the phase at which 10¢= eV emission has been noted ¢4,=) This has
been unsuccessful with only a flux limit {at the 3 a level} of
2x10 -zl cm-1 s -¢ being derived.

X-ray observations of Cyg X-3 have suggested variations in the
amplitude of the 4.8 hr modulation c,) on a time scale of 34 d. In

addition, the magnitude and sign of the phase shift in the time of

occurrence of the peak X-ray emission on a time scale of 19 d _7'has
been noted.

We previously reported the result of folding the values of the
amplitude of the 4.8 hr VHE Y-ray peak at phase 0.625 in individual
scans modulo 34.1 d _*). Recently we have investigated the long term

variation in this peak strength in a more general way.

, _ _ . We have fitted a sinewave to the excess shown

in all the individual

II scans at 0.625 phase with

R the fit constrained to
H have the observed
S 12 strength averaged over

all scans and to have a

peak-to-peak amplitude

13 ranging from zero to
• twice the average. The

rms deviation from such a
sine wave fit for

18 31 188 independent periods in

PERIOD (DRVS) the range 8 to 500 d is
shown in Figure 3. There
are two periods with
small deviations - the

Figure 3. The long term best fit - and these are
variation of the 4.8 hr peak. 19.2 + 0.4 and 36.8 + 1.5

d.

The sine wave with period 19 d has its maximum (i.e. maximum

1000 Gev Y-ray emission at phase 0.625 in the 4.8 hr orbital
period) at JD 2445163 + 0.5. The X-ray phase effect reported

'7' has a maximum phase lead , interpreted as due to apsidal
motion, at JD 2444389 + I. These two possible effects cannot
be reliably linked in phase due to the combined uncertainties
in period and epoch.
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Figure 3. The long term 
variation of the 4.8 hr peak. 

We have iitted a sine 
~ave to the excess shown 
in all the individual 
scans at 0.625 phase with 
the fit constrained to 
have the observed 
strength averaged over 
all scans and to have a 
peak-to-peak amplitude 
ranging from zero to 
twice the average. The 
rms deviation from such a 
sine wave fit for 
independent periods in 
the range 8 to 500 d is 
shown in Figure 3. There 
are two periods with 
small deviations - the 
best fit - and these are 
19.2 + 0.4 and 36.8 + 1.5 
d. 

The sine wave with period 19 d has its maximum (i.e. maximum 
1000 Sev V-ray emission at phase 0.625 in the 4.8 hr orbital 
period) at JD 2445163 + O.S. The X-ray phase effect reported 
C71 has a maximum phas; lead, interpreted as due to apsidal 
motion, at JD 2444389 + 1. These two possible effects cannot 
be reliably linked in phase due to the combined uncertainties 
in period and epoch. 
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We have searched a small subset of Cerenkov light data
selected to be rich in Y-ray candidates, those recorded at

the times of maximum VHE Y-ray emission (phase 0.625), for

periodicity on the time scales of I ms - 100 s. Having tested

the 6xtO = independent periods using the Rayleigh test, we find
no evidence for periodicity involving a light curve with a
large duty cycle. Indeed on the basis of the count rate of the

present generation of telescopes, we would no____ttexpect to
obtain sufficient counts in the short time (mins) during the
observed excess at phase 0.625 and which is the maximum
allowable if we are to avoid the effects of the (unknown)

Doppler shift due to a typical orbit. For example, a _t-ray
signal of 11}%of the cosmic ray background would require a
data rate in excess of 3 Hz to produce, in a time of 10 min, a

probability of periodicity of 10-7 on the Rayleigh test which ,
would stand clear of chance expectation.

The Rayleigh test applied to the 1982 tracking data has
provided no evidence for any pseudo-periodic emission in the

range 500 ms to I00s (1200 independent periods tested) of the

type reported for the X-ray emission *=_.
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EVIDENCE FOR LONG-TERM VARIABILITY IN THE ULTRA

HIGH ENERGY PHOTON FLUX FROM CYGNUS X-3

,

Bhat, C.L. , Rannot, R.C., Rawat, H.S., Razdan, H.,

Sanecha, V.K., and Sapru, M.L.

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Nuclear Research Laboratory,

Srinagar-190006, Kashmir, India.

(*Presently at the Physics Dept., University of Durham, U.K.)

i. Introduction. A time-correlation analysis of atmospheric Cerenkov

pulses recorded at Gulmarg (altitude: 2743 m) by a wide-angle photo-

multiplier system was previously shown (Bhat et al. 1980) to have present

in it a nonrandom component which seemed associated with the Right

Ascension (R.A.) range % 20 ± 04h (Fig. i). A recent examination by

Bartelt et al. (1985) of the multi-muon events recorded by SOUDAN-I

proton-decay detector shows a similar time-dependent effect which

matches closely the Gulmarg event rate

peak both in position and amplitude and 70 ___

in that sense supports our suggestion that

the effect is of a genuine cosmic origin

However, even though Cyg. X-3 lies well _ 60

inside the region of our peak intensity,

it does not seem possible to ascribe the_ 50

whole effect to this source, for the

implied photon flux turns out to be too _ 40

large to be reconciled to various y- _. , , _ .... i .... I .... I , , , i
ray measurements of Cyg. X-3 (Bhat 1982, 5.5 105 15.5 20.5 1.5 s.5
Eichler and Vestrand 1984). We have now RIGHT _[ENSION R.A.(h)

subjected the Gulmarg data to a phase-

histogram analysis and find that only Fig. i. Gulmarg ACP rates
2.5% of our overall recorded events are averaged for the period

1976-77 and plotted as a
compatible with a phase-dependent emission

function of R.A. A broad-
from Cyg. X-3. Assuming these events to

be y-rays yields a detected flux of peak is evident in R.A. =
15-02 h. Point-spread

• (2.6 ± 0.3) x 10-12ycm-2s -I above 5 x functions of the form _S4_
1014eV. We compare this value with more

are fitted to the data.
recent UHE photon data from this :sQurce,

including that taken in Gulmarg during Sept.-

October 1984. We suggest that the available data generally favour a

long-term reduction in the Cyg. X-3 inferred luminosity (> 1013eV) by a

factor of (1.8 ± 0.3) per year, provided that the measurements in

question are free from large systematic errors.

2. Experimental Arrangement. Essentially, it comprises 2 large-area

(490 cm z) photomultiplier tubes (PMT) exposed to the sky on clear,

moonless nights in a cone of semiangle 70 ° relative to the vertical. The

PMT, fed sufficiently low EHT to stabilize their gains against varia-

tions in the night-sky background light, are operated in a prompt-

coincidence mode (resolution time _ i0 _s). Atmospheric Cerenkov pulses

(ACP), with amplitudes > 4c v (Sv being shot noise voltage))are recorded

along with their occurrence time, generally maintained accurate to

1 ms. The average ACP detection rate is _ 1 m -I which, when considered

together with the system threshold optical flus of _ (12 ± 3) quanta

cm -2 event -I and the effective solid angle of 0.5 sr (for ACP),

• 
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Fig. 1. Gulmarg ACP rates 
averaged for the period 
1976-77 and plotted as a 
function of R.A. A broad-

5·5 

2.5% of our overall recorded events are 
compatible with a phase-dependent emission 
from Cyg. X-3. Assuming these events to 
be y-rays yields a detected flux of 
(2.6 ± 0.3) x lO-12ycm-2s -1 above 5 x 
1014ev . We compare this value with more 
recent UHE photon data from this :sQurce, 
including that taken in ~ulmarg during Sept .• 

peak is evident in R.A. = 
15-02 h. Point-spread 
functions of the form ~~S4~ 
are fitted to the data. 

October 1984. We suggest that the available data generally favour a 
long-term reduction in the Cyg. X-3 inferred luminosity (> 1013ev ) by a 
factor of (1.8 ± 0.3) per year, provided that the measurements in 
question are free from large systematic errors. 

2. Experimental Arrangement. Essentially, it comprises 2 large-area 
(490 cm2 ) photomultiplier tubes (PMT) exposed to the sky on clear, 
moonless nights in a cone of semiangle 70° relative to the vertical. The 
PMT, fed sufficiently low EHT to stabilize their gains against varia
tions in the night-sky background light, are operated in a prompt
coincidence mode (resolution time ~ 10 ~s). Atmospheric Cerenkov pulses 
(ACP) , with amplitudes> 4Gv (ov being shot noise voltage),are recorded 
along with their occurrence time, generally maintained accurate to 
~ I ms. The average ACP detection rate is ~ 1 m- I which, when considered 
together with the system threshold optical flux of ~ (i2'± 3) quanta 
cm- 2 event- I and the effective solid angle of 0.5 sr (for ACP) , 
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corresponds to a minimum energy of (Q) ON" SOURCE (_&O')
1.4 x lOl5ev for a proton primary 15

and _ 5 x lOl4ev for a y-ray primary _IoL, ....,.., ,-L_ r* *" *-..J "_IL .... ,..... "" "_ "_ "_""
(Bhat et al 1985) u ............. , ,• " 0'208 G&I? 0'625 0"B33 1'042

160

3. Data Anal_sis. The present

study is based on 12,665 ACP rec- IA0

orded between 1976 Jan.-1977 Dec. _ _--

in 212h of observations. The

events are divided into 3 groups: _ 120

(i) ON-source events, recorded when
Cyg. X-3 (R.A. _ 2Oh) is at an hour 100

angle _ < 40 °, (ii) INTERMEDIATE

events, When the source is at _ = 80

40 ° - 70 ° so that its 'signal' _ .................. ,
cannot be recorded as efficiently 0 _8 _&17 _625 _833 I'0&2

as in case (i) because of the PHASE

zenith-angle dependence of cerenkov

radiation, and (iii) OFF-source,

when Cyg. X-3 is outside the detector 15 (b)INTERMEDIATE(&0°<_<70")
r-'..2"%, r "''*_

geometrical field of view ($ > 70°) • _I_. s......., ,.,-. L......_.............
While cases (i) and (ii) together 0

consist of 6569 events, belonging _m _ _ _lW I_042
to 63h and 37.5h of observations in 120

1976 and 1977 respectively, the _ •
OFF-source data comprise a total of
6096 events recorded in 70h of _ I_

observations in 1976 and 41.5h 80
in 1977. The daily observation runs , ,

belonging to all the three cases are 0 0.208 0'&17 _625 0-833 1-042

broken up into a series of 15m PHASE
intervals and the number of ACP re-

corded in each of these bins is noted.

Next, each bin is assigned a phase ,(C) 0FF-SOURCE (¢_ 70°) •

value _ using cyg. x-3 ephemeris 30 r.L#---l.1
due to Parsignault et el. (1976), _ 20_ "_....:'L,.......r.... L..

which is preferred as it is more 10 [ .... " ...............
contemporary to our observation _0.208 0"_7 0"625 _833 I'0&2 .

period. The resulting periodo- 120_TTT
grams, comprising ACP rate per 15m .UJ 110

bin averaged over the number of times_ 100 ° ° ,_
(n) the bin was observed, is shown inQ_

Fig. 2 separately for the cases (i) _ 90
-(iii) along with the distribution

of n as a func_±on of _. 0 0_08 _417 0"625 0"833 1"042

PHASE,
The OFF-source phasogram

(Fig. 2c) displays no rate varia- Fig. 2. Dot-dash lines represent

tions at >2a and is compatible phase-average ACP rates, which are

with a flat distribution (reduced 18.5, 12 and 13.7 per 15m for a, b

X2 = 1.53). The ON-source and c respectively.
(Fig. 2a) and the INTERMEDIATE

case (Fig. 2b) phasograms, on
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suggesting that a single power law spectrum can fit the UHE data well,

provided we allow for a long-term reduction in Cyg. X-3 flux at > 1013eV.

An estimate of the rate of this suggested variation follows from Fig. 4

where we have plotted the MWB-corrected flux above 1 PeV as deduced from

various measurements (for spectral form % Ey -I'I) against the cor-
responding observation period. A time-constant of (1.7 ± 0.4) yea_is

inferred, corresponding to a flux reduction by a factor (1.8 _ 0.3) per

year. In view of several uncertainties afflicting the present-day

experimental data (viz. anomalous muon content of Kiel events, threshold

ambiguities, rather enigmatic phase-characteristics of the UHE signal "

etc.), it will be more prudent to treat this as an upper limit on the

rate of decrease of Cyg. x-3 UHE flux. The 'evidence' presented here

needs to be examined by dedicated experiments that are currently in

progress as it has crucial implications on Cygnus X-3 UHE photon emission

process as also on the nature of the source (pulsar?) responsible for

this flux.
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suggesting that a single power law spectrum can fit the UHE data well~ 
provided we allow for a long-term reduction in Cyg. X-3 flux at > 101.5eV . 
An estimate of the rate of this suggested variation follows from Fig. 4 
where we have plotted the MWB-corrected flux above 1 PeV as deduced from 
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rate of decrease of Cyg. X-3 UHE flux. The 'evidence' presented here 
needs to be examined by dedicated experiments that are currently in 
progress as it has crucial implications on Cygnus X-3 UHE photon emission 
process as also on the nature of the source (pulsar?) responsible for 
this flux. 
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VARIABILITY IN THE HIGH ENERGYGAMMARAY EMISSION FROMCYG X-3

OVERA TWO-YEARPERIOD (1983-1984) AT E > 4 x lOllev.
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1. The Data Base. The data base on Cygnus X-3 has been accumulated
during the period between April 1983 and September 1984 using the
Cherenkov camera described in a companion paper (Cawley et al 1985,
paper 0G9.5-4). The source was observed for almost i00 hours using both
ON/ OFF tracking scans and long tracking runs (with no comparison "OFF"
observations). The quality of the data was determined using standard
ctatistical tests (see, for example, Danaher et al 1981); observations
deemed acceptable for inclusion in the final data base are summarised in
table 1. As the camera system evolved somewhat over the observational
interval, the data base does not represent a homogeneous set of
observations and the data categories in table I were analysed
individually. Calibration procedures applied to the data prior to
analysis are described elsewhere (paper 0G9.5-4 this conference).

TABLE i

Category Observational Observation hours coincidence camera
Interval Mode on source requirement* status

1 April-May 1983 ON/OFF 13.17 3/7 19-pixel
2 June 1983 ON/OFF 10.88 3/7 19 "
3 Oct-Nov 1983 ON/OFF 9.22 1/7 37 "
4 Nov-Dec 1983 ON/OFF 4.47 1/7 37 "
5 April-May-June 1984 ON/OFF 4.58 1/7 37 "

6 April-May-June 1983 Tracking 9.48 3/7 19 "
7 April-May-June 1984 " 10.17 1/7 37 "
8 August-Sept 1984 " 21.82 2/19 37 "

June 1984 Trackin 9 16.87 4/7 7 "

TOTAL 100.66
* Coincidence requirement: n-fold out of N pixels

2. Data Anal_sis. In accordance with the data reduction procedure
outlined in the companion paper (Cawley et al. 1985), each category in
table I was initially subjected to simple software trigger and
threshold cuts (to eliminate very small fluctuation-dominated events)

.. 
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and to a variety of total brightness (shower energy) cuts. These data
categories were then folded modulo the 4.8h X-ray period using the
ephemeris of van der Klis and Bonnet-Bidaud (1981). Light curves for
each category are displayed in Fig. 1; categories 1 to 8 have been
subjected to a 2/7 software trigger (demanding45 + 15 photoelectrons
in at least 2 of the inner 7 tubes) while category 9 has had no
software cut applied to it and simply represents the raw data as
obtained with a four out of seven hardware threshold. Only the
category 3 data shows a significant effect (4.5 o at phase 0.6) while
the remainder of the data is compatible with zero emission from the
source at all phases. The data was then subjected to a variety of
selection criteria based upon (i) Monte Carlo simulations of the
Cherenkov images produced by gamma rays and protons and (ii) empirical
optimization of the effect observed in the category 3 data. These
tests were applied with two aims in mind: firstly, to see if the
effect observed in the category 3 raw data set might be enhanced by
application of a selective algorithm designed to isolate gamma ray
type events and secondly, to see if any other effects might become
apparent in any of the other categories. Referring to the imaging
criteria outlined in Cawley et al (1985) the following tests were
applied to each Cherenkov image with a view to enhancing the gamma ray
signal:

(1) test for size and shape: some simulations indicate that the gamma
ray images are more compact than their proton counterparts,
(2) test for orientation: some simulations indicate that gamma ray
images show preferential orientation towards the centre of the field
of view,
(3) tests based upon combination of both 1 and 2.

An improvement in the effect (over the complete lightcurve) was
obtained for the Oct/Nov 1983 data by selecting compact showers
irrespective of orientation; the net effect was increased from 3.7
to 5.2 o and the peak at phase 0.6 was seen to broaden considerably
(Fig. 2). It should be noted however that while this selection -
method was based on Monte Carlo predictions, it was optimized on this
particular data. The same selection criteria applied to the rest of
the data did not reveal any hidden effects. Similarly, cuts based
upon shower orientationwere not seen to improve the effect or reveal "
new effects.

The category 9 tracking data, taken in June 1984, was unique in
that the data was acquired during the period of the full moon. The
observation formed part of a collaborative effort to simultaneously
monitor Cygnus X-3 over a wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Measurementswere made in the infrared, radio, X-ray and VHE gamma ray
bands and also with air shower arrays at energies E >1015 eV. Due to
the lack of UV sensitivity in the 37 pixel camera a cluster of 7 one-
inch photomultiplier tubes were used in conjunction with a UV filter
to observe Cyg X-3 under full moon conditions, at a threshold energy
of 2 x lOl3eV. The raw data was subjected to five different software
thresholds based upon selection of showers with progressively larger
light content and therefore greater energy. A significant effect was
found for one of these selectionswhich rejected 95.6% of the raw data
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giving an event rate after thresholding of 0.23 m-fin comparison with
a projected average zenith rate in the raw data of 6 events m-i . A
phase-optimised lO-bin plot is presented in Fig.(3) showing a 4.6 o
effect at phase 0.6. The significance diminishes for smaller total
intensities, in contrast with trends observed in the Oct/Nov 1983
data. Also data taken using the conventional 37 element camera in the
weeks immediately prior to this June 84 observation fail to show any
effect.

3. Conclusions. Cygnus X-3 has been observed to be emitting gamma
rays with energies in excess of 4 x loll eV during two out of 9
observational categories over an 18 month time span. The emissions are
observed at the 0.6 phase of the characteristic 4.8hr light curve for
this binary system. We estimate a peak flux at phase 0.6 of 5 x 10 -I°
photons cm-2 s -l at a software threshold of 8 x lOll eV for Oct/Nov
1983. A flux for the June 84 effect cannot be reliably calculated at
present due to lack of Monte Carlo simulations for the energy range
and spectral region. For the other 7 observational categories the
observations are consistent with zero source emission. The light
curve would appear to be variable on a time scale of a couple of weeks
at these energies. Attempts at optimising the gamma-ray light curve
through the selective application of imaging routines have been
moderately successful. Selection of compact images in accordance with
recent Monte Carlo simulations (Turver 1983, Hillas 1985} combined
with empirical optimization techniques have led to an enriched gamma
ray light curve for the Oct/Nov 1983 data. Selection on the basis of
shower orientation, however, has not led to any notable enhancement of
the gammar_y content. It may well be that the fixed spacing in our
camera (0.5) is too coarse to fully exploit the predictions of the
Hillas simulations (1985). With a significantly smaller spacing the
simulations predict that individual Cherenkov images can be reliably
sorted on an event by event basis into either proton-induced or
photon-induced showers. The observations reported preliminarily by
Clear et al (1983) for May 1983 showed marginal significance (3.1 o )
and efforts to enhance this signal on the basis of recent simulations
have not been successful.

The successful observation of Cygnus X-3 during a period of
full moon using UV sensitive phototubes in conjunction with selective
optical filters represents an encouragingadvancement of the Cherenkov
technique. This offers the potential of extended observations on
suspected time variable sources.

References. S. Danaher et al. Nature, 289, 568 (1981).
M.F. Cawley et al. Paper 0G9.5-4, Proc. XIX-ICRC, La
Jolla (1985).
J. Clear et al. Paper XG4-12, p.53, V.9, Proc. XVIII-
ICRC, Bangalore (1983).
H. van der Klis and J.M. Bonnet-Bidaud.Astron.
Astrophysics. 95, L5, (1981).
A.M. Hillas. Paper 0G9.5-3, Proc. XIX-ICRC, La Jolla
(1985).
K.E. Turver. private communication (1983).
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through the selective application of imaging routines have been 
moderately successful. Selection of compact images in accordance with 
recent Monte Carlo simulations (Turver 1983, Hillas 1985) combined 
with empirical optimization techniques have led to an enriched gamma 
ray light curve for the Oct/Nov 1983 data. Selection on the basis of 
shower orientation, however, has not led to any notable enhancement of 
the gamma rAY content. It may well be that the fixed spacing in our 
camera (0.5 ) is too coarse to fully exploit the predictions of the 
Hillas simulations (1985). With a significantly smaller spacing the 
simulations predict that individual Cherenkov images can be reliably 
sorted on an event by event basis into either proton-induced or 
photon-induced showers. The observations reported preliminarily by 
Clear et al (1983) for May 1983 showed marginal significance (3.1 a ) 
and efforts to enhance this signal on the basis of recent simulations 
have not been successful. 

The successful observation of Cygnus X-3 during a period of 
full moon using UV sensitive phototubes in conjunction with selective 
optical filters represents an encouraging advancement of the Cherenkov 
technique. This offers the potential of extended observations on 
suspected time variable sources. 
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A SEARCH FOR GAMMA-RAY POINT SOURCES WITH "THE CARPET"

SHOWER ARRAY

V.V.Alexeenko,A.E.Chudakov,N.S.Khaerdinov,A.S.Lidvansky,
G.Navarra#,S.S.Ozrokov,V.V.Sklyarov,V.A.Tizengauzen

Institute for Nuclear Research of USSR Academy of Sciences,
Moscow,USSR

# Institute of General Physics of University of Turin,ltaly

An experiment aiming at search for super-high energy
gamma-ray point sources has been put into operation at
Baksan Valley,Northern Caucasus.The well known source
Cyg X-3 was observed first and preliminary results of
data analysis are presented.There is no positive excess
of showers from the source region,but phase analysis
discovers a small pulse at phase 0.6 which corresponds

to the integral flux (6±3).10 -14cm-2sec-1 at E_>3-1014eV.

The X-ray source Cygnus X-3 was observed with Cerenkov
light technique in TeV energy range (for a brief review see
/1/_Recently results obtained with classical EAS method/2,3,
4/ have pointed out that spectrum of Cyg X-3 gamma-rays,pro-
bably,extends up to 1015 eV.In this paper we try to confirm
this result observing the source in energy range where up
to now there were no data.

Baksan air shower array consists of "the Carpet" in the
centre and 6 outside detectors at distances 30 and 40m(fig.
1).Four hundred 0.5 m 2 scintillators of the Carpet are divi-
ded in four groups (_-_) feeding the four-fold coincidence
circuit with output counting rate 50 per sec.This signal
is used as starting pulse for time measurement of delays of
outside detectors.Time measurement system has a compensation
of pulse hight dependence of delays.The step of delay measu-
rements is 1 nsec.

Each outside detector consists of 18 scintillators (total
area 9 m2).Four of them (1,2,5,6 in fig.l) in coincidence
with four-fold signal of the Carpet give trigger pulse for
the recording. The energy thresholds are: 0.3 of the pulse
hight o_[fa penetrating particle for each quarter of the Car-
pet i-IV ,and _i penetrating particle for outside detectors
i,2,5,6.The counting rate of the trigger_0.8 per sec.

Fig.2 presents calculated energy spectra of showers for
this trigger and for different indices of power law gamma-
ray spectrum: _=2.71 and _=2.0.Median energies of distribu-
tions of fig.2 are indicated by arrows.They are equal to 75
and 300 TeV.

Angular resolution of shower arrival direction measure-
ments was estimated using the distribution of experimental
value A :(TI-T2)-(T5-T6),where Ti - the delay of detector
number i.Fig.3 presents this distribution for one day of ob-
servation,r.m.s, f it _ corresponds to angular re-

A_~1.2°°v. :5.2 nsecsolution

The Cyg X-3 observations have started in July 1984 and
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with four-fold signal of the Carpet give trigger pulse for 
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this trigger and for different indices of power law gamma
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tions of fig.2 are indicated by arrows.They are equal to 75 
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Angular resolution of shower arrival direction measure
ments was estimated using the distribution of experimental 
value L1=(Tl-T2)-(T5-T6),where Ti - the delay of detector 
number i.Fig.3 presents this distribution for one day of ob
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The Cyg X-3 observations have started in July 1984 and 
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in this paper we present preliminary results of analysis of
242 days data sample.The source was observed 5 hours per day
(±2.5 h from culmination) and total number of registered sho-
wers exceeds 3.10°.Counting rate from the cell centered on
the source position andhaving the form of a circle with ra-
dius 2.5 ° in equatorial coordinates was compared with the
rate of 4 off-source cells of the same form and size,but
shifted by ±5 ° along _ and ; .After correction of data for
atmospheric pressure and angular distribution of showers,the
signal Ncv _ and mean background Nb(a quarter of total coun-
ting rate-_f four off-source cells) were determined.Both we-
re phase-analysed then using ephemeris from /5/.

The ratio Ncyg/N b is presented versus phase in fig.4.1t
can be easily seen, that there is no absolute excess from
the Cygnus cell,mean value of Nc_/N b is equal to 0.992±.008.
Nevertheless,there is slight positive excess (3.6 _ in 12th
bin) in phase curve (fig.4) near the phase 0.6.

The value of gamma-ray flux and typical energy of recor-
ded showers both depend in our case on the proposed spectral
index of the source.As extreme values we used _=2.71,typical
for cosmic rays near the Earth,and _=2.0,which seems to be
in approximate accordance with different experimental data
(see,for example,/4/).For both of them we present in fig.5
upper limits of gamma-ray flux derived at 95% confidence le-
vel from the fact of absence of absolute excess without pha-
se analysis.

Also shown in fig.5 is the point estimated from phase 0.6
excess using [=2.0 only (median e_ergy 300 TeV).The obtain-
ed flux is I_(> E) = ( 6 ± 3).10 -14 cm-2sec-l.This point
seems to be in disagreement with the results of other expe-
rimental groups,especially that of Kiel group /3/,where the
threshold energy is byan order of magnitude larger,but the
value of flux is of the same order as ours.
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in this paper we present preliminary results of analysis of 
242 days data samp1e.The source was observed 5 hours per day 
(±2.5 h from cu1m~nation) and total number of registered sho
wers exceeds 3·10 .Counting rate from the cell centered on 
the source position and having the form of a circle with ra
dius 2.5 0 in equatorial coordinates was compared with the 
rate of 4 off-source cells of the same form and size,but 
shifted by ±5° along ~ and g .After correction of data for 
atmospheric pressure and angular distribution of showers,the 
signal Ncyg and mean background Nb(a quarter of total coun
ting rate of four off-source cells) were determined.Both we
re phase-analysed then using ephemeris from 15/. 

The ratio Ncyg/Nb is presented versus phase in fig.4.It 
can be easily seen, that there is no absolute excess from 
the Cygnus cel1,mean value of Ncyg/Nb is equal to 0.992±.008. 
Nevertheless,there is slight pos1five excess (3.6 ~ in 12th 
bin) in phase curve (fig.4) near the phase 0.6. 

The value of gamma-ray flux and typical energy of recor
ded showers both depend in our case on the proposed spectral 
index of the source.As extreme values we used r=2.7l,typica1 
for cosmic rays near the Earth,and t=2.0,which seems to be 
in approximate accordance with different experimental data 
(see,for examp1e,/4/).For both of them we present in fig.5 
upper limits of gamma-ray flux derived at 95% confidence le
vel from the fact of absence of absolute excess without pha
se analysis. 

Also shown in fig.5 is the point estimated from phase 0.6 
excess u~ing Y=2.0 only (median energy 300 TeV):The ?btain
ed flux 1S I~(> E) = ( 6 ± 3)·10-1~ cm- 2 sec- l .Th1S p01nt 
seems to be in disagreement with the results of other expe
rimental groups,especia11y that of Kie1 group 13/,where the 
threshold energy is by an order of magnitude 1arger,but the 
value of flux is of the same order as ours. 
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Taking into account the absence of absolute excess we
have to conclude that obtained so far Baksan experimental
data do not give a good confirmation of the very existence
of high energy gamma-ray flux from Cygnus X-3.

We plan to accumulate more data on Cyg X-3 and to look
at other potential sources also.
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Taking into account the absence of absolute excess we 
have to conclude that obtained so far Baksan experimental 
data do not give a good confirmation of the very existence 
of high energy gamma-ray flux from Cygnus X-3. 

We plan to accumulate more data on Cyg X-3 and to look 
at other potential sources also. 
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CYG X-3: NOT SE_q IN HIGH-ENERGY GAMMA RAYS BY COS-B

W.Hermsen I , K.Bennett 6, G.F.Bignami 2, J.B.G.M.Bloemen la, R.Buccheri 3,

p.A.Caraveo 2, H.A.Mayer-Hasselwander 4, M.E. Ozel b, A.M.T.Pollock 5c,

A.W.Stron_

The Caravane Colaboration for the COS-B satellite:

I Laboratory for Space Research Leiden, Leiden, The Netherlands

2 Istltuto di Fisica Cosmica del CNR, Milano, Italy

3 Istituto di Fisica Cosmica e Informatica del CNR, Palermo, Italy
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b Max-Planck-Institut f_r Radioastronomie, Bonn, Germany.

c Department of Space Research, University of Birmingham, Birmingham,
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I. Introduction. Cyg X-3 is a very peculiar source, studied over the

entire electromagnetic spectrum. Considering here the high-energy end of

its spectrum the source has been found to be modulated with its

characteristic 4.8 h period in the hard X-ray band up to "200 keY (e.g.

13), and in the very-high-energy gamma-ray range (_I011 to 1014 eV;

e.g. review 6), and the ultra-high-energies (above 1014 eV; e.g. 8,14).

However, the experimental status regarding the detection of high-energy

( _ 5x107-5x109eV) gamma rays from Cyg X-3, modulated with its

characteristic 4.8 h period, is confusing. The first claim of a

detection of periodic emission at high-energy gamma rays from Cyg X-3

was based on only 15 excess counts (E > 40 MeV) over an expected

background of 47 counts collected during two balloon flights 3. This

result was confirmed by the SAS-2 team 5 for energies above 35 MeV.

However, analysis of successive COS-B observations of the Cyg-X region

(E >50 MeV) did not reveal the sourcel,4, 15, while the X-ray detector

aboard COS-B detected Cyg X-3 to be in a high state of activity during

some of the observation periods 17. In this paper we summarize the

results obtained from a more sensitive analysis of the complete COS-B

data on Cyg X-3.

2. Analysis and Results. COS-B had Cyg X-3 within its field of view

during 7 observation periods between 1975 and 1982 for in total "300

days. In the skymaps (70 MeV<E < 5000 MeV) of the Cyg-X region produced

for each of these observations and in the summed map, a broad complex

structure is visible in the region 72 ° _i _ 85 ° , Ibl _ 5 ° (see e.g.

Mayer-Hasselwander et al.9). No resolved source structure is visible at

the position of Cyg X-3, but a weak signal from Cyg X-3 could be hidden,

in the structured gamma-ray background. Therefore, the data has been

searched for a 4.8 h timing signature, as well as for a source signal in

the sky map in addition to the diffuse background structure as estimated

from tracers of atomic and molecular gas.

a) Timing analysis. The arrival times of gamma-ray photons (70 MeV< E <

5000 MeV) originating from a small region around the position of Cyg X-3
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1. Introduction. Cyg X-3 is a very peculiar source, studied over the 
entire electromagnetic spectrum. Considering here the high-energy end of 
its spectrum the source has been found to be modulated with its 
characteristic 4.8 h period in the hard X-ray band up to -200 keV (e.g. 
13), and in the very-high-energy gamma-ray range ('\.010 11 to 10 14 eV1 
e.g. review 6), and the ultra-high-energies (above 1014 eV1 e.g. 8,14). 
However, the experimental status regarding the detection of high-energy 
( '\.0 5x1 0 7-5x1 0gev ) gamma rays from Cyg X-3, modulated with its 
characteristic 4.8 h period, is confusing. The first claim of a 
detection of periodic emission at high-energy gamma rays from Cyg X-3 
was based on only 15 excess counts (E > 40 MeV) over an expected 
background of 47 counts collected during two balloon flights 3• This 
result was confirmed by the SAS-2 team5 for energies above 35 MeV. 
However, analysis of successive COS-B observations of the Cyg-X region 
(E >50 MeV) did not reveal the source 1,4,15, while the X-ray detector 
aboard COS-B detected Cyg X-3 to be in a high state of activity during 
some of the observation periods 17 • In this paper we summarize the 
results obtained from a more sensitive analysis of the complete COS-B 
data on Cyg X-3. 

2. Ana1ysis and Results. COS-B had Cyg X-3 within its field of view 
during 7 observation periods between 1975 and 1982 for in total -300 
days. In the skymaps (70 MeV<E < 5000 MeV) of the Cyg-X region produced 
for each of these observations and in the summed map, a broad complex 
structure is visible in the region 72 0 ~ 1 ~ 850 , I b I It 50 (see e. g. 
Mayer-Hasselwander et al. 9 ). No resolved source structure is visible at 
the position of Cyg X-3, but a weak Signal from Cyg X-3 could be hidde" 
in the structured gamma-ray background. Therefore, the data has been 
searched for a 4.8 h timing signature, as well as for a source signal in 
the sky map in addition to the diffuse background structure as estimated 
from tracers of atomic and molecular gas. 

a) Timing analysis. The arrival times of gamma-ray photons (70 MeV < E < 
5000 MeV) originating from a small region around the position of Cyg X-3 
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have been folded using an ephemeris derived from the COS-B X-ray data by

Van der Klis and Bonnet-Bidaud 17. The gamma-ray photons are selected

using the background-sensitive selection algorithm proposed by Ozel and

Mayer_Hasselwander I I. This algorithm optimizes the signal-to-noise ratio

taking into account the COS-B instrumental point-spread function and the

structure measured in the surrounding sky region, both as a function of

energy. In order to verify that the background levels in the phase

histograms (20 bins) are flat for each observation, also background

samples have been folded with the 4.8 h period. For each observation

period the phase histograms for the background samples and the 'source'

samples were statistically consistent with flat distributions (see Table

I). Therefore, only upper limits on the modulated emission could be

determined. For these flat distributions these upper limits are

primarily a function of the expected duty cycle. We have calculated

upper limits for three cases: the phase interval 0.05-0.85 (I) over

which the X-ray emission has been detected, and the phase intervals

0.20-0.30 (II) and 0.50-0.70 (III), in which detections of a signal from

Cyg X-3 has been reported at very-high-energy and ultra-high-energy

gamma rays • Table I gives the 2 0 upper limits for the single

observations and for the combined data. Figure I shows the corresponding

combined light curve. The upper limits are for the X-ray phases (I) one

order of magnitude below a power-law interpolation between the

very-high-energy data points and the X-ray results, and for the

ultra-high-energy phases two orders of magnitude below this

interpolation (e.g. 14).

Table I: Reduced ×2 values for 20-bin phase histograms for back-

ground (bg) and 'source' (8) sample8 and 2_ upper limit8
(ph cm-$ 8-J) to the modulated (4.8 h) flux (70-5000 MeV) from Cyg
X-_ for the three phase interval8 given in the tezt.

Obs • Epoch X 2 X 2 I I I I II
number of measurement bg s (10 -6 ) (10 -7 ) ( 10 -7 )

4 75/11/28-75/12/24 0.69 0.80 1.8 3.0 2.8

22 77/06/08-77/07/15 1.05 1.87 2.2 4.3 4.6

36 78/11/03-78/12/11 0.76 0.31 1.6 3.9 3.8

51 80/05/14-80/06/24 1.21 0.73 2.7 4.6 2.4

55 80/10/17-80/11/04 I. 11 0.75 3.1 0.9 5.0

60 81/06/03-81/07/24 0.79 1.22 2.7 1.9 2.2

63 81/11/03-82/02/18 0.64 0.50 1.0 2.5 0.4

Total I .0 I .0 I •1
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Figu'l'e 1: phase histog'l'am of the 
a'l"l'ival. time" folded modulo 'V 4.8 h 
pe'l'iod" of gamma 'l'ays with ene'l'gy 70 
MeV < E < 5000 MeV o'l'iginating f'l'om a 
smaU 'l'egion aente'l'ed on Cyg X-;5. 
Data f'l'om 7 COS-B obse'l'vations we 
used. The ave'l'age level is indi
aated • 

0 05 
Phase 
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have been folded using an ephemeris derived from the COS-B X-ray data by 
Van der Klis and Bonnet-Bidaud17 • The gamma-ray photons are selected 
using the background-sensitive selection algorithm proposed by Ozel and 
Mayer-Hasselwander11 • This algorithm optimizes the signal-to-noise ratio 
taking into account the COS-B instrumental point-spread function and the 
structure measured in the surrounding sky region, both as a function of 
energy. In order to verify that the background levels in the phase 
histograms (20 bins) are flat for each observation, also background 
samples have been folded with the 4.8 h period. For each observation 
period the phase histograms for the background samples and the 'source' 
samples were statistically consistent with flat distributions (see Table 
1). Therefore, only upper limits on the modulated emission could be 
determined. For these flat distributions these upper limits are 
primarily a function of the expected duty cycle. We have calculated 
upper limits for three cases: the phase interval 0.05-0.85 (I) over 
which the X-ray emission has been detected, and the phase intervals 
0.20-0.30 (II) and 0.50-0.70 (III), in which detections of a signal from 
Cyg X-3 has been reported at very-high-energy and ultra-high-energy 
gamma rays. Table 1 gives the 2 0 upper limits for the single 
observations and for the combined data. Figure 1 shows the corresponding 
combined light curve. The upper limits are for the X-ray phases (I) one 
order of magnitude below a power-law interpolation between the 
very-high-energy data points and the X-ray results, and for the 
ultra-high-energy phases two orders of magnitude below this 
interpolation (e.g. 14). 

Obs. 

Tabl.e 1: Reduaed X 2 values fo'l' 20-bin phase histog'l'ams fo'l' baak
g'l'ound (bg) and 'sou'l'ae' (s) samples and 20 upper> Zimits 
(ph om-2 s-l) to the modulated (4.8 h) jiux (70-5000 MeV) f'l'om Cyg 
X-3 fo'l' the th'l'ee phase inte'l'Vals given in the text. 

Epoch 2 I II III 
number of measurement X bg x2 s (1 0-6 ) (10-7 ) (10-7 ) 

4 75/11/28-75/12/24 0.69 0.80 1.8 3.0 2.8 
22 77/06/08-77/07/15 1.05 1.87 2.2 4.3 4.6 
36 78/11/03-78/12/11 0.76 0.31 1.6 3.9 3.8 
51 80/05/14-80/06/24 1.21 0.73 2.7 4.6 2.4 
55 80/10/17-80/11/04 1. 11 0.75 3. 1 0.9 5.0 
60 81/06/03-81/07/24 0.79 1.22 2.7 1.9 2.2 
63 81/11/03-82/02/18 0.64 0.50 1.0 2.5 0.4 
Total 1.0 1.0 1 • 1 



Figme 2: Gamma-ray 
in tensi ty  ( E  >SO0 MeV) 
distributions i n  the  
Cyg-X region. Contour 
ZeveZs: 4,6,. . ,12,14x 
10-5 photon cm-2 s-1 
sr-1, f i r s t  s tep i n  
g r q  scale a t  2x10'~ 
photon . cm-2 8-7 sr-1. 
a)  Measured by COS-B. 
b )  Estimated from the 
totaZ gas distribution 
using HI and CO data. 
m: Position o f  garruna- 
a sources12 not 
esplained by the gas. 
x: Cyg X-3 position. 

b) Spatial Analysis. The COS-B team has shown that the structured 
emission in the Cyg-X region can be explained as being the sum of (i) 
diffuse emission from the interaction between relativistic cosmic rays 
and the total-gas distribution and (ii) two pointlike sources which 
cannot be explained by the gas distribution12 ( see Figures 2 and 3c) . 
Figure 2a shows a contour plot of the gamma-ray intensities in the Cyg-X 
region for energies above 500 MeV (the highest COS-B energies with the 
best angular resolution). 

A combination of HI measurements with the recent Columbia Large- 
scale CO survey (ref's in 2,12) allows a detailed estimate of the 
diffuse emission above which any sources appear (see Figure 2b). Using 

+ Bloemen et al's2 model of the diffuse emission we have used a likelihood 
methodl2 to test the presence of a point source at the position of Cyg 
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Figure 3: a)  Normalized COS-B 
( t h i ck )  and SAS-2 ( t h in )  
histograms (E > 100 MeV; 
isotropic background ZeveZs 
are subtracted, for SAS-2 
from 7 ,  16) .  Thick curve: sum 
o f  the expected d i f f u se  
gamma-rau emission and that  
from two sourcesl2. Thin 
curve: d i f f u se  emission on2 g. 
b )  ContourpZot o f  soupce 
in tens i t i e s  contributing t o  
F i g .  3a. x:Cgg X-3 position. 
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Pigur>e 2: Gamma-ray 
intensity (E >500 MeV) 
distributions in the 
Cyg-X region. Contour 
levels: 4~6~ .. ~12~14~ 
10-5 photon amr2 s-l 
sr-1~ first step in 
grey saale at 2~10-5 
photon ._ amr2 s-1 sr-1. 
a) Measured by COS-B. 
b) Estimated from the 
total gas distribution 
using HI and CO data • 
• : position of gamma
ray souraes 12 not 
e~plained by the gas. 
x: Cyg X-3 position. 
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cannot be explained by the gas distribution 12 (see Figures 2 and 3c). 
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X-3, in addition to the total structure due to the diffuse emission and

the two sources. The analysis was performed for the total COS-B data set

in three energy ranges, treating the intensity of each component as free

parameters. No evidence for the detection of Cyg X-3 was found; Table 2
gives 2 _ upper limits to the total flux.

3. Discussion. The COS-B upper limits are significantly lower than the

flux of (4.4±1.1)xi0 -6 photon cm -2 s-I for energies above 100 MeV

reported from SAS-2 (Lamb et al.5). Lamb et al. identified in their

analysis the total excess in the Cyg-X region with Cyg X-3, and, in

addition, they claimed the total gamma-ray flux to be modulated with the

4.8 h period. However, the CO data (see Figure 2b) indicate that a

significant fraction of the gamma rays are due to diffuse emission.

Comparing the SAS-2 distribution with that measured by COS-B, we find no

evidence for an excess in the SAS-2 case due to variable, modulated

emission from Cyg X-3. Since there appears to be a systematic difference

between the COS-B and SAS-2 absolute intensities in this region, the

SAS-2 intensities being systematically lower as was already noticed by

Mayer-Hasselwander 10, we normalized the total SAS-2 intensity measured

in the longitude interval 60°<1<95 ° to that of COS-B. This comparison is

shown in Figure 3. The shapes of the two distributions are evidently

consistent, and the absolute levels agree everywhere within the _I_

level. The conclusion which may be drawn from this comparison is, that

in the total gamma-ray excess in the Cyg-X region, measured by COS-B and

SAS-2, no contribution can be identified from Cyg X-3 at the flux lev--e-I
reported from SAS-2.

Table _: 2 _ upper limits to the total time-averaged gamma-ray flux

from Cyg X-3 using the complete COS-B data.

Energy range 2o upper limit

70-150 MeV 7.5x10 -7 photon cm -2 s -I

150-300 MeV 6.5xi0 -7 photon cm -2 s-I

300-5000 MeV 4.5x10 -7 photon cm -2 s -I
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Two experimental groups[l,2] working at different minimum
energies have reported underground muons coming from the direc-

tion of Cygnus X-3 with rates that vary in synchrony with its

binary period. At the Mont Blanc detector[2] the events are,
within statistics, uniformly spread over a 5-degree circle

around the position of Cygnus X-3, even though the angular
resolution is significantly better than this. The ratio of
events in the phase peak to total muons observed rises as a

function of minimum muon energy. The Soudan experiment also
sees an excess in the number of pairs of codirectional
multiple-muon events arriving within about 5000 seconds of each
other, the excess events coming from a direction about 20

degrees away from Cygnus X-3.[3]

Cygnus X-3 is at least 10 kpc from Earth. Charged parti-

cles cannot travel this distance and maintain the required
coherence in direction and time. If these events were caused
by neutrons with enough energy to reach the earth from this

distance their flux would be easily observable in high-energy

cosmic rays, where they have not been seen. Similarly, gamma
rays are ruled out as primaries because there are too many
muons observed for them to have been generated by an acceptable

number of gammas[4] (unless gammas at high energies have
unexpectedly high probabilities of producing muons). Neutrinos

are eliminated as a possible primary by the substantial zenith-
angle dependence of the experimental rates. Therefore, if the

effect is real it must be caused by some rather exotic primary.

The muons in the peak arrive within a rather narrow time

period, approximately half an hour. Maintaining this time
correlation gives another constraint on the particles. The
time delay between the arrival of two particles which left
Cygnus X-3 at the same time is

L*( _1-2 - _2-2)/(2C).

Since this time difference cannot exceed half an hour, the
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primaries must either be nearly monoenergetic or else the
Lorentz factor must exceed 10 . As one increases the minimum

energy of the observed particles, the last particles must be
arriving earlier and the width of the peak should get smaller
if the mass is near the limit. There is even some indication

of such a tendency in the data.[l,2] If the underground signal
is due to muons produced in the atmosphere, the minimum energy
per parent hadron must be sufficient to produce muons that can

penetrate to the detector. Unless the energy is much greater
than this minimum, the above constraint on the Lorentz factor

then requires the mass of the parent to be less than or of

order 1 GeV. It is difficult to believe that a long-lived
particle of this mass, capable of producing muons in atmos-
pheric interactions, would have been overlooked in accelerator
experiments.

One possibility that we have suggested[5] is that the

parent primaries might be nuggets of quark matter. There are

theoretical reasons for believing that such objects might exist

and be stable for certain ranges of mass.[6] Furthermore, they
might be produced in high energy processes around a compact

quark star. One would then expect comparable numbers of up,
down and strange quarks. Some fraction of such nuggets would be
neutral and thus a possible signal-carrier. A high content of
strange quarks would lead to enhanced kaon production in the
atmosphere and thus to a relatively high yield of muons. Quark

globs of the right mass could penetrate deep in the atmosphere
and explode to give rise to Centauro events.[7] A specific
version of a stable ensemble of quarks has been suggested some

time ago which could be relevant in the context of underground
signals from Cygnus X-3.[8] This is the di-lambda, a bound
dihyperon state of 2u, 2d, and 2s quarks.

Hillas[]]] has pointed out that the surface air shower

signal from Cygnus X-3 puts a significant constraint on models -

which would produce the muons by interactions of nucleon-like
objects in the atmosphere: Assume such parent "nucleons" are

bound in aggregates of mass number A. These particles will
also produce air showers. To be consistent with the observed "

air shower signal, dFsurface/dE , one then requires
p,

Cyg X-3 underground signal<JN_E,)[dFsurface/dE]dE,_ ,

where N_ is the number of muons per primary of total energy E
that have sufficient energy to penetrate to the detector. The

differential surface flux is roughly 4x10-8/E 2 cm-2s-lGev -I.

Using an Elbert formula[9] for underground muon yield from

incident nuclei[10], we find a b_und Qn _he underground signal
from Cyg X-3 of 1.3x10-6(E )-Zcm-Zs- , where EG V is theGeV e
minimum muon energy for the un4_rgrou_d 9etector. For Soudan

(EGeV=650) thi_^boun_ i_ 3x10 -±z cm-Zs -_ and for Mont Blanc
(EGeV=3400) 10-_j cm-ls-_ In contrast, the reported signal at
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Soudan is about 7 x i0-II. A flux is not stated for the signal at

Mt. Blanc, but an estimate can be obtained from a comparison of

signal/background ratio with the background flux of single atmos-

pheric muons in the angular region around Cygnus X-3. Such an estimate
gives of order i0-II cm-2s-I. Thus the underground signal appears

to be at least a factor 20 too high to be induced by nucleons. Con-

versely, the parent hadrons must be at least 10-20 times more prolific
at producing muons relative to air showers than nucleons are. In view

of the quark matter suggestion (for which kaon and hence atmospheric
muon production should be enhanced), we ran the cascade simulation of

Ref. i0 for incident lambda hyperons, forcing production of a leading
kaon at each lambda interaction. The muon production was enhanced by
a factor less than t_ relative to nucleons, so even in this case

there is a problem of consistency with the surface air shower fluxes.

A conceivable way out is to arrange the interaction length of the

parent to be comparable to or greater than the thickness of the atmos-

phere so that production of the signal occurs too low for air shower
production (i.e. mostly in the Earth). In this case, however, muon

production must be prompt.

One can in principle use the energy-dependence of the signal im-

plied by the different depths of the experiments to determine whether

the muon production is prompt or atmospheric via pion and kaon decay.
In the latter case the signal should be suppressed by an extra power

of EGe V as the depth increases due to time dilation of the parent
pions and kaons. If the spectrum of the carrier from the source is
E-2 (differential) one would expect the ratio Soudan/5[JSEX under-

ground signal = 5 for prompt and = (5)2 for atmospheric pion and kaon

decay. The ratio of the observed fluxes quoted above is closer to 5,
but the analysis is not conclusive because we have not taken account of

the _lex variation of the overburden in the line of sight to Oggnus
X-3 as it passes across the sky at Monte Bianco.
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at producing muons relative to air showers than nucleons are. In view 
of the quark matter suggestion (for Which kaon and hence atmospheric 
muon production should be enhanced), we ran the cascade simulation of 
Ref. 10 for incident lambda hyperons, forcing production of a leading 
kaon at each lambda interaction. The muon production was enhanced by 
a factor less than two relative to nucleons, so even in this case 
there is a problem of consistency with the surface air shower fluxes. 

A conceivable way out is to arrange the interaction length of the 
parent to be canparable to or greater than the thickness of the atmos
phere so that production of the signal occurs too low for air shower 
production (Le. oostly in the Farth). In this case, however, muon 
production must be prompt. 

One can in principle use the energy-dependence of the signal im
plied by the different depths of the experiments to determine Whether 
the muon production is prompt or atmospheric via pion and kaon decay. 
In the latter case the signal should be suppressed by an extra power 
of E<;ev as the depth increases due to time dilation of the parent 
pions and kaons. If the spectrum of the carrier from the source is 
E-2 (differential) one would expect the ratio Soodan/NUSEX under
ground signal = 5 for prompt and = (5}2 for atmospheric pion and kaon 
decay. The ratio of the observed fluxes quoted above is closer to 5, 
but the analysis is hot conclusive because we have not taken account of 
the complex variation of the overburden in the line of sight to Cygnus 
X-3 as it passes across the sky at Monte Bianco. 
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ABSTRACT

We here consider implications of having super-Eddington accret-

ion for our recently proposed unipolar induction model of cosmic

ray acceleration in accreting binary star systems containing mag-

netic white dwarfs or neutron stars. For sufficiently high

accretion rates and low magnetic fields, the model can account

for: (I) acceleration of cosmic ray nuclei up to energies of

lO 19 eV; (2) production of more or less "normal" solar cosmic

ray composition; (3) the bulk of cosmic rays observed with

energies above i TeV, and probably even down to somewhat lower

energies as well; and (4) possibly the observed anti-proton

cosmic ray flUXo It can also account for the high UHE gamma-ray

flux observed from several accreting binary systems (including

Cygnus X-3), while allowing the possibility of an even higher

neutrino flux from these sources, with Lv/L Y -102.

I. Introduction. VHE(>IO 12 eV) and UHE(>I015 eV) gamma-ray emission has

been reported from the x-ray source Cygnus X-3. Four binary x-ray sources

(LMC X-_Vela X-l, Her X-I and 4U 0115 +63) have also been reported as

VHE or UHE gamma-ray sources (cf. ref. (i) for a summary of results up

until February, 1985) o The nature of Cygnus X-3 is unclear, but owing

to its many similarities with other "normal" accreting binary x-ray

sources, we assume that it is a mass transfer binary system with a 4.8

- hour orbital period, and exhibiting phenomena associated with mass trans-

fer from a more-or-less normal star onto a magnetized neutron star.

Though some longer periods have been associated with the source, no short

time scale behavior indicating an underlying neutron star rotation period

" has been reported.

In reference (i), we proposed a model for the acceleration of par-

ticles to high energies in accreting binary systems containing magnetic

neutron stars or white dwarf companions of a normal star. The physical

basis of the present model (originally suggested by Lovelace (2) as a

model of particle acceleration by accreting black holes in Galactic nuc-

lei or quasars) is the idea that unipolar induction operating in an

accretion disc can lead to a large potential drop across the disc. This

can thenlead to acceleration of particles (protons, electrons or nuclei)

to high energies when they traverse the region containing the potential

drop° Details of the electrodynamics are, admittedly, obscure. How is

the electrical "circuit" closed? Why isn't the induced electric field

shorted out? Is the current flow steady or is it variable, with short

"lightning"-like discharges? And so on. Nonetheless, the simplicity of

the model, combined with the apparent facts to be explained and the lack
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flux observed from several accreting binary systems (including 
Cygnus X-3) , while allowing the possibility of an even higher 
neutrino flux from these sources, with L'I)/Ly - 102• 

1. Introduction. VHE(>1012 eV) and UHE(>10I5 eV) gamma-ray emission has 
been reported from the x-ray source Cygnus X-3. Four binary x-ray sources 
(LMC X-4,Vela X-I, Her X-I and 4U 0115 +63) have also been reported as 
VHE or URE gamma-ray sources (cf. ref. (1) for a summary of results up 
until February, 1985). The nature of Cygnus X-3 is unclear, but owing 
to its many similarities with other "normal" accreting binary x-ray 
sources, we assume that it is a mass transfer binary system with a 4.8 
hour orbital period, and exhibiting phenomena associated with mass trans
fer from a more-or-less normal star onto a magnetized neutron star. 
Though some longer periods have been associated with the source, nO short 
time scale behavior indicating an underlying neutron star rotation period 
has been reported. 

In reference (1), we proposed a model for the acceleration of par
ticles to high energies in accreting binary systems containing magnetic 
neutron stars or white dwarf companions of a normal star. The phYSical 
basis of the present model (originally suggested by Lovelace (2) as a 
model of particle acceleration by accreting black holes in galactic nuc
lei or quasars) is the' idea that unipolar induction operating in an 
accretion disc can lead to a large potential drop across the disc. This 
can then ,lead to acceleration of particles (protons, electrons or nuclei) 
to high energies when they traverse the region containing the potential 
drop. Details of the electrodynamics are, admittedly, obscure. How is 
the electrical "circuit" closed? Why isn't the induced electric field 
shorted out? Is the current flow steady or is it variable, with short 
"lightning"-like discharges? And so on. Nonetheless, the simplicity of 
the model, combined with the apparent facts to be explained and the lack 
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of any viable alternative model for particle acceleration in these systems
has prompted us to examine further aspects of the model, even in the

absence of a completely self-consistent picture of the electrodynamics

(in much the same spirit as pulsar theorists who, 15 years after the dis-

covery of pulsars, persue the analysls of pulsar phenomena in the absence
of a consistent electrodynamic pulsar model°)

2. Unipolar Induction Model. The potential drop produced across the disc

is given by

V =- (GM) 2
Bz ½ in(r2/rl). (i)c (rl)rl

Here M is the mass of the accreting star, Bz is the z component the disc

field (Br, 0, Bz) , and rI and r2 are the inner and outer disc radii. The
inner disc radius is taken to be the Alfven radius

rl = 1.8 x i08 BlZ4/?R610/7(M/Mo)I/?L38-2/7 cm. (2)

Here, B, R, and L are the surface magnetic field, radius and total accret-

ion luminosity associated with the neutron star in cgs Units as indexed.

Not all of this luminosity will appear as accelerated fast particles. It

can also be liberated as bulk gas motion (eogo in a jet perpendicular to

the accretion disc, as is observed in both Cygnus X-3 and the peculiar

object SS433) and radiation° Clearly the particle luminosity Lpart must

satisfy Lpart < (GM/rl)M = LR/rl, since particles can only begin to accel-
erate at the inner edge of the accretion disc. The maximum particle lum r

inosity can be found by assuming the "resistance" of the "circuit" is c-_,

Lpart,ma x = 2cV2 = 2_._cBzZ(rl)r1(in(rz/rl))z" (3)

The above relations can be combined to form a scaling law for the dep-

endence of the potential drop V (ormaximum accelerated particle energy

W = qV)on the accretion luminosity L (which is proportional to the

accretion mass transfer rate M) and on the (assumed dipolar) neutron

star surface magnetic field

Wma x = B-3/? LS/7. (4)

This result implies that for a given magnetic field strength, provided

that rI > R, the higher the accretion rate, the larger the maximum par-
ticle energy which can by attained, and the higher the total particle

luminosity. Is there a limit to the energetic output of such systems?

3. Super-Eddington Accretion. In g_neral, accretion flows in binary
sytems have been assumed to be Eddington limited. The resulting accret-

ion luminosity LEd is determined solely by the mass of the accreting ob-

ject, M, the cross section for absorbing radiation (in the case of photons,

simply the Thompson cross-sectlon _ and physical constants: LEd =
4_cGMmp/O T =1.3 x 1038 (M/M_) erg s . This result depends on two factors.
First, that the accretion is spherically symmetric. Second, that the

accretion produced luminosity leaves the source in the form of photons.

In the present case, however, with disc accretion and with acceleration

of protons, neither of these assumptions holds. A detailed "proton-

Eddington" limit depends on unknown geometrical factors, as well as
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absence of a completely self-consistent picture of the electrodynamics 
(in much the same spirit as pulsar theorists who, 15 years after the dis
covery of pulsars, persue .the analysts of pulsar phenomena in the absence 
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Here M is the mass of the accreting star, Bz is the z component the disc 
field (Br , 0, Bz ), and r 1 and r 2 are the inner and outer disc radii. The 
inner disc radius is taken to be the Alfven radius 
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Here, B, R, and L are the surface magnetic field, radius and total accret
·ion luminosity associated with the neutrOn star in cgs units as indexed. 
Not all of this luminosity will appear as accelerated fast particles. It 
can also be liberated as bulk gas motion (eog o in a jet perpendicular to 
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erate at the inner edge of the accretion disc. The maximum particle lum~ 
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The above relations can be combined to form a scaling law for the dep
endence of the potential drop V (or maximum accelerated particle energy 
W = qV)on the accretion luminosity L (which is proportional to the 
accretion mass transfer rate M) and on the (assumed dipolar) neutron 
star surface magnetic field 

(4) 

This result implies that for a given magnetic field strength, provided 
that r 1 > R, the higher the accretion rate, the larger the maximum par
ticle energy which can by attained, and the higher the total particle 
luminosity. Is there a limit to the energetic output of such systems? 

3. Super-Eddington Accretion. In g~neral, accretion flows in binary 
sytems have been assumed to be Eddington limited. The resulting accret
ion luminosity LEd is determined solely by the mass of the accreting ob
ject, M, the cross section for absorbing radiation (in the case of photons, 
simply the Thompson cross-section aT) and physical constants: LEd ~ 
4ncGMmp/aT ~1.3 x 1038 (M/M,) erg s-1. This result depends on two factors. 
First, that the accretion is spherically symmetric. Second, that the 
accretion produced luminosity leaves the source in the form of photons. 
In the present case, however, with disc accretion and with acceleration 
of protons, neither of these assumptions holds. A detailed "proton
Eddington" limit depends on unknown geometrical factors, as well as 
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numerical integration of the (energy dependent) inelastic proton-proton

scattering cross section over the (unknown) accelerated proton cosmic-

ray spectrum. A crude estimate of these factors can be gotten by taking

_p = 60 mb, and assuming that the disc occupies no more than a ster-alan (and/or the accelerated particle beam encounters no more than i

steradian solid angle of incoming accretion material). Then. taking the

neutron star £o have M = 1.4 M_ one finds LEd,proton = i0%_ erg s-l_

Observationally, how does this fit in with Cygnus X-3? First, it

should be noted that the total already observed electromagneti c flux

from Cyg X-3 (mostly x-rays and gamma-rays) is comparable to the photon

Eddington limit. While this may suggest an Eddington limited accretion

flow, it does not allow for any inefficiency in the radiation processes

of the system, or the possibility of major mass outflow. Both of these

apply, however, in this case° First, the only suggestions to date which

can account for the observed UHE gamma-ray flux depends on proton-proton

produced pion decay gamma-rays. Such a process (even neglecting sub-

sequent photon absorption) is only about 10% efficient. Second, there

does appear to be a radio jet emanating from the system, and some models

of this (radio) jet_ suggest that the energy required for this outflow

(as in the similar system SS433) is greater than 1039 erg _-l(j. Grindlay,

private communication)° Third, measurements Of the (assumed) orbital

period variation over time indicates_that _ = 10-9@ To convert this

to a mass transfer rate requires a knowledge of the star masses involved

(unknown at present), and whether the system is a wind or accretion driven

flow (also not known)° Nonetheless, for roughly solar mass stars and

assuming that no more than half the mass transfer leaves the system, one

has that dM/dt _ i0_6 - 10-5 M_ yr -I, implying anaccretion luminosity of
i0_+0 - 1041 erg s-I.

One further observation has bearing on the question of the possibility

of super-Eddington accretion. Ling et. al. (3) have reported the possible

detection of an x-ray cyclotron line from Cygnus X-3, implying a surface

magnetic field of order 1013 gauss. This result is apparently somewhat

uncertain. If correct, however, in the present model it requires that the

accretion rate be of Order 10-6 M o yr-I, in order for a potential of order

1017 volts (required to produced the observed 1016 eV gamma-rays by pion
decay) to be achieved. With such a strong field, it should be noted that

only a few percent of the accretion luminosity can be converted to fast

protons (because of the large resulting value of rl) , and that most of the
energy must be released in the form of a jet. On the other hand, for a

somewhat weaker field (say i0 I0 gauss), with such a high accretion rate,

both the maximum potential and total particle luminosity will increase

over the values suggested in reference (i).

4. Neutrino Binaries. In the present model, we can also compute the

fluxes of photons and neutrinos resulting from cosmic ray proton collisions

with ambient gas. Two remarks are in order here. First, the production

rate of each depends both on the total column density of gas encountered

by the acclerated protons, and on the density of the gas. For too high a

gas density, the produced pions can lose energy before they decay, thus
reducing the resulting neutrino flux. For a high gas column density

(>50 gm/cm 2) the resulting gamma-rays can also be absorbed. Therefore, the

production spectrum of both gamma-rays and neutrinos depends critically on
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the assumed mass distribution. We have considered interaction with the

accretion stream for Cy_nus X-3, and find the following: for _ = 10-SM

yr-I and L = 1041 erg s-%, the density of the gas in the accretion stream

is low (0 < 10-Sgm cm-3), while the column density can be as much as

X = i00 - 300 gm/cm 2. Thus, while the pions can decay into photons and

neutrinos (and electrons), much of the produced gamma-ray flux can be

absorbed by the accreting gas 9 leading to neutrino to photon ratios as

high as i0e - 103 . However, the total resulting particle (and therefore

gamma-ray and neutrino) flux from Cygnus X-3 depends on the magnetlc

field strength as well. For B =I013 gauss, we find V_ax = 3 x 1017 volts

and Lpart,max = 2 x iO39erg s-l; while for B = 5 x lO_gauss, we find

Vma x = 6 x 1018volts, and Lpart max = i0_I erg s-I. A simultaneous
measurement of the gamma-ray an_ neutrino fluxes at comparable (say TeV)

energies, therefore, can uniquely determine the magnetic field strength

in this model. (Of course neutrino production in the companion stellar

atmosphere is also likely and wouldcompiicate such a comparison.)

5. Ori$in of Cosmic Rays. FinallY , we note that accreting magnetized

binaries offer the possibility of accounting for many of the observed

properties of cosmic rays. We list these without detailed comment here.

(i) For the parameters listed above for Cygnus X-3, iron nuclei can

be accelerated to energies of greater than 1019 eV. If the most energetic

cosmic rays can be nuclei rather than protons, their energies can easily

be accomodated by the model discussed here; (2) The total luminosity

in^Bur galaxy for all cosmic rays of energy greater than 1012 eV is about
103 erg s- . Even in the strong field model above, Cygnus X-3 can alone

provide all (or a significant fraction) or these particles. If the

spectrumextends to even lower energies (due to pp collisions on leaving

the source as suggested by Hillas (4)),such sources may account for even

more of the cosmic ray flux down to lower energies° (3) The composition
which results from such electrostatic acceleration of accreted normal

stellar material should (depending on ionization and other details) more

closely reflect "normal solar" composition than, for example, shock accel-
erated cosmic rays from supernovaeg (4) The present picture can lead to

the production of a substantial secondary anti-proton flux from p-p
collisions in the accretion stream° Whether these can the be decelerated

to produce the observed anomalously high .i - 1 GeV antiproton flux rem-
ains to be seen.
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ABSTRACT

A number of consequences of the presence of sources of UHE

y-rays, exemplified by Cygnus X-3, are examined. It is shown

that there should be a flux of hard X-rays at all Galactic

latitudes; a significant flux of extra-galactic hard X-rays

may also result. Relevance to theories of cosmic ray particle

origin and propagation is discussed.

i. Introduction. The observation of ultra high energy y-rays from

Cygnus X-3 and other Galactic sources has a number of implications for

cosmic ray Physics. Here we deal with the production of a halo of hard

X-rays round the Galaxy due to the electron pairs produced in y-T

collisions and extragalactic consequences.

2. Galactic halo X[ray s. As is well known, the mean free path for

collisions of UHE y-rays with the microwave radiation photons is of

the order of Galactic dimensions. Typically, the values are;res-

pectively for T = 2.7K and 2.93K (the presently preferred temperature),

7 and 5.6 kpc for Ey = 1015eV and 17 and 15 kpc for Ey = 1016eV. The
result is that y-rays in this energy range will generate e+e - pairs in

the halo and these will in turn generate hard X-rays by synchrotron

radiation in the Galactic magnetic field.

We have examined the phenomenon in detail (Rana et al., 1984) and

derived the predicted energy spectrum for b = 90 ° shown in Figure 1 for

the case where there is just one UHE y-ray source (of the 1978 strength

of Cygnus X-3) in the Galaxy at any one time. Insofar as the frequency

of Cygnus X-3-type sources is unknown the predictions are imprecise but

they probably represent an order of magnitude estimate (we bear in mind

that the much larger path length for source . electrons . earth compared

with direct source . earth means that the source(s) responsible for the

high latitude X-rays were probably not Cygnus X-3 itself).

Unambiguous observations of a high latitude hard X-ray flux are not

yet available but some preliminary observations by Ubertini et al.

(1983, and private communication), shown in Figure i, are tantalising.

Confirmation of hard X-ray fluxes in the region predicted would give

added weight to the initial assumptions, viz. ubiquity of the '3K'"

radiation, frequency of Cygnus X-3 'outbursts' and the existence of

y-y interactions.

In the context of the universality of the 3K radiation, the recent

observation of UHE y-rays from LMC X-4 (Protheroe and Clay, 1985,
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give the biggest contribution to the extragalactic y-ray flux in this

energy region.

In fact, observations have not yet been made of an extragalactic

diffuse flux above about 200 MeV but if the present arguments are

correct the spectrum at higher energies will be observed to flatten

significantly.

Even in the i00 MeV region, where as is well known (e.g. Strong and

Worrall 1976) normal galaxies fall short of explaining the observed

diffuse extragalactic flux by a factor of about 20, a significant

enhancement may result from the cascading of UHE y-rays in the 3K rad-

iation field. If active galaxies have both an excess of low energy

y-rays and even more dramatic UHE y-ray sources the diffuse extra-

g_lactic flux will be explained rather easily.
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wavelengths (Figure 2).

The observation by Protheroe and Clay, already referred to, of

UHE y's from LMC X-4, in which the source appears to emit at about ten

times the 1978 emission from Cygnus X-3/can be indicative of single

isolated sources yielding singularly high y-ray and thus proton yields.

Perhaps Cygnus X-3 goes through such phases from time to time?

The possibility of a small number of sources being responsible

for the energetic cosmic ray protons at any one time raise a number of

interesting problems, apart from the manner in which the protons

achieve their energy. One such is the magnitude of the observed anis-

otropy of arrival directions. There is much scope for future work.
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500 TeV GAMMARAYS FROMHERCULESX-1

Baltrusaitis, R.M., Cassiday, G.L., Cooper, R., Elbert, J.W., Gerhardy,
P.R., Loh, E.C., Mizumoto, Y., Sokolsky, P., Sommers, P. and Steck, D.

Physics Department, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112 USA

ABSTRACT

A signal (chance probability : 2 x 10-4) with the 1.24 s
period of Hercules X-1 has been observed using the Utah
ny's Eye. The signal's relatively long period and high
shower energy conflict with some popular models of
particle acceleration by pulsars. Optical and X-ray
data suggest a picture in which energetic particles
produce multi-TeV y-rays by collisions with Hercules
X-l's accretion disk.

1. Introduction. A detection of TeV y-ray emission by Hercules X-1
has been reported by Dowthwaite et al. (1984). We have studied the
same object at much higher energies by detecting Cerenkov flashes from
atmospheric air showers. The use of the _y's Eye to search for ultra-
high energy y-rays has been described elsewhere (Boone et al. 1984).
The 67 mirror units and 880 photomultipliertubes of _y's Eye I recor-
ded Cerenkov flashes which triggered 6 or more tubes. This selected
showers with energies above about 200 TeV, with mean energies near 500
TeV. The angular resolution radius is about 3.5°, therefore a 7°
square target region was used centered on the direction of Hercules X-I.

2. Observations and Data Analysis. The only nights for which
Hercules X-1 was visible and the detector was recording Cerenkov data
were July 10-14, 1983 (UT). Expected rates within the target region
(if y-ray emission were absent) were found by observing rates in
regions outside the target region in the same declination strip. The
total number of showers recorded in the target region was 301, with an
expected number of 271.9. This amounts to a 1.8_ excess. A more
significant result is obtained by a test for periodicity in the data.
Because Dowthwaite et al. (1984) observed very sporadic emission from
Hercules X-l, the data frownthe 5 nights were analyzed separately.
The shower arrival times were corrected for the motion of the X-ray
source in its binary system and adjusted to the solar system barycenter
using results from Deeter, Boynton, and Pravdo (1981). The pulse
period was obtained from 1983 May X-ray satellite results by extra-
polation, using the period and period derivative given by Nagase et al.
(1984). The period used to fold the data was 1.2377872 s. Although
the X-ray data obtained a period, an absolute phase determination was
not possible. Our choice of phase is arbitrary.

A x2 test was applied to the distribution of phases within the
~1.24 s period, or light curve. Using 10 phase bins the data were
compared to a constant background prediction. To remove effects of
arbitrary bin boundaries, four X2 values were obtained for each data

,. 
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compared to a constant background prediction. To remove effects of 
arbitrary bin boundaries, four x2 values were obtained for each data 
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set by uniform shifts of the phase bin boundaries. Then the
maximum x2 was selected. This procedure prevented a narrow signal
from being split between adjacent bins and thereby diminishing its
apparent significance. Of the 5 nights, only 1983 July ii had a
statistically significant ×2. Next, the data from that night were
divided into two equal parts and it was observed that the signal was
present only in the data taken in the earlier part of the night. The
light curve for this case is shown in Figure 1. An excess is present

in only one
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uncertainty
zs- in the back-

ground is very
o small and the
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excess counts
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shows the X2 as a function of the period. The x2 is quite specific in
preferring a period near that of Nagase et al. (1984). Since the
signal was received during a relatively short 40 minute interval, the
period measurement is crude compared with other experiments. The
barycentric time at the center of this time interval was JD 2445526,719.
This corresponds to orbital phase 0.66 (Deeter, Boynton, and Pravdo
1981) and 0.63 in the 35 day period (Delgado, Schmidt, and Thomas
1983). The orbital phase is such that the companion star, HZ Herculis,
was not near the line of sight to the pulsar. It was therefore not
positioned so that the edge of its atmosphere could serve as a target
or converter to produce high energy y-rays from energetic protons.

The approximate y-ray flux was estimated using the signal shown
in Figure 1. The resulting flux is 3.3±1.1 x 10"12cm-2s'1. This is
the (apparently sporadic) flux observed in the first part of the 1983
July 11 data. It is the average flux within the 1.24 s period. The
uncertainties given above are statistical, only. Using a distance of
5 kpc for Hercules X-I and assuming the y-rays are emitted isotropi-
cally, the peak observed luminosity above 5 x 1014 eV is about
103? erg s-l. This value is close to the total luminosity estimated
for the system (Bradt et al. 1979).

4. Discussion. The charged particles which produced these y-rays
must have energies above 10I_ eV. Given the relatively long rotational
period (1.24 s) of Hercules X-I, this energy exceeds the maximum
expected from Hercules X-1 according to certain accelerationmodels.
The magnetic field in the vicinity of the pulsar surface is
3-5 x 1012 Gauss (Trumper et al. 1978). According to the models of
Goldreich and and Julian (1969), and Cheng and Ruderman (1977), the
maximum energy of produced particles would be about 2-3 x 10IB eV.
If we assume the model of Gunn and Ostriker (1969) and allow particles
to be accelerated from the speed of light cylinder radius out to the
companion star, the maximum energy is near 1013 eV. Some models,
however, do predict sufficiently high energies from this system (Kundt
1983, Chanmugam and Brecher 1984).

Optical (Delgado, Schmidt, and Thomas 1983) and X-ray (Parmar et
al. 1985) data from Hercules X-1 were taken during the time interval
of our observations. Hercules X-I displays a 35 day cycle of X-ray
intensity variations in addition to the 1.24 s pulsar period and the
1.7 day orbital period. High emission normally occurs during about 10
days of the cycle. During 1983 June to August, however, Hercules X-I
remained at levels _ 5% of the normal peak intensities. This might
suggest that X-ray production did not occur during this time. This
conclusion is not supported by optical observationsmade in 1983 June
and August. These show the normal (~1.5 mag) variation of the
optical emission in the 1.7 day orbital cycle. This variation is
attributed to extra emission due to X-ray heating of the side of the
companion star which faces the X-ray source. The optical variability
implies that X-rays were being produced during this interval. The
conclusion of Parmar et al. and Delgado, Schmidt, and Thomas was that

the accretion disk may have thickened and blocked the line of sight to
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the earth for X-rays originating near the neutron star.

If energetic protons are produced near the neutron star, then
the occulting material mentioned above may have served as target
material for the generation of ultra-high energy _° mesons which
decayed to produce the energetic y-rays. The resulting y-rays are
essentially parallel with the parent protons. The y-rays could be
produced reasonably efficiently by column thicknesses of 5-200 g/cm-2,
which would absorb keV X-rays very effectively. Such a model may be
rejected in the future if ultra-high energy y-rays are detected
simultaneously with X-rays. If the model is correct the y-ray emission
by Hercules X-1 may occur only during unusual conditions.

Although the signal reported by Dowthwaite et al. (1984) was at
much lower energy and was not simultaneouswith our signal, our result
is supportive of their conclusion that TeV y-rays are produced by
Hercules X-I.
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ABSTRACT

An outburst of gamma-rays with energies E > l012 eV was
recently detected from the X-ray pulsar HercUles X-1. The

outburst had a 3 minute duration and occured at a time during
the 35 day X-ray modulation that is associated with X-ray turn-
on. The gamma-rays also have the same 1.24 second modulation

that is observed at X-ray energies.14 Subsequently a 40 minute
outburst was detected at E > lO eV. We show how the

interaction of ultra-high energy particles with a precessing

accretion disk can explain the observed gamma-ray "light"
curve. We also discuss the constraints one can place on
acceleration mechanisms and the possibility that the UHE
particles are accelerated by shocks in an accretion flow.

1. The Higher Energy "Light" Curves. Recently an outburst of very high
energy (VHE) gamma-rays, E = 1 TeV, was detected from the Hercules X-1 sys-
tem. I The 3 minute outburst was modulated with a 1.24 second period.

Subsequent monitoring of the system at ultra-high energies (UHE) by the Fly's

Eye 2 yielded evidence for a 40 minute outburst of gamma-rays with energies
E > lO0 TeV. This UHE outburst also exhibited a 1.24 second modulation and a

narrow duty cycle, ~10% of the period. In this section we discuss how these
outbursts might arise.

Hercules X-1 is considered by many to be the prototypical binary X-ray
pulsar. The x-ray flux displays periodic variations with timescales of 1.24

seconds, ~1.7 days and _35 days. 3 The two shorter periodicities are

interpreted as being due to rotation and occultation of an accreting neutron
star that is located in a close binary system. The unusual 35 day flux

modulation has an X-ray light curve that is composed of an ll-day high
intensity state and a 19-day low intensity state that is interrupted midway

between the ll-day high states by an intermediate high state (intensity ~40%
of main high state) of 5-day duration. 3'4 The favored explanation for this

modulation is that it is produced by the varying aspect of an inclined
accretion disk that precesses about the X-ray pulsar. 5'6 Nominal parameters
for this system are a disk inclination of 30°, a disk thickness of 25o-45°,

and a line of sight that is ~3° below the orbital plane. 4 In this picture,
the 19-day low state occurs when our view of the pulsar is obscured by the
accretion disk and the ll-day high state occurs when our view is unob-
structed. The intermediate high-state is believed to occur when our line of

sight nearly grazes the disk and is partially obscured by the disk's corona.

An interesting feature of the high energy gamma-ray outbursts is the
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E > 100 TeV. This URE outburst also exhibited a 1.24 second modulation and a 
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outbursts might arise. 

Hercules X-I is considered by many to be the prototypical binary X-ray 
pulsar. The x-ray flux displays periodic variations with timescales of 1.24 
seconds, ~1.7 days and ~35 days.3 The two shorter periodicities are 
interpreted as being due to rotation and occultation of an accreting neutron 
star that is located in a close binary system. The unusual 35 day flux 
modulation has an X-ray light curve that is composed of an II-day high 
intensity state and a 19-day low intensity state that is interrupted midway 
between the II-day high states by an intermediate high state (intensity ~40% 
of main high state) of 5-day duration. 3, 4 The favored explanation for this 
modulation is that it is produced by the varying aspect of an inclined 
accretion disk that precesses about the X-ray pulsar. 5 ,6 Nominal parameters 
for this system are a disk inclination of 300

, a disk thickness of 250 -450
, 

and a line of sight that is ~3° below the orbital plane. 4 In this picture, 
the 19-day low state occurs when our view of the pulsar is obscured by the 
accretion disk and the ll-day high state occurs when our view is unob
structed. The intermediate high-state is believed to occur when our line of 
sight nearly grazes the disk and is partially obscured by the disk's corona. 

An interesting feature of the high energy gamma-ray outbursts is the 
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phase at which they occur during the 35-day X-ray modulation. The VHE

outburst occured on 17 April 1983, I the nominal time for the onset of the ll-

day high intensity state. On the other hand, the UHE outburst occurred at

phase _35ffi0.63.-- This epoch corresponds to the middle of the period when
the intermediate high state is normally observed. It is intriguing that both

outbursts occur at a time when our line of sight is grazing the accretion
disk.

An attractive explanation of these observations is provided by a

geometric "beam dump" model, in which the accretion disk serves as the beam

dump. 7 It is related to the model we developed for Cygnus X-3. 8 The idea is

that UHE particles are accelerated in a corotating region near the pulsar and

then stream outward to interact with the surrounding accretion disk.

Energetic gamma-rays will then be detectable when the beam of particles

crosses our line of sight and interacts with a column thickness of material

that is comparable to the particle's radiation length. A larger column

thickness would obscure the photons and a smaller thickness would be
inefficient as a converter. In the Her X-I system this condition is best met

at the onset and decline of the X-ray high states when our line of sight is

grazing the precessing accretion disk. In fact, the VHE outburst did occur at

the nominal time for the onset of the ll-day X-ray high state. However, the

production of the UHE outburst during a phase normally associated with the

center of the secondary X-ray high state would require a thickening of the

disk in order to yield sufficient target along our llne of sight. The failure

of the EXOSAT X-ray satellite to detect X-ray high states, while optical

variability attributed to the reprocessing of X-rays continued, led a number

of authors 9'I0 to independently conclude that the disk was significantly

thicker during this period.

2. Acceleration Efficiency. One of the more remarkable aspects of the
gamma-ray observations of Her X-I is the efficiency that it implies for

particle acceleration in the system. Taking, as a conservative estimate, the

UHE photon energies 2 to be E_Ixl0 _" eV, the reported time averaged UHE photon

flux of 3xlO -12 cm_ s-l, 2 and the duty cycle of 0. I, we derive a peak energy

flux of 3000 eV/cm • Keeping in min_ that the conversion efficiency for U_
particles to photons is only about 10%, we estimate that UHE particles (E>I0 _J

eV) are produced about i0 times more efficiently than X-rays! This estimate,
which assumes isotropic emission, can be tempered somewhat if the gamma-rays

are beamed more than the X-rays. A liberal estimate of the beaming factor can

be made by assuming that the fattest part of th_ bea U passes through our line

of sight. Th_ solid angle of the beam is then _ xlO- , and the beaming factor
is 7/4 x i0- . We conclude that the UHE particle luminosity is at least 25%

or so of the X-ray luminosity.

This sets strong constraints on models of particle acceleration. For

example, acceleration scenarios that invoke the rotational energy of the

accretion disk II encounter the difficulty it_at for Her X-I parameters, which
include a surface magnetic field of 4x10 gauss, the inner radius of the
accretion disk is located at more than 300 stellar radii. It is difficult to

see how more than about 1/300 of the total energy budget could be channeled

through rotation of the accretion disk. The fact that the UHE and VHE

emission has the periodicity of the neutron star's rotation further supports

the notion that the energy that goes into the UHE particles is liberated close

enough to the neutron star that the infalling material corotates with it.
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the notion that the energy that goes into the UHE particles is liberated close 
enough to the neutron star that the infalling material corotates with it. 
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The high efficiency associated with shock acceleration makes it an

attractive possibility for particle acceleration in Her X-I system. The shock
need not occur at the neutron star's surface for the mechanism to put much of

the released gravitational energy into UHE particles; all that is needed is

that much of the pressure in the post-shock material that settles on the

surface be in the form of UHE particles that are trapped in the flow.

However, our understanding of shock acceleration enables us to place strong
constraints on models that invoke it. This is the subject of the next

section.

3. Constraints on Shock Acceleration. The synchrotron loss tlmescale for a

particle with mass M, energy Ep=yMc 2, and charge Ze is given by

= 4_Mc M 2

_sy(Ep) _CTB 2 (Z-_Me) (i)

where B is the magnetic field strength in the region. The time required to

accelerate a relativistic particle to energy Ep by shock acceleration is

_a(Ep) = (_Rg)/(gs2C) (2)

where R_ is the gyroradius (Rg=yMc2/(ZeB)),
and 6sCSis the shock velocity. The maximum _Rg

is the mean free path (_~l),
energy Ed to which a particle can

be accelerated by a shock, even in the absence of synchrotron losses, is given

by: 12

1 6sZeBR (3)Ed =

where R is the radius of the shock, which must be less than the size of the

region. This limit comes from the fact that particles with energies greater

than Ed can diffuse away from the system within the acceleration timescale.
Stipulating that the acceleration must be faster than the synchrotron loss,

and _ombining this limit with equation (3), we find that the maximum energy
y Me to which a particle can be accelerated within a compact region of size R

i_ given by

3 _ .]1/3
Ym: ) Z2r----?

(4)
oe

where ro is the classical electron radius.

If the shock velocity is taken _92be the free fall velocity at a radius R

from the neu_ro_ sta_,/ Vff=(2GM,/R) / , then individual particle energies as
high as 9xlOUMc R6-£lu are possible, (where R = R6 x i0-u cm). This is
sufficient to account for the UHE emission from Her X-I.

A final constraint is that the Alfven M_ch number of the shock must be

high if much of the energy is to go into the highest energy particles. That
is

B2
2 >> (5)

PsUs -_

where Ps is the preshock fluid density. If Ps is fixed by the condition that
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high if much of the energy is to go into the highest energy particles. That 
is 

(5) 

where Ps is the preshock fluid density. If Ps is fixed by the condition that 
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PsUs(_R 2) = _ _ L
(_c2) (6)

where M is the accretion rate, and _ is the conversion efficiency from

accreted1_ss t_/_um_osi_ L, this constrains the magnetic fiel_ to be less

than 8 _'" L38_'--R6_ i0v gauss, and R to be less than I_ c_ The
synchrotron loss limit also constrains B to be less than 7x10 _y - gauss.

We see then that the model demands that the magnetic field w_thln the
accretion column be much less than the surface field of the neutron star.

This is reasonable because the accretlng material is a good conductor and is

likely to make its way between field lines of the neutron star on its way to

the surface. Alternatively, one could invoke a shock at i0 to 50 neutron _tar
radii, where the field strength of the star's magnetosphere ranges from I0 to
I0_ gauss.

4. Discussion. We have proposed that the UHE emission reported from Her X-I

is generated by particles that interact with the surrounding accretion disk.

The model predicts that high energy gamma-ray outbursts should occur prefer-

entially at the onset and decline of the high-intensity x-ray states. A

fraction of the gamma-rays may be generated within the accretion column. The

relative contribution of these two targets depends on the y-y opacity.

Acceleration by an accretion shock can account for the highest observe__ gamma-
ray energies, but not by a wide margin. Detection of photons at I0 6 eV or

higher would rule out accretion-shock acceleration. Detections at ~1016 eV of

other sources a_e better explained by2shocks in relativistic winds where

= 1/4, R > I0U cm, yielding 7m _ i0_.
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2 • L 
p u (7TR ) = M = --2-
SS (E:c) 
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where M is the accretion rate, and E: is the conversion efficiency from 
accreted 1?,ss t:p/ium~IIosi1r L, this constrains the magnetic field to be less 
than ~ L38 R6 10 gauss, and R to be less than 121 c~ The 
synchro~ron loss limit also constrains B to be less than 7x10 t;y gauss. 
We see then that the model demands that the magnetic field w~thin the 
accretion column be much less than the surface field of the neutron star. 
This is reasonable because the accreting material is a good conductor and is 
likely to make its way between field lines of the neutron star on its way to 
the surface. Alternatively, one could invoke a shock at 10 to 50 neutron ,tar 
ra~ii, where the field strength of the star's magnetosphere ranges from 10 to 
10 gauss. 

4. Discussion. We have proposed that the UHE emission reported from Her X-I 
is generated by particles that interact with the surrounding accretion disk. 
The model predicts that high energy gamma-ray outbursts should occur prefer
entially at the onset and decline of the high-intensity x-ray states. A 
fraction of the gamma-rays may be generated within the accretion column. The 
relative contribution of these two targets depends on the y-y opacity. 
Acceleration by an accretion shock can account for the highest observef6gamma
ray energies, but not by a wide margin. Detection of photons at 10 eV or 
higher would rule out accretion-shock acceleration. Detections at ~1016 eV of 
other sources aSe better explained bY8shocks in relativistic winds where 
~ ~ 1/4, R > 10 em, yielding y > 10 • m ~ 
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Hercules X-I: Pulsed y-rays
Detected Above 150 GeV
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l.lntroduction. The 1.24 second binary pulsar Her X-I, first observed in

x-rays in 1971 by UHURU (Tananbaum, et al 1972) has now been seen as a

sporadic y-ray source from 1TeV up to at least 500 TeV (Dowthwalte, et

al 1984; Baltrusaltis, et al 1985). In addition, reprocessed optical and

infrared pulses are seen from the companion star HZ Herculis

(Middleditch, Pennypacker, and Burns, 1983). Thus measurements of the

Her X-I/HZ Herculis system span 15 decades in energy, rivaling both the

Crab pulsar and Cygnus X-3 in this respect for a discrete galactic
sour ce.

In both of the previous reported observations of y-rays from Her

X-I, the photons were detected by observing the extensive air showers

produced by interaction with the upper atmosphere. In April 1983,
Dowthwalte,et ai,(1984) observed a burst of emission lasting 3 mln. which

may have been associated with a transition of the pulsar from the x-ray

low flux state to a high flux state in the 35 day cycle. About I month

later the satellite Tenma observed Her X-I in a high-flux state

(Nagase,et al 1984a). Initially they found the pulsar light curve to be

similar to previous observations; however, during the latter part of the

observation, the flux became strongly diminished and the pulses began to

sllp in phase, arriving progressively earlier at a rate of about 18 ms/hr

(Nagase, et al, 1984b). Thlrty-seven days after the Tenma observation,
EXOSAT was unable the detect Her X-I in an expected high flux state, and

approximately eight 35 day cycles elapsed before the high state was seen

again (Parmar, et al, 1985).

During mid-July 1983, early in this extended x-ray low state, the

Fly's Eye detector in Utah observed a flux of pulsed y-rays of E > 500

TeV from Her X-I during a 40 mln. interval (Baltrusaitis,et al 1985). We
observed Her X-I during the spring of 1984, soon after the cessation of

the extended x-ray low state. We have found, at the 99.98% C.L., strong

periodic emission of similar character to that reported by Dowthwalte,

et al (1984). In addition, comparison of EAS images from the direction of

Her X-lwith those of background regions indicate with 98% confidence

that the emission persists at a weaker level throughout the N30 hour data

set, although we cannot yet estimate what fraction of this may be pulsed.

2.Observatlons. The F.L. Whipple observatory I0 meter reflector was used

to observe Her X-I during four successive moonless periods from March-

June 1984 (see Cawley, et al, 1985, OGG 9.5-4, for details of data

aquisitlon and techniques). The observing sequence included a 28 minute

ON-source segment, preceded or followed by an equal length background
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3. Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, University of Hawaii, 

2505 Correa Rd., Honolulu, Hawaii, 96822 
4. Dept. of Physics, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 50011, USA 

1.Introduction. The 1.24 second binary pulsar Her X-I, first observed in 
x-rays in 1971 by UHURU (Tananbaum, et al 1972) has now been seen as a 
sporadic y-ray source from 1 TeV up to at least 500 TeV (Dowthwaite, et 
a1 1984; Ba1trusaitis, et al 1985). In addition, reprocessed optical and 
infrared pulses are seen from the. companion star HZ Herculis 
(Middleditch, Pennypacker, and Burns, 1983). Thus measurements of the 
aer X-11HZ Hercu1is system span 15 decades in energy, rivaling both the 
Crab pulsar and Cygnus X-3 in this respect for a discrete galactic 
source. 

In both of the previous reported observations of y-rays from Her 
X-I, the photons were detected by observing the extensive air showers 
produced by interaction with the upper atmosphere. In April 1983, 
Dowthwaite,et al,(1984) observed a burst of emission lasting 3 min. which 
may have been associated with a transition of the pulsar from the x-ray 
low flux state to a high flux state in the 35 day cycle. About 1 month 
later the satellite Tenma observed Her X-I in a high-flux state 
(Nagase,et a1 1984a). Initially they found the pulsar light curve to be 
similar to previous observations; however, during the latter part of the 
observation, the flux became strongly diminished and the pulses began to 
slip in phase, arriving progressively earlier at a rate of about 18 mslhr 
(Nagase, et aI, 1984b). Thirty-seven days after the Tenma observation, 
EXOSAT was unable the detect Her X-I in an expected high flux state, and 
approximately eight 35 day cycles elapsed before the high state was seen 
again (Parmar, et a1, 1985). 

During mid-July 1983, early in this extended x-ray low state, the 
Fly's Eye detector in Utah observed a flux of pulsed y-rays of E > 500 
TeV from Her X-I during a 40 min. interval (Baltrusaitis,et al 1985). We 
observed Her X-l during the spring of 1984, soon after the cessation of 
the extended x-ray low state. We have found, at the 99.98% C.L., strong 
periodic emission of similar character to that reported by Dowthwaite, 
et a1 (1984). In addition, comparison of EAS images from the direction of 
Her X-I with those of background regions indicate with 98% confidence 
that the emission persists at a weaker level throughout the ~30 hour data 
set, although we cannot yet estimate what fraction of this may be pulsed. 

2.0bservations. The F.L. Whipple 
to observe Her X-I during four 
June 1984 (see Cawley, et a1, 
aquisition and techniques). The 
ON-source segment, preceded or 

observatory 10 meter reflector was used 
successive moonless periods from March-
1985, OGG 9.5-4, for details of data 

observing sequence included a 28 minute 
followed by an equal length background 
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segment which covered the same range of elevation and azimuth as the

source run. Times of arrival of extensive air shower (EAS)-initiated

events were digitized to 1 _sec, with a WWVB clock providing an absolute

reference, to a precision of about .5 msec. The data include 37 pixel

images (.4 ° per pixel) of each shower which can be used for independent

selection of possible y-rays out of the sample; this will be discussed
further below.

Because of possible short

10.6 l(a) i i HER X-i period such as those found
by Nagase, et al (1984b) we

i i 5-MAY-84 searched each 28 min data
10-5 I

>" i i run individually for
_i0-4 evidence of 1.24 sec

i pulsation. The times were
< first corrected to the solarm 1o-3 i
o system barycenter, using the

n. 10-2 formula of Deeter,Boynton,

and Pravdo (1981), which was

1o-I checked against a much more
accurate method and found to

produce no error greater

than 50 ms. An estimate of10-8 l(b) the Fourier power spectrum

10- 5 OFF for each 28 min run was then
>- SOURCE made in the neighborhood of
e- the 1.24 see period using a
___10-4

periodogram technique (see
< Scargle, 1983) In two of
COI0-3
O the periodograms, on 4 April

_ iO-2 and 5 May, 1984, a peak was

seen near the x-ray period

lO-I as derived from a concurrent
EXOSAT epheme ris (Trumper, -

et al 1985). In each case

1.23 1.235 1.24 1.245 125 the peak power was about

PERIOD (SEC) seven times the mean noise

Fig. h (a) Periodogramfor datafrom night of power level. In addition, "
5-May-1984,orbitalphase .53-.61 The vertical the run on 5 May was
dashed lines indicatethe rangeof possible preceded by two other runs

Doppler shiftsfor Her X-1 over one orbit. (b) with similar peaks of lower
perlodogramfor off-sourcedata, takenalter-
.natelywith on-sourcedata. Arrowsmark expected amplitude. When the entire
x-ray period, time series for that night

was analyzed, the

power level of the peak increased to about 12 times the noise power

level, indicating that the emission was persistent throughout that

night's observation, reaching a maximum level near the end of our

observing period. Fig. la shows the perlodogram for that night's data

with spectral power converted to probability as prob = exp(-P(_0))

(Scargle,1983) .The vertical dashed lines show the range of Doppler shifts

that are possible for the orbital velocity of Her X-I. The chance

probability at the peak power is 8 x 10-6 , which is reduced to an overall

chance probability of 2 x 10-4, by multiplying in the number of

observing nights (24). Figure Ib shows the perlodogram for the background
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segment which covered the same range of elevation and azimuth as the 
source run. Times of arrival of extensive air shower (EAS)-initiated 
events were digitized to 1 ~sec, with a WWVB clock providing an absolute 
reference, to a precision of about .5 msec. The data include 37 pixel 
images (.40 per pixel) of each shower which can be used for independent 
selection of possible y-rays out of the sample; this will be discussed 
further below. 

HER X-l 

5-MAY-84 

OFF 
SOURCE 

Because of possible short 
time-scale variations of the 
period such as those found 
by Nagase, et al (1984b) we 
searched each 28 min data 
run individually for 
evidence of 1.24 sec 
pulsation. The times were 
first corrected to the solar 
system barycenter, using the 
formula of Deeter,Boynton, 
and Pravdo (1981), which was 
checked against a much more 
accurate method and found to 
produce no error greater 
than 50 ms. An estimate of 
the Fourier power spectrum 
for each 28 min run was then 
made in the neighborhood of 
the 1.24 sec period using a 
periodogram technique (see 
Scargle, 1983). In two of 
the periodograms, on 4 April 
and 5 May, 1984, a peak was 
seen near the x-ray period 
as derived from a concurrent 
EXOSAT ephemeris (Trumper, 
et al 1985). In each case 

1.23 1.235 1.24 1.245 1.25 the peak power was about 
PERIOD (SEC) 

Fig. 1: (a) Periodogram for data from night of 
5-May-1984, orbital phase .53-.61 The vertical 
dashed lines indicate the range of possible 
Doppler shifts for Her X-lover one orbit. (b) 
periodogram for off-source data, taken alter
.nately with on-source data. Arrows mark expected 
x-ray period. 

seven times the mean noise 
power level. In addition, 
the run on 5 May was 
preceded by two other runs 
with similar peaks of lower 
amplitude. When the entire 
time series for that night 
was analyzed, the 

power level of the peak increased to about 12 times the noise power 
level, indicating that the emission was persistent throughout that 
night's observation, reaching a maximum level near the end of our 
observing period. Fig. la shows the periodogram for that night's data 
with spectral power converted to probability as prob = exp(-P(w» 
(Scargle,1983).The vertical dashed lines show the range of Doppler shifts 
that are possible for the orbital velocity of Her X-I. The chance 
probability at the peak power is 8 x 10-6, which is reduced to an overall 
chance probability of 2 x 10-4 , by multiplying in the number of 
observing nights (24). Figure Ib shows the periodogram for the background 
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runs, which were taken

I' ' ' ' ' :i ''I', .... I'' I difficultsourcealternatelyrunsforwith,anymakingspuriousthe on-it

10-4 fig 2 , HER X-I systematics to go
>_ i 4-APR-84 undetected. The non-

10-8 , statistical noisiness and

_ I _ I sldebands In the spectrum In

fig. la appear to be due to

O 10-2 the uneven sampling, whichBKG
causes power at the

_ ^ fundamental to "leak" off to
I0-i i_ _ I

_ _ A _I I,. v_,_A A i _" _ i_ / _ other frequencies (Deeming,

1975; Fe rraz-Mello, 1981).Thus we have not attempted

1.23 1.235 1.24 1.245 1.25 to assess possible Doppler

PERIOD (SEC) shifts in the periods, since

Fig. 2: Periodogramfor a single28 min run on our signal-to-noise ratio is
4-Apr-84,and its associatedbackgroundrun (shown not high enough to assure

in dashedlines).The verticaldot-dashlines Ind- the required accuracy in the

icate the range of possibleDopplershiftsfor period determination usingHer X-1 over one orbit.This run was at orbital

phase 0.42.Arrowmarks expectedx-ray period, the periodogram method.

Fig. 2 shows the perlodogram for the run on 4 April, with the

background perlodogram shown in dashed lines. The emission on this night

appears to be confined to a single 28 mln. interval, during which it

appears to be uniform. This run was the last of the night, so we cannot
say if the emission persisted beyond this observation. The increased

width of the peaks here is due to the shorter observation time. Although
the statistical significance of this observation is much less than that

of 5-May-84, the slmilarltes in the emission duration and flux, and the
light curve support its inclusion in this report.

Using the 37 plxel pulse-helght information for each EAS event, we

employed imaging techniques (see Hillas, 1985, OGG 9.5-3; and Cawley, et

al, 1985, OGG 9.5-4; this proceedings) to enrich the y-ray/bkg, fraction

in our data before determining the average light curves. Fig. 3 then

shows the light curves when the data are folded at the most probable

period for each run (both of which were within 1 _ of the expected
period). The absolute phase is arbitrary, since existing x-ray

ephemerides were not sufficiently accurate to preserve absolute phase up

to our observing epoch, or over the month separating the observations.

The dashed line gives the mean background level after the image cuts were

applied to the off-source data as well. The tlme-averaged fluxes are
estimated to be:

4-Apr-84: F= (5.8 +_ 2.1) x i0-I0 photons cm -2 s-I At > 28 mln

5-May-84: F= (6.6 + 1.2) x I0-I0 photons cm-2 s-I- , At > 3 hrs

both for energies above 150 GeV.

.. 
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10-4 HER X-l 

10-3 

10-2 
BKG 

10- 1 
\ ,. 

1.23 1.235 1.24 1.245 1.25 

PERIOD (SEC) 
Fig. 2: Periodogram for a single 28 min run on 
4-Apr-84, and its associated background run (shown 
in dashed lines). The vertical dot-dash lines ind
icate the range of possible Doppler shifts for 
Her X-lover one orbit. This run was at orbital 
phase 0.42. Arrow marks expected x-ray period. 
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runs, which were taken 
alternately with the on
source runs, making it 
difficult for any spurious 
systematics to go 
undetected. The non-
statistical noisiness and 
sidebands in the spectrum in 
fig. la appear to be due to 
the uneven sampling, which 
causes power at the 
fundamental to "leak" off to 
other frequencies (Deeming, 
1975; Ferraz-Mello, 1981). 
Thus we have not attempted 
to assess possible Doppler 
shifts in the periods, since 
our signal-to-noise ratio is 
not high enough to assure 
the required accuracy in the 
period determination using 
the periodogram method. 

Fig. 2 shows the periodogram for the run on 4 April, with the 
background periodogram shown in dashed lines. The emission on this night 
appears to be confined to a single 28 min. interval, during which it 
appears to be uniform. This run was the last of the night, so we cannot 
say if the emission persisted beyond this observation. The increased 
width of the peaks here is due to the shorter observation time. Although 
the statistical significance of this observation is much less than that 
of 5-May-84, the similarites in the emission duration and flux, and the 
light curve support its inclusion in this report • 

Using the 37 pixel pulse-height information for each EAS event, we 
employed imaging techniques (see Hillas, 1985, OGG 9.5-3; and Cawley, et 
al,1985, OGG 9.5-4; this proceedings) to enrich the y-ray/bkg. fraction 
in our data before determining the average light curves. Fig. 3 then 
shows the light curves when the data are folded at the most probable 
period for each run (both of which were within 1 ~ of the expected 
period). The absolute phase is arbitrary, since existing x-ray 
ephemerides were not sufficiently accurate to preserve absolute phase up 
to our observing epoch, or over the month separating the observations. 
The dashed line gives the mean background level after the image cuts were 
applied to the off-source data as well. The time-averaged fluxes are 
estimated to be: 

4-Apr-84: F= (5.8 ± 2.1) x 10-10 photons cm-2 s-l, At ) 28 min 

5-May-84: F= (6.6 ± 1.2) x 10-10 photons cm-2 s-l, At ) 3 hrs 

both for energies above 150 GeV. 
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3oo- I I .... I __ 3.Discussion. The orbital phase of the

3(a) data taken on 5-May-84 was .53-.61,
z ev5 .... 5-MAY-a4 [ and the emission appears to have
m f-q f_ increased throughout the observation.

_ _i__ - The phase of the 4-April-84 data is

250
.4 2. Thus there is no strong

22_ correlation in orbital phase with

other y-ray observations (Dowthwalte,

> 20o et al, saw phase .75; Baltrusaitas, et
L_

I .... I .... I , . _ al, phase .66). Orbital phase 0.55 is
..... I .... I .... [ ..... associated (Crosa and Boynton, 1980)

i00 - S(b) -- with the beginning of "anomalous dips"

z 90 4-APR-84 in the x-ray flux, occuring usually
one or two orbits after the 35 day

_ / __ turn on. These are attrlbuted to mass

6o 80
< exchange events in which matter

_ v0 arriving from the companion star

co begins circulating around the
z

eo -- accretion disk, gradually relaxing in>
scale height over approximately 20% of

I I I50 ' ' '' '' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '' an orbit. The 5-May-84 observation was0 0.5 1 1.5

PHASE (2 cycles) very near to expected 35 day turn-on,
as extrapolated from EXOSAT and Tenma

Fig 3.(a),(b)Light curves for the observations before the extended low;
dates shown, enricheddata sample.
Phasesare arbitrary,and errorsare however, we are not aware of the exact
statisticalonly. phases after the cessation of

the low. If the observation were concurrent with an anomalous dip event,

it could be associated with the availability of target matter above the

edge of the accretion disk for high energy particles , which then

cascaded to form photon secondaries. The apparent variation and

transience of the emission could thus be explained by the changing

column density of the target matter as it relaxed into the disk. We

intend to further investigate any correlations with concurrent x-ray

observations as reports of these become available.
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3(b) 
4-APR-84 

0.6 1 1.5 

PHASE (2 cycles) 

3.Discussion. The orbital phase of the 
data taken on 5-May-84 was .53-.61, 
and the emission appears to have 
increased throughout the observation. 
The phase of the 4-April-84 data is 
.42. Thus there is no strong 
correlation in orbital phase with 
other y-ray observations (Dowthwaite, 
et aI, saw phase .75; Baltrusaitas, et 
aI, phase .66). Orbital phase 0.55 is 
associated (Crosa and Boynton, 1980) 
with the beginning of "anomalous dips" 
in the x-ray flux, occuring usually 
one or two orbits after the 35 day 
turn on. These are attributed to mass 
exchange events in which matter 
arriving from the companion star 
begins circulating around the 
accretion disk, gradually relaxing in 
scale height over approximately 20% of 
an orbit. The 5-May-84 observation was 
very near to expected 35 day turn-on, 
as extrapolated from EXOSAT and Tenma 

Fig 3.(a),(b) Light curves for the bib f h d d 1 
dates shown, enriched data sample. 0 servat ons e ore t e exten e ow; 
Phases are arbitrary, and errors are however, we are not aware of the exact 
statistical only. phases after the cessation of 

the low. If the observation were concurrent with an anomalous dip event, 
it could be associated with the availability of target matter above the 
edge of the accretion disk for high energy particles , which then 
cascaded to form photon secondaries. The apparent variation and 
transience of the emission could thus be explained by the changing 
column density of the target matter as it relaxed into the disk. We 
intend to further investigate any correlations with concurrent x-ray 
observations as reports of these become available. 
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HIGH-RESOLUTION SPECTROSCOPICOBSERVATION OF VELA X-1
IN THE HARD X-RAY ENERGY RANGE
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Greenbelt, MD 20771, U.S.A.

Ph. Durouchoux and N. Prantzos
CEN-Saclay, DPhG/SAp, 91191Gif-sur-Yvette, Cedex, FRANCE

ABSTRACT

We are reporting results of the first high-resolution (1.2
keV FWHM) hard X-ray (> 20 k_V) observation of Vela X-I.
Data were accumulated during a 5-hour balloon flight
launched in Alice Springs, Australia on December 5, 1984. A
summed-epoch analysis yields a light curve (Figure 1) and
period (283 sec) consistent with previous measurementsI.
Significant pulsations were present to an energy of 60 keV.
No statisticallysignificant features were observed in the
energy spectrum (Figure 3) and the spectrum (Figure 2) is
well fit (XZ = 17.8 for 16 d.o.f.) by a simple exponential
spectrum with an E-folding length of 10.8 ± 1.0 keV.

1. Introduction. Vela X-1 (4U 0900-40) is an eclipsing X-ray binary
puls_r with a pulsar period of 283 sec and an orbital period of 8.96
days_. The hard X-ray spectrum is believed to reflect conditions near
the surface of the neutron star, thus its measurement should provide
constraints on the intrinsic emission processes active in this type of
source. The observation of hard X-ray features in the spectrum of a
similar source (Her X-l) has been interpretedas cyclotron emission in a
5 x 1012 gauss field near the pole of the neutron star. Although the
hard X-ray spectrum has been measured by previous experiments
(2,3,4,5,6),these experiments have had relatively poor energy
resolution (> 10 keV) in this energy range. It was possible that a high
resolution experiment might show features previously unresolved in this
energy region.

2. Experiment. The Low Energy Gamma Ray Spectrometer (LEGS) experiment
uses an array of three 5-cm diameter high-purity germanium detectors
with an effective area of 47 cm_ over the energy range 20 keV to 80 keV
and a constant energy resolution of 1.2 keV. A combination of passive
and active collimation is used to achieve a field-of-viewof 3.3° x

6.7°. The background continuum is e_sentially_flatover the r_levant
energy range at a level of 1.5 x 10-_ ph • cm-_ • sec-_ • keV-_.
Details of the experiment are given in Ref. 7.

3. Results. The source was observed for 4 hours divided into 20-minute
intervals, alternating on-source and off-source by offsetting in
azimuth. The source was not in eclipse; Pulsations were observed at a
period of 283 seconds. The light curve (Figure 1) shows a simple double
pulse structure previously observed at these energies (20 keV to 60 keV).
No background subtraction has been performed in this summed epoch
analysis. The background level determined from off-source pointings is
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1. Introduction. Vela X-I (4U 0900-40) is an eclipsing X-ray binary 
pulsrr with a pulsar period of 283 sec and an orbital period of 8.96 
days. The hard X-ray spectrum is believed to reflect conditions near 
the surface of the neutron star, thus its measurement should provide 
constraints on the intrinsic emission processes active in this type of 
source. The observation of hard X-ray features in the spectrum of a 
similar source (Her X-I) has been interpreted as cyclotron emission in a 
5 x 1012 gauss field near the pole of the neutron star. Although the 
hard X-ray spectrum has been measured by previous experiments 
(2,3,4,5,6), these experiments have had relatively poor energy 
resolution (> 10 keV) in this energy range. It was possible that a high 
resolution experiment might show features previously unresolved in this 
energy regi on. 

2. Experiment. The Low Energy Gamma Ray Spectrometer (LEGS) experiment 
uses an array of three 5-cm diameter high-purity germanium detectors 
witi, an effective area of 47 cm2 over the energy range 20 keV to 80 keV 
and a constant energy resolution of 1.2 keV. A combination of passive 
and active collimation is used to achieve a field-of-view of 3.3° x 
6.7°. The background continuum is ~~sentiall~2flat o~ir the ~ilevant 
energy range at a level of 1.5 x 10 ph· cm • sec • keV • 
Details of the experiment are given in Ref. 7. 

3. Results. The source was observed for 4 hours divided into 20-minute 
intervals, alternating on-source and off-source by offsetting in 
azimuth. The source was not in eclipse. Pulsations were observed at a 
period of 283 seconds. The light curve (Figure 1) shows a simple double 
pul se structure previ ously observ.ed at these energies (20 keV to 60 keV). 
No background subtraction has been performed in this summed epoch 
analysis. The background level determined from off-source pointings is 
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433 + 6 cnts. No evidence for energy dependence of the light curve was
observed tn our data.

The phase averaged energy spectrum (Figure 2) was derived from
source minus off-source spectra which were corrected for detector
response and atmospheric absorption. The spectra were searched for
narrow-line features by an automated routtne. No features were observed
at the 3 sigma level. Figure 3 gives the narrow-line upper limits
derived. Since no narrow line features were observed, we are Justified
in binning the data in statlstlcally significant energy bins. Figure 2
shows the resulting spectrum. The solid histogram Is the count spectrum
at the detector showing the effects of atmospheric absorption. The
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433 ± 6 cnts. No evidence for energy dependence of the light curve was 
observed in our data. 

The phase averaged energy spectrum (Figure 2) was derived from 
source minus off-source spectra which were corrected for detector 
response and atmospheric absorptio~. The spectra were searched for 
narrow~ine features by an automated routine. No features were observed 
at the 3 sigma level. Figure 3 gives the narrow-line upper limits 
derived. Since no narrow line features were observed, we are justified 
in binning the data in statistically significant energy bins. Figure 2 
shows the resulting spectrum. The solid histogram is the count spectrum 
at the detector showing the effects of atmospheric absorption. The 
solid curve is 0& simple expo~ential (I • (Io/E) • exp(-E/Efo1d» which 
is a good fit to the data <x = 17.8 for 16 d.o.f.). Fit parameters are 
given in Table I as well as comparison values from previous measurements. 
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For comparison purposes, all normalizations have been converted to
values at 30 keV where all the data sets overlap.

4. Conclusions. Vie have no statistically significant evidence for
structure tn tee spectrum of Vela X-1. Our results are in reasonable
agreement with previous measurements considering the known variability
of the source.
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For comparison purposes, all normalizations have been converted to 
values at 30 keY where all the data sets overlap. 

4. Conclusions. We have no statistically significant evidence for 
structure 1n the spectrum of Vela X-I. Our results are in reasonable 
agreement with previous measurements considering the known variability 
of the source. 
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TABLE 1

Hard X-ray Spectral Fits

Differential Flux (30 keY) Efold

(x 10-3 ph.cm "2.sec-1.keV-1)
OSO8(1976) 2 ~ 3 18 ± 2 "
OSO 8(1978)° . 1.5 - 3.2 10.1 • 1.4
MPI/AIT(1978)4 ~ 5 10 ± 1
HEAO A-2(1978)5 ~ 3 16 ± 2
HEAO A-4(1978)° 2.4 e 0.2 14.0 • 1.8

2.5 ± 0.2 10.1 ± 1.2
This expt. (1984) 2.06 ± 0.14 10.8 ± 1.0
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON GAMMA-RAY SOURCES AT E = 1013 - 1014 eV
0

(*)
C.Morello, G.Navarra , L.Periale and P.Vallania

Istituto di Cosmo-geofisica del CNR and

(_)Istituto di Fisica Generale dell'Universita, Torino, Italia

l. Introduction. The detection of very high energy gamma ray sources

has been reported in the last few years by means of extensive air show-

er observations (Cerenkov light and EAS particle arrays); as reviews

see (i) and (2).

The Plateau Rosa array for the registration of the arrival directions

of extensive air showers is operating since 1980 and first results on

Cygnus X3 have been reported (3,4). In this note we want to present

the status of observations of Cygnus X3 (_4y) and of the Crab Pulsar

(_2y, for which the ephemeris from radio observations are available).

2.The experiment. The experimental equipment (5) consists of four li-
quid scintillator detectors 1 m each, positioned at the corners of a

rhombus (7x14 m diagonals, 8 m side). The array operates at an alti-

tude of 13500o m a.s.l.; the most probable detected primary energy is
E =3. i0 eV. The accurancy in the determination of the arrival
0

direction of individual EAS is _=5.5 degrees at the zenith (timing

error 6t=4.2 ns, mainly due to the thickness of the shower disk).

Since Dec.'81 for all events the relative delays (t) between different

scintillators ( _t=l nsec step) together with the absolute time (T) of

the event ( AT=I msec) are recorded.

In order to avoid corrections due to the atmospheric absorption, pres-

sure and temperature variations, the data are analyzed in ON/OFF mode,

i.e.: the number of source events is normalized to the counting rates
h

from two "OFF" sources located + 2.5 around the candidate, at them

same declination. An event is assigned to a source if the deviation of

relative delays between different scintillators with respect to the

theoretical one is 16t I< 5.9 ns for which the best signal/noise ratio

is expected. The arrival times of the events from the OFF sources are

shifted ; 2.5 h in order that to equal arrival times correspond equal

atmospheric absorptions. Data are analyzed around the source culmina-

tion, up to 30 ° from the zenith, and only complete days of measurement

are considered.

3.Results. C[$nus X3. The arrival times (corrected to the center of

mass of the solar system) are folded following the ephemeris obtained

from X-ray observations (6). The results are shown in Fig.l for the

whole epoch '81-'85, and split into -_i year intervals (also the epoch

Nov'80-Dec'81 is shown, but, due to the insufficient recording system,

the data are analyzed in a different way (4) , and therefore not
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1. Introduction. The detection of very high energy gamma ray sources 
has been reported in the last few years by means of extensive air show
er observations (Cerenkov light and EAS particle arrays); as reviews 
see (1) and (2). 
The Plateau Rosa array for the registration of the arrival directions 
of extensive air showers is operating since 1980 and first results on 
Cygnus X3 have been reported (3,4). In this note we want to present 
the status of observations of Cygnus X3 (~4y) and of the Crab Pulsar 
('V 2y, for which the ephemeris from radio observations are available). 

2.The experiment. The experime~tal equipment (5) consists of four li
quid scintillator detectors 1 m each, positioned at the corners of a 
rhombus (7x14 m diagonals, 8 m side). The array operates at an alti
tude of ~500 m a. s.1.; the most probable detected primary energy is 
E =3 . 10

1 
eV. The accurancy in the determination of the arrival 

d~rection of individual EAS is Ll1p=5.5 degrees at the zenith (timing 
error at=4. 2 ns, mainly due to the thickness of the shower disk). 
Since Dec.'Sl for all events the relative delays (t) between different 
scintillators ( Llt=l nsec step) together with the absolute time (T) of 
the event ( Ll T=l msec) are recorded. 
In order to avoid corrections due to the atmospheric absorption, pres
sure and temperature variations, the data are analyzed in ON/OFF mode, 
i.e.: the number of source events is normalized to the counting rates 
from two "OFF" sources located + 2. 5

h 
around the candidate, at the 

same declination. An event is assigned to a source if the deviation of 
.. relative delays between different scintillators with respect to the 

theoretical one is /ot/< 5.9 ns for which the best Signal/noise ratio 
is expected. The arrival times of the events from the OFF sources are 
shifted + 2.5 h in order that to equal arrival times correspond equal 
atmospheric absorptions. Data are analyzed around the source culmina
tion, up to 30° from the zenith, and only complete days of measurement 
are considered. 

3.Results. Cygnus X3. The arrival times (corrected to the center of 
mass of the solar system) are folded following the ephemeris obtained 
from X-ray observations (6). The results are shown in Fig.1 for the 
whole epoch 'Sl-'S5, and split into rv1 year intervals (also the epoch 
Nov'80-Dec'Sl is shown, but, due to the insufficient recording system, 
the data are analyzed in a different way (4) , and therefore not 
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TAB.I

Epoch hours Nev ON (ON/OFF-l) _2 A Phase
1

meas. [xlO 6] [xlO-_ B9 d.fJ [xlO -2]

11/80-12/81 1078 1.0 35.9 1.42+0.46 0.32+0.05
m

12/81- 1/83 1177 5.1 3.59+1.71 38.4 0.62+0.24 0.69+0.06

1/83- 3/84 1265 5.8 1.99+1.6 8.0 0.16+0.23 0.59+0.22

3/84- 3/85 990 4.6 -0,65+1.8 25.8 0.85+0.26 0.39+0.05

12/81- 3/85 3432 15.5 1.74+0.98 34.3 0.33+0.14 0.53+0.07

included in the sum). The absolute excesses, the values of _2

obtained by checking for uniformity the phase histograms and the

amplitudes and phases of the first harmonics are shown in Tab.l (in

order to check phase histograms similar to the X-ray light curve).

We notice:
-2

a) the significance of the possible signal in '81-'82 (c.l. i0 from
the phase analysis and 2 i0 from the absolute excess) is decreased

when the data from '83-'84 are added;

b) this might be partly due to different phases of the signal in dif-

ferent epochs (in (4) we tried to analyze such phases in terms of a 34

days modulation, that We cannot confirm);

c) the possibility for the signal to be variable on year's and month's

time scale has been suggested by other experiments (see e.g. 7,8);

d) while the excesses seem to be located between phases 0.5 and 0.7

there is an indication, before 1982, of a signal at phase 0.2-0.3 as

reported in (7,9,10);

e) the overall effect would correspond to a flux (with primary proton

S(E)=2.E-2.75 -2 -icm s sr-iGev-l):spectrum

(E> 3 lol3ev) _ 5-10 -12
_2

• cm s

Crab Pulsar. For obtaining a msec accuracy in the determination

of the arrival times we use a quartz thermostabilized oscillator

(stability r_J 10-9 ) and the detection of radio network signals for

absolute timing and calibration of the oscillator (r.m.s. error includ-

ing the 1 msec step 6T < 0.4 ms, the maximum systematic shift being _,
1

6T = 1 ms). The arrival times corrected to the center of mass of the
2

solar system ( 6T < 0.7 ms) are folded following the Pulsar ephemeris
3

obtained from radio observations (ii) (max. error of our interpolation

6T =0.2 ms).

Th_ analysis concerns the data collected between Feb'82 and March'84

corresponding to 1268 h of effective observation, for a total of

4.36_0 events within the source angular bin. No excess arises both

from the absolute counting rate (ON/OFF=I+(O.04_2)IO -3) and the phase
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TAB.1 
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6
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3
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2
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obtained by checking for uniformity the phase histograms and the 
amplitudes and phases of the first harmonics are shown in Tab.l (in 
order to check phase histograms similar to the X-ray light curve). 
We notice: 
a) the significance of the possible signal in '81-'82 (c.l. -2 the phase analysis and 2 10 from the absolute excess) is 
when the data from '83-'84 are added; 

-2 
10 from 
decreased 

b) this might be partly due to different phases of the signal in dif
ferent epochs (in (4) we tried to analyze such phases in terms of a 34 
days modulation, that we cannot confirm); 
c) the possibility for the signal to be variable on year's and month's 
time scale has been suggested by other experiments (see e.g. 7,8); 
d) while the excesses seem to be located between phases 0.5 and 0.7 
there is an indication, before 1982, of a signal at phase 0.2-0.3 as 
reported in (7,9,10); 
e) the overall effect would correspond to a flux (with primary proton -2.75 -2 -1 -1 -1 spectrum S(E)=2·E cm s sr GeV ): 

13 -12 -2 -1 l/>(E>3'10 eV)AJ 5'10 cm s 

Crab Pulsar. For obtaining a msec accuracy in the determination 
of the arrival times we use a quartz thermostabilized oscillator -9 (stabili ty rv 10 ) and the detection of radio network signals for 
absolute timing and calibration of the oscillator (r.m.s. error includ
ing the 1 msec step OT < 0.4 ms, the maximum systematic shift being o T ::; 1 ms). The arri v~l times corrected to the center of mass of the 2 
solar system ( 0 T 3 < 0.7 ms) are folded following the Pulsar ephemeris 
obtained from radio observations (11) (max. error of our interpolation OT =0.2 ms). 
Th~ analysis concerns the data collected between Feb' 82 and March' 84 
corresgonding to 1268 h of effective observation, for a total of 
4.36'10 events wi thin the source angular bin. No excess arises both -3 from the absolute counting rate (ON/OFF=1+(0.04:t2)10 ) and the phase 
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i. Introduction. Since the development of gamma-ray

astronomical telescopes, the Crab Nebula has been a prime
target for observations. From i00 to i000 MeV, the pulsar

PSR0531 is the dominant source with a light-curve similar to
that seen at lower energies; there is also some evidence for

longterm amplitude variations but none for emission from the
Nebula itself. In the very high energy gamma-ray region

there have been reported detections of pulsed emission with
longterm time variations from minutes to months (Gibson et
al. 1982; Bhat et al. 1984; Grindlay et al. 1975). Recently

a pulsed flux has been reported that persisted over a long
time interval (Dowthwaite et al. 1984). Fazio et al. (1972)

reported the detection of a flux from the Nebula at the

3 _ level at energies of 3xl011eV; there was no evidence of
periodic emissions on any time scale during the three years
of observations. Mukanov (1983) has reported the detection
of gamma rays at energies > 2xl0{2eV at the 4.5o- level

from the vicinity of the Crab Nebula; since fast timing was
not employed, it was not possible to tell if any, or all, of

this flux was pulsed.

Here we report a new measurement of very high energy gamma

rays from the Crab Nebula using the imaging system on
the Whipple Observatory 10m reflector.

2. Observations. All of the observations were made with

the full 37 element camera. The camera and operating
procedure have been described elsewhere (this conference,

OG 9.5-4). Only data taken on clear nights were accepted
for this analysis; atmospheric and system stability were

checked by comparing the minute-by-minute counting rates in
each run. The observations were taken during the dark
periods of Nov-Dec 1983, Jan-Feb, Oct-Nov 1984 and Jan-Feb
1985.

3. _. In its simplest interpretation, the imaging
detector can be considered as a single channel atmospheric

Cherenkov detector and used to compare the total number of
events ON and OFF the source. The total number of ON events

was 329,169 and OFF was 328,236; the difference +933 (or i.i_

where o- = _ON + OFF) is not significant. Future analysis
will make fuller use of the imaging properties of the

.. 

.. 
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PSR0531 is the dominant source with a light-curve similar to 
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there have been reported detections of pulsed emission with 
longterm time variations from minutes to months (Gibson et 
ale 1982; Bhat et all 1984; Grindlay et a1. 1975). Recently 
a pulsed flux has been reported that persisted over a long 
time interval (Dowthwaite et all 1984). Fazio et al. (1972) 
reported the detection of a flux from the Nebula at the 
3 ~ level at energies of 3x1011eV; there was no evidence of 
periodic emissions on any time scale during the three years 
of observations. Mukanov (1983) has reported the detection 
of gamma 'rays at energies > 2xlOJ.2eV at the 4.5 cr level 
from the vicinity of the Crab Nebula; since fast timing was 
not employed, it was not possible to tell if any, or all, of 
this flux was pulsed. 

Here we report a new measurement of very high energy gamma 
rays from the Crab Nebula using the imaging system on 
the Whipple Observatory 10m reflector. 

2. Observations. All of the observations were made with 
the full 37 element camera. The camera and operating 
procedure have been described elsewhere (this conference, 
OG 9.5-4). Only data taken on clear nights were accepted 
for this analysis; atmospheric and system stability were 
checked by comparing the minute-by-minute counting rates in 
each run. The observations were taken during the dark 
periods of Nov-Dec 1983, Jan-Feb, Oct-Nov 1984 and Jan-Feb 
1985. 

3. Results. In its simplest interpretation, the imaging 
detector can be considered as a single channel atmospheric 
Cherenkov detector and used to compare the total number of 
events ON and OFF the source. The total number of ON events 
was 329,169 and OFF was 328,236; the difference ~933 (or l.lr 

where cr = rON + OFF) is not signif icant. Future analysis 
will make fuller use of the imaging properties of the 
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detector but the analysis presented here uses a very simple
imaging algorithm. To eliminate events close to the

detector threshold (particularly in the 1983/4 observing
season when the trigger was any one tube of the inner seven)

only those events whose total measured signal (all tubes)

was > 90 photoelectrons were considered. Because the early
simulations had indicated that gamma-ray showers might be

smaller in angular extent than the measured background
proton shower images, a selection was made based on the

fraction of the light contained in the two highest pixels

r = (pl+P2)/total_ With r > 0.75, this selec-
tion rejects 99% of the events at the zenith and 97% at a

zenith angle of 450 (figure l(a)). The distribution of

events with r is shown in fiqure l(b).
.selected

_ncut

(a) (b)

I l l J I

ITf+
. CONCENT_TION _TIO, r.

30 _0 50 60 T0 80 Fig. 1 (a)Rate v. elev.
ELEVATION _G_ (degrees)

(b) distribution of r.

When applied to all the above data, this selection
corresponds to 8415 ON, 7709 OFF for a difference of +708 or

+5.6_ . This is one of the most statistically significant
detections of gamma rays at energies accessible to
ground-based detection techniques from any source. Its
interpretation is considered below.

To determine the optimum value of r, Table 1 shows how
the signal level varies as a function of r and shower size.
As these data represent a mixture of somewhat different

operating conditions (inparticular different triggering

criteria), some caution must be exercised in interpreting

Table i. It is apparent however that, for this data sample,
the choice of r > 0.75, size > 90 p.e. was close to optimum
and this value has been used in the analysis of data from
other sources (OG 2.2-9, 2.7-3, 2.1-11, and 2.4-4).

_J

Size > 90 p.e. r>0.65 r>0.75 r>0.85

1983/4 1/7 +4.43_ +5.24_ +4.48_
1984/5 2/19 +4.16_ +3.48 _ +4.06_
Size > 150 p.e.

1983/4 1/7 +3.25_ +3.89 _ +3.07_
1984/5 2/19 +3.56_ +1.66_ +1.73_
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When applied to all the above data, this selection 
corresponds to 8415 ON, 7709 OFF for a difference of +708 or 
+5.6~ This is one of the most statistically significant 
detections of gamma rays at energies accessible to 
ground-based detection techniques from any source. Its 
interpretation is considered below. 

To determine the optimum value of r, Table 1 shows how 
the signal level varies as a function of r and shower size. 
As these data represent a mixture of somewhat different 
operating conditions (in particular different triggering 
criteria), some caution must be exercised in interpreting 
Table 1. It is apparent however that, for this data sample, 
the choice of r > 0.75, size> 90 p.e. was close to optimum 
and this value has been used in the analysis of data from 
other sources (uG 2.2-9, 2.7-3, 2.1-11, and 2.4-4). 
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We have also examined the selected data for evidence of

monthly time variations such as those reported by Fazio et

al. (1972). Our results are consistent with a steady flux
during the period of the observations; there were no
reported pulse glitches during this time.

4. Periodicity Analysis. The angular resolution of the

technique is such that we cannot differentiate between gan_a
rays coming from the pulsar and the nebula on position

alone. A signal from the pulsar can be identified on the

i basis of its characteristic time signature. To link
observations in phase requires a well-determined pulsar

this available for the 1983/4 observation
emphemeris ; was

from radio observations at Jodrell Bank (A. Lyne, private
communication). A phase_analysis of the 1983/4 data shows
no evidence for pulsed emission in either the unselected
(raw) or selected data and indicates that less than 10% of

the observed flux is pulsed; hence the observed flux must

be associated with steady emission from the nebula. The

complete timing analysis has not yet been undertaken but it
should be possible to achieve a sensitivity Similar to
Dowthwaite et al. (1984).

5. _. Assuming a collection area of 1 x 104 m2
for selected events, the observed effect is 708 events in

2032 minutes of observations giving a flux of 6 x i0-ii
photons/cm2-s. The energy threshold is 400 GeV. Because

of uncertainties in the simulations, a factor of 2 uncer-
tainty in both energy and flux should be assumed. An

upper limit to the pulsed flux based on the 1983/4 data only
is <i.i x i0-ii photons/cm2-s.

In figure 2 the predicted gamma ray energy spectrum from the

Crab Nebula is plotted assuming an average magnetic field of
6xi0-4 gauss (Gould (1965); Rieke and Weekes (1969)). A
more rigorous calculation, which uses a radial model of the

field, is also shown (Grindlay and Hoffman, 1971). This
value agrees with the measurement of Fazio et al. (1972) but
is in disagreement with the measurement of Mukanov (1983).

The upper limit to the pulsar flux is not in conflict with

r the measurements of Dowthwaite et al. (1984).

I 6. Acknowledgement. This work is supported by the
U.S. Department of Energy, the Smithsonian Scholarly Studies

" Fund and the National Board of Science and Technology of
Ireland. We acknowledge the assistance of Kevin Harris in
making observations.
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We have also examined the selected data for evidence of 
monthly time variations such as those reported by Fazio et 
ale (1972). Our results are consistent with a steady flux 
during the period of the observations; there were no 
reported pulse glitches during this time. 

4. Periodicity Analysis. The angular resolution of the 
technique is such that we cannot differentiate between gan~a 
rays coming from the pulsar and the nebula on position 
alone. A signal from the pulsar Can be identified on the 
basis of its characteristic time signature. To link 
observations in phase requires a well-determined pulsar 
emphemeris; this was available for the 1983/4 observation 
from radio observations at JodIell Bank (A. Lyne, private 
communication). A phase:analysis of the 1983/4 data shows 
no evidence for pulsed emission in either the unselected 
(raw) or selected data and indicates that less than 10% of 
the observed flux is pulsed; hence the observed flux must 
be associated with steady emission from the nebula. The 
complete timing analysis has not yet been undertaken but it 
should be possible to achieve a sensitivity ~imilar to 
Dowthwaite et ale (1984). 

5. Discussion. Assuming a collection area of 1 x 104 m2 
for selected events, the observed effect is 708 events in 
2032 minutes of observations giving a flux of 6 x 10-11 
photons/cm2-s. The energy threshold is 400 GeV. Because 
of uncertainties in the ~imulations, a factor of 2 uncer- . 
tainty in both energy and flux should be assumed. An 
upper limit to the pulsed flux based on the 1983/4 data only 
is <1.1 x 10-11 photons/cm2-s. 

In figure 2 the predicted gamma ray energy spectrum from the 
Crab Nebula is plotted assuming an average magnetic field of 
6xlO-4 gauss (Gould (1965); Rieke and Weekes (1969». A 
more rigorous calculation, which uses a radial model of the 
field, is also shown (Grindlay and Hoffman, 1971). This 
value agrees with the measurement of Fazio et ale (1972) but 
is in disagreement with the measurement of Mukanov (1983). 
The upper limit to the pulsar flqx is not in conflict with 
the measurements of Dowthwaite et ale (1984). 
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Figure 2. Gamma-ray spectrum from Crab Nebula.
F=Fazio et al. (1972); M=Mukanov (1983). Ummarked

limits referenced in Mukanoy(1983)& Solid line from
Grindlay and Hoffman.1971, _=6.10"_; dotted line--
from X-raysynchrotron electrons.
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ABSTRACT

There are analyzed the arrival directions of much

po_or showers registr_ted in the Tien Sha_ experiment during

an effective running time about l_8.I0_h, lt is shown that

there is a significant excess of these showers from the di-

rection of Crs_b Nebula.

.... ,In, tro.duc t,;io, n

Recently there are some papers about the search of

gamma-quante flux from Crab Nebula,based on the Extensive

air showers dat_.0nly the Lodz group /I/ found a signifi-

* cant excess ( 5.5_) from Crab and the estimated flux is

F(>IO 16 eV) = 2.10 -13 cm -'2s-I

but the energy spectrum F(>Eo_)__ _Eo_'_becomes very
flat-

o_=O,4.The Aken_ array /2/ didn't find a: shower excess from

" Crab and _ave only the upper limits flux _I0-14-I0--I5cm--2_ I

for E_I015-10 I6 eV corresponding.H_vera_l Park g_ve
_blso

• a negative result and put the upper limits of the Crab flux

I(>IO I5 eV) = 2,6.I0 -'I3 cm -2s-I and I(>IO I6 eV) = 1,2.IO I5

cm--2_s-I /3/.The search wa,s carried _ut by mea_s of to t_l

intensity distribution _nalysis of showers.The analysis of

much-electron number relation, carried out by AKEN0,has

.. 
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ABSTRACT 

There are analyzed the arrival directions of muon 

pOlor showers registrwted in the Tien Shan experiment during 

an effective running time about I,8.I04h.lt is shown that 

there is a, significant excess 0,1' these showers from the di

rection of Craib Nebula. 

10 Introduction 

Recently there are some papers about the search of 

gamma .... quant8.1 flux from Crab Nebula,based on the Extensive 

air sho,wers data..Only the Lo,dz group /1/ found a signifi

cant excess ( S.sE) from Crab and the estimated flux is 

F(>IOI6 eV) = 2.10-13 cm--2s-1 

( ) -,r£ 
but the energy spectrum F >Eor rvEo!, becomes very fla,t-

oC=0,4.The Akeno arra:y /2/ didn't find a shower excess from 
-.I 4 -I5 --2-I Crab and gave only the upper limits f'luxrvIO -10 cm s 

IS 16 for EOOIO -IO eV corresponding.Havera;h Park gave also 

a negative result and put the upper limits of' the Crab flux 

I(>10 I5 eV) = 2,6.IO-1:3 cm- 2 s-1 and 1(>1016 eV) = I,Z.IO'I5 

cm-2's-I /3/ .The search' wa,s carried Gut by means of total 

intensity distribution ana,lysis of' showers.The ana;~ysis of' 

muon-electron number relation, carried out by AKENO,has 
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shown that there is no significant muon number increase in

showers from Cr_b region. It seems that this result is alre-

ady regular if we ta_e into account that the primary gamma-

quanta: flux is I02-IO 3 times smaller than the isotropic

flux of the primary charged particles.The search of prima-

ry gamma_quant_ flux /4/. •carried out with help of muon and

hadron poor shower selection registra_ted in the Tien Shah

experiment has shown that the rela.tive contribution of the

gamma-initia+ted sho_wers is (nr/np, A) = (2,53 .+- 0,83),I0 -3

by E o >_ IO I5 eV and the absolute flux intensity is

If (3,4 -+ 1,2)._0 -_3 cm-2s -_ /,4/'.

The correspo, ndent criteria_ for muon and hadron poorness of

showers were (_/N_)._0.II and (Eh_Ee)_< 0,02'.

However_the geometry of the ionization calorimeter ma-

kes the statistica,l ensemble too sma_ll_because the r_al so-

lid angle becomes sm_ller. If we t_ke into account the muon

criterion only, we can apply _ much bigger sensitive area

for the sho_wer selection.This selection condition gives the

possibility to reduce the b_ckground noise _IO 2' times_

though there is no. possibility fo>r _ full elimin_tlon of

normal showers.

2.Experiment and method •

In this analysis we set experiment_l da_ta registrated

by Tien Shs_n array since February 1974 till October 1982,

for an effective running time I_75. I04h. 7_5.105 showers
W

with sizes Ne>I,3.105 and axis,localyzed in the central

part IX_YI <Tin _f the installation are selected.The _ccur_-

/ '•
cy of the shower parameters estimation are _5,/.

At = I rain.

The coordinates (_, _) are c_lculated for e_ch sho--

wer.A further declina@ion band o.f 15 ° width arround the

Cr_b was considered.The I5 ° right ascension were chosen so
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shown that there is no signi:ficant muon number increase in 

showers f'rom Crab region.lt seems that this result is alre

ady regular i:f we take into account that the primary gamma

quanta, :flux is I02_ I03 times smaller than the isotropic 

:flux o:f the primary charged particles.The search o:f prima

ry gamma.-quanta. :flux L 41 caa:'ried out with help o:f muon and 

hadron po,or sho,wer selection registra,ted in the Tien Shan 

experiment has shown that the rela..tive contribution o:f the 

gamma-initia,ted sho,wers is (n.r/np,A) = (2,53 :t O,83).IO-3 

by Eo ~ lOIS eV and the absolute :flux intensity is 

-2 -I cm s [4[. 

The co·rrespo,ndent cri teria, :for muon and hadron poorness o:f 

showers were (~/Nf')~ ° .II and (Eh/'Ee)~ 0,02. 

However,the geometry o:f the ionization calorimeter ma

kes the statistical ensemble too small, because the real so

lid angle becomes smaJ.ler.I:f we take into account the muon 

criterion only,we can apply a much bigger sensitive area. 

:fo·r the sho;wer selection.This selection condition gives the 
2' possibility to reduce the background noise .-vIO times, 

though there is no, possibility :foir a :full elimination o:f 

normal showers. 

2.ExReriwent and method 

In this analysis we set experimental da,ta registr81ted 

by Tien Shan array since February 1974 till October 1982, 

:for an e:f:fective running time I,75.I04h. 7,S.IO S showers 

with si.zes Ne > I,3.IOS and aXis,localyzed in the central 

part /x,Y/ <. 7m o:f the instSJJ.lation are selected.The accura

cy o:f the shower parameters estimation are ls[: 

[G'x,6'y]~O, . .5m; %.-"3 0 ;Gt~IOO ;(GHe~)"'I5% ;(G'~/~) 430% 

At = I min. 

The coordina,tes (cL, S) are calculated :for each sho

wer.A :further declination band o,:f ISO width arround the 

Crab was considered. The 15° right ascension were chosen so 
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that the Crab position remains in the middle of the inter-

val.

Two_ distribution types are analyzed:I) all showers di-

stribution n_(_),and 2) muon poor shower distribution _(_].

Assuming a good isotropy of "all showers" distribution the-

re was analyzed the rel_tion _=in_(_)/'nt(_)l,This
method

gives a possibility to eliminate the influence @f expositi-.

on differences in the right ascension interval.The criteri-

on (N_F/N_)__. O, II fo,r muon poor showers /_/ w_s used in the
-u --

form ___T,where _ is the number o.f the rea_l registra_ted

muo.ns with E_ >5 GeV by the detector with sensitive ares_

abo,ut 45 m2'.

3,Results and discussions

Two groups of EAS with sizes Ne>_l,78.105 and with

Ne>_3,2!.IO 5 were selected.The "all sh@wers" distribution

shows no significant excess in the region of the Crab Nebu-

l_.However, the muon poor showers selection leads a signifi-

cant anisotropy from the Cr_b direction for the two these

intervals. _Crab_4_for Ne>_l,18.105 and _Cr_b = 4,2._ for

Ne>.3,2.10 5 /fig.l_ and Ib/.

The co.rrespo.ndent estimated

[61 [7.1 a energy thresholds are:

al _ Eoz= (_ + 8).1014 eV. The
0
-f lower limits were obtained

for pure electromagnetic

for norm_l showers from pri-

n marieswith -0.The obtai-
• _- 2 ned gamma-fluxes from the

0 --- Crsb Nebula: are:

.............. __............... _.L I_(>3,5.I0 I4 eV)=(2,a--.O,S)x-- -
4 6 It 16 aO o_ xlO -I_ cm-2s -I and

I¥(>5, 5.1014 eV) = (I,9+-0,7).i0-13 cm-2s-I
As it is shown in /4/, the muon poorness criterion only

.. 

.. 

• 
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that the Crab position remains in the middle of the inter-

val. 

Two) distribution types are analyzed:I) all showers di

stribution n-b(J.) , and 2) muon poor shower distribution n.r(ol). 

Assuming a good isotropy of "aLlI showers" distribution the

re was analyzed the rela.tion rc=Ln,,(oL)/nt(o£.)1.This method 

gives a possibility to eliminate the influence of' exposi ti-, 

on differences in the right ascension interval.The cri~eri

on (~r/~):::' 0, II fo,r muon poor showers /4/ was used in the 

form \'Yl)4~I,where »1)4 is the number o:f the reaJ. registra,ted 

muo,ns with Eft >5 GeV by the detector with sensitive areal. 

aboiut 45 m2,. 

3.Results and discussions 

Two groups of EAS with sizes Ne ~ I, 78.105 and wi th 

Ne~3,.2.I05 were selected.The "aLlI showers" distribution 

sho,ws no, signi:ficant excess in the region of' the Crab Nebu-

I a.. However, the muon poor showers selection leads a, signi:fi-

cant anisotropy from the Crab direction f'or the two these 

intervals: ~crab~45:for Ne~I,,8.I0.5 and ~cra.b = 4,2.~ for 

Ne ~3, 2.105 /fig.la; and Ib/. 
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The co'rrespo·ndent estimated 

energy thresholds are: 

Eo ( = ( 2~,.5 -:0' 5). 1014 eV and 

Eoz= (4 + 8) .10
14 

eV. The 

lower limits were obtained 

:for pure electromagnetic 

cascades, the upper limits 

:fo:([' no'rmaJ; showers f'rom pri

maries with A=10.The obtai

ned gamma-fluxes :from the 

Craib Nebula are: 

L_ ... -i _____ .'-- _ .l ____ -L ___ ---L-____ ---L I r ( >3,5.10
14 

eV)= (2', 8:!:0, 8)x 
4 8 12 16 20 dCh] xIO-I3 cm -2s -I and 

As 
I y (>5,5. I 0 14 eV) = (I,9't0,7).IO-,I3 cm-2s-1 

it is shown in /41, the muon poorness criterion only 
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gives a possibility to, estimate the upper limit _f the gam-

ma-flux intensity from the source.

If we extrapolate the gamma-flux energy spectrum from

the Crab obt&ined in low energy experiments /6/ /fig.2/

_(>Er)[c_'] (bl_ck points :small-results

_06 from optical Cerenkov Light

".. experiments /7/; big-our re-
%

\\
,_ \ sults;A-/2/_ HP-/3/; L-/I/;

\ F-/7/; D-.18/ ),it is seen\
\

that the obtained absolute
%

• intensity of gamma-flux\

• •• %\ from the Crab Nebula in the
| • \

x _ L energy region IOI4-IO I5 eV

f6_ \ :_ the results of direct mea-

J ._,_, surements.

foe ' fO '° ' /Ofz ' /0" ,0 f6 Er[eVI
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VERY HIGH ENERGY GAMMA RAYS FROM THE CRAB PULSAR

O. T. TSmer, W. A. Wheaton I, C. P. Godfrey2_ and R. C. Lamb 3

IGPP, University of California, _iverside, CA 92521

IjPL, Cal. Inst. Tech, 4800 Oak Grove Dr., MS 169/327, Pasadena, CA 91103

2Missouri Western St. Colle_e, 4525 Downs Dr., St. Joseph, MO 64507

3Dept. of Physics, Iowa St. University, Ames, IA 50011

ABSTRACT

Observations of the Crab pulsar using the atmospheric Cerenkov

technique were conducted for 22 hours on Sept.-Oct. 1984. The

light curve obtained shows a single peak at approximately the

position of the expected main peak with a significance level of

3.2a. The pulsed flux above 200 GeV is 2.5±0.8xi0 -II cm-2s -I.

I. Introduction. Observations of the Crab pulsar (PSR 0531+21) at

energies above I00 GeV have been attempted for more than 15 years, with

mixed results. Some authors have reported upper limits; others have

reported values for a pulsed flux with, however, conflicting evidence in

regard to the shape of the light curve. A recent and, in some respects,

the most convincing case for a pulsed flux has been presented by the

Durham Group (I). Their light curve for energies above 1,000 GeV shows a

single, narrow peak at the position of the main peak seen at other wave-

lengths, at a significance level of better than 4_.

In this paper we present the results of 22 hrs. of observation in

1982 of the Crab pulsar using the atmospheric Cerenkov technique. The

light curve obtained shows a single peak at approximately the position of

the expected main peak with a significance level of 3.2u. The peak is

substantially broader than observed by reference (i). This may be

related to our somewhat lower threshold of energy of 200 GeV.
4

2. Observations. The JPL solar energy mirrors at Edwards Air Force

Base, California, a dry desert location at an elevation of 0.7 km and

35 ° N latitude were used for these observations (2). The two II m

diameter, 6.6 m focal length mirrors were separated by 24 m approximately

on a north-south line. The image of a point source was observed to be

approximately 6-8 cm in diameter. The tracking of point sources by the
mirrors was accurately calibrated and monitored each night by aligned

television cameras, one on each mirror, which recorded the images of

stars as faint as fourth magnitude.

These observations were carried out in a tracking mode (2). Two PM

tubes were placed at the focus of each mirror offset from one another

by 3° in azimuth and offset from the mirror's principal axis by 1.5 °.

One channel looked at the source region and the other at a background

region. The role of signal and background channels were interchanged

every hour.

.. 

.. 
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ABSTRACT 

Observations of the Crab pulsar using the atmospheric Cerenkov 
technique were conducted for 22 hours on Sept.-Oct. 1984. The 
light curve obtained shows a single peak at approximately the 
position of the expected main peak with a significance level of 
3.20. The pulsed flux·above 200 GeV is 2.5±0.8x10-11 cm-2s- l • 

1. Introduction. Observations of the Crab pulsar (PSR 0531+21) at 
energies above 100 GeV have been attempted for more than 15 years, with 
mixed results. Some authors have reported upper limits; others have 
reported values for a pulsed flux with, however, conflicting evidence in 
regard to the shape of the light curve. A recent and, in some respects, 
the most convincing case for a pulsed flux has been presented by the 
Durham Group (1). Their light curve for energies above 1,000 GeV shows a 
single, narrow peak at the position of the main peak seen at other wave
lengths, at a significance level of better than 40. 

In this paper we present the results of 22 hrs. of observation in 
1982 of the Crab pulsar using the atmospheric Cerenkov technique. The 
light curve obtained shows a single peak at approximately the position of 
the expected main peak with a significance level of 3.20. The peak is 
substantially broader than observed by reference (1). This may be 
related to our somewhat lower threshold of energy of 200 GeV • 

2. Observations. The JPL solar energy mirrors at Edwards Air Force 
Base, California, a dry desert location at an elevation of 0.7 km and 
35° N latitude were used for these observations (2). The two 11 m 
diameter, 6.6 m focal length mirrors were separated by 24 m approximately 
on a north-south line. The image of a point source was observed to be 
approximately 6-8 cm in diameter. The tracking of point sources by the 
mirrors was accurately calibrated and monitored each night by aligned 
television cameras, one on each mirror, which recorded the images of 
stars as faint as fourth magnitude • 

These observations were carried out in a tracking mode (2). Two PM 
tubes were placed at the focus of each mirror offset from one another 
by 3° in azimuth and offset from the mirror's principal axis by 1.5°. 
One channel looked at the source region and the other at a background 
region. The role of signal and background channels were interchanged 
every hour. 
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The four pulse heights, four time differences and the universal time

to the nearest 0.I msec were recorded on magnetic tape via CAMAC

electronics. Constant fraction discriminators were used to improve the

time resolution. The dynamic range of the pulse height spectra was

more than 100 for each of the PM tubes. Singles rates for each of the

four PM tubes were also recorded on magnetic tape, along with coincidence

rates of the source and background channels and delayed coincidences,
effectlvely monitoring the accldentals. This information was useful in

determining whether suspected transient phenomena were real or spurious.

This detector was used to observe Cygnus X-3 (3,4,5) and the Crab

pulsar (6). The data for the Crab were obtained during September and

October 1982. The total observation time was 16 days. Of these, one was

over-cast, three were cloudy and on four only a single mirror was opera-

tlonal. From the remaining eight good days, 22 September was discarded

as there was a 7 msec glitch in the atomic clock sometime during the day.
Two of the data runs on 23 September were rejected due to a 0.4 ° discre-

pancy in the tracking of the source. This left six good days in October

(12-16, 19 October 1982) and one run on 23 September for the analysis.

3. Data Analysis. Four cuts were applied _o discriminate against

background. The first required that corresponding PM tubes in each

mirror have a signal above threshold. This established that only coln-

cident data were analyzed. The second cut, at a pulse height

corresponding to about 200 GeV, defined the lower energy threshold of the

detector. The third cut of ±2ns was applied to the time difference bet-

ween the pulses received by the two mirrors to eliminate accidental coin-

cidences. This time difference corresponds to approximately ±3 °

variation in the direction of the incoming signal. The fourth cut

exploited a significant difference between the proton and gamma induced

Cerenkov radiation. The VHE gamma ray induced Cerenkov light distribu-

tion on the ground is approximately uniform over a diameter of more than

I00 meters but the corresponding distribution for proton induced showers

is more strongly varying with radial position on the ground. This dif-
ference has motivated a pulse height difference cut. The normalized dif-

ference in pulse height may be written as: (PHI-PH2)/(PHI+PH2), where

PHI and PH2 are the pulse heights in the corresponding PM tubes in the

mirrors 1 and 2 respectively. A histogram of this function varied bet- ,
ween -I and +I and showed a broad peak around zero. A cut of ±0.4 was

applied around the peak so that events with approximately equal pulse

height in both mirrors were selected and analyzed. The value of this cut

parameter is not critical, however this cut does significantly improve °

the pulsed signal. Without this last cut the evidence for the pulsed
flux would have been at approximately the 2_ level.

The time for each event has been converted from UTC to Barycenter

Corrected Universal Time using the MIT solar system ephemeris (7). We

have used an accurate radio ephemeris (8) to assign an absolute phase to
each _ event. A phase diagram with bin positions chosen to allow com-

parison with the COS-B data (9) (Fig. la) appears in Figure I.
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The four pulse heights, four time differences .and the universal time 
to the nearest 0.1 msec were recorded on magnetic tape via CAMAC 
electronics. Constant fraction discriminators were used to improve the 
time resolution. The dynamic range of the pulse height spectra was 
more than 100 for each of the PM tubes. Singles rates for each of the 
four PM tubes were also recorded on magnetic tape, along with coincidence 
rates of the source and background channels and delayed coincidences, 
effectively monitoring the accidentals. This information was useful in 
determining whether suspected transient phenomena were real or spurious. 

This detector was used to observe Cygnus X-3 (3,4,5) and the Crab 
pulsar (6). The data for the Crab were obtained during September and 
October 1982. The total observation time was 16 days. Of these, one was 
over-cast, three were cloudy and on four only a single mirror was opera
tional. From the remaining eight good days, 22 September was discarded 
as there was a 7 msec gUtch in the atomic clock sometime during the day. 
Two of the data runs on 23 September were rejected due to a 0.4 0 discre
pancy in the tracking of the source. This left six good days in October 
(12-16, 19 October 1982) and one run on 23 September for the analysis. 

3. Data Analysis. Four cuts were applied to discriminate against 
background. The first required that corresponding PM tubes in each 
mirror have a signal above threshold. This established that only coin
cident data were analyzed. The second cut, at a pulse height 
corresponding to about 200 GeV, defined the lower energy threshold of the 
detector. The third cut of ±2ns was applied to the time difference bet
ween the pulses received by the two mirrors to eliminate accidental coin
cidences. This time difference corresponds to approximately ±3° 
variation in the direction of the incoming signal. The fourth cut 
exploited a significant difference between the proton and gamma induced 
Cerenkov radiation. The VHE gamma ray induced Cerenkov light distribu
tion on the ground is approximately uniform over a diameter of more than 
100 meters but the corresponding distribution for proton induced showers 
is more strongly varying with radial position on the ground. This dif
ference has motivated a pulse height difference cut. The normalized dif
ference in pulse height may be written as: (PH1-PH2)/(PH1+PH2), where 
PH1 and PH2 are the pulse heights in the corresponding PM tubes in the 
mirrors 1 and 2 respectively. A histogram of this function varied bet
ween -1 and +1 and showed a broad peak around zero. A cut of ±0.4 was 
applied around the peak so that events with approximately equal pulse 
height in both mirrors were selected and analyzed. The value of this cut 
parameter is not critical, however this cut does significantly improve 
the pulsed signal. Without this last cut the evidence for the pulsed 
flux would have been at approximately the 20 level. 

The time for each event has been converted from UTC to Barycenter 
Corrected Universal Time using the MIT solar system ephemeris (7). We 
have used an accurate radio ephemeris (8). to assign an absolute phase to 
each' event. A phase d1.agram with bin· positions chosen to allow com
parison with the COS-B data (9) (Fig. 1a) appears in Figure 1. 
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3. Results. Thereare 12,466 coin-

Z I I J cidence events in the light curve. The

0 _ expected number of events, for the two

_L_I00 bins on either side of the expectedmain peak .position based on the 4,876
o. events between phase 0.5 and 0.9 for
co

which the COS-B data suggest no gamma
ray emission, is 2,438. We see a total

_ of 2,640 which an excess of at
60 is 202

__ the position of the main pulse similarto the results Of Dowthwalte et al.

(I). The significance of the peak is

3 20 about 3.2_ using the llkellhood ratiotu
O method (I0). There is no evidence for

t an interpulse, in agreement with (I).

Z COS-B (9) reported an interpulse/maln
Z pulse ratio decreasing 1976 to 1981.

The Strength calculated by applying the

ew convention used in (!), of the effect
to at the main pulse (2,640) is 1.7%±0.5%,
O. 1500 - about seven times stronger than their

CO signal strength. There is some cri-
b- dence that the strength of the pulsedZ
to T emission was not constant during our

> _ observation. The main pulse is found

to
to be broader than that reported in

u_ 1200O (I). This may be related to our lower

(_ threshold energy 200 GeV.
Z l t

The results were checked to see
0 0.5

whether the excess counts in the main

PHASE pulse were concentrated in the source
direction. Light curves were plotted

Fig. 1 (a) The average light for different arrival directions of the
curve for I00 MeV gamma rays events with the same ±2 nsec time dif-

emitted by PSR 0531+21 (9). ference window. The ratio of the
(b) The light curve for coin- pulsed to background counts decreased

cident events recorded from rapidly when direction of acceptance
PSR 0531+21 in September and varied beyond I° from the true source

October 1982. The background direction. We have also performed an
level calculated from phases identical and simultaneous pulse analy-

0.5 to 0.9. sis for the background channel, and no
. significant peaks were seen.

The total duration of observation was 7.99x104 seconds and the total

effective area the detector sampled was approximately 108 cm2. If we

accept the pulsed component as the single main pulse, this excess consti-
tutes a tlme-averaged pulsed flux of (2.5±0.8)xi0 -It cm-2sec -I above 200

GeV. The error quoted is purely statlstical; systematic errors in the
flux and energy threshold are estimated to be a factor of two. The

energy spectrum of gamma rays from Crab pulsar (PSR 0531+21) over the
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Fig. 1 (a) The average light 
curve for 100 MeV gamma rays 
emitted by PSR 0531+21 (9). 
(b) The light curve for coin
cident events recorded from 
PSR 0531+21 in September and 
October 1982. The background 
level calculated from phases 
0.5 to 0.9. 
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3. Results. There 'are 12,466 coin
cidence events in the light curve. The 
expected number of events, for the two 
bins on either side of the expected 
main peak ~ position based on the 4,876 
events between phase 0.5 and 0.9 for 
which the COS-B data suggest no gamma 
ray emission, is 2,438. We see a tota,l 
of 2,640 which is an excess of 202 at 
the position of the main pulse similar 
to the results 6f Dowthwaite et al. 
(1) • The significance of the peak is . 
about 3.2a using the likelihood ratio' 
method (10). There is no evidence for 
an interpulse, in agreement with (1). 
COS-B (9) reported an interpulse/main 
pulse ratio decreasing 1976 to 1981. 
The strength calculated by applying the 
convention used in (1), of the effect 
at the main pulse (2,640) is 1.7%±0.5%, 
about . seven times stronger than their 
signal strength. There is some evi
dence that the strength of the pulsed 
emission was not constant during our 
observation. The main pulse is found 
to be broader than that reported in 
(1). This may be related to our lower 
threshold energy 200 GeV • 

The results were checked to see 
whether the excess counts in the main 
pulse were concentrated in the source 
direction. Light curves were plotted 
for different arrival directions of the 
events with the same ±2 nsec time dif
ference window. The ratio of the 
pulsed to background counts decreased 
rapidly when direction of acceptance 
varied beyond 1 0 from the true source 
direction. We have also performed an 
identical and simultaneous pulse analy
sis for the background channel, and no 
significant peaks were seen. 

The total duration of observation was 7.99xl04 seconds and the total 
effective area the detector sampled was approximately 108 cm2 • If we 
accept the pulsed component as the single main pulse, this excess consti
tutes a time-averaged pulsed flux of (2.5±0.8)x10-11 cm-2sec-1 above 200 
GeV. The error quoted is purely statistical; systematic errors in the 
flux and energy threshold are estimated to be a factor of two. The 
energy spectrum of gamma rays from Crab pulsar (PSR 0531+21) over the 
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range 1-10 4 GeV is shown in Figure 2. We include, in addition to the

present result, values for the previously published fluxes, but not

upper limits. This result with

.-. _u I ' I _ I - others in the energy spectrum con-

T __ firms the existing view that the

_ spectrum must steepen in the region

I0-7 -- between the balloon-borne gas

T . Cerenkov detector results (below I0

_ GeV) and those from ground-based
I \
E _, atmospherle Cerenkov experiments

i0-9 -- , - (above I00 GeV).
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MICROBURSTS DF TeV GAMMA RAYS FRDM THE CRAB PULSAR

P. R. Vishwanath, P. N. Bhat, S.K. Gupta, P.V. Ramana Murthy
and B. V. Sreekantan

Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay 400 005
India

Oata_on_Crab pulsar from atmospheric Cerenkov array at Ooty have

shown emission of TeV gamma rays in the form of microbursts. These are

series of events which are.unusually closely spaced in time with time

separations of less than 1.5 milliseconds. The phasogram of events in

the bursts when analysed with Crab pulsar period shows significant

peaks. These peaks have been seen in the data of 1979-80,80-81, and

82-83. The 82-83 data further show that the signal is at the same

absolute phase as the radio peak. Monte Carlo calculations show that

the probability of peaks being due to chance is very small. In 84-85,

the array was split and operated at two sites separated from each

other by ii Km. As described in our paper BG 3.4-101 , one array was

entirely with smaller mirrors and the other was entirely with larger

mirrors and thus the two arrays had different thresholds. Furthermore,

half of the array with larger mirrors was made to track a direction

8° S from that of Crab. The mean trigger rate of the small mirror

array was about 125/minute and that of the large mirror array was

about 280/minute. The amount of data where there is overlap in the

observation between the two sites is about 20 hours. The pulsar

elements (contemporaneous with our experiment) derived from radio

observation were supplied to us by Dr. A. G. Lyne (Jordell Bank,U.K.).

These elements were used by us to obtain the pulsar phasograms from

our data. Apart from results on bursts, we will also present time

averaged phasograms for the Crab pulsar from the two arrays.
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SECONDARY PERIODICITIES OF MICROBURSTS OF TeV GAMMA
RAYS FROM THE CRAB PULSAR

P. R. Vishwanath, P.N. Bhat, S. K. Gupta and P. V.Ramana Murthy
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research,Bombay 400005

India

Observations were made during the past several years on the Crab

pulsar using the Ooty atmospheric Cerenkov array with the aim of

detecting possible emission of ultra high energy gamma rays by the

pulsar; for adescription or the array, see Bhat et al1. During the

course of these observations, we round that the Crab pulsar emits

TeV gamma rays in bursts or short duration; see Vishwanath et al2.

The microbursts of TeV gamma rays from the Crab pulsar, which were

seen in the data of at least three years, also reveal interesting

secondary periodicities.

It had been noticed at first that some bursts could be connected

with the others that occurred during,the same night or during the next

two nights with integral number or cycles of period 43 ± 1 minutes.

Ten possible periods in the vicinity of 43 minutes were determined

for all the combinations of bursts for each year. The best values or

periods thus obtained were different From year to year. But when,

instead of the real time, the number of Crab cycles elapsed between

the bursts was used as the unit or time, two values of burst periods -

77460 and 77770 Crab cycles - were round to be significant in the data

of at least two years. A Monte Carlo simulation using 1500 trial

periods chosen randomly within _ 3 minutes of the original burst

period did not reveal any value of the period as significant.

At shorter interburst separations, there seems to be a periodi-c1

city of iI Crab cycles. The reduced _ (NDF = 9) when plotted as a

function of trial period (in units of Crab cycles) peaks at a value

of 2.2 at ii cycles when a burst period range of 4 to 15 cycles is

considered. Further, there is no such peaking observed when real

time instead of Crab cycles is used to define the period.

References
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DETECTION OF GAMMA-RAY LINES FROM THE DIRECTION OF THE CRAB NEBULA

A. Owens

Dept. of Physics, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland Ohio 44016 U.S.A.

R.M. Myers and M.G. Thompson

Department of Physics, Durham University, South Road, Durham, DHI 3LE U.K.

ABSTRACT

The Crab Nebula and its associated pulsar NP0531+21 were observed during a
balloon flight of the Durham MK1 high resolution spectrometer on June 6 1981.
The data indicate two significant line features of energies of 404.7 and 1049.8
keV with intensities of (7.2 ± 2.1) x 10-3 and (2.0 ± 0.5) x I0-2s-I. After

subtracting instrumental resolution, the widths of these lines were determined to

be (3.5 ± 1.4) keV and (6.3 ± 1.6) keV at 40_.7 and 1049.8 keV respectively. A

third line at 78.8 keV was detected as a transient event with a peak intensity
of (1.1 ± 0.3) x 10-2 photons cm-2s -| and a width <1.5 keV. A cross correlation
analysis of the data shows that all three line features are consistent with a
point source located at the Crab.

I. Introduction During the past few years there have been several reports of
gamma-ray line emission from the Crab. In a series of papers Jacobson and
collaborators reported the detection of several lines from the Crab Nebula

region. Four transient lines at energies 0.41, 1.79, 2.22, 5.95 MeV were

observed without any detectable continuum (Jacobson et al. 1978). A possible

line feature around 73 keV was also reported byLing et al. (1979) from analysis
of the same data. Confirmation of this line was provided by Stickman et al.

(1982) and Manchanda et al. (1982) although the centre energy appears to be
variable. This line is generally attributed to cyclotron emission in the
intense magnetic field close to the pulsar.

Leventhal et al. (1977) report the detection of a line centred at 400

keV during a balloon flight in May 1976. They interpret the origin of this line
to be gravitationally redshifted annihilation radiation. Apparent confirmation
of this line was provided (albeit with small statistical significance)by _oshincri

et al. (1977) during a balloon flight in September 1979.

It should be pointed out that there have been many contemporary
observations that have failed to detect llne emission (Mahoney et al. 1984
and references therein).

2. Instrument and Observation The spectrometer consists of an 86 cm3 Ge(HP)
crystal, actively shielded from below and on the sides by 12.5 cm of NaI(TE)

(Ayre et al. 1983). The beam sensitivity pattern is defined by a 15 cm thick
right-cyllnderical NaI(T£) collimator having a geometric FWHM angular aperture
of 4.8 °. The instrument has a spectral resolution of 1.5 keV FWHM at 400 keV
and covers the energy range 50 keV to 10 MeV,

The Crab Nebula was observed from 17.01 to 21.52 UT during a balloon
flight from Palestine texas on June 6 1981. A total source exposure of 54294.2
cm2s was obtained at 400 keV.

3. Results After correcting for instrumental and atmospheric effects, the
total Crab spectrum incident on the top of the atmosphere is shown in Figure I.
A best fit Dower law to the data points yielded dN(E)/dE = (8.6 ± 3.4) x 10-4
(E/80)-2"5+2"7-1.2 photons cm-_s-lkeV -I compatible with previous measurements.
Also shown in Figure I is the spectrum of the associated pulsar NP0531+21 which

was obtained from a superimposed epoch scan of all gamma-ray events in the ener_
range 50 keV to 2500 keV. The pulsation period derived from the present measur_
ments was 33.258436 ms.
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3. Results After correcting for instrumental and atmospheric effects, the 
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A best fit power law to the data points yielded dN(E)/dE = (8.6 ± 3.4) x 10-4 
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range 50 keV to 2500 keV. The pulsation period derived from the present measur~ 
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A computer search for spectral features in the total Crab gamma-ray
spectrum located six lines having a significance in the detected flux of > 3o

and a width commeasurable with the instrumental energy resolution. Of these six
lines, three can be dismissed by confidence arguments which are described in

detail in Ayre et al. (1983). The properties of the remaining lines, at
energies 78.8, 404.7 and 1049.8 keV, are given in Table I. The line at 78.8
keV was detected at the 4.1o level only in the last third of the data corres-

ponding to a confidence level of 99.5% for source variability at this energy.
It is unfortunate that the observation ended before any conclusion could be

drawn about the shape of the light curve or when it reached maximum intensity.
Both the intensities of the 40_.7 and 1049.8 keV lines are consistent with a

constant mean rate throughout the 5 hour period of the observation. Figure 2
shows the count rate profile of each candidate line after background subtraction
as a function of energy. The dashed line on each profile represents a best fit
least squares function plus a Gaussian peak. The derived widths and centroid

energies are given in Table I. An attempt to determine if any of these lines

were pulsed at the pulsar frequency was inconclusive due to timing uncertainties
and poor statistics.

The observation employed a raster scan technique which covered right
ascensions and declinations within ±5° of the target. The detected events for
each orientation of the spectrometer axis were projected onto the celestial
sphere and converted into 'on axis' counting rates. A cross correlation

analysis was applied to the data. At each position r on the sky the correlation
function C(r) and its associated standard deviation, o, were calculated for an
assumed source located at r. The results are shown in Figure 3. The contours

represent those positions where the function C(r)/o has constant integer values.
A best fit aperture response function indicated that all three lines are
consistent with a point source located at the Crab. The dashed line on each

contour corresonds to the FWHM aperture at that energy.

4. Discussion If the 405 keV line is interpreted as redshifted annihilation

radiation then the present result indicates that _ 1042 positrons s-I must be

annihilating into 511 keV photons near the neutron stars surface assuming
isotropic emission. The derived redshift of the llne is 0.26 suggesting an

implied mass for the pulsar of 1.4 to 2.1M ,dependlng on the equation of state.
The apparent variability of the redshift from 0.28 in 1976 (Leventhal et al.

1977) to 0.26 in 1981 is regarded as significant, since constant monitoring of

background lines in both experiments rule out systematic errors in energy
calibration. It has been previously suggested (Lingenfelter et al. 1981) that

the 400 keV feature detected by Leventhal et al. from the general direction of
the Crab may be variable emission from the same source as the June 10 1974

transient event observed by Jacobson et al. (1978). The two experiments had

overlapping fields of view and the indentification of the lines implied
essentially the same neutron star mass. The cross correlation analysis of the

present data strongly suggests that the transient event observed by Jacobson
et al. cannot originate from the same source since the Crab was out of their
field of view.

Assuming the 78.8 keV line is due to cyclotron emission, then the ®
derived redshift would imply production in a magnetic field of strength

8.6 x 1012 gauss. A relativistic quantum mechanical treatment might enhance
this value by a factor of two (Brecher and Ulmar, 1978). Since AE/E = AB/B,
magnetic inhomogeneitles must be < 1.9% which indicates that the emission

cannot take place over an extended region. Further for a dipole field (B=R-3)

it follows that for R = 10km, the radial extent of the emission region is
< 63 meters.

The 1049.8 keV line has not been seen before and there is no obvious
mechanism for producing a line at this energy. If the effect is real then the
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narrow width and high luminosity would suggest production at the pulsar itself.

Re might at first thought invoke single photon annihilation (Daugherty and
Bussard, 1980) but the narrow width and the relative intensity of the 405 keV
llne would rule out the possibility. Clearly conflr_tion of this feature is
required.
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narrow width and high luminosity would suggest production at the pulsar itself. 
One might at first thought invoke single photon annihilation (Daugherty and 
Bussard, 1980) but the narrow width and the relative intensity of the 405 keV 
line would rule out the possibility. Clearly confirmation of this feature is 
required. 
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Figure 1. The total Crab and 
PSR0531+21 photon spectra 
measured on June 6 1981. The 
solid line through the Crab 
data points represents a best 
fit power law, i.e; 

dN(E)/dE = (8.6 + 3.4) x 10-4 

2 5+2.7 
(E/80)- . -1.2 photons cm-2 

s -1 keV- 1• 

Figure 2. Line profiles of the three 
line features after correcting for the 
background. The dashed line on each 
profile is a best fit polynomial plus 
a Gaussian peak. 



Centroid Energy* Position** Error Radius Flux -2 -I Width*** Luminosity****
KeY RA Dec. Degrees Photons cm s keY erg s-I

50 - 350 83.5 20.7 0;4 0.12 + 0.03 - 1.1 x 1037
78.8 + 0.2 85.3 20.8 0.4 (1.1 + 0.3_x 10-2 <1.5 6.5 x 1035
40.4.7:1:0.7 84.1 21.7 1.0 (7.2 + 2.1) x lO-3 3.5 + 1.4 2.1 x 1036
1049.8 :i: 0.8 84.2 21.0 0.5 (2.0 + 0.5) x 10 -2 6.3 :f: 1.6 1.5 x 1037

2
* Errors calculated by X m_n + I, i.e, single parameter determination
** Uncorrected for systematic errors in the orientation platform
*** Instrumental resolution subtracted

**** Assumed source distance 2 kpc

Peak flux observed in last subset of data with ton= 1572 and toff = 2020 sec.

Table I. Properties of the significant line features detected on June 6 1981 from the direction of the Crab Nebula.
The integral source flux 50 - 350 keV is shown for comparison.
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FiRure 3. gesults of a cross-correlat;-on analysis of the significant line features detected on June 6 1981. The
contours represent lo levels of the correlation function. The position of the Crab and the flaring x-ray source
A0535+26 are shown by the crosses and triangles respectively. The circles represent the centroids of a best fit
aperture response function to the data. The dashed c_-rcles represent the _ aperture at each energy. Note the
positions of each of these contours have been corrected for the positional error in the orientation platform. This
correction introduces an add;-tional uncertainty in the position of the centroid of about 0.3 °.
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Error Radius 
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Flux -2 1 
Photons cm s-

50 - 350 83.5 20.7 0~4 0.12 ± 0 03 
78.8 ± 0.2 85.3 20.8 0.4 (1.1 ± 0.31 x 10-2 

4M.7 ± 0 • .1 84.1 21.7 1.0 (7.2±2.1) x 10-3 
1049.8 ± 0.8 84.2 21.0 0.5 (2.0 ± 0.5) x 10-2 

2 
+ 1, i.e, Errors c~lculated by X min single parameter determination 

Uncorrected for systemat1c errors in the ·orientation platform 
Instrumental resolution subtracted 
Assumed source distance 2 kpc 
Peak flux observed in last subset of data with t 1572 and toff on 

Width*** 
keV 

<1.5 
3.5 ± 1.4 
6.3 ± 1.6 

2020 sec. 

Luminosity**** 
erg s-l 

1.1 x 1037 

6.5 x 1035 

2.1 x 10~~ 
1.5 x 10 

Table 1. Properties of the significant line features detected on June 6 1981 from the direction of the Crab Nebula. 
The integral source flux 50 - 350 keV is shown for compa~ison. 
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Figure 3. Results of a cross-correlation analysis of the significant line features detected on June 6 1981. The 
contours represent 10 levels of the correlation function. The position of the Crab and the flaring x-ray source 
A0535+26 are shown by the crosses and triangles respectively. The circles represent the centroids of a best fit 
aperture response function to the data. The dashed circles represent the FWHM aperture at each energy. Note the 
positions of each of these contours have been corrected for the positional error in the orientation platform. This 
correction introduces an additional uncertainty in the position of the centroid of about 0.3°. 
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OBSERVATION OF HARD X-RAYS

FROR THE CRAB PULSAR AND A0535+26

WU Rat Oat ChsngJtan Lu Zhuguo Ra Yuqlan

Li Guanhua. Fan Zhenzi Zhang Chengmu

Xu Chunxian Zhang Xtyuan Gu Yidong Lt Ttpsi

High EnergyAstrophysics Group, Institute of High

Energy Physicst Academia Sintcst BeiJlngt China

The C¢ab pulsa¢ PSRO531+21 was observed 1, a balloon

flight from the Xianghe Balloon Station (China) on 1984

May 23. The data were obtained in the range 20-200ke¥

with a posutsh hard X-ray telescope =htch comprised of

a 150c_ primary crystal of 5mm thick CsI(TZ) actively

shielded over the lower 2¢ steradians by a 5ca thick

N_I(T1) crystal. The scintillation pulses originating

in-CsI end N_I crystals are distinguished by pulse shape

discrimination. The telescope has a field of view of

approximately _HWHM determined by graded shield and

collimator. The effective geometric area of the detector

is 116c_,

The apparatus was flown for eight hours. During this

flight on-source observation of the Crab region at a

float altitude of 33km was made for about two hours

alternated with off-source measurement. A summed epoch

analysis of the heliocentric arrival times for the

recorded photons of on-source obsa¢watlon was made, the

figure 1 shous the light curve derived by folding on

the pe¢iod of 33.29790ms.
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OBSERVATION OF HARD X-RAYS 

FROM THE CRAB PULSAR AND A0535+26 

Wu Mei Dai Changjian Lu Zhuguo Ma Yuqian 
Li Guanhaa Fan Zhenzi 

Xu ChuAxian Zhang Xiyuan 
Zbang ChengRiu 
Gu VidoRg Li Tipei 

Higb En~rgy Astrophysics Group, Institute of High 
Energy Physics, AcadeRlia SiAiea, Beijing, China 

The Crab pulsar PSR0531+21 was observed in a balloon 
flight from the Xianghe Balloon Station (China) on 1984 
May 23. The data were obtained in tbe range 20-2DOkeV 
witb a poswish hard X-ray telescope which comprised of 
a 15DeJprimary crystal of 5m. thick CcI(Tl) actively 
shielded over the lowar 2~ steradians by a Scm thick 
N~I(Tl) crystal. The scintillation pulses originating 
inCsI and N~I crystals are distinguished by pulse shape 
discrimination. The telescope has a field of view of 
. ,c, " • 

approximately 4 HWHM determined by graded shield and 
collimator. The effective geometric area of the detector 
is 116clII'. 

The apparatus was flown for eight hours. During this 
flight on-source Observation of the Crab region at a 

• float altit~de of 33km was made for about two hours 
alternated with off-source measurement. A summed epoch 
analysis of the heliocentric arrival times for the 
recorded photons of on-source observation was made, the 
figure 1 shows the light curve derived by folding on 
the period of 33.29790m8. 
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Figure 1, Hard X-ray light curve obtained

from 3200s on-source observations

The transient X-ray source AO535+2B_ an object uith

interesting spectrum shape and evoluation of brightness

and pulsation, was uithin the field of vieu of the

telescope uhen on-source observing. A possible period-

icity of 202.25s was found in the data with a phase

structure of tug broad peaks similar to some observation

results having been published for A0535+28. We have

noted that uhen folding a data flow on a long period

interference from the data acquisition, transmission and

recording system affects the result considerably. More

tests for the reality of the apparent pulsation are then

needed to be made,
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PULSE PHASE 

Figure 1. Hard X-ray light curve obtained 
from 32005 on-source observations 

The transient X-ray source A0535+26, an object with 
interesting spectrum shape and evoluation of brightness 
and pulsation, was within the field of view of the 
telescope when on-source observing. A possible period- • 
icity of 102.25s was found in the data with a phase 
structure of two broad peaks similar to some observation 
results having been published for A0535+26. We have 
noted that when folding a data flow on a long period 
interference from the data acquisition, transmission and 
recording system affects the result considerably. More 
tests for the reality of the apparent pulsation are then 
needed to be made. 
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GAMMA RAYS OF 0.3 TO 30 MEV FROM PSR 0531+21

R. Stephen White, William Sweeney, T_may T_mer and Allen D. Zych

Physics Department and Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics
Riverside, California 92521

i. Introduction. Pulsed gamma rays from the Crab Pulsar PSR 0531+21 are

reported for energies of 0.3 to 30 MeV. The observations were carried

out with the University of California, Riverside (UCR) gamma ray double

Compton scatter telescope (1,2) launched on a balloon from Palestine,
Texas at 4.5 GV, at 2200 LT, September 29, 1978. Two 8 hr observations

of the pulsar were made, the first starting at 0700 UT (0200 LT) September

30 just after reaching float altitude of 4.5 gcm -2. Analysis of the

total gamma ray flux from the Crab Nebula plus pulsar, using telescope
vertical cell pairs only (3), has previously been published. The results

presented here supersede the preliminary ones given at the 18th

International Cosmic Ray Conference in Bangalore (4).

2. Method. In the double scatter mode the UCR telescope (1,2,5)
measures the energy of each incident gamma ray from 1 to 30 MeV and its

incident angle to a ring on the sky. The time of arrival is measured to

0.05 ms. The direction of the source is obtained from overlapping rings
on the sky. The count rate of the first scatter above a threshold of 0.3

MeV is recorded every 5.12 ms but gamma ray energies and directions were

not measured for individual gamma rays. The Crab Pulsar parameters for

our observations on September 30 and October i, 1978 were determined from

six topocentrlc arrival times of optical pulses obtained from E. Lohsen,

Bergeldorf Observatory, Hamburg, West Germany (T. L. Jenkins, private com-

munication, 1982). They were converted to the solar system barycenter

with our barycenter analysis programs using the MIT ephemeris (6). The

values of the parameters are: observation epoch,, 2443781.5; absolute

phase, _o, 0.35442; period, P, 0.03322268626 s; and P, 0.421954804xlO-12s

s-I. The period P and P were later confirmed by the HEAO I x-ray values

(7) obtained one day earlier on September 29, 1978. These parameters are

used throughout the analysis. A X2 plot of a phase sweep of P at 2 ns
intervals over ±50 ns from the derived value also confirmed our value of

P. Absolute time of each data interval of 5.12 ms for single scatters
and each event for double scatters were obtained from an on board clock

accurate to 10-9 s s-I that is started from an atomic clock on the ground
accurate to lo-lls s-I and calibration with Loran C.

The phase plot for single scatters is given in Figure la and for

double scatters in Figure lb. Data were included for angles from 15 ° before

to 30 ° after PSR 0531+21 zenith passage for single scatters and from 55 °

before to 55 ° after for double scatters. In addition, for double scat-

ters, to eliminate the high atmospheric gamma ray background near the

horizon, only gamma ray cone angles <75 ° to the zenith were accepted.

The uncertainty in phase of the single scatter light curve is 0.077 (2.56
ms), half the accumulation bin size. The bin numbers are also included

in Figure 1 for reference. The dashed lines give the backgrounds calcu-

lated from the counts in bins 17 through 5 in Figure la and bins 24
through 9 in Figure lb.
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GAMMA RAYS OF 0.3 TO 30 MEV FROM PSR 0531+21 

R. Stephen White, William Sweeney, Tumay Tumer and Allen D. Zych 
Physics Department· and Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics 

Riverside, California 92521 

1. Introduction. Pulsed gamma rays from the Crab Pulsar PSR 0531+21 are 
reported for energies of 0.3 to 30 MeV. The observations were carried 
out with the University of California, Riverside (UCR) gamma ray double 
Compton scatter telescope (1,2) launched on a balloon from Palestine, 
Texas at 4.5 GV, at 2200 LT, September 29, 1978. Two 8 hr observations 
of the pulsar were made, the first starting at 0700 UT (0200 LT) September 
30 just after reaching float altitude of 4.5 g cm-2 • Analysis of the 
total gamma ray flux from the Crab Nebula plus pulsar, using telescope 
vertical cell pairs only (3), has previously been published. The results 
presented here supersede the preliminary ones given at the 18th 
International Cosmic Ray Conference in Bangalore (4). 

2. Method. In the double scatter mode the UCR telescope (1,2,5) 
measures the energy of each incident gamma ray from 1 to 30 MeV and its 
incident angle to a ring on the sky. The time of arrival is measured to 
0.05 ms. The direction of the source is obtained from overlapping rings 
on the sky. The count rate of the first scatter above a threshold of 0.3 
MeV is recorded every 5.12 ms but gamma ray energies and directions were 
not measured for individual gamma rays. The Crab Pulsar parameters for 
our observations on September 30 and October 1, 1978 were determined from 
six topocentric arrival times of optical pulses obtained from E. Lohsen, 
Bergeldorf Observatory, Hamburg, West Germany (T. L. Jenkins, private com
munication, 1982). They were converted to the solar system barycenter 
with our barycenter analysis programs using the MIT ephemeris (6). The 
values of the parameters are: observation epoch" 2443781.5; absolute 
phase, ~o' 0.35442; period, P, 0.03322268626 s; and P, 0.42l954804xlO-12 s 
s-l. The period P and P were later confirmed by the HEAO 1 x-ray values 
(7) obtained one day earlier on September 29, 1978. These parameters are 
used throughout the analysis. A X2 plot of a phase sweep of P at 2 ns 
intervals over ±50 ns from the derived value also confirmed our value of 
P. Absolute time of each data interval of 5.12 ms for single scatters 
and each event for double scatters were obtained from an on board clock 
accurate to 10-9 s s-1 that is started from an atomic clock on the ground 
accurate to 10-11 s s-l and calibration with Loran C. 

The phase plot for single scatters is given in Figure 1a and for 
double scatters in Figure lb. Data were included for angles from 15° before 
to 30° after PSR 0531+21 zenith passage for single scatters and from 55° 
before to 55° after for double scatters. In addition, for double scat
ters, to eliminate the high atmospheric gamma ray background near the 
horizon, only gamma ray cone angles <75° to the zenith were accepted. 
The uncertainty in phase of the single scatter light curve is 0.077 (2.56 
ms), half the accumulation bin size. The bin numbers are also included 
in Figure 1 for reference. The dashed lines give the backgrounds calcu
lated from the counts in bins 17 through 5 in Figure la and bins 24 
through 9 in Figure lb. 
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PHASE 20 -P'L_/f_-4/_'R_'dfJPSR 0531+ 21 COS,B1

107 ( 0.2 0,4 0.6 0.8 1.0 --,,irl,,,_///_ [_] _ ,,.,.j.L1j.._ _ - ,_r_ _.1-J13740 x 1 I ' I ] I I I 1 I0
a >0.3 MeV
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Fig. I. Phase plots for PSR 9,500

0531+21. (a) For single I0 _ -_
scattered gamma rays with

energies > 0.3 MeV. (b) 0 m
COS B

For double scattered gamma 40 817-917'75-
rays with energies of 1-30 30

MeV •

20

• I0
3. Results. For energies of 1-30

the Ist and 2nd pulses of PSR 0 0
MeV

0.5 1.0
05321+21 are seen where expected

with statistical slgnlficances of PHASE
4.2 and 2.1 o. Absolute positions Fig. 2 Phase plots for PSR

and separation of the 2 maxima, 0531+21 at various

12.9±0.3 ms (0.39+0.02 in phase) are times from 1975 to

in agreement with the arrows that 1982.

give the absolute phase maxima of

the Ist and 2nd radio pulses and

with those for energies above 50 MeV found by COS B (8) and SAS 2 (9), at

energies of 1-20 MeV (i0) and at optical and x-ray energies. The width

of the Ist pulse is 2.2+0.5 ms FWHM, 0.07 in phase, slightly wider than

the COS B (8) width of 1.6+0.4 ms FHWM. However, the width of the 2nd

pulse is 3.3+0.5 ms FWHM, 0.I0 in phase, wider than the COS B width of

2.0+0.5 ms FWHM, summed over all observation times.
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Fig. 1. Phase plots for PSR 
0531+21. (a) For single 
scattered gamma rays with 
energies > 0.3 MeV. (b) 
For double scattered gamma 
rays with energies of 1-30 
MeV. 

3. Results. For energies of 1-30 
MeV the 1st and 2nd pulses of PSR 
05321+21 are seen where expected 
with statistical significances of 
4.2 and 2.1 (1. Absolute positions 
and separation of the 2 maxima, 
12.9±0.3 ms (0.39±0.02 in phase) are 
in agreement with the arrows that 
give the absolute phase maxima of 
the 1st and 2nd radio pulses and 
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PSR 0531 + 21 COS B 
2/18-4/25 '82 
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Fig. 2 

0.5 

PHASE 
1.0 

Phase plots for PSR 
0531+21 at various 
times from 1975 to 
1982. 

with those for energies above 50 MeV found by COS B (8) and SAS 2 (9), at 
energies of 1-20 MeV (10) and at optical and x-ray energies. The width 
of the 1st pulse is 2.2±0.5 ms FWHM, 0.07 in phase, slightly wider than 
the COS B (8) width of 1.6±0.4 ms FHWM. However, the width of the 2nd 
pulse is 3.3±0.5 ms FWHM, 0.10 in phase, wider than the COS B width of 
2.0±0.5 ms FWHM, summed over all observation times. 
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Wills et al. (8) used the COS B observations from August 1975 to

October 1980 to study the variation of the hlgh energy gamma ray phase

plots from PSR 0531+21 with time. Dzel and Mayer-Hasselwander (13) added

the COS B phase plot for 1982. We have added ours at energies of 1-30

HeY to give the summary of gamma ray phase plots in Figure 2. Our phase

plot is similar to the others nearby, in nearly all respects.

At energies of 1-30 MeV we

use channels I0-II and 21-23 to
i [ l l f

_ ThisExperiment_ determine our value, 0.64±0.33,
- SA-MI-PA

2o _ _ sAs2+ for the ratio of the counts in the

_ _ cosst 2nd to the Ist pulse. In Figure 3

- our ratio is added to those from

_io ..... _ the previous phase plots (8,13),

zz=_ _ . an additional ratio (13) from COS

oo ,-- B in 1982 and balloon flights in
o0 s000 9_0 i_000 ,J000 ,2.o00 1970-71 (14) from the Saclay-

MJo Milano-Palermo Group at energies
>20 MeV. Our value is consistent

Fig. 3 Ratios of counts in the Ist with the other ratios near the

to the 2nd pulse in PSR same epoch and close to the

0531+21 at various times average of all ratios. As our

from 1971 to 1982. energy interval of 1-30 MeV is

lower than the energy for the

other 8 points, mostly >50 MeV, a
comparison may be invalid.

Certainly a transition in the ratio exists between the >50 MeV gamma-rays

where the Ist pulse dominates and those in the hard x-ray region which

favors the 2nd pulse. Comparison of our ratio from single scatters for
energies >0.30 MeV with the double scatters of I to 30 MeV below confirm

this possibility. The ratio of 1-30 MeV counts in the interpulse, the

region between the Ist and 2nd pulses, bins 12-20, to the total pulsed

counts, Ist pulse plus 2nd pulse plus interpulse, bins I0 through 23, is

0.17±0.30, not in disagreement with the COS B value of 0.15±0.04 (8).

The phase plot for single scatters given in Figure la for energies

>0.3 MeV shows characteristics similar to those at lower energies. The

separation of the pulses is 13.2±0.4 ms (0.40±0.03 ms in phase) in good

agreement with those found in radio, optical, x-rays and gamma rays.

Using bins 6-8 and 14-16 for the Ist and 2nd pulses, respectively, the
ratio of counts in the 2nd to the Ist pulse is 1.4±0.3. This value is

difficult to compare with other observations because of different cri-

teria for the shapes of the pulses. However, our >0.3 MeV ratio is

higher than our value at 1-30 MeV and higher than all observations of COS

B in 1976 and later. The ratio is in general agreement with the value of

1.06±0.18 at 45-360 keV found on October 6, 1980 (12) but not as high as

the ratio of 2.3±0.2 at 100-400 keV found from combining 2 flights in
October, 1970 (ii).

Phase plots similar to Figure Ib were generated for 4 energy inter-

vals between I and 20 MeV. The pulsed signals and backgrounds were taken
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Wills et a1. (8) used the COS B observations from August 1975 to 
October 1980 to study the variation of the high energy gamma ray phase 
plots from PSR 0531+21 with time. Ozel and Mayer-Hasselwander (13) added 
the COS B phase plot for 1982. We have added ours at energies of 1-30 
MeV to give the summary of gamma ray phase plots in Figure 2. Our phase 
plot is similar to the others nearby, in nearly all respects. 
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At energies of 1-30 MeV we 
use channels 10-11 and 21-23 to 
determine our value, 0.64±0.33, 
for the ratio of.the counts in the 
2nd to the 1st pulse. In Figure 3 
our ratio is added to those from 
the previous phase plots (8,13), 
an additional ratio (13) from COS 
B in 1982 and balloon flights in 
1970-71 (14) from the Sac lay
Milano-Palermo Group at energies 
)20 MeV. Our value is consistent 
with the other ratios near the 
same epoch and close to the 
average of all ratios. As our 
energy interval of 1-30 MeV is 
lower than the energy for the 
other 8 points, mostly >50 MeV, a 
comparison may be invalid. 

Certainly a transition in the ratio exists between the >50 MeV gamma-rays 
where the 1st pulse dominates and those in the hard x-ray region which 
favors the 2nd pulse. Comparison of our ratio from single scatters for 
energies >0.30 MeV with the double scatters of 1 to 30 MeV below confirm 
this possibility. The ratio of 1-30 MeV counts in the interpulse, the 
region between the 1st and 2nd pulses, bins 12-20, to the total pulsed 
counts, 1st pulse plus 2nd pulse plus interpulse, bins 10 through 23, is 
0.17±0.30, not in disagreement with the COS B value of 0.15±0.04 (8). 

The phase plot for single scatters given in Figure 1a for energies 
>0.3 MeV shows characteristics similar to those at lower energies. The 
separation of the pulses is 13.2±0.4 ms (0.40±0.03 ms in phase) in good 
agreement with those found in radio, optical, x-rays and gamma rays. 
Using bins 6-8 and 14-16 for the 1st and 2nd pulses, respectively, the 

• ratio of counts in the 2nd to the 1st pulse is 1.4±0.3. This value is 
difficult to compare with other observations because of different cri
teria for the shapes of the pulses. However, our )0.3 MeV ratio is 
higher than our value at 1-30 MeV and higher than all observations of COS 
B in 1976 and later. The ratio is in general agreement with the value of 
1.06±0.18 at 45-360 keV found on October 6, 1980 (12) but not as high as 
the ratio of 2 .3±0.2 at 100-400 keV found from combining 2 flights in 
October, 1970 (11). 

Phase plots similar to Figure 1b were generated for 4 energy inter
vals between 1 and 20 MeV. The pulsed signals and backgrounds were taken 
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from the same channels as for Figure lb. The count rates were converted

to fluxes and plotted on Figure 4. These fluxes agree well wlth the

values of Graser and Sch_nfelder (I0) at similar energies and with their

iO0 ....., ........, ........, ......., L......, fit, 6.17 x 10-4 E-2.2 photons
cm-2 s-I MeV -I , from about 5 x

10-I C___ 10-2 to 2 x 103 MeV. Because of
Y

LO-2 6.t7xlO-4E-22cm-2s-IMeV-I the steep spectrum 0.87 of the
photons from our single scatters

iO-3 _ above 0.3 MeV come from the inter-
val 0.3 to 1.5 MeV. The counts

_ f0-4 *_ above 0.3 MeV have been convertedio=iO-5 to flux then multiplied by 0.87 to

_ obtain the point from 0.3 to 1.5c-

O 10-6 "

o .+ThiSorwigexperimentetol,1971 "",,_ MeV plotted on Figure 4. This

x= _ Fishrnaneta1,1969 _,, also agrees with the above fit.

10-7 #,_Groser et al, 1980
X: 4_Kurfess, 19#l The energy distribution from PSR

D I0-8 [ Wilsonetal, 1977 0531+21 appears to be well--J • Kniffen et al_ 1974

tu i0_9 4_COS B (Bennett etol,1977) ".. established as a continuous power

# Walravenet al,1975 _ law of E-2.2 over almost five
io-iO ,.,i,......, .......i ........i .i. decades in energy.
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above 0.3 MeV come from the inter
val 0.3 to 1.5 MeV. The counts 
above 0.3 MeV have been converted 
to flux then multiplied by 0.87 to 
obtain the point from 0.3 to 1.5 
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also agrees with the above fit. 
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established as a continuous power 
law of E-2.2 over almost five 
decades in energy. 
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1000 6eV EAHHA RAY EHISSION FROH RADIO PULSARS

P.H. Chadwick, O.C. Dowthwaite_ I.W. Kirkman,
T.O.L. HcComb, K.O. Orfordt and K.E. Turver

Department of Physics, University of Durham,
Durham DHt 3LE, England.

ABSTRACT
Our measurements of radio pulsars have concentrated on

long observations of the Crab pulsar and have shown it to
emit short intense bursts and a persistent weak periodic
flux at Y-ray energies ) 1000 6eV. The light curve of the
persistent emission was shown to be dominated by a single
peak, coincident with the position of the radio and low
energy Y-ray main pulse. We report here the results of a
more detailed analysis of the structure of this main pulse
following a careful appraisal of the timing system. We show
that at energies > 1000 SoU the duration of the main pulse
(as defined by the full width at half maximum) is not
greater than 0.4 ms, which is less than that seen at all
frequencies other than radio.

Flux limits for the emission of 1000 BeY Y-rays by seven
other radio pulsars are reported.

I.INTRODUCTION
In 1962 and 1983 observations of the Crab pulsar at a Y-ray energy

threshold of about 1000 SeV were made using the atmospheric Cerenkov
technique at the Dugway facility 'l) . The experiment recorded 156t342
Cerenkov light flash events in 103 hours, during which time the object
was continuously tracked in the centre of the field of view of the
telescopes. The recorded event times were converted from UTC to
Barycentre Corrected Oulian Ephemeris Time using the HIT solar system
ephemeris'=) t and each was then assigned an absolute phase using a
contemporaneous radio ephemeris `=) .

In a search for persistent weak emission we derived the light curve,
reproduced in Figure la, for all recorded events. The location and
width of the bins were chosen to allow direct comparison with the
results at energies of around 100 HeV from the COS-B experiment. An
excess of events significant at the 4.2 o level was seen in the bin at
the expected position of the main pulse. This excess corresponds to
0.233 + 0.054_ of the background level due to cosmic ray protons in our
experi=ent, which is equivalent to a Y-ray flux of (7.9
t.SlxtO-l=cm-=s -= above 1000 6eV. The light curve was then compared
with that seen in the COS-8 experiment it energies of 100 HeY - see
Figure lb. A strong correlation in shape was seen to exists with the
major contribution arising from the main pulse. An examination of the
events comprising the main pulse in Figure la revealed no fine
structure on a timescale less than the bin width (1.33 ms).
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ABSTRACT 
Our leasurements of radio pullarl have concentrated on 

long observations of the Crab pullar and have shown it to 
Ilit short intense burlts and a persistent weak periodiC 
flux at V-ray energies> 1000 GeV. The light curve of the 
persiltent .milsion wal shown to be dominatld by a lingle 
peak, coinCident with thl position of the radio and low 
enlrgy V-ray main pulsl. We report here the rlsultl of a 
more detailed analysis of thl structure of this main pulse 
following a car.ful appraisal of the timing system. We show 
that at energiel > 1000 SeV the duration of thl main pulse 
(al dlfined by the full width at half maximum) il not 
greater than 0.4 ms, which is lesl than that seen at all 
frequencies other than radio. 

Flux limits for the emission of 1000 SeV V-rays by seven 
other radio pulsars arl reported. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
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In 1982 and 1983 observations of the Crab pulsar at a V-ray energy 
threshold of about 1000 SeV were madl using thl atmospheric Cerenkov 
technique at the Dugway facility'I'. The experiment recorded 156,342 
Cerenkov light flash Ivents in 103 hours, during which time the object 
wal continuously tracked in the centre of the field of view of the 
telescopes. The recorded event times were converted from UTe to 
Sarycentre Corrected Julian Ephemeris Time using the HIT solar system 
ephemeril cz " and each was then assigned an absolute phase using a 
contemporanlous radio .phemeril'3'. 

In a search for persistent weak emilsion we derived the light curve, 
reproduced in Figure la, for all recorded events. The location and 
width of thl bini wire chosen to allow dirlct comparison with thl 
results at enlrgill of around 100 HeV from the COS-B experiment. An 
excess of events significant it the 4.2 a level wai seen in the bin it 
the expected position of the .ain pulse. This excess corresponds to 
0.233 ! 0.OS4X of the background level due to cOimic ray protons in our 
experiment, which il equivallnt to a V-ray flux of (7.9 ! 
1.S)xl0- lzCI- a l- 1 above 1000 GeV. The light curvi was then co~pared 
with that Illn in the COS-B experiment at energies of 100 HeV - Sll 
Figure lb. A strong correlation in shape was ieen to exist, with the 
major contribution ariiing from thl main pulse. An examination of thl 
Iventl cDmprising the main pulse in Figure la revealed nD fine 
structure on a timescale leil than the bin width (1.33 ml). 
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The off-air initialisation of our crystal-based clock system, (based
on the WWVradio signal from Fort Collinst Co.) t involved several
resets during the course of the observations. Rs a result, any fine
structure was likely to be spread slightly due to residual
uncertainties in, for example_ changes in radio propagation time to the
site, However, the data in 1982 November 12-22_ comprising 104,994
svents in about 76 hours of observation_ was taken without the clock
being reset. This subset could therefore be usefully studied in more
detail ;olloxing a thorough appraisal of the timekeeping.

2oRESULT8 I (A) The Crab Pulsar.
Light curves were formed for the subset of 1982 November 12-22 data

with 25, 100 and 250 bins (corresponding to bin widths of 1.33, 0.33
and 0.13 ms respectively) and the main pulse was examined. These
light curves are shown in Figures 2a, 2b and 2c for the phase range 0.9
- 0.1, (where 0.0 corresponds to the position of the centre of the
radio main pulse).
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FtQure 2 | The main pulse region of the light curve for all
Cerenkov ltqht events recorded from PSR 0531 in November 1983.
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Figure 11 I The light curve for all Figure 1b I The average light curve 
Cerenkov light event~ recorded from for 100 MeV gamma rays emitted by 
PSR 0531 in 1982 Septuber 1983 PSR 0531 14'. 

November. 
The off-air initialisation of our crystal-based clock system, (based 

on the WWV radio signal from Fort Collins, Co.l, involved several 
resets during the course of the observations. As a result, any fine 
structurt was likely to be Ipread ~lightly due to residual 
uncertainties in, for example, changes in radio propagation time to the 
site. However, the data in 1982 November 12-22, comprising 104,994 
avents in about 76 hours of observation, was taken without the clock 
being reset. This subset could therefore be usefully studied in more 
detail following a thorough appraisal of the timekeeping. 

2.RESULTS J CAl The Crilb PulSilr. 
Light curves were formed for the subset of 1982 November 12-22 data 

with 25, 100 and 250 bins (corresponding to bin widths of 1.33, 0.33 
and 0.13 IS respectively) and the main pulse was examined. These 
light curves ilr. shown in Figure. 2il, 2b Ind 2c for the phase range 0.9 
- 0.1, (where 0.0 corresponds to the position of the centre of the 
radiD main pulse) • 
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FiQure 2 I The main pulle region of the light curve for all 
C"Ir"enkov- light events recorded fro. PSR 0531 in November 1983. 
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The majority o( events in the main pulmm (ace Fiqurms 2a and 2c)
occur In the relatively narrow phmme range betwemn 0.98 - 0•992, which
is slightly before the expected radio main pulme position. However, the
abmolute timing uncertainty in our myitem of about + 0.Sis (inhmrent in
all off-air timing mymteem of this type) doem not a_Io, significance to
be attached to thlm dimcrepincy. The width of the main pulse at
energies > I000 6mY can be compared with that it 100 HeV '*'(mhown in
Figure lb to have a FWHH of 1.6 mm). We find a VHE gamma ray main
pulme of FWHH 0•4 ms, which Is about a factor o( 4 narrower than that
at the lower energy. Furthermorm, we note that the emtimlted
non-llnemrity of rate of our oven-controlledcrymta! (about 5x[O"_°
s.m-' over the 10 days of the observation) would have the effect of
mmearing out a main pulzm of even shorter duration (much as one
approximated by a delta function) to one having the duration observed•
Thuma main pulme of duration ( 0.4 mm ia not ruled out by them
expsrlment.

The duration of the pules at 1000 6mY is about the same as that seen
at radio energiem - and im certainly mhorter than that seen in the
energy range I KeY - I BeY - lee Figure 3.
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Figure 3: The width _o l
of the main pulse.
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The present result confirms the trend to shorter pulses at the higher
energies suggested previously'")•

In 1981 a series of short (7 man) driftscanm were made on the Crab
Nebula and pulsar. These allow an estimate of unpulsed eaimmion from a
source mince we expect the intensity of Y-rays to be reduced at the
beginning and end of the 7 man interval _hen the source im approaching
the edge of the field of view of the telescope. We find no significant
gradation across the aperture of the telescopes (the excess counts in
the centre of the field are consistent with the small expected excess
of pulsed Y-rays). The 3 o level flux limit for an unpulsed emimmion
at an energy > 1000 SeV is 3x10-*° cm-=m-:.
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The present relult confir.1 the trend to shorter pulses at thl higher 
energies suggested previouslyCDI. 

In 1981 a Ilrils of short .7 .in) driftscans wlr. aade on the Crab 
Nebula and pul.ar. These allow an estimate of unpulledemi.sion from. 
source lince we expect the intenlity of V-rays to b. reduced at the 
b_ginning and end of the 7 min interval when the lource is approaching 
the edge of the field of view of thl telescope. We find no significant 
gradation acroll the aperture of the telescopes (the Ixces. counts in 
the c.ntr. of the field are consistlnt with the ila11 expected excess 
of pulled V-rays). The 3 u level flux limit for an unpulsed .mi •• ion 
at an enlrgy > 1000 GeY is 3xlO- ao C.-al- a • 
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RESULTS I (B) - Other Radio Pulsars.

The observation of the 7 pulsars specified in Table I has not
yielded any detections of VHE Y-rays and the derived flux limits (5 a
level) for a 1000 6eV threshold, assuming a light curve with duty cycle
o_ 5 _,_ are shown.

PULSAR FLUX LIHIT (cm-=s -_)

PfiR 0555+54 2,0XIO -_
PBR 0750+08 1,1X10 -_
PSR 1135+16 2,3Xl0 -zL
PSR 150S+55 2.1X10 -l_
PSR 1929+10 2,8X10 -_
PSR 1930+22 2,8x10 -_
PSR 2224+65 I.gXIO -_l

TABLE I
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RESULTS I (B) - Other Radio Pulurs. 
The observation ~f the 7 pulsars specified in Table I hal not 

yielded any detections Df VHE Y-rays and the derived flux limits (3 g 
level) fDr a 1000 GeV threshold, aSluming a light curve with duty cycle 
of ~ X" are shown. 
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PULSED EMISSION OF TeV GAMMA RAYS FROM VELA PULSAR
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and P. R. Vishwanath

Tata Institute of Fundamental Research,Bombay400 005
India

The Ooty atmospheric Cerenkov array, consisting of iO paraboiic

mirrors of 0.9m diameter and 8 of 1.5 m diameter, has been used for

observations on the VeIa puisar for the iast few years to see if it

emits gamma rays in the TeV energy range. Signals from the puisar

were seen in i978-79 and in 80-81.

During the winter of i984-85, the array has been spiit into two

parts, one consisting whoiiy of the smailer mirrors and other wholiy

of the bigger mirrors. The two arrays were operated at two different

sites separated by ii Km. This is done with the aim of distinguishing

a marginaiiy significant genuine pulsar signai from spurious signais

produced triviaiiy by chance fiuctuationsin the background rates; for,

a genuine signal shouid appear simuitaneousiy at both the piaces

at the same phase unIike the spurious signais. The arrays were operated

during ciear mooniess nights for a totai of 27.8 hours at one site

and for 8.9 hours at the other of which 6.9 hours'data were simuitaneous.

AII the mirrors were pointed at the ceiestiai object under investigation

and made to track it for durations of the order of i to 6 hours during

ciear moonIess nights. Each mirror is equatoriaiiymounted and viewed

by a fast phetomuitipiier,RCA 8575, mounted at the focus. Signais from

2 or 3 mirrors are added to make up a totai of 4 banks and a majority

iogic (any 3 out of 4) is used to generate a trigger. Event times

were recorded for each trigger. In addition, at one of the sites, pulse

height of the Cerenkev signai from each of the reflectors was recorded.

The event time data is being anaiysed to detect a possibie puised

emission of TeV gamma rays using the contemporaneouspuisar eiements

made avaiiabie to us by Dr. A. R. Kiekociuk (Universityof Tasmania,

Australia) on the basis of their radio observationson the Veia puisar.

During 1982-83 ali the I8 mirrors were operated at one piaoe and

an observation iasting about 36 hours was carried out. The data were
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The Ooty atmospheric Cerenkov arraY1 consisting of 10 parabolic 

mirrors of 0.9m diameter and 8 of 1.5 m diameter, has been used for 

observations on the Vela pulsar for the last few years to see if it 

emits gamma rays in the TeV energy range. Signals from the pulsar 

were seen in 1978-79 and in 80-81. 

During the winter of 1984-85, the array has been split into two 

parts, one consisting wholly of the smaller mirrors and other wholly 

of the bigger mirrors. The two arrays were operated at two different 

sites separated by 11 Km. This is done with the aim of distinguishing 

a marginally significant genuine pulsar signal from spurious signals 

produced trivially by chance fluctuations in the background rates; for, 

a genuine signal should appear simultaneously at both the places 

at the same phase unlike the spurious signals. The arrays were operated 

during clear moonless nights for a total of 27.8 hours at one site 

and for 8.9 hours at the other of which 6.9 hours' data were simultaneous. 

All the mirrors were pointed at the celestial object under investigation 

and made to track it for durations of the order of 1 to 6 hours during 

clear moonless nights. Each mirror is equatorially mounted and viewed 

by a fast photomultiplier, RCA 8575, mounted at the focus. Signals from 

2 or 3 mirrors are added to make up a total of 4 banks and a majority 

logic (any 3 out of 4) is used to generate a trigger. Event times 

were recorded for each trigger. In addition, at one of the sites, pulse 

height of the Cerenkov signal from each of the reflectors was recorded. 

The event time data is being analysed to detect a possible pulsed 

emission of TeV gamma rays using the contemporaneous pulsar elements 

made available to us by Dr. A. R. Klekociuk (University of Tasmania, 

Australia) on the basis of their radio observations on the Vela pulsar. 

During 1982-83 all the 18 mirrors were operated at one place and 

an observation lasting about 36 hours was carried out. Thp. data were 
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analysed using pulsar parameters supplied by Dr. G.W.R. Royle

(Univ. of Tasmania, Australia).

Results from the analyses of observations made during the

winters of 1982-85 and 84-85 on steady pulsed emission as well as on

possible transient emission will be presented.
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I000 BmV BAMMA RAYS FROM ms PULSARS

P.M.Chadwickt J.C.Dowthweite, I,g.Kirkman,
T.J.L.McComb, K.J,Orford, and k.E.Turver

Department of Physics,University of Durham,
Durham DHt 3LE_ England,

ABSTRACT

We here report the detection of 1000 BeY Y-rays with the
characteristic 6.1 ms periodicity of the radio pulsar PSR
1953 +29 '_, This result,.significant at the 5.4 _ level,
provides the first direct evidence for the association of
the 6ms radio pulsar PSRI?53+29 with the Y-ray source
2CG065+0. Extensive observations of the 1.5 ms pulsar PSR
1937 are also reported.

i. INTROOUCTION,

Observations of PSRI95]+29 and PBRI937.21 were made between 19B3 fipril
and 19B4 September using tilearray of four telescopes of the Dugway VME
Y-ray facility which have been described elsewhere `=) . The telescopes
have an energy threshold dependent on zenith angle of approximately 1
TeV. The duration of the individual observations varied between 1 and
hrs during which the pulsar was observed with all telescopes in the
trackinq mode. The time of arrival of a Cerenkov light flash was recorded
in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) to an absolute accuracy of 0.5 ms and
with a resolution of I _s, The time of each event has been converted
from UTC to Barycentre Corrected Oulian Ephemeris Time using the NIT
so]mr system ephemeris '_ and the position of the radio pulsar. A
further correction to allow for the orbital motion of the PSR 1953 has
been made by adjuJting the times to the focus of the binary orbit
according to radio measurements c,, which are summarized in Table I.

RA I l?h 53m 26.673s
DEC I 29 ° O' 44.1"
EPOCH t 244542B.66
d t 117.3 + <0.1 d.
• : <O,O01-
p s 6.133166 ms,
asin(i) s 31.29 Is.

TABLE I.
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ABSTRACT 

We here report the detection of 1000 GeY Y-rays with the 
characteristic b.1 IS periodicity of the radio pulsar PSR 
1953 +29 C1

). This result, significant at the 5.4 ~ level, 
provides the first direct evidence for the association of 
the 6ms radio pulsar PSR1953+29 with the Y-ray source 
2CG065+0. E~tensive observations of the 1.5 ms pulsar PSR 
1937 are also reported. 

1. INTRODUCTION. 
Observations of PSR1953+29 and PSR1937+21 were made between 1983 April 

and 1984 September using tne array of four telescopes of the Dugway VHE 
Y-ray facility which have been described elsewhere C2 ). The telescopes 
have an energy threshold dependent on zenith angle of approximately 1 
TeV. The duration of the individual observations varied between 1 and 6 
hrs during which the pulsar was observed with all telescopes in the 
trackinq mode. The time of arrival of a C.renkov light flash wal recorded 
in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) to an absolute accuracy of 0.5 ms and 
with a resolution of 1 ~s. The time of each event has been converted 
from UTC to 8arycentre Corrected Julian Ephemeris Timl uling th. MIT 
solar system ephemeris (3) and the position of the radio pulsar. A 
further correction to allow for the Orbital motion of the PSR 1953 hal 
been made by adj~ltinq the times to th. focul of the binary orbit 
according to radio measurements C4) which are summarized in Table I. 

RA 
DEC 
EPOCH 
d 
e 
p 
asin(i) I 

TABLE 1. 

19h 53. 26.673s 
29 D O' 44.P 
2445428.66 
117.3 + <0.1 d. 
<0.001-
6.133166 mi. 

31. 29 Is. 
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2.RESULTS - (A) PBR 1953 - The 6 ms Pulsar,

A homogeneous dataset was compiled comprising.only those observations
of at least 4 hours duration. This enables the results of the periodicity
searches on 8 individual observations to be combined with equal
statistical weights, The uncertainty in the binary orbit causes
progressive phase errors and precludes the use of data=elm of 24 hours or
more, in particular the assembly of a single large dataset spanning the
whole observation period. Events were selected which triggered any two of
the four telescopes (this has been shown '=._) to increase the
sensitivity of the telescope array to Y-rays since twofold telescope
responses define a narrower effective aperture). The PBR 1953 data=el
(comprising 14284 events in all) was obtained during the half of the
orbit when the pulsar was approaching the earth, but spanned a year, or
approximately three orbits. Each individual observation was tested for
periodicity over a restricted range of period (6.133162 - 6.133170 ms}.

This limited searching for periodicity was necessary to allow (with
decreasing effect) for (a) uncertainties in the orbital ephemeris, (b)
the effects of statistical sampling on a periodicity in sparse data, and
(c) residual uncertainties in the precise rate of the stabilised IMHz

system clock, The Rayletgh test ,a.=_ was selected as the appropriate
test for searching for periodicity in the absence of specific knowledge,
or a reasonable guess_ of the light-curve duty cycle. The test is
Uniformly Most Powerful for distinguishing between the alternative
hypotheses of the fundamental power being zero or non-zero.

Each of the eight observations was analysed independently and the
eight probabilities of chance occurrence of each trial period were
combined ,7_. This combined probability is shown as a function of the
trial period in Figure 1, A 3.5% periodic excess is found within the
trial period range, which has a probability of chance occurrence of
1,6x10-". The number of independent trial periods in the range=
P1=6.133162 ms to P==b.133170 ms is (T/P= - T/P=) = 3.4 (T = mean
duration of an observation), increasing the probability of the detection
being due to chance to 5.4x10 -=. Further independent data from the
single-telescope responses is available. Such responses are less
sensitive to Y-rays because of the larger aperture which allow the
registration of more proton-induced showers. However, one of the four
telescopes had been equipped with new mirrors and has a narrower field of
view to improve its signal/noise to approximately the same as
two-telescope responses. This data=st, comprising 17302 events,
independently shows a 3.2% pulsed signal at a period within the sampling °
range of the periodicity shown by the 2 telescope responses. This signal
is at a significance level of 4x10 -= - see Figure 1. With a3.5% signal
strength in narrow aperture detection systems we would expect the other .
three wider aperture telescopes to have a signal/noise ratio of about
1,5% and hence not show significant effects, This is seen to be the case,
The overall probability of the effect being of chance origin is therefore
about 4x10 -= which corresponds to a 5.4_ signal.
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lore, in particular the assembly of a single large dataset spanning the 
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approximately three orbits. Each individual observation was tested for 
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test for searching for periodicity in the absence of specific knowledge, 
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Uniformly Most Powerful for distinguishing between tht alternative 
hypotheses of the fundamental power being zero or non-zero. 

Each of the eight observations was analysed independently and the 
eiQht probabilities of chance occurrence of each trial period were 
combined (7'. This combined probability is shown as a function of the 
trial period in Figure 1. A 3.~X periodic excess is found within the 
trial period range, which has a probability of chance occurrence Df 
1.6xlO-D• The nUlber of independent trial periods in the rangel 
P,=6.133162 IS to P2=6.133170 ms i. (TIP, - T/P2) = 3.4 (T = mean 
duration of an observation), increasing the probability of the detection 
being due to chance to ~.4x10-D. Further independent data from the 
Single-telescope responses is available. Such responses are less 
sensitive to V-rays because of the larger aperture which .llow the 
registration of more proton-induced showers. However, one of the four 
telescopes had been equipped with new mirrors Ind has a narrower field of 
view to improve itl signal/noise to approximately the same as 
two-telescope responses. This dataset, comprising 17302 events, 
independently shows a 3,2X pulsed signal at a period within the sampling 
range of the periodicity shown by the 2 telescope responses. This signal 
is at a Significance level of 4xl0-~ - see Figure 1. With a 3.SX signal 
strength in narrow aperture detection systems we would eKpect the other 
three wider aperture telescopes to have a signallnoise ratio of about 
1.5% and hence not show significant effects. This is seen to be the case. 
The overall probability of the effect being of chance origin is therefore 
about 4xl0- a which corresponds to a 5.4a signal. 
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Fiqure I i The probability of chance
occurrence as a function of the trial PHA_ (AR_Z_ARy)
per|od. The horizontal bar shows the
expected position o# the radio period *
Illow|nl for the uncertainties in the Figure 2 I The light curve of VHE _riy

emission on 19B3 August 6.binary orbit. Tha solid line refers to
the two-telescope responses and the
broken line to the independent simple
from the single (sensitive) telescope
response.

The Y-ray signal has been investigated on a night-to-night basis
during the eight longest observations. The average signal (i-rays)/noise
(cosmic ray protons in the field of view) for a 2-telescope response is
3.5% and fluctuates from below the background noise level to 8.5X. No
pattern is apparent in the variations in that the signal averaged over
observations which are at similar orbital phases remains at about 3.5%,
although in some cases the observations are a year apart. Assuming that
the Y-ray samples have a Van Mimes distribution, we can test for
constancy of the signal from night to night using an established test '¢_.
We find that the variation of signal strength from night to night is
consistent with sampling variations from a constant signal strength, but
cannot preclude variations from zero to about three times the average
strength. A similar test of the data on a time scale of about 30 mini
also thaws no evidence of variation. We can however exclude as the source
of the present effect the type of strong (_30X) but brief (_few minutes
duration ) outbursts detected by us from the Crab pulsar '*' and from
Hercules X-I'_,. The time-averaged flux of Y-rays of energy in excess of
2 TeV is 3xlO-_' cm-= i-=. The VHE Y-ray luminosity, assuming a
distance to the pulsar of 3.5 kparsec and a differential power law index
of 3.0 is 3xlO=" lrgi i -=. The light curve for the 2-telescope responses
on the occasion of the apparently strongest signal (1983 August 6) has
been derived for the radio period (6.133166 ms) and is shown in Figure 2,
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The Y-ray signal has been investigated on a night-to-night basis 
during the eight longest observations, The average signal (Y-rays)/noi~e 

(cosmic rlY protons in thl field of view) for a 2-telescope responle il 
3.5% and fluctuates from below the background noise level to 8.5%. No 
pattern is apparent in the variation, in that the signal averaged over 
observations which are at similar orbital phases remains at about 3.5%, 
although in some Cisel the observations are a year apart. Assuming that 
the Y-ray samples have a Von Mises distribution, we can test for 
constancy of the signal from night to night using an established test'SI. 
We find that the variation of signal strength from night to night i. 
consiltlnt with lampling variations from a constant signal strength, but 
cannot preclude variationl from zero to about three times .the average 

• strength. A similar test of the data on i time scale of about 30 mini 
also IhoWI no evidence of variation. We can however exclude as the source 
of the present effect the type of strong (~30y' ) but brief (~few minutes 
duration) outbursts detected by us from the Crab pulsar C., and from 
Hercules X-l'91. The time-averaged flux of Y-rays of energy in excesl of 
2 TeV is 3x10- 11 cm- 2 S-I. The VHE Y-ray luminosity, assuming a 
distance to the pulsar of 3.5 kparsec and a differential power law index 
of 3.0 il 3x10:S D ergs I-I. The light curve for the 2-telescope responses 
on the occasion of the apparently strongest signal (1983 August bl has 
been derived for the radio period (6.1331bb ms) and is shown in Figure 2. 
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RESULTS (B) PSR 1937 - The 1.5 ms Pulsar,
Between 19B3 April 13 and 19B4 September 29 PSR 1937 was observed on

46 separate occasions for a total of 129 hrs durtng which 301597 Cerenkov
light flashes were recorded. The extremely short period of the pulsar
precludes the possibility of maintaining phase and combining data
recorded on separate nights as a separate dataset, The data from each
observation have been analysed for periodic content using the Rayletgh
test. No evidence for a pulsed content characterized by a broad light
curve has been found. A 3e flux limit equal to 1.5% of the cosmic ray
background (a Y-ray flux limit of 5xlO-'lcm-=s-l) has been derived, The
analysis of the data continues with a search for a pulsed emission
contatn|ng a very much shorter duty cycle.

This work was funded by the United Kingdom Science and Engineering
Research Council and carried out at Dugwiy Proving Bround t Utah, We are
indebted to the Commander and Staff of Dugway Proving 6round who
supported our experimental programme and Professor R. Bucchert who
provided the data on the 6 ms radio pulsar,
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Bombay-_0000_, India

ABSTRACT
Analysis of data from an atmospheric Cerenkov telescope
at Gulmarg (India), has Indicate_,the periodic emission of

gamma-rays of energy _ L0Ix eV, at 60.23 second perLed, from

2CG 195+4. The gamm al-_ay flux at 99% confidence level isestimated to be 9.5xi0 -photons cm-_ s"I

h Introduction. The high energy gam_ma-ray source 2CG 195+_ (Gemlnga),_
detected by 5AS II and COS B satellites at _ _0 MeV [l,2]j has been tentatively

identified with an unusual se4t x-ray and optlcal_ source9 for which the gamma-
ray to x-ray to optical luminosity ratLo is tO° t 10 t t [3_ This ldehtifl-
catioh has been strengethened by the observation of nearly 60 second periodic
variation In the x-ray source, similar to that reported in gamma-rays.
A recent analysis of Einstein Observatory and Exosat x-ray data [t_]_ along-
With the ground-based observations of Zyskin and Mukanov [_]_ has further
revealed a very .high positive period derivative .for thls.source, which seems
to increase still further between 1.979 and 1993. Here we report the results
of the analysts of our atmospheric Cerenkov telescope data-from Gulmarg

India, which reveals, perlodic gaml3a-ray emission from this 'source ._t a
flux level of 9.5xI_ "'L photons cn__ _" , at photon energles;_ 6.1x10' eV.

2. Experimental Method. The experiment was carried out at Gulmarg,
India (altltude rv 27_3' meters),, during Dec. 19a_ to Februar_ 1985. The
experimental set up, shown in Figure I_ consists mainly of three 90 cm.

diameter (f/2)parabolic searchlight mirrors, each of which has an RCA
8055 photomultipller •tube mounted at its focus. The tubes are provided
with. 3.8 cm. diameter aperture masks to limit the effective field of view
to 2.5". ?dl three mirrors are mounted on individual equatorial mounts,
with a _racking capability of better than 0.5" in.4.hours. An LED lamp
compensator ls. also fixed ,on all three mirrors to ,ensure a constant anode

- current, by compensating for background lig)_t fluctuations due to changes
in night sky intensity and atmospheric transparency. Triple coincidence
rates, integrated over 2 seconds (coincidence resolving time _ 50 ns) alongwlth
the corresponding time are recorded on a printer. The time information
is provided by a temperature controlled crystal clock which Is malntalruDd
accurate to _ t ms by periodic synchronization with standard tlme-code
signals.Alongwlth the prompt coincidence rate_the chance coincidence
rate, obtainedby introducing suitable time delays in the outpiJts, from
'the three channels, is also recorded continuously to monitor the behaviour
of system electronics and the background variations.

Theleffectlve area of the telescope is _g12 cm_ and the energy

.. 
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ABSTRACT 
Analysis of data from an atplospheric Cerenkov telescope 
at Gulmarg (India), has indicat~ the periodic emission of 

gamma-rays of energy.> 101 eV, at 60.2' second ,perled, from 
2CG 195+4. The gamm!t1a~ flux at R~, confidence level Is ' 
estimated to be 9.'xl0 photons cm s • " 

1. Introduction. The high energy gamma-ray source 2CG 19.5+4 (Geminga)" ' 
detected by SAS II and COS B satellites at ). '0 MeV [1,2], has been tentatively 
identified with an unusual soft x-ray and opt1c~ sour'cl' for whleh the gamma
ray to x-ray to optical. luminosity ratio is 10 I 10 I 1 ' [3]. ThIs identifi
cation has been strengethened by the observation of nearly 60 second periodic 
variation in the x-ray source, similar to that r~ported in gamma-rays. 
A recent analysis of Einstein Observatory and Exosat x-ray data [If.], along
with the ground-based observations of Zyskin and Mukanov [,]" has further 
revealed a very, high positive period derivative for this . source, which seems 
to increase still further between 1979 and 1983. Here we report the results 
of the' anaiysis of our atmospheric - Cerenkov telescope data- from Gulmarg 
India, which reveai~,rriodic ga"!.fa:fay emission from this ' 'source Itt a 
flux level of, 9.5x1Q 'photons cm 5 ,at photon energies ~ 6.1xlO eVe 

2. Ex~erimentai Method. The experiment was' carried out at Gulmarg, 
IndIa altitude rv 2743 meters),. during Dec. 19&4 to February' 198,'~ The 
experimental set up, shown in Figure 1, consists mainly of three 90' cm • 

diameter (f/2) parabolic searchlight mirrors, each of which h~ an RCA 
8055 photomultiplier tube mounted, at .its focus. The tubes are provided 
with, 3.8 cm. diameter aperture maSks to Umlt the effective fieid .of view 
to 2.5· • All three mirrors are mounted on individual equatorial mounts, 
with a trackingcapabillty of better than 0.'· in' If ,hours. An LED lamp' 
compensator Is aiso fixed ,on ail three mirrors to ,ensure a constant anode 
current, by compensating for background light fluctuations due to changes 
in night sky intensity and atmospheric transparency. Triple coincidence' 
rates, integrated over 2 seconds (coincidence resolving time ,'0 ns) alongwlth 
the corresponding time are recorded on a printer. The time information 
is provided by a temperature controlled crystal clock which 1.. malntained 
accurate to N 1 ms by periodic synchronization· with standard tlme-code 
signals. Alongwith the prompt coincidence rate, the chance coincidence 
rate, obtained' by introducing suitable tIme delays in the outputs from 
the three channeis, is also recorded continuously to monitor the behaviour 
of system electronics and the background variations. r 

2' 
Theeffectlve area of the telescope is .5812 cm and the energy 
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threshold for shower detection has been estimated to be 6.lxl0 eV.
Observations have been taken in the tracking mode, by pointing the mirrors
alternately at the 'source' and an 'off-source' region (6°to the east of
source)) for 24 minute durations. The results reported below refer to the
zenith distance range _zl _ 30°. Since on-source and off-source data refer
to the same zenith angle, no zenith angle dependence Is considered in
the comparison of on-source and off-source rates.

3. Results. Observations were taken from Dec. 20, 1984 to Feb. 20) 1955)
for a total period of 19.75 hours) comprising ll.3 hours of on-source data
and 8.45 hours of off-source data. The three-fold prompt coincidence rate
was adjusted to be _s 0.4 per second, for single channel rates of _ 20kHz.
The delayed coincidence rate was less than 10% of the prompt coincidence
rate throughout the course of these observations. A total of 229730 events
were recorded and the ratio of on-source to off-source counting rate was
found to be 1.17.

The search for periodicity was realized by generating 30-bin
phasograms for 41 periods, in the range of 59-61 seconds) at 0.05 second
interval, both for the on-source and the off-source data sets. In the absence
of an ephemeris for this source) to was chosen to be the start of our obser-
vations (J.D=2446055.27083333)) so that the calculated phases are not
absolute and cannot be compared directly with those derived by earlier
workers [4,5]. As shown In Figure 2) the highest signal-to-noise ratio was
found at a period of 60.25 seconds) where we see a statistically significant
(3.30-) peak at a phase value of 0.46. No such structure Is seen in the

case of off-source data. The probability t_at the peak at 0.46 phase Is
due to chance is estimated to _e 1.01xl0 for a single trial) while the
probability increases to 4.15x10-when the total number of independent
trials is considered.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of %_ values for various periods
in the range of 59-61 seconds. As is obvious) %=attains a maximum value
of 52.3 (for 29 degrees of freedom) at the period of 60.25 seconds, showing
that the phasogram for this period exhibits non-randomness at a confidence
level of 99%. Assuming that the peak at 0.06 phase is due to gamma-rays
of >_ 6..Ixl0 eV, we .can compute the gamma-ray flux from the sourceI'A, _ il0 h ons m at h % nidenc .as 9.5x p ot c- _ t e 99 co f e level

$. Discussion. The Einstein Observatory and Exosat x-ray observations
of 'Gemlnga' reported by Bignami et al. [4] reveal a period Po= 60.06 seconds .
and i_ = 0.65xI0 "I s _I for the Sep. 1953 epoch. If these results are correct
and also valid for our observation period, we should expect Po = 60.26
seconds during the period of our observations. This is very close to the
period of 60.25 seconds derived by us from our preliminary analysis of
the Gulmarg data and confirms both the periodic nature of gamma-ray
emission from this source as well as Its high period derivative. It may
be mentioned here that because of the limitations of our analysis) the
period derived above could be in error by ± 0.05 seconds. A direct comparison
of the light curve derived by us with that derived by earlier workers [4)5]
is not possible due to the different t o used in getting the various results.
However, a 10-bin phasogram constructed from our 30-bin phasogram
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of 52.3 (for 29 degrees of freedom) at the period of 60.25 seconds, showing 
that the phasogram for this period exhibits non-randomness at a confidence 
level of 99%'I:tssuming that the peak at 0.46 phase is due to gamma-rays 
of ~ 6..:-!fl0 eV,!',.e _fan compute the gamma-ray flux from the source 
as 9.5xlO I photons cm IS at the 99% confidence level. 

4. Discussion. The Einstein Observatory and Exosat x-ray observations 
of 'Geminga' reP?cfted by Bignami et al. [4] reveal a period p. = 60.06 seconds 
and p = 4.68x lOs 5" for the Sep. 1983 epoch. If these re;ults are correct 
and also valid for our observation period, we should expect Po = 60.26 
seconds during the, period of our observations. This is very ciose to the 
period of 60.25 seconds derived by us from our preliminary analysis of 
the Gulmarg data and confirms both the periodic nature of gamma-ray 
emission from this source as well as its high period derivative. It may 
be mentioned here that because of the limitations of our analysis, the 
period derived above could be in error by ± 0.05 seconds. A direct comparison 
of the light curve derived by us with that derived by earlier workers [4,5] 
is not possible due to the different to used in getting the various results. 
However, a 10-bin phasogram constructed from our 30-bin phasogram 
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(Figure 2) exhibits a striking similarity with the x-ray light curve [4],
with a main peak at o.4 phase and an intermediate peak at 0.8 phase.

The gamma-ray flux of 9.5x10 photons cm s at 6.1x10 eV,
estimated from the present Study, compares favourably with the value
of (5+3)xl0-11photons cr__ _1 at E >_1012eV, obtained from the ground-based
observations at Tian-Shan [5] and is compatible with a power law energy
spectrum with exponent = -2.3.
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ABSTRACT

COS-B data relating to 5 observations in the general direction of

Geminga, spanning 6.7 years, have been searched for pulsation near
59 s. The SAS-2 indication is not confirmed.

I. Introduction. An indication of a 59 s qulsation in the gamma-ray emis-
sion from 2CG195+04 (Geminga) was reported by the SAS-2 group (I); it was
not considered statistically compelling and confirmation by further expe-
riments was demended. Early analysis of COS-B data supported the result
(2) while later improved statistics did not confirm it (3). Subsequently
other authors (4,5) reported detection of a 59 s pulsation in the emis-
sion From the direction of Geminga at ultra high gamma- and X-rays. In
particular Bignami et al. (5) used a compilation of all the claimed dete-
ctions to identify Geminga with the X-ray source IE0630+178, discovered
by the EINSTEIN satellite inside the error box of 2CG195+04 (6), although
Buccheri et al. (7), after a statistical analysis of all the reported
detections, dispute that the identification can be made. Leahy et al. (8),
on the other hand, find the X-ray and the UHE results acceptable.
Reported below is the analysis of the final COS-B data on Geminga which
was observed 5 times for a total of 214 days.

2. The data base used. Table I shows the parameters of the 5 COS-B obser-
vations used here. Photons with energy between 50 and 3000 MeV were se-
lected using an energy dependent acceptance cone (9). Their arrival times
were transformed from the satellite to the Solar System Barycentre using
the position of the X-ray source IE0630+178, candidate counterpart of
Geminga. The precise choice of the position is however not important in
this case due to the value of the period investigated.

• 

• 
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ABSTRACT 

COS-B data relating to 5 observations in the general direction of 
Geminga~ spanning 6.7 years~ have been searched for pulsation near 
59 s. The SAS-2 indication is not confinmed. 

1. Introduction. An indication of a 59, s qulsation in the gamma-ray emis
sion from 2CG195+04 (Geminga) was reported by the SAS-2 group (1); it was 
not considered statistically compelling and confirmation by further expe
riments was demended. Early analysis of COS-B data supported the result 
(2) while later improved statistics did not confirm it (3). Subsequently 
other authors (4,5) reported detecti on of a 59 s pul sati on in the emi s
sion from the direction of Geminga at ultra high gamma- and X-rays. In 
particular Bignami et al. (5) used a compilation of all the claimed dete
ctions to identify Geminga with the X-ray source lE0630+l78, discovered 
by the EINSTEIN satellite inside the error box of 2CG195+04 (6), although 
Buccheri et al. (7), after a statistical analysis of all the reported 
detections, dispute that the identification can be made. Leahy et al. (8), 
on the other hand, find the X-ray and the UHE results acceptable. 
Reported below is the analysis of the final COS-B data on Geminga which 
was observed 5 times for a total of 214 days. 

2. The data base used. Table I shows the parameters of the 5 COS-8 obser
vations used here. Photons with energy between 50 and 3000 MeV were se
lected using an energy dependent acceptance cone (9). Their arrival times 
were transformed from the satellite to the Solar System Barycentre using 
the position of the X-ray source lE0630+178, candidate counterpart of 
Geminga. The precise choice of the position is however not important in 
this case due to the value of the period investigated. ' 
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DBS. START END Aspect Effective Photons Expected IExpected Period no.of
no. Angle Observ. Detected BackgroundI range

Time (d) Nt (1) PhotonsNBI n° (2) searched steps
(ms)

I 75/8/1775/9/17 15.2 18.81 200 88 4.6 141 215

14 76/9/3076/11/2 0.2 20.60 467 183 12.5 198 321

39 79/2/2279/4/3 6.7 16.75 341 146 8.0 319 637

54 80/9/4 80/IOP7 9.5 12.02 201 87 4.7 397 843

64 82/2/1882/4/25 6.5 19.21 353 129 10.3 472 1553

(1) The acceptancecone used for selection is definedby "_=12.5E-° 16(Buccheriet
ai, 1983)

f2 I-B (Nt-NB)2
where B=0.14and f>0.27are deduced

(2) Definedby no= /2(N-1) B Nt from SAS-2 and N=20 is the adopted

no. of_stogram bins

3. Searched intervals. The value P = 59.0074s and P = 2.23xlO-gs/s, va-

lid at the epoch JD = 2441665.5 (lO) have been used as a starting point
for the search. We attached to these values the uncertaintiesO.O02s and
8xlO-I° s/s respectively and extrapolated to the epochs of the 5 COS-B
observations to obtain the actual range of values of the period to use

for the search. Fig. 1 shows the extrapolationand table I gives the adop-
ted search intervals together with the number of steps necessary to cover

them at a stepsize equal to half a phase shift (also given in table I).
These intervals include the range of periods discussed in ref.5. The as-

sumed uncertainty in P is comparable to half phase shift stepsize for the
individualCOS-B observations and therefore no scanning in P has been do-

4. Predictions.The gamma-ray flux of 2CG195+04 is stable throughout the
9.3 years elapsed between the SAS-2 observation and the last COS-B measu-

rement. Assuming that the pulsed fraction (> 27%) and the duty cycle

(_ 14%) are the same as measured by SAS-2, a lower limit on the signal
expected in the COS-B data, using the epoch folding, is given in table I.
For a sinusoidal signal the ability to resolve the same pulsed fraction
is reduced to the 2-3 sigma level.

5. Analysis and results. The barycentric arrival times obtained in each

of the 5 COS-B observations have been folded with the P value covering
the intervals shown in fig. i (and table I) and with the SAS-2 P value.
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4. Predictions. The gamma-ray flux of 2CG19S+04 is stable throughout the 
9.3 years elapsed between the SAS-2 observation and the last COS-B measu
rement. Assuming that the pulsed fraction (> 27%) and the duty cycle 
(~ 14%) are the same as measured by SAS-2, a lower limit on the signal 
expected in the COS-B data t using the epoch folding, is given in table I. 
For a sinusoidal signal the ability to resolve the same pulsed fraction 
is reduced to the 2-3 sigma level. 

5. Analysis and results. The barycentric arrival times obtained in each 
of the 5 COS-B observations have been folded with the P value covering 
the intervals shown in fig. i (and table I) and with the SAS-2 P value. 
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Fig,1 - Period intervals investigated in the present analysis for each
of the 5 COS-B observationswith Gemingain the fieldof view

For each of the derived 20-bin histograms, the applicationof Pearson's

test gave the number no = (x2 - 19)//38 which is plotted in fig. 2 to-l
gether with the predictions._he followlng comments can be drawn:

a- the highest na value is 4.5 correspondingto a chance occurrence pro-
bability of 0.45xi0-3. Such an effect is expected due to the 3569
trial periods scanned.

b- the distribution of the no's fits well with that expected from ran-
domly distributed arrival times.

c- the measured no's are always well below those expected from SAS-2.

We have also attempted to fit the individual photon arrival times with a
sinusoidal signal as reported in (5) for the ranges of frequencies in,li-

cit in fig.l. A number of peaks in likelihood estimatedof the power
spectrum were found above the 2-3 sigma level as expected from randomly
distributed data.

, 6. Conclusion. The present analysis which uses all the available COS-B

data does not confirm the presence of a 59s pulsation in the gamma-ray
f]ux of Geminga with the signal characteristicsreported by SAS-2. For
a sinusoidal signal at the modulation level reported in ref. 5 no conclu-
sion can be drawn.
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Fig.l - Period intervals investigated in the present analysis for each 
of the 5 COS-B observations with Geminga in the field of view 

For each of the derived 20-bin histograms, the application of Pearson's 
test gave the number no = (x2 - 19)/138 which is plotted in fig. 2 to
gether with the predictions.1The following comments can be drawn: 

a- the highest no value is 4.5 corresponding to a chance occurrence pro
bability of O.45xlO-3 • Such an effect is expected due to the 3569 
trial periods scanned. 

b- the distribution of the no's fits well with that expected from ran-
domly distributed arrival times. 

c- the measured no's are always well below those expected from SAS-2. 

We have.a1so attempted to fit the individual photon arrival times with a 
sinusoidal signal as reported in (5) for the ranges of frequencies impli
cit in fig.1. A number of peaks in likelihood estimated of th~ power 
spectrum were found above the 2-3 sigma level as expected from randomly 
distributed data. 

6. Conclusion. The present analysis which uses all the available COS-B 
data does not confirm the presence of a 59s pulsation in the gamma-ray 
flux of Geminga with the signal characteristics reported by SAS-2. For 
a sinusoidal signal at the modulation level reported in ref. 5 no conclu
sion can be drawn. 
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ABSTRACT

Observations of Geminga made at the Whipple Observatory

using the atmospheric Cherenkov technique during the

moonless periods of November 1983 - February 1984 and
November 1984 - February 1985 have been examined for
evidence for the emission of gamma rays with energy in
excess of _ 400 GeV. The data were searched for evidence of

either a steady flux or a flux pulsed with a period near 60

seconds. In neither case was any significant effect

observed, enabling us to establish 3 sigma upper limits of

5.5x10-ii photons cm-2 s-i and 2.0x10-ii photons cm-2 s-i
for the steady and pulsed emission respectively. The limit

to the pulsed flux is approximately a factor of six below
that predicted by Zyskin and Mukanov (1983) at this energy.

i. Introduction. The high energy gamma-ray source Geminga
(2CG 195+4) was discovered by the SAS-II experiment in 1975
(Kniffen et al, 1975; Thompson et al, 1977) and was indepen-

dently detected and studied in greater detail by the COS-B
experiment (Hermsen 1983). With an integral flux of _5.10-6
photons cm-2 s-I at i00 MeV it remains, ten years after its
discovery, the brightest unidentified object (and second
brightest overall) in the sky at these energies. Its inten-
sity, combined with its location in the direction of the

galactic anticenter, have made it a prime candidate for
identification with objects detected at other wavelengths.
At the present time the available evidence points to, but is

incapable of deciding between either a nearby (_,100pc) soft
spectrum x-ray Source, possibly a collapsed star, (Bignami
et al, 1983) or an extragalactic, flat-spectrum radio source

(Spelstra and Hermsen, 1984; Moffat et al, 1983).

Since the early suggestion of a possible, _59-second,

periodicity in the 100 MeV gamma-ray flux (Thompson et al,
1977) further information on the nature and possible

counterpart of Geminga has been sought from studies of the
time variability of its emission. Again the present

experimental situation appears confused with evidence being
presented both in favor of (Zyskin and Mukanov 1983; Bignami

et al, 1984) and against (Buccheri et al, 1984) the
existence of such a periodicity.
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A B S T RAe T 

Observations of Geminga made at the Whipple Observatory 
using the atmospheric Cherenkov technique during the 
moonless periods of November 1983 - February 1984 and 
November 1984 - February 1985 have been examined for 
evidence for the emission of gamma rays with energy in 
excess of ~ 400 GeV. The data were searched for evidence of 
ei ther a steady flux or a flux pul.sed with a period near 60 
seconds. In neither case was any significant effect 
observed, enabling us to establish 3 sigma upper limits of 
5.5xlO-11 photons cm-2 s-l and 2.0xlO-ll photons cm-2 s-l 
for the steady and pulsed emission respectively. The limit 
to the pulsed flux is approximately a factor of six below 
that predicted by Zyskin and Mukanov (1983) at this energy. 

1. Introduction. The high energy gamma-ray source Geminga 
(2CG 195+4) was discovered by the SAS-II experiment in 1975 
(Kniffen et aI, 1975; Thompson et aI, 1977) and was indepen
dently detected and studied in greater detail by the COS-B 
experiment (Hermsen 1983). With an integral flux of~5.10-6 
photons cm-2 s-l at 100 MeV it remains, ten years after its 
discovery, the brightest unidentified object (and second 
brightest overall) in the sky at these energies. Its inten
sity, combined with its location in the direction of the 
galactic anticenter, have made it a prime candidate for 
identification with objects detected at other wavelengths • 
At the present time the available evidence points to, but is 
incapable of deciding between either a nearby (~lOOpc) soft 
spectrum x-ray source, possibly a collapsed star, (Bignami 
et aI, 1983) or an extragalactic, flat-spectrum radio source 
(Spelstra and Hermsen, 1984; Moffat et aI, 1983). 

Since the early suggestion of a possible, '" 59-second, 
periodicity in the 100 MeV gamma-ray flux (Thompson et aI, 
1977) further information on the nature and possible 
counterpart of Geminga has been sought from studies of the 
time variability of its emission. Again the present 
experimental situation appears confused with evidence being 
presented both in favor of (Zyskin and Mukanov 1983, Bignami 
et aI, 1984) and against (Buccheri et aI, 1984) the 
existence of such a periodicity. 
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In this paper we present results of a search for a flux of

gamma rays, either continuous or pulsed, with energies in
excess of _400 GeV from the direction of Geminga.

2. Data. The data were taken with the F.L. Whipple
Observatory 10-meter reflector (Cawley et al, paper

OG 9.5-4, this conference) on clear moonless nights during
the periods Nov 1983 - Feb 1984 and Nov 1984 - Feb 1985.

Observations were generally made by alternately tracking the
source ("ON" SCAN) and a comparison region ("OFF" SCAN) over

the same range of zenith and azimuth angles for periods of
28 sidereal minutes. On occasion the source was tracked
continuously for periods of _ 3-6 hours to facilitate the
search for pulsed emission. On all occasions the arrival
time of each air shower was recorded, with the aid of a

clock synchronised to WWVB, to an absolute accuracy of +_0.5

msec, with a resolution of i/_s.

3. _I_. Before being incorporated in any analysis all
scans, for both "ON" and "OFF" regions, were examined for

evidence of possible systematic effects e.g. significant
deviation from Poisson counting statistics. This resulted

in the elimination of 10 "ON-OFF" scan pairs from the

original sample of 38 pairs taken under good observing
conditions. Three scans, in which Geminga was tracked

continuously were also judged suitable for analysis.

3.1 Steady Emission. The raw data from the 28 "ON-OFF"
scan pairs comprise a total of 87,983 showers "ON" and

87,419 "OFF" an excess of 564 events (1.4o9 implying a 3
sigma upper limit to the flux above 400 GeV of 3.9xi0-I0

photons cm-2 s-l. The raw data were then subjected to a cut
designed to preferentially pass gamma-ray initiated showers
whilst rejecting nuclear initiated showers with an effi-

ciency of_90% (Cawley et al paper OG 2.3-1 these proceed- °

ings). The total numbers of events in this enhanced sample
were 1,352 "ON" and 1,253 "OFF" -- the excess of 99 events

is not judged to be significant, differing from zeroby 1.9
sigma. Assuming a collection area of ix104 m2 for these °

selected events (Cawley et al. OG 9.5-4 these proceedings)

the observing time of 766 minutes implies a 3 sigma upper
limit of 5.5x10-ii photons cm-2 s-l. This limit is plotted
in figure 1 along with the results of other experiments.

3.2 Periodic Emission. Fifteen hours of data, from four
separate nights, in which Geminga was tracked have been

examined, independently, for evidence of possible pulsed
emission near a period of sixty seconds. The time of

arrival of each event passing the cut designed to preferen-

tially select gamma rays was folded at periods in the range
58.75-61.75 seconds and, to facilitate comparison with other

experiments, the resultant phase distribution displayed as a
twenty bin histogram and tested against uniformity with

chisquare. The period was incremented uniformly over the
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range scanned in steps of (58.75)_/(2x20xT) seconds, where T
is the duration of the scan in seconds. The maximum reduced

chisquare observed in any scan was 2.3 (19 dof) correspond-
ing to a chance occurence probability of 10-3, as there
were 300 independent trial periods used in the analysis of
this scan the probability reduces to 0.3. No systematic
trend in the period associated with the maximum chisquare of
individual scans was noted.

From the four nights' observations a 3 sigma upper limit to

the pulsed flux of 2.3xi0-II photons cm-2 s-i was estab-
lished.

4. __Q_. From a comparison of 13 hours of "ON"
and "OFF" source data and 15 hours of tracking data we

deduce 3 sigma upper limits of 5x10-11 photons cm-2 s-i

and 2.3xi0-ii plates cm-2 to the steady and pulsed flux of
gamma rays above 400 GeV from Geminga. The latter flux is
approximately a factor of six below that predicted by the
E-I.3 extrapolation of Zyskin and Mukanov(1983) between
their observations at i000 GeV and those of COS-B at 0.i

GeV. Thus Geminga has not been confirmed as a source of VHE

gamma rays.
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GeV. Thus Geminga has not been confirmed as a source of VHE 
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Abstract

The source 2CG 195+4 (Geminga) was observed

at E_ 2x1012eV in December, 1983 with the

Tien Shan high altitude facility. The mean

gamma-flux was equal to (7.0_4.5)xlO -11
2

quanta/cm sec. Probably the gamma-ray flux

is varying with the time with a period 59.49 s.

Gamma-ray source 2CG 195+4 is one of the most fascinating

objects and attracts continuous attention of the investigators. A

number of theoretical papers dedicated to this object propose its

models or discuss probable mechanisms of energy generation, as in

[1-2]. Meanwhile, the works dealing with the observational data

treatment are rather controversial : alongside with the results

confirming the variations of the flux [3] , the reality of_59 sec

gamma-flux periodicity [4_ , there exist some works that are rather

sceptical about the reliability of such results [7] • All this pre-

determlns the undubitable importance of further observations of the

gamma-source 2CG 195+4.

We carried out the observations of 2CG 195+4 earlier (in 1979

and 1981) with the equipment located at the Tien Shan High Altitude

Station of Lebedev Institute [8] . The 1979 observations did not

yeild any reliable results, whereas 1981 observations showed the

presence of gamma-flux variability at E_ 2xlO ev with a period

T=59.28 sec. The 1983 observations were carried out during the in-

terval from the 9-th till the 27-th of December in the energy range

_2xlO12eV with the facilities and techniques of the observations

and preliminary data sampling being practically the same as adopted

for 1979 and 1981 observations and described in [9] • A scanning

.. 
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that corresponds to the value of the mean gamma-ray flux from the
2

source _ =(7.O_4.5)x10"11quanta/cm sec.

The whole material was subjected to tests so as to search for

time variability of the emission, the range of the trial period

being limited as 59 sec _ T _ 61 sec. Since the periodicity could

be contaminated by instrumental or procedure origin, the background

observations were also sampled. A fragment of the obtained periodo-

gram is shown in Fig. I. In the indicated range the only statisti-

. cally significant peak has been found corresponding to the value of
4

period T=59.488 sec (_C=34.8_ which is the probability of random

deviationp_ 5xi0 "6 being multiplied by the number of independent

trials gives R_O.01). _igure 2 shows the light curve that would

correspond to this value of period. The run of the curve has a

strong similarity with the one obtained in the 1981 observations[8_

The obtained period being conjuncted with the value T=59.28 sec (ac-

cording to 1981 data) yeilds the derivative of the period equal to

T=2.3x10-9sec/sec (see Fig. 3).

The results, we hope, might constitute an additional evidence

in favour of the reality of gamma-flux variations at very high

energies w_th a period around 59 sec, as observed from the source
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Figure 3. 
The dependence of T 
periods on time for the 
gamma-ray source 
2CG 195+4 • 

that corresponds to the value of the mean gamma-ray flux from the 

source ~ =(7.0:4.5)x10-11 quanta!cm2sec. 

The whole material was subjected to tests so as to search for 

time variability of the emission, the range of the trial period 

being limited as 59 sec ~ T ~ 61 sec. Since the periodicity could 

be contaminated by instrumental or procedure origin, the background 

observations were also sampled. A fragment of the obtained periodo

gram is shown in Fig. 1. In the indicated range the only statisti

cally significant peak has been found corresponding to the value of 

period T=59.488 sec (~~~b=34.8, which is the probability of random 

deviationp~ 5x10-6, being multiplied 'by the number of independent 

trials gives /2'p",0.01). Figure 2 shows the light curve that would 

correspond to this value of period. The run of the curve has a 

strong similarity wi th the one obtained in the 1981 observations [8]. 

The obtained period being conjuncted with the value T=59.28 sec (ac

cording to 1981 data) yeilds the derivative of the period equal to 

T=2.3x10-9sec!sec (see Fig. 3). 

The results, we hope, might constitute an additional evidence 

in favour of the reality of gamma-flux variations at very high 

energies with a period around 59 sec, as observed from the source 
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2CG 195+4.
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OBSERVATIONS ON TeV GAMMA RAYS FROM GEMINGA

AND P_R 0950 + 08

P. N. Bhat, S. K. Gupta, P.V.Ramana Murthy, S. Swaminathan

and P. R. Vishwanath

.. Tata Institute of Fundamental.Research,.Bombay 400 005
India

Recently there is a revival of interest in fieminga(2 CG 195+04 )

which was seen to exhibit a periodicitywith a period of 59to 60 s

in its emission of X-rays, fieVgamma rays and TeV gamma rays; see

Bignami et alI for a review. During the winter of 1984-85, we observed

this object to see if it emits TeV gamma rays with a periodicity

_60 s. The observations were carried out at two different sites

separated by ii Km wi_h the Ooty Atmospheric Cerenkov Array split into

two parts; see Bhat et al2 for a description of the array. Data were

collected during clear moonless nights for a total duration of 15.3

hours spread over 2 months, at each site - of this, 5.) hours' data

were simuitaneous.,Sincethe first time derivative of period is

believed±to be large ( P_ 3.5. i0-9 s s-I ) and uncertain

( _zkP_ _ 1.5.10'9 s s-i) we sub-divided our total data into

segments of duration not more than 3 days each to steer cIear of the

effects of P in our phase analysis. If TeV gamma ray signais are seen

in each of these segments, it is possibIe to derive P from our own

data. The anaiysis is in progress and the results wilI be presented.

According tocertainpuIsar modeIs, _-rays are produced in

the vicinity of the poIar caps of a neutron_ star . These _ -rays

subsequently initiate e+ "- e pairswhich may finaIly Iead to the

emission of radio waves by coherent curvature radiation. As a resuit

one wouId expect a correIation betweenradio and q-ray emission
i

from at Ieast a ciass of puIsars. With this scenario in mind we

pianned to searchfor anypossibIe correIationsbetween radio emission

at 327 MHz and the TeV energy _-rays from the nearest puisar

viz: PSR 0950 + 08.

This strong radio pulsar was observed with the Ooty radio

teiescope operating at 327 MHz . The individuaI,radiopuIses which

were detected were converted into iogicaI puises and transmitted over

• 
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Recently there is a revival ef inter~st in Geminga (2 CG 195+04 ) 

which was seen to exhibit a periodicity with a period of 59 to 60 s 

in its emission of X-rays, GeV gamma rays and TeV gamma rays; see 

Bignami at all for a review. During the winter ef 1984-85, we ebserved 

this object to see if it emits TeV gamma rays with a periadieity 

~ 60 s. The observatiens were carried out at two different sites 

separated by 11 Km with the Ooty Atmospheric Cerenkov Array split into 

two parts; see Bhat et a12 for a description of the array. Data were 

collected during clear moonless nights for a total duration of 15.3 

hours spread over 2 months, at each site - of this, 5.3 hours' data 

were simultaneous.,Since . the first time derivative of period is 
..L ( • -9 -1) . beheved to be large P V"I 3.5. 10 s s and uncertal.n 

( \~p\ ~ 1.5.10~9 s s-l) we sub-divided our total data into 

segments of duration not more than 3 days each to steer clear of the 
• effects of P in our phase analysis. If leV gamma ray signals are seen 

• in each of these segments, it is possible to derive. P from our own 

data. The analysis is in progress and the results will be presented • 

According to certain. pulsar mmdels, 1- rays are produced in 

the vicinity of the polar caps of a neutron', star. These "I -rays 

subsequently initiate e+ - e- pairs which may finally lead to the 

emission of radio waves by coherent curvature radiation. As a result 

one would expect a correlation between radio and 1-rayemission . 
from at least a class of pulsars. With this scenario in. mind we 

planned to search for any .possible correlations between radio emission 

at 327 MHz and the TeV energy 1 -rays from the nearest pulsar 

viz: PSR 0950 + 08. 

This strong radio pulsar was ebserved with the Ootyradio 

telescope operating at 327 MHz • The individual ,radio pulses which 

were detected were converted into logical pulses and transmitted over 
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the teIephone lines to the Cosmic Ray Laboratory where the same

source was being observed in the TeV energy gamma ray range using the

atmospheric Cerenkov technique. See Bhat et al_ for a description of

the array. Both the atmospheric Cerenkov and the radio event times

suitabiy tagged were recorded. At the radio telescope site the radio

pulse heights at 6 different bands (each of band width 300 KHz)

were recorded. The sampIing time used for acquisitionwas lO msec. and

the time constant used for pulse integration was 5 msec. At the Cosmic

Ray Laboratory, we have also recorded the Cerenkov light pulse heights.

We have recorded 15 hours of simultaneous observations out of a

total of about 36 hours of gamma ray observations. The radio pulse

arrival times were used to obtain the puIsar eIements which in turn

were used to obtain the pulsar phasograms of the gamma ray data. AIso

phasograms in association with the radio events as a function of

various radio pulse heights were obtained.

The results of the above analyses wili be presented.
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the telephone lines to the Cosmic Ray Laboratory where the same 

source was being observed in the TeV energy gamma ray range using the 

atmospheric Cerenkov technique. See Bhat et al~ for a description of 

the array. Both the atmospheric Cerenkov and the radio event times 

suitably tagged were recorded. At the radio telescope site the radia 

pulse heights at 6 different bands (each of band width 300 KHz) 

were recorded. The sampling time used for acquisition was 10 msec. and 

the time constant used for pulse integration was 5 msec. At the Cosmic 

Ray Laboratory, we have also recorded the Cerenkov light pulse heights. 

We have recorded 15 hours of simultaneous observations out of a 

total of about 36 hours of gamma ray observations. The radio pulse 

arrival times were used to obtain the pulsar elements which in turn 

were used to obtain the pulsar phasograms of the gamma ray data. Also 

phasograms in association with the radio events as a function of 

various radio pulse heights were obtained. 

The results of the above analyses will be presented. 
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HEAO 3 UPPER LIMITS TO THE EXPECTED 1634 KEV LINE
FROM SS 433

Wm. A. Wheaton, 3. C. Ling, W. A. Mahoney, and A. S. Jacobson

Jet Propulsion Laboratory 169-327
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, CA 91109
USA

1. Introduction. We have previously reported (1, hereafter paper I)

evidence for gamma-ray llne emission at energies near 1.5 MeV and 1.2 MeV

from the peculiar optical, radio, and x-ray varlable star SS 433.
Because of the pattern of energy variability, as reported in paper I, we
interpreted the observed spectral features as originating from the 1369

keV excited state of 24Mg, Doppler-shlfted according to the ephemeris (2)
for the optical emission llnes, which is explalned by the standard
kinematic model (3, 4) in terms of opposltely-dlrected relativistic Jets.

_n alternative explanatlon (5) attributes the features to Doppler-shlfted
14N emission at a rest energy of 1380 keV arising from thermonuclear

processes, essentially the CNO cycle, occurring in the Jets. However,
this model predicts a companion 5176 keV (rest energy) llne which Is only

marginally observed (5) if it is present at all, and which does not
appear to have the required intensity.

Ramaty, Kozlovsky, and Llngenfelter (7) have developed a model based
on 24Mg(1359) as the source of the lines In which refractory gralns in

the jets, containing Mg and O, are bombarded, (as seen in the frame at
rest with respect to a the jet), by ambient protons in the local ISM.
The narrowness of the features results because the recoil Mg nucleus is

stopped in the grain before the 1369 keV excited state decays. However,

as was pointed out by Norman and Bodansky (8), a consequence of the 24Mg
interpretation is the expected appearance of other emission lines, due to
2ONe and 23Na, which are produced by proton bombardment of 24Mg at the 33

MeV/nucleon energy corresponding to the velocity (_=0.26) of the Jets.

These lines appear at rest energies of 1534 keV and 1636 keV, respective-
ly, and should, if the observed features arise purely from proton
bombardment of magnesium, have essentlally the same total flux as that
emitted at 1369 keV.

We have examined the HEAO 3 data in order to search for the 1634 keV

(rest) emission predicted by Norman and Bodansky (8). Section 2
describes the observation and analysis, section 3 the results, and

section 4 discusses the implications for our understanding of SS 433.

2. Observation and Analysis. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory High Resolu-
tion Gamma-Ray Spectrometer, flown on HEAO 3 from 1979 to 1980, has been

described by Mahoney et al. (9). The experiment obseryed the region of
SS 433 from 1979 September 25 until the HEAO scan plane moved away from
the source in early November. The most compelling spectral features
reported in paper I were observed during the October 10.5 to October 29
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1. Introduction. We have previously reported (1, hereafter paper I) 
evidence for gamma-ray line emission at energies near 1.5 MeV and 1.2 MeV 
from the peculiar optical, radio, and x-ray variable star 55433. 
Bec~use of the pattern of energy variability, as reported in paper I, we 
interpreted the observed spectral features as originating from the 1369 
keV excited state of 24Mg , Doppler-shifted according to the ephemeris (2) 
for the optical emission lines, which is explained by the standard 
kinematic model (3, 4) in terms of oppOSitely-directed relativistic jets. 
f.n alternative explanation (5) attributes the features to Doppler-shifted 
14N emission at a rest energy of 1380 keV arising from thermonuclear 
processes, essentially th~ CNO cycle, occurring in the jets. However, 
this model predicts a companion 6176 keV (rest energy) line which is only 
marginally observed (6) if it is present at all, and which does not 
appear to have the required intensity. 

Ramaty, Kozlovsky, and Lingenfelter (7) have developed a model based 
on 24Mg (1369) as the source of the lines in which refractory grains in 
the jets, containing Mg and 0, are bombarded, (as seen in the frame at 
rest with respect to a the jet), by ambient protons in the local ISM. 
The narrowness of the features results because the recoil Mg nucleus is 
stopped in the grain before the 1369 keV excited state decays. However, 
as was pOinted out by Norman and Bodansky (8), a consequence of the 24Mg 
interpretation is the expected appearance of other emission lines, due to 
20 Ne and 23 Na , which are produced by proton bombardment of 24Mg at the 33 
MeV/nucleon energy corresponding to the velocity (P=0.26) of the jets. 
These lines appear at rest energies of 1634 keV and 1636 keV, respective
ly, and should, if the observed features arise purely from proton 
bombardment of magnesium, have essentially the same total flux as that 
emitted at 1369 keV. 

We have examined the HEAO 3 data in order to search for the 1634 keV 
(rest) emission predicted by Norman and Bodansky (8). Section 2 
describes the observation and analYSis, section 3 the results, and 
section 4 discusses the implications for our understanding of 55433. 

2. Observation and Analysis. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory High Resolu
tion Gamma-Ray Spectrometer, flown on HEAO 3 from 1979 to 1980, has been 
described by Mahoney et al. (9). The experiment obseryed the region of 
SS 433 from 1979 September 26 until the HEAO scan plane moved away from 
the source in early November. The most compelling spectral features 
reported in paper I were observed during the October 10.6 to October 29 



t ime per iod,  and on ly  these data a re  discussed here, Dur ing t h i s  per iod  
t he  r e s o l u t i o n  o f  the  Instrument ranged from about 3  t o  7  keV (FWHM) f o r  
energies between 1  and 2  MeV (10).  

Data were excluded a t . h i g h  geomagnetic l a t i t u d e  ( L  > 2 1 ,  a f t e r  
passages through t he  South A t l a n t i c  Anomaly, when contaminated by charged 
p a r t i c l e s ,  o r  when t he  instrument v iewlng a x i s  po in ted more than 100' 
from the  zen i th .  We then f i t  the data w i t h i n  2160' o f  the  source t o  a  3- 
component l i n e a r  model, Independently f o r  each detector ,  i n  each energy 
channel. The 4  keV energy channels used i n  t he  ana lys is  were chosen t o  
match t he  instrument r eso lu t i on .  The l i n e a r  model included a  constant 
background component, a  background component p ropor t iona l  t o  t h e  h i gh  
energy r a d i a t i o n  environment, and a  source a t  t he  p o s i t i o n  o f  S S  433. We 
have found t he  r a d i a t i o n  environment t o  be p ropor t iona l ,  t o  a  good 
approximation, t o  the  observed de tec to r  count ra tes  over 10 MeV. The 
func t iona l  form of  each term being known, i n  p a r t i c u l a r  t he  instrument 
point-source response as a  func t ion  o f  angles and energy (91, t h e  f i t  
r e t u rns  est imates o f  the  amplitude o f  each term and i t s  e r r o r .  I n  order  
t o  reduce the  e f f e c t s  o f  systematlc e r r o r s  i n  background sub t rac t ion ,  we 
have performed the  ana lys is  on an i nd i v i dua l  scan basis,  f i r s t  f i t t i n g  t o  
ob ta i n  a  background-subtracted f l u x  est imate f o r  each, and then combining 
f l uxes  bywe igh ted  averaging (111, I n  e f f e c t  t h i s  a l lows t he  nominal ly 
constant p a r t  o f  the  background t o  vary on a  t imescale  longer than the  
20-mln spacecraf t  sp i n  per iod.  

Because other  poss ib le  cosmic sources o f  MeV r a d i a t i o n  I n  t he  reg ion 
have been Ignored, espec ia l l y  the  Cygnus sources and t he  Ga lac t i c  Center, 
broad-band continuum f luxes obtained are sub ject  t o  poss ib le  contamina- 
t i o n .  However, I n  t he  absence o f  a  f 0 r t ~ l t 0 ~ ~  energy coincidence w l t h  an 
ac tua l  s t rong  narrow cosmic emission feature,  we expect no e f f e c t  on our 
est imates f o r  narrow l i n e  f l uxes .  

3. Resul ts.  F igure 1  shows the  s  eCtrUm around 1787 keV, where we 
expect t h e  Doppler -sh i f ted 1634 keV "Ne feature from the  approaching j e t  
t o  appear, assuming the  1497 keV fea tu re  shown i n  F igure 1  o f  paper I . 
ar i ses  from 1369 keV emission. The s o l i d  curve i s  a  f i t  t o  a  constant 
continuum and a  Gaussian l i n e  centered a t  1787 keV, w l t h  w id th  g iven by 
t he  observed 1.5 MeV emission. I t  I s  c l e a r  t h a t  no i n d i c a t i o n  o f  any 
l i n e  appears, the  f i t t e d  f l u x  being (0 .6 f2 .0 )  x p h o t ~ n s c m ' ~  s - I  *. 

4. Conclusion. As po in ted out  i n  (7),, the  1369 keV fea tu re  cou ld  a l so  
a r i s e  from spa1 l a t i o n  o f  2 8 ~ i  t o  2 4 ~ g  w i thou t  producing anyth ing a t  1634. .A 

This  however should produce an emission fea tu re  a t  a  r e s t  energy o f  1779 
keV from e x c i t a t i o n  o f  the  s i l i c o n ,  t he  b lue component o f  which, cor res-  
ponding t o  the  1497 keV fea tu re  (11, would appear i n  our data near 1944 - 
keV. Thus t h i s  p o s s l b l l i t y  pushes down the  requirement f o r  the 1634 keV 
feature,  'but demands a  new one a t  1779 keV. 

I t  may a lso  be poss ib le  t o  save the  model o f  2 4 ~ g  emission exc i t ed  
by ambient protons by making use o f  t he  f a c t  t h a t  the  cross-sect ion (12)  
f o r  product ion o f  1634 keV gamma rays by protons on magneslum drops o f f  
r a p i d l y  below about 20 MeV, but  t h a t  f o r  producing the  1369 keV exc i ta -  
t l o n  remains l a rge  down t o  about 5 MeV. 
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time period, and only these data are discussed here. During this period 
the resolution of the instrument ranged from about 3 to 7 keY (FWHM) for 
energies between 1 and 2 MeV (10). 

Data were excluded at, high geomagnetic latitude (l > 2), after 
passages through the South Atlantic Anomaly, when contaminated by charged 
particles, or when the instrument viewing axis pOinted more than 1000 

from the zenith. We then fit the data within ±160 0 of the source to a 3-
component linear model, independently for each detector, in each energy 
channel. The 4 keY energy channels used in the analysis were chosen to 
match the instrument resolution. The linear model included a constant 
background component, a background component proportional to the high 
energy radiation environment, and a source at the position of 55433. We 
have found the radiation environment to be proportional, to a good 
approximation, to the observed detector count rates over 10 MeV. The 
functional form of each term being known, in particular the instrument 
point-source response as a function of angles and energy (9), the fit 
returns estimates of the amplitude of each term and its error. In order 
to reduce the effects of systematic errors in background subtraction, we 
have performed the analysis on an individual scan baSiS, first fitting to 
obtain a background-subtracted flux estimate for each, and then combining 
fluxes by weighted averaging (11). In effect this allows the nominally 
constant part of the background to vary on a timescale longer than the 
20-min spacecraft spin period. 

Because other possible cosmic sources of MeV radiation in the region 
have been ignored, especially the Cygnus sources and the Galactic Center, 
broad-band continuum fluxes obtained are subject to possible contamina
tion. However, 1n the absence of a fortuitous energy coincidence with an 
actual strong narrow cosmic emission feature, we expect no effect on our 
estimates for narrow line fluxes. 

3. Results. Figure 1 shows the spectrum around 1787 keY, where we 
expect the Doppler-shifted 1634 keY 20Ne feature from the approaching jet 
to appear, assuming the 1497 keY feature shown in Figure 1 of paper I 
arises from 1369 keY emission. The solid curve is a fit to a constant 
continuum and a Gaussian line centered at 1787 keY, with width given by 
the observed 1.5 MeV emission. It is clear that no indication of any 
line appears, the fitted flux being (0.6±2.0) x 10-4 photons cm-2 s-1 

4. Conclusion. As pOinted out in (7)" the 1369 keY feature could also 
arise from spallation of 28Si to 24Mg without producing anything at 1634. 
This however should produce an emission feature at a rest energy of 1779 
keY from excitation of the Silicon, the blue component of which, corres
ponding to the 1497 keY feature (1), would appear in our data near 1944 
keY. Thus this possibility pushes down the requirement for the 1634 keY 
feature, 'but demands a new one at 1779 keY. 

It may also be possible to save the model of 24Mg emission excited 
by ambient protons by making use of the fact that the cross-section (12) 
for production of 1634 keY gamma rays by protons on magnesium drops off 
rapidly below about 20 MeV, but that for producing the 1369 keY excita
tion remains large down to about 5 MeV. 
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Figure 1. Spectrum of.SS 433 in the region which
corresponds to 1634 keV rest energy.

Thus we conclude that the emission does not result primarily from
bombardment of Jet 24Hg with protons at an interaction energy of the 33
HeV corresponding to the Jet velocity, as originally proposed (t).
Whether 24Hg (1634) is involved at a11, either secondary to St
bombardment or at some energy lower than 33 HeV, awaits further
experimental or theoretical clarification.
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Figure 1. Spectrum of 55433 in the region which 
corresponds to 1634 keV rest energy. 

Thus we conclude that the emission does not result primarily from 
bombardment of jet 24Mg with protons at an interaction energy of the 33 
MeV corresponding to the jet ve10tity, as originally proposed (1). 
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ABSTRACT

We have searched data obtained with the Gamma Ray Spectrometer (0.3-9
MeV) aboard the Solar Maximum Mission satellite from 1980 to 1985 for

evidence of the reported Doppler shifted lines from SS433 (I). Our
data base covers a total of 468 days when SS433 was in the field of

view and includes times of quiescent and flaring radio activity. In
9-day integrations of the SMM data we find no evidence for gamma ray

llne emission from SS433. The 99% confidence upper limits for 9-day
integrations of the shifted 1.37 and 6.1 MeV lines are 1.3 x

10-' y/cm=-s and 7 x 10-_ y/cm=-_, respectively• The 360-day time
averaged upper limits are <2 x 10 * y/cm=-s (99% confidence limits) for
both lines.

I. Introduction• The morphology of the supernova remnant (SNR) W50 is

peculiar in that it is basically a circular SNR with extensions to the
east and west. In the center of the circular section lies SS433.

SS433 is a binary star with orbital period 13 days. Optical and radio
studies indicate that the secondary precesses with a period of "164
days. What makes SS433 interesting is that it is one of the two known
Galactic sources to emit dual-opposing relativistic beams. What makes

it unique is that it is the only source in which these beams have been
imaged. They have been imaged both at radio and X-ray wavelengths.
The beam axis is aligned with the extensions of the SNR, and the beams

are thought to be responsible for the peculiar morphology of W50.

We have studied SS433 to confirm the HEAO-C results (I,2). These
results were the detection of two narrow, Y-ray lines at "1.5 and -I•2

MeV which appeared to move in accord with the optical ephemeris of

SS433, if the lines are interpreted as the blue and red shifted

components of the 1.368 MeV line of =*Mg. The fluxes appeared to vary
by a factor of "3 in 2-3 day integration periods. The fluxes, averaged

over 46 days were reported to be (1.5 Z 0.3) f.u. and (1.1Z 0.2) f._
for the blue and red beams, resp. (Note: I f.u = 10Z •

photon/cm -s). Finally, models trying to account for the reported
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studies indicate that the secondary precesses with a period of -164 
days. What makes SS433 interesting is that it is one of the two known 
Galactic sources to emit dual-opposing relativistic beams. What makes 
it unique is that it is the only source in which these beams have been 
imaged. They have been imaged both at radio and X-ray wavelengths. 
The beam axis is aligned with the extensions of the SNR, and the beams 
are thought to be responsible for the peculiar morphology of W50. 

We have studied SS433 to confirm the HEAO-C results (1,2). These 
results were the detection of two narrow, Y-ray lines at -1.5 and -1.2 
MeV which appeared to move in accord with the optical ephemeris of 
SS433, if the lines are interpr~~ed as the blue and red shifted 
components of the 1.368 MeV line of Mg. The fluxes appeared to vary 
by a factor of -3 in 2-3 day integration periods. The fluxes, averaged 
over 46 days were reported to be (1.5 ~ 0.3) f.u. and (1.1 ~ 0.2) f.~§ 
for the 2 blue and red beams, resp. (Note: 1 f.u. = 10 
photon/cm -5). Finally, models trying to account for the reported 
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emission suggested that a line near "6.1 HeY (rest energy) arising from

O should accompany the 1.3 MeV line (3,4). The HEAO-C group reported
weak evidence for such emission (2,5).

A detailed description of the 1980-1983 study is given in ref. 6.
In this paper we augment our previous study to include the 1984-1985
observing season.

2. Data Analysis. We have used the Gamma Ray Spectrometer aboard the

Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite to search for Y-ray lines from
SS433. The source is in the field-of-view from November to March each

observing season. We have analyzed 468 days of data spanning the

1980-1985 seasons, with the exception of the 1983/4 period when the

satellite's tape recorders were not operating. Due to Earth
occultation, SAA traversals, etc., the effective duty cycle is -50%.

We have taken several approaches to the data analysis. In the I-3
MeV range: I. We integrated the data for 9-days (comparable to
HEAO-C). Next, we subtracted high rigidity, "sky-viewing" spectra from
"Earth-viewing" spectra to reduce the effects of instrumental and
calibration lines. 2. We also integrated the data for 3 days to look

for the type of short term variability reported by the HEAO-C group.
In this ease we subtracted adjacent 3-day sums to reduce the effects of
background and calibration lines. In analyzing the 3-9 MeV range, we

used 9-day integrations of high rigidity, "sky-viewing" spectra. Since

this portion of the spectrum does not contain many instrumental lines,
no subtractions were performed.

To get a measurement of the intensity of the SS433 lines, we
fitted the spectra over the energy range of interest with a continuum
and a Gaussian line profile of "80 key (FWHM- the instrumental width)

at the energies predicted by the SS433 ephemeris. Residual calibration
and instrumental lines were also included in the fits when required.

3. Results. Figures la and Ib show that SMM did not detect any
shifted -1.3 HeY lines with intensities comparable to that reported by

HEAO-C. Figure Ic shows the 2.7 GHz radio light curve (7,8) for SS433
which is included because of the reported correlation between a radio
flare and the detection of the Y-ray line emission (I). However, as

can be seen, this radio flare was not unusual. During the cours_ of

the SMM observations, SS433 exhibited strong and weak radio flaring
episodes as well as quiescent periods; however in no instance was

significant Y-ray emission detected.

Our search for the reported narrow, Doppler shifted 6.1 MeV

feature was negative (6). We have also searched for Doppler shifted .
emission from the intrinsically broad 4.4 MeV line of carbon. SMM is

sensitive to this line whereas HEAO-C was not due to differing spectral
resolutions of the instruments. The results of this search were also

negative.

Our results are given quantitatively in Table I. For comparison,
recall that the reported HEAO-C fluxes averaged over 46 days were
(1.5 + 0.3) and (1.1 + 0.21 f.u. for the blue and red beams,
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respectively. Note that when we integrate over the 360-day data base

for the first 3 years, the resulting limits on the Y-ray line emission
from SS433 are at least a full order of magnitude lower than the flux
reported by the HEAO-C group.

Table I. Results of SMM Gamma Ra7 Line Searches of SS433

Rest Energy of Line Integration Period Beam Maximum Upper Limit

(MeV) (Days) (10-' photon/cm=-s)

1.368 3 red 1.3
blue 1.3

9 red 1.2

blue 0.7
360 red 0.17

blue 0.13

4.438 9 red 0,5
blue 0.5

360 red 0.07

blue 0.07
6.1 9 red 0.5

blue 0.5

360 red 0.06

blue 0.07

4. Disussion. How can we reconcile the disparate HEAO-C and SMM

results? Either the HEAO-C group misinterpreted statlstioal
fluctuations as real signals or SS433 exhibits unusual variability at
gamma ray frequencies. The radio light curve provides ample evidence
that variable accretion is occurring in the system. However, the

HEAO-C and SMM measurements appear to require SS433 to shift into a low

state of gamma-ray activity beginning around 1980. Two possible
mechanisms for the variability are (a) variable opacity in the Jets and

b) variable accretion rate of matter from the secondary. However, to
inhibit the transmission of 1.3 MeV radiation, a density in the jets of
n ~ 10z_ em-s is required.

5. Acknowledgements. This work was supported by NASA contracts
S-14513-D at NRL and NAS 5-28609 at UNH, and by BFFT contract 010K
017-ZA/WS/WRK 0275:4 at FRG.
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HIGH-RESOLUTION SPECTRUMOF CYGNUS X-!

J. C. Ling, W. A. Mahoney, Wm. A. Wheaton, and A. S. Jacobson
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 169-327
California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, CA 91109
USA

We present a high-resolution spectrum of Cygnus X-I in the 45 to 600

keV range. The measurement was made by the HEAO 3 gamma-ray spectrometer

(I) during 82 days in the fall of 1979 and spring of 1980, when the
source was in its normal low state (2). This paper reports results of a
search for narrow emission lines from the source.

The average source spectrum appears in Figure I. It was obtained by

fitting the observed data to a model consisting of a single point source
at the position of Cygnus X-l, plus a simple background model. Since no

component corresponding to Cygnus X-3 (8° distant from Cygnus X-l) was
included in the model, we expect Cygnus X-3 to contribute to our spectrum
at the level of -I0_ in the lower energy region, due to the -30 ° (FWHM)

angular response of the HEAO 3 spectrometer. The bins are 2 keV wide
from 45 to 302 keY, and 4 keY wide from 302 keY to 600 keY. The solid
line is the best-fit Comptonized model (4) to the data, with'a tempera-
ture kT~60 keV and optical depth t-2. The errors in these parameters
are probably dominated by the idealized single-temperature model, as the
statistical errors are small.

The spectrum in Figure 1 shows no significant narrow features. The
3¢ upper limit to a narrow 51! keY annihilation line is 3 x t0 -4 photons
cm-2 s-1, There is also no evidence in HEA0 3 broad-band data above SO0
keV for the broad annihilation feature observed by HEAO 1 (3).

This research was carried out at the 3et Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, under contract with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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ABSTRACT

Cyg X-I was observed by the CESR balloon borne telescope

OPALE, in June 1976. The high-energy spectrum of the

source, which was in its "superlow state", was seen to

extend well beyond 1 MeV. In this paper, the observed

low-energy T-ray component of Cyg X-I is compared with the

predictions of recent models involving accretion onto a

stellar black hole, and including a possible contribution

from the pair-annihilation 511 keV 7-ray line.

i- Introduction The hard X-ray/low-energy T-ray emission from Cygnus X-I was

detected bythe CESR scintillation-counter telescope OPALE, in the course of

a balloon flight performed in 1976, June 5-6 (I). The photon spectrum of the

source was derived from the electron spectrum obtained in the CsI(T1)

detection crystal, by means of a program which used a data library consisting

of detector responses to a set of calibrated radioactives sources (2). It

provides for the first time anestimate of the high-energyemission of C_g X-I

in the 800 keY-3 MeV region, which is particularly interesting because of the

recent report of spectral flattening in the adjacent (300-800 keV) energy

range (3).

At present time, the hard X-ray emission of Cyg X-I is well

explained in terms of disk accretion onto a black hole, the hard X-ray produc-

tion mechanism being generally believed toresult from the Compton scattering

of soft photons in the hot zone of the disk. The best fit to the hard X-ray

spectrum, as measured by several groups (3,&,5), is obtained using the

Sunyaev-Titarchuk (ST) analytical solution of the emergent Comptonized X-ray

spectrum (6). It is then worthwile to extent this comparison in the low-energy

7-ray domain, only explored with the OPALE telescope.

2. Comparison with ComDtonization spectra It is well established now that,

in the X-ray domain, the spectrum of Cyg X-I is variable and shows several

modes (5). Therefore, it is appropriate to determine the state of the source
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ABSTRACT 

Cyg X-1 was observed by the CESR balloon borne telescope 
OPALE, in June 1976. The high-energy spectrum of the 
source, which was in its "superlow state", was seen to 
extend well beyond 1 MeV. In this paper, the observed 
low-energy 1-ray component of Cyg X-1 is compared with the 
predictions of recent models involving accretion onto a 
stellar black hole, and including a possible contribution 
from the pair-annihilation 511 keV 1-ray line. 

1. Introduction The hard x-ray/low-energy 1-ray emission from Cygnus X-1 was 

detected by the CESR scintillation-counter telescope OPALE, in the course of 

a balloon flight performed in 1976, June 5-6 (1). The photon spectrum of the 

source was derived from the electron spectrum obtained in the CSI(Tl) 

detection crystal, by means of a program which used a data library consisting 

of detector responses to a set of calibrated radioactives sources (2). It 

provides for the first time an estimate of the high-energy emission of Cyg X-1 

in the 800 keV-3 MeV region, which is particularly interesting because of the 

recent report of spectral flattening in the adjacent (300-800 keV) energy 

range (3). 

At present time, the hard X-ray emission of Cyg X-1 is well 

explained in terms of disk accretion onto a black hole, the hard X-ray produc

tion mechanism being generally believed to result from the Compton scattering 

of soft photons in the hot zone of the disk. The best fit to the hard X-ray 

spectrum, as measured by several groups (3,4,5), is obtained using the 

sunyaev-Titarchuk (ST) analytical solution of the emergent Comptonized X-ray 

spectrum (6). It is then worthwile to extent this comparison in the low-energy 

1-ray domain, only explored with the OPALE telescope. 

2. Comparison with Comptonization spectra It is well established now that, 

in the X-ray domain, the spectrum of Cyg X-1 is variable and shows several 

modes (5). Therefore, it is appropriate to determine the state of the source 
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during the OPALE observation, before any attempts of comparison between

current emission models and the observed results.

The hatched area in Figure I is

the most probable region for the

source photon spectrum, derived

10-I _-- AR.TELS-ASM from the statistical errors in

the detected electron spectrum

> 10-2 at the ±I_ level. The two

_ observed hard X-ray spectra

Ls typical of the "low state" (LS)
Io-3

Ni and "superlow state" (SLS) arealso displayed in Figure i.

i0-4 \_ Clearly, the OPALE low channels

h meet the SLS points. Moreover,

_I0-5 I__ contemporary data are available

from the Ariel5 All Sky Monitor

(ASM), yielding a 3-6 keV flux

10-6 t \-._1 _i'!_ of ~0.09 photons cm -2 s-_ keV -z
'"'" (7), i.e. also close to the

10_7" _sl _ typical SLS value, as reported

I 10 1 102 103 10 4 by Ling eta;. (5). In conclusion,

ENERGY(keV) all the available observational

material supports that in 1976,
FIG. _.-Differential photon s_ctr_ of _g X-I derived

from the OPALE _ta (hatched _ea). The 3-6 keV fl_ June 5-6, Cyg X-1 was in the
measured in the contem_r_y _le! 5 ASM observation (7) is

also indicated, as well as the best fit _mptoni_tion

model s_ctr_ to the LS and SLS hard X-ray _ta (solid "superlow state", characterized
line), _d the best com_site fit (Comptoni_tion plus

_werlaw) spectr_ totheOPA_ _ta(brokenline). by lOW X-ray flux in both the .

soft and hard energy regions.

Figure 1 shows the best ST Comptonized model fit to the hard X-ray SLS

spectrum, as derived by Ling et aL (5); with the exception of the low energy

channels, the ST Comptonization spectrum differs significantly from the OPALS

results. An analytical solution for the Comptonization spectrum has been also

proposed by Colpi et aL (8), in the framework of a two temperature model of

spherical accretion onto a black hole. One of their derived photon spectrum is

well suihed to the Cyg X-I case: it corresponds to an accreting black hole of

10 M with an accretion rate of i0" g s-*. When normalized to the OPALE low®

channels, this spectrum still contributes beyond 300 keV, but it falls well
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FIG. l.-Differential photon spectrum of Cyg X-l derived 
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model spectrum to the LS and SLS hard X-ray data (solid 
line). and the best compoSite fit (Comptonization plus 
power law) spectrum to the OPALE data (broken line). 

The hatched area in Figure 1 is 

the most probable region for the 

source photon spectrum, derived 

from the statistical errors in 

the detected electron spectrum 

at the ±lu level. The two 

observed hard X-ray spectra 

typical of the "low state" (LS) 

and "superlow state" (SLS) are 

also displayed in Figure 1. 

Clearly, the OPALE low channels 

meet the SLS points. Moreover, 

contemporary data are available 

from the Ariel 5 All Sky Monitor 

(ASM), yielding a 3-6 keV flux 

of ~0.09 photons cm- 2 S-l keV-l 

(7 ) , i . e . also close to the 

typical SLS value, as reported 

by Ling et sl. (5). In conclusion, 

all the available observational 

material supports that in 1976, 

June 5-6, Cyg X-l was in the 

"superlow state", characterized 

by low X-ray flux in both the 

soft and hard energy regions. 

Figure 1 shows the best ST comptonized model fit to the hard X-ray SLS 

spectrum, as derived by Ling et sl. (5); with the exception of the low energy 

channels, the ST comptonization spectrum differs significantly from the OPALE 

results. An analytical solution for the Comptonization spectrum has been also 

proposed by Colpi et sl. (8), in the framework of a two temperature model of 

spher:i.cal accretion onto a black hole. One of their derived photon spectrum is 

well suited to the Cyg X-l caGe: it corresponds to an accreting black hole of 

10 M wi th an accretion rate of 1016 g S - 1. When normalized to the OP,ALE low o 
channels, this spectrum still contributes beyond 300 keV, but it falls well 
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below the high-energy tail of the Cyg X-I spectrum, as inferred from the OPALE

data.

3, Is a positron annihilation line compatible with the 7-ray data7 The

Cyg X-1 spectrum, as derived from the HEAO-7 A2 and A4 experiments, shows also

a significant excess beyond 300 keV, with respect to the ST Comptonization

model (3). Nolan and Matteson (NM) have suggested that this spectral feature

may be a broad positron annihilation line, superimposed on a ST spectrum

adjusted to the low-energychannels (9). In order to test if the OPALE results

support such a possibility, and taking advantage of the detector response

function library, a calculated electron spectrum has been derived from the

composite NM photon spectrum, and compared with the data points as measured in

the detector.

It should be noticed that the NM analysis relate to an average

spectrum, derived from 3 extended observations, during which Cyg X-l was in a

more active state (LS), than during the OPALE observation. In order to favor

the comparison, the NM spectrum has been normalized (by a factor of ~0.5) to

match the low channels of the OPALE SLS spectrum. In spite of all, the result

is an unacceptable fit (X'=17 for 5 degrees of freedom), most of the excess X'

coming from the higher energy range. This tends to rule out the possibility

that the 7-ray excess may be due to positron annihilation alone, either as a

broad 511 keV excess (9), or as a continuum resulting from the Comptonization

softening of pair-annihilation induced photons (10).

4. Discussion At this point, it appears useful to question if the observed

7-ray excessis entirely related to Cyg X-I. Firstly, it should be stressed

that the Crab Nebula spectrum, as measured by the same experiment (ll),

appears fully compatible with the power-law spectrum which extents from soft

X-rays to high-energy T-rays, without any excess in the MeV region. This rules

out any interpretation of the observed excess in the Cyg X-1 case in terms of

locally induced background.

Another source of background is related to the unresolved galactic

emission. On the basis of the COS-B survey (12), it is visible that such a

background could be certainly disregarded in the CrabNebula observation, but

may contribute in the Cygnus case. An estimate of this background could be

derived in the following manner: first, one has to evaluate from the COS-B

/
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data. 

3. Is a positron annihilation line compatible with the y-ray data? The 

Cyg X-l spectrum, as derived from the HEAO-1 A2 and A4 experiments, shows also 

a significant excess beyond 300 keV, with respect to the ST Comptonization 

model (3). Nolan and Matteson (NM) have suggested that this spectral feature 

may be a broad positron annihilation line, superimposed on a ST spectrum 

adjusted to the low-energy channels (9). In order to test if the OPALE results 

support such a possibility, and taking advantage of the detector response 

function library, a calculated electron spectrum has been derived from the 

composite NM photon spectrum, and compared with the data points as measured in 

the detector. 

It should be noticed that the NM analysis relate to an average 

spectrum, derived from 3 extended observations, during which Cyg X-l was in a 

more active state (LS), than during the OPALE observation. In order to favor 

the comparison, the NM spectrum has been normalized (by a factor of -0.5) to 

match the low channels of the OPALE SLS spectrum. In spite of all, the result 

is an unacceptable fit (X 2 ==:17 for 5 degrees of freedom), most of the excess X2 

coming from the higher energy range. This tends to rule out the possibility 

that the 1-ray excess may be due to positron annihilation alone, either as a 

broad 511 keV excess (9), or as a continuum resulting from the Comptonization 

softening of pair-annihilation induced photons (10). 

4. Discussion At this point, it appears useful to question if the observed 

1-ray excess is entirely related to Cyg X-I. Firstly, it should be stressed 

that the Crab Nebula spectrum, as measured by the same experiment (11), 

appears fully compatible with the power-law spectrum which extents from soft 

X-rays to high-energy 1-rays, without any excess in the MeV region. This rules 

out any interpretation of the observed excess in the Cyg X-l case in terms of 

locally induced background. 

Another source of background is related to the unresolved galactic 

emission. On the basis of the COS-B survey (12), it is visible that such a 

background could be certainly disregarded in the Crab Nebula observation, but 

may contribute in the Cygnus case. An estimate of thi~ background could be 

derived in the fOllowing manner: first, one has to evaluate from the COS-B 
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results (12), the flux of the galactic emission from the Cygnus region within

the OPAL£ field of view, and in the energy range 70-5000 MeV. Then the

assumption is made that the entire galactic spectrum, from 100 keV to few GeV,

proposed by Mandrou et al. (13) for the central regions of the Galaxy

(-45 °< 2 S+45 °), still holds in the Cygnus region. It is then straightforward

to determine the unresolved galactic emission contribution in the OPALE

range. It turns out that, particularly in the MeV region, this unresolved

galactic background contributes to less than 10% of the reported flux, which

can be then considered as entirely due to Cyg X-I.

It is well beyond the scope of this paper to propose an emission

mechanism aiming to account for the low-energy 7-ray excess suggested by the

OPALE data. However, to illustrate the exigence of an additonal spectral

component, and since ST Comptonization spectrum produces an excellent fit

below 200 keV, a calculated electron spectrum has been derived from a compo-

site ST plus power-law photon spectrum, and compared with the data points as

measured in the detector. The best fit (X'_0.9 for 3 degrees of freedom), has

been found for a combination of a Comptonization spectrum, similar in shape to

the SLS spectrum, but normalized by a factor of 0.65, plus an additional

power-law spectrum tiN/dE=AxE-7, where A=7.50x10-' photons cm- _ s-* keV-i, and

7=1. 3. Obviously, such an additional component, as shown in Figure i, cannot

extend too much in the high-energy domain, otherwise Cyg X-I would have been

detected as a point source by COS-B. It remains that the MeV region is

particularly intriguing in the case of Cyg X-I, and an additional "

observational effort is required to disentangle the puzzling situation raised

by the OPALE observation.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

The COS-B_-ray data in the direction of the @ Oph dark cloud show
an extended structure (Hermsen 1983); at the same time, the region of highest

intensity has a spatial distribution compatible with a localized source :
2CG353+16 (e.g., Bignami and Hermsen 1983), which we designate for short by

"Oph- _" in what follows. The possibility of an excess y-ray flux over what
is expected on the basis of the interaction of average-density cosmic rays

with an estimated cloud mass of 2-4 000 M@ (at 160 pc) is still open, pen_
ding an extended CO survey matching the y-ray data. Current estimates for
this excess factor are in the range 2-4. While the cloud mass may admitted-

ly be underestimated (e.g., Issa and Wolfendale 1981), it should be noted
that an excess of the same order appears to be present in the nearby Oph-

Sag area, well surveyed in CO with the Columbia dish (e.g., Lebrun 1985).

In the following, we reexamine possible reasons for a _-ray excess,
in view of two recent observational developments : an Einstein X-ray survey

(Montmerle et al. 1983, hereafter MKFG), and a VLA radio survey (Montmerle,
Andre, and Feigelson 1985, Montmerle et al., in preparation), both covering

the _2°-diameter "Oph-y " error box.

Current interpretations link the _-ray excess to the cloud gas, in
which some active agent is present : stellar winds (Cass_ and Paul 1980),
or interaction with the North Polar Spur (Morfill et al. 1981). However, in

view of the existence of g-ray sources as strange as "Geminga", it seems
w_thwhile to revisit the problem and examine the possibility that the Y-ray

excessmay not be associated with the cloud. Two main cases are a priori
possible : a compact object, such as a pulsar, or an extragalactic source,
lying somewhere along the line of sight to the cloud.

II. COMPACT SOURCES.

In MKFG, it has been argued that no clear signature for a compact

- object has been found among the 40-plus X-ray sources discovered in the
cloud. However, no X-ray source has been found within a _lO'-radius circle

containing the cloud core (Wilking and Lada 1983), likely because of absor-
tlon caused by a _r hl h column denslt N > 1023 cm 2 TP " Y "g " Y ( H - )" he possibility

of an unseen X-ray source withinthis circle definitely exists, and there-
fore the existence of a compact source along the corresponding line of sight
cannot be ruled out.

• 
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I. INTRODUCTION. 
The COS-B ~-ray data in the direction of the f Oph dark cloud show 

an extended structure (Hermsen 1983); at the same time, the region of highest 
intensity has a spatial distribution compatible with a localized source : 
2CG353+16 (e.g., Bignamiand Hermsen 1983), which we designate for short by 
"Oph- til in what follows. The possibility of an excess V-ray flux over what 
is expected on the basis of the interaction of average-density cosmic rays 
with an estimated cloud mass of 2-4 000 M@ (at 160 pc) is still open, pen~ 
ding an extended CO survey matching the ~-ray data. Current estimates for 
this excess factor are in the range 2-4. While the cloud mass may admitted
ly be underestimated (e.g., Issa and Wolfendale 1981), it should be noted 
that an excess of the same order appears to be present in the nearby Oph-
Sag area, well surveyed in CO with the Columbia dish (e.g., Lebrun 1985). 

In the following, we reexamine possible reasons for a ~ray excess, 
in view of two recent observational developments : an Einstein X-ray survey 
(Montmerle et al. 1983, hereafter MKFG) , and a VLA radio survey (Montmerle, 
Andre, and Feigelson 1985, Montmerle et al.,'in preparation), both covering 
the N2°-diameter "Qph-y" error box. 

Current interpretations link the t-ray excess to the cloud gas, in 
which some active agent is present: stellar winds (Casse and Paul 1980), 
or interaction with the North Polar Spur (Morfill et al. 1981). However, in 
view of the existence of ~-ray sources as strange as "Geminga", it seems 
wathwhile to revisit the problem and examine the possibility that the Y-ray 
excess may not be associated with the cloud. Two main cases are a priori 
possible: a compact object, such as a pulsar, or an extragalactic source, 
lying somewhere along the line of sight to the cloud. 

II. COMPACT SOURCES. 
In MKFG, it has been argued that no clear signature for a compact 

object has been found among the 40-plus X-ray sources discovered in the 
cloud. However, no X-ray source has been'found within a ",10'-radius circle 
containing the cloud core (Wilking and Lada 1983), like12 because of absor
ption caused by a ~y high column density (NH > 1023 cm- ). The possibility 
of an unseen X-ray source within this circle definitely exists, and there
fore the existence of a compact source along the corresponding line of sight 
cannot be ruled out. 
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III. RADIO SOURCES.

Our VLA survey has been performed at 1.5 GHz in configuration C, the
central region of the cloud being surveyed also at 5 GHz and, in part, at

15 GHz (Montmerle, Andre, and Feigelson 1985; see also Feigelson and Mont-
merle 1985). The latest analysis yields, at 1.5 GHz, 54 sources within 15'
of the pointing directions (< 50% attenuation); in addition, 8 sources are
shown to belong to the cloud, on the basis of various identifications at

other wavelengths.

However, the strongest source in the survey lies more than 15' away
from any pointing direction; its corrected flux density at 1.5 GHz is ~800

mJy. Clearly visible in the 2.3 GHz survey of the Sco-Oph region by Baart
et al. (1980), near the HII region $9 surrounding _Sco, it is identified
with the Parkes source PKS1622-253, hereafter simply "PKS" (Wehrle, Morabito

and Preston 1984). All the other sources found in our survey have a flux
density < 150 mJy. PKS lies at the edge of the nominal error box, but well

within the q-ray isophotes of the area.

IV. 2CG353+16 = PKS1622-253 ?

To solve this strange "equation", we use the data on 3C273, the clo-

sest quasar (d = 1Gpc), associated with the only extragalactic y-ray source,
2CG289+64 (Bignami et al. 1981).

The data at our disposal to compare PKS and 3C273 are : radio, opti-

cal, X-ray, and _-ray. They have been gathered in the Table; we focus on

the derived F./F ratios of the j-fluxes (j = optical, X-ray, y-ray) to the
radio fluxes. JItrcan be seen that the F_(red)/F and F../F ratios are quite

comparable for the two objects; however_ the Fl-r/F ra_iorimplied by the
identification of "Oph-y " with PKS is about 1OO t_mes higher than for 3C
273. (It would be even larger if another of our radio sources were the ac-

tual extragalactic counterpart.)

V. DISCUSSION.

a) Compact object ?
From the X-ray data, we can only look for an object located within

the central I0' of the cloud. If it is a _ from the work of Arnaud
and Rothenflug (1980), there are 5 pulsars in a 5° strip within 10°4 b_ 20°

and 300°6 1 _360°; the probability to find a pulsar aligned with the center

of the f Oph cloud is thus P = 4 10-4 .P +

Another possibility is that of a Geminga-like object, an a priori
serious possibility since Geminga is thought to be less than i00 pc away
from the Sun (e.g., Caraveo et al. 1984). We estimate the probability of

identification as follows. Out of 26 _-ray sources (the 25 2CG sources,
and 083+03, Pollock et al. 1985), 7 are known : (I quasar), 2 pulsars, 3

"passive" sources (Pollock et al. 1985), and Geminga itself. In addition,
Montmerle (1985) has proposed i0 identifications with "active" giant HII +

regions. On the other hand, 3 sources are variable (hence probably compact)
5 are unidentified. The last one is "Oph-_", which we assume here is not

associated with the e Oph cloud. In all, 1 (if "Oph-y") to 9 sources can
be Geminga-like. Assuming the HII region identifications are correct, the

probability PI of identification of "Oph- _" with a source of this (galac-

tic) type is £herefore PI = 1/24 to PI = 9/16. The probability of finding
an X-ray-obscured Geming_-like source_(which does not display detectable

radio emission) is P2 = (10'/2°)2" The final identification probability
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III. RADIO SOURCES. 
Our VLA survey has been performed at 1.5 GHz in configuration C, the 

central region of the cloud being surveyed also at 5 GHz and, in part, at 
15 GHz (Montmerle, Andre, and Feigelson 1985; see also Feigelson and Mont
merle 1985). The latest analysis yields, at 1.5 GHz, 54 sources within 15' 
of the pointing directions « 50% attenuation); in addition, 8 sources are 
shown to belong to the cloud, on the basis of various identifications at 
other wavelengths. 

However, the strongest source in the survey lies more than 15' away 
from any pointing direction; its corrected flux density at 1.5 GHz is ~800 
mJy. Clearly visible in the 2.3 GHz survey of the Sco-Oph region by Baart 
et a1. (1980), near the HII region S9 surrounding Q"Sco, it is identified 
with the Parkes source PKS1622-253, hereafter simply "PKS" (Wehrle, Morabito 
and Preston 1984). All the other sources found in our survey have a flux 
density <150 mJy. PKS lies at the edge of the nominal error box, but well 
within the ~-ray isophotes of the area. 

IV. 2CG353+16 = PKS1622-253 ? 
To solve this strange "equation", we use the data on 3C273, the clo

sest quasar (d = 1 Gpc), associated with the only extragalactic y-ray source, 
2CG289+64 (Bignami et al. 1981). 

The data at our disposal to compare PKS and 3C273 are : radio, opti
cal, X-ray, and ~-ray. They have been gathered in the Table; we focus on 
the derived F ./F ratios of the j-fluxes (j = optical, X-ray, y-ray) to the 
radio fluxes.Jltrcan be seen that the FR(red)/F and Fx/F ratios are quite 
comparable for the two objects; however, the Fyr/F rafiorimplied by the 
identification of "Oph-y" with PKS is about 100 times higher than for 3C 
273. (It would be even larger if another of our radio sources were the ac
tual extragalactic counterpart.) 

V. DISCUSSION. 
a) Compact object? 
From the X-ray data, we can only look for an object located within 

the central 10' of the cloud. If it is a pulsaG from the work of Arnaud 
and Rothenflug (1980), there are 5 pulsars in a 50 strip within 100~ b~ 200 

and 3000 ~ 1 {3600; the probability to find a pulsar aligned with the center 
of the f Oph cloud is thus Pp = 4 10-4 

Another possibility is that of a Geminga-like object, an a priori 
serious possibility since Geminga is thought to be less than 100 pc away 
from the Sun (e.g., Caraveo et al. 1984). We estimate the probability of 
identification as follows. Out of 26 t-ray sources (the 25 2CG sources, 
and 083+03, Pollock et al. 1985), 7 are known: (1 quasar), 2 pulsars, 3 
"passive" sources (Pollock et a1. 1985), and Geminga itself. In addition, 
Montmerle (1985) has proposed 10 identifications with "active" giant HII 
regions. On the other hand, 3 sources are variable (hence probably compact) 
5 are unidentified. The last one is "Oph- y ", which we assume here is not 
associated with the e Oph cloud. In all, 1 (if "Oph- 'I ") to 9 sources can 
be Geminga-like. Assuming the HII region identifications are correct, the 
probability P 1 of identification of "Oph- 'f" with a source of this (galac
tic) type is therefore PI = 1/24 to PI = 9/16. The probability of finding 
an X-ray-obscured Geminga-like source (which does not display detectable 
radio emission) is P2 = (10'/20)2. The final identification probability 
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PG = PIP2 of identifying "Oph-_ " with a Geminga-like source is thus:

3 I0-4_ PG _ 4 10-3 .

In both cases above, it turns out that the probabilities P and Pp are quite

low, the upper limit of Pc _ 0.4% being probably quite str_ng, since it im-
plies that all the unidentified _-ray sources are Geminga-like -an unlikely
possibility in view of their latitude distribution.

b) Extragalactic object ?
No statistical argument applies here. We note only that the condi-

tion F_/F (PKS) _ I00 Fy/F (3C273) is extremely constraining, since the
other _luxrratios have comparable values. The y-ray emission from 2C273 is

already somewhat difficult to explain (see Morrison, Roberts, and Sadun
1984).

VI. CONCLUSION.

Perhaps not too surprisingly, we find that to interpret the excess

-ray flux associated with 2CG353+16 in terms of objects not associated

with the _ Oph cloud is indeed difficult. The possibility of invoking exo-
tic objects cannot be strictly ruled out, but all in all, if the excess is
real, the most probable identification remains that of the interaction of
the NomthPolar Spur with the cloud, as proposed by Morfill et al. (1981).

In fact, the same interaction probably accounts also for the _-ray excess,

of the same order as in _ Oph, found in the nearby Oph-Sag region.
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In both cases above, it turns out that the probabilities P and PG are quite 
low, the upper limit of P ~ 0.4% being probably quite strEng, since it im
plies that all the uniden~ified Y-ray sources are Geminga-like -an unlikely 
possibility in view of their latitude distribution. 

b) Extragalactic object? 
No statistical argument applies here. We note only that the condi

tion Fy IF (PKS) ~ 100 Fy IF (3C273) is extremely constraining, since the 
other f1uxrratios have comparable values. They-ray emission from 2C273 is 
already somewhat difficult to explain (see Morrison, Roberts, and Sadun 
1984). 
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TABLE. Compared properties of 3C273 and PKS1622-253

spect, y-rays X-rays opt.(Red) _ radio

IOOMeV-IGeV_2-i 0.2-0.4_2keV_l0.6_ -2_8_ 1.4-5.0_2GHz_I F_/mr Vx/mr mR/mrrange erg cm s erg cm s erg cm s erg cm s

3C273 2.5 10-10 10 -11 2 10 -11 1.4 10 -12 1.8 10 2 7 14

PKS 4.5 10 -10 3 10-13 2 10 -13 2.8 10 -14 1.6 10 4 11 7

Notes (i) (2) (3) (4)

NOTES. (i) PKS : flux if identification with 2CG353+16 assumed;
3C273 : from Bignami and Hermsen (1983).

(2) PKS : upper limit from MKFG = 10-2 cts s-l. In the area, NH_ 10-21
cm 2, Av _ 0.5 mag; Fy assumes integral spectrum with index _ 0.5.
3C273 :-from Worrall _t ai.(1979).

(3) PKS and 3C273 : from PSS red print; we estimate mR(3C273 ) = !3.0,
mR(PKS) = 18.0 .

(4) PKS : based on a 1.4 GHz flux desity of 0.8 Jy (this work), assu-
ming a non-increasing spectrum between 1.4 GHz and 5.0 GHz.

3C273 : based on a constant flux density of 40 Jy (1.5-5.0 GHz).
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TABLE. Compared properties of 3C273 and PKS1622-253 

speet. 

range 

3C273 

PKS 

Notes 

NOTES. 

~-rays X-rays opt. (Red) radio 
100MeV-IGeV 0.2-0.4 keY 0.6r -O.Bt) 1.4-5.0 GHz F,/Fr FX/Fr FR/Fr -, -1 -, -1 -, 1 -, -1 erg em s erg em s erg em s erg em s 

2.5 10-10 10-11 2 10-11 1.4 10-12 
l.B 102 7 14 

4.5 10-10 3 10-13 2 10-13 2.B 10-14 1.6 104 11 7 

(1) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(2) (3) (4) 

PKS : flux if identification with 2CG353+16 assumed; 
3C273 : from Bignami and Hermsen_~19B3)'_1 -21 
PKS : upper limit from MKFG = 10 ets s . In the area, NH~ 10 
cm-', AV ~ 0.5 mag; FX assumes integral spectrum with index ~ 0.5. 
3C273 : from Worrall et al.(1979). 
PKS and 3C273 : from PSS red print; we estimate mR(3C273) = 13.0, 
m (PKS) = 1B.0 . . 
p~S : based on a 1.4 GHz flux desity of O.B Jy (this work), assu
ming a non-increasing spectrum between 1.4 GHz and 5.0 GHz. 
3C273 : based on a constant flux density of 40 Jy (1.5-5.0 GHz). 

• 
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SPECTRAL EVOLUTION OF y-RAYS FROM ADIABATICALLY
EXPANDING SOURCES IN DENSE CLOUDS

S.A. Stephens

Tara Instituteof Fundamental Research

Homi Bhabha Road, Bombay 400005, India

ABSTRACT

The excess of antiprotons (P) observed in cosmic rays has been

attributed to their production in supernova_(SN) envelopes
expanding in dense clouds. While creating P, y-rays are also

produced and these clouds would shine as y-ray sources. The

evolution of the Y-ray spectrum has been calculated for clouds

of nH = 104 and 105/cm 3.

I. Introduction. Theobserved flux of P in cosmic radiation [1-3] has

invoked many new ideas in recent years to explain these observations [4].

The observed excess of Pimplies large amount of matter to be traversed

by cosmic rays and recently, Mauger and Stephens [5] have suggested the

possibility of producing P in the envelopes of SN exploding in dense

clouds. Cosmic rays while traversing matter produce pions and kaons, in

addition to _. These unstable particles decay to y-raysand electrons;

y-rays are also produced by the interaction of electrons with matter and

radiation fields. Such sourcesshould shine in y-rays andit is neces-

saxy to look for them [6i. In this paper, we derive the evolution of

y-ray spectrum in SN envelopes, which expand in dense clouds, and examine

the consequences.

2. Theoretical Approach. The evolution of nucleonand electron compo-

nents in supernova envelopes can be examined by solving the following
coupled equations

dJ dE

at DE (pur) -, A --_-dE'Qv
(i)o o Q

E P E P

dJ dE
e _ e

d-_- = -_ (Je d-_-) + Qe ... (2)

In the above equations, the ist term on the R.N.S. describes the conti-

nuous energy loss of particles. In the case of protons, this energy

loss corresponds to ionization and adiabaticcooling, the latter being

(dE/dr) A = _ (E+2m)E/r(E+m)} (dr/dr). The radius r and its derivatives
are obtained from the dynamics of SN. The 2nd term describes the

energy shift due to the finite elasticity of the interacting particle

and the 3rd term corresponds to the loss of particles due to interaction.

In these terms, _ is the interaction mean free path and v the velocity

of the interacting particle. In the case of electrons (Eqn.2), the

continuous loss term contains also loss due %o bremsstrahlung, inverse

.. 
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SPECTRAL EVOLUTION OF Y-RAYS FROM ADIABATICALLY 
EXPANDING SOURCES IN DENSE CLOUDS 

S.A. Stephens 
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research 
Homi Bhabha Road, Bombay 400005, India 

ABSTRACT 

The excess of antiprotons (P) observed in cosmic rays has been 
attributed to their production in supernova (SN) envelopes 
expanding in dense 'clouds. While creating P, y-rays are also 
produced and these clouds would shine as y-ray sources. The 
evolution of the y-ray spectrum has been calculated for clouds 
of nH = 104 and 105/cm3 . 

-1. Introduction. The observed flux of P in cosmic radiation [1-3] has 
invoked many new ideas in recent years to explain these observations [4]. 
The observed excess of P implies large amount of matter to be traversed 
by cosmic rays and recently, Mauger and Stephens [5] have suggested the 
possibility of producing P in the envelopes of SN exploding in dense 
clouds. Cosmic rays while traversing matter produce pions and kaons, in 
addition to~. These unstable particles decay to y-rays'and electrons; 
y-rays are also produced by the interaction of electrons with matter and 
radiation fields. Such sources should shine in y-rays and it is neces
sary'to look for them [6j. In this paper, we derive the evolution of 
y-ray spectrum in SN envelopes, which expand in dense clouds, and e~amine 
the consequences. 

2. Theoretical Approach. The evolution of nucleon and electron compo
nents in supernova envelopes can be examined by solving the following 
coupled equations 

dJ 
d 

dE dEl ----.P. = (Jp~) + 11 ~J pv. J 
dt dE A p I A p E E 

(1) 

dJ dE 
e d e + Q dt = a3 (Je dt ) e 

(2) 

In the above equations, the 1st term on the R.H.S. describes the conti
nuous energy loss of particles. In the case of protons, this energy 
loss corresponds to ionization and adiabatic cooling, the latter being 
(dE/dt) A = l (E+2m) E/r (E+m) } (dr/dt) • The radius r and its derivatives 
are obtained from the dynamics of SN. The 2nd term describes the 
energy shift due to the finite elasticity of the interacting particle 
and the 3rd term corresponds to the loss of particles due to interaction. 
In these terms, A is the interaction mean free path and v the velocity 
of the interacting particle. In the case of electrons (Eqn.2), the 
continuous loss term contains also loss due to bremsstrahlung, inverse 
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Compton and synchrotron processes. For the inverse Compton process, we

have used a radiation density corresponding to an optical outburst of

1043 ergs/s soonafter the SN explosion, which then decay with an e-

folding time of 0.2 yl. The magnetic field inside the remnants is assu-

med to scale as B2enH, with B = 4HG at nH = 1 atom. cm"3.

Equation 2 is coupled to the ist equation through the term Qe which
is given by

Qe = fE_ fE fEp_ --_e. --_ " {Jp Qv} dEp {2_(E d_)} p& d@
... (3)

Here, rne integral over @ describes the production of pions, in which p_
is the transverse momentum of pions, @ the angle of emission and

(E d3_/dp3) the invariant cross section, which depends upon Ep. The

integrals over _ and _ take care of the energy distribution of muons
and electrons during decay; _'s are normalized functions. We have also

included the knockon electrons, which are important below a few tens of

MeV. All these parameters are taken from the work of Badhwar and

Stephen s [7]. The set of coupled equations (I) and (2) has been solved

by Runge Kutta method. It is assumed that the acceleration is complete

at onset of adiabatic phase and the initial energy spectrum is assumed to

be a power law in rigidity of the type A R-2_75, where A = 2.5x104/(m 2.

sr.s.GV/c) for nucleons and = 150/(m2.sr.s.GV/c) for electrons. The

parameters relating to the evolution of SN indense clouds have been

described earlier [8]. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that
the size of cloudlets is such that the total amount of matter traversed

by cosmic rays, when the envelope leaves the cloudlet, is about 50 g.cm -2.

During the expansion' of the remnant, cosmic rays interact with

matter to produce neutral pions which decay into y-rays. Electrons

interact to produce bremsstrahlung y-rays; the contribution from inverse

Compton is very small during the adiabatic phase, y-rays thus produced
are calculated using the following integrals.

2dE_° '{Jp Ov} dEp.' {2_ (E dSO)
Py(t) o = 4_ SE o IEI:> _ _y dP 3 pl dS} ...(4)

Py(t) B = 471 --f__ (Ee,E) pM JedEc ... (5)
C

Eqn. 4 is similar to Eqn. 3, except that _o decays to y-rays and the

energy distribution of Y-rays is taken care through the integral over

E_o. The cross-section for _o production is taken from Stephens and
. ° , ,

Badhwar [9]; the bremsstrahlung cross-section $(Ee,E) is with and with-
out screening [10].

3. y-ray Spectral Evolutlon. We have used for the calculation the in-
terstellar cosmic ray spectrum to be the source spectrum in the SN, and

to determine the total cosmic ray energy density in the source, the

following procedure has been adopted. It is found that one needs 30% of
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compton and synchrotron processes. For the inverse Compton process, we 
have used a radiation density corresponding to an optical outburst of 
1043 ergs/s soon~after the SN explosion, which then decay with an e
folding time of 0.2 YL. The magnetic field. inside the remnants is assu
med to scale as B2 a·nH , with B = 4~G at nH = 1 atom. cm-3 . 

Equation 2 is coupled to the 1st equation through the term Qe which 
is given by 

= 
dE 
~bTf • {J 
~ P 

3 
pv} dE • {2rr(E

d
O')} PJ. de 

p dp3 
(3) 

Here, the integral over e describes the production of pions, in which p~ 
is the transverse momentum of pions, e the angle of emission and 
(E d30'/dp3) the invariant cross section, which depends upon Ep' The 
integrals over Err and ~ take care of the energy distribution of muons 
and electrons during decay; ~'s are normalized functions. We have also 
included the knockon electrons, which are important below a few tens of 
MeV. All these parameters are taken from the work of Badhwar and 
Stephens [7]. The set of coupled equations (1) and (2) has been solved 
by Runge Kutta method. It is assumed that the acceleration is complete 
at onset of adiabatic phase and the initial energy spectrum is assumed to 
be a power law in rigidity of the type A R-2 • 75 , where A = 2.5xl04 /(m2• 
·sr.s.GV/c) for nucleons and = 150/(m2 .sr.s.GV/c) for electrons. The 
parameters relating to the evolution of SN in dense clouds have been 
described earlier [8]. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that 
the size of cloudlets is such that the total amount of matter traversed 
by cosmic rays, when the envelope leaves the cloudlet, is about 50 g.cm-2• 

During the expansion' of the remnant, cosmic rays interact with 
matter to produce neutral pions which decay into y-rays. Electrons 
interact to produce bremsstrahlung y-rays; the contribution from inverse 
compton is very small during the adiabatic phase. y-rays thus produced 
are calculated using the following integrals. 

p (t) 0 

y Tf 
= 

2dE 0 

Tf ~ {J pv} dE •. {2Tf 
~y P p 

= 4Tf. f <P (E ,E) P'Il J dE E e .. e c 
c 

3 
(E dO') 

dp3 
PJ. de} ••• (4) 

(5) 

Eqn. 4 is similar to Eqn. 3, except that Tfo decays to y-rays and the 
energy distribution of y-rays is taken care through the integral over 
E o. The cross-section for Tfo production is taken from Stephens and 
B~dhwar [9]; the bremsstrahlung cross-section ~(E ,E) is with and with-
out screening (10]. e 

3. y-ray SpectralEvolut~on. We have used for the calculation the in
terstellar cosmic ray spectrum to be the source spectrum in the SN, and 
to determine the total cosmic ray energy density in the source, the 
following procedure has been adopted. It is found that one needs 30% of 
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the cosmic ray nucleons to originate from SN in dense clouds in order to
explain the P observations [8]. The remaining 70% is assumed to come

from SN exploded in ordinary clouds with n = I0 atom.cm-3; the observed
• S

birth rate of these SN is one in ~30 yrs. Considering a galactic space

with radius 15 kpc and thickness 0.5 kpc, one requires an energy release

~ 7x1060 eV in cosmic rays by a SN to account for the present energy

density over a period of 3xi07 yrs. It is assumedthat the acceleration

is complete in these sources around 200 yrs. The adiabatic cooling is

expected to cease at the end of adiabatic phase, when the envelope _g-
ments. Taking into account the energy loss processes during expansion,

the c&icu_ated energy output just after the accelerationiS£10 _2 eV.

Therefore, we use this factor to obtain y-ray brightness in our calcula-
tions.

The evolution of y-ray spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 for various

stages of BN evolution in clouds of density nH = 105 atom.cm -3. The
ordinate brightness scale is given as photon per (GeV.s). It can be

seen that during the early phase, the spectrum below a few hundred MeV

is dominated by bremsstrahlung radiation and as a result, the total spec-

trum can be represented by a simple power law. However, at the later

stages, _o decay y-rays become dominant. In order to examine the varia-

tion of the total intensity with time, we have plotted in Fig. 2, the

integral brightness above I00 MeV as well as above 30 MeV as a function

of time, for nH = 105 and 104 atom cm-3; the upper scale is for nH = 105
atom. cm-3 .
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50 

Fig.1. y-ray spectra through n° 
decay and bremsstrahlung are 
shown for SN exploding in a 
cloud with 105 atom.cm-3• 
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Fig.2 y-ray brightness is plotted 
as a function of time for two nH 
values. 

the cosmic ray nucleons to originate from SN in dense clouds in order to 
explain the Ii observations [8]. The remaining 70% is assumed to come 
from SN exploded in ordinary clouds with n

H 
= 10 atom.cm-3 i the observed 

birth rate of these SN is one in N30 yrs. Considering a galactic space 
with radius 15 kpc and thickness 0.5 kpc, one requires an energy release 
- 7xl060 eV in cosmic rays by a SN to account for the present energy 
density over a period of 3xl07 yrs. It is assumed that the acceleration 
is complete in these sources around 200 yrs. The adiabatic cooling is 
expected to cease at the end of adiabatic phase, when the envelope f~ag
ment:s: T~king into acco~t t~e energy loss proGesses.during:.expansio~, 
the calculated energy output J~st after theacceleratl.on is-l062 eV. 
Therefore, we use this factor to obtain y-ray brightness in our calcula
tions. 

The evolution of y-ray spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 for various 
stages of SN evolution in clouds of density nH = 105 atom.cm-3• The 
ordinate brightness scale is given as photon per (GeV.s). It can be 
seen that during the early phase, the spectrum below a few hundred MeV 
is dominated by bremsstrahlung radiation and as a result, the total spec
trum can be represented by a simple power law. However, at the lat.er 
stages, nO decay y-rays become dominant. In order to examine the varia
tion of the total intensity with time, we have plotted in Fig. 2, the 
integral brightness above 100 MeV as well as above 30 MeV as a function 
of time, for nH = 105 and 104 atom cm-3; the upper scale is for nH = 105 
atom. cm-3• 
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It. can be noticed from Fig. 2 that, these sources are visible even

upto far end of the Galaxy, if the threshold for detection is good to

10-6 photon/cm 2 for nH = 105 atom.cm-3. The life time of this source is
only a few hundred yrs. and hence the number of such sources would be

smal_i in a given time. In the case of nH = 104 atom.cm -3, th@ threshold

needed_detec% them over the entire galaxy is <10 -7 photon.cm -_. The
energy dilution of cosmic rays in these sources from the onset of the

adiabatic phase till they travel 50 g.cm -2 of matter is estimated to be

by a factor 24.5 and 55 for nH = 105 and 104 atom.cm-3 respectively,

which can be compared ;_o 17.5 for nH = i0 atom.cm -3. Therefore, the

number of such sources in the galaxy in comparison with the number of SN

exploding in normal cloud is 0.6:1.0 and 1.34:1.0 for nH = 105 and 104

atom.cm -3 respectively. This would mea$ that equal number of SN are
exploded in dense clouds with diameter _i pc, but only a few of them
would be visible for observation.
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It can be noticed from Fig. 2 that, these sources are visible even 
upto far end of the Galaxy, if the threshold for detection is good to 
10-6 ~hoton/cm2 for nH = 105 atom.cm-3• The life time of this source is 
only a few hundred.yrs. and hence the number of such sources would be 
small: .~ a given time. In the case of nH = 104 atom.cllC3, the threshold 
neededA~etect them over the entire galaxy is <10-7 phot0n..cm-2. The 
energy dilution of cosmic rays in these sources from the onset of the 
adiabatic phase till they travel 50 g.cm-2 of matter is estimated to be 
by a factor 24.5 and 55 for nH = 105 and 104 atom.cm-3 respectively, 
which can be compared ,*;0.1.7.5 for nH = 10 atom.cm-3• Therefore, the 
number of such sources in the galaxy in comparison with the number of SN 
exploding in normal cloud is 0.6:1.0 and 1.34:1.0 for nH = 105 and 104 
atom.cm-3 respectively. This would me~ that equal number of SN are 
exploded in dense clouds with diameterS1 pc, but only a few of them 
would be visible for observation. 
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ABSTRACT

Supernova (SN)exploding in dense cloudlets produce large flux

of y-rays. They would shine on Y-ray sources, but their life

time is small_ ,We calculate the flux distribution of these

sources inthe Galaxy and compare with the Cos-B catalogue of
sources.

1. Introduction. It has been pointed out recently that large flux of

secondary antiprotons (p) is produced in envelopes of SN which explode in
dense cloudlets in the Galaxy [i]. Taking into account all energy loss

processes, including adiabatic cooling, _T is shown that the resultant

spectral shape of these p match the observations[2]. These SN should

also be an intense source of y-rays [3], but their life time in the
cloud is small. The absolute brightness and time evolution of these

sources depend upon the density of the cloudlets [4]. Because of these

reasons, the number of such sources in the Galaxy at a _iven time, is
small and its brightness depends upon its age and the distance from the

Sun. We have calculated the flux 5100 MeV) distribution of these 7-ray

sources, by folding in the surface density of molecular hydrogen in the

Galaxy and the density distribution of cloudlets. These estimates are

compared with the observed distribution of Cos-B sources [5].

2. y-ra[ Production inSources. During the evolution of SN in dense
clouds, cosmic ray nucleons interact with matter to produce T ° decay y-

rays. As the matter traversal increases, the spectral shape of nucleons,

which is initially assumed to be a simple power law in rigidity, flattens

due to ionization loss, and the yrray spectrum near 70 MeV peak is also

altered [4]. Electrons interact with matter to produce bremsstrahlung

y-rays. Electron spectrum evolves rapidly withthe age of SN. The

initially accelerated electronsare depleted by synchrotron energyloss

process at high energies, and the spectrumis dominated by secondary

electrons during the late stages of evolution. At low energies, the

spectrum is flattened due %o ionization loss. As a result of these, the

relative contribution of bremsstrahlung Y-rays decreases with time. We

have calculated the y-ray spectrum from these sources as described else-
where [4].

From the study of p produced from these sources, it is shown that
about" 30% of the observed nucleons inlcosmicray_come from such sources

[1,2]. The remaining cosmic ray_ucleons come from sNexploding in ordi-
nary clouds with n_ = 10 atom.cm- in the Galaxy.i If the rate of SN
explosion in the cIouds is about once in 30 years in the Galaxy, the
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Supernova (SN) exploding in dense cloudlets produce large flux 
of y-rays. They would shine on y-ray sources, but their life 
time is small~ "We calculate the flux aistribution of these 
sources in the Galaxy and compare with the Cos-B catalogue of 
sources. 

1. Introduction. It has been pointed out recently that large flux of 
secondary antiprotons (p) is produced in envelopes of SN ~hich explode in 
dense cloudlets in the Galaxy [1]. Taking into account all energy loss 
processes, including adiabatic cooling, i't is shown that the resultant 
spectral shape of these p match the observations [2]. These SN should 
also be an intense source of y-rays [3], but their life time in the 
cloud is small. The absolute brightness and time evolution of these 
sources depend upon the density of the cloudlets [4]. Because of these 
reasons, the number of such sources in the Galaxy at a given time, is 
small and its brightness depends upon its age and the distance from the 
Sun. We have calculated the flux (>100 MeV) distribution of these r-ray 
sources, by folding in the surface density of molecular hydrogen in the 
Galaxy and the density distribution of cloudlets. These estimates are 
compared with the observed distribution of Cos-B sources [5). 

2. y-ray Production in sources. During the evolution of SN in dense 
clouds, cosmic ray nucleons interact with matter to produce nO decay y
rays. As the matter traversal increases, the spectral shape of nucleons, 
which is initially assumed to be a simple power law in rigidity, flattens 
due to ionization loss, and the y:-rayspectrum near 70 MeV peak is also 
altered [4). Electrons int~ract with matter to, produce bremsstrahlung 
y-rays. Electron spectrum evolves rapidly \\,iththe age of SN. The 
initially accelerated electrons are depleted by synchrotron energy loss 
process at high energies, and the spectrum is dominated by secondary 
electrons during the late s,tages of evolution. At low energies, the 
spectrum is flattened due to ionization loss. As a result of these, the 
relative contribution of bremsstrahlung y-rays decreases with time. we 
have calculated the y-ray spectrum from these sources as described else
where [4]. 

From the study of,p produced from these sources, it is shown that 
about' 30% of the observed nucleons'in cosmic'rays:come from such sources 
[1,2]. The remaining cosmic ray_~ucleons come from SN exploding in ordi
nary clouds with nu = 10 atom.cmin the Galaxy. If the rate of SN 
explosion in the ctouds is about oncein'30 years in'the,Galaxy, the 
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energy release _ the form of cosmic rays soon after acceleration, about

200 yrs, is ~I0-- eV [4] ; it is assumed that adiabatic cooling takes

place only upto the end of the adiabatic phase when remnant fragements.

We consider that the total energy release in the form of cosmic rays is

the same for all sources. With this information, the brightness evolu-

tion of SN with time is calculated. Observations show that cloudlets have

H2 densities varying from about a few times 103 molecules/cm 3 to about

105/cm 3 [6]. In Fig. I, we have shown the brightness above i00 MeV as a

function of time for SN exploding in cloudlets for different nH values.
The adiabatic loss is higher for SN exploding in rarer medium, and it is

seen that the brightness decreases rapidly with time for sources in rarer
medium.

3. Luminosity Distribution of y'ray Sources. We consider in this analy-

sis that cosmic rays are accelerated in dense source by the beginning of

the adiabatic phase; th_ remnant leaves the cloudlet when cosmic rays
_traverse about 50 g.cm of matter. One can estimate from the observed

p the relative number of SN, which explodes in dense clouds to that in

ordinary clouds. Our calculation show that the ratio is 1.34:1.0,

0.82:1.0, 0.6:1.0 and 0.44:1.0 respectively for nH = 104 , 4x104, 105 and
2.5xi05 atom.cm -3. We make use of this to calculate SN rate in the

Galaxy. The flux distribution is evaluated by the integral

N_L) =fIIN(R,n H) R dR. d_ . _(nH,t)/4_d 2}
dt (I)• o g

In this equation L = B/4_d 2, where d2 = R2 + R2-2 R R Cos$ ; here

Ro = i0 kpc the abundance of galactic centre and, R°the radius and ¢ the
azimuthal angle between radius R and the Sun-Centre line. The restri-

ction in this integral is that the integrant becomes zero when

{B(nH,t)/4_d2 }<L. In this equation N(R,n H) is the number of SN per unit
area, weighted according to the molecular hydrogen density [7] and is

normalized to the number of SN produced per unit time in the entire ga-

laxy for a given cloud of density nH.
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energy release ~~ the form of cosmic rays soon after acceleration, about 
200 yrs, is -10 eV [4]; it is assumed that adiabatic cooling takes 
place only upto the end of the adiabatic phase when remnant fragements. 
We consider that the total energy release in the form of cosmic rays is 
the same for all sources. With this information, the brightness evolu
tion of SN with time is calculated. Observations show that cloudlets have 
H2 densities varying from about a few times 103 molecu1es/cm3 to about 
10S/cm3 [6]. In Fig. 1, we have shown the brightness above 100 MeV as a 
function of time for SN exploding in cloudlets for different nH values. 
The adiabatic loss is higher for SN exploding in rarer medium, and it is 
seen that the brightness decreases rapidly with time for sources in rarer 
medium. 

3. Luminosity Distribution of y-ray sources. We consider in this analy
sis that cosmic rays are acCelerated in dense source by the beginning of 
the adiabatic phase; t~~ remnant leaves the cloudlet when cosmic rays 
traverse about SO g.cm of matter. One can estimate from the observed 
p the relative number of SN, which explodes in dense clouds to that in 
ordinary clouds. Our calculation show that the ratio is 1.34:1.0, 
0.82:1.0, 0.6:1.0 and 0.44:1.0 respectively for nH = 104 , 4x104, lOS and 
2.Sx10S atom.cm-3 • We make use of this to calculate SN rate in the 
Galaxy. The flux distribution is evaluated by the integral 

N (> L) =:JJJ N (R,nH) R dR. di4> .' fu (nH,t) /47fd
2

} dt (1) 

In this equation L = B/47fd2, where d2 = R2 + R2_2 R R Cos~ ; here, 
Ro = 10 kpc the abundance of galactic cen~re and, ROthe radius and ~ the 
azimuthal angle between radius R and the Sun-Centre line. The restri
ctionin this integral is that the integrant becomes zero when 
{B(nH,t)/47fd2 }<L. In this equation N(R,nH) is the number of SN per unit 
area, weighted according to the molecular hydrogen density [7] and is 
normalized to the number of SN produced per unit time in the entire ga
laxy for a given cloud of density n
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We haveplotted in Fig. 2, the number of expected y-ray sources in

the Galaxy with flux>L as a function of L. We have considered a range
of L values from 10-7 to 10-4 photon/(cm2.s). Curves B, C and D corres-

pond to nH values 4x10 4, 105 and 2.5x10 5 atom. cm-3 respectively. The
observed Cos-B source distribution is shown by the step function. It is

clear fromthisfigure that anti-protons are produced in dense cloudlets

do not contradict the ¥-ray observations. The good agreement Curve A has,

withtheobserved data_suggests that indeed Cos-B sources could have this

origin.

The observation of dense cloudlets show that the densitypeaks

around nH = 105 atom cm-3. We have evaluatedN(nH,R) distribution using
_he available information on the density distribution of clouds [6].

Making use of the weighted distribution of N(nH,R) we have integrated

Eqn. 1 over nH and the result is shown as dashed curve in Fig. 2. The
agreement with data is not as good as that for nH = 104 atom cm-2.

4. Discussion. Wehave shown that if antiprotons are produced in enve-

lopes of SN, which explodes in dense cloudletsin the Galaxy, the y-ray

produced in these sources do not contradict the observed Cos-Bdata.

It is also seen from Fig. 2 that the source distribution calculated

fOrnH = 104 atom.cm-3isin good agreement with the observed data. How-
ever, the calculated distribution after folding the distribution of

observed mean densities in cloudlets predicts too small a number of y-ray

sources at low flux values. This may perhaps be due to the following

reason. We have assumed a uniformdensity of matter in the cloud during

the entire evolution ofSN. Observations show [8] that the radial gra-

diant in density varies between r-_-5 and r-2, with densities _10 4 atom.
cm-3 beyond 0.1 pc. Therefore, when SN explodes in these clouds, the

remnant would spend most of its time in regions of low densities _ 104
atom. cm-3
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Integral source distribu
tion is plotted as a 
function of observable 
flux; for comparison 
Cos-B data is shown. 

We have plotted in Fig. 2, the number of expected y-ray sources in 
the Galaxy with flux> L as a function of L. We have considered a range 
of L values from 10-7 to 10-4 photon/(cm2.s). CUrves B, C and D corres
pond to nH values 4xl04 , 105 and 2.Sx105 atom. cm-3 re$Pectively. The 
observed Cos-B source distribution is shown by the step function. It is 
clear from· this figure th~t anti-protons are produced in dense cloudlets 
do not contradict the r-ray observations. The good agreement Curve A has, 
with the observed data,suggests that indeed Cos-a sources could have this 
origin. 

The observation of dense cloudlets show that the density' peaks 
around nH = 105 atom cm-3 • We have evaluated N(nH,R) distribution using 
the available information on the density distribution of clouds [6]. 
Making use of the weighted distribution o~ N(nH,R) we have integrated 
Eqn. lover nH and tpe result is shown as dashed curve in Fig. 2. The 
agreement with data is not as good as that for nH = 104 atom cm-2• 

4. Discussion. We have shown that if antiprotons are produced in enve
lopes of SN, which explodes in dense cloudlets in the Galaxy, the Y-ray 
produced in these sources do not contradict the observed Cos-B data. 

It is also seen from Fig. 2 that the source distribution calculated 
for nJi = 104 atom.cm-3 is. in good agreement with the observed data. How
ever, the calculated distribution after folding the distribution of 
observed mean densities in cloudlets predicts too small a number of y-ray 
sources at low', flux values. This may perhaps be due to the following 
reason. We have assumed a uniform density of matter in the cloud during 
the entire evolution of SN. Observations show [8] that the radial gra
di~nt in density varies between r-"·~ and r-2, with densities ~104 atom. 
cm-3 beyond 0.1 pc. Therefore, when SN explodes in these clouds, the 
remnant would spend most of its time in regions of low densities ~ 104 

-3 ' atom. em • 
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On the basis of Curve A in Fig. 2, one expects about i00 y-ray

sources in the Galaxy with flux densities > 10-7photon/(cm2.s) at ener-

gies > I00 MeV. This can be checked by GRO. We can predict the hardness

of spectrum in such sources, which can also be measured accuratelyby

GRO. Our calculations show that the variation of F _300 MeV)/F _I00) is
from 0.26 to 0.34 over the life of SN and this is consistent with the

observations [5]. The high energy V-ray spectrum is dominated by T °-

decay and the spectral shape will be indicative of the accelerated spec-
trum of nucleons in these sources.

We have shown elsewhere [9] that the observed positron data can be

well explained by secondary production of e+ in these sources. It is

important at this stage to calculate the radio spectrum emitted by elec-
trons in these sources.
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On the basis of Curve A in Fig. 2, one expects about 100 y-ray 
sources in the Galaxy with flux densities >10-7 photon/(cm2.s) at ener
gies > 100 MeV. This can be checked by GRO. We can predict the hardness 
of spectrum in such sources, which can also be measured accurately'by 
GRO. Our calculations show that the variation of F (> 300 MeV) /F (> 100) is 
from 0.26 to 0.34 over the life of SN and this is consistent with the 
observations [5). The high energy y-ray spectrum is dominated by no
decay and the spectral shape will be indicative of the a.ccelerated spec
trum of nucleons in these sources. 

We have shown elsewhere [9) that the observed positron data can be 
well explained by secondary production of e+ in these sources. It is 
important at this stage to calculate the radio spectrum emitted by elec
trons in these sources. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

A significant progress towards understanding the nature of the

COS-B galactic _-ray sources is allowed by two recent developments:

a) The existence of extensive wide-latitude CO surveys, from the
Northern hemisphere, as well as from the Southern hemisphere (Dame and

Thaddeus 1985, Cohen et al. 1985), allowing to know more precisely the
molecular cloud population of the Perseus, Sagittarius, and Carina
spiral arms;

b) The study,of the time variability of _-ray sources by the
Caravane Collaboration, in _-rays but also at other wavelengths, leading
to the recognition of 4 new variable sources ("Geminga", and 3 other

sources displaying long-term variations) in addition to the already known
Crab and Vela pulsars (Bignami and Hermsen 1983; Bignami, Caraveo, and
Paul 1984, Vigroux et al. 1985; Pollock et al. 1985).

As a result, three classes of _-ray sources emerge to date:
variable sources, "active" sources (variable or not), and "passive"
sources (Pollock et al 1985; see also Montmerle 1979a).

II. VARIABLE SOURCES

It has been argued (Bignami, Caraveo, and Paul 1984) that "Geminga"
(= 2CG195+04) is probably a binary system, consisting of a G subdwarf

primary and a neutron star secondary, at less than I00 pc from the Sun.

Including the two pulsars alredy mentioned, we have therefore 3 _-ray
sources identified with compact objects.

In addition, 3 sources (2CG054+01 and the newly found 083+03,

Pollock et al. 1985; 2CG356+00, Bignami and Hermsen 1983) have displayed
significant flux variations between separate COS-B observations. The

timescale for the observed variations (years, typically) limits the
source size to a fraction of a pc. No identification has been proposed
so far for these three sources; they are likely to be compact objects
as well.

III. NON-VARIABLE SOURCES

In the first galactic quadrant, in which matched CO and y-ray
data have been compared (Lebrun et al. 1983; see also Arnaud et al. 1982),

it is possible to compare, point by point, the _-ray flux at Earth I

expected on the basis of a "normal" CO/H% ratio (or, more precisely, ° a

"normal" N(Hg)/Wco ratio, see Lebrun et = al. 1983) and a "normal"

cosmic-ray d_nsi£9, with they-ray flux actually observed, Iy .

Writing I_ = fvI , one finds 3 sources for which fv= l, i.e.,I o i
"passive" sources. These y-ray sources appear as such only because of a
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A significant progress towards understanding the nature of the 
COS-B galactic y·-ray sources is allowed by two recent developments: 

a) The existence of extensive wide-latitude CO surveys, from the 
Northern hemisphere, as well as from the Southern hemisphere (Dame and 
Thaddeus 1985, Cohen et al. 1985), allowing to know more precisely the 
molecular cloud population of the Perseus, Sagittarius, and Carina 
spiral arms; 

b) The study.. of the time variability of ~-ray sources by the 
Caravane Collaboration, in a-rays but also at other wavelengths, leading 
to the recognition of 4 new variable sources ("Geminga", and 3 other 
sources displaying long-term variations) in addition to the already known 
Crab and Vela pulsars (Bignami and Hermsen 1983; Bignami, Caraveo, and 
Paul 1984, Vigroux et al. 1985; Pollock et al. 1985). 

As a result, three classes of ~-ray sources emerge to date: 
variable sources, "active" sources (variable or not), and "passive" 
sources (Pollock et al 1985; see also Montmerle 1979a). 

II. VARIABLE SOURCES 

It has been argued (Bignami, Caraveo, and Paul 1984) that "Geminga" 
(= 2CG195+04) is probably a binary system, consisting of a G subdwarf 
primary and a neutron star secondary, at less than 100 pc from the Sun. 
Including the two pulsars alredy mentioned, we have therefore 3 o-ray 
sources identified with compact objects. 

In addition, 3 sources (2CG054+01 and the newly found 083+03, 
Pollock et al. 1985; 2CG356+00, Bignami and Hermsen 1983) have displayed 
significant flux variations between separate COS-B observations. The 
timescale for the observed variations (years, typically) limits the 
source size to a fraction of a pc. No identification has been proposed 
so far for these three sources; they are likely to be compact objects 
as well. 

III. NON-VARIABLE SOURCES 

In the first galactic quadrant, in which matched CO and y-ray 
data have been compared (Lebrun et ale 1983; see also Arnaud et al. 1982), 
it is possible to compare, point by point, the ~-ray flux at Earth I 
expected on the basis of a "normal" CO/H2 ratio (or, more precisely,O a 
"normal" N(H2)/WCO ratio, see Lebrun et a1. 1983) and a "normal" 
cosmic-ray density, with they-ray flux actually observed, I y . 

Writing 1'( = fy 1
0

, one finds 3 sources for which f y= 1, i.e., 
"passive" sources. Thesey-ray sources appear as such only because of a 
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particular matter enhancement along the line of sight (Pollock et al.
1985).

On the other hand, 5 other sources in the same region are seen
to imply an extra _-ray flux: they are "active" sources (Pollock et al.

1985), two of them being variable (see preceding §). All these sources

have f_>> I.

The _-ray excess seen along the line of sight towards non-variable

sources may be either a coincidence, for instance a compact object on

the same line of sight (as i__ssthe case for variable sources), or be really

linked physically with the gas -hence presumably non-compact-, and ex-
tended if not too far away.

IV. NON-COMPACT ACTIVE SOURCES

The most straightforward link between the gas and _-ray sources

in the second and third galactic quadrants, where H2 is the main compo-
nent of the gas, is via molecular clouds. An additionnal ingredient is

however required: a supernova shock (e.g., Montmerle 1979b, Morfill and

Tenorio-Tagle 1983), a stellar wind shock (e.g., Cass_ and Paul 1980)

etc. (For reviews, see Morfill, Forman, and Bignami 1984, Cesarsky and

Montmerle 1983.) On this basis, specific identifications have been pro-
posed, and a few studied in detail 2CG078+01 and 2CG006-00 with the

SNRs G78.2+2.1 (= DR3+DRd) and W28, respectively, see Pollock 1985;

2CG288-00 with the Carina Nebula, Montmerle and Cesarsky Q981). (We
note that none of the good "SNOB" candidates in the list of Montmerle

1979b has turned out so far to correspond tO a variable _-ray source.)

Along these lines, a systematic search has been undertaken to

look for spatial coincidences with either "supergiant" HII regions, or

giant HII region complexes, or "subgiant" HII regions in which some active

agent could be found: SNRs, or stars with strong stellar winds, for

reasons discussed below. For the sake of homogeneity in the sample, we

have used the Georgelin and Georgelin (1976) catalogue of giant HII re-

gions. Supergiant HII regions correspond to their "b" regions, giant and

subgiant HII regions to their "m" and "f" regions, respectively.

The Table summarizes the results: out of 14 _-ray sources known
as non-variable, non-passive, and having a low galactic latitude, I0

may be associated, on a one-to-one basis, with the HII regions defined
above; up to 4 contain SNRs.

V. DISCUSSION

A giant HII region is ionized by early O stars. In turn, these

stars -and in particular their Wolf-_ayet descendants- suffer a very
intense mass _oss (up to I0- M_ yr- , with a terminal velocity of order

2-3 000 km s-_), creating as a _esult a hole in the ionized gas. HII

regions around OB associations are therefore always hollow and thick

(a few pc; at least in their early stages of evolution, see Dorland,

Montmerle, and Doom 1985), with nebulae as the Rosette or Carina as pro-

totypes. Under these conditions, it has been shown that, provided par-

ticle acceleration by stellar winds takes place, wave scattering in the

thick ionized shell leads to an enhanced cosmic-ray density (up _o lO0

times the value in the vicinity of the Sun) and, if enough mass is pre-

sent, to a f-ray source (Montmerle and Cesarsky 1981, Cesarsky and Mont-
merle - -21983), after traversal of _ I0 g.cm .
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TABLE. Non-variable_ active y-ray sources in the galactic plane (*)

name proposed d opt. exc. most

(2CG) id. ref. (kpc) HII region diam. class active star SNR

006-00 M8 (1,2) 1.5 G6.0-1.2 90' f WR W28

013+O0 W33 (*) ( 4.2 G12.8-0.2 m n.a. -

complex I 5.8 G13.2+0.0 f n.a. -4.0 G14.6+0.I f n,a. -

075+00 - (*) 5.7 G75.8+0.4 f n.a. -

078+01 DR3+DR4 (1,2) 5.0 G78,5+2.1 [+) f n.a. DR3+DR4

121+04 .......

135+01 IC1805 (1,3) 2.3 G134.8+I.0 150' m 04If -

218-00 .......

235-01 .......

284-00 RCW49 (*) 4.7 G284.3-0.3 90' b n.a. -

288-00 Carina

complex (4) 2.6 G287.9-0.8... 180' b WR -

311-01 SGMC (++) (*) 15.5 ? v ? G311.5-0.3

333+01 RCWI06

complex (i) 4.2 G333.6-0.I... 35' b WR MSHI6-5_

342-02 .......

359-00 W24? (§) (*) I0.0 GO.5-O.O m n.a. -

NOTES. (*) Not including already known identifications : 2CG363-02 = Vela,

2CG184-05 = Crab, 2CG353+16 = p 0ph (see Montmerle 1985), 2CG195
+04 = Geminga. Restricted to I_I< 5°.

* (+) Smith et al. 0978)

(++) "Supergiant" molecular cloud (Cohen et al. 1985). This cloud is

by far the most massive cloud in the Carina arm (M = 7.8 x 106 M_).
Position of SNR G311.5-0.3 highly uncetain (see Clark and CaswelI
1976). Size of cloud _ 1 sq. deg.

(§) Identification doubtful. From Smith et ai.(1978), Astr.Ap. 66, 65

REFERENCES. (*) This work. (I) Montmerle 1979b. (2) Pollock et al. 1985.

(3) Strong 1977. (4) Montmerle 1981, Montmerle and Cesarsky 1981,
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The considerations of the preceding sections seem to encourage such

an approach; furthermore, particle acceleration by stellar winds, a
subject of controversy (see Volk and Forman 1981) appears now to be
better established (White 1985). On the other hand, the concept of

"thick cosmic-ray sources" associated with Carina-like HII regions
is helpful to solve the excess antiproton problem in galactic cosmic
rays (see Lagage and Cesarsky 1985).

And more quantitative approach is therefore warranted (Mont-

merle, in preparation), but cannot be complete at the present time:
the exciting stars of only 30% of the giant HII regions are known;
masses of these HII regions are often unreliable or unknown (if

deduced from HI09_ surveys for instance, sensitive only to "hot

spots" of emission, underestimates by factors up to I0 are not im-
possible).

On the other hand, no _HII region is needed when a SNR
is present, since the sole compression of the molecular cloud may

lead to a _-ray source (Blandford and Cowie 1982); here, the HII
region may act only as a tracer of a massive molecular cloud.

As a final remark, we note that all the HII regions proposed

as counterparts of _-ray sources belon_ to spiral arms; this is
consistent with the conclusions of works such as Godfrey (1983), or

Lebrun et ai.(1983) that, given the structure of the galactic diffuse

-ray emission, the source distribution must be predominantly linked
with the spiral structure.

By contrast, most of the SNOB candidates of Montmerle (1979b)
belong to interarm regions. The fact the most of them turn out not to

be seen as y-ray sources by COS-B may mean that the mass of the asso-
ciated molecular clouds is in general too small Indeed, CO data
show that no giant molecular clouds are present between the arms, even
if a disk population of molecular clouds exis_ (Solomon, Sanders, and

Rivolo 1985). From this point of view, the links between _-ray sources
and giant HII regions, if confirmed, may shed some light on the res-

pective distribution of H2 inside, and between, spiral arms.

MontmerleT. 1979b, Ap.J,231,95
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SEARCH FOR POSITRON ANNIHILATION LINE AND CONTINUUM
RADIATION FROM THE GALACTIC CENTER

C. J] MacCallum

Sandla Laboratories, Albuquerque, NH 87185

M. Leventhal

AT&T Bell Laboratories , Murray Hill, NJ 07974

ABSTRACT

Our balloon-borne germanium Y-ray telescope was flown over
Alice Springs, Australia, on 1984 November 20 to search for

the 511 keV positron annihilation llne from the Galactic
Center. The measured llne flux at Earth was (0.6 + 4.4)

x10 -4 ph cm-2 s-I indicating that the source was still in a
"low" or "off" state.

I. Introduction] A series of 12 balloon and satellite experiments

dating back to 1970 and involving slx different scientific groups has
established the existence of a powerful, compact, and variable source of

511 keV positron annihilation llne radiation within a few degrees of the
Galactic Center (GC). Surprisingly, the source was observed to "turn

off" rather abruptly at the beginning of this decade (see reference I
for a review of the observations). Three previous balloon flights of

the joint Bell/Sandia gamma-ray astronomy group's hlgh resolution Ge
telescope have played an important role in discovering the source and

confirming Its variability (2,3,4). We report here the results of our
fourth flight which indicate that the'sourcewas still In an "Off" or
"low" state in fate'1984.

2. Experlment. The instrument was essentially the same as that described
originally by Leventha !, MacCallum, and Watts (5). It is built around a
single large (-200 cc), hlgh-purlty Ge detector operated at cryogenic

temperature and surrounded by ~200kg of NaI in active antlcolncldence.
The entrance aperture In the NaI shield defines the field of view, "15 °

FWHM at 511 keV. The energy resolution of the system in the laboratory
has been improved to 2.1 keV FWHM at 511 keV by changes in electronics.

The flight took place over Alice Sprlngs, Australia on 1984 November
20. Observations of the GC direction (RA = 265.6°, decl = -29.0 °) were

made at a mean atmospheric depth of 3.3 g/cmsq. Data were accumulated in
alternate -15 minute target-background pair segments wlth the telescope

maintained at the same zenith angr_ebut rotated 180 ° in azimuth for the

background measurements. Consequently, the background observations swept

over the celestial sphere, paying no special attention to any particular
point. A total of 7.5 hours of useful GC data a_d background data were
accumulated in this fashion] For each segment, data were accumulated
into 8192 energy channels each of width 0.798 keV. There was a gain
drift totalling about two channels at 511 keV during the course of the
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flight, which was monitored by means of three calibration lines from a

weak onboard 207Bi source that were visible in every segment spectrum.

3' Results. The data were searched for a possible astronomical llne
superimposed on the instrumental line at 511 keV, using the maximum
likelihood method advocated by Cash (6) applied to Poisson-distributed

variables. With only "5 counts/channel/segment, Poisson statistics
seemed likely to be more reliable than Gaussian statistics Further-

more, the determination of parameter error bounds stands on firmer
theoretical footing in the Cash method, which is no more difficult to

implement than the more familiar "minimum chl-square" methods. (Never-

theless, in this case, we found a least-squares weighted estimate based
on Gaussian statistics gave much the same answer.) For each of 26

segments, a set of 30 channels centered on 511 keV were analyzed under
the assumption that a uniform instrumental continuum background plus an

instrumental line at 511 keV were Present , at the same strengths in both

segments of a target-background pair. In addition, an astronomical llne
was assumed to be present in each target segment, at a constant strength
(modified appropriately for atmospheric attenuation). All lines were
assumed to have the same width and to be centered on 511 keV. The

various parameters were then determined by the maximum likelihood

method, and "one-sigma" error bounds were determined for the astro-
nomical line strength by finding that value for it that increased the

Cash statistic C ( C = -2_nP, P = maximum likelihood probability

maximized wrt all other parameters ) by unity. The result for the 511
-4 -2 -I

llne flux was (0.6 ± 4.4)xi0 ph cm s . The error bound is slightly
worse than our 1981 result, largely due to a small decrease in the
effective area of our detector (now = 10.3 cmsq at 511 keV).

Figure I shows two spectra in the neighborhood of 511 keV. One is
the sum of all target segments, divided by total llve time; the other is

the same for background segments. A rough energy calibration has been
performed simply by centering on the peak channel of each segment. The

comparison is illustrative only, in that no consideration is given to
variations in atmospheric attenuation or background rates, but the
comparison clearly illustrates the lack of a visible astronomical
signal.

Continuum radiation from the Galactic Center direction was clearly

detected below ~250 keV. This can be seen in Fig, 2, which is the same
as Fig. I but centered at a lower energy, "110keV. First indications

are that the continuum spectrum is softer than when measured in 1977-81,
but the detailed analysis is still in progress.

4 Discussion. When fully on the GC positron source was truly a

remarkable object, calling for ~1043 annlhilatlons/sec (corresponding to

"1038 ergs/sec) if isotropic and located at the GC distance of -10 Kpc.
Nothing like this has been seen anywhere else in the sky. It was easily

the brightest gamma-ray object in the Milky Way in annihilation
radiation alone. Because of its unique nature it is tempting to locate
it within the central parsec of the Galaxy. If so. it would amount to
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flight, which was monitored by means of three calibration lines from a 

weak onboard 207Bi source that were visible in every segment spectrum. 

3. Results. The data were searched for a possible astronomical line 
superimposed on the instrumental line at 511 keV, using the maximum 
likelihood method advocated by Cash (6) applied to Poisson-distributed 
variables. With only -5 counts/channel/segment, Poisson statistics 
seemed likely to be more reliable than Gaussian statistics. Further
more, the determination of parameter error bounds stands on firmer 
theoretical footing in the Cash method, which is no more difficult to 
implement than the more familiar "minimum chi-square" methods. (Never
theless, in this case, we found a least-squares weighted estimate based 
on Gaussian statistics gave much the same answer.) For each of 26 
segments, a set of 30 channels centered on 511 keV were analyzed under 
the assumption that a uniform instrumental continuum background plus an 
instrumental line at 511 keV were present, at the same strengths in both 
segments of a target-background pair. In addition, an astronomical line 
was assumed to be present in each target segment, at a constant strength 
(modified appropriately for atmospheric attenuation)~ All lines were 
assumed to have the same width and to be centered on 511 keV. The 
various parameters were then determined by the maximum likelihood 
method, and "one-sigma" error bounds were determined for the astro
nomical line strength by finding that value for it that increased the 
Cash statistic C ( C = -2~nP, P = maximum likelihood probability 
maximized wrt all other parameters) by unity. The result for the 511 

line flux was (0.6 ± 4.4)Xl0-4ph cm-2s- 1• The error bound is slightly 
worse than our 1981 result, largely due to a small decrease in the 
effective area of our detector (now = 10~3 cmsq at 511 keV). 

Figure 1 shows two spectra in the neighborhood of 511 keV. One is 
the sum of all target segments, divided by total live time; the other is 
the same for background segments. A rough energy calibration has been 
performed simply by centering on the peak channel of each segment~ The 
comparison is illustrative only, in that no consideration is given to 
variations in atmospheric attenuation or background rates, but the 
comparison clearly illustrates the lack of a visible astronomical 
signal. 

Continuum radiation from the Galactic Center .direction was clearly 
detected below -250 keV. This can be seen in Fig. 2, which is the same 
as Fig. 1 but centered at a lower energy, -110keV. First indications 
are that the continuum spectrum is softer than when measured in 1977-81, 
but the detailed analysis is still in progress. 

4. Discussion. When fully on the GC positron source was truly a 

remarkable object, calling for -1043 annihilations/sec (corresponding to 

-1038 ergs/sec) if isotropic and located at the GC distance of -10 Kpc. 
Nothing like this has been seen anywhere else in the sky. It was easily 
the brightest gamma-ray object in the Milky Way in annihilation 
radiation alone. Because of its unique nature it is tempting to locate 
it within the central parsec of the Galaxy. If so, it would amount to 
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about 0.1% of the total bolometric luminosity of the nuclear region and

would obviously be an important clue to the nature of thls source (7).
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Considerable theoretical effort has gone into modeling the source

of positron annihilation radiation. Various black hole models are
favored (8,9,10), although supernova (11) and pulsar (12,13) models have
also been considered. It would appear that only the black hole models

can easily and naturally account for the large flux, rapid variability,
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of positron annihilation radiation. Various black hole models are 
favored (8,9,10), although supernova (11) and pulsar (12,13) models have 
also been considered. It would appear that only the black hole models 
can easily and naturally account for the large flux, rapid variability, 
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and the absence of other nuclear gamma-raY lines In these models the
variability arises from changes in either the rate of accretion or the

dynamics of the interaction between an emitted positron beam and a
stopping cloud. In recent years considerable support for the presence
of such an object at the GC has come from the more conventional branches

of astronomy (14,15,16,17,18). However this is sure to remain a contro-
versial issue for years to come.

It does not seem possible to predict with any certainty when the

positron annihilation radiation might reappear. We intend to monitor
the Galactic Center periodically in the future with a more sensitive

gamma-ray telescope in the hope of once again detecting this source.
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and the absence of other nuclear gamma-ray lines. In these models the 
variability arises from changes in either the rate of accretion or the 
dynamics of the interaction between an emitted positron beam and a 
stopping cloud. In recent years considerable support for the presence 
of such an object at the GC has come from the more conventional branches 
of astronomy (14,15,16,17,18). However this is sure to remain a contro
versial issue for years to come. 

It does not seem possible to predict with any certainty when the 
positron annihilation radiation might reappear. We intend to monitor 
the Galactic Center periodically in the future with a more sensitive 
gamma-ray telescope in the hope of once again detecting this source. 
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ABSTRACT

The UCSD/MIT Hard X-Ray and Low Energy Gamma-Ray
Experiment aboard HEAO-I scanned the galactic center

region during three epochs in 1977 and 1978 from 13-
180 keV. We present the results from the scanning
epoch of 1978 September. Twenty-two known 2-10 keV

source positions were necessary for an acceptable fit
to the data. The spectra of the 16 strongest, least

confused sources are all consistent with power laws
with photon spectral indices ranging from 2.1 to 7.2.

Acceptable fits to thermal bremsstrahlung models are
also possible for most sources. No one source in this

survey can be extrapolated to higher energy to match
the intensity of the gamma-ray continuum as measured

by HEAO-1 large field of view detectors, which implies
that the continuum is a composite of contributions
from a number of sources.

INTRODUCTION

The galactic center region (i.e. within about 20 ° of the
galactic center) contains more than 30 2-10 keV x-ray sources

brighter than about i0 UFU1. Observations of this region between
I0 and 200 keV are hampered by coarse angular resolution and its
attendent problems of source confusion. Previous observations

did, however, continually find bright source(s) near the

galactic center2 s. The HEAO-I UCSD/MIT Sky Map4 provided a

sensitive survey of this region in four broad energy bands
covering 13-180 keY. This Sky Map obtained close to 30 sources
within 20 ° of the galactic center at a typical sensitivity of 20
UPU.

Wide field of view (_i0 ° FWHM) observations extending to 1
MeV and above have detected variable continuum emission from a

region centered on the galactic center, as well as variable 511

keY emissions e. Between the Fall of 1979 and the spring of 1980
both components varied by a factor of two or moreV as seen by

HEAO-3. This variability implies that the dominant source(s)
must be _3" in extent at a distance of i0 kpc. The source(s),
however, of this emission have yet to be localized above 200 keV,

and it is unclear which, if any, of the 1 keV EINSTEIN sourcese
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ABSTRACT 

The UCSD/MIT Hard X-Ray and Low Energy Gamma-Ray 
Experiment aboard HEAO-l scanned the galactic center 
region during three epochs in 1977 and 1978 from 13-
180 keV. We present the results from the scanning 
epoch of 1978 September. Twenty-two known 2-10 keV 
source positions were necessary for an acceptable fit 
to the data. The spectra of the 16 strongest, least 
confused sources are all consistent with power laws 
with photon spectral indices ranging from 2.1 to 7.2. 
Acceptable fits to thermal bremsstrahlung models are 
also possible for most sources. No one source in this 
survey can be extrapolated to higher energy to match 
the intensity of the gamma-ray continuum as measured 
by HEAO-l large field of view detectors, which implies 
that the continuum is a composite of contributions 
from a number of sources. 

INTRODUCTION 

The galactic center region (i.e. within about 20 0 of the 
galactic center) contains more than 30 2-10 keV x-ray sources 
brighter than about 10 UPUl. Observations of this region between 
10 and 200 keV are hampered by coarse angular resolution and its 
attendent problems of source confusion. Previous observations 
did, however, continually find bright source(s) near the 
galactic center2 3. The HEAO-l UCSD/MIT Sky Map4 provided a 
sensitive survey of this region in four broad energy bands 
covering 13-180 keV. This Sky Map obtained close to 30 sources 
within 20 0 of the galactic center at a typical sensitivity of 20 
UPU. 

Wide field of view (~10° PWHM) observations extending to 1 
MeV and above have detected variable continuum emission from a 
region centered on the galactic center, as well as variable 511 
keV emiss ionS 6. Between the Pall of 1979 and the spr ing of 1980 
both components varied by a factor of two or more' as seen by 
HEAO-3. This variability implies that the dominant source(s) 
must be ~3" in extent at a distance of 10 kpc. The source(s), 
however, of this emission have yet to be localized above 200 keV, 
and it is unclear which, if any, of the 1 keV EINSTEIN sources 8 
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are associated with the gamma-ray emission.

We present here further analysis of the HEAO-I UCSD/MIT

data base uslng a finer binning structure retaining full

spectral resolution. By applying this analysis to the region

within 40 ° of the galactic center only, we can achieve slightly
better sensitivity than the HEAO-I Sky Map and can measure the
detailed spectrum of each source along with its six-month

variability. We compare each spectra, or group of spectra, to
that measured at the same time by the higher energy HEAO-I
instruments, with the goal of associating the flux from

individual sources with the variable gamma-ray flux.

INSTRUMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

The detectors used in this analysis are the 13-180 keV Low

Energy Detectors (LEDs) of the Hard X-Ray and Low Energy Gamma-
Ray Experiment aboard HEAO-I9. They were i00 cm2 Nal/Csl

phoswich scintillation detectors, oriented perpendicular to the
spin axis, which pointed withln 0.5 ° of the Earth-Sun line. Their

fields of view were defined by passive and active shielding to be
1.6°x20 ° FWHMwith the planes of the slat collimators inclined at

+60 ° (LED i) and -60 ° (LED 2) to the scan plane. During the 16
month lifetime of HEAO-I, the galactic center was within the LED

fields of view for three, 30 day epochs in the Fall of 1977,
Spring of 1978, and again in the Fall of 1978.

ANALYS IS

The scanning data were accumulated into 1-day sums for each
LED binned along the scan plane of the satellite. The bins were

0.4 ° wide spanning +40" from the galactic center. The photons in
any one bin, thus, came from a region on the sky with the width of
the bin and +20 ° along the detector's instantaneous slat

direction. In order to maximize sensitivity, many of these 1-day

accumulations were summed to produce a time-averaged counting
rate versus scan angle for each epoch for each LED.

In order to determine which sources were contributing a
significant amount to the data, the data were summed from 13-80

keY in each bin. Using the known positions of each source and the
aper tur e response, the sour ce intens it ies and over all
background rates were fit to both detector data sets +

simultaneous ly.

[n order to extract spectra of these sources, the results of

the fitting were used to determine those angle bins that contain
events from a single source, and less than 20% contamination from

other sources on the list. Similarly, regions devoid of response
to any source on the list were selected for background

determination. The full 64 channel spectra of scurce and
background regions were used with standard spectral
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We present here further analysis of the HEAO-l UCSD/MIT 
data base using a finer binning structure retaining full 
spectral resolution. By applying this analysis to the region 
within 40° of the galactic center only, we can achieve slightly 
better sensitivity than the HEAO-l Sky Map and can measure the 
detailed spectrum of each source along with its six-month 
variability. We compare each spectra, or group of spectra, to 
that measured at the same time by the higher energy HEAO-l 
instruments, with the goal of associating the flux from 
individual sources with the variable gamma-ray flux. 

INSTRUMENT AND OBSERVATIONS 

The detectors used in this analysis are the 13-180 keV Low 
Energy Detectors (LEDs) of the Hard X-Ray and Low Energy Gamma
Ray Exper iment aboard HEAO-19. They were 100 cm2 NaI/Cs I 
phoswich scintillation detectors, or iented perpendicular to the 
spin axis, which pointed within 0.5° of the Earth-Sun line. Their 
fields of view were defined by passive and active shielding to be 
1.6°x20° FWHM with the planes of the slat collimators inclined at 
+60° (LED 1) and -60 0 (LED 2) to the scan plane. During the 16 
month lifetime of HEAO-l, the galactic center was within the LED 
fields of view for three, 30 day epochs in the Fall of 1977, 
spt: ing of 1978, and again in the Pall of 1978. 

ANALYSIS 

The scanning data we:re accumulated into I-day sums for each 
LED binned along the scan plane of the satellite. The bins were 
0.40 wide spanning ±40° from the galactic center. The photons in 
anyone bin, thus, came from a region on the sky with the width of 
the bin and ±20° along the detector's instantaneous slat 
direction. In order to maximize sensitivity, many of these I-day 
accumulations were summed to produce a time-averaged counting 
rate versus scan angle for each epoch for each LED. 

In order to determine which sources were contributing a 
significant amount to the data, the data were summed from 13-80 
keY in each bin. Using the known pOSitions of each source and the 
aperture response, the source intensities and overall 
background rates were fit to both detector data sets 
simultaneously. 

In order to extract spectra of these sources, the results of 
the fitting were used to determine those angle bins that contain 
events from a single source, and less than 20% contamination from 
other sources on the list. Similarly, regions devoid of response 
to any source on the list were selected for background 
determination. The full 64 channel spectra of se urce and 
background regions were used with standard spectral 
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deconvolution programs to determine various spectral

parameters. If spectra from both detectors were available, a

simultaneous fitting of both spectra took place; otherwise, a
single detector spectrum was fit. The results presented in Table
1 assume a power law model only.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Twenty-two, known, 2-10 keV sour ce pos it ions wet e
necessary to fit the LED data, and are listed in Table i. This
list of source positions used to fit the present data agrees with

the HEAO-I Sky Map list with a few exceptions. The present list
contains the SAS-3 and Cos-B source 1715-321, the Ariel-5 source

1712-337, and the HEAO-I A-1 source 1815-121, which are not in

the Sky Map. On the other hand, all Sky Map sources not in the
present list were either highly confused or not significant4.

The spectral indices shown in Table 1 are the result of
fitting individual sources to a power law model. All fits were

acceptable, except for GX 17+2 and OX 9+9, and most sources could
also be fit acceptably by a thermal bremsstrahlung model.

No one source in this survey is intense enough to equal the

gamma-ray flux from this region, which was also measured by the
HEAO-I Medium Energy Detectors s in the Fall of 1978. The

"galactic center" source, 1742-294, is brightest at i00 keV, but
is at least a factor of three below the i00 keV gamma-ray flux.

Extrapolating the 13-165 keV fit to 1742-294 to higher

energies reveals that its power law index must decrease to less
than -3 above -250 keV in order not to exceed observations (see

Figure i). This may indicate that a high temperature thermal

model or a Comptonization model would be more appropriate for
1742-294. If we sum the spectra of the three brightest sources

• within 5° of the galactic center (1742-294, GX 1+4, and GX 5-1),

as shown in Figure i, nearly all of the gamma-ray flux above i00
keY can be accounted for. This may not apply at other times,

however, when the gamma-ray flux was brighter and 1742-294 was
- weaker at i00 keVS.
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deconvolution programs to determine various spectral 
parameters. If spectra from both detectors were available, a 
simultaneous fitting of both spectra took place; otherwise, a 
single detector spectrum was fit. The results presented in Table 
1 assume a power law model only. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Twenty-two, known, 2-10 keV source positions were 
necessary to fit the LED data, and are listed in Table 1. This 
list of source pos itions used to f it the present data agrees with 
the HEAO-l Sky Map list with a few exceptions. The present list 
contains the SAS-3 and Cos-B SOUl:ce l7lS-32l, the Al:iel-5 SOUl:ce 
1712-337, and the HEAO-l A-I SOUl:ce l81S-12l, which are not in 
the Sky Map. On the other hand, all Sky Map SOUl:ces not in the 
present list were either highly confused or not signif icant4. 

The spectral indices shown in Table 1 are the result of 
fitting individual sources to a power law model. All fits were 
acceptable, except for GX 17+2 and GX 9+9, and most sources could 
also be fit acceptably by a thermal bremsstrahlung model. 

No one source in this survey is intense enough to equal the 
gamma-ray flux from this region, which was also measured by the 
HEAO-l Medium Energy DetectorsS in the Fall of 1978. The 
-galactic center- SOUl:ce, 1742-294, is brightest at 100 keV, but 
is at least a factor of three below the 100 keV gamma-ray flux. 

Extrapolating the l3-l6S keV f it to 1742-294 to highel: 
energies reveals that its power law index must decrease to less 
than -3 above -250 keV in order not to exceed observations (see 
Figure 1). This may indicate that a high temperature thermal 
model or a Comptonization model would be more appropriate for 
1742-294. If we sum the spectra of the three brightest sources 

• within 5° of the galactic center (1742-294, GX 1+4, and GX 5-1), 
as shown in Figure 1, nearly all of the gamma-ray flux above 100 
keV can be accounted for. This may not apply at other times, 
however, when the gamma-ray flux was brighter and 1742-294 was 

.. weaker at 100 keVS . 
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Yable 1. Galactic Center Source Li.t 

19~r~. Hame Spectral Index 
--~-------------------------------
1642-455 ax 340+0 4.99~1.31 
1657-415 38s p1sr 2.70~0.25 
1658-298 3.61~0.39 
1700-377 2.77~0.18 
1702-363 ax 349+2 3.76~0.27 
1702-437 
1705-250 Nova Oph 
1712-337 
1715-321 
1728-169 ax 9+9 
1728-247 ax 1+4 
1735-444 
1742-294 acx 
1743-322 
1744-265 ax 3+1 

3.20:1:0.113 
3.46:1:0.39 
3.67:1:0.25 
2.30:1:0.07 

2.12:1:0.04 

17~8-250 ax 5-1 3.91~0.13 
17$8-205 ax 9+1 4.94~0.24 
1'11-171 ax 13+1 7.19~1.73 
1113-140 ax 17+2 4.16~0.11 
1'20-303 HGC 6624.3.66~0.19 
1815-121 4.61~I.05 
1'22-371 
----------------------------------

,i9ure 1: Galactic center Spectra 
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A SEARCH IN THE COS-B DATA BASE
FOR CORRELATED TIME VARIABILITY

IN REGIONS CONTAINING OBJECTS OF INTEREST.

5^
F.A.Caraveo2, R.Buccheri 3,J.Clear6,0.Foa'§and A.M.T.Pollock
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6-SSD of the European Space Agency,ESTEC, The Netherlands
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1.Introduction
-The information on COS-B >100 MeV gamma-ray sources is
contained in the second catalogue (Swanenburg et al. 1981)
and its first amendment (Pollock et ai.1985, and this
conference), based now on the totality of the COS-B data base
(Mayer-Hasselwander et ai.1985 , and thls conference).
As is well known, association of the gamma-ray sources with
celestial objects is, in general, difficult on a pure
positional basis, while correlated time variability could
obviously provide such proof. This technique can be employed
on regions of the gamma-ray sky containing interesting
objects of known variability at some wavelength,even in the
absence of a recognized gamma-ray excess ,with the aim to
extract a weak but predictable signal from the surrounding
noise.

• Such an idea was used for the unsuccessful search for gamma-
ray emission from radio pulsars in the SAS-2 and COS-B
databases (see Thompson et ai.1983 and Buccherl et a1.1983).
Here it will be applied on a longer variability time scale,
generally of the order of days : this is technically easier
than the case of the rapid, sub-second pulsar search, but
requires a more detailed treatement of the background.
It should be borne in mind that the _158,000 celestial

• photons (>100 MeV) collected by the COS-B mission in the 6
I/2 years of operation come with an average frequency of
5-6/hour. For a given direction in the galactic plane, in

- general only few hundreds photons (sometime less) are
collected within the area covered by the instrument's point

spread function for each > I month-long observation. Most
galactic regions have bee_ observed repeatedly during the
mission, at typically yearly intervals, thus allowing the
analysis of several months of data in each case.
The celestial objects considered here have been chosen

because they are either located in regions of enhanced gamma-
ray emission (LSI 61.303, Cyg X3, Cir XI), or have been
reported as UHE gamma-ray sources (Vela XI, Cyg X3 ; Her XI
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1.Introduction 
-The information on COS-B >100 MeV gamma-ray sources is 
contained in the second catalogu& (Swanenburg et ale 1981) 
and its first amendment (Pollock et al.1985, and this 
conference), based now on the totality of the COS-B data base 
(Mayer-Hasselwander et al.1985 , and this conference). 
As is well known, association of the gamma-ray sources with 

celestial objects is, in general, difficult on a pure 
positional basis, while correlated time variability could 
obviously provide such proof. This technique can be employed 
on regions of the gamma-ray sky containing interesting 
objects of known variability at some wavelength,even in the 
absence of a recognized gamma-ray excess ,with the aim to 
extract a weak but predictable signal from the surrounding 
noise. 

Such an idea was used for the unsuccessful search for gamma
ray emission from radio pulsars in the SAS-2 and COS-B 
databases (see Thompson et al.1983 and Buccheri et al.1983). 

Here it will be applied on a longer variability time scale, 
generally of the order of days : this is technically easier 
than the case of the rapid, sub-second pulsar search, but 
r~quires a more detailed treatement of the background. 
It should be borne in mind that the ~158,000 celestial 

photons (>100 MeV) collected by the COS-B mission in the 6 
1/2 years of operation come with an average frequency of 
5-6/hour. For a given direction in the galactic plane, in 
general only few hundreds photons (sometime less) are 
collected within the area covered by the instrument's point 
spread function for each > 1 month-long observation. Most 
galactic regions have been observed repeatedly during the 
mission, at typically yearly intervals, thus allowing the 
analysis of several months of data in each case •. 

The celestial objects considered here have been chosen 
because they are either located in regions of enhanced gamma
ray emission (LSI 61.303, Cyg X3, Cir X1), or have been 
reported as UHE gamma-ray sources (Vela X1, Cyg X3 ; Her X1 
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and LMC X4 were unaccessible throughout the COS-B mission).

All have some time variability law which was exploited here.

For the case of Cyg X3 only the long term (i.e. days to

months) time profile was considered, the 4.8 hour periodicity
search being the subject of separate work( Hermsen et al.,
this conference)

2.The Method

Photons coming from the sky regions centered on the various

celestial objects considered were selected with energies >100
MeV and with arrival directions within an energy-dependent
area (see Buccheri et al., 1983), of radius _6 deg. at 100
MeV.

In order to construct a time profile of such photons , their

arrival times were grouped in bins of dimensions defined by
the available photons number and by the value of the period
searched for. The binning process corrects for the

experiment dead time, arising from various causes throughtout
the mission.

To assess the significance of any apparent count variation

in the "source" profiles, a comparison with the background

data has been performed. This was done by constructing a
profile for all the counts within the Observing period ,minus
the "source" photons, thus obtaining a measurement of the
variations of the total background. In most cases this was

seen to vary, sometimes significantly, responding possibly
both to external causes ( cosmic ray variations) or to

internal ones (e.g. spark chamber gas flushing). The
background count profile was then normalized to the source

cgunts , and used as a reference distribution in performing a
X- test of the source profile, to search for possible true
time variability.

In order to obtain the evaluation of the method's

sensitivity, simulations were performed by adding photons in ,

given "source" profile bin(s) until a deviation judged
significant by the statistical test was reached. The amount

of flux thus introduced represents the minimum detectable

flux variation for a given source and background conditions. ,
However, the assumption on the duty cycle of the hypothetical

gamma-ray emission is of critical importance: clearly a
narrow pulse would render the detection much easier than the

case were the same number of photons is spread over a large "
fraction of the phase.

Moreover, owing to fluctuations of source and background,the
simulation results depend on the particular bin(s) where the °

increase is put. This aspect is taken into account by
cycling the bin number(s). A simple example is given below.

3.Results

The data base used was the final COS-B Data Base, and Table
I gives the relevant parameters for all the source
directions investigated, including the results of the

test. Fig. 1 a,b and c illustrate the case of LSI 61.303 ,a
periodic radio and optical star, and also an X-ray source,
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cycling the bin number(s). A simple example is given below. 

3.Results 
-The data base used was the final COS-B Data Base, and Table 
1 gives the relevant parameters for all the source 
directions investigated, including the results of the 
test. Fig.1 a,b and c illustrate the case of LSI 61.303 ,a 
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spatially compatible with 2CG 135+01.

The variability laws investigated have been observed at
either radio, optical or X-ray wavelengths, and the search
was triggered by the assumption that it was reasonable to
expect them also in gamma-rays.

8e None of the objects listed
2c_,3s.,,,>,,,_.v in Table I can he identified

7, o_,., as a gamma ray source on the

6, basis of temporal variation.
The evaluation of the

_' method's sensitivity through

4, .._..__ simulations could in

_ principle lead to upper
3, .....limits to the gamma ray flux

which should be lower than

a, those obtainable from the

,, pure spatial analysis.
P-a6.,gSd,,, However, the variable

,.6 ,., ,., ,.a ,.4 background conditions and

the unknown duty cyclesP HA S E (1 bin = 2.649 days)

prevent the setting of firm

8, upper limits. Taking Fig.la
acG_3_+,,En,,,.u increasing?, as an example,

ob,.a, , ]_ the count rate in only one

e, _i I bin (10% duty cycle) one has
5, I to add a count rate of 20 to

obtain at least one X2> 3 ,
4, _--_ ' ;--_ and over 40 to have X2> 3

3, for every possible position
of the increased bin. The

_, situation is considerab].y

,, worse for a 20% duty cycle,
P.a6.496 where the corresponding

_ increase in count rate goes
,., ,.a ,., ,.6 ,.8 ,., ,._ to 28 and 50 respectively.

ge Of course , this does not

?e 2CG135.,IEn,®,.u take into account any
ob,._? prediction based on the

6, radio phase nor a

s, recurrence of the same "duty
cycle" over several periods.

" Ill However, it is apparent
that very big source

3, - variations (of over a factor

_, of two, at least) are

--:--i I P.,6.4_,d..,.required to be detectable byCOS-B.

e.8 e.e e._ e.4 e.6 e.8 e.e e.a

Fig. 1 COS-B count rates (>100 Me_ for the observation periods including
the variable radioX-ray star LSI 61.303. "Source" counts (full line) are
seen to follow closely the background distribution (broken line).

Abscissa infraction of the orbital period.
GF indicates a gas flushing of the spark chamber.
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take into account any 
prediction based on the 
radio phase nor a 
recurrence of the same "duty 
cycle" over several periods • 

However, it is apparent 
- that very big source 

variations (of over a factor 
of two, at least) are 
required to be detectable ~y 
COS-B. 

fig.1 COS-B count rates (>100 MeV) for the observation periods incLuding 
the variabLe radio/X-ray star LSI 61.303. "Source" counts (fuU Line) are 
seen to foLLow cLoseLy the background distribution (broken Line). 
Abscissa in fraction of the orbitaL per-iod. 
GF indicates a gas fLushing of the spark chamber. 
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TABLE i

SOURCE PARAMETERS COS-B OBSERVATION PARAMETERS

Name R Pointing Direction Offset "source" bkg Red. X 2

10,b 0 10 b 0 0 photons photons Nbin
Distance

Period

LSI+61_303 il 125.8 i.i i0 206 1954 ii 0.56

135.67,1.08 28 140.9 0.I 5.3 311 2180 15 1.17

2.5 kpc 57 130.0 2.4 5.8 203 1380 16 0.79

26.496+0.008 day

CIR Xl (X) 7 321.5 0.3 0 683 3333 29 1.04

322.18,0.037 33 310.2 0.4 i0 255 2621 36 1.05

8-10 kpc 6i 330.5 0.3 I0 i36 968 44 1.20

_i 6.6 day
t

VELA Xl (8) 3 262.7 3.5 0.6 189 2046 22 0.83

263.06,3.93 12 262.5 3.5 0.9 190 2433 34 0.80

1.4 kpc 45 263.0 3.0 0.i 203 1706 40 0.99

8.9643 day °

CYG X3 (Z) 4 73.9 0.3 6 397 1794 25 0.74

78.85,0.70 22 84.1 0.5 4.3 773 3163 36 2.03

i0 kpc 36 84.7 0.5 4.9 529 2314 37 1.21

_34.1 day (?) 5i 80.0 -0.2 0.9 454 1651 40 1.77

55 71.2 0.4 8.6 120 488 17 1.20

60 85.6 -7.8 10.3 324 1661 50 0.65

63 80.3 -1.2 3.7 836 3444 103 i.i0

(_) Owing to the uncertainty of the reported long term X-ray periodicities,

the time profiles were constructed for bins of one day.

(8) Prior to the analysis of this object the pulsed gamma-ray photons of
PSR 0833-45 ( _7 ° away)were substracted from the data base.
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TAB L E 1 

SOURCE PARAMETERS COS-B OBSERVATION PARAMETERS 
Name II Pointing Direction Offset "source" bkg N

b
. 

lO,b O 10 b O 0 photons photons ~n 
Distance 
Period 

LSI+61?303 11 
135.67,1.08 28 
2.5 kpc 57 
26.496+0.008 day 

CIR Xl (;:) 
322.18,0.037 
8-10 kpc 
'\..16.6 day 

VELA Xl (e) 

263.06,3.93 
1.4 kpc 
8.9643 day 

CYG X3 (;:) 
78.85,0.70 
10 kpc 
'\..34 . 1 day ( ?) 

7 
33 
61 

3 
12 
45 

4 
22 
36 
51 
55 
60 
63 

125.8 1.1 
140.9 0.1 
130.0 2.4 

321.5 0.3 
310.2 0.4 
330.5 0.3 

262.7 3.5 
262.5 3.5 
263.0 3.0 

73.9 
84.1 
84.7 
80.0 
71.2 
85.6 
80.3 

0.3 
0.5 
0.5 

-0.2 
0.4 

-7.8 
-1.2 

10 
5.3 
5.8 

o 
10 
10 

0.6 
0.9 
0.1 

6 
4.3 
4.9 
0.9 
8.6 

10.3 
3.7 

206 
311 
203 

683 
255 
136 

189 
190 
203 

397 
773 
529 
454 
120 
324 
836 

1954 
2180 
1380 

11 
15 
16 

3333 29 
2621 36 

968 44 

2046 22 
2433 34 
1706 40 

1794 
3163 
2314 
1651 

488 
1661 
3444 

25 
36 
37 
40 
17 
50 

103 

2 
Red.X 

0.56 
1.17 
0.79 

1.04 
1.05 
1. 20 

0.83 
0.80 
0.99 

0.74 
2.03 
1.21 
1.77 
1.20 
0.65 
1.10 

(;:) Owing to the uncertainty of the reported long term X-ray periodicities, 
the time profiles were constructed for bins of one day. 

(~) Prior to the analysis of this object the pulsed gamma-ray photons of 
PSR 0833-45 ( '\..7° away)were substracted from the data base. 
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RADIO OBSERVATIONS OF FOUR ._TICENTER 2CG y-l_.Y SOURCES

M.E. _zel, R. Schlickeiser, W. Sieber
Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Radioastronomie

Auf dem HUgel 69, 5300 Bonn I, FRG

ABSTRACT

The 2CG sources 218-00, 135+01, 121+04 and 95+04 have been

observed at two radio frequencies and the flux values and

spectra of the radio sources observed within the y-ray

fields are catalogued down to a sensitivity of _30mJy at

%11 cm. Possible y-ray counterpart candidate objects are

briefly discussed.

I. Introduction. Identification of y-ray sources suffers from the

angular indeterminacy of their positions (A@ _ I°). Our program to help
their identification aims at the radio mapping of the regions at least at

2 frequencies, allowing a catalogue of radio sources with spectra and
fluxes down to _ 30mJy sensitivity limit at %11 cm. Possible scenarios

in view of the present observations are briefly given at the end.

2. Observations. Using the 100-m Effelsberg telescope of the MPIfR

error boxes as given by Swanenburg et al. (1981) are mapped in radio con-

tinuum at frequencies 1420 MHz (%21 cm), 1720 MHz (%18 cm), 2700 MHz (%11
cm) and 4750 MHz (%6 cm). Each y-ray region has been scanned at least at

two of these frequencies to facilitate spectral information about the

detected sources. Interesting fields have also been searched for polar-

ization characteristics. Here, only one map for each source is repro-
duced with some information about observations. Further details can be

found in Ozel et al. (1985a, hereafter referred to as Paper I).

3. Results. The resultant maps for the fields (I map for each) are

given as Figures I, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Source lists and other

more detailed information are given in Paper I. Important radio objects

for each y-ray source field will be discussed below.

218-00: This field (Fig. I) contains the extended source 0657-040, which

is a catalogued HII region ($287 in Sharpless (1959)) and needs to be

considered further. Scenarios based on the excess activity in star for-

mation complexes require an enhancement of CR flux by a factor f _ 10 as

compared to solar cosmic ray densities. A hidden supernova near or with-
in the cloud is needed to connect the observed y-ray activity to 0657-040.

135+01: The major radio object in the field (Fig. 2), W4, covers almost
the total area. Scenarios similar to 218-00 under more favorable condi-

tions seem to be at work as suggested by Montmerle (1979) and others.

The "source" 0024+617 (which is part of the W4 complex) with its

enormous (_ 50 pc) jet-like protrusion might have important implications

for the nature of W4 in general.

12|+04: A previously unknown extended feature has been discovered in

th--_ield (Fig. 3). Preliminary calculations (polarization, morphology)

indicate that it probably is a SNR of age _ 105 yrs. The center-filled

nature suggests a Crab-like pulsar mechanism by a fast compact object, and

.. 
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Auf dem HUgel 69,5300 Bonn 1, FRG 

ABSTRACT 
The 2CG sources 218-00, 135+01, 121+04 and 95+04 have been 
observed at two radio frequencies and the flux values and 
spectra of the radio sources observed within the y-ray 
fields are catalogued down to a sensitivity of 'V 30 mJy at 
All cm. possible y-ray counterpart candidate objects are 
briefly discussed. 

1. Introduction. Identification of y-ray sources suffers from the 
angular indeterminacy of their positions (~e 'V 1°). Our program to help 
their identification aims at the radio mapping of the regions at least at 
2 frequencies, allowing a catalogue of radio sources with spectra and 
fluxes down to 'V 30 mJy sensitivity limit at All cm. Possible scenarios 
in view of the present observations are briefly given at the end. 

2. Observations. Using the 100-m Effelsberg telescope of the MPlfR 
error boxes as given by Swanenburg et al. (1981) are mapped in radio con
tinuum at frequencies 1420 MHz (A21 cm), 1720 MHz (A18 cm), 2700 MHz (All 
cm) and 4750 MHz (A6 cm). Each y-ray region has been scanned at least at 
two of these frequencies to facilitate spectral information about the 
detected sources. Interesting fields have also been searched for polar
ization characteristics. Here, only one map for each source is repro
duced with some information about observations. Further details can be 
found in ozel et al. (1985a, hereafter referred to as Paper I). 

3. Results. The resultant maps for the fields (1 map for each) are 
given as Figures 1,2,3 and 4, respectively. Source lists and other 
more detailed information are given in Paper I. Important radio objects 
for each y-ray source field will be discussed below. 

218-00: This field (Fig. 1) contains the extended source 0657-040,which 
is a catalogued HII region (S287 in Sharpless (1959)) and needs to be 
considered further. Scenarios based on the excess activity in star for
mation complexes require an enhancement of CR flux by a factor f ~ 10 as 
compared to solar cosmic ray densities. A hidden supernova near or with
in the cloud is needed to connect the observed y-ray activity to 0657-040. 

135+01: The major radio object in the field (Fig. 2), W4, covers almost 
• the total area. Scenarios similar to 218-00 under more favorable condi

tions seem to be at work as suggested by Montmerle (1979) and others. 
The "source" 0024+617 (which is part of the W4 complex) with its 
enormous ('V 50 pc) jet-like protrusion might have important implications 
for the nature of W4 in general. 

121+04: A previously unknown extended feature has been discovered in 
this field (Fig. 3). Preliminary calculations (polarization, morphology) 
indicate that it probably is a SNR of age ~ 105 yrs. The center-filled 
nature suggests a Crab-like pulsar mechanism by a fast compact obj ect, and 



F i g .  1 :  
2CG218-00 f i e l d  a t  A2 1 
cm. C i r c l e  deno te s  90% 
COS-B e r r o r  box. Zero 
l e v e l  i s  dashed. Contour 
s t e p  s i z e  (10) i s  19mJy. 
Maxima a r e  enc losed  by 
CCW arrows.  0657-040 
l i e s  a t  upper c e n t e r .  
(HPBW i s  9!4 x 9!4, t h e  
c i r c l e  a t  uppe r - l e f t  
c o r n e r .  ) 

Fig.  2: 
2CG135+01 f i e l d  a t  All 
cm. The f i r s t  contour  
above z e r o  i s  a t  15 mJy 
(1 0 ) .  Subsequent con- 
t o u r s  a r e  a t  30 i n t e r -  
v a l s .  HPBW i s  4!4 x 4!4. 
A p r o t r u s i o n  s t a r t i n g  
from 0024+6 17 (lower 
c e n t e r )  towards 6 62P1 
i s  obse rvab le .  
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Fig. 1: 
2CG218-00 field at A21 
cm. Circle denotes 90% 
COS-B error box. Zero 
level is dashed. Contour 
step size (10') is 19mJy. 
Maxima are enclosed by 
CCW arrows. 0657-040 
lies at upper center. 
(HPBW is 9!4 x 9!4, the 
circle at upper-left 
corner.) 

Fig. 2: 
2CG135+01 field at All 
cm. The first contour 
above zero is at 15 mJy 
(10). Subsequent con
tours are at 30 inter
vals. HPBW is 4!4 x4!4. 
A protrusion starting 
from 0024+617 (lower 
center) towards 8 ~ 62? 1 
is observable. 

• 
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*G7
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: '. _......'.':'" Fig. 3:2CG121+04 field at X18
•66 _-_C-_ , :i,,

_" ___ _"i.;:; cm. The first contour
: . above dashed (zero)

+66 __:___ __ level is at 60 mJy (20);

subsequent contours are

separated by I_. The

+66 ) ¢ <Jr'-. _J° ° "_.__ --_---_--,. extended feature

_,¢_--_" '_) <, (; G120.6+3.2 is approxi-•_5 z_r'_"_/_ _-__ mately centered at _ _

_S_Lj_.j_-_k_j_ _o/ g,_j_ ,-_ 0hm6m, _ _ 65040 ''and

+85 >_ I" __._',_S _,_, has a center-filled

_O l _ti_ _ t ............ (/I morphology. It is
,6_ -_<_ / "'Jt_ <_ _ . ifi/'..' J. _ tentatively identified

OOH4OMOOX36MO0.32M OOH2SM00.24,, 00.20,, o0x,_M as a supernova remnant.

o"

.............i_o_0,, ' .f-_ Oi '".. o ..... ,-

54°00' _<-') r /_ _ _i j Fig. 4:

5,0,0. ,-'__., x__ :, . ,, _-.',v,_ rated by 24 m;;e(;3_ a-

21h24m 2f20m 21h16m 21h12m 21h08m HPBW as in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3: 
2CG121+04 field at \18 
cm. The first contour 
above dashed (zero) 
level is at 60 mJy (20); 
subsequent contours are 
separated by 10. The 
extended feature 
G120.6+3.2 is approxi
mately centered at a ~ 

Oh26m, <5 ~ 65 0 40" and 
has a center-filled 
morphology. It is 
tentatively identified 
as a supernova remnant . 

Fig. 4: 
2CG095+04 field at \21 
cm. Contours are sepa
rated by 24 mJy (20). 
HPBW as in Fig. 1. 
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such a search (for P _ 5 ms) has been undertaken as a further work for
this field (Ozel et al., 1985b).

95+04: This field (Fig. 4) is full of (extragalactic?) non-thermal radio

sources. Near to its center lies one of the few flat-spectrum sources,
21i6+541. Cold dark matter in the region is already catalogued as LDN
1060, 1062, 1072 by Lynds (1962). Diffuse mechanisms of enhanced CR-
matter interactions might be at work in this field.

4. Conclusion. These new observations give us further information
about the objects in the 4 y-ray source fields. Tentative scenarios

noted above are byno way conclusive. Further work is required to under-
stand the message of radio observations.
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BALLOON OBSERVATIONS OF HARD X-RAYS FROM SOME
GALACTIC X-RAY SOURCES

S. V. Damle I, P. K. Kunte I, S. Naranan I, B. _. Sreekanlan 1
D. A. Leahy 2 and D. Venkatesan -

IThe Tata Institute of Fundamental Research

Bombay, 400005, India

2The University of Calgary

Calgary, Alberta T2N IN4, Canada

ABSTRACT

An X-ray telescope consisting of 400 cm2 phoswich detectors
(NaI(TI)/CsI(Na)) was flown from Hyderabad (India) on 18 December
1984. The field of view was 5° x 5° FWHM. In a I0 hour float at 4 MB

several galactic X-ray sources were tracked by the telescope using an
on-board microprocessor. Fluxes and spectra in 18-120 keV X-rays for

SCO X-I, GX I+4, GX 5-I, GX 17+2, SCT X-! , CYC X-I and CYG X-3 will be
presented.
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ABSTRACT 

An X-ray telescope consisting of 400 cm2 phoswich detectors 
(NaI(Tl)/CsI(Na» was flown from Hyderabad (India) on 18 December 
1984. The field of view was 5° x 5° FWHM. In a 10 hour float at 4 MB 
several galactic X-ray sources were tracked by the telescope using an 
on-board microproeessor. Fluxes and spectra in 18-120 keY X-rays for 
SCQ X-I, GX 1+4, GX 5-1, GX 17+2, SCT X-), CYC X-I and CYG X-3 will be 
presented. 
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FURTHER STUDIES OF X-RAY STRUCTURE OF THE PERSEUS CLUSTER

M.M. Lau and E.C.M. Young

Department of Physics

University of Hong Kong

ABSTRACT

The X-raysources in the Perseus cluster have been

studied by many authors. In the present study, we
have examined and summarized available data on the

spatial and spectral distributions. Based on these

observations, a consistent model is proposed for the

production of X-rays and y-rays in the region around

NGC 1275. It is shown that good agreement with

observations is obtained by assuming the emission of

soft X-rays from thermal bremsstrahlung and of hard

X-rays and y-rays from the inverse Compton process.

I. Introduction The Perseus cluster has been extensively studied at

X-ray energies below 400 KeV. It is well-known that NGC1275 is an

active radio and X-ray source in the Perseus cluster and it contains a

discrete component and an extended component (1-5). Recent observations

also show a y-ray excess at the position of the cluster and this is

interpreted as emission from NGC1275 (6).

The nature of the emission of X-rays and y-rays from the Perseus

cluster has been an openquestion. The two models most frequently

advanced are the inverse Compton scattering of relativistic electrons on

the 2.7K background in the halo and the synchrotron self-Compton (SSC)

process in the active nucleus of the Seyfert galaxy NGC1275. In the

present study we shall examine these models and attempt to give a

consistent explanation of the radio, through IR, X-ray and y-ray data.

2. Observations The experimental data of the Perseus cluster are

shown in Figures i and 2, which include spectral bands in the radio,

infrared, X-ray and y-ray regions. The radio data (3,7,8) from NGC1275

give the nuclear emission as well as the nonnuclear emission. It is
found that the radio source in the Perseus is extended. The infrared

emission region is larger than the milli-aresec VLBI core (9,10).

The X-ray data are from the OS0-7 for energies above 7 KeV (ii,

16),.Uhuru in 2-10 keV (3) and below 2 KeV [4,12), Copernicus in 0.5-3 KeY
(5) and in 53-93 KeV (13), the Einstein HRI data in D.S-3 KeV (14), the

HEAO-I above i0 KeV (15) and the CAL in 0.5-1.5 KeV (2).

The satellite results show that the X-ray structure of the

Perseus cluster is centred on NGC1275 and is complex. It consists of a

core which is associated with NGC1275 and an asymmetric extended region.

Furthermore the high resolution image with the Einstein Observatory has

revealed a point source coincident with the optical nucleus of NGC1275

(14), in addition to the very extended thermal cluster emission and a

sharply peaked component at NGC1275 previously known. A structure is
therefore assumed that the NGC1275 contains, in addition to the milli-arc

sec VLBI core, a 30" component and a "halo" 7'-10' in extent.
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ABSTRACT 

The X-ray sources in the Perseus cluster have been 
studied by many authors. In the present study, we 
have examined and summarized available data on the 
spatial and spectral distributions. Based on these 
observations, a consistent model is proposed for the 
production of X-rays and y-rays in the region around 
NGC 1275. It is shown that good agreement with 
observations is obtained by assuming the emission of 
soft X-rays from thermal bremsstrahlung and of hard 
X-rays and y-rays from the inverse Compton process. 

1. Introduction The Perseus cluster has been extensively studied at 
X-ray energies below 400 KeV. It is well-known that NGC1275 is an 
active radio and X-ray source in the Perseus cluster and it contains a 
discrete component and an extended component (1-5). Recent observations 
also show a y-ray excess at the position of the cluster and this is 
interpreted as emission from NGC1275 (6). 

The nature of the emission of X-rays and y-rays from the Perseus 
cluster has been an open question. The two models most frequently 
advanced are the inverse Compton scattering of relativistic electrons on 
the 2.7K background in the halo and the synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) 
process in the active nucleus of the Seyfert galaxy NGC1275. In the 
present study we shall examine these models and attempt to give a 
consistent explanation of the radio. through IR, X-ray and y-ray data. 

2. Observations The experimental data of the Perseus cluster are 
shown in Figures 1 and 2, which include spectral bands in the radio, 
infrared, X-ray and y-ray regions. The radio data (3,7,8) from NGC1275 
give the nuclear emission as well as the nonnuclear emission. It is 
found that the radio source in the Perseus is extended. The infrared 
emission region is larger than the milli-aresec VLBI core (9,10). 

The X-ray data are from the OSO-7 for energies above 7 KeV (11, 
16),.Uhuru in 2-10 KeV (3) and below 2 KeV (4,12), Copernicus in 0.5-3 KeV 
(5) and in 53-93 KeV (13), the Einstein HRI data in D.S-3 KeV (14), the 
HEAO-l above 10 KeV (15) and the CAL in 0.5-1.5 KeV (2). 

The satellite results show that the X-ray structure of the 
Perseus cluster is centred on NGC1275 and is complex. It consists of a 
core which is associated with NGC1275 and an asymmetric extended region. 
Furthermore the high resolution image with the Einstein Observatory has 
revealed a point source coincident with the optical nucleus of NGC1275 
(14), in addition to the very extended thermal cluster emission and a 
sharply peaked component at NGC1275 previously known. A structure is 
therefore assumed that the NGC1275 contains, in addition to the milli-arc 
sec VLBI core, a 30" component and a "halo" 7'-10' in extent. 
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3. Discussion It has been proposed (6,16) that the hard X-ray flux

originates in the active nucleus of the NGC1275 through the various

synchrotron self-Compton processes. It is shown that if an index of

0.5 is used for the nonthermal spectrum extended to 1015 Hz (16,17),

reasonable agreement is obtained with observations. However, based on

the data as summarized in Fig. l, the spectral indices are 1.27. 0.40 and

1.27 in the ranges I0 _z - 9.5 GHz, 9.5 GHz - 104 GHz and I013 - 1015Hz

respectively. We have calculated the X-ray flux from the SSC process

with._ these indices, and the expected flux is found to be between i to 2

order of magnitude below the observed flux. It appears therefore that

• the SSC process alone would be unlikely to account for all the observed
X-ray flux.

We now consider a possible explanation for the emission of the

soft X-rays, hard X-rays and y-rays: the soft X-rays are due to thermal

bremsstr_hlung and the hard X-rays and y-rays due to the inverse Compton
process.

Below _25 KeV the best-fit spectrum was obtained by adjusting

the spectral parameters to minimize the X2 (1.3 per degree of freedom)

with respect to all the satellite data. The best-fit temperature is

KT = 8.10 -+0.I0 KeV and the spectrum is

dE = 0.127 E'IG (E,KT)e -E/KT ph.cm-2s-iKeV -I

...30 0,0 15

with G(E,KT) =.0.90 (E/KT) :e and _ = 0._/(_) '

The high-energy excess have been fitted by a power law with photon index

2.23 +-0.02. For the present purpose, it is sufficient to lump together

all the nonnuclear emission as a power law with an index of 1.27 from
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Fig.l The radio 
spectra of 
Perseus 
cluster 

3. Discussion It has been proposed (6,16) that the hard X-ray flux 
originates in the active nucleus of the NGC1275 through the various 
synchrotron self-Compton processes. It is shown that if an index of 
O.s is used for the nonthennal spectrum extended to 1015 Hz (16,17), 
reasonable agr.eement is obtained with observations. However, based on 
the data as summarized in Fig.1, the spectral indices are 1.27~ 0.40 and 
1.27 in the ranges 10 MHz - 9.5 GHz, 9.5 GHz - 104 GHz and 101~ - 1015 Hz 
respectively. We have calculated the X-ray flux from the SSC process 
with .. these indices, and the expected flux is found to be between 1 to 2 
order of magnit,ude below the observed flux. It appears therefore that 
the SSC process alone would be unlikely to account for all the observed 
X-ray flux .. 

We now consider a possible explanation for the emission of the 
soft X-rays, hard X-rays and y-rays: the soft X-rays are due to thermal 
bremsstrahlung and the hard X-rays and y-rays due to the inverse Compton 
process. 

Below ~2S KeV the best-fit spectrum was obtained by adjusting 
the spectral parameters to minimize the X2 (1.3 per degree of freedom) 
with respect to all the satellite data. The best-fit temperature is 
KT = 8.10 ± 0 •. 10 KeV and the spectrum is 

dN -1 -E/KT -2 -1 -1 dE = 0.127 E G (E,KT)e . ph.cm s KeV 

with G(E,KT) = 0.90 (E/KT)ra and a = 0.37(30.0)0.15 
KT 

The high-energy excess have been fitted by a power law with photon index 
2.23 ± 0.02. For the present purpose, it is sufficient to lump together 
all the nonnuclear emission as a power law with an index of 1.27 from 
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I0 - 1415 _z (8,10,18). A radio index _ = 1.27 would give an X-ray index

of 2.27; this agrees well with the value for our best-fit power law index.
With these values, the predicted inverse Compton flux forthe hard X-rays
and y-rays is

FIC 1.6 x 10-2 .-2.27 -2.27= _-7 E20 ph. cm-2s-IKeV-I

where B_7 is the magnetic field of the radio source in units of 10-7
gauss and E2 is the photon energy in units of 20 KeY The magnetic0
field B is related with the size of the source. If all the hard X-rays
and y-rays are due to the IC process, a value of B _ 10-7 gauss in the

radio source is required. If the "halo'" is assumed to be 7' in extent,

then B is _i0 -7 gauss. The predicted flux is shown in Fig.2 together
with the X-ray and y-ray data.
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4. Conclusion It is shown that with the assumed structure of the

NGCI'275 in the Perseus cluster, reasonable agreement with experimental
data from radio, IR, X-rays to y-rays has been obtained by assuming the

emission of soft X-rays from thermal bremsstrahlung and hard X-rays and
y-rays from the inverse Compton process.
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4. Conclusion It is shown that with the assumed structure of the 
NGC1275 in the Perseus cluster, reasonable agreement with experimental 
data from radio, IR, X-rays to y-rays has been obtained by assuming the 
emission of soft X-rays from thermal bremsstrahlung and hard X-rays and 
y-rays from the inverse Compton process. 
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ALL SKY NORTHERN HEMISPHERE I015 EV G_IMA RAY SURVEY

R.M. Baltrusaitis,G.L. Cassiday, R. Cooper, J.W. Elbert,
P.R. Gerhardy, E.C. Loh, Y. Mizumoto, P. Sokolsky, P. Sommers, D. Steck

and S. Wasserbaech.

Physics Department, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112 USA

ABSTRACT

nux limits in the range 10-13-10-12cm-2s-l have been
obtained by observing Cerenkov flashes from small air
showers. During 1983, a 3.50 excess of showers was
observed during the phase interval 0.2-0.3 of the 4.8h
period of Cygnus X-3, but no excess was found in 1984
observations.

1. Introduction. A search for high flux PeV y-ray sources has
been performed using the University of Utah Ny's Eye cosmic ray air
shower detector. There were 82,898 showers with >20,000 photoelectrons
in 122 hours of operation during this survey. The data were divided
into an array of overlapping bins to yield upper limits for the flux
of PeV y-rays from point sources for all right ascensions and for
declinations from -10° to 75°. In addition, event rates from the
direction of Cygnus X-3 have been studied as a function of the phase
within the 4.8 hour period of that object. The observation of a signal
from Hercules X-1 within this same data set is reported elsewhere
(Baltrusaitiset al. 1985). Evidence for emission from the Crab is
given in Boone et al., 1984.

2. Flux Upper Limits. The 67 mirrors of the _y's Eye observe
mutually exclusive sky regions at fixed elevation angles and azimuthal
directions. The regions have negligible overlap and cover the sky at
all elevation angles above about 3°. Each mirror focuses onto 12 or
14 pairs of hexagonal-faced aluminized Winston-type light collectors
and EMI 9861B PMT's. Each light collector receives light from a
separate 5.6° diameter sky region. In order to accept ~ 1PeV Cerenkov
flashes, a triggering condition was set up which accepted showers in
which 6 or more PMT's in any mirror fired within 8 Vs. This condition
yielded a trigger rate of about 0.3 s-I for the entire _y's Eye
and reduced accidental triggers to a negligible level. The observed
Cerenkov flashes nearly always have a very large signal (equivalent .
to ~ 10,000 photoelectrons) in a single PMT, and much lower signals in
neighboring PMT's.

For each declination band, the event rate was measured as a
function of hour angle for each night's data. An expected number of
showers in a specified target direction was calculated by summing the
products of (a) the event rate at each hour angle by (b) the time
interval during which the target region was observed at the particular
hour angle. A small adjustment was made to take into account the
variation of detector rate at different time intervals during the
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night. This adjustment was small, however, since the detector rate 
varied by <2% h- 1 during each night. These expected numbers of 
showers were compared with the observed numbers in order to obtain 
the y-ray intensity upper limits. 

The observations during 1980 were made during 7.9 hours on 9 
December. Other observation periods were 1981 February 1-7 (26.8 hours) 
1983 July 9-13 (25.1 hours), 1984 August 26-29 (20.1 hours), and 1984 
September 25-29 (42.4 hours). The 1980 and 1981 observations covered 
the R.A. intervals from about 1 to 17 hours and the 1983 and 1984 
observations covered the R.A. intervals 16 to 24 and 0 to 7 hours. The 
sky survey for y-ray sources was done in angular bins of declination 
interval 7.2° and in right ascension intervals of 0.48 coso hours, 
where 0 is the declination. A grid of overlapping bins with centers 
separated by 3.6° in declination and 0.24 cos 6 hours in right ascen
sion was searched for excesses of observed counts above the background 
expectations. Of a total of ~2000 bins, no bins were found with 
excesses corresponding to chance probabilities less than 5 x 10- 5 • 

No evidence of new point sources was found in this survey. 

Figure 1 displays upper limits for steady fluxes of PeV 
y-rays from point sources. The maximum signal to background ratio, 
SIB, was used to find the y-ray flux limit, F, using the relation 
F=IQS/B. I is the primary cosmic ray intensity (Linsley 1983) 
and Q is the solid angle of the bins. Both F and I are determined for 
shower energies of E> 1 PeV. The expected and observed numbers of 
events in each bin were used together with a maximum likelihood method 
(Hearn 1969) to obtain the maximum value of the signal to background 
ratio at the 95% confidence level. It can be seen from Figure 1 that 
for most of the bins with declinations between 0° and 72°, the upper 
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Figure 1. 8ux upper limits at the 95% confidence level are represented 
by the following symbols: squares (F<3x10- 13cm- 2s- 1), triangles 
(3x10-13<F<10-12cm-2s-1), and plus signs (10-12<F<3x10-12cm-2s-1). 
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limits are less than 10-12 cm'2s"I and some are less than 3
x lO't3cm-% "I.

3. Cygnus X-3 Observations. The 1983 and 1984 data include the
Cygnus X-3 vicinlty. Art"angularbin was used of the same size as
those in the survey described above, but centered on the Cygnus X-3
direction. The ephemeris (Van der Klis and Bonnet-Bidaud 1981) of

Cygnus X-3 allows the data
(1984Data) within a region centered on

_o l , I , , , , I l Cygnus X-3 to be plotted as
_ _ a function of the phase

...... ---I within the 4.8 h period. Ano 20 -

=, _ _..... !__I _ upper limit of the flux from
_ ........ _ Cygnus X-3 can be obtained

_o_ _ using the data from 1984,
e I........ only. The phase distribution
z ,_ for this data is shown in

oL I . ' Figure 2a. In the third bin
DO o12 0.4 0.6 o.s i.o (the special significance

PHASE of which is discussed below)
there were 24 observed events,

(1983 Data) with 24.3 expected. The flux
,4o __- upper limit for phase 0.2-0.3

_ _ - is 2.0 x lO-Z3cm-2s"I.
o 30_ " "

_ ' : -"...... ---_ - The 1983 data gave 256
20_ ---_--- _ r--:. events in the Cygnus X-3

_-_ _------_--- .... direction, with 220.5 + 15.8

e _o_ [ ' " expected. In bin 3 of Figure
__L__]__ _ l ' " 2b, 32 events were observed,0 _ L=.....------.
o.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 o.e 1.o with 16.9 expected. Includ-

PHASE Ing the effect of uncertainty
in the background, this is a

4 , , _ _ i _ _, , , 3.5a excess. See Fig. 2c. A •
A Monte Carlo calculation,

V - allowing the numbers in the3 background and target regions
-- i to fluctuate, gave 1.4x10-3 as
b z the probability that this peak
. i r--_r--_- occurredby chance.Since

®,u m _ _ IL__J---_ distributions were considered

i _ separately for the two years'
data and the combined data,

o --i --- the probability is estimated
" " to be 3 times larger or .
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flux in 1983 due to the excess in bin 3 was 3.2 ± 1.2 x lO'Z3cm-2s-I.

Lloyd-Evans et al. found a peak in the phase interval
0.225-0.25. Samorski and Stamm saw an excess in the bin 0.3-0.4.
An adjustment of -0.11 in phase is needed to adjust the Samorski and
Stamm results to the ephermeris used here and by Lloyd-Evans et al.
Consequently, the two data sets predict that a signal should be
found in the phase bin 0.2-0.3 the same bin in which our signal
appears.

The phase bin widths were chosen to be 0.1, following
Samorski and Stamm. However, a bin centered on 0.27 but 0.04 wide

gave 16 observed, 4.2 expected. It appears that most of the possible
signal is concentrat@d within a more narrow phase interval than 0.1,
in agreement with Samorski and Stamm and Lloyd-Evans et al.

4. Discussion. At flux levels near those at which Cygnus X-3 is
detectable, no previously unknown sources were found in this survey.
Except for Cygnus X-3, none of the possible sources reported by
Samorski and Stamm (1984) were detected. The periodic nature of Cygnus
X-3 was of great assistance in its detection, however, and it would
have been missed in the survey if its detailed properties were not
known. The discrepancy between the 1983 and the 1984 results is
suggestive of variability in the PeV y-ray emission from Cygnus X-3.
The flux error given above is from statistics,only. Systematic
effects could give rise to a factor of two error in the stated fluxes
or flux limits.
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SEARCH FOR UI_RA HIGH E_RGY _- RAYS FRO_
VARIOUS SOURCES.

T.Dzikowski, J.Gawin, B.Grochalska, J.Korejwo

and J.Wdowczyk.

Institute of Nuclear Studies and

University of L6d_, Cosmic Ray Laboratory

90-950 L6d_ I, box 447, Poland

I. Introduction.

Recent discoveries of the high energy cosmic ray point

sources, /Dzikowski et al., 1980, 1981, gamorski and Stamm

f1983a, Lloyd-Evans et al., 1983, Protheroe et al., 1984/

interpreted as due to ultra high energy_- rays, called our
attention to the early works on the diffuse ultra high

energy _-rays /Firkowski et al., 1961, Suga et al., 1963/.

One of the main puzzles in the investigations of the point

sources is the fact, stated by the Kiel group /Samorski and

Stamm, 1983b/ and to some extent confirmed by us /Dzikowski

et al., 1983/, that the excess showers are not so muon poor

as they should be in the case of their photon origin.

That conclusion has also • been in a sense, confirmed by .

recent reports about detection of a signal from Cyg X-3, in

the underground muon experiments /see for instance Bartelt

et al., 1984/. It should be also reminded that in the above

mentioned early works on the diffuse photon showers /Gawin

et al., 1965/ it has been found that the muon content in

those showers is clearly hi_er than that expected for

photon initiated showers /Wdowczyk, 1965/.

II. Contribution of the point sources to the diffuse flux

th_ excess showers.

It has been pointed out by Wdowczyk and Wolfendale/1983/

that cortain number of the point sources can in principle
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oG 2.
explain anisotropies of cosmic rays around 7© 16 eV. Another

question which arrises here is if the showers from the

point sources could be related to the muon poor showers.

:: E_=S_EV E_--O._Cv " The first important observation

here is that shown in figure I
so so taken from our earlier paper

_ 3o_.4 o,F. _-J LoFF so fig_ure shows the m,_on co;ztent

I ;_/ "- _ I L_, " in the excess showers from the

m 20_ 20

." general direction of the Crab

,o ,o Nebula. As it can be seen the

excess showers are rel_tively

":: much poor when we consider the
$-5: {-II _)18 2-3 6-7

..:: •

HUM_ER OF MUOHS IN.THE DETECTOR lov) elderly m_lOiqS 9 whereas they

Fteure,'_° Comparison of the muon content *n the appear to be rather nOl_nal in
showems fPo_ the C_ab,dlre_ion vlth that :Ln the

no,-,.._.,o,e_.. ; respect to the muons of hipster

energies. That effect, very puzzlin_ by itself may explain

why the muon poor showers have been found when low ener_7

much detectors were used but not for the hijh energy muons.

i()@ ' '", '' '_,' '"_ The second importcnt ooint _" _. .u S

INT{6R/_LSLOPE__ • "1,,.) ._.F_,-.-)- :_.a

Id" -T )-i,
_.,., . the energ_ spectrum of the much
: " ' poor showers is shown for all

10Iz I.C_:__ _ existinB dat_ /including recent

observations of the hadron less

1(}1_ showers by Nikolski at al <]98_-/i \
_:tr)EN-S_ The main characteristic of thei

L

" 10,4_, ..,, .... , , " spectrum is the fact that simi-

10Is:.. 1014 lOl_Eir_W,. larly as in the case of the
excess showers from the point_'ig 2. _tegral energy

spectrum of the much soklroes it appears to be verypoom ex_ensive aim

showers, flat, much flatter then in the

case of proton initiated showers.

Those two fact makes the hypothesis about the common

origin of the muon poor and the point sources excess

showers plausible and worthwhile of further investigation.
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III. Galactic latitude distribution of the e_ensive air

_howers with different muon content.

In our analysis _vehsve usedthe _'_;_no','. e rs collected in

L6d_ from q975. In figure 3 the Galactic latitude distri-
show_r_

bution of the with N e > 10 6 and different muon content
are shown and compared with the expectations on the

assumption of isotropy. The expected distributions were

obtained using the method develop the Haverah P_ rk

N n E_O6_V group /Astley et al., _981/ and
discussed, in details by Wdo_,_,czyk

' and Wolfendale /_984/. Essence

of the method is that the data

2_ are divided into narrow strips

of declination. For each strip

_ the expected distribution of

the Galactic latitudes is cal-

-_o.-zo.o.2o.4o'6oo_oo b' culated assuming isotropy.
_ig 3, Galactic latitude distrlbution

o:th.sho,,o_s,_i__:_o6_d _r_o_ The contributions from the

•_o_oo_t._/_hreshold.... = o.oGev/, different strips are added
Predicted curves calculated as described

i_thet_=.F_s o_v.....b_r o_ according to the weig/its given

_s_ly_e_eot.d. by the experimental data. The

expected curves in figure 9 are nomnalised to the experi-

mental histograms in the interval b = 17.5 °- 77.5 °.
| , |, i ,,ml

It is seen that at low latitu-
N E/_> 560V

Ne>'lO° des and low much content there .

3o_ exist an excess of sho%_'ers

compared with the expectation.

Similarly as in figure _ the

zo_ excess is most pronounced for

the showers with O- J muons in

,mo the detector, less pronounced

for 2 - _ and practically not

seen for $ - 5 muons.Th_ excess

-_o°-2o- o" _o° _o•6o"_o"_ in the interval b=-_7.5 _ to b=

,_ _. :_o _a_ _s_n_ _ _u_ zo_ _7.5°amounts to 234 showers for

much enerL_ythreshold 5 GeV. O -- 'I muons and "105 for 2 - 5.
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The excess of showers with low latitudes may be noticed

for the high muon energy threshold /5 GeV/ but in that case

is less marked perhaps due

.. :Er)06gev to the fact that it is not
N _ Ne_10o

disapearing with increasing

6oa muon number /figure @/ but does

not seem to exist for showers

400 with Ne < 106 /figure 5/.

IV. Conclusions.

200 It seems that there exist an

excess of showers from the Ga-

lactic plane on the level 1-2 %

-4o'-zo° o- zo"_" 6_o ° b" at energies just above 1016 eV,

F±_5. _h_s_m__s z_ 3 but zor The excess shower from the Ga-

s_an_=sh6,,_rs_=/ 3.I0/.I0_] lactic plane seems to be very

similar in properties to excess showers from the point

sources /flat spectrum, deficit of low energy muons/. Those

facts suggest that the excess from the Galactic plane are

probably due to summing up of the contribution from individ-

ual point sources. That in turn suggest that those sources

are rather numerous.
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A SEARCHFORSOURCESOF ULTRAHIGH ENERGYGAM_ RAYS

AT AIR SHOWER ENERGIES WITH OOTY EAS ARRAY

Tonwar, S.C., Gopalakrishnan, N.V., and Sreekantan, B.V.

Tara Institute of FundamentaI Research
Homi Bhabha Marg, Colaba, Bombay-400 005

India

ABSTRACT

A 24 detector extensive air shower array is being operated
at Ootacamund (2200 m altitude, 11.4o N latitude) in southern India to
search_for sources of Cosmic gammarays of energies greater than
5 x 1013 ov __.. ,ne angular resolution of the array has been experimentally
estimated to be better than about 2°. Since June '84, nearly 2.5 million
showers have been collected and their arrival directions determined.

These showers are being studied to search for very high energy gamma ray
emission from interesting astrophysicalobjects such as Cygnus X-3, Crab
pulsar and Gemingo. Detailed results will be presented at the Conference.

I. INTRODUCTION
Studies of very high energy Cosmic gamma rays can reveal

the sources of high energy cosmic rays and provide interesting
information on the highest energy processes occurring in astrophysical
objects. Many sources of gamma rays have been detected at energies less
than I GeV through observations with detectors aboard SAS-II and COS-8
satellites. AtmosphericCerenkov radiation techniques hove also indicated
the possible existence of few sources at energies _101Z - 1013 eV which
need to be confirmed with better statistics and consistent observations.
Cosmic gamma roy sources at energies greater than 1014 eV have been
searched for using extensive air shower arrays sine the late l?50's but
the first positive result has been reported by the Kiel group = only two
years 9go with the possible detection of Cygnus X-3 at energies above
2 x 10I_ eV. Since then there have been few more reports of possible
detection of signals from Cygnus X-3 and some other objects. Unfortuna-
-rely many of these results have low statistical significance and suffer
from inconsistency among themselves, for example, in the phase of the
emission for pulsating objects 2.

All the,_esults reported till recently for Cosmic sources
at energies above 10I¢ eV have come from observations with extensive
air shower arrays which have not been optimised for better determination
of arrival directions and therefore have poor angular resolution.We
report here the observations from the EAS array at Ootacamund which was
modified last year tO improve the angular resolution for studies of
Cosmic sources at these very high energies. A specific aim for this study
has been the observation of showers of energies_1014 eV, to fill the
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A 24 detector extensive air shower array is being operated 
at Ootacamund (2200 m altitude, 11.40 N latitude) in southern India to 
search for sources of Cosmic gamma rays of energies greater than 
5 x 1013 eV. The angular resolution of the array has been experimentally 
estimated to be better than about 2Q. Since June 184, nearly 2.5 million 
showers have been collected and their arrival directions determined. 
These showers are being studied to search for very high energy gamma ray 
emission from interesting astrophysical objects such as Cygnus X-3, Crab 
pulsar and Geminga. Detailed results will be presented at the Conference. 

1. INTROOUCTION 
Studies Qf very high energy CQsmic gamma rays can reveal 

the sources of high energy cosmic rays and provide interesting 
information on the highest energy processes occurring in astrophysical 
objects. Many sources of gamma rays have been detected at energies less 
than 1 GeV through observations with detectors aboard SAS-II and COS-B 
satellites. Atmospheric Cerenkov radiation techniques bgve al~o indicated 
the possible existence of few sources at energies ~1012 - 10 13 eV which 
need to be confirmed with better statistics and consistent observations. 
Cosmic gamma ray sources at energies greater than 1014 eV have been 
searched for using extensive air shower arrays sine the late l'501s but 
the first positive result has been reported by the Kiel group1 only two 
years ago with the possible detection of Cygnus X-3 at energies above 
2 x 1015 eV. Since then there have been few more reports of possible 
detection of signals from Cygnus X-3 and some other objects. Unfortuna
-tely many of these results have low statistical significance and suffer 
from inconsistency among themselves, for example, in the phase of the 
emission for pulsating objects2. 

All the results reported till recently for Cosmic sources 
at energies above 1014 eV have come from observations with extensive 
air shower arrays which have not been optimised for better determination 
of arrival directions and therefore have poor angular resolution. We 
report here the observations from the EAS array at Ootacamund which was 
modified last year to improve the angular res~lution for studies of 
Cosmic sources at these very high energies. A specific aim for this study 
has been the observation of showers of energies~1014 eV, to fill the 
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important gap between energies of less than 1013 _ where results have
. c_e from experiments using atmospheric _renkov radiation telescopes and

energies larger than 1015 eV where most of the recent results Fr_ EAS
studies have been reported.

2. _PERIMENT_ SYST_
The _S array operating at _tac_und (_ty For short,

2200 m altitude, 11._ N latitude) in southern India, consists of 24
= scintillation detectors of various sizes spread over an area of radius of

about 40 meters, as shown in the Figure a_ve. _tectors numbered I to 20
are plastic scintillation detecters, each 5 cm thick. _tectors labelled
N,E,W, and S are liquid scintillators using 10 cm thick column of mineral
oil. All the scintillators are viewed by 5 cm diameter Fast pho_ultip_
-liers (RCA8575) placed some distance above the scintillator. Signals
Fr_ all the 24 detectors are digitized For total charge as well as the
arrival time relative to the trigger For each recorded shower using Fast
ADC' s and T_' s.

• 
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Figure : Schematic diagram of Ooty EAS array 

important gap between energies of less than 1013 eV where results have 
come from experiments u$ing atmospheric Cerenkov radiation telescopes and 
energies larger than 1015 eV where most of the recent results from EAS 
studies have been reported. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 
The EAS array operating at Ootacamund (Ooty for short, 

2200 m altitude, 11.40 N latitude) in southern India, consists of 24 
scintillation detectors of various sizes spread over an area of radius of 
about 40 meters, as shown in the figure above. Detectors numbered 1 to 20 
are plastic scintillation detectors, each 5 em thick. Detectors labelled 
N,E,W, and S are liquid scintillators using 10 em thick column of mineral 
oil. All the scintillators are viewed by 5 cm diameter fast photomultip~ 
-liers (RCA 8575) placed some distance above the scintillator. Signals 
from all the 24 detectors are digitized for total charge as well as the 
arrival time relative to the trigger for each recorded shower using fast 
ADC's and TOC's. 
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Showers were selected with a 4-fold coincidence of 100 ns
wide pulses obtained From discriminators For detectors N,E,W, and S, with
selection threshold of one particle in each detector. In addition at least
one of the four detectors is required to have a signal larger than 3
particles. Observed shower rate with this selection criterion is about
7 per minute.

Data from all the TDC's and ADC's and the real time frno_ aclock run on temperature stabilized crystal (accuracy of 1 part in 10 )
are recorded onto magnetic tape through a memory buffer. The shower
recordingtime is only ].25 ms enabling observation of showers very
closely spaced in time, if there are any. Somemore details about the
experimental system are given in an accompanying paper (069.5-8) in %he
Conference.

3. OBSERVATIONS

Datataktng was started in June'84 and nearly 2.5 million
showers have been collected over the last one year. As discussed above,
the shower trigger has been optimised for selection o£ law energy showers
%oobserve, sources a% energies,_lO 14 eV. I% is, however, necessary that
a large number of detectors are triggered for each shower to provide
timing information on the shower front to enable an accurate determination
of the arrival direction of shower. As discussed in detail in paper
0G9.5-8 in this Conference, Ooty array gives an angular resolution of
better than 2° for showers which trigger at least 15 of %he 20 de%actors
ignoring the four selectian detectors..It has been seen that nealy 80_
of %he showers recorded satisfy this criterion giving a sample of nearly
2 million showers For study of Cosmic gammaray sources.

4. RESULTS
Right:ascension and declination coordinates have been

computed for all showers recorded during the pas% year. Based on the
estimated 2° angular resolution, showers are being grouped in angular
regions of 4° x 4°, centered on the suspected source directions. Nearby
regions of same angular area provide the study of Ex_ckground under
identical conditions. For pulsating sources, the phase analysis is being
carried out both on the source region showers as well as the background
region showers. Analysis is in progress and results will be presented at
the Conference.

REFERENCES

. Samorski, M. and Stamm, W., Astrophysical J. (Letters) 268, L17 (.1983)• Tonwar, S.C., Invited review paper at the lO%hmee%ingoTthe
Astronomical Society of India, Bombay, November 1984,
preprint (1985).
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Showers were selected with a 4-fold coincidence of 100 ns 
wide pulses obtained from discriminators for detectors N,E,W, and S, with 
selection threshold of one particle in each detector. In addition at least 
one of the four dete~tors is required to have a signal larger than 3 
particles. Observed shower rate with this selection criterion is about 
7 per minute. 

Data from all the TDC1s and ADC1s and the real time fr~ a 
clock run on temperature stabilized crys~al (accuracy of 1 part in 10 ) 
are recorded onto magnetic tape through a memory buffer. The shower 
recording time is only 1.25 ms enabling'observation of showers very 
closely spaced in time, if there are any. Some more details about the 
experimental system are given in an accompanying paper (06 9.5-8) in the 
Conference. 

3. OBSERVATI~S 
Datataking was started in June 184 and nearly 2.5 million 

showers have been collected o~er the last one year. As discussed above, 
the shower trigger has been optimise~ for selection of low energy showers 
to observe· sources at energies ~10 4 eV. It is, however, necessary tnnt 
a large number of detectors are triggered for each shower to provide 
timing in(ormation on the shower front to enable an accurate determination 
of the arrival direction of shower. As discussed in detail in paper 
OG9.5-8 in this Conference, Ooty array gives an angular resolution of 
better than 20 for showers which trigger at least 15 of the 20 detectors 
ignoring the four· selection detectors. It has been seen that nealy 80% 
of the showers recorded satisfy this criterion giving a sample of nearly 
2 million showers for study of Cosmic gamma ray sources. 

4. RESULTS 
Right:ascension and declination coordinates have been 

computed for all showers recorded during the past year. Based on the 
estimated 2° angular resolution, showers are being grouped in angular 
regions of 40 x 40 , centered on the suspected source directions. Nearby 
regions of same angular area provide the study of background under • 
identical conditions. For pulsating sources, the phase analysis is being 
carried out both on the source region showers as well as the background 
region showers. Analysis is in progress and results will be presented at 
the Conference. 
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OBSERVATIONS OF POTENTIAL ULTRA HIGH ENERGY y-RAY SOURCES ABOVE i0 Is eV

A. Lambert, J. Lloyd-Evans t, J.C. Perrett, A.A. Watson and A.A. West

Department of Physics, University of Leeds, LEEDS 2, UK.

Now at NASA/Goddard Space Flight Centre, USA.

The Haverah Park 5Om water-Cerenkov array (Lloyd-Evans et al 1983) has

been used to examine a number of periodic sources for ultra high energy

y-ray emission above IO Is eV. The data, recorded between 1 Jan 1979 and

31 Dec 1984, feature a modest angular resolution of _ 3° with milli-

second arrival time resolution post 1982. The sources investigated

include the Crab pulsar, Her X-I, 4UO115 +63 and Geminga. All objects

have been detected by workers in the TeV region, with varying degrees of

confidence (e.g. Dowthwaite et ai 1984 (aand b) , Chadwick et al 1985,

Zyskin and Mukanov 1984, respectively).

We have previously examined the Crab direction for a time-averaged signal,

setting upper limits to the y-ray flux (Lambert et al 1983) more than an

order of magnitude lower than the persistent signal reported by the Lodz

group (Dzikowski et al 1983).

It has been noted recently (Hillas and Wdowczyk, private communication)

that the excess showers from the Crab observed at Lodz occur in a very

narrow shower size interval (i- 1.58) xlO 6 particles. The latest

analysis of the Haverah Park data makes use of recent simulations by

Hillas (private communication) in relating the shower size parameter

measured at Lodz to the water-Cerenkov density parameter measured at

Haverah Park. During the 6 years operation of the 5Om array, with an

efficiency _ 90%, we have observed 477 showers above 1015 eV in a

6° x6 ° (RA, _)bin, centred on the Crab pulsar (whilst less than 40 ° from

the zenith), constituting the 'on-source' count. The remaining RA

portion of the declination strip yields an expected background nount of

463.9 ± 2.8, resulting in an insignificant on-source excess. The 95%

upper limit to the flux enhancement from the Crab is 1.5 x 10-13 cm-2 s-I

at energies. Ev > IOIs eV. This flux limit is of the same order as the
flux measured by the Lodz group, at a factor ten higher in energy, i.e.

2 x iO-13 cm-2 s-i for E_ > 1016 eV (Dzikowski et al 1983). An analysisY
matching the Lodz shower size intervals and also an investigation at the

pulsar frequency is in preparation.

The presentation at the conference will be used to discuss the results of

a more complete analysis for the above sources (Lambert 1985, PhD Thesis

in preparation).
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OBSERVATIONS OF POTENTIAL ULTRA HIGH ENERGY y-RAY SOURCES ABOVE 10 15 eV 

t 
A. Lambert, J. Lloyd-Evans, J.C. Perrett, A.A. Watson and A.A. West 

Department of Physics, University of Leeds, LEEDS 2, UK. 

t Now at NASA/Goddard Space Flight Centre, USA. 

The Haverah Park 50 m water-Cerenkov array (Lloyd-Evans et al 1983) has 
been used to examine a number of periodic sources for ultra high energy 
y-ray emission above 10 15 eV. The data, recorded between 1 Jan 1979 and 
31 Dec 1984, feature a modest angular resolution of ~ 30 with milli
second arrival time resolution post 1982. The sources investigated 
include the Crab pulsar, Her X-I, 4U01l5 +63 and Geminga. All objects 
have been detected by workers in the TeV region, with varying degrees of 
confidence (e.g. Dowthwaite et at 1984 (a and b) , Chadwick et al 1985, 
Zyskin and Mukanov 1984, respectively). 

We have previously examined the Crab direction for a time-averaged signal, 
setting upper limits to the y-ray flux (Lambert et al 1983) more than an 
order of magnitude lower than the persistent signal reported by the Lodz 
group (Dzikowski et a1 1983). 

It has been noted recently (Hillas and Wdowczyk, private communication) 
that the excess showers from the Crab observed at Lodz occur in a very 
narrow shower size interval (1- 1.58) x 106 particles. The latest 
analysis of the Haverah Park data makes use of recent simulations by 
Hillas (private communication) in relating the shower size parameter 
measured at Lodz to the water-Cerenkov density parameter measured at 
Haverah Park. During the 6 years operation of the 50 m array, with an 
efficiency ~ 90%, we have observed 477 showers above 10 15 eV in a 
60 x 60 eRA, o)bin, centred on the Crab pulsar (whilst less than 400 from 

~ the zenith), constituting the 'on-source' count. The remaining RA 
portion of the declination strip yields an expected background 'count of 
463.9 ± 2.8, resulting in an insignificant on-source excess. The 95% 
upper limit to the flux en1--}ancement from the Crab is 1.5 x 10- 13 cm- 2 s-1 
at energies. f. y > 10 15 eV. 'fhis flux limit is of the same order as the 
flux measured by the Lodz group, at a factor ten higher in energy, i.e. 
2 x 10- 13 cm- Z 

S-1 for Ey > 10 16 eV (Dzikowski et al 1983). An analysis 
matching the Lodz shower size intervals and also an investigation at the 
pulsar frequency is in preparation. 

The presentation at the conference will be used to discuss the results of 
a more complete analysis for the above sources (Lambert 1985, PhD Thesis 
in preparation). 
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OBSERVATION OF GAMMA-RAYS FROM LMC X-4 ABOVE I0Im eV

R.J. Protheroe and R.W. Clay

Department of Physics, University of Adelaide

Adelaide, South Australia 5001

Abstract Data from the University of Adelaide air shower array
at Buckland Park taken over a three year period have been

analysed to search for evidence of ultra-high energy Y-ray
emission from neutron star binary X-ray sources having known

orbital periods. We report the detection of UHE _-rays from
LMC X-4 above 10_a eV, the first extragalactic object to be

positively detected at these energies.

I. IHTRODUCTIOH Gamma-rays at ultra-high energies (UHE) have recently
been observed by Samorski and Stan,n (1983) and Lloyd-Evans et al.(1983)

from Cygnus X-3 and by Protheroe et al. (1984) from Vela X-1. The

discovery that some neutron star binary X-ray sources are emitting
ultra-high energy _-rays has led to considerable interest and speculation
about the origin of the Y-rays (Eichler and Vestrand, 1984; Stephens and

Verma, 1984; Hillas, 1984; Protheroe, 1984; Porter, 1984; Chanmugam and
Brecher, 19B5) and to the notion that much of the galactic cosmic radiation
above 10:s eV may originate from such objects (Hillas, 1984; Wdowczyk and

Wolfendale, 1983a,b). Following our detection of UHE y-rays from Vela X-l,
we examined data from the Buckland Park array (Crouch et al., 1981) to test
for an excess of air showers from regions around the galactic plane and

galactic centre (Clay eta]. 1984), and from the directions of known
sources of y-rays at 100 MeV energies (Protheroe and Clay, 1984).

In addition to Vela X-I, there are 14 neutron star binary X-ray
sources in the southern celestial hemisphere which have known orbital

periods. We have recently searched the Buckland Park data for 1979-81 for
evidence of periodic emission of UHE _-rays from these objects (Protheroe

and Clay, 1985) and here we summarise the results of this search.

2. D_T_ _H_LYSIS For each object, we examined the air showers which had

apparent arrival directions within angle e_ of the source direction. This
"resolution angle", chosen to optimise the signal to noise ratio, ranged

from 2.1° to 2.7° depending on the source declination. To test for
evidence of periodic emission of UHE Y-rays in phase with the orbital

motion of each binary system, the arrival time of each air shower was
converted to an orbital phase, _ (0 < 9 _ 1), after applying a heliocentric
correction. Cosmic ray events would be expected to have a uniform phase
distribution and the hypothesis of uniformity was tested using the
statistic Y. proposed by Protheroe (1985a) specifically for testing

circular data for uniformity while being powerful against alternatives in
the form of a uniform distribution plus a small narrow distribution at an

arbitrary phase. Y_ exceeded the 1_ critical value only for LMC X-4. For
the 13 other objects, 95% upper limits were obtained for the _-ray flux and

luminosity and are given by Protheroe and Clay (1985). For LMC X-4, 63
events were recorded within B==2.5° of the source direction and, using
the ephemeris of Kelley et al. (1983), Ys= was 7.55 compared with the 5%

and 1% critical values of 7.32 and 7.54 respectively.
The LMC X-4 observation may actually be more significant than
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I1bstract Data frOM the University of Adelaide air shower array 
at Buckland Park taken over a three year period have been 
analysed to search for evidence of ultra-high energy v-ray 
emission from neutron star binary X-ray sources having known 
orbital periods. We repoy·t the detection of UHE ~-rays from 
LMC X-4 above 101 • eV, thE' first extragalactic .;:.bject to be 
positively detected at these energies. 

1. IHTRODUCTIOH Gamma-rays at ultra-high energies (UHE) have recently 
been observed by Samorski and Stamm (1983) and Lloyd-Evans et a1.(1983) 
from Cygnus X-3 and by Protheroe et ala (1984) from Vela X-I. The 
discovery that some neutron star binary X-ray sources are emitting 
ultra-high energy ¥-rays has led to considerable interest and speculation 
about the origin of the ¥-rays (Eichler and Vestrand, 1984; Stephens and 
V~rma, 1984; Hillas, 1984; Protheroe, 1984; Porter, 1984; Chanmugam and 
Brecher, 1985) and to the notion that much of the galactic cosmic radiation 
above 101 • eV may originate from such objects (Hillas, 1984; Wdowczyk and 
Wolfendale, 1983a,b). Following our detection of UHE ¥-rays from Vela X-I, 
we examined data from the Buckland Park array (Crouch et al., 1981) to test 
for an excess of air showers from regions around the galactic plane and 
galactic centre (Clay et ala 1984), and from the directions of known 
sources of ¥-rays at 100 MeV energiE's (Protheroe and Clay, 1984). 

In addition to Vela X-l, there are 14 neutron star binary X-ray 
sources in the southern celestial hemisphere which have known orbital 
periods. We have recently searched the Buckland Park data for 1979-81 '.)r 
evidence of periodic emission of UHE if-rays from these objects (Protheroe 
and Clay, 1985) and here we summarise the results of this search. 

• 2. DI1TII I1HI1L}'SIS For each object, we examined the air showers which had 
apparent arrival directions within angle 9 ... of the source direction. This 
"resolution angle", chosen to optimise the signal to nois~ ratio, ranged 
from 2.10 to 2."JCI d~pending on the source dec! it1ation. T., test for 
evidence of periodic emission of UHE ¥-rays in phase with the orbital 
motion of each binary system, the arrival time of each air shower was 
converted to an orbital phase, , (0 < • 1 1), after applying a heliocentric 
correction. Cosmic ray events would be expected to have a uniform phase 
distribution and the hypothesis of uniformity was tested using the 
statistic Yn proposed by Protheroe (1985a) speci fically for testing 
dr-cular data for uniformity while being powerful agaitlst alternatives in 
the form of a uniform distribution plus a small narrow distribution at an 
arbitrary phase. Yn exceeded the 17. critical value only for LMC X-4. For 
the 13 other objects, 957. upper limits were obtained for the (-ray flux and 
luminosity and are given by Prothero~ and Clay (1985). ror LMC X-4, 53 
~vents were recorded within Gc =2.5CI of the source direction and, using 
the ephemeris of Kelley et ala (1983), Y.~ was 7.55 compared with the 57. 
and 1Y. critical values of 7.32 and 7.54 respectively. 

The LMC X-4 observation may actually be more significant than 
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suggested by the tZ 12

significance level obtained lO
using the Y, statistic if
the peak in the phase _ 8c

distribution is broader i 6

than ~n-_ °f the Peri°d" ._4 L_ ,,_-,- _

The phase distribution of _ =events from within 2.5= of

the direction of LMC X-4 is

plotted in Fig. 1. There _0 as _ Is 2.0
is a significant excess of _bltmlph=_(_)

events between phases 0.90 Fig. I. Phase distributionof the G3 air showers
and 0.95 where we observe observedwithin2.5° of LMC X-4. The ephemeris
12 events when we expect of Kelley et al. (1983)was used. The dashed line
2.65 events. The shows the expectedphase distributionof the

probability, p, of this cosmicray backgrourldevents. (Reproducedfrom
Protheroeand Clay, 1985).

occuring by chance in a
particular bin, obtained
using the Poisson distribution, is 2.12xi0 -=. The phase distribution is

shown binned in 20 bins in Fig. 1, but was previously binned in 10 bins and

this binning and re'binning must be taken into account when assigning a
significance level for the observation. For LMC X-4 alone, the probability
must then be increased to 1-(I-p) (=°-:o) = _.63x10 -4 corresponding to a
3.2 standard deviation observation. Since 14 sources were examined for UHE

_-ray emission, the probability that the observed phase distribution for

LMC X-4 resulted from a chance fluctuation of cosmic ray background events
is I-(1-p)=°".4 = 0.009. It is therefore likely (99.1% confidence) that

the phase distribution is not the result of a background fluctuation.
We attribute the excess between phases 0.90 and 0.95, i.e. 9.4±3.5

events, to Y-rays. This corresponds to a time averaged integral flux of
(4.6±1.7)x10 -Im photons m-= s-I above 10TM eV, the effective threshold

of the array for showers incident from declination -66°. Assuming an E-=

photon spectrum at the source and taking account of electron-photon
cascading in the 3 K microwave background we obtain a luminosity of _10 "m
erg s-* per decade which is of the same order of magnitude as that emitted

at 2-11 keV energies (Bradt and McClintock, 1983).

3. OI$CUSSION Since LMC X-4 is in the Large Magellanic Cloud, some 50 kpc

away, we would expect Y-rays below about 10_ eV to be attenuated on
m

traversing the 3 K microwave background. This topic is discussed in an

accompanying paper (Protheroe, 1985b). Recent extensions to the Buckland
Park array (Prescott etal., 19B3) have made measurements below 10_s eV
possible for this declination.

LMC X-4 is a massive binary system with a 1.408u period. The
inclination of the system is ~66° (Kelley etal., 1983) and the X-ray

source is eclipsed betweeM phase 0.92 and 0.08. If UHE protons are
accelerated in the region of the compact object UHE Y-rays could be

produced by nuclear interactions in the atmosphere of the companion star.
In this case, we would expect Y-ray emission at orbital phases _0.92 and
_0.08 when our line of sight to the neutron star just grazes the star's
surface. The observation of UHE _-rays at a phase of 0.90-0.95 is
consistent with this picture although the absence of UHE emission at phases

0.05-0.10 is puzzling (a similar situation exists for Cygnus X-3 and Vela

suggested by the 17-
significance level obtained 
using the Y" statistic if 
the peak in the phase 
distribution is broader 
than ~n-' of the period. 
The phase distribution of 
events from within 2.50 of 
the direction of LMC X-4 is 
plotted in Fig. 1. There 
is a significant excess of 
events between phases 0.90 
and 0.95 where we observe 
12 events when we expect 
2.65 events. The 
probability, p, of this 
occuring by chance in a 
particular bin, obtained 
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Fig. 1. Phase distribution of the 63 air showers 
observed within 2.50 of LMC X-4. The ephemeris 
of Kelley et al. (1983) was us£'d. The dashed line 
shows the expected phase distribution of the 
cosmic ray background events. (Reproduced from 
Protheroe and Clay, 1985). 

using the Poisson distribution, is 2. 12xl0-s • The phase distribution is 
shown binned in 20 bins in Fig. 1, but was previously binned in 10 bins and 
this binning and re";:binning must be taken into account when aSSigning a 
significance level for the observation. For LMC X-4 alone, the probability 
must then be increased to 1-(1-p)C20+10) = 6.63xl0-4 corresponding to a 
3.2 standard deviation observation. Since 14 sources were examined for UHE 
r-ray ",mission, the probability that the observed phase distribution for 
LMC X-4 resulted from a chance fluctuation of cosmic ray background events 
is 1-(1-p)mo.'4 = 0.009. It is therefore likely (99.1% confidence) that 
the phase distribution is not the result of a background fluctuation. 

W. attribute the excess between phases 0.90 and 0.95, i.e. 9.4±3.5 
events, to l-rays. This corresponds to a time averaged integral flux of 
(4.6±t. 7)XI0-1I photons m-2 $-' abov. 10'· eV, the effective threshold 
of the array for showers itlcident frolll declination -66°. AssUMing an E-2 
photon spectrum at the source and taking account of electron-photon 
cascading in the 3 K microwave background we obtain a luminosity of ~10mw 
erg s-' per decade which is of the same- order of magnitude as that eMitted 
at 2-11 keV energies (Bradt and McClintock, 1983). 

3. DISCUSSION Since LMC X-4 is in the Large Magel1anic Cloud, some 50 kpc 
away, we would expect l-rays below about 10s6 eV to be attenuated on 
traversing the 3 K microwave background. This topic is discussed in an 
accompanying paper (Protheroe, 1985b). Recent extensions to the Buckland 
Park array (Prescott et al., 1983) have made measurements below 10'· eV 
possible for this declination. 

LMC X-4 is a massive binary system with a 1.408" period. The 
inclination of the system is ~66° (Kelley et al., 1983) and the X-ray 
source is eclipsed between phase 0.92 and 0.08. If UHE protons are 
accelerated in the region of the compact object UHE (-rays could be 
produced by nuclear interactions in the atmosphere of the companion star. 
In this case, we would expect r-ray emission at orbital phases ~0.92 and 
...0.08 when our line of sight to the neutron star just grazes the star's 
surface. The observation of UHE (-rays at a phase of 0.90-0.95 is 
consistent with this picture although the absence of UHE emission at phases 
0.05-0.10 is puzzling (a similar situation exists for Cygnus X-3 and Vela 

.. 

.. 
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X-I where only one burst of UHE y-rays is observed per orbit).

LMC X-L,

=0"6 ¢ :0'9

Fig. 2. The LMC X-4 primary star and inclined orbit of the neutron star
drawn to scale based on the analysis of Kelley et al. (1983). Possible
location of material responsible for obscuration of the primary between

phases 0.6 and 0.9 (Huchings et al., 1978) is shown cross-hatched, assuming
it lies in the neuron star orbit, for an orbital phase of (a) 0.6 and (b)
0.9.

The star appears not to fill its Roche lobe and to have a rather low
stellar wind (Huchings et al., 1978). Mass transfer may occur through a
trailing accretion stream which may feed the accretlcm disc. Evidence for

this comes from variable obscuration of the companion star between orbital
phases 0.6 and 0.9 (Huchings et al., 1978) which could correspond to matter
trailing behind the neutron star by between 0.2 and 0.3 of an orbit (see

Fig. 2). If this matter is of considerable extent above the orbital plane
it could be the target material for interactions of UHE protons produced

near the neutron star. Such a scenario could produce Y-rays only at a
phase of about 0.9 as observed.

8.0| I I I I . I I I I
Q

o.s%
7.5 I %

"_"63 5 %

7-0 _A/4k ^_ 10 %
- vvwv -

6.S I I I I I t I I
29 30 31 3_

PERIOD P ( DAYS )

Fig. 3. . The statistic Y_m derived from the phase distribution of the 63
events arriving within 2.5 = of LMC X-4 plotted as a function of

precessional period. The precessional periods found by: (a) llovaisky et
el. (1984), and (b) Lang et al. (1981) are indicated.

The X-ray source has high and low states associated with a -.30_
period (Lang et al., 1981) attributed to precession of an accretion disc.

The 30d period is also seen at optical wavelengths and an ephemeris based
on observations taken over seven years has recently been published by

.. 
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Fig. 3 •. Th~ statistic 't .... derived from the phas~ distribution of the 63 
events arriving within 2.50 of LMC X-4 plotted as a function of 
precessional period. The precessional periods found by: (a) Ilovaisky et 
al. (1984), and (b) Lang et aI. (1981) are indicated. 

The X-ray source has high and low states associated with a ~3Od 
period (Lang et aI., 1981) attributed to precession of an accretion disc. 
The 30" period is also seen at optical wavelengths and an epheMeris based 
011 observations taken over seven years has recently been published by 
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llovaisky et al. (1984). We have searched for evidence of modulation by
the 30= period. We plot in Fig. 3 Y,= against precession period for

periods in the range 28.5= to 32.5=. Y,= displays a prominant feature

near 30.6=, highly suggestive of modulation by the precession period, and
exceeds the 5% critical value for some periods within 1_ of that found by
Lang et al. (1981). However, for the period found by Ilovaisky et al.
(1984), P = 30.40 = ± 0.03=, ¥,= is less than the 5% critical value.

There is therefore no firm evidence for modulation of the UHE Y-rays by the
30d period although such modulation may be revealed in subsequent data.

If the UHE _-rays are modulated with the precession period the light curve
may be expected to be symmetrical about the time of X-ray minimum. A

search for such modulation has also been carried out using the ephemeris of
Ilovaisky et al. (1984) and was negative.

4. CONCLUSION We have searched the data taken during 1979-81 with the

Buckland Park air shower array for evidence of UHE Y-ray emission by
neutron star binary X-ray sources. In addition to our detection of

Vela X-t reported elsewhere (Protheroe et al., 1984), we have detected UHE
Y-ray emission from LMC X-4 modulated with the 1.408= period.
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4U 0115 +63 - ANOTHER ENERGETIC GAMMA RAY BINARY PULSAR

P.M.Chadwick, N.A.Dipper, J.C.Dowthwaite, I.W.Kirkman,
T.3.L.McComb, K.3.0rford0 and K.E.Turver.

Department of Physics, University of Durham,

Durham DHI 3LE, United Kingdom.
ABSTRACT

Following our discovery of Her X-I as a source of pulsed
1000 GeV Y-rays, a search for emission from an X-ray binary

containing a pulsar with similar values of period, period
derivative and luminosity has been successful. The sporadic

X-ray binary 4U 0115_63 has been observed, with probability
2.5X10 -6, to emit 1000 GaY Y-rays with a time averaged
energy flux of 6xlO == erg s -1.

I.INTRODUCTION.

In a recent paper 'I_ we reported the discovery of the emission of

pulsed 1000 GeV Y-rays by the short period X-ray binary pulsar Hercules

X-I. It might reasonably be expected that other X-ray binary pulsars
could be periodic VHE Y-ray sources, especially those with similarly

short pulsar periods. We here report the results of further analysis of
data from Her X-I and a recent detection of the 3.6 sec pulsar in the
sporadic hard X-ray binary system 4U 0115+63. The data on 4U 0115 were
obtained on 19B4 September 21-29 using the Dugway Y-ray telescopes which
employ the ground based atmospheric Cerenkov light technique '=_.

4U 0115+63 was first observed as an X-ray source by the UHURU group
'=) and subsequently identified by the SAS Ill satellite in 1977 ,4) as a
sporadic 3.6146 s pulsed X-ray emitter with the collapsed object in a

24.3 d eccentric orbit. Further detections of the X-ray pulsar were
reported in 1980 by the Ariel 6 group '=), with the latter observation

providing more recent details of the period, spin up and orbital
characteristics ,6). see Table I. Subsequent observations have coincided
with the object being in the low X-ray state '_) and an exact
contemporary ephemeris is not available.

2.RESULTS : (A) 4U 0115+63.

The data were obtained during 25 hrs of observation from eight

intervals each of about 3hr spread over 9 days. During this time the
Dugway telescopes, with typical energy threshold 1000 GeV accurately
recorded the time of 37000 light flashes. The individual event times were
adjusted to the solar system barycentre and then to the focus of the
binary orbit, based on the information in Table I.

PULSAR PERIOD = 3.614664 + 0.0000011 s=

PERIOD DERIVATIVE = - 0.000272 _0.000007 per year
EPOCH OF ORBIT = MJD 44586.008

PERIASTRON ANGLE = 47.08 _ 0.20deg.
a. sin i = 140.130 Is

ORBITAL PERIOD = 24.3154 + 0.0004 d.
ECCENTRICITY = 0.3402 + 0.0004

TABLE I.
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In a recent paper CII we reported the discovery of the emission of 
pulsed 1000 GeV V-rays by the short period X-ray binary pulsar Hercules 
X-1. It might reasonably be expected that other X-ray binary pulsars 
could be periodic VHE V-ray sources, especially those with similarly 
short pulsar periods. We here report the results of further analysis of 
data from Her X-I and a recent detection of the 3.6 sec pulsar in the 
sporadic hard X-ray binary system 4U 0115+63. The data on 4U 0115 were 
obtained on 1984 September 21-29 using the Dugway V-ray telescopes which 
employ the ground based atmospheric Cerenkov light technique C2'. 

4U 0115+63 was first observed as an X-ray source by the UHURU group 
C3, and subsequently identified by the SAS III satellite in 1977 c~, as a 
sporadic 3.6146 s pulsed X-ray emitter with the collapsed object in a 
24.3 d eccentric orbit. Further detections of the X-ray pulsar were 
reported in 1980 by the Ariel 6 grpup C~), with the latter observation 
providing more recent details of the period, spin u~ and orbital 
characteristics C6'_ see Table I. Subsequent observations have coincided 
with the object being in the low X-ray state C7, and an exact 
contemporary ephemeris is not available. 

2.RESULTS I (A) 4U 0115+63. 
The data were obtained during 25 hrs of observation from eight 

intervals each of about 3hr spread over 9 days. During this time the 
Dugway telescopes, with typical energy threshold 1000 GeV accurately 
recorded the time of 37000 light flashes. The individual event times were 
adjusted to the solar system barycentre and then to the focus of the 
binary orbit, based on the information in Table I. 

PULSAR PERIOD = 3.614664 ~ 0.0000011 I. 
PERIOD DERIVATIVE = - 0.000272 + 0.000007 per year 
EPOCH OF ORBIT = MJD 44586.008 
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ORBITAL PERIOD = 24.3154 + 0.0004 d. 
ECCENTRICITY = 0.3402 ~ 0~0004 

TABLE I. 
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The three previous X-ray measurements of 4U 0115 suggest that the period
changes slowly, if at all, over 14 years - see Figure 3. The very
different and large instantaneous values of the period derivative

observed could be a consequence of the sporadic nature of the emission
and may depend on the detail of the X-ray emission mechanism. We have
therefore searched for periodicity over the wide range 3.613 - 3.616s to
allow for the detection of the expected 3.6146+._0.0001s periodicity,
together with the 24 hr side-bands introduced by the daily observations.
Allowance has also been made for the uncertainties in the orbit when the

ephemeris Is wound forward over 4 years. The results are shown for data

on 4U 0115 tn Figure 1. Here we have employed a local value for the orbit
of 24.3135 d and the epoch and other parameters from Table I. We have
evidence of pulsation at a period of 3.61457+0.00001 s, within the range
of uncertainty of the extrapolated periods at the 5xi0-= chance level.
The range of period over which we have scanned comprises about

independent samples in our observation and accordingly we reduce the
significance of the detection to 2.5xI0-% In addition the relaxation of

the orbit to the adjacent sampling peak has introduced a further 2

degrees of freedom leading to a final significance for the periodicity

ofSx10 -°. An identical analysis of off-source data shows no periodicity
in the expected X-ray pulsar period range.

• • • o o %-'| • !

.r. _ I
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!" i:"
,_,_ J. i'°_
| ,r.' 4 _="

s I 1

I i- °°

_t4.0 _si.o

PInIOn I_I•

FI6URE 2; The probability o; chance
FISURE It fhe periodicity o( our data on origin o( periodicity of It-rays from 4U
4U0|15 in the period range expected from 0115+63 versus the a|suled orbital
thI X-ray measurements, period. "

Figure 2 shows the variation o( thi Y-ray pulsar pmriodiclty with

assumed orbital period, adopting the mean value of all other parameters
from Table I. The excess counts ascribed to 1000 EeV Y-rays comprise 2.0
+ 0.4 X of the cosmic ray proton count rate which, for our telescopes,
corresponds to a Y-ray flux of (7 t 1.4)xlO-*lcm-=s -*, We estimate the
time averaged luminosity in VHE Y-rays for a source emitting
Isotropically at a distance of 5 kpc with a differential spectral slope
of 3.0 to be 6xlO==erg s -=.

The X-ray emission is known to be sporadic for 4U 0115, as is the VHE
Y-ray emission from Her X-It and so, although the production mechanisms
are expected to be quite different, we have tasted for variability in our

Y-ray data. There is no detectable variability in emission over a time
of ? days.
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assum~d orbital period, adopting the mean value of all other parameters 
from Table t. The excess counts ascribed to 1000 eeY Y-raYI compriSI 2.0 
+ 0.4 X of the cosmic ray proton count rate which, for our telescopes, 
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time averaged luminosity in YHE Y-rays for a source emitting 
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The X-ray emission is known to be sporadic for 4U 0115, as is the YHE 
Y-ray emission from Her X-1, and so, although the production mechanisms 
are expected to bl quite different, we have tested for variability in our 
Y-ray data. There il no detectable variability in emislion over a time 
of 9 dilya. 
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The present measurement of the pulsar period is shown on Figure 3

where it is compared with the earlier values from the X-ray measurements.
It is clear that the behaviour of the period is erratic, as noted in the

earlier work, with period derivatives which vary widely_ We note a
similar broad light curve for the emission from Her X-1 and 4U 0115 - see
Figure 4. There has not to our knowledge been any previous attempt to
observe qU 0115 at VHE Y-ray energies.
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RESULTS : (B) Her X-1.

Our original detection of 1000 8eV Y-rays from Her X-I was based on
a short outburst of intense periodic (1.24 s) emission at JD 2445441.86
and some evidence for a weak effect in data taken on 8 nights in 1983

July. The University of Utah Fly's Eye EAt detector has provided mvidence
for sporadic emission at a Y-ray energy of 5xlO:4eV lasting for less
than 40 men at OO 2445526.72. '_) The duty cycle of the light curve was
10_ and the pulsed component was 40_ of the cosmic ray background from a
50 sq deg area of the sky. At the same time the I000 SlY Cerenkov
telescopes located near the Fly's Eye were operating and were tracking
Her X-l. A burst of similar strength would have appeared in the Y-ray
telescopes (aperture about 5 sq deg) as an increase in the cosmic ray
counts of 400_. No indication was seen of such m strong outburst at 1000
8eV with a light curve with duty cycle of I0_ in the 40 man at OD
2445526.7. However in a routine reanalyses of our data using a test based
on a generalization of the Hodge-Ajne test ,sop and sensitive to emission
with a narrow duly cycle (typically 0.5_) activity with period 1237.798
ms on JD 2445525-2B and especially around JD 2445526.7 is indicated - see
Figure 5. On the basis of this observation a search for similar

periodicity on the other 7 nights when Her X-I was observed was made. The
strongest indication of activity (at period 1237.779 e)_ significant

after allowing for the degrees of freedom at the _2 a level, was at JO

2445&lS.&& - see Figure &. We make no attempt to attach a rigorous
statistical significance to this occurrence but it is interesting to note
that this activity, lasting 30 mln, was 173.8 d (5x34.76d) after the 1983
April 17 outburst and 172.35 d (5x34.47d) before the EXOSAT observed
X-ray switch-on <:_.

On this basis the JD 2445526.7 activity was at phase 0.44 after switch
on in the 34,7_ d cycle. The phase in the 1.7d orbit of the 3 intervals
of activity are similar. The activity at JD 2445615.66 was at phase 0.94
in the orbital periodl this may be compared with the value of 0.77 for
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The present measurement of the pulsar period is shown on Figure 3 
where it is compared with the earlier values from the X-ray measurements. 
It is clear that the behaviour of the period is erratic, as noted i~ the 
earlier work. with period derivatives which vary widely~ W. note I 
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1000 GeV Y-rays on JO 2445441.86 and approximately 0.66 for UHE and VHE
Y-rays on JD 2445526.7
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3.CONCLUSIONS

We have some evidence of additional emission by Her X-I which occurs
5x34.76 d after the 19B3 April 1000 GeV Y-ray burst and 5x34.47 d before

the observed X-ray switch-on and which is characterized by a narrow light
curve. A measurement at the same time as that made by the Fly's Eye in
1983 July suggests that the strong outburst was confined to the EAS

energies although there are indications of some activity at 1000 8eV

during the whole of the night in question and perhaps on adjacent nights
but again with a short duty cycle light curve. Observations o+ 4U 0115
+b_ made on the basis of its similarity to Her X-I show evidence for

pulsed VHE Y-ray emission at the X-ray period, significant at the
2.5xI0-+ level. We note that the VHE Y-ray luminosity of Her X-I and 4U
0115 appear to be similar to within a factor of three, the emissions have

similar broad light curves and that these two binary pulsars (and Cygnus
X-3) are seen to exhibit cyclotron line emission indicating strong
surface magnetic fields. m
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PRIMARYGAMMA-RAYSWITH E_ _1015 eV: EVIDENCEFOR
ULTRAHIGHENERGYPARTICLE ACCELERATIONIN GALACTIC SOURCES
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375036, Yerevan, Armenia, U.S.S.R.

Nikolsky S.I., Tukish E.I.
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117924, Moscow, U.S.S.R.

ABSTRACT

The recently observed primary ultrahigh energy gamma-rays
(UHEGR) testify to the cosmic ray (CR) acceleration in the
Galaxy. The available data may be interpreted as gamma-ra3
production due to photomeson production in CR sources.

According to the existing viewpoint the ultrahigh energy CR, at
least E _ i0 i_ eV, have a galactic origin (see, e.g. /I/). Recently
discovered primary gamma-rays with E_ _ i0 Isev /2-6/ should be con-
sidered as the first model-independent evidence for this hypothesis.
For such a strong statement there are the following arguments:
i) The analysis of UHEGRabsorption on the 2.7 K microwave background
radiation shows that the free path of gamma-rays with E_IO _6 eV is
about i0 kpc, i.e. the observed UHEGRare produced within the Galaxy.
2) From the Tien Shan EAS array data it follows that there exist show-
ers with anomalously small content of muons and hadrons /2/. The
"diffuse" flux of the primary gamma-rays initiating such showers is es-
timated as J_ (E_ _ 6-IOL_ eV)=(8.4_2.9) .I0 -13cm-: s -_ sr -_ /7/.
However the observed emission may be called a "diffuse" one only con-
ventionally as it is, most probably, due to superposition of the unre-
solved discrete sources, and not to CR interactions with the inter-
stellar medium (ISM). Indeed, assuming that CR, responsible for the ob-
served flux of "diffuse" UHEGR,are captured in the region with length-
scale L, for the ratio of energy release in UHEGRand CR we have

= , (I)

where A is the magnetic inhomogeneities scale in the ISM, and is
J_ /JcR_-_IO -3 is the relative content of UHEGRin CR at EjmlO eV/2,7/.

Substituting the characteristicvalues of L_--1 kpc (the Galaxy disk
thickness) and A---1 pc, we obtain _e_--l! This is a remarkable re-
sult since if gamma-rays have secondary origin (which seems beyond any
aoubt), then the extremely efficient mechanism to transform the CR
energy to UHEGR must operate. In other words, the CR must pass the path
of the order of their free path in the UHEGR production region.
3) Apparently, the interactions leading to UHEGR could not occur in the
ISM since the grammage traversed by CR in the ISM is much less than
100 g/cm2 - absorption free path with respect to the nuclear inter-

• 

• 
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The recently observed primary ultrahi9h energy gamma-rays 
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ventionally as it is, most probably, due to superposition of the unre
solved discrete sources, and not to CR interactions with the inter
stellar medium (ISM). Indeed, assuming that CR, responsible for the ob
served flux of "diffuse ll UHEGR, are captured in the region with length
scale L, for the ratio of energy release in UHEGR and CR we have 

?e= \Xix I rV ~.i , WcR E ""101.5 e V JCR ).. 

(1) 

where ~ is the magnetic inhomogeneities scale in the ISM, and !~ 
JJ /J CR ~ 10-3 is the relative content of UHEGR in CR at EJ~10 eV 
/2,7/. 

Substituting the characteristic values of L-l kpc (the Galaxy disk 
thickness) and ~ --- 1 pc, we obtain oe......., I! This is a remarkable re
sult since if gamma-rays have secondary origin (which seems beyond any 
aoubt), then the extremely efficient mechanism to transform the CR 
energy to UHEGR must operate. In other words, the CR must pass the path 
of the order of their free path in the UHEGR production region. 
3) Apparently, the interactions leading to UHEGR could not occur in the 
ISN since the grarrunage traversed by CR in the ISM is much less than 
100 g/cm 2 

- absorption free path with respect to the nuclear inter-
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actions. In the energy range of interest the contributions from the pro-
ton and electron interactions in the ambient proton fields of the ISM
are also quite insignificant. Hence, the UHEGR"diffuse" component
should, in fact, be the superposltion of contributions of unresolved
discrete sources, wherein the CR energy transformation to UHEGRis more
efficient.

So, from the facts of the limited UHEGRproduction region ( _ I0 kpc)
the large value of the ration (_i), and the incapability of CR to
provide the observed UHEGRflux in the ISM it follows that the main por-
tion of ultrahigh energy CR (at least in the energy range I0 iS- I0 _ev)
is accelerated in the Galactic sources.

Generally, the interactions of both accelerated protons and electrons
in the sources may result in the secondary UHEGRproduction. Under con-
ditions of high energy density of low-frequency radiation and magnetic
fields in presumable CR sources the most essential UHEGRproduction me-
chanism, connected with the directly accelerated electron component, is
the inverse Compton scatterings (ICS). However the gamma-ray spectrum
expected at ICS is not in compliance with the observed one /8,9/. Be-
sides, the electron acceleration up to E_IO (_ev seems to be highly
problematic due to_trong energy losses in the magnetic field of the
source (-dE/dtocE _). The "proton" origin of the observed UHEGRseems
more probable.

If the UHEGRare produced in interactions of accelerated protons with
the ambient gas, then as was mentioned, they should traverse the gramm-
age_lO0 g/cm _ prior to escape fr_n the source. However in this case
the accelerated nuclei won't be able to escape from the source due to a
practically complete spallation in NlO0 g/cm _ of matter. On the other
hand, the hypothesis of the UHEGRproduction in p-p collisions leads to
the gamma-ray fluxes in the region Ea ) I00 MeV, exceeding observed ones
from the COSB sources. In principle, the photon intensity at Ea)lO0 MeV
might be "suppressed", assuming very hard spectra of CR in the sources;
however such spectra would contradict CR observations. Moreover, the set
of data obtained for the best known UHEGRsource, Cyg X-3, reveals the
spectrum flattening tendency in the range i0 - I0 eV (Fig.l). Obvious-
ly, it is impossible to explain such spectral feature by p-p collisions
under any reasonable assumptions on CR spectra.

Here we suppose that the observed UHEGRare produced as a result of
photomeson production in CR sources. If the initial protons having power-
law spectrum (Jc_ (E)=K, E's) interact with low-frequency photons with
field density n_and characteristic energy _ , then the spectra of qamma-
rays and neutrino from the secondary _-meson decays have the form /10/

,= .
'  n-28 2.(2)

(s.£) ; 2"tu cm ,
= , Eo-O.SGrnpc .
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The parameter _ characterizes the kinematics of decays 7r°-. 2_
and ir--_ V : _ = 0.5 and _, _ 0.21.
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If besides the low-frequencyphotons there is also a gas component in
the production region of UHEGR, then the resulting gamma-ray spectrum
will be composed of two (pp- and PX ) components. Fig.2 presents the
total gan_na-rayspectrum which is described by 3 peculiarities:
i) The first (low-energy) part is mainly owing to p-p interactions. In
case of proton power-law distribution, the gamma-ray spectrum in the re-

" gion E_ :->mITC= may be approximated in the form /11/

% (Ea): 9(s)_'(Ea/f)KonsE_ -s , (3)

where n_ is the ambient gas density, e_PP is the cross section of the
inelasti_ p-p interactionsat E = E# /_ ( _-_ 0.05). The function

- q_(s)weakly depends on s and changes within limits 0.01 - 0.05.
2) At E,---- Ez , when the pp- and p_ - photon contributions become of

the sam_ order (Jpp (Ea )_ Jpa (Ea )), the total spectrum of gamma-rays
. is flattened:

Obviously the flattening occurs only when E2_< E_ . Assuming that
in the source s= 2.0-2.1 /12/, we have n_:-lOns. The value of E2
is determined only by the ratio n. /n@ and by CR spectrum index s .
3) In the region of E)¢> E_. the gamma-ray spectrum is entirely due to

p_-component and ha_ a power-law behaviour ocE_"(s*_)
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If besides the low-frequency photons there is also a gas component in 
the production region of UHEGR, then the resulting gamma-ray spectrum 
will be composed of two (pp- and PX ) components. Fig.2 presents the 
total ganma-ray spectrum which is described by 3 peculiarities: 
1) The first (low-energy) part is mainly owing to p-p interactions. In 
case of proton Rower-law distribution, the gamma-ray spectrum in the re
gion E~ »m.".c2. may be approximated in the form /11/ 

q,d(~) = l(>(S) 6'~P(~/f)Kon80-S , (3) 

where n9 is the ambient gas density, 5~ is the cross section of the 
inelastic p-p interactions at E = EJ /~ (f ~O.05). The function 

4>(5) weakly depends on 5 and changes within limits 0.01 - 0.05. 
2) At E~ ~ E2 , when the pp- and P4 - photon contributions become of 
the same order (Jpp(E~ )"'-JJp~ (E<l)), the total spectrum of garrma-rays 
is flattened: 

E ~ 5E [(s+!)tf(5).~. 5&P] lis (4) 
2. ! 40v nf 50 

Obviously the flattening occurs only when E2 « EL • Assuming that 
in the source 5 = 2.0-2.1 /12/, we have n, '> IOnS}. The value of E2 
is determined only by the ratio nf /n

fA 
and by CR spectrum index 5 • 

3) In the region of E'i;> E 1. the gamma-ray spectrum is entirely due to 
PJ'-component and h~ a power-law behaviour oc Ed -(5+1..) 
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Thus, knowing the peculiarities of gamma-ray spectrum in the wide
range of energy, one may obtain an important information on the UHEGR
sources: determining cutoff in the gamma-ray spectrum at E_E_ one
may obtain the index of the CR spectrum in the range E _lOE_-v E_

S_.n "me "
( S = I ), as well as may estimate the te p rature, of ambient
photons UHEGR production region _=_30 (EL/tO_s eV)-_eV; using the
observed values of E _ and E2 , one may obtain the ratio n_/n_ , etc.
For example,,in the case of Cyg X-3 we have _ _-30 eV and n-_/n9
--,I02-_ 10_ . It should be noted that approximately the same values of
these parameters are required to explain both the cutoff in CR spectrum
at F ,,_I0(s eV and the observed primary CR composition by photomeson
production and nuclear photodisintegrationin the ultrahigh energy CR
sources /12-14/.

Tilefuture studies of UHEGR as well as the ultrahigh energy CR spect-
rum and composition will undoubtedly provide very important information
on the ultrahigh energy CR sources. Similar programs are planned within
the framework of "ANI" project on rot.Aragats.
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Thus, knowing the peculiarities of gamma-ray spectrum in the wide 
range of energy, one may obtain an important information on the UHEGR 
sources: determining cutoff in the gamma-ray spectrum at E4'''''''; Ed.. one 
may obta i n the index of the CR spec trum in the range E ~ lUEi. ,..... Eo 
( s = 5 - 1 ), as well as may estimate the "temperature" of ambient 
photons fn UHEGR production region E ~30 (E L /lOi.5 eV)~leV; using the 
observed values of E i. and E2 ,one may obtain the ratio nt /ng. , etc. 
For e~ample, in the case of Cyg X-3 we have e --.J 30 eV and nf /n8 
"'-J 10 + 10" . It should be noted that approximately the same values of 
these parameters are required to explain both the cutoff in CR spectrum 
atE "J 10 t5 eV and the observed pri mary CR compos i ti on by photomeson 
production and nuclear photodisintegration in the ultrahigh energy CR 
sources /12-14/. 

The future studies of UHEGR as well as the ultrahigh energy CR spect
rum and composition will undoubtedly provide very important information 
on the ultrahigh energy CR sources. Similar programs are planned within 
the framework of "ANI" project on mt. Aragats. 
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SEARCH FOR TF/_ GAM_L_-RAY FLUXES WITH E_ERGIES

ABOVE I0I5 eV FROM VARIOUS OBJECTS

Yu.A. Fomin, G.B. Khristiansen, G.V. Kulikov, V.L. Nazarov,

A.A. 8ilaev, V.I. Solovyeva, A.V. Trubitsyn
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119899 Moscow, USSR

ABSTRACT

The experimental data obtained with the EAS array of

the Moscow State University are analyzed with a view

to searching for the superhigh-energy gamma-rays from

various objects and regions of the Galaxy.

Introduction

In recent years, in connection with the activities of the

Kiel group /I/, considerable interest has developed in the

search for local sources of superhigh-energy y-rays. An ex-

cess of the 2xIOI5ev _ -rays from the CygX-3 source was

found in /I/. The Haverah Park group /2/ has confirmed the

results of the Kiel group. The pulsar in the Crab nebula is

another object attracting the researchers' attention. The

Lodz group have detected an excessive Y-ray flux from the

pulsar /3/. However, the Akeno array observations failed to

corroborate this result /4/.

Experiment

We have made an attempt to detect an excessive y-ray flux

from the direction to CygX-3 ( o_o= 307°.8 , _= 400.9). The

EAS array of the Moscow State University is located at an

altitude of I92 m above sea level at a 55°.7 latitude and

has been designed for detecting the showers initiated by the

primaries with energies above IOI5. The shower axis orienta-

tion (the zenith angle _ and the azimuthal angle _ ) was de-

termined using a system of seven scintillators one of which

(of i m2 area) was located at the array center and the re-

maining six (of a 0.5 m2 area each) are located at distances
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ABSTRACT 
The experimental data obtained with the EAB array of 
the Moscow State University are analyzed with a view 
to searching for the superhigh-energy gamma-rays from 
various objects and regions of the Galaxy. 

Introduction 

In recent years, in connection with the activities of the 
Kiel group /1/, considerable interest has developed in the 
search for local sources of superhigh-energy I-rays. An ex
cess of the 2xIOI5eV I -rays from the CygX-3 source was 
found in /1/. The Haverah Park group /2/ has confirmed the 
results of the Kiel group. The pulsar in the Crab nebula is 
another object attracting the researchers' attention. The 
Lodz group have detected an excessive I-ray flux from the 
pulsar /3/. However, the Akeno array observations failed to 
corroborate this result /4/. 

Ex.;periment 

We have made an attempt to detect an excessive I-ray flux 
from the direction to CygX-3 ( ~o= 307°.8 , s:= 400 .9). The 
EAS array of the Moscow State University is located at an 
altitude of 192 m above sea level at a 55°.7 latitude and 
has been designed for detecting the showers initiated by the 
primaries with energies above 1015• The shower axis orienta
tion (the zenith angle e and the azimuthal angle ~ ) was de
termined using a system of seven scintillators one of which 
(of I m2 area) was located at the array center and the re
maining six (of a 0.5 m2 area each) are located at distances 
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of 60 m from the array center and form a regular hexagen.

The accuracy in determining the angles was 3° for _ and 6°

for _. The shower arrival time was recorded to within Imin.

The observations were carried out from _ay to July,

1982. The total observation time was 890 hours. Of all the

showers detected, IIO00 showers with sizes Ne >_IO5 and S_(_O°

were selected, which made it possible to observe the

declination region _>16 °.

To search for the Y-showers from CygX-3, the showers

were selected whose declinationa were within the interval

_o+ 5°. This declination band was divided into 10° inter-

vals of c_throughout the range of right ascensions start-

ing from the bin do+ 5°. With such a division, the coordi-

nates of the source prove to appear at the center of one of

the bins. After that, we calculated the number of showers

and the observation times for each o_ the bins. Since there

times are different for different bins, we compared bet-

ween the fluxes, i.e. between the ratios of the number of

showers to the time of their observation.

Results

Fig. I shows the dependence of the fluxes on c_in the exami-

ned declination band. The dashed line indicates the value

of the mean flux. It is seen that no excessive flux from

the source was detected.

Fig. 2 shows tae phase distribution of showers for the

IO°xlO ° bin at the center of which the Cy_ X-3 source is

located. The moment to = 2_J+O,9_9.9176 JD was taken to be

the beginning of the period (the zero phase); the period

p = 0.19968I@ day (_ = O) according to the X-ray measure-
m

merit data /5/- The dashed line indicate the number of the

showers calculated on the basis of the mean llux. From the

figure it is seen that there does not exist a singled-out

phase where the Cyg X-3 emission maximum would be observed.

Although we have not found any excessive y-flux f_om

Cyg X-3, we estimated the upper limit of the lOlSe_ Y-rays

f_om the source to be I <3xlO -13 cm-2s "I, which not contra-
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of 60 m from the. array center and form a regular llexagen. 
Tlle accuracy in determining tlle angles was 3° for B and 60 

for lp. The shower arrival time was recorded to within Imin. 
The observations were carried out from May to July, 

, 
1982. The total observation time was 890 hours. Of all the 
showers detected, 11000 showers with sizes Ne ~ 10.5 and 8~"cf 

were selected, which made it possible to observe the 
declination region 0> 160

• 

To search for the l-showers from OygX-3, the sllowers 
were selected whose declinations were within the interval 

oo± 50. This declination band was divided into 100 inter
vals of ~ throughout the range of right ascensions start
ing from the bin ex'o±.5°. With such a diVision, the coordi
nates of the source prove to appear at the center of one of 
the bins. After that, we calculated the number of showers 
and the observation times for each of the bins. Since there 
times are different for different bins, we compared bet
ween the fluxes, i.e. between the ratios of the number of 
showers to the time of their observation. 

Results 

Fig. I shows the dependence of the fluxes on ~ in the exami
ned declination band. The dashed line indicates the value 
of the mean flux. It is seen that no excessive flux from 
the source was detected. 

Fig. 2 shows the phase distribution of showers for the 
IOoxrOo bin at the center of which tlle Oy~ X-3 source is 
located. The moment to = 2440,949.9176 JD was taken to be 
the beginning of the period (the zero phase); the period 
p = 0.1996814 day (p = 0) according to the X~ray measure
ment data /5/. The dashed line indicate the number of the 
sllowers calculated on the basis of the mean flux. From the 
figure it is seen that there does not exist a singled-out 
phase where the Cyg X-3 emission maximum would be observed. 

Although we have not found any excessive l-flux from 
Cyg X-3, we estimated the upper limit of the IOI'eV Y-rays 
from the source to be I < 3xIO-I3 cm-2s -I, which not contra-

• 
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dict the results of /I/.

It is of interest to compare between the cosmic ray

fluxes from the regions located near the galactic plane

and in high galactic latitudes. Fig. 3 shows the result ob-

tained for all showers on the assumption that the value of

the £1ux is independent of galactic longitude in the obser-

ved interval e = AS°-2IO °, Since it should be expected that

the y-ray-produced showers are "older", we plotted the same

dependenoe for the showers with 3_>I.$ (Fig. _).

As seen from FAgs. 3 and 4, oUr tentative data does

not seen to contradict the assumption of cosmic ray isotro-

py. Further analysis of the experimental data is, however,

necessary. It Should be noted that the same conclusion was

arrived at in /6/, true, at a poorer statistical strength.
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dict the results of II/. 
It is of interest to compare between the cosmic ray 

fluxes from the regions located near the galactic plane 
and in high galactic latitudes. Fig. 3 shows the result ob
tai~ed for all showers on the assumption that the value of 
the flux is independent of galactic longitude in the obser
ved interval e = 45°-2IOo• Since it should be expected that 
the )'-ray-produced showers are "older", we plotted the same 
dependence for the showers with'S ~ I.4 (Fig. 4). 

As seen from Figs. 3 and 4, our tentative data does 
not seen to contradict the assumption of cosmic ray isotro
py. Further analysis of the experimental data is, however, 
necessary. It should be noted that the same conclusion Was 
arri ved at in 161, true, at a poo'rer statistical strength. 
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SEARCH FOR IeV GAMMA RAYS FROM EXTRAGALACIIC SOURCES
AND THE GALACTIC CENTER

P. N. Bhat, S. K. Gupta, P.V. Ramana Murthy, S. Swaminathan and
P. R.Vishwanath

The Ooty atmospheric Cerenkov array was used in 1982-83 to see if

the galactic Center and the extra-galacticsources 3C 273, Centaurus A

emit gamma rays at TeV energies. The ON/BFF method was used wherein

the source was tracked for 16 minutes_and immediately afterwards, a

background region inthe same zenith angle range was tracked for the

next 16 minutes. Data were taken for w l5 hours (55 scans) on

3C273, v_ 7 hours (26 scans) on Cen A and 5 hours (19 scans) on

galactic center. A preliminary analysis involving direct comparison of

total rates on and off the source shows no significant excess from any

of these objects. Results of detailed analysis using different energy

thresholds will be presented.

• 
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SEARCH FOR TeV GAMMA RAYS FROM EXTRAGALACTIC SOURCES 
AND THE GALACTIC CENTER 

P. N. Bhat, s. K. Gupta, P.V. Ramana Murthy, S. Swaminathan and 
P. R.Vishwanath 

The Ooty atmospheric Cerenkov array was used in 1982-83 to see if 

the galactic Center and the extra-galactic sources 3C 273, Centaurus A 

emit gamma rays at TeV energies. The ON/eFF method was used wherein 

the source was tracked for 16 minutes' and immediately afterwards, a 

background region in the same zenith 

next .16 minutes. Data were taken for 

3C273, ~ 7 hours (26 scans) on Cen 

angle range was tracked for the 

~ 15 hours (55 scans) on 

A and 5 hours (19 scans) on 

galactic center. A preliminary analysis involving direct comparison of 

total rates on and off the source shows no significant excess from any 

of these objects. Results of detailed analysis using different energy 

thresholds will be presented • 
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Search for y-rays from M31

and other extragalactic objects

M.F. Cawley I, D.J. Fegan I, K. Gibbs 2, P.W. Gorham S, R.C. Lamb 4,

D.F. Lieblng 4, N.A. Porter I, V.J. Stenger S, T.C. Weekes 2

I. Physics Dept., University College, Stillorgan Road, Dublin 4,
Ireland

2. Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophyslcs,Whlpple Observatory,
P.O. Box 97,Amado, Arizona, 85645-0097

3. Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, University of Hawaii,

2505 Correa Rd., Honolulu, Hawaii, 96822

4. Dept. of Physics, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 50011, USA

l.lntroduction. Although the existence of fluxes of y-rays of energies

> 1012 eV is now established (Stepanian, 1984) for galactic sources,

the detection of such y-rays from extragalactic sources has yet to be

independently confirmed in any case. The detection and confirmation of

such energetic photons is of great astrophysical importance in the

study of production mechanisms for cosmic rays, and other high energy

processes in extragalactic objects. We report here on observations of

M31, which was reported as a 1012 eV y-ray source by Dowthwaite, et al

(1984). We also give flux limits on a number of other extragalactic
objects, chosen for study for reasons which wlll be detailed below.

2. M31 observations. M31 appears in all respects to be a typical Sb

spiral galaxy, and we are aware of no indications of unusual activity

in either the disc or nucleus during the period October-November 1984
when the observations discussed here were taken. In contrast to an

active galaxy such as Centaurus A (detected at E > I000 GeV by

Grindlay, et. ai.,1975) where a model involving the central powerhouse

could coherently describe the observations through many decades of

energy (Grindlay,1975), a flux of high energy y-rays from a normal

galaxy would be expected to originate as the superpositlon of discrete

sources (e.g., binary pulsars) with a diffuse cosmic-ray inverse-

compton component, as in our own galaxy. Thus detection of a flux of y-

rays from M31 could provide a test of this model, as well as another

point of comparison of M31 with the Milky Way.

We observed M31 during the two moonless periods of October-November

1984, using the atmospheric Cerenkov technique with the i0 meter

aperture reflector at F. L. Whipple Obs. on Mt. Hopkins, Arizona. (See

Cawley, et al, 1985, OGG 9.5-4, this proceedings, for details on data

acquisition and analysis techniques). The observations were all made by

tracking an identical path in the sky (in elevation and azimuth) for

two successive time intervals, once while the telescope was centered on

M31, and once with a background sky comparison region centered in the
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1. Introduction. Although the existence of fluxes of y-rays of energies 
> 1012 eV is now established (Stepanian, 1984) for galactic sources, 
the detection of such y-rays from extragalactic sources has yet to be 
independently confirmed in any case. The detection and confirmation of 
such energetic photons is of great astrophysical importance in the 
study of production mechanisms for cosmic rays, and other high energy 
processes in extragalactic objects. We report here on observations of 
M31, which was reported as a 1012 eV y-ray source by Dowthwaite, et a1 
(1984). We also give flux limits on a number of other extragalactic 
objects, chosen for study for reasons which will be detailed below. 

2. M31 observations. M31 appears in all respects to be a typical Sb 
spiral galaxy, and we are aware of no indications of unusual activity 
in either the disc or nucleus during the period October-November 1984 
when the observations discussed here were taken. In contrast to an 
active galaxy such as Centaurus A (detected at E > 1000 GeV by 
Grindlay, et. al.,1975) where a model involving the central powerhouse 
could coherently describe the observations through many decades of 
energy (Grindlay,1975), a flux of high energy y-rays from a normal 
galaxy would be expected to originate as the superposition of discrete 
sources (e.g., binary pulsars) with a diffuse cosmic-ray inverse
compton component, as in our own galaxy. Thus detection of a flux of y
rays from M31 could provide a test of this model, as well as another 
point of comparison of M31 with the Milky Way. 

We observed M31 during the two moonless periods of October-November 
1984, using the atmospheric Cerenkov technique with the 10 meter 
aperture reflector at F. L. Whipple Obs. on Mt. Hopkins, Arizona. (See 
Cawley, et aI, 1985, OGG 9.5-4, this proceedings, for details on data 
acquisition and analysis techniques). The observations were all made by 
tracking an identical path in the sky (in elevation and azimuth) for 
two successive time intervals, once while the telescope was centered on 
M31, and once with a background sky comparison region centered in the 
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field. The order was

........ r ........ f '_f ........ r ........ J ........ usually ON-source
M31 followed by OFF-source,

10-7 _ ,,_i( D Weekes etal(1972) but this was interchanged
× Dowthwaite, et al (1984) - occasionally to minimize

_ + Thiswork uncut data any systematic bias A1

03 <> This work enhanced sample run pair was thus

¢J, 10-8 - _ _:_cOS-B.Polloeketal(1981)- (typically) 28 sidereal

_ minutes ON and 28

_oo sidereal minutes OFF. The

X 1°-g - central PMT in the

_ trigger was removed for

£_ ESTIMATED \ _ , _ both ON and OFF to avoid
__I<<10-10 SPECTRUM (E-I) \\ \ $ spurious triggers due to
C_ \ the high sky brightness

, of M3 I"s nucleus.
E._ I0-ii \\
Z \ - Observations were made

\ only during cloudless,\

, ......I ........ I ........ [ ........ k . ,,_,,_I . ,,,,, moonless nights and
i0-_ _o0 1oI 1o2 1o3 conditions were monitored

PHOTON ENERGY (GeV) in the field of view by a

Fig. I: The limitsreportedhere are plottedalong separate video camera,
with previous limits and reported flux. The spectrum and by cross-checklng
estimatecomes from scaling70 MeV-5GeV galactic, with observers at the

resultsup to M31. other optical facilities
on the mountain.

During the October data run, ten ON/OFF pairs were taken, with

38,322 events ON and 38,340 OFF. During the November data run, six more

pairs were taken, with 24,138 events ON, and 24,108 events OFF. These
totals represent the uncut data results. The ON minus OFF difference

for all triggers is 12 events , which is .031 Polsson standard

deviations from zero. After these events were corrected for individual

PMT gains and pedestal offsets, the resulting images were subjected to

a selection criterion which, based on Monte Carlo simulations of y-ray-

and proton-initiated EAS (see Hillas, 1985, OGG 9.5-3, this

proceedings), rejects protons with ~90% efficiency compared to y-rays.

We have determined upper limits for both the uncut data result, and the
enhanced sample result; these limits are:

(uncut) F(y) < 1.6 x I0-I0 photons cm-2 s-I, E > 400 GeV

(enhanced) F(y) _ 2.2 x I0-II photons cm-2 s-I E > 400 GeV

at the 90% confidence level. Fig. I plots these limits, as well as a

previous limit by Weekes et al (1972) also using the Mt Hopkins I0

meter telescope, and the lower energy limit obtained by COS-B (Pollock,

et al, 1981). The flux shown is that of Dowthwaite, et ai(1984), and

appears to be inconsistent with the limits shown, assuming a typical
spectral index. In fact, if one attempts to join the COS-B limit with

the reported flux, the spectral index implied is about -.75, a very

hard spectrum for this energy regime. Also plotted as an estimate of
the expected spectrum, as discussed below.
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field. The order was 
usually ON-source 
followed by OFF-source, 
but this was interchanged 
occasionally to minimize 
any systematic bias. A 
run pair was thus 
(typically) 28 sidereal 
minutes ON and 28 
sidereal minutes OFF. The 
central PMT in the 
trigger was removed for 
both ON and OFF to avoid 
spurious triggers due to 
the high sky brightness 
of M31's nucleus. 
Observations were made 
only during cloudless, 
moonless nights and 

L-LUUIOW_~loL~uIO~O~~~IO~I~-u~1~02~~~~~~ conditions were monitored 

PHOTON ENERGY (GeV) in the field of view by a 
separate video camera, Fig. 1: The limits reported here are plotted along 

with previous limits and reported flux. The spectrum and by cross-checking 
estir.Jate comes from scaling 70 MeV-5GeV galactic with observers at the 
results up to ~131. other optical facilities 

on the mountain. 

During the October data run, ten ON/OFF pairs were taken, with 
38,322 events ON and 38,340 OFF. During the November data run, six more 
pairs were taken, with 24,138 events ON, and 24,108 events OFF. These 
totals represent the uncut data results. The ON minus OFF difference 
for all triggers is 12 events , which is .031 Poisson standard 
deviations from zero. After these events were corrected for individual 
PMT gains and pedestal offsets, the resulting images were subjected to 
a selection criterion which, based on Monte Carlo simulations of y-ray
and proton-initiated EAS (see Hi1las, 1985, OGG 9.5-3, this 
proceedings), rejects protons with ~90% efficiency compared to y-rays. 
We have determined upper limits for both the uncut data result, and the 
enhanced sample result; these limits are: 

(uncut) F(y) ~ 1.6 x 10-10 photons cm-2 s-l, E > 400 GeV 

-11 -2 -1 (enhanced) F(y) ~ 2.2 x 10 photons cm s , E > 400 GeV 

at the 90% confidence level. Fig. 1 plots these limits, as well as a 
previous limit by Weekes et a1 (1972) also using the Mt Hopkins 10 
meter telescope, and the lower energy limit obtained by COS-B (Pollock, 
et a1, 1981). The flux shown is that of Dowthwaite, et a1(1984), and 
appears to be inconsistent with the limits shown, assuming a typical 
spectral index. In fact, if one attempts to join the COS-B limit with 
the reported flux, the spectral index implied is about -.75, a very 
hard spectrum for this energy regime. Also plotted as an estimate of 
the expected spectrum, as discussed below. 
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3. M31 discussion. In order to provide a basis for what physical

constraints these limits and the reported flux may impose upon M31 we

now estimate what sort of luminosity is to be expected at these

energies. Fortunately in this case it is reasonable to use our own

galaxy as an indicator because of its similarities to M31. In

particular, estimates of the total galactic luminosity in the energy

range 70 MeV to 5 GeV have been made recently by a number of authors

(Caraveo and Paul, 1979; Mayer-Hasselwander, et.al., 1982;

Godfrey,1983),and lie in the range of 5 x 1038 to 1039 ergs/sec.

If we use Godfrey's estimate of 8 x 1038 ergs/sec for 70 MeV< E < 5

GeV which we assume to be isotropic with an E _2 differential spectrum

in the quoted energy range, this implies a galactic emission of about
3.5 x 1040 photons/sec at 1 GeV. Assnming that the number of sources

scales with the mass of the galaxy, we scale this number up by a factor

of two for M31, which is about twice our galaxy's mass. Thus the

expected integral emission spectrum for M31 is:

N(>E)= 7 x 1040 E-I(GeV) photons/sec (E > 70 MeV)

If we assume a distance of 670 kiloparsecs, and neglect both

galactic and extragalactic absorption and scattering losses, this

implies a flux of 10_12 -2 -IF < 1.3 x photons cm s above I000 GeV

or 10-12 -2 -iF _ 3.0 x photons cm s above 400 GeV

assuming that the extrapolation from 1 GeV is appropriate (we note that

Grindlay,1975, found such an extrapolation to be valid for his I000 GeV

measured flux from Centaurus A, when compared to fluxes at = 1GeV).

This flux is consistent with the limit we have reported, yet more than

two orders of magnitude below the flux reported above. We note in

addition that the assumptions made in this calculation were all biased

toward increasing the flux estimate; in fact, one expects the "

differential spectrum to be steeper than E -2 and for absorption or

scattering to play a part. A more careful calculation would probably

only increase this discrepancy. We note, however, that recently

Dowthwaite, et al (1985) report measurements of the y-ray flux from the

galactic plane which give support to their claim that their M31 flux is
consistent with the scaled galactic flux.

4. Other extrasalactic observations. As our analysis of M31 has shown,

an isotropic emitter of y-rays must be either very luminous; or, if it

has a typical luminosity, very close to be detectable by present
methods. However, recent models for active galactic nuclei, as well as

BL Lac objects and QSOs, have emphasized the importance of relativistic

particle or photon beams (cf: Blandford and Konigl, 1979; Konigl, 1981;

Swanenburg, 1978) in the energetics of such objects. In particular, the

class of sources characterized as "blazars' (BL Lac + quasar) may

involve beams aligned nearly along our line-of-sight (Angel and

Stockman, 1980). Since beam half-angles of a few degrees or less are

not unlikely, factors of > 103 increase in luminosity over an isotropic

source are possible.
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All objects reported on here were observed with similar conditions

and methods as in M31, except that a lower threshhold of NI50 GeV was

obtained by a different triggering requirement, and no trigger

adjustments were needed due to the brightness of the source.

Observation times varied between 1 and 5 hours total, with equal

background times. Table I gives a list of the objects, along with: I)

approx. RA and DEC; 2) class of object; 3) z, the redshift (when

known); 4) flux upper limits (photons/cm2/s) for: A) the uncut data

totals, and B) enhanced data sample, both 90% confidence level.

TABLE I.

RA Dec Class z limit (A) limit(B)
NGC1275 0319 +4125 SEYFERT .017 1.2E-9 9.5E-II

PKS0735+17 0735 +1749 BL LAC .424 1.7E-IO 6.9E-II

PKS0736+01 0736 +0144 BL LAC 1.3E-II 1.5E-10

OJ287 0852 +2018 BL LAC .306 4.8E-I0 1.2E-10

PKS0906+01 0906 +0134 BL LAC 3.1E-10 7.1E-II

0K222 0913 +2950 BL LAC 3.7E-I0 1.3E-10

3C232 0955 +3238 QSO .53 1.3E-10 1.3E-10
XI052+607 1052 +6042 BL LAC 3.6E-12 9.2E-II

MK421 II 01 +38 BL LAC .030 2.3E-I0 6.3E-II

NGC4151 1209 +3930 SEYFERT .003 3.0E-10 1.9E-10

0N325 1217 +3012 BL LAC 4.0E-10 I.IE-IO

ON231 1219 +2830 BL LAC 2.6E-I0 I.IE-IO

3C273 1228 +0209 QSO .158 3.6E-I0 1.7E-10
M87 1230 +1229 NORMAL .003 6.0E-10 8.3E-II

3C279 1253 -0531 QSO .538 4.6E-I0 2.0E-IO

0Q208 1405 +2841 SEYFERT 2.4E-I0 7.7E-II
MK501 1652 +3948 BL LAC .034 2.5E-I0 1.8E-I0

IZWI86 1727 +5012 BL LAC .055 1.6E-IO 2.0E-10
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All objects reported on here were observed with similar conditions 
and methods as in M31, except that a lower threshhold of ~150 GeV was 
obtained by a different triggering requirement, and no trigger 
adjustments were needed due to the brightness of the source. 
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MK421 
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MK501 
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RA 
0319 
07 35 
07 36 
08 52 
09 06 
09 13 
09 55 
10 52 
11 01 
12 09 
12 17 
12 19 
12 28 
12 30 
12 53 
14 05 
16 52 
17 27 

Dec Class 
+4'""125 SEYFERT 
+17 49 BL LAC 
+01 44 BL LAC 
+20 18 BL LAC 
+01 34 BL LAC 
+29 50 BL LAC 
+32 38 QSO 
+60 42 BL LAC 
+38 BL LAC 
+39 30 SEYFERT 
+30 12 BL LAC 
+28 30 BL LAC 
+02 09 QSO 
+12 29 NORMAL 
-05 31 QSO 
+28 41 SEYFERT 
+39 48 BL LAC 
+50 12 BL LAC 

z 
.017 
.424 

.306 

.53 

.030 

.003 

.158 

.003 

.538 

.034 

.055 

limit (A) 
1.2E-9 -
1.7E-1O 
1.3E-11 
4.8E-10 
3.1E-1O 
3.7E-10 
1.3E-10 
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ABSTRACT

"Yhe arrival directions of the gamma-quanta with energies of

about 1015 eV which were registrated by q'ien Shah experiment

were compared with COS B observations.
On %he basis of the Monte Carlo simulations i% was shown with

low probability that arrival directions of Tien Shah gamma-quanta
initiated showers are not uniformly dlsiribuledi,

We show %hat in %he region not seen by COS B mission, the

high epergy _amma-ray sources should be localed at position of

90o< I_< 130 V ._r_d blf>/ 50 °. Th@ iniegral intensity of the_e sources
should be I(>i0" eV) = (4.8 + 1.V)'10 -13. cm -2. s-I. str-_, "

_l_her.e are no coincidence beiween %he gamma-quania registra-

ted by Tien Shah experiment wiih Gemir_ga iniense COS B gamma

source. So it is shown thal the integral photon specirum of Geminga

I(>E)_ E-_ , where # : 0.8 for E < i GeV) becomes steeper> 1.2) in high energy region with probability 99.90/0."

1. INTR ODUCTION

The cross-section for photonuclear interactions is much smal-

ler %hen %he cross-section for nuclear interactions of hadrons, so the

exiensive air showers (EAS) iniliated by high energy photons

should be of muon poor showers (Maze and Zawadzki. 1960). The

numerical estimations show that this type of EAS should content

about 10-15% muons of %hat in the normal showers of the same size.

The succesfull obsevations of flux from discrete sources made

by %he ground base Cerenkov detectors and extensive air showers

techniques have provided many speculations on %he origin of ultra-

high energy photons (1015-1016 ) eV from the Galactic point sources:

Cyg X-3 (Samorski e% al.. 1983 : Lloyd-Evans st al., 1983), Crab

(Dzikowski et ai.,1981,1983: Kirov et aI.,_985), Vela (pro%heroe el al.,

198zi). The observations of some excess of muons from the_ direction
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Cyg x-3 by Mont Blanc Saboratory (Rubbia, 1985) oan be of the
fundamental importance for the problems of origin of cosmic rays

and also for the problem of acceleration of particles in the astro -

physical objects.

The Tien Shan experimental data shows that there exist EAS

with anomalously small number of muons and hadrons (Stamenov, et

al., 1983). The analysis of selected characteristics of muons and

hadrons in EAS, aspecially the lateral energy structure in the sho-

wer core and the averaged cascades in the ionization calorimiter

(Nikolsky et al., 19.84) confirms the assumtion that there are EAS,

generated by primary gamma-quanta in the energy range E>4 1014eV.

In the low energy interval (50MeV - 5 GeV) the gamma emission

from point sources has been observed by two satellite missions :

SAS-2 (Fichtel et al., 1975) and COS B (Bignami et al., 1975 :

Scarsi et al., 1977). The multiwire spark chamber spectrometer tech

nique used in both experiments survived 3° of angular resolution.

The second COS B catalog (Swanenburg et al., 1981) contain 25

gamma point sources, but only four of them were identified with

known astrophysical objects (Crab, Vela, 3C 273, @ Oph molecular

cloud). "l_he most intense source 2CG 195+04: (C'Jeminga) is proba-

bly corelated wlth the nearest neutron star (Bignami et al., 1984).

In this paper we discuss the spatial distribution of eight of

high energy photons registrated by Tien Shan experiment (Stamenov

et al., 1983) and theirs coincidence with COS B gamma sources.

2. METHOD AND RESULTS

From the experimental conditions for Tien Shah array (zenith

angleS..<30 °) we have evaluated the daily exposition time for the

source located at declination 6 from the following expression:

cost--(cos8 - sin6 sln_)/cos6 cos_ ,whereS=30°, _-
43.25 °. The daily exposition time has a maximum at (_ = 52.3 ° .

We have analyzed the anisotropy of Tien Shah events in the galactic

and celestial coordinates and calculated the following parameters:

i) the sky area seen by Tien Shah EAS array for zenith angle

8 _<30°, it) the parallel (_=43.25 ° i'I'ien Shah zenith) in the ga-

lactic coordinates, iil) the parallel (_=52.3 ° (for maximum time of

exposition) in the galactic coordinates. Figure 1 shows also above

.. 
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parameters. Moreover I,_ig.I shows: the arrival directions of eight

high energy photons events, points sources and area seen by COZ ]9.

bIt=+90

i _@ W'"

180 '" ®

b II =-90

Fig. i. The map of the sky area in the galactic coordinates:

1-region not seen by "9ien 5ban, 2,region not seen by .COS B,

+ - Tien Shah experimental data, o,e - COS B sources,
"l_ien Shah zenith trajectory, .... - the trajectorqT of

maximum time exposition.

The high energy gamma-ray events have some tendency to be loca-

ted in the region not seen by COS B, 90o< iii< 130 °, bll> 50 °. From

the experimental conditions for the 'I'ien Shah array we have evalua-

ted the probability distribution of registration of EAS, as the function

of declination (in rectascention this distribution is uniform ).Assuming

that high energy gamma-rays sources are isotropically distributed on

the sky we randomly simulate eight positions of the arrival directions

of the EAS. From the large number (1000) of simulations we have

evaluated: ql-the mean angular radius of eight events, Q2 - the

mean angular radius of four most collimated events. Table I shows

above parameters for the Tien Shan eight events and from Monte
"Z'able i.

Carlo calculations. We can no-
o o

rice that for both parameters QI Q2

the experimental data is lower Tien 5ban 42.4 15.9

than one standard deviation .
+10 _ _+15

It can be some indication that Monte Carlo 56.1 li. 2 4.J.l 2 l

_l'ien Shan events are more
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+ - Tien Shan experimental data, 0,_ - COS B sources, 
- - - Tien Shan zenith trajectory, . - the trajectory of 
maximum time exposition. 
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ted in the region not seen by COS B, 90
0 < III < 130

0
, b l1:;> 50

0
• From 

the experimental conditions for the Tien Shan array we have evalua

ted the probability distribution of registration of EAS, as the function 

of declination (in rectascention this distribution is uniform ).Assuming 

that high energy gamma-rays sources are isotropically distributed on 

the sky we randomly simulate eight positions of the arrival directions 

of the EAS. From the large number (1000) of simUlations we have 

evaluated: Ql-the. mean angular radius of eight events, Q 2 - the 

mean angular radius of four most collimated events. Table 1 shows 

above parameters for the Tien Shan eight events and from Monte 

Carlo calculations. We can no-

tice that for both parameters 

the experimental data is lower 

than one standard deviation • 

It can be some indication that 

Tien Shan events are more 
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concentrated than we expect from isotropic distribution, aspecially I
four events are concentrated in the region 90o< IIi< 130 ° and bl>

50 ° . "l_he integlaal intensity of this sources at energies E > 4. 1014eV

should be greater than (4.8 + 1.7). I0-13cm -2 s-1 sir-1 (Nikolsky

et at., 1985). Now another question: what is the reason that there

is no coincidence of 'l_ien Shah events with Crab (2CG 184-05)?

If we take the energy spectrum of Crab (Hermsen, 1980 : Masnou1.67" i0 (E/10) cm s -1,et al., 1981), F(>E) = -7 9 -2.2 -2 (E in eV)

and e_t_apolate it up to e_ergie2s of 1015 eV, the expected flux is
F(>10 eV) = 1 06. 10 -1 cm- s -1 So the expected number of

" " "-2 °

showers from the Crab is n = 3.6 10 for the effechve area Seff=

36 m 2 and corection for the exposition time (teXp =Xteff, where
_= t/24). We should notice that as it was shown by l<irov et al.,

(1985) for_ much weaker criterions the "l_ien Shah data shows the
detectable excess from the direction of the Crab. On the other hand

the COS B source 2CO 195+04 (Oeminga) has much harder energy

spect_um0._erm_en, _980 : Masnou et al., 1981), F(>E) = 6.25" 10 -7
(s/10)- era- s-, (E ineV). extrapolationofthisspectrum
to the high energy (E > 103-o eV) provides that we should expect

23 gamma events on the "I_ien Shan array. Because there is no coin
cidence with this source we can conclude that th integral photon

spectrum in high energy range of Geminga I.._5"(>E) E-_ , where _ =

0.8 for E< 1 GeV becomes steeper _> 1.2 with probability 99.9°/0.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

"I'here is no coincidence between arrival directions of eight

'l_ien Shah photons events and COS B gamma sources. Monte Carlo

simulations indicated that this events are more concentrated than one

could expect from the isotropic distribution_ asp ecially four events

a concentrated in the region 900< iii< 130 °, bn> 50o: not seen by

COS B. "I'he spectrum of Geminga in high energy range should be

much steeper than expected from COS B experiment.
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BALLOON OBSERVATIONS OF HARD X-RAYS FROM NGC 4151

AND AN X-RAY TRANSIENT SOURCE

P. K. Kunte I, S. V. Damle I S. Naranan I and D. Venkatesan 2

iTata Institute of Fundamental Research,

Bombay, 400005, India

2The University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta T2N IN4, Canada

ABSTRACT

An X-ray telescope consisting of 400 cm2 phoswich detectors

(NaI(TI)/CsI(Na)) was flown from Hyderabad (India) on 31 October 1980;
the field of view was ii° x Ii° FWHM. During a five hour observation at

5 millibars two X-ray sources were seen (1) the variable Seyfert Galaxy
NGC 4151 and (2) a transient of approximately 8 minutes duration in the

vicinity of _he variable source 4U1444 43 which may be associated with
the galaxy NGC 5608 • X-ray fluxes and spectra in 18-120 keV X-rays will

be presented.
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An X-ray telescope consisting of 400 cm2 phoswich detectors 
(NaI(Tl)/CsI(Na» was flown from Hyderabad (India) on 31 October 1980; 
the field of view was 11° x 11° FWHM. During a five hour observation at 
5 millibars two X-ray sources were seen (1) the variable Seyfert Galaxy 
NGC 4151 and (2) a transient of approximately 8 minutes duration in the 
vicinity of the variable source 4U1444 43 which may be associated with 
the galaxy NGC 5608 • X-ray fluxes and spectra in 18-120 keY X-rays will 
be presented. 
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CEN A OBSERVATION AT MEV-ENERGIES

P. v. Ballmoos, R. Diehl, and V. Sch6nfelder
Max-Planck-Institut fiJr extraterrestrische Physik, Garching9 FRG

ABSTRACT

During a balloon flight with the MPI Compton telescope from
Uberaba/Brasil gamma-ray emission from the direction of Cen A was
observed at MeV-energies. The observed flux connects to the x-ray
spectrum of Cen A beyond 0.7 MeV and has a statistical significance
of 4.1_'. The extension beyond 3 MeV has a significance of 3.8G.
Possible interpretations of the energy spectrum are discussed.

1. Introduction. The bright radio galaxy Cen A is the nearest active galaxy
at a distance of 4.4 Mpc. Existing hard x-ray and low energy gamma-ray
measurements extend to about 1 MeV (Ref 1-6). At these energies the spec-
trum follows a power law dependence. The x-ray emission is highly variable in
intensity and spectral shape on the timescale of months or even days. Above
35 MeV only upper limits to the gamma-ray intensity exist (Ref 7, 8). In this
paper new results on the gamma-ray emission from the direction of Cen A in
the energy range 0.7 to 20 MeV are presented. The results were derived from
a balloon flight observation of Cen A during a flight on Oct. 31, 1982 from
Uberaba/ Brasil with the MPI Compton-telescope. The balloon reached the
float altitude of 3.5 to 4 g/cm2 residual atmosphere at 14.4 h UT, 30 minutes
after the transit of Cen A. Cen A was within the field of view of the tele-

scope for about two hours; its closest angular distance to the telescope axis
was 23 ° .

2. Data Analysis and Results. The Compton telescope of the MPI and its
performance are described in detail in ref. 9. The telescope characteristics
are determined mainly by two detector layers. In each layer the position of
the interaction and the energy deposit of the infalling gamma-ray are meas-
ured. The connection between the two interaction points defines the direction
of the scattered gamma-ray: its projection onto the celestial sphere may have
the coordinates O¢s, _s" From the two energy deposits the Compton scatter-
ing angle _ can be calculated. For each measured gamma-ray event a proba-
bility distribution of arrival directions is determined, which may be called the
"event cake" 9 because it looks like a donut centered around the direction of
the scattered gamma-ray.

Fig. I shows a likelihood sky map obtained from all flight d_ata at
float altitude (3 hours). For each point of the map the probability Ps was
calculated (by multiplication of all event-cakes) that no measured gamma-rays
came from that point. A corresponding probability Pm was then determined
for the mirror position of this selected celestial point. The mirror point is
defined by telescope symmetries, it has the same background response as the
source point; its position on the sky changes during the flight. The contour
lines in Fig. I represent the ratio Pm/P-s. This ratio shows a maximum at o( =
20609 _ = -43 °. The likelihood for the existence of a source is greatest at
this position. The asymmetry of the source profiles is caused by the large off-
axis angles of the source and is understood as instrumental effect from Monte
Carlo calculations.

The statistical significance of the excess was determined in the fol-
lowing way: For each event the derived Compton scatter angle _ was sub-
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float altitude (3 hours). For each point of the map the probability Ps was 
calculated (by multiplication of all event-cakes) that no measured gamma-rays 
came from that point. A corresponding probability Pm was then determined 
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tracted from the angle _G which is the difference between the direction of
the scattered gamma-ray a,,d the assumed direction of the source. The quanti-
ty _ =_-1°G may be called the "angular residual" of an event. The distribu-
tion of residuals for a source at the position of Cen A (no background) was
calculated by a Monte Carlo simulation for actual balloon flight conditions. If
the distribution of residuals of the same Cen A-events around the mirror point
is subtracted, then the resulting distribution shows a maximum at _ = 0o
(lower half of Fig. 2). In the upper half of Fig. 2 the distribution of _esiduals
around Cen A (0( = 201o, oC=43o) and its mirror position are derived from
the real flight data (including background). As can be seen the difference
between both distributions indeed shows an excess at _ = 0° and has the
overall shape as expected from the Monte Carlo simulation. The excess in the

interval -5 ° < _ (+50 (corresponding roughly to the FWHM angular resolution
of the telescope) contains 112 events and has a statistical significance of
4.1_. Fig. 3 shows the differential count rate spectrum of the source events.
This count rate spectrum was converted into a photon spectrum using the
Monte Carlo simulation code. The resulting gamma-ray spectrum is shown in
Fig. 4, where comparison is made with previous measurements in the adjacent
energy ranges. The statistical significances of the observed values are 2.96",
0.36"9 3.3_', and 1.9_" in the energy ranges 0.7-1.5, 1.5-3, 3-8 and 8-20 MeV,
respectively. As can be seen the derived gamma-ray spectrum is an extension
of the x-ray spectrum of Cen A beyond 0.7 MeV. This fact together with the
position of the excess in Fig. I is taken as indication that the observed gam-
ma-ray emission is related to Cen A.

No gamma-ray lines at 1.6 MeV and 4.4 MeV are seen in the energy
spectrum of Cen A in contrast to those reported in ref. 2. The 2_-upper
limits to both lines are (3.4 and 8.0).10-4cm-2sec-l, respectively. It cannot be
excluded that a larger number of unresolved lines (of correspondingly lower
intensity) contribute to the total observed flux.

3. Discussion. In spite of the low statistical significance of the source
detection a discussion of the implications is in order. However, no firm con-
cJusion can be derived from the energy spectrum yet because of the large
uncertainties.

The power law x-ray spectrum as previously measured up to about
I MeV extends to I0 or 20 MeV. Beyond this value the spectrum must steepen
rapidly in order to meet the upper limits set by SAS-2 (Ref 7) and COS-B
(Ref 8) above 35 MeV and 50 MeV, respectively (assuming their validity also
during the time of the balloon observation). Considering the low statistical
significance of the 8 to 20 MeV point (1.9_), the turnover may be even
around 8 MeV.

This steepening may be due to photon-photon absorption, if the source
is sufficiently compact. Following Herterich (Ref 10) and assuming the gam-
ma-ray source to lie within a surrounding isotropic x-ray source, the radius of
the x-ray source should be (1.$ to 1.9).1013 cm depending on whether the
turnover is at 10 or 20 MeV. Assuming the source size to be 10-times the
Schwarzschild-radius, the central object should have a mass of order 5.106M¢_.
The measured gamma-ray luminosity of 3.9-1043 erg/s (1 to I0 MeV) or 7"10 _3
erg/s (0.7 to 20 MeV) would be 796 to 896 of the Eddington limit of this
object (L E = (6 to 8.5).1044 erg/s). If the photon-photon absorption really is
responsible for the turnover of the spectrum, then future measurements should
find a shift of the turnover to lower (higher) energies, when the x-ray source
goes into a higher (lower) intensity state.
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Basically two models have been discussed in the literature, how the
power law photon spectrum can be produced: the one is the Synchrotron-Self-
Compton Model and the other the Thermal Comptonisation Model.

In the first case the existence of high energy electrons is postulated.
These produce infrared or radio photons via the synchrotron process by gyra-
tion in magnetic fields. The synchrotron photons are then scattered by the
same electrons into the x- and gamma-ray range. A synchrotron-self-Compton
model has been suggested by Grindlay (Ref [l) for Cen A. In his model a
sharp turnover of the gamma-ray spectrum is predicted at about 5 MeV.
Within one decade of energy the gamma-ray intensity should drop by more
than 3 decades. The break is caused by the observed turnover of the infrared
spectrum at frequencies above 1014 Hz. The synchrotron-self-Compton model
predicts correlated intensity changes in the infrared and x/gamma-ray range.
Due to the energy dependence of the electron life-time the delay in the
intensity changes should be smaller at gamma-ray energies than at x-ray
energies.

In the Thermal ComptonJsation Model low energy photons (e.g. infrared
photons) are Compton scattered by thermal electrons, which have a kT-value
in the x- or gamma-range. Repeated scatterings of the electrons with the
photons result in an approximate power law spectrum, if the number of scat-
tering processes of each photon is sufficiently large. The power law drops off
at .photon energies of a few kT. In the case of Cen A a value of kT _ 10
mc z would be required together with a small optical thickness for Thompson
scattering (_'T _(: 1) in order to fit the observed spectrum. It has been shown
(ReI 12, 13) that in such a case the Comptonised spectrum is bumpy and
consists of a superposition of a few individual scattering profiles. It could
indeed be that the negative dip in the measured spectrum between 1.5 to 3
MeV - if real - is due to such a negative bump. The present measurement
does not allow to derive this conclusion because of the limited statistical
accuracy. II, however, the dip is confirmed in an observation with higher
sensitivity then this would prove that thermal Comptonisation is operating. No
doubt, Cen A will be one of the very interesting objects to be studied by
GRO, which will be able to determine its spectrum with high precision.

4. Acknowledgement. The authors would like to thank NCAR and INPE for
the successful balloon flight under very difficult conditions. In addition they
are grateful to U. Graser, W. Hofmeister, N. Hubert L. Pichl and F. Schrey.
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GA_A-RADIATION WITII E _ _ 5 _IEV DETECTED
FROM SEYFERT GALAXY 3C120 AND REGION

WITH l"= 190 ° AND _'= 20 °

Damle S.V._, Fradkin }_.I._, Iyudin A.F._*,

Kirillov-Ugryumov V.G._, Kotov Yu.D._,

Kurnosova L.V. _, Smirnov Yu.V. _, Yurov V.N. _

TATA Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay, India

•_ P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute of the USSR Academy of
Sciences, _oscow, USSR

•_ Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, Moscow, USSR

The observation of the Galaxy anticentre region in gam-
ma-rays with E = 5 • 100 _eV was made by gamma-telescope
"Natalya-1" in _ balloon flight on 06.11.80 at 15.00-2_.00 UT.
The flight was performed at the ceiling 5.1 + 0.1 g/cm _, mag-
netic cutoff being 17 GV. The description of-the instrument
and the analysis of the experiment conditions are giyen _n

1,2/. The region of the sky v_th coordinates _ = 4"_ 8 _,= -20°_60 ° was observed during the flight. The tracks of
electron-positron pairs generated by gamma-quanta in the con-
vertors were detected by wire spark chambers. The recorded
events were classified manually by an operator using a graphic
display into three classes: "pairs", "single" and "bad" events.
The arrival angle of gamma-quanta and their energy for selec-
ted gamma-ray events ("pairs" and "singles") were determined
through multiple scattering of pair components in the conver-
tots.

On the basis of the data obtained the celestial maps

were made in gamma-rays for E g _ 5 MeV and E g > 20 MeV ener-
gy ranges.

The search for discrete gamma-ray sources was carried
out with the use of a cross-correlation method similar to
that described in /3/. Cross-correlation maps were plotted

" _or E_ > 5 _eV and E_ _ 20 _eV. Pig.1 shows the map for
E_ > 5 NeV. The fluxes of gamma-radiation from the Crab Nebu-
la source in 5 • 20 and 20 ,100 _eV ranges were obtained on
the basis of the determined excess taking into account the

instrument efficiency and real time exposure of the source.
Thexwere equal to (2.1 ± 0,5).10 "_ and (1.0 + 0.3).I_ _c_s"
MeV; _ respectively /2/. T_e excesses of ganmm-_adi%tion with
E g _ 5 _eV were also detected from _= 4 " 28 _ , _ = +6 ° re-
gion containing 3C120 source and from _= 7 _ 20m+ 20 m,
$ = 28 ° $ 5° region.

The corresponding integral flux for 3C120 in E_ > 5 MeV
energy range is (3.6 ± 1.2)-10-"cm'Zs'_ The cross-correlation
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Pig.1, Cross-correlation map of the Galaxy anticentre

region for E d > 5 I_{eV.(The curves correspond to
the following intensities.(3.2; 2.9; 2.8; 2.6;
2.4; 2.2; 2.0; 1,8),10JsW).
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Fig.1. Cross-correlation map of the Galaxy antic entre region for E 6 > 5 I.IeV. (The curves correspond to the following intensities: (3.2; 2.9; 2.8; 2.6; 2.4; 2.2; 2.0; 1.8),10-3 S-f). 
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Fig.2. Seyfert Galaxy 3C120 
gal1una-spectrum. 
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rained for Ey> 20 I{eV as the ±'Ituxat that energy we can have
_= 2.5. The°spectrum then will be J(E)=7.10 "sE';.;cm"_ s-' l_eV-_
and the energy flux in 5420 IJ_eVrang,e is P=5"10"terg/cm, s.

Table. Fluxes of different sources in ge_maa-range detected
by gannna-telescope "Natalya-1 ".

Source Coordinates E £ , lJfeV Significance l,_lux

06 _' 10"_cni_# _

Crab 5h 30 m 19° 5-20 0.999 3.6
Nebula 20- IO0 0.998 0.9

3C120 4h 24m 6 ° 5-100 0.994 3.6
20-100 0.9 0.8

G(190-20) 7h 20_ 28 ° 5-100 0.97 4.2
20-100 0.88 0.9

The corresponding luminosity is L=2.3.1046 erg s-I

(Z=O.032, n = 50 km/s _,[ps, P = 200 I_ps). Such luminosity is
com arable with that of seyfert galaxy NCG 8-11-11 (L~ _ 10*er_:/s_
in _he energy range (0.09 • 3) _[eV /4_ and with that of 3C120 6- ,
quasar (L -_2.10_6erg/s ) in the energy range (10 - 1000) NeV.

_he luminosity of 3C120 for E_ 100 I_leVdoes not exceed
2.7"10"erg/s /5/, that indicates to a maximum of ltmlinosity at
the energy of several ,},leVas in the case of quasar 3C120 and
seyfert gal _axSesNGC 4151 and }_iCG8-11-11.

The X-ray ltmlinosity of 3C120 is (1.1 - 2.3).1044 erg/s
and the ratio L_/L,= (I _. 1.5).I0 a is in good agreement with
similar ratios for seyfert galaxies I_[CG8-11-11 and NGC 4151
observed in the region of low-energy gan_na-rays /4/ :
Lg/ Lx= (6 _ 14).10 _ and (1 _. 5).10 a , respectively. _qlus
the ratio L_/ Lx~IO 2 might be a characteristic quantity for
the objects -of such a type.

I/

The gamma-source in the region 1 =190 °, b _--20 ° was de-
tected for the first time. Note, that this source is located
near the edge of the regions scanned in SAS-II and COS-D expe-
riments. Asstmling the energy spectrum of this source
(G 190-20) to be power law we calculated power index _-_ 2

and ganuua-fluxes for energy range E _ > 5 I_ieVand E _ _ 20 I_[eV
are presented in the Table. The excess mentioned above cannot
be identified with the objects observed in other energy ranges
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due to insufficient angular resolution of the gamma- teles-

cope, but one should mind that within the indicated region
X-ray sources with Jx _ 2.10 6JW (Ex = _ e 6 keV)/6/ are
absent.
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ABSTRACT

The effects of the feedback of e+-e - pair reinjection in a plasma due to
photon photon absorption of its own radiation is examined. Under the
assumption of continuous electron injection with a power law spectrum
E-r and Compton losses only , it is shown that for i" < 2 the steady
state electron distribution function has a unique form independent of
the primary injection spectrum. This electron distribution function can
then reproduce the general characteristics of AGN, QSO spectra from
radio to X-rays. It also implies gammaray emission from these objects
consistent with the observations of the diffuse gammaray background.

i. Introduction. One of the most striking observational features of
AGNs and OSOs is the spectral distribution of their radiation, extending
to over I0 orders of magnitude from radio to gamma rays with roughly
equal energy per decade. This fact alone argues strongly for the non-
thermal character of their radiation (Jones et al. 1974) although it has
also been modeled as thermal emission from an accretion disk over a
limited band pass extending ~ i order of magnitude in energy (Katz 1976;
Malkan 1983). In addition statistical studies have indicated that the
spectra of these objects in the IR to soft X-rays (Malkan 1984) and 2-50
keV band (Rothschild et al. 1983) can be well fitted by power laws of
specific energy indices, _:i and _=0.65 respectively. Most remarkably
these indices appear to be independent of the luminosity and the
external morphology of a particular source. To better appreciate this
similarity one has to consider the large number parameters involved in
determining the emission of these objects (Mass of the black hole;
accretion rate; magnetic field; angular momentum; angle to the line line
of sight etc.) and contrast it to the spectral diversity of another
class of objects, namely stars, whose spectra are determined by a single
parameter, namely their mass.

Protheroe and Kazanas (1983) and Kazanas and Protheroe (1983) (Hereafter
PK and KP respectively) have tried to address this problem by arguing
that the non-thermal electron distribution needed could result from 1st
order Fermi shock acceleration and pointed out that the E-3 steady state
(after Compton and synchrotron losses) differential particle spectra,
predicted by the theory (Bell 1978a, b; Blanford and Ostriker 1978;
Axford, Leer and Scadron 1977) could account for the overall energy
distribution in the spectra of these objects. However, the X-ray
spectra are considerably flatter, m = 0.5-0.8, (Rothschild et al. 1983)
and hence the simplest model of a single powerlaw fails to account for
the data. Within the simplest sychrotron self Compton model there
should therefore be at least a break in the electron distribution
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parameter, namely their mass. 

Protheroe and Kazanas (1983) and Kazanas and Protheroe (1983) (Hereafter 
PK and KP respectively) have tried to address this problem by arguing 
that the non-thermal electron distribution needed could result from 1st 
order Fermi shock acceleration and pointed out that the E-3 steady state 
(after Compton and synchrotron losses) differential particle spectra, 
predicted by the theory (Bell 1978a, b; Blanford and Ostriker 1978; 
Axford, Leer and Scadron 1977) coul d account for the overall energy 
distribution in the spectra of these objects. However, the X-ray 
spectra are considerably flatter, ex = 0.5-0.8, (Rothschild et al. 1983) 
and hence the simplest model of a single powerlaw fails to account for 
the data. Within the simplest sychrotron self Compton model there 
should therefore be at least a break in the electron distribution 
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function from E-2 to E-3.
In the present note it is indicated that such an electron distribution
function, with the desired breaks, can be obtained under certain more
general conditions if the reinjection, into the radiating plasma, of the
e+-e - pairs produced by the y-y absorption is taken into account.

2. The e+ e- feedback. The model considered assumes only continuous
injection of electrons in a given volume, and Compton losses as the
major energy loss mechanism. Synchrotron losses are also considered but
only as a means for producing the seed soft photons needed for the IC
scattering. The differential electron injection spectrum is assumed to
be a power law of index i" i.e

Qe(E) = Ke y-r el cm-3 s-I erg-I (I)

where y is the Lorentz factor of the electrons assumed to be

relativis_}ic
(E = YmeCL, y>2). Following PK, the steady state electron distribution
will be given by

1
f QetOt (y') dy' el (2)

cm -3 erg -I
Ne(E) = Y

where dy/dt _ y2 is the rate of energy loss by an individual electron
due to Compton losses in the Thomson limit (Blumenthal and Gould 1970)
and Q t°t(v ) is the total rate of electron injection into the system,
including the feedback injection of e+-e" pairs due to y-y absorption.
Since, according to our assumptions, these photons are due to IC of
certain synchrotron seed photons (which are not important
energetically), we can write, following PK,

QtOt(y) = Qe(y) + 2 f 2 QIc(Ey) _S(Ey-2y)@yy (Ey) dEy (3)e

The first term of the RHS of eq(3) is the continuous direct electron
injection, while the second is the term accounting for the e+-e - pair

reinjection due to y-y interactions. @yy (Ev) is the probability of
absorption of an IC photon of energy E_,'while the _- function
guarantees that the contribution to electrohs of energy EV comes from
photons of energy 2y. The factors two account for the f_ct that two ,
particles, of approximately equal energy (Bonometto and Rees 1971), are
produced for each photon of energy Ey, and also for the change in the
energy interval, dE./dy, needed for particle conservation. QIc(Ey) is .
the IC emissivity g{ven by

d_ _ y)dy (4)QIC (Ey) = f cn(_)d_ f Ne(Y) _Ty (Ey, ,
d_

n(_) is the soft (synchrotron)photon number density and _ (E , c, y)
is the differential cross section for producing a high enC_gy I_hotonof

energy Ey in an IC scattering of a soft photon of energy _ with an
electron of energy y. The electron steady state distribution can then
be obtained by solving the system of eqs (2),(3) and (4). This is an
integral system of equations since the RHS of eq(3) depends, through

Qflc(E_) on the unknown electron distribution N_(Y). Using the _-
unction approximation for d_/dy (Ginsburg and Syr6vatskii i964) and the

step function approximation for @yy (Ey) = 0 (Ey-E1) (both
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is the differential cross section for producing a high enlri'gy photon of 
energy Ey in an IC scatteri ng of a soft photon of energy £ with an 
electron of energy y. The electron steady state distribution can then 
be obtained by solving the system of eqs (2),(3) and (4). This is an 
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approximations are actually reasonable), one actually can find an
analytic solution to this system.

The fact that a unique spectrum, independent of the primary injection,
is attained can be understood by looking at the behavior of the feedback
term in eq (3). Neglect for the moment the existence of the feedback.
If the injection spectr_n is such as given by eq(1), then the steady
state electron distribution function, assuming only Compton (and/or
synchrotron) losses will be Ne(_ ) ~ y-P where p= I" + I. Consequently
the IC photons wi_l also have a power law distribution with index
s=(p+l)/2= r/2 + i. Since these IC photons are the ones responsible for
the feedback and since their energies Ey >> m_, the resulting e+ e-
pairs from the feedback will have a similar distribution of index s.
One can now observe that r = s, (i.e. the primary Qe, and the
distribution of e+-e - pairs injected by the feedback process have the
same index) only for I" = 2. If 1" > 2 then s < 1", while if 1" < 2 then s
> 1" . The effect of the feedback is therefore to redistribute the
electrons towards a 1" = 2 spectrum. Considering therefore the effects
of the feedback at higher orders (i.e the feedback of the feedback etc.)
one can see that the equilibrium spectrum is the one for which the
feedback spectrum has an index s -_-I" _ 2, and equivalently, the steady
state electron distribution function an index p=s+l=3. The validity of
these arguments depends, of course, on whether the magnitude of the
feedback is suficiently large so that the latter dominates the primary
injection. Since the feedback action is essentially the redistribution
of the high energy part of the electron spectrum, one would expect it to
be important only if most of the energy is in the high energy part of
the spectrum. The necessary condition for this is 1, < 2, and the
effects of the feedback will be more important the lower the value of r
and the higher the maximum energy to which the injection spectrum
extends. This conclusion is similar to that of Bonometto and Rees
(1971), who considered a similar case with a-function electron injection
at an energy Eo>EI.

Finally, to complete the discussion it is necessary also to consider the
distribution function at energies_E<E I, for which it is assumed that

.,_ (Ey)--_ O. Eq(2) shows that from y > I to = y1 = EI the integrala constant since it is dominated by _he f_edbatk term which

becomes effective only for y > EI_ This would then lead to a spectrumof the form N _ 1/(dy/dt)= 1/y . while it should be N = y-3 for
Y > Y1 as argue_ earlier. The figure shows the analytic ser_es solution
to the system of eqs. (2)-(4). The bottom curve corresponds to the
electron distribution with no feedback, while each subsequent curve
shows the contribution of consecutively higher order feedback terms. As
seen in the figure the series converges fairly fast and 3-4 iterations
are sufficient to achieve the steady state index p _ 3. For y < YI the
spectrum also has the ¥-2 form as argued heuristically. (For dei_ails
see Kazanas 1984).

2. Discussion and Conclusion. A mechanism has been presented which can
produce an electron distribution function that can account for the
overall spectral distribution of radiation of AGNs and QSOs and the
specific slopes observed in the IR-UV and 2-50 keV bands. It is
interesting to note that the necessary condition for this mechanism to

.. 
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work (i.e. most of energy injected at E>>meC2) is realized in the
accretion shock model of Kazanas and Ellison (paper OG 8.1-7; these
proceedings). This mechanism involves only one free parameter the
compactness of the sources, L/R, whose mean value can also account for
the diffuse gamma ray background in terms of AGNs. (KP 1983). Finally
as pointed in KP the required form of the electron distribution function
can be obtained even if r>2, if all electrons are produced as
secondaries in relativistic p-p collisions, due to the cutoff of the
injection spectrum for EK30 MeV.
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ABSTRACT

The diffuse gamma radiation consists of the galactic

and extragalactic components. The latter component
is of special interest on account of its cosmological
significance. Following the method recently proposed

to estimate tilegamma-ray flux from galaxy clusters
(i), and the detection of gamma rays from the quasars
3C273 (2), we have used the data base of the SAS II

satellite to estimate the contribution from quasars
to the extragalactic gamma-ray flux. It is shown

that quasars as a whole are significant gamma-ray
contributors, the average gamma-ray flux per quasar

in _he energy range 35-100 MeV being (1.3 ± 0.9) x
I0- cm-Zs-lsr -I .

i. Introduction It is well-known from observational data, particular-
ly those from the SAS-II (3) and COS-B (4) satellites, that the diffuse

y-radiation consists of two components. One component is associated with

our Galaxy and it correlates well with tracers of galactic interstellar
matter, e.g. atomic and molecular hydrogen. This component thus gives
information about the distribution of cosmic rays in the Galaxy and their

interactions with interstellar matter and photon fields. The other
component isapparently isotropic and thought to be of extragalactic
origin. As y-radiation has been detected from extragalactic objects such

as clusters (5) and _uasars (2), it is apparent that some or all of the
extragalactic T-ray flux must come from discrete sources and their
relative contributions to the total flux are yet to be determined. This

determination will undoubtedly have very significant cosmological

implications.

It is thus important to separate the extragalactic component
from the total y-ray flux. Thompson et. al. (6), using galaxy counts as

a galactic matter tracer and the y-ray data from the SAS-II, have estimated
the total extragalactic diffuse y-ray intensity to be (5.5 ± 1.3) x 10-5
and (1.3 ± 0.5) x 10-5 photons cm-2s-lsr-I for energies above 35 MeV and
100 MeV respectively. Houston, Wolfendale and Young (i) have used a

similar method to obtain the contribution to the extragalactic y-ray flux
from rich clusters and they concluded that this contribution from clusters

could be quite important. This method may prove to be potentially very
useful in estimating the average contribution to the diffuse y-radiation

from various extragalactic objects. In this paper, we present results on
the contribution from quasars.

2. The Method Although COS-B data were used in detecting discrete

sources such as the Perseus cluster (5) and the quasar 3C273 (2) the
rather high and uncertain background makes the search for fainter objects
impractical. Recourse was therefore made to the earlier results from

SAS-II which in spite of the poor statistical accuracy had the advantage
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2. The Method Although COS-B data were used in detecting discrete 
sources such as the Perseus cluster (5) and the quasar 3C273 (2) the 
rather high and uncertain background makes the search for fainter objects 
impractical. Recourse was therefore made to the earlier results from 
SAS-II which in spite of the poor statistical accuracy had the advantage 
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of rather low background.

For a sample of a certain class of extragalactic objects, the

aggregate flux of y-rays, Iy, from the directions of these objects can be
estimated from the SAS-II data. If the galactic component which has been

shown to correlate well with galaxy count_ (6) is identified, the extra-
galactic component can be obtained.

The galaxy-count data have been taken from the Lick survey (7)
which gives comprehensive tables of numbers of galaxies brighter than

m = 19.0 per square degree and which covers the range 15° < _ < 240° and

Ibl_15°. The total gas column density (8) is then

NHT 2.0 x 1021 75= lOgl0 (_g)

where Ng is the mean galaxy count per square degree.

A Iy - NHT plot should therefore allow the extragalactic
component to be estimated.

3. Results The recent catalogue containing 1549 quasars given by
Hewitt et. al. (9) was used to search for y-ray flux. After excluding

those quasars which lie outside the common coverage of the SAS-II and
the Lick survey, a I.-N_ plot of the sample has given a straight liney LiJ.
which is not significantly different from the mean background derivedo
using the range of % and b of common coverage, except Ib] < 9.6 . This
result seems to indicate that bearing in mind the present statistical
limitation, quasars as a class are either not significant y-ray
contributors or on account of their vast distances from us, do not give

a detectable y-ray excess above the mean background with the present data.

I ! | _ !
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aggregate flux of y-rays, Iy , from the directions of these objects can be 
estimated from the SAS-II data. If the galactic component which has been 
shown to correlate well with galaxy count~ (6) is identified, the extra
galactic component can be obtained. 

The galaxy-count data have been taken from the Lick survey (7) 
which gives comprehensive tables of numbers of galaxies brighter than 
m = 19.0 per square degree and which covers the range 150 < ~ < 2400 and 
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where Ng is the mean galaxy count per square degree. 

A Iy - NHT plot should therefore allow the extragalactic 
component to be estimated. 

3. Results The recent catalogue containing 1549 quasars given by 
Hewitt et. al. (9) was used to search for y-ray flux. After excluding 
those quasars which lie outside the common coverage of the SAS-II and 
the Lick survey, a Iy-NHT plot of the sample has given a straight line 
which is not significantly different from the mean back~round derived 
using the range of ~ and b of common coverage, except [bl < 9.60 . This 
result seems to indicate that bearing in mind the present statistical 
limitation, quasars as a class are either not significant y-ray 
contributors or on account of their vast distances from us, do not give 
a detectable y-ray excess above the mean background with the present data. 
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To resolve this question we further investigated special samples

of quasars, viz. X-ray quasars, bright quasars and quasars with small
redshifts (z < 0.300). The Hewitt et al. catalogue lists 36 X-ray quasars

with 25 falling within the common coverage of the SAS-II and Lick survey.

The Bright Quaser Survey (BQS) (i0) consisting of 114 objects and the

Burbidge catalogue (II) with 67 bright quasars gave a total of 91 bright

quasars within the common coverage. Both samples have given Iy - NHT
plots which are statistically not different from the mean background.

Quasars with small redshifts (z < 0.300) were then investigated.

The catalogue gives a sample of 166 such quasers with 82 usable for the
present analysis. The result is shown in Figure 1 for the energy range
35-100 MeV. There is clearly a contribution to the y-ray flux from these

quasars. The upper parallel line is the best fit to the quasar inten-
sities and the lower line is the mean background derived as mentioned
above. The difference between the two lines is then attributed to the

contribution from quasars.

The average y-ray intensity from quasars is found to be

-5 -2 -i -i

IQ(35-I00 MeV) = (1.3±0.9) x i0 cm s sr

FOrlthe energy range > I00 MeV only an upper limit (= 1.3 x 10-5cm-2s -I
sr- ) can be set in view of the very poor statistics. This result could

imply that the average energy spectrum of quasars may steepen at energies
around i00 MeV.

4. Discussion We have shown that there is indication that quasars

as a whole might be significant contributors to the extragalactic y-ray

background. It also appears that quasars as T-ray sources are mainly

determined by their distances from us and are not related to their

optical properties. The maximum redshift in our current sample
corresponds to a distance _760 Mpc. From the distribution of redshifts
in the sample the average luminosity is found to be

LQ(35-100 MeV) = (2.5±1.4) x 1048 ph.s -I

The total contribution of quasars to the extragalactic y-ray flux in a

non-evolving universe can be determined from the mean luminosity and the

density of quasars. The spatial distribution of quasars is found to be
non-uniform (12) and in the case of the local region, the non-uniformity

appears to be more significant (13). The space density of quasars can
be calculated from their redshifts and luminosity function. However,

in view of the very low fluxes involved and the poor angular resolution
of the detectors, we have assumed a uniform space density and arrived

at a value of 0.21 x 10-6 Mpc-3 in the small redshift range. Assuming
no evolutionary effects, the universal flux due to quasars is then found

to be (3.5±1.9) x 10-4 cm-2s -I in the 35-100 MeV energy range.
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SOME EVIDENCE FOR LARGE GRAVITATIONAL

REDSHIPT IN SEYPERT GALAXY NGC 4151

W. Tkaczyk and S. Karakuta

Institute of Physics, University of L6d£, Poland

ABSTRACT

The photon spectra of two Seyfert galaxies NGC 4151 and

MCG 8-11-11 are good experimentally established in the X-ray and
gamma range.

In this paper we propose the annihilation of the high tempera-

ture positrons with cold electrons as the possible mechanism of

photons productions in the Seyfert galaxy NGC 4151. The photon
spectrum of NGC 4151 with whole its observed features from the

soft X to the gamma ray range can be very good described by an-
nihilation of positrons and electrons at temperatures 3.1012 oK and

108 oK respectively. Moreover the photon spectra from annihilation

of unthermalized plasma with above parameters should be shifted to

%he lower energy by redshif% z = i00. In that case the source of

photons should be placed closely %0 the black hole horizon (r =

1.OOOl rg).

1. INTRODUCTION

At the present tlme is quite clear that the pair (e+,e -) an-

nihilation process occurs in certain classes of as%rophysical objects.

The positron-electron annihilation radiation is observed as well as

the line 0.511 MeV from the Galactic Center (MacCaUum and Le -

venthal, 1983) and in _amma - ray bursts (Mazets et al., 1981).

In a hot plasma the pairs are produced through: i) photon-photon,

it) photon-particle, iii) photon or particle in a strong field (magne-

tic or gravitational), iv) particle-particle interactions. The created

pairs annihilate into photons or participate in other photon and pair

producing processes. The great theoretical effort has been recently

put _y Svensson (1983) into the understanding of this process in

the midly relativistic plasma.

We have studied the pair (e+,e -) annihilation phenomena in

relativistic plasma in order %o evaluate the photon energy spectrum,

for the case in which the electron and positrons have different tem-

peratures (T e- _= Te+ ). In %his paper we propose the annihilation

of the high %emperature post%tons with cold electrons as the possible

mechanism of photons productions in Seyfert galaxy NGC 4151.
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2. METHOD AND RESULTS

We have analyzed the pair annihilation from hot plasma using

analy%ical and numerical methods. To determine the photons energy

production spectra from pair e+,e - annihilation, we assume that:

i) an_ular momentum distributions of electrons and positrons are

isotropic, it) momentum distributions of electrons and positrons are

Maxwellian with, Te+ =_=T-e .We have calculated the photons spectra

for %he temperature of electrons and positrons in the range [105 -

1013 I<. Figure 1 shows as example the photons energy production

H)_ ......... ' " ' spectra from annihilation pro -Tr_'IO"K

cess for the selected tempera-

" 7_-110_K tures and unit concentration of

positrons and electrons in the
12

plasma. We can notice that the

spectra have the characteristic

_ power-Jew feature in central-14
'_ part, where the power index

T.+_1_"K

Is can be even (_= -1. We see
0 also thermal cut-off from low

_ and high energy sides. The

photon spectrum of Seyfert ga-
17

laxy NGC 4151 have a similar

-m features, but in the low energy
T.+=_%10'3K

range (i keV- 3 MeV). The
19

photon spectrum of NGC 4151
J

I0m in energy range from soft X-
I05 4 -[, -_, -t 6 4 Io

E[e-_i ray %o 3 MeV is a power-low

Fig. 1. The photons productions type but the spectral index is

energy spectra from an- raring from -1.6 for HEAO 1/A4

nihilation of the electrons X-ray measurements (Baity et "

with temperature T -=I08I< al., 1983) to -i for MISO gam-.e

and positrons with tern- ma observations (PePotti et al.,

8 9
peratures 1_ +=i0 , 10 , 1981 and 1983). lqecently %hee

i0 I0, i0 II, 1012 ' i013I< obseved cut-off in the soft X-

respectively, ray range was interpreted as

photoabsorption or absorption
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in the strong magnetic field. Many models have been proposed to

explaining the spectral break at (i-3) MeV, for details see review

paper Bassani et al. (1984).In this paper we propose the annihila-

tion of high temperature positrons with cold electrons as the pos-

sible mechanism of photons productions in the Seyfert galaxy NGC

4151. "I'he photon spectrum NCxC 4151 with whole its observed fea-

tures from the soft X-ray to the gamma-ray range can be good des-

cribed by annihilations of positrons and electrons at temperatures

3.1012}< and 108K respective-

104 }_} ..... I[. Moreover the photon spectra
NGC 4151_ '*_t

3 [1_ from annihilation of unthermali-vK zed plasma with above parame-

2 i i{_ ,,,m_ ters should be shifted to the
ii_--h_ T_+=3.l(]I2K lower energy by redshift z =

I _ I I_ Z-=H08K i00. We proposed black hole

.._ _ '[_-_ Z:I00 model for galactic nuclei with

_-IL TI_ unthermalized electron-positron
plasma in central region. The

_:-_ annihilation spectrum is shifted

to the lower energy due to gra-
-3

vitational redshift. In that case

-4 _ the source of photons should be

]- _____t placed closely to the black hole

'. IT horizonshows the(r=a'o00i rg). Pig. 2
10106 '§ '4 '3 "2 "t

photon spectrum of

energy/GeV Nee 4151 obtained by different

experiments taken from Houston

Pig. 2. Photon spectrum of NOC and Wolfendale (1982). The full

4151 (from Houston and line shows the predicted flux

Wolfendale (1982)). The from our model for parameters

full line de scribes the red- described above. "I'he be%[er

shifted by z = 100 spect- estimation of discussed phrase-

rum from annihilation of ters will make possible from fu-

electrons with temperature lure simultaneous measurements
8

i0 I< and positrons with of flux in X and gamma-ray

temperature 3. 1012 K. energy ranges.

.. 

... 
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3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The photon spectrum of NGC 4151 in X and gamma energy

range can be good described by the annihilation of hot positrons

(q_ + = 3.1012 K) with cold electrons (_ITM - = 10 8 K), moreovere e

the annihilation region should be located closely %o the black hole

horizon (r=l.0001 r ). The concentration of electrons and positrons

n + 6"1013 cm -3_[
e-- = n the central source ensures the obser%,ed flux

from IqGC 4151 in the case where it is the black hole with mass

109 M® in the nucleus and located at the distance of 20 Mpc.

Pot the source of high temperature positrons (T + T -), we pro-e e

pose two possible scenario: i) additional acceleration by the elect-

ric field, caused by charge separation, similar as we proposed for

gamma bursts sources (rl_kaczyk and Karakuls, 1985), it) decay of

secondaries _+ from p-p interactions (Giovannelli e% al.. 1983a,b).

The timescale of flux variability expected from our model should

be the same for diffrent energy ranges (X, gamma) and shorter than

it is observed now. "l_he simultaneous obsevations in the X and gain__

ma ray ranges can support or exclude this model.
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LIMITS ON THE OOPPLER FACTOR IN RELATIVISTIC _ETS
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ABSTRACT

We present in this paper a new,simple and

potentially useful method for constraining the
kinematical parameters of relativistic Jets based

on gamma-ray spectral measurements of Active
Galaxies. The application of this method to the
Quasar 3C273 leads to a value of the Doppler

factor of 3-4.This corresponds to jet parameters

of _ >2 and _<15 ° in good agreement with the
values estimated independently from radio
observations of superluminal motion. For the

particular case of 3C273,our results are also
compared to those given by a similar technique

based on the comparison of the X-ray observational
data with the synchrotron self-Compton prediction
from radio measurements. The application of the

proposed technique to a significant sample of
active galaxies as a result of future gamma-ray

surveys of the sky is briefly discussed ,
particularly with respect to possible ways to

constrain the cosmological constants H0 and qo -

1. INTRODUCTION. A recent investigation (1) of the

attenuation of gamma-rays in the vicinity of Active Galactic
Nuclei (AGN) as a result of photon-photon absorption,based
on the simplified picture in which the emission was
considered isotropic and at lest with respect to the

observer, showed that some classes of objects,namely Quasars
and BL Lac's,are generally opaque to photons of energies
greater than 1 MeV. Emission is possible,however, for

progressively higher gamma-ray energies provided that a
certain degree of collimation exists for the associated
photons.

Such a treatment,whilst correct in principle,cannot be

employed if Active Galaxies have relativistic jets beamed at

.. 
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ABSTRACT 

We present in this paper a new,simple and 
potentially useful method for constraining the 
kinematical parameters of relativistic jets based 
on gamma-ray spectral measurements of Active 
Galaxies. The application of this method to the 
Quasar 3C273 leads to a value of the Doppler 
factor of 3-4.This corresponds to jet parameters 
of tt)2 and 9<15 0 in good agreement with the 
values estimated independently from radio 
observations of superluminal motion. For the 
particular case of 3C273,our results are also 
compared to those given by a similar technique 
based on the comparison of the X-ray observational 
data with the synchrotron self-Compton prediction 
from radio measurements. The application of the 
proposed technique to a significant sample of 
active galaxies as a result of future gamma-ray 
surveys of the sky is briefly discussed , 
particularly with respect to possible ways to 
constrain the cosmological constants Ho and qo • 

1. INTRODUCTION. A recent investigation (1) of the 
attenuation of gamma-rays in the vicinity of Active Galactic 
Nuclei (AGN) as a result of photon-photon absorption,based 
on the simplified picture in which the emission was 
considered isotropic and at fest with respect to the 
observer, showed that some classes of objects,namely Quasars 
and BL Lac's,are generally opaque to photons of energies 
greater than 1 MeV. Emission is possible,however, for 
progressively higher gamma-ray energies provided that a 
certain degree of collimation exists for the associated 
photons. 

Such a treatment,whilst correct in principle,cannot be 
employed if Active Galaxies have relativistic jets beamed at 
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a small angle toward the Earth. In this case,the

photon-photon absorption optical depth as calculated in the
observer rest frame must be modified to take into account

relativistic Doppler e_ects.

2. FORMULATION. We have considered a simple jet model

having only an approaching component with a single bright
blob of material moving relativistically at some angle to
our line of sight. To take into account the combined

effects of Doppler blueshifting of the gamma-ray photons and
of relativistic beaming,the size of the emitting region must
be decreased while the brightness of the source as well as

the energies of the interacting photons must be increased by

suitable powers of the Doppler factor
_= [ _ ( l-_c_-_ where _ = _l-_=_ -'/_ , _ is the
velocity of the jet in units of the speed of light and _ r is

the angle between the line of sight to the source and the
jet axis. Extensive details of this kind of analysis are

given in (2) and the reader is referred to this paper for
the relevant formulae.

Using the formalism of (1) and including the

appropriate factors of _ we derive the following expression
for the photon-photon absorption optical depth in a

relativistic jet: ._ _}{T \= _¥

where all quantities refer to the observer rest frame. Lx
(erg/sec) is the source X-ray luminosity,R(cm) the source

size as measured by the variability timescale, E _ (KeV)
the energy of the interacting gamma- ray photons and _ the
source energy spectral index in the X-ray band. For Lx
taken over a fixed energy interval,f(_) is a slowly °

varying function of _.

If a cut off is observed in the gamma-ray spectrum of

an active galaxy at a given photon energy E _ ( > 1MeV) as a

result of the photon- photon absorption process , _¥ can be
set to unity and a direct estimate of the Doppler factor can
be made.

3. DISCUSSION. At the present time there is a lack of

gamma-ray observational data on a meaningful sample of
AGN,so that numerical evaluations of _ by this means will
have to await a suitable extragalactic gamma-ray

survey. However, an estimate of the Doppler factor for a
number of known gamma-ray emitting AGN can be made on the
basis of the few available observational data. With the

exception of 3C273, we find that for all objects so far

detected at gamma-ra_ energies (NGC4151,MCG8-11-11,NGC1275,
and CEN A (2)) o <1,which indicates that relativistic

beaming of the high energy radiation is not required.
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For the Quasar 3C273,using values of _ = 0.4, Lx=l.1
10--46 and R=1.3 10--15 as observed in the 2-10 KeV energy

range ( 3,4 ), we find that _lies between 3 & 4 .or an
assumed gamma-ray cut-off at energies of between 1 and 50

MeV. This corresponds to _ >2, _<15 ° and _>0.87.That
is,according to the model the beam is at least mildly
relativistic and is pointed within 15 degrees to our line of

sight. The precise_values depend ,albeit marginally,on the
choice of the Hubble constant. For H o =100 Km/sec Mpc, _ is

reduced to values ranging between 2-3.

3C273 has been a principal object of study by

VLBI_since the first development of this technique and
studies of its compact structure quickly showed it to be

a'superluminal radio source" (5 ). In this class of
sources_the apparent velocity v/c of the jet as measured

with the VLBI technique is related to the angle _ to the

line of sight and to the velocity of the moving material
in the jet frame by:

v/c = _sin _/(I- _cos_ )

To account for an observed apparent velocity as large
as lO.& ( a value scaled to our adopted value of H ,

(5)),this equation requires that _<11 ° ,_ > 10 and _>0.99
in agreement with the values obtained from the application
of the gamma-ray method. Therefore evidence for bulk
relativistic motion in the 3C273 jet comes from both

superluminal motion and X/gamma-ray measurements. Only by
combining these two techniques,is it possible to calculate

unique values for the jet parameters: for H0=50 and taking
=3-4 and v/c=lO.&,we find _ =15-20 and _=8°-9 ° .

The method proposed here can also be compared to the
technique first applied by Marscher et al. ( &) and

recently employed by a number of authors ¢7_8,9 ),which is
based on the comparison of X-ray observational data with the

synchrotron self-Compton predictions from radio
measurements. Unwin et al.(lO) have recently applied this

technique to the specific case of 3C273 and have deduced
lower limits to the Doppler factor of the knots in the jet.
At least one knot ( the closest to the unresolved core) must

be moving relativistically with _ >2.5 , _ >1.4 and _ <
25 °. For the core,the observational parameters are not

sufficiently accurate to put constraints on the kinematicsl

of the innermost region of the jet. In particular _the self

absorption spectral turnover of the core as well as its

angular size must be measured with high precision before

stronger limits to _ and _ or _ may be deduced.

• 

.. 
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One should note that the value of _ obtained by the
X/radio comparative method represents a lower limit on the

Doppler factor of the jet since other X-ray emission
mechanisms can be operating in the source. A similar

situation exists for the case of the gamma-ray technique
which, however,has the advantage of relying only on a
measurement in a single waveband. In both cases estimates

on the Doppler factor carry a certain degree of error due to
uncertainties in the parameter evaluation and therefore both

methods should be used in a complementary and comparative
way.

A future gamma-ray survey of extragalactic objects with

instrumentation of adequate sensitivity and broad band
spectral resolution which operates for photon energies above

0.1 MeV will be significant for the study of

relativistically beamed gamma-ray sources. In particular,
it will be possible to determine upper limits to the

cosmological parameters Ho and qo ,by observing a large
sample of AGN at X/gamma-ray energies so that the minimum

bulk Lorentz factor r needed to explain the observations
can be calculated. The same group of objects have then to

be monitored at radio frequencies by a dedicated VLBI array
in order to determine the jet apparent velocity and
consequently _ After averaging over angles of ejection
relative to the line of sight,the mean ratio between the t_o

values o_ _ can be determined as a function of Ho and40 -
ObJects at the same redshift would yield a limit on the
Hubble constant while objects at different redshifts would

allow a limit on q0 to be placed.
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ENERGY SPECTRUM OF EXTRAGALACTIC GAMMA-RAY SOURCES

R.3. Protheroe

Department of Physics, University of Adelaide

Adelaide, South Australia 5001

1. INTRODUCTION. Soon after the discovery of the cosmic microwave

background radiation it was pointed out that y-rays above 10_4 eV would be
attenuated by photon-photon pair production interactions with photons of
the cosmic background (Jelley, 1966; Gould and Schreder, 1966, 1967a).

Other processes, e.g. double pair production (Brown et at., 1973), can also
be important at extremely high energies. Later, it was realised that if
the intergalactic magnetic field was low then y-rays above 10:4 eV might
still reach Earth from extragalactic distances through an electron-photon

cascade involving pair production and inveFse Compton (IC) interactions

(Bonmetto, 1971; Bonmetto and Lucchin, 1971; Allcock and Wdowczyk, 1972;
Wdowczyk et al., 1972; Stecker, 1973; Gould and Rephaeli, 1978). In many

of these calculations, only the highest energy electron or photon produced
in an interaction was considered in order to reduce the problem from a
cascade calculation to a simpler one of calculating the energy loss rate of

the "high energy particle".
Recently, Clay et al. (1984) reported an excess of EAS above

~I0 am eV from the direction of Cen A. At first sight, it seems unlikely

that the excess could be due to y-rays as Cen A is about 6 Mpc away, more
than 600 times the interaction length of I0:m eV photons with the 3 K

microwave background radiation. Subsequently UHE Y-rays above 10t_ eV
have been observed from another extragalactic source, LMC X-4, in phase
with its 1.408_ orbital period (Protheroe and Clay, 1985). This object is

in the Large Magellanic Cloud at a distance of ~50 kpc, i.e. about 5

interaction lengths away. With this recent extension of extragalactic
astronomy to photon energies in excess of 10:4 eV, it is therefore timely

to re-examine the extragalactic propagation of Y-rays in detail. Here I
report the result of Monte Carlo electron-photon cascade calculations for

propagation of _-rays through regions of extragalactic space containing no
magnetic field. These calculations then provide upper limits to the
expected flux from extragalactic sources.

2. THE SI#ULRTION. Since we are interested primarily in Y-rays in the
I0_4-I017 eV energy range, I have only considered interactions of

electrons and photons with the 3 K microwave background radiation. As
mentioned above, to obtain an upper limit to the expected y-ray flux from
sourcest I have assumed that the intergalactic field is so low that it can
be ignored (i.e. << 10-7 gauss). Interactions with photons of the
near-infrared background radiation (Matsumoto et al., 1983; de Bernadis et

al., 1985) are not considered here although these will have important

implications for y-rays below 10:4 eV if the near-lnfrared background
radiation is universal (this topic is discussed later). Interaction
lengths of electrons and photons in the microwave background radiation at a

temperature of 2.96 K (Narlikar, 1982) have bei_n calculated and are given
in Fig. 1. For photon-photon interactions, this is based on the results of

Gould and Schreder (1967b) together with the correction by Gould (1983)
and, for IC interactions, on an integration over the full Klein-Nishina
cross sections (Jauch and Rohrlich, 1976).

.. 
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Full Monte Carlo simulations I0S , _ , , ,

of the electron-photon casc_e - i0_ _ _ T=296xinvolving photon-photon pair

producti._n interactions and IC
interactions of electrons with the _ i0_
3 K background were then performed \

using the exact cross sections. _ I0z _ _
Full details of the calculation

will be published elsewhere

1985). _,o' __(Protheroe,

To run the Monte Carlo _ ioO___(
simulation program over very large Idistances (e.g. greater than

_200 kpc) would take excessive 103 10_ i0s 106 107 i0a 109

computer time. To get around this ENERGYE (6eV)

pr_lem, the simulation was run Fig.1. Meaninteractionlengthof electronsand
over a smaller distance, _x, in y-raysina 2.96K blackbodyradiationfield.

order to _tain matrices [A(_x)],

[B(_x)], [C(&x)], and [D(_x)] which describe the evolution of arbitrary
electron and photon spectra after propagation through distance Ax of

extragalactic space. The energy spectra of photons and electrons at
distance x from the source, F_(E,x) and Fz(E,x), are represented by
column vectors f_(x) and fm(x) whose elements are defined by

_Ek

f_,(x) = J F_(E,x) dE (1)

Ek
and

_Ek

fUk(x) = J F=(E,x) dE (2)
Ek

_ere _=Ek+,/Ek. _e spectra of photos and electrons after traversing a
further distance bx are then obtained from

fr(x+_x) = [A(_x)]fU(x) + [B(&x)]_(x) (3)

_(x+_x) = [C(_x)]fw(×) + [D(_x)]_(x) (4)

where A(&x)kj iS the mean number of photons pr_uced with energies in the

range Ek to_Ek as a result of an electron-photon cascade through
distance &x initiated by an "average" photon with an _ergy in the range

Ej to eEj. The elements of [B(&x)], [C(&x)], and [D(&x)] are defined in
a similar way for the appropriate primary and secondary species.

In the present simulation, E,=IO0 6eV, _=I0°-_, and 90 energy bins
were used. For each primary energy, e.g. bin k, 400 primary y-rays were .
sampled from an E-= differential spectrum in the range E_ to sE, and for
each primary _-ray a full Monte Carlo calculation was carried out over a
distance _x=50 kpc. The secondary photons and electrons reaching distance

_x having energies in bin j were then divided by 400 to obtain A(_x),j and

B(_x)_j respectively. _ identical method was _opted for primary
electrons to obtain C(_x),j and D(&X)kj.

3. RESULTS. The differential and integral energy spectra of Y-rays
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(1) 
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sampled from an E-3 differential spectrum in the range E .. to OlE" and for 
each primary v-ray a full Monte Carlo calculation was carried out ove .... a 
distance Ax=50 kpc. The secondary photons and electrons reaching distance 
~x having energies in bin j were then divided by 400 to obtain A(AX),,~ and 
B(AX)k~ respectively. An identical method ~as adopted for priMary 
electrons to obtain C(AX)"J and D(AX)kJ. 

3. RESULTS. The differential and integral energy spectra of '-rays 
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4. DISCUSSION. Sources in the Magellanic Clouds, or in other galaxies of

the local group, should have energy spectra which display an absorption
feature at 10:4-10 :. eV energies together with a peak just below
10:4 eV. The peak just below 10=* eV could make observing in this energy
range quite attractive. The shape of the spectrum contains information on

both the magnetic field a_d the column density of microwave photons, i.e.

the relative heights of the peak and dip will depend on the magnetic field
and distance to the source. If the energy spectra could be accurately
mapped out, the depth of the absorption feature together with the height of
the peak could then possibly be used to measure both the distance to the

source a_d the average strength of the magnetic field along the line of

sight to the source. It is thus possible, in principle at least, to obtain
information about the radiation content and magnetic field in intergalactic

space withir__the local group by studying the energy spectra of Y-ray
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10'· eVe The peak just below 10'· eV could Make observing in this energy 
range quite attractive. The- shape of the spe-drum contains information on 
both the magnetic field a»d the column density of microwave photons, i.e. 
the relative heights of th~ peak and dip will depend on the magnetic field 
and distatlCe to the source. If the energy spectra could be accurately 
mapped out, the- depth of the absorption feature together with the height of 
the peak could then possibly be used to measure both the distance to the 
source a»d the average,stre-ngth of the magnetic field along the line of 
sight to the source. It is thus possible, in principle at least, to obtain 
information about the radiation content and magnetic field in intergalactic 
space within'the local group by studying the energy spectra of (-ray 
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It is clear from F'ig.2(a) that it is possible for _10 TM eV y-rays
to reach Earth from Cen A provided the intergalactic magnetic field is low

enough. Even then, however, the flux is down by ~10-= of that we would

receive if the cosmic microwave background radiation were not present. For
the observed excess of air showers from the direction of Cen A (Clay et
oZ., 1984) to be due to y-rays from Cen A, either the microwave background
radiation must not be universal or Cen A must be much more luminous at

~I0 TM eV energies than at lower energies. It would have to have a
luminosity per decade at _I0 TM eV comparable to that of 3C273 at lower

energies. A third possibility is that a foreground source in our Galaxy is
being observed. Clearly, additional observations of Cen A are urgently

required.
There has recently been an observation (Matsumoto et aZ., 19B3) of a

dilute near-infrared background radiation. If the near-infrared photon

energy density is as high as suggested and is universal then sources more
distant than any in the local group of galaxies would show energy spectra

strongly attenuated below 10:4 down to ~10 := eV (see also Rana and
Wolfendale, 1984). A peak in the energy spectrum would not then be

apparent at just below 10:4 eV for these sources but might occur instead
at just below 10:2 eV. This could be the explanation for the somewhat
higher than expected (on the basis of extrapolation from hard X-ray

energies through 100 MeV upper limits; see e.g. the survey by Battty e_
aI., 1981) ¥-ray flux from Cen A observed by Grind!ay et al. (1975) at
these energies.
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It is clear from Fig. 2(a) that it is possible for ~10a. eV ¥-rays 
to reach Earth frOM Cen A provided the intergalactic magnetic field is low 
enough. Even then, however, the flux is down by ~10-a of that we would 
receive if the COSMic Microwave background radiation were not present. For 
the observed excess of air showers from the direction of Cen A (Clay et 
al., 1984) to be due to ¥-rays fro. Cen A, either the microwave background 
radiation must not be- universal or Cen A MUst be much more lUMinous at 
~10a. eV energies than at lower energies. It would have to have a 
luminosity per decade at ~101. eV comparable to that of 3C213 at lower 
energies. A third possibility is that a foreground source in our Galaxy is 
being observed. Clearly, additional observations of Cen A are urgently 
required. 

There has re-cently been an observation (Matsumoto et al., 1983) of a 
dilute near-infrared background radiation. If the near-infrared photon 
energy denSity is as high as suggested and is universal then sources more 
distant than any in the local group of galaxies would show energy spectra 
strongly attenuated below 1014 down to ~10'2 eV (see also Rana and 
Wolfendale, 1984). A peak in the energy spectrum would not then be 
apparent at just below 1014 eV for these sources but Might occur instead 
at Just below 10a~ eVa This could be the explanation for the somewhat 
higher than expected (on the basis of extrapolation frOM hard X-ray 
energies through 10<> MeV upper liMits; see e.g. the survey by Baitty et 
al., 1981) ¥-ray flux frOM Cen A observed by Grindlay et 81. (1915) at 
these energies. 
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ULTRAHIGH ENERGY GAMMA RAYS - CARRIERS
OF COSMOLOGICAL INFORMATION

Aharonian F.A. and Atoyan A.M.
Yerevan Physics Institute, Markarian St.2,

375036, Yerevan, Armenia, U.S.S.R.

ABSTRACT

A possibility to verify a number of cosmological hypotheses
by searching the cutoffs in spectra of ultrahigh energy
gamma-rays (UHEGR) from extragalactic sources is discussed.

\.

One of the most significant problems of cosmology is the nature of
the evolution of the Universe. Observationaldata being the basis of
contemporary cosmologicalmodels are not numerous: Hubble law of red-
shift for galaxies, element abundances, observation of cosmic microwave
background radiation (MBR). The significance of MBR discovery predicted
in the Big-Bang model should particularly be stressed. Meanwhile, radio-
astronomical measurements give an information on MBR only near the
Earth, i.e. at present epoch. Experimental confirmation of evolution of
MBR, i.e. its probing in remote epochs, might obviously present a dl-
rect verification of the hypothesis of hot expanding Universe. The car-
riers of similar cosmological information should be particles which,
firstly, effectively interact with MBR, and secondly, make it possible
to identify unambiguously the epoch of interaction.These requirements
are satisfied with gamma rays of ultrahigh energies (E,_ 10_ eV)
emitted by discrete sources at cosmological distances,u

The cross section of e+- e- pair production at photon-photon colli-
sions of gamma rays with isotropicallydistributed monoenergetic photons
depends only on parameter b:_ooE_/rn2c _ , E_ and _o_ being the ener-
gies of gamma rays and field photons, respectively. Starting from the
threshold value of b=l the cross section increases rapidly to the maxi-
mum at b:3, and then decreases slowly as _nb /1/. In the case of
Planckian distribution of MBR (temperatureTo - 2.7 K) the free path A
of gamma rays is minimal at E_-vIO _ eV being equal to _,8 kpc. A weak
• -£ " 4G
increase of _ o:E_n E_ at E_- 10 eV is explained by the decrease
of the cross section at b>_l, whereas at E_<< 10_s eV the free path

. _(E_ ) increases sharply due to the threshBld nature of the reaction
I1 II

owing to which gamma rays interact only with the Wien tall photons of

MBR. In the latter case a simple dependence of A on E_ takes place

. /1,2/: 3 "_

where V = Fn2c_//K_o_ . At E_ changing in the range (0.7+1.4).
•10_ eV, A changes in a wide _ange 1_+10_ Mpc. In Eq.(1), however,
the evolution of MBR is not taken into account, whereas it becomes es-
sential for R _ 100 Mpc. The evolution of the MBR in the Big-Bang model
being considered, the optical depth t with respect to palr production
is expressed in the form /2/:
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A possibility to verify a number of cosmological hypotheses 
by searching the cutoffs in spectra of ultrahigh energy 
gamma-rays (UHEGR) from extragalactic sources is discussed. 

One of the most significant problems of cosmology is the nature of 
the evolution of the Universe. Observational data being the basis of 
contemporary cosmological models are not numerous: Hubble law of red
shift for galaxies, element abundances, observation of cosmic microwave 
background radiation (MBR). The significance of MBR discovery predicted 
in the Big-Bang model should particularly be stressed. Meanwhile, radio
astronomical measurements give an information on MBR only near the 
Earth, i.e. at present epoch. Experimental confirmation of evolution of 
MBR, i.e. its probing in remote epochs, might obviously present a di
rect verification of the hypothesis of hot expanding Universe. The car
riers of similar cosmological information should be particles which, 
firstly, effectively interact with MBR, and secondly, make it possible 
to identify unambiguously the epoch of interaction. These requirements 
are satisfied with gallllla rays of ultrahigh energies (E" ~ 1013 eV) 
emitted by discrete sources at cosmological distances. 

The cross section of e+- e- pair production at photon-photon colli
sions of gamma rays with isotropical1y distributed monoenergetic photons 
depends only on parameter b=tiwEcI'/m2clf, £4 and 1\w being the ener-
gies of gamma rays and field photons, respectively. Starting from the 
threshold value of b=l the cross section increases rapidly to the maxi
mum at b=3, and then decreases slowly as bJ.t.nb /1/. In the case of 
Planckian distribution of MBR (temperature To = 2.7 K) the free path A 
of gamma rays is minimal at E.t""lOLS eV being equal to ""8 kpc. A weak 
increase of A cc E.rln-!E,t at E,t ~ 10 iii eV is explained by the decrease 
of the cross section at b~l, whereas at EJ « lOiS eV the free path 

~(E.r ) increases sharply due to the threshold nature of the reaction 
owing to which gamma rays interact only with the Wien "tail" photons of 
MBR. In the latter case a simple dependence of ). on E ~ takes place 
/1,2/: _! 

A(Ect)~lJ'10-2L~+ :v}rv-'] e
Y 

Mpc) (1) 

where \>= rn2c4/KroE~ . At E,t changing in the range (0.7+1.4). 
'lOi~ eV t ).. changes in a wide range 10'.,.10" Mp·c. In Eq. (1), however, 
the evolution of MBR is not taken into account, whereas it becomes es
sential for R ~ 100 Mpc. The evolution of the MBR in the Big-Bang model 
being considered. the optical depth ~ with respect to pair production 
is expressed in the form /2/: 
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where Zo 1 _

''= j
0

To =2.7 K is the present value of MBR temperature,Ea is the energy of
detected gamma rays, Ho is the Hubble constant, zo is the cosmological
redshift of the gamma-ray source, and _CL=_/p_ =_-Gp/3Wo _ . The
accuracy of Eq.(2) is acceptable if v[_-C£+Zo) -2] >3 . Since ob-
servable spectrum of gamma rays N(E_ ) is related to initial gamma-ray
spectrum of the source No (E_) by equation N = No.exp (-_), in the
energy/range of E_ , when _(E_) _1, a sharp cutoff of the spectrum
N(E#) should be expected. Eqs.(1) and (2) correspond to Planckian dis-
tribution of MBR. Meanwhile, the reliable data which are in good agree-
ment with this distribution correspond only to Rayleigh-Jeanspart of
the spectrum. Moreover, for submillimeter wavelengths there are intense-
ly discussed in literature possible deviations of MBR from Planckian
distribution, particularly due to comptonization of MBR /3/. The analy-
sis performed by Field and Perrenod /4/ indicates that current observat-
ional data do not contradict the comptonizationparameter y___0.05. The
deviations of MBR from Planckian distribution (y=O) may lead to notice-
able shift of expected cutoff energy Ec , determined by equation
t_(Ec ) = 1.

Thus, cutoff energy Ec of the spectrum N/No is defined by the dis-
tance R from the source, by the spectrum of MBR in submillimeter range,
and by the character of MBR evolution in time. Therefore there is a
unique opportunity to solve a number of urgent cosmological problems /2/.

i) Probing of submillimeterrange of MBR spectrum.

The distance R to the gamma-ray source with zo <<I being known, the
optical deptll_ depends mainly on MBR spectrum at submillimeterwave-
lengths. In Fig.1 the spectra N/No expected from a source at the dis-
tance R=5 Mpc (corresponding to distance of the nearest radiogalaxy
Cen A) are plottea Comptonization parameter y changes from 0 to 0.05,
the cutoff energy E¢ shifts down from 1.4 .lO_eV to 8.10_eV. It can
be seen from the figure that to obtain the comptonization parameter with
accuracy of _y = 0.01 the energy resolution of a detector should be

_<i0%.
i i ) QSOdi s_tance ranging.

Though most of astronomers are in agreement that the redshifts of
QSOs have a cosmological origin, there is not yet a final refutation of
the arguments brought in favour of the local placement of these surpris-
ing objects (see, e.g. /5/). Above we have discussed the possibility to
probe the submillimeter range of the MBRspectrum observing the sources
at well-known distances R. Supposing now that the spectrum of MBRis es-
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( 2) 

r (0 d ] 2 

g = 1 + ~Q+~cy3l J(i+X?J~+J2Xl 
o 

where 

To =2.7 K ; s the present va 1 ue of MBR tempera ture, E ~ is the energy of 
detected gamma rays, Ho is the Hubble constant, Zo is the cosmological 
redshift of the gamma-ray source, and ..n.=J/Pcr =$-rrGp/3Ho2. • The 
accuracy of Eq.(2) is acceptable if v[i-(i+~Gy2] >3 • Since ob
servable spectrum of gamma rays N(E6 ) is related to initial gamma-ray 
spectrum of the source No (E4 ) by equation N = No·exp (-1:"'), in the 
energy range of E4 ,when 1:"(E If ) ~ 1, a sharp cutoff of the spectrum 
N(E6') should be expected. Eqs.(1) and (2) correspond to Planckian dis
tribution of MBR. Meanwhile, the reliable data which are in qood aqree
n~nt with this distribution correspond only to Rayleigh-Jean~ part"of 
the spectrum. Moreover, for subrnillirneter wavelengths there are intense
ly discussed in literature possible deviations of MBR from Planckian 
distribution, particularly due to comptonization of MBR 13/. The analy
sis performed by Field and Perrenod /41 indicates that current observat
ional data do not contradict the comptonization parameter y ~ 0.05. The 
deviations of MBR from Planckian distribution (y=O) may lead to notice
able shift of expected cutoff energy Ec , determined by equation 

t"(Ec ) = 1. 

Thus, cutoff energy Ec of the spectrum NINo is defined by the dis
tance R from the source, by the spectrum of MBR in submillimeter range, 
and by the character of MBR evolution in time. Therefore there is a 
unique opportunity to solve a number of urgent cosmological problems 12/. 

i) Probing of submill imeter range of MBR spectrum. 

The distance R to the gamma-ray source with Zo «1 being known, the 
optical depth 1:: depends mainly on MBR spectrum at submillimeter wave
lengths. In Fig.1 the spectra NINo expected from a source at the dis
tance R=5 Mpc (corresponding to distance of the nearest radiogalaxy 
Cen A) are plottea. Comptonization parameter y. changes from a to O.O~, 
the cutoff energy Ec shifts down from 1.4 . 10 '"leV to 8 • 10 i3 eV. It can 
be seen from the figure that to obtain the comptonization parameter with 
accuracy of by = 0.01 the energy resolution of a detector should be 

:E: 10%. 
ii) QSO distance ranging. 

Though most of astronomers are in agreement that the redshifts of 
QSOs have a cosmological origin, there is not yet a final refutation of 
the arguments brought in favour of the local placement of these surpris
ing objects (see, e.g. 15/). Above we have discussed the possibility to 
probe the submillimeter range of the MBR spectrum observing the sources 
at well-known distances R. Supposing now that the spectrum of ~1BR is es-
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tablished with sufficient accuracy, it would be possible to carry out
model-independent estimations of the distances to the extraaalactic
sources: R = _(Ec ). To prove unambiguously the cosmological origin of
QSOs, it would be enough to observe even one QSO spectrum with cutoff
in the range Ec _ lOi_eV. Precise measurements of R is however a more
complicated problem. For example, to determine the value of R with ac-
curacy of_--50% the energy resolution of detectors should be _5%.
Moreover, when carrying out precise spectrometricmeasurements, it
should be taken into account that the secondary gamma rays produced at
development of relativistic electromagneticcascade in MBR field may
result in deviations of observed spectrum from the law N/No = exp (-_).
This is illustrated in Fig.2 where the spectrum of gamma rays which is
formed at R=IO0 Mpc from a source is shown. Numerical calculations have
been performed by Monte-Carlo simulation in accordance with /6/. As one
can see from the figure, the cutoff region is somewhat "smeared" around
the value of Ec expected from the condition A(Ec )=100 Mpc. It should
be noted, however, that the deflections of secondary electrons in mao-
netic field being taken into account, a detector with angular resolution
A_ _-_5 will not be sensitive to the photons of the electromagnetic
cascade, if H_3 -10-9 G.

i °
Y:Q_ Y:O,_ Y=O E I#,

2

z

........02 _ R=IOOMpc ,

1 a ..... HI , , ,,,,HJ ....... H

6 789 1011121_14_16 106 107 I0B Ec

(_,_1_;vl E_,m_
Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Provided the cosmological origin of redshifts of QSOs, it will be
possible to measure Hubble constant for distances R>_IO0 Mpc. In Fig.3
the spectra expected from a gamma-ray source with zo =0.025, correspond-
ing to R =100 Mpc (Ho =75 km/s Mpc) or to R=150 Mpc (Ha =50 km/s Mpc),
are given. For the choice of Ho from these two values, the energy reso-
lution of a detector should be not worse than 5%. For realization of
above mentioned problems most suitable objects seem to be nearest QSOs
3C 273 (zo =0.158) and 0241+622 (zo =0.043), for which the effects of
MBR evolution are not so significant.

.. 
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can see from the figure, the cutoff region is somewhat "smeared" around 
the value of E c expected from the condition ~(Ec )=100 Mpc. It should 
be noted, however, that the deflections of secondary electrons in maa
netic field being taken into account, a detector with angular resolution 
~e ~ 5 will not be sensitive to the photons of the electromagnetic 

cascade, if H ~3 '10-9 G. 
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Provided the cosmological orlgln of redshifts of QSOs, it will be 
possible to measure Hubble constant for distances R ~100 Mpc. In Fiq.3 
the spectra expected from a gamma-ray source with Zo =0.025, correspond
ing to R =100 Mpc (Ho =75 km/s Mpc) or to R=150 Mpc (Ho =50 km/s Mpc), 
are given. For the choice of Ho from these two values, the energy reso
lution of a detector should be not worse than 5%. For realization of 
above mentioned problems most suitable objects seem to be nearest QSOs 
3C 273 (zo =0.158) and 0241+622 (zo =0.043), for which the effects of 
MBR evolution are not so significant. 
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ill) Probing of MBRin remote epochs.

The observations of UHEGRfrom distant QSOswith Zo_ I will give
unique information on MBR in remote epochs. Since according to the model
of hot expanding Universe both temperature of MBRand energy of gamma
rays were (1+zo) times as great as the detected ones, expected cutoffs
will be (1+zo)=times shifted towards smaller energies. In the case of
Planckian distribution this follows directly from Eq.(2). In Fig.4 it is
seen that for different Zo the cutoffs should be expected in the wide
energy range 10_.lO_eV (solid curves). In the absence of MBRevolution
in time the spectra will be cut off near E,_-7 .lO_eV (dotted curve).
Since possible deviations of MBRspectrum _rom Planckian distribution
anu uncertainties of Ho cannot result in substantial changes of Ec from
the law EcOC(l+zo) "2, the observations of QSOswith zo_l may Qive unam-
biguous information on presence or absence of MBRevolution in'time. Ob-
viously, for these observations it is not necessary to have high energy _"
resolution of detectors.

In conclusion, it should be noted that correlated v_V observations
will enable one to establish unambiguously the nature of cutoffs expect-
ed in UHEGRspectra of QSOs and AGN: whether these cutoffs are related
to the absorption in MBRor they simply reflect the peculiarities in the
spectra of parent accelerated protons. Theoretically expected fluxes of
high-energy gammarays and neutrino from QSOs and AGNallow us to hope
that the considered possibilities can be realized (at least partially)
in the near future.

/i/ Gould R.J., Schreder G.P., Phys.Rev., 1967, 15___55,140.
/2/ Aharonian F.A., Atoyan A.M., Preprint, 1985.
/3/ Zeldovich Ya.B., Sunyaev R.A., Ap.Sp.Sci., 1969, 4_, 285.
/4/ Field G.B., Perrenod S.C., Ap.J., 1977, 215, 717.
/5/ Burbidge G., in: Objects of High Redshift-_--1980, D.99.
/6/ Aharonian F.A. et al. ,Ap.Sp.Sci., 1985 (in press).
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iii) Probing of MBR in remote epochs. 

The observations of UHEGR from distant QSOs with Zo ~ 1 will give 
unique information on r~BR in remote epochs. Since according to the model 
of hot expandin~ Universe both temperature of MBR and energy of gamma 
rays were (l+zo) times as great as the detected ones, expected cutoffs 
will be (1+zo)2times shifted towards smaller energies. In the case of 
Planckian distribution this follows directly from Eq.(2). In Fig.4 it is 
seen that for different Zo the cutoffs should be expected in the wide 
energy range 10~+lOt" eV (solid curves). In the absence of MBR evolution 
in time the spectra will be cut off near E ~7 • 10i3eV (dotted curve). 
Since possible deviations of MBR spectrum trom Planckian distribution 
ana uncertainties of Ho cannot result in substantial changes of Ec from 
the law EeOC: (1+zot2., the observations of QSOs with Zo ~1 may give unam
biguous information on presence or absence of MBR evolution in time. Ob
viously, for these observations it is not necessary to have high energy 
resolution of detectors. 

In conclusion, it should be noted that correlated K-v observations 
will enable one to establish unambiguously the nature of cutoffs expect
ed in UHEGR spectra of QSOs and AGN: whether these cutoffs are related 
to the absorption in MBR or they simply reflect the peculiarities in the 
spectra of parent accelerated protons. Theoretically expected fluxes of 
high-energy gamma rays and neutri no from QSOs and AGN a 110\,1 us to hope 
that the considered possibilities can be realized (at least partially) 
in the near future. 

/1/ Gould R.J., Schreder G.P. , Phys.Rev., 1967, 155, 140. 
/2/ Aharonian F.A., Atoyan A.M., Preprint, 1985. 
/3/ Zeldovich Ya.B., Sunyaev R.A. , Ap.Sp.Sci., 1969, 4, 285. 
/4/ Field G.B., Perrenod S.C., Ap.J., 1977, 215, 717.-
/5/ Burbidge G. , in: Objects of High Redshifr,-1980, 0.99. 
/6/ Aharonian F.A. et al. ,Ap.Sp.Sci., 1985 (in press). 
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ON SOME PROBLEMS OF GAMMA-ASTRONOMY

V.S.Berezins_y

Institute for Nuclear Research, USSR Academy 09 Sciences,
Moscow

V.L. Ginzburg

P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute o_ the ?ISSR Academy of Scien-
ces, Moscow I17924

V.S.Ptuskin

Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere and Radio Wave

Propagation, USSR Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitsk, Moscow
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I. Gamma-emission fro m young supernova remnants. Suppose

that inside a young (with an age ts_lOVs) remnant of mass _

_,I M_which is expanding at a velocity u _-IO _ /s there exists

a CR_(proton) source with a power Lot and a damping time _" >>

>>I07s. Such a source of accelerated particles may be a pulsar
or turbulence inside the remnant itself. Generation of various

emissions in young remnants was discussed in /I-S/. Undergoing

nuclear interactions in a remnant, protons generate secondary

particles (electrons, positrons, _-photons and neutrinos)

through q[-meson decays.

Let protons with a spectrum

be injected into a remnant (or accelerate inside it). Bere E

is the kinetic energy of a proton_ we assume below Eo=0.4 OeV.

The secondary _-emission that occurs in this case freely le-

aves the remnant if its thickness is smaller than the radiati-

on length Xra d (63 g/ca 2 for a hydrogen medium, 93 g/ca 2 for a

helium medium). This condition is fulfilled if the remnant age

a t,zx,,-,,:a') . LM/ [-E/ k X,-.,i/
The emission occurring in _[_ 2_ decays is effectively gene-
rated while the salter thickness passed by the relativistic

proton before it ]eaves the remnant i_ suffucuently largel
X_ XN , where XN _ _WpZ-,_p _ 70 g/ca , _p _ 3 IO-2bcmZ is

the inelastic pp interaction cross-sectlon. If protons stay

in the remnant for a time T_ts, the thickness passed by them
is more than the nuclear thickness, in t_e case

(for more details see ZI/). The total number of secondary _ -

photons emitted by the remnant for the time tN for the proton
spectrum (I) turns out to be equal to
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I. Gamma-emission from young supernova remnants. Suppose 
that i.nside a young (wi th an age ts': rO's) remnant of mass IS "V 

'V I M.which is expanding at a velocity u ..wIO" /s there exists 
a CR (proton) source with a power Lcr and a damping time '7:: » 
» I07s • Such a source of accelerated particles may be a pulsar 
or turbulence inside the remnant itself. Generation of various 
emissions in young remnants was discussed in /1-5/. Undergoing 
nuclear interactions in a remnant, protons generate secondary 
particles (electrons, positrons, ~ -photons and neutrinos) 
through 1f -meson decays. 

Let protons,with a spectrum -t 
Np (lz):: Ll- i) (Q - ;t) ~ (~c T i ) ( I) 

be injected into a remnant (or accelerate inside it). Here E 
is the kinetic energy of a proton: we assume below Eo=0.4 GeV. 
The secondary ~ -emission that occurs in this case freely le
aves the remnant if its thickness is smaller than the radiati
on length Xrad (63 g/cm2 for a hydrogen medium, 93 g/cm2 for a 
helium medium). This condition is fulfilled if the remnant age 

( Jf«. rAi )¥'r j 1/2 t S > tx = 3M
l 

-) ':: 2,8'/0 _1'\ tlQ..)(Ml )d(2) 
.. 41r tt l-r-i4J ~\') z.. X''"ad 

The em1SS1on occurrlng 1n 1Ic4> 2t decays 1S effectively gene-
rated whlle.,thematter thickness passed by the relativistic 
pr~ton before it leaves. the remnant i~ suffucuently ~arge~ 

OX "'X/II ' where 'Xi" ~ m p 6"rp'~ 70 g/cm , ~r" ~ 3 10 26cm is 
the inelastic pp interaction cross-section. If protons stay 
in the remnant for a time T ~ts' the thickness passed by them 
is more than the nuclear thickness, i.n the case 

1:,.(. ,t/v ':;;, ( ~Mc _ \ 1f~ .~ 10 f IJA )1/z.(lE-9) '3/-L (.to \ if2.g. (3) 
'B1Tti3 XIV J ~-Mc.? 1J XN ) 

(for more details see 11/). The total number of secondary r _ 
photons emitted by the remnant for the time tN for the proton 
spectrum (I) turns out to be equal to 
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_ere 4.._ 0.5 is the fraction of energy kept by the nucleon

after collisionT the quantity in brackets is the total number

of protons injected into the remnant; the values of _are

tabulated below for different [ (inclusive Tf_ -meson genera-

tion cross-sections are used),

2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6

_,_ 0.24 0.22 0.20 O.19 O.17 O.16

For the luminosity of the remnant and for a photon flux

from it we obtain from (4) (2.1 __ _ __ 2.6T R is the distance

to the source), ( _ ) -_t,.lao
(s )

Thus, for Los '_ IO38erq/s a young supernova remnant in the

Galaxy (R _ IO _pc) is a detectable _-source in the interval

from t_ _ I to tN -- 5 months after a flare. An account taken
of the-electron component increases the flux (5).

Note that if such remnants are main sources of galactic

CR, the required value of Lcr, depending on the value of adi-

abatic CR energy losses varies from Lcr ,_ IO_3erg/sec in the

model /I/ to Lcr _ 5 IO41erg/sec in the model /4/ (it is also

noted in /4/ that young remnants can also be the main sources

of antiprotons observed in CR). For Lcr _ IO43erg/s the dis-

cussed _ -emission could be registered by detectors of the ty- o

pe of those planned for the GRO station in the case of flares

in other galaxies.

2. Annihilation line. Positrons which occur in a rem-

nant under _+ meson decays are decelerated (outside the ac-

celeration region), annihilate and give the line E[ = O.511
MeV.

For th_ remnant age ts exceeding the recombination time
tr = 3.4 IO s the longest positron deceleratlon stage is the

process of ionization losses from the critical energy Ec (de-
termined in the cascade theory) to the.nonrelativistic energy. _

In this case- _ = b _ 2 MeV/g.cm -z. The thicknes within
which there occurs deceleration zs xb = Ec/b. The respective
age of the remnant for which the positron decelerates down to

the nonrelativistic energy is given by (for a hydrogen rem-

nant Ec = 350 MeV, for a helium remnant Ec = 250 MeV) z
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. / I ) 2 rrr e (~-2 I.~,-.I:!!:) N~ 1£'1:> 00 M~ V ;:: - (4) 
" .1-J.~-i ~-i I3. t 

Here ~ ~ 0.5 is the fraction of energy kept by the nucleon 
after collision: the quantity in brackets is the total number 
of protons injected into the remnantr the values of ~~~are 
tabulated below for different r (inclusiverrc -meson genera
tion cross-sections are used): 

2.I 
0.24 

2.2 
0.22 

2.3 
0.20 

2.4 
0.I9 

2.5 
0.17 

2.6 
0.I6 

For the luminosity of the remnant and for a photon flux 
from it we obtain from (4) (2.1 ~ r ~ 2.6: R is the distance 
to the source) I (' 3~ ) .1 

N({(;i~IODMeV)'~@\3d-2/~).i04() Lu lloerj/:1 S· I . ''l 

- - ~) Nt ( -6(L /' '3! \(,~~ (5) 'r ~ l E~ ~ IDD Me \j ::kirRl. 'X i, i -,2. if)' to q- to erJ/S ) R. )Ch\~ 2. S ·1 

Thus, for Lcr .~ r0 38erq/s a young supernova remnant in the 
Galaxy (R "'" 10 J<"pc) is a detectable ~ -source in the interval 
from tt ~ I to tN - 5 months after a flare. An account taken 
of the electron component increases the flux (5). 

Note that if such remnants are main sources of galactic 
CR, the required value of Lcr, depending on the value of adi
abatic CR energy losses varies from Lcr ~ro43erg/sec in the 
model /I/ to Lcr~ 5 Io4Ierg/sec in the model /4/ (it is also 
noted in /4/ that young remnants can also be the main sources 
of antiprotons observed in CR). For !'cr I'- I043erg/s the dis
cussed ~ -emission could be registered by detectors of the ty
pe of those planned for the GRO station in the case of flares 
in other galaxies. 

2. Annihilation line. Positrons which 
nant under 'Tr+ meson decays are decelerated 
celeration region), annihilate and give the 
MeV. 

occur in 
(outside 
line E'I 

a rem
the ac-
= O.SII 

For thg remnant age ts exceeding the recombination time 
tr = 3.4 IO s the longest positron deceleration stage is the 
process of ionization losses from the critical energy Ec (de
termined in the,~ascade theory) to the

2
nonrelativistic energy. 

'In this case - ~ = b ":Ie 2 MeV/g.cm- • "["he thicknes within 
which there occurs deceleration is xb = Ec/b. The respective 
age of the remnant for which the positron decelerates down to 
the nonrelativistic enerqy is given by (for a hydrogen rem
nant Ec = 350 MeV, for a helium remnant Ec = 250 MeV) t 

t () .= I 3 /'II<. E _ \ if: b It. \ •• J~ (tl Y" l' \ c' g \ '12. (3 SO \ l/1 
o \'81rti~Ec) I v M~} 17) ~EcJ $ 

(6) 
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A nonrelativistic positron annihilates more rapidly.

A positron decelerated by the moment

I _ _ _ _ (_ _ _ _A_'_ '_ ( _ _ _ _0_ _'_/_ /'_" _ _i_=,, _ =_,3.1o I_ t_ _ |_} (7)t,/_¢,/ ', 1._ - \ =( _ 2_ 2
annihilates within the remnant. Here _.¢= Et-_z-2.5 IO- _cm ,

NA=6 IO 23. Hence, the effective emission annihilation lasts

from t -_ I to tb_ 3 months. The total number of annihilation

photons emitted for this period is described by a formula ana-

logous to (4) ( q_, _ _.2 _),

_ , - J g-_'. E_ ( /_
The estimate for the flux F_(E_=O.5 MeV) colncides approxima-
tely with (5).

The possibility to observe an annihilation line depends

on the emission level in a continuum which is created by se-

condary positrons and electrons in the remnant. (It can be

easily estimated that if all primary and secondary CR do not

leave the remnant, the generation power _-e _ of the compo-

nent is about Lcr/6 and the annihilation line takes up 2 IO _

Lcr. A further calculation of the background near E =O.5ITM_I/

depends on the values of the magnetic field and of the ther-

mal radiation density in the remnant). _f_ however, the whole
remnant is involved in the effective CR acceleration, the ener-

gy losses of positrons may prove inessential and the estimate

(8) will be largely overestimated.

3. Emission of neutrinos. Decay of charged p£ons in a

high-energy neutrinos. In this

remnant causes generation of _ (_I'_" _r p- _" _" , (9)
2.2 2.3 2.4 2,5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0

I03(qv+_h) 94.6 69.8 51.9 38 I 29.7 22.8 17 7 I3.8 'IOe9

_ • •
Neutrino emission starts at the moment tlr(E) beginning from
which pious with the Lorentz-factor _ decay at the length of

their free path (_.Eis the cross-section of'/$-N scattering,

is the lifetime of a resting pion)s

(,o,k4_r m_--u_ / IOz [
The bright phase ends at ts_,t N.

To detect neutrinos, it is convenient to use muon pro-

duction in the reactions V_ + N-_ +_ underground around the

underground muon detector. At E./_>_ 30-50 GeV the muon keeps
the direction of the parent neutrino, which indicates the di-

rection to the source. Transparency of the Earth for neutrino

with E v =IO-IO3GeV makes it possible to eliminate the backgro-
und of atmospheric muons.

The number of muons which are produced by interaction bet-

ween neutrinos and ground nuclei and which passed through a de-
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A nonrelativistic positron annihilates more rapidly. 
A positron decelerated by __ the moment _ 

t = (3f'J\do G IVA \*: . '1-(M )~lz. (!Q.~ \'3/i ('3';O)i/t. (7) 
AI\,. <6.;>.,) .-3,310 M ) l"" 

c::t1'u f!) 1.1 c::c: 252 
annihilates within the remnant. Here ~c= Tr\l=2.s IO- cm, 
NA=6 I023. Hence, the effective emission annihilation lasts 
from t "-' I to tb'V 3 months. The total number of annihilation 
photons emitted for this period is described by a formula ana-
logous to ( 4 ) ( If''ff't ~ 1.2 'i" uC ) I . 

Nt(£X= 01 SH fits") ~ 2fltt (i-J.. ~~1-ti, ~. ~ ·tt-~ -t¥) (8) 

The estimate for the flux F~(EX=O.s MeV) coincides approxima
tely with (5). 

The possibility to observe an annihilation line depends 
on the emission level in a continuum which is created by se
condary positrons and electrons in the remnant. (It can be 
easily estimated that if all primary and secondary CR do not 
leave the remnant, the generation power e-e+ of the compo
nent is about Lcr/6 and the annihilatton line takes up 2 IO~ 
JJcr. A further calculation of the background near E =0. sI!M~V 
depends on the valu~s of the magnetic field and of the ther
mal radiation density in the remnant). If, however, the whole 
remnant is involved in the effective CR acceleration, the ener
gy losses of positrons may prove inessenti.al and the estimate 
(8) will be largely overestimated. 

3. Emission of neutrinos. Decay of charged pions in a 
remnant causes generation of high-energy neutrinos. In this 

case N - (t)dE = (If (f;_). ~(!~!). ~ .(€ )-~ d£ 
Y,.tl-',.. 11",,+ Tv!'" i-.J..V ~c E t E, (9) 

~ 2.2 2.3 2.4 2 p S 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9. 3.0 
I03(~II ... +~~) 94.6 69.8 sI.9 38.1 29.7 22.817.7 .I3.8 ·10.9 
Neutrlno remission starts at the moment t.'tt'(f} beginning from 
which pions with the Lorentz-factor r decay at the length of 
their free path (Z.tr is the cross-sect ion of 'ltN scattering, 
is th~ lifetime of a resting pion). 

i (' r\ ::: (""3 M <!53C c 't":rr )'1/ '!, r i/'3 _ C • '2 fll \113 (\ 09 
) ,- 1(~ 

11"") J ." - L::)· 10 M - S 
~ 7r Wlrr 'U Y 1"\ ¢ I \.l 

1J1he bright phase ends at ts ..... tN. 

(ro) 

To detect neutrinos, it is convenient to use muon pro
duction in the reactions Y"" + N -?' r + X underground around the 
underground muon detector. At Er- ~ 30-50 GeV the muon keeps 
the direction of the parent neutrino, which indicates the di
rection to the source. ~ransparency of the Earth for neutrino 
wi th E V =10-103GeV makes it possible to eliminate the backgro
und of atmospheric muons. 

The number of muons which are produced by interaction bet
ween neutrinos and ground nuclei and which passed through a de-
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tector of area S for the time tN is eqhal to (the inclusive

cross-sections Y_ + N-_ +_ are used in the calculations, the

values J<_(E) are tabulated). _[>E#)= K_ _i0kp_/_)_.(Z_r/f0_er_/_).

[li00  l-(.NI °
G@V _ 2:1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6

30 40 2T 8.8 3.5 ]_.4 0.54
zoo 36 Z9 7.7 2.9 Z.I 0.4_

zoo0 22 IO 3.7 1.3 0.4_ O.14

Thus, the existing underground muqn detectors (S=I25 m z)

can register high-enerffv neutrinos from a young SN remnant in

our Galaxy for Lcr> _ IO4_/erg/s. _

4. The CR oriqin and _-emission from Maqel!anic Clouds. The
gamma-astronomical data make it possible to establish the CR

intensity gradient in the Galaxy. But the available results

are contradictory /7,8/. Zf, according to /7/, in the gamma-

range of 300 MeV_E< 5 GeT _he radia1_ive oapa0it_ is really

constant up to the distances R_20 Epc from the galactic cen-

tre, the CR halo must be very large. Then a rather effective

reflection of CR would occur at the halo boundaries (CR are

now assumed to go_freely out of the halo /9/). The results of

/7/ conform to the metagalactic model of the origin of the CR

proton-nuclear component. We believe, as before, /IO/ that

metagalactic models are impro_ble _th[s does not refer to CR
with a very high energy E>_IO--IOZ_eV). Metagalactic models

can be verified by measuring gamma-luminosity from Magellanic

Clouds /_,4/, The most reliable and weakly depending on dif-

ferent assumptions is in this case the measurement of_=_¢/_ad
the ratio of gamma-lumlnosities of the Small and Large Magel-

lanic Clouds, say, for E_>IO0 MeV. In metagalactic models /% :
=0.56-0.68 depending on the value of the mass of the Clouds

used /4/. Respective measurements can be carried out only

with the help of the next generation of gamma-telescopes.
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tector of area S for the time tN is equal to (the inclusive 
cross-sections Y}o; + N -'? f + X are used in the calculations, the 
values J<'t(E) are tabulated) I n,... t~E,M)~ KK (1D kpc/R)Z. (Lc,)I042-era/3). 

E,v. 'l~/iOOM2). (iN /10tS) (II) 

GeV X 2 .. I 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 
30 40 2 I 8 .8 3 • 5 I • 4 0 • 54 
100 36 19 7.7 2.9 1.1 0.41 
1000 22 10 3.7 1.3 0.41 0.14 

Thus, the existing underground mu~n detectors ($=125 m2.) 
can register high-energy neutrinos from a young SN remnant in 
our Galaxy for Lcr ~ IO'1L erg/s. ' 
4. The CR origin and X-emission from ~1aqellanic Clouds. The 
gamma-astronomical data make it possible to establish the CR 
intensity gradient in the G,alaxy. But the available results 
are contradictory /7,8/. If, according to /7/, in the gamma
range of 300 Mev<:K <: 5 GeT the radiative capacity is really 
constant up to the distances R"-' 20 Kpc from the galactic cEm'"!! 
tre, the CR halo must be very large. Then a rather effective 
reflection of CR would occur at the halo boundaries (CR are 
now assumed to go_freely out of the halo /9/). The results of 
/7/ conform to the metagalactic model of the origin of the CR 
proton-nuclear component. We believe, as before, /10/ that 
metagalactic models are improy,ble ~this does not refer to CR 

wi th a very high energy E *' IO°' _101 eV). Metagalactic models 
can be verified by measuring gamma-luminosity from Magellanic 
Clouds /tt,4/. The most reliable and weakly depending on dif
ferent assumptions is in this case the measurement of A,::, ~c/~I\C:' 
the ratio of gamma-luminosities of the Small and Large Magel
lanic Clouds, say, for Ea>IOO MeV. In metaga1actic models 6 = 
=0.56-0.68 depending on the value of the mass of the Clouds 

used /4/. Respective measurements can be carried out only 
with the help of the next generation of gamma-telescopes. 
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THE LOCAL INTERSTELLAR MEDIUM AND GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY

F. LESRUN_D J. P_L
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Centre d'Etudes Nucl_aires de Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-yvette CEDEX, France

ABSTRACT

The recent improvement of the calibration of the galaxy

counts used as an interstellar-absorption tracer modifies

significantly the pictureof the local interstellar medium

(ISM). Consequently, previous analyses of the 7-ray

emission from the local ISM involving galaxy counts have to

be revised. In this paper, we consider the implications

regarding the cosmic-ray (CR) density in the local ISM, and
in particular within Loop I, a nearby supernova remnant

(SNR).

i. Introduction Since the initial proposal of Puget eta;. (1) to use

interstellar absorption as a total-gas tracer, galaxy counts have been widely

adopted to predict the interstellar 7-ray emission (2,3,4,5). However, all

these analyses rely on the uniformity of the gas to dust ratio, which has been

often questionned (6,7,8), casting some doubt on the validity of galaxy

counts used as gas tracer, principally in the Oph-Sag region of the sky, where

extremely large gas column-densities are suggested by galaxy counts. The

7-ray fluxes observed in that region would indicate even larger column

densities; however, it has been argued that these high 7-ray fluxes are due to

an enhancement of the CR intensity within the Loop I (North Polar Spur) SNR

(9,10). Moreover, Lebrun (11) shown that the gas density in Oph-Sag cannot be

as high as indicated by both galaxy counts and 7-ray data. He suggested that

the low galaxy counts in Oph-Sag results from a degradation of the

detectability of faint galaxies, due to a high field-star density rather than

overabundant dust, and he proposed to attribute the 7-ray excess to Loop I.

Recently, Lebrun (12) demonstrated that indeed, the detectability of galaxies

depends strongly on the star density and that such an effect is strongest in

Oph-Sag. In the following, we aim to investigate the implications of this

finding on the interpretation of the locally produced diffuse 7-ray emission.

2. The data Our analysis uses the celestial 7-ray intensity I , and the total
7

gas column-density NH, derived from galaxy counts. We basically follow the

method described in our previous paper (13), with the two exceptions that the

galaxy counts are now corrected for the effect of field stars (12), and that

the angular resolution of theT-ray telescope is taken into account.
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ABSTRACT 

The recent improvement of the calibration of the galaxy 
counts used as an interstellar-absorption tracer modifies 
significantly the picture.-of' the local interstellar medium 
(ISM). Consequently, previous analyses of the ~-ray 

emission from the local ISM involving galaxy counts have to 
be revised. In this paper, we consider the implications 
regarding the cosmic-ray (CR) density in the local ISM, and 
in particular' within Loop I, a nearby supernova remnant 
(SNR) • 

1. Introduction Since the ini tial proposal of Puget et lIl. (1) to use 

interstellar absorption as a total-gas tracer, galaxy counts have been widely 

adopted to predict the interstellar ~-ray emission (2,3,4,5). However, all 

these analyses rely on the uniformity Of the gas to dust ratio, which has been 

often questionned (6,7,8), casting some doubt on the validity of galaxy 

counts used as gas tracer, principally in the Oph-Sag region of the sky, where 

extremely large gas column-densities are suggested by galaxy counts. The 

~-ray fluxes observed in that region would indicate even larger column 

densities; however, it has been argued that these high ~-ray fluxes are due to 

an enhancement of the CR intensity within the Loop I (North Polar Spur) SNR 

(9,10). Moreover, Lebrun (11) shown that the gas density in Oph-Sag cannot be 

as high as indicated by both galaxy counts and ~-ray_ data. He suggested that 

the low galaxy counts in Oph-Sag results from a degradation of the 

detectability of faint galaxies, due to a high field-star density rather than 

overabundant dust, and he proposed to attribute the ~-ray excess to Loop I. 

Recently, Lebrun (12) demonstrated that indeed, the detectability of galaxies 

depends strongly on the star density and that such an effect is strongest in 

Oph-Sag. In the following, we aim to investigate the implications of this 

finding on the interpretation of the locally produced diffuse ~-ray emission. 

2. The data Our analysis uses the celestial ~-ray intensity I , and the total 
~ 

gas column-density N
H

, derived from galaxy counts. We basically follow the 

method described in our previous paper (13), with the two exceptions that the 

galaxy counts are now corrected for the effect of field stars (12), and that 

the angular resolution of the· ~-ray telescope is taken into account. 
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The 7-ray intensity in two energy ranges (35<E <i00 MeV and
7

E >i00 MeV), was derived from the SAS-2 data base (14), taking into account7

the instrumental energy response [for details see ref. (13)]. The value of NH

was estimated via the interstellar adsorption derived from the Lick galaxy

counts (15) assuming NH=2.gxI02_ log(50/N g_ atom cm -= , where N are theg

corrected galaxy counts.

3. Comparison of 7-ray flux and qas column density A relation of the form

I =(q/4_)NH+I B was assumed, and the expected counts were obtained by7

convolving the quantity ExI with the angular response of $AS-2 (E is the sky7

exposure). In order to determine q and IB for each energy range, a maximum

likelihood method was applied on 25 sq. deg. Dins [for details see ref. (4)

and (13)]. The analysis has been restricted to galactic latitude Ib[>10 deg.;

The resulting q and IB values are given in Table i.

Table 1

Energy range (MeV) 35-100 >i00

(All sky)

q/4_ (10-26s-lsr -I) 3.60±0.33 1.84±0.15

IB (10-5s-lsr -I) 9.70±0.56 1.92±0.21

(Loop I onlY)

q/4_ (10-26s-lsr -I) 6.22±1.00 2.06±0.29
-i

I B (10-5s-lsr ) 11.2±1.72 2.33±0.41

(Remaining sky)

q/4_ (10-26s-lsr -I) 2.29±0.31 1.67±0.16
-i

IB (10-5s-lsr ) 9.30±0.56 1.78±0.21

This analysis give the opportunity to map the regions of the sky where the

oDserved 7-ray intensity I°bs differs from the expected one:
7

exp

17 =(q/4_)NH+I B. For each sky bin, we have computed in both energy ranges the
i obs Iexpexcess intensity _I = - . Figure 1 gives, for each energy range, a map7 7 7

of the excess significance.
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The 1-ray intensity in two energy ranges (35<E <100 MeV and 
1 

E >100 MeV), was derived from the SAS-2 data base (14), taking into account 
'Y 

the instrumental energy response [for details see ref. (13) J. The value of NH 

was estimated via the interstellar absorption derived from the Lick galaxy 

counts (15) assuming N
H

=2.9XI0 21 l09(50/Nc) atom cm- 2 , where Ng are the 

corrected galaxy counts. 

3. Comparison of l-ray flux and gas column density A relation of the form 

l
1

=(q/41T)N
H
+l

B 
was assumed, and the expected counts were obtained by 

convolving the quantity Exl with the angular response of SAS-2 (E is the sky 
'Y 

exposure). In order to determine q and lB for each energy range, a maximum 

likelihood method was applied on 25 sq. deg. bins [for details see ref. (4) 

and (13) J. The analysis has been restricted to galactic latitude I b 1>10 deg.; 

The resulting q and lB values are given in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Energy range (MeV) 35-100 >100 

(All sky) 
-26 -1 -1 

q/41T (10 s sr ) 3.60±0.33 1.84±0.15 
-5 -1 -1 

IB (10 s sr ) 9.70±0.56 1.92tO.21 

(Loop I only) 
-26 -1 -1 

q/41T (10 s sr ) 6.22±1.00 2.06tO.29 
-5 -1 -1 

lB (10 s sr ) 11.2±1. 72 2.33tO.41 

(Remaining Sky) 
-26 -1 -1 

q/41T (10 s sr ) 2.29±0.31 1.67±0.16 
-5 -1 -1 

lB (10 s sr ) 9.30±0.56 1. 78±0.21 

This analysis give the opportunity to map the regions of the sky where the 

observed 'Y-ray intensity lObS differs from the expected one: 
1 

l exp=(q/41T)N +I • For each sky bin, we have computed in both energy ranges the 
'Y H B 

excess intensity LH =Iobs_lexp. Figure 1 gives, for each energy range, a map 
'Y 'Y 'Y 

of the excess significance. 

.. 
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Figure i. Galactic maps of the statistical significance S of the 7-ray

intensity excess AI (see text). The four tones of grey, from light to dark,

refer respectively Tto S<IG, IG<S<2G, 2G<S<3G, S>3G. Blank denotes regions

not used. Upper map: 35<E <100 MeV; lower map: E >i00 MeV.
7 7

&. Discussion Our analysis does not modify the well admitted agreement

between the predicted emisslon from total gas and the observed 7-ray

intensity. However, the bins where the observed 7-ray flux are significantly

in excess with respect to the relation I =(q/4_)NH+I B derived over the whole7

sky, seem to concentrate, particularly at low energy, in a wide region, which

also contains the most prominent radio feature associated with Loop I.
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Figure 1. Galactic maps of the statistical significance S of the r-ray 
intensity excess 61 (see text). The four tones of grey, from light to dark, 
refer respectively r to S<lo-, 10-<S<20-, 20-<S<30-, S>30-. Blank denotes regions 
not used. Upper map: 35<E <100 MeV; lower map: E >100 MeV. 

r r 

4. Discussion Our analysis does not modify the well admitted agreement 

between the predicted emis~ion from total gas and the observed r-ray 

intensi ty. However, the bins where the observed r-ray flux are significantly 

in excess with respect to the relation 1r=(q/4~)NH+1B derived over the whole 

sky, seem to concentrate, particularly at low energy, in a wide region, which 

also contains the most prominent radio feature associated with Loop I. 
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In order to substantiate this impression, we have repeted our

analysis in two distinct regions in the sky: (i) a roughly circular zone, of

70 deg. radius, coinciding with the radio profile of Loop I (16), and (ii) the

remaining sky. The resulting q and IB values are given in Table i. The most

striking result is the very large and significant (~3.7_) difference between

the 7-ray emissivities q, measured inside and outside Loop I at low energy

(35-100 MeV). At higher energies, the effect is only marginal. It should be

noted that this difference in emissivity is not accompanied by a variation of

the background estimates which are almost identical.

A similar 7-ray excess has been reported in the COS-B data

(E >70 MeV), for 2<50 deg. and b>10 deg. (5,17), but with no counterpart for
7

b<-10 deg. and still clearly visible beyond 300 MeV. On the other hand, our

result is qualitatively in agreement with that obtained by Bhat et a; (i0),

using the same 7-ray data base. We feel that a more detailed study of the

structure of the excess, involving in particular the COS-B survey, is

required to firmly confirm the rather attractive possibility of an enhanced

CR intensity within the Loop I SNR, but this runs out the limitations of the

present paper. However, it should be clear that the average 7-ray emissivity

in the solar neighbourhood (2,4,5,13,17), and the inferred CR spectra

(&,13,18) appear now rather meaningless, since significant variations are

present.
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INVERSE-COMPTONGAMMARAYS IN THE GALAXY

J.B.G.M. Bloemen

Laboratory for Space Research Leiden

P.O. Box 9504, 2300 RA Lelden, The Netherlands

I. Introduction. Various studies of the high-energy (550 MeV) gamma-

ray observations obtained by the SAS-2 and COS-B satellites have

indicated that the major part of the galactic gamma-ray emission should

most probably be attributed to cosmic-ray-matter interactions in the
interstellar medium. Correlation studies between the observed distribu-

tions of the gamma-ray intensity and the interstellar gas density

therefore give insight into the distribution of cosmic-ray (CR) particles

throughout the Galaxy (see e.g. Bloemen et al., 0G3.1-6). An additional

contribution to the observed diffuse gamma-ray emission, however,

originates from the interaction of CR electrons with interstellar photons

through the inverse-Compton (IC) process. Several authors have studied

this component (e.g. Cowsik and Voges, 1974; Shukla and Paul, 1976;

Piccinotti and Bignami, 1976; Bignami and Piccinotti, 1977; Kniffen and

Fichtel, 1981), but the uncertainties were large since only limited

information on the interstellar photon field throughout the Galaxy was

available. Most works showed the IC contribution to be small (particular-

ly outside the very central region of the Galaxy), but Kniffen and

Fichtel (1981) concluded from the most detailed analysis until now that

the IC radiation may account for a significant part of the observed

gamma-ray emission from the inner Galaxy.

Compton gamma rays with energies > i MeV largely result from

scattering between electrons, with energies > I00 MeV, and photons in the

optical and infrared range and the 2.7 K universal blackbody radiation.

This paper presents an empirical model of the IC gamma-ray production

in the Galaxy, using the most recent estimate of the interstellar

electron spectrum given by Webber (1983) and a combination of optical and

infrared observations to determine the galactic distribution of the

various components of the interstellar photon field. Compared to previous

works, the present analysis has a significantly improved precision since

the spectral distribution of the IC source function as well as that of

the interstellar photon field are more accurately taken into account. In

addition, the exact evaluation of the IC process is applied and different

electron distribution models are considered. A detailed description of

the work is given by Bloemen (1985).

2. The source function of the IC process. The general evaluation of

the IC mechanism (based on the exact Compton cross section; Klein-Nishina

formula), as discussed by e.g. Blumenthal and Gould (1970), is applied.

The generally applied Thomson approximation is not appropriate, because

it leads to serious overestimation of the gamma-ray production above

~i00 MeV for a large part of the photon field (Schickeiser, 1979) and

because the electron spectrum shows a continuous steepening with increa-

sing energy, that cannot accurately be taken into account i_ the Thomson

limit. The volume emissivity S of gamma rays with energy Ey produced by

IC scatterin_ of electrons and target photons with energy _ and energy
density u(_,r), at position _ in the Galaxy, is given by

S(Ey,_) = _ s(Ey,_,_) u(_,r)d_ (ph cm-3 s-I MeV-I), (I)

• 
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1. Introduction. Various studies of the high-energy (~50 MeV) gamma
ray observations obtained by the SAS-2 and COS-B satellites have 
indicated that the major part of the galactic gamma-ray emission should 
most probably be attributed to cosmic-ray-matter interactions in the 
interstellar medium. Correlation studies between the observed distribu
tions of the gamma-ray intensity and the interstellar gas density 
therefore give insight into the distribution of cosmic-ray (CR) particles 
throughout the Galaxy (see e.g. Bloemen et al., OG3.1-6). An additional 
contribution to the observed diffuse gamma-ray emission, however, 
originates from the interaction of CR electrons with interstellar photons 
through the inverse-Compton (IC) process. Several authors have studied 
this component (e.g. Cowsik and Voges, 1974; Shukla and Paul, 1976; 
Piccinotti and Bignami, 1976; Bignami and Piccinotti, 1977; Kniffen and 
Fichte1, 1981), but the uncertainties were large since only limited 
information on the interstellar photon field throughout the Galaxy was 
available. Most works showed the IC contribution to be small (particular
ly outside the very central region of the Galaxy), but Kniffen and 
Fichtel (1981) concluded from the most detailed analysis until now that 
the IC radiation may account for a significant part of the observed 
gamma-ray emission from the inner Galaxy. 

Compton gamma rays with energies > 1 MeV largely result from 
scattering between electrons, with energies >100 MeV, and photons in the 
optical and infrared range and the 2.7 K universal blackbody radiation. 
This paper presents an empirical model of the IC gamma-ray production 
in the Galaxy, using the most recent estimate of the interstellar 
electron spectrum given by Webber (1983) and a combination of optical and 
infrared observations to determine the galactic distribution of the 
various components of the interstellar photon field. Compared to previous 
works, the present analysis has a significantly improved precision since 
the spectral distribution of the IC source function as well as that of 
the interstellar photon field are more accurately taken into account. In 
addition, the exact evaluation of the IC process is applied and different 
electron distribution models are considered. A detailed description of 
the work is given by Bloemen (1985). 

2. The source function of the Ie process. The general evaluation of 
the IC mechanism (based on the exact Compton cross section; Klein-Nishina 
formula), as discussed by e.g. Blumenthal and Gould (970), is applied. 
The generally applied Thomson approximation is not appropriate, because 
it leads to serious overestimation of the gamma-ray production above 
~lOO MeV for a large part of the photon field (Schickeiser, 1979) and 
because the electron spectrum shows a continuous steepening with increa
sing energy, that cannot accurately be taken into account i~ the Thomson 
limit. The volume emissivity S of gamma rays with energy Ey produced by 
IC scatterin,& of electrons and target photons with energy e: and energy 
density u(e:,i), at position t in the Galaxy, is given by 
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where s is the IC source function, depending on the CR electron spectrum.

The local electron spectrum is taken from the review of Webber (1983)

(Figure i). Figure 2 presents the resultant IC source function for some
selected wavelengths of the interstellar radiation field. The IC

production of gamma rays above ~50 MeV, on which this analysis is

concentrated, is entirely due to electrons with energy E > 1 GeV (and for

the far-infrared target photons only to electron,,_ with E > i0 GeV).

Therefore, the uncertainties in the electron spectrum below -400 MeV

are of only minor importance.

Only very little is known about the variation of the spectral

distribution of electrons with position in our Galaxy nor in other

Galaxies. There are no strong indications for large-scale variations of

the spectral shape from low-frequency radio observations, but these
observations are restricted to the low-energy part of the electron

spectrum. For the high-energy part, synchrotron and IC losses, which vary

throughout the Galaxy, may produce spectral differences. It is assumed in

this paper that the spectral shape does not strongly vary throughout the

Galaxy. On this assumption, large-scale variations of the CR electron

density in the Galaxy can be accounted for by an absolute scaling of the

local electron spectrum, and the same scaling applies then to the IC
source function.

3. The interstellar photon field. The interstellar radiation field from

the UV to the mm range can be thought of as being composed of three

components, each governing different parts of the spectrum. The UV,

optical, and near-infrared ranges of the spectrum (0.I _m_< %<_ 8 pm) are

dominated by direct stellar emission. The emission in the mid- and far-

infrared region (% >_8 pm, up to wavelengths in the submm range) is nearly

entirely from dust grains. The third component is the 2.7 K universal

blackbody background at an average wavelength of ~2 mm, wiLh an energy
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Figure 1: The local interstellar electron 
spectrum used in the present analysis 
(thick line), taken from the review of 
Webber (1983). The thi n 1 i nes i ndi cate 
electron spectra used in previous IC 
studies: (1) Shukla and Paul (1976), 
(2) Piccinotti and Bignami (1976), 
(3) Kniffen and Fichtel (1981), and 
(4) Fichtel and Kniffen (1984). 

Figure 2: The differential local IC 
gamma- ray source functions as a functi on 
of gamma- ray energy for sel ected 
wavelengths of the target interstellar 
radiation field (E,2 in MeV2), 

where s is the IC source function, depending on the CR electron spectrum. 
The local electron spectrum is taken from the review of Webber (1983) 
(Figure 1). Figure 2 presents the resultant IC source function for some 
selected wavelengths of the interstellar radiation field. The IC 
production of gamma rays above ~50 MeV, on which this analysis is 
concentrated, is entirely due to electrons with energy E > 1 GeV (and for 
the far-infrared target photons only to electronrJ with E > 10 GeV). 
Therefore, the uncertainties in the electron spectrum below ~400 MeV 
are of only minor importance. 

Only very little is known about the variation of the spectral 
distribution of electrons with position in our Galaxy nor in other 
Galaxies. There are no strong indications for large-scale variations of 
the spectral shape from low-frequency radio observations, but these 
observations are restricted to the low-energy part of the electron 
spectrum. For the high-energy part, synchrotron and IC losses, which vary 
throughout the Galaxy, may produce spectral differences. It is assumed in 
this paper that the spectral shape does not strongly vary throughout the 
Galaxy. On this assumption, large-scale variations of the CR electron 
density in the Galaxy can be accounted for by an absolute scaling of the 
local electron spectrum, and the same scaling applies then to the IC 
source function. 

3. The interstellar photon field. The interstellar radiation field from 
the UV to the nun range can be thought of as being composed of three 
components, each governing different parts of the spectrum. The UV, 
optical, and near-infrared ranges of the spectrum (0.1 V m :$ A:$ 8 V m) are 
dominated by direct stellar emission. The emission in the mid- and far
infrared region O. ~ 8 vm, up to wavelengths in the subnnn range) is nearly 
entirely from dust grains. The third component is the 2.7 K universal 
blackbody background at an average wavelength of ~2 nnn, wiLh an energy 

.. 
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Table i: Total IC emissivities at characteristic locations in the Galaxy. The electron
spectrum is assumed to be equal to the ?ocal spectrum at each position (see Section 4).

E(MeV) z(kpc) S(photoncm "_s I MeV _)

R=3 kpc R=5 kpc R=8 kpc R= 10kpc R= 13kpc

I 1.0 4.8 10 2_ 2.6 10 25
0.5 6.5 10 2s 2.8 10 zs
0 7,2 10 z_ 1.2 10 24 5.9 10 25 3.5 10 25 2.3 10 25

10 1.0 6.3 10 27 2.610-27
0,5 9.3 10 z7 3.010 2_
0 1.010 2, 1.610 2, 7.3 102_ 4.0 10-27 2,2 10 27

100 1.0 6.7 10 2_ 2.3 10 2_
0.5 1.010 2, 2.8 10-29
0 I.I 10 '_ 1.710 2_ 6.9 10 29 3.8 10 29 , 2.0 10 2_

1000 1.0 5.7 10 31 1.910 3t
0.5 9.2 10 ._l 2.3 10_1
0 9.5 10 31 1.4l0 3o 5.610 3t 3.1 10TM 1.710 3h

density of ~0.25 eV cm-3. For the first two components, the energy
densities were derived by empirical modelling of the interstellar photon
field throughout the Galaxy, as described by Bloemen (1985), based
on the work of Mezger et al. (1982) and Mathis et al. (1983). The dust
absorption is taken into account.

4. IC gamma-ray emissivities and comparison with observations.
Following equation (I), the galactic distribution of the IC volume-

emissivity spectrum has been determined. Table i presents the IC

emissivities for some characteristic locations and gamma-ray energies. At

each position the electron spectrum is adopted to be equal to the local

spectrum; scaling is required (Section 2), depending on the actual

electron density distribution.

Various analyses of the low-frequency radio surveys indicate a scale

height for the synchrotron volume emissivity of typically 0.5-I kpc in

the inner Galaxy (but significantly higher in the outer Galaxy) and a

radial scale length of ~4 kpc (e.g. Baldwin, 1976; Brindle et al.,

1978; Phillipps et el., 1981; Beuermann et al., 1985). Since the corres-

ponding electron distributions are uncertain, three simple electron

distribution models have been considered to investigate the impact of

these uncertainties on the predicted IC intensity distributions, namely:

(a) w(R,z) = e-Z/Zo (z o = 750 pc)

(b) w(R,z) = I for Iz [ < I kpe and w(R,z) = 0 for Iz I > I kpc

(c) w(R,z) (l+(Ro-R)/5)e-ZlZo (z o = 750 kpc; R o = i0 kpc),

where w describes the galactic distribution of the electron density

relative to the local (R = I0 kpe, z = 0) density. The electron density
outside 15 kpc was adopted to be zero. The linear increase towards the

galactic centre in case (c) was chosen as a most simple description of a

CR gradient with a density at R = 5 kpc that is ~2 times larger than in

solar vicinity, as indicated by the radio observations mentioned above

and also by the gamma-ray observations (e.g. Bloemen, OG 3.1-6).

Figure 3 presents longitude and latitude distributions of the

predicted IC intensities, for the three electron distribution models, and

of the COS-B observations, for three different gamma-ray energy ranges.
In the galactic plane, the IC contribution to the observed intensities

for the three energy ranges does not in general exceed 5% for the

different electron models considered. At medium latitudes ([b I _ 15") the
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Table 1 : Total Ie emissivities at characteristic locations in the Galaxy. The electron 
spectrum is assumed to be equal to the local spectrum at each position (see Section 4). 

E(MeY) z(kpc) S(photon em "s I MeV ') 

R = 3 kpe R=5kpe R = 8 kpc R=IOkpe R=13kpc 

1.0 4.8 10 " 2.6 10 " 
0.5 6.5 10 " 2.8 10 " 
0 7.2 10 " 1.2 10 24 5.9 10 " 3.5 10 " 2.3 iO " 

10 1.0 6.3 10 27 2.610- 27 

0.5 9.3 10 27 3.0 10' 27 

0 1.0 10 '" 1.6 10 " 7.3 10 27 4.010- 27 2.2 10 " 

100 1.0 6.7 10 N 2.31O- N 

0.5 1.0 10 2M 2.8 10 -" 
0 1.1 10 " 1.710'" 6.9 10 29 3.8 10 29 2.010 29 

1000 1.0 5.7 10 ]I 1.9 10' ]I 

0.5 9.210 .11 2.3 10 JI 

0 9.5 10 JI 1.410- 30 5.610- JI 3.1 10- JI 1.7 \0 JI 

density of -0.25 eV cm-3 • For the first two components, the energy 
densities were derived by empirical modelling of the interstellar photon 
field throughout the Galaxy, as described by Bloemen (1985), based 
on the work of Mezger et a1. (1982) and Mathis et a1. (1983). The dust 
absorption is taken into account. 

4. Ie gamma-ray emissivities and comparison with observations. 
Following equation (1), the galactic distribution of the IC volume
emissivity spectrum has been determined. Table 1 presents the IC 
emissivities for some characteristic locations and gamma-ray energies. At 
each position the electron spectrum is adopted to be equal to the local 
spectrum; scaling is required (Section 2), depending on the actual 
electron density distribution. 

Various analyses of the low-frequency radio surveys indicate a scale 
height for the synchrotron volume emissivity of typically 0.5-1 kpc in 
the inner Galaxy (but significantly higher in the outer Galaxy) and a 
radial scale length of -4 kpc (e.g. Baldwin, 1976; Brindle et al., 
1978; Phillipps et al., 1981; Beuermann et al., 1985). Since the corres
ponding electron distributions are uncertain, three simple electron 
distribution models have been considered to investigate the impact of 
these uncertainties on the predicted IC intensity distributions, namely: 

(a) w(R,z) 
(b) w(R,z) 
(c) w(R,z) 

e-z/zo (zo = 750 pc) 
= 1 for I z I < 1 kpc and w(R, z) = 0 for I z I > 1 kpc 
= (1+(R0-R)/5)e-z7zo (zo = 750 kpc; R0 10 kpc), 

where w describes the galactic distribution of the electron density 
relative to the local (R = 10 kpc, z = 0) density. The electron density 
outside 15 kpc was adopted to be zero. The linear increase towards the 
galactic centre in case (c) was chosen as a most simple description of a 
CR gradient with a density at R = 5 kpc that is -2 times larger than in 
solar vicinity, as indicated by the radio observations mentioned above 
and also by the gamma-ray observations (e.g. Bloemen, OG 3.1-6). 

Figure 3 presents longitude and latitude distributions of the 
predicted IC intensities, for the three electron distribution models, and 
of the COS-B observations, for three different gamma-ray energy ranges. 
In the galactic plane, the IC contribution to the observed intensities 
for the three energy ranges does not in general exceed 5% for the 
different electron models considered. At medium latitudes (Ibl ~ 15°) the 
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L I J l l i i J _ ' _ ' I , t , I , I , I Figure 3: Longitude and latitude profiles
70-150MeV I "- 15°<t(_S° " 45°<t<75° of the predicted IC gamma-ray intensities

Ib <5.5° i foil and the COS-B observations (Ic_statisti-

" iLijillilJfllllli i-
II cal error bars). The thin horizontal

lines indicate the zero level. The IC

lllieiJJtilliiIililllli- i jlllI intensities are shown for three electron
I IIi distribution models (see Section 4):

lllillillllill..,,_''Illf,,,..-ill]iI thick full line, model (a); thin dotted
...............___ line, model (b); thick dotted line, model

(c). In some figures the individual

_.I I I I I I : I ,.I : I ',', ,,..: t I t i curves are hardly visible, indicating the
minor differences compared to the150-300MeV

2 - _ lili observed intensities.
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It contribution is higher due to the large scale height of the IC emis-

sion compared to that of the gamma-ray emission from CR-matter inter-

actions_ but remains still less than -10%. The IC contribution in the

inner Galaxy is probably even smaller than estimated above due to the

effect of the IC production on the CR electron spectrum (i.e. a

steepening of the high-energy part of electron spectrum due to Compton

losses). For the outer Galaxy the IC intensities are negligible.

The IC gamma-ray luminosity of the Galaxy above I00 MeV is found to

be in the range (l.0-1.5)x1041 ph s-I for all three electron distribution

models, which is an order of magnitude smaller than the gamma-ray

luminosity of the CR-matter interactions.
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Figure 3: Longitude and latitude profiles 
of the predicted IC gamma-ray intensities 
and the COS-B observations (1 (J statisti
cal error bars). The thin horizontal 
lines indicate the zero level. The IC 
intensities are shown for three electron 
distribution models (see Section 4): 
thick full line, model (a); thin dotted 
line, model (b); thick dotted line, model 
(c). In some figures the individual 
curves are hardly visible, indicating the 
minor differences compared to the 
observed intensities. 
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IC contribution is higher due to the large scale height of the IC emis
sion compared to that of the gamma-ray emission from CR-matter inter
actions, but remains still less than -10%. The Ie contribution in the 
inner Galaxy is probably even smaller than estimated above due to the 
effect of the IC production on the CR electron spectrum (i.e. a 
steepening of the high-energy part of electron spectrum due to Compton 
losses). For the outer Galaxy the IC intensities are negligible. 

The IC gamma-ray luminosity of the Galaxy above 100 MeV is found to 
be in the range (1.0-1.S)xl04l ph s-l for all three electron distribution 
models, which is an order of magnitude smaller than the gamma-ray 
luminosity of the CR-matter interactions. 
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ABSTRACT

The final COS-B database has been used to study the gamma-ray emiasion in the

latitude range 10° < ]b[ < 20° in terms of a four component model. The emissidty
spectrum of the local interstellar medium is derived and compared with that found

in pret_ous studies. The intensity of the inverse-Compton component is determined
from the fitting procedure and is in good agreement with theoretical values.

1. INTRODUCTION The gamma-ray emission from the galaxy in the in-
termediate latitude range 10° < Ibl < 20° has been the subject of several studies
(Lebrun et al. 1982, Strong et al. 1982, Strong 1985a ). This region is important in
understanding the nature of the local emission and as a guide to the interpretation
of the larger scale emission. We present here results using the final COS-B data-

base (Mayer-Hasselwander et al. this conf. OG9.3-8) combined into skymaps using
the parameters derived by Strong et al. (this conf. OG9.3-9). The final database
includes a significant amount of additional information from the last 10 observa-

tion periods, not previously used. The data are analysed using the 4-component
model described by Strong (1985a) and the information matrix technique of Strong
(1985b); the reader is referred to these papers for more details.

2. MODEL AND RESULTS The model includes emission from atomic and

molecular hydrogen, inverse Compton emission and an isotropic background (in-
strumental and celestial). The atomic hydrogen column density is derived from
21-cm surveys, and the molecular hydrogen column density is estimated using both
galaxy counts and 21-cm data. The surveys and their use are described in Strong

(1985a). The four parameters of the model are: ql (emissivity of atomic hydrogen),
q_ (emissivity of molecular hydrogen),fzcs (a dimensionless scaling factor for the
inverse Compton component) and I$ (the 'on-axis'background level).The result of
a likelihood analysis of a multivariate problem of this kind can be concisely sum-
marized in the form of the diagonalized 'information matrix'Q. In this formulation

• 
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ABSTRACT 

The final COS-B database has been used to study the gamma-ray emission in the 
latitude range 10° < Ibl < 20° in terms of a four component model. The emissivity 
spectrum of the local interstellar medium is derived and compared with that found 
in previous studies. The intensity of the inverse-Compton component is determined 
from the fitting procedure and is in good agreement with theoretical values. 

1. INTRODUCTION The gamma-ray emi~sion from the galaxy in the in
termediate latitude range 10° < Ibl < 20° has been the subject of several studies 
(Lebrun et al. 1982, Strong et al. 1982, Strong 1985a). This region is important in 
understanding the nature of the local emission and as a guide to the interpretation 
of the larger scale emission. We present here results using the final COS-B data
base (Mayer-Hasselwander et al. this conf. OG9.3-8) combined into skymaps using 
the parameters derived by Strong et al. (this conf. OG9.3-9). The final database 
includes a significant amount of additional information from the last 10 observa
tion periods, not previously used. The data are analysed using the 4-component 
model described by Strong (1985a) and the information matrix technique of Strong 
(1985b)j the reader is referred to these papers for more details . 

2. MODEL AND RESULTS The model includes emission from atomic and 
molecular hydrogen, inverse Compton emission and an isotropic background (in
strumental and celestial). The atomic hydrogen column density is derived from 
21-cm surveys, and the molecular hydrogen column density is estimated using both 
galaxy counts and 21-cm data. The surveys and their use are described in Strong 
(1985a). The four parameters of the model are: ql (emissivity of atomic hydrogen), 
q2 (emissivity of molecular hydrogen),hcs (a dimensionless scaling factor for the 
inverse Compton component) and Ice (the 'on-axis'background level).The result of 
a likelihood analysis of a multivariate problem of this kind can be concisely sum
marized in the form of the diagonalized 'information matrix'Q. In this formulation 
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the log likelihood function L is given by

L = Lo + EA'z_

with

Here Lo is the maximum of L , Ai are the eigenvalues of the information matrix
and 0i are the deviations of the parameters from their maximum- likelihood va-

lues.The n-dimensional confidence region for the parameters is thereby completely

specified, and confidence regions for subsets of parameters can be computed using

Q as described in Strong (1985b). Table 1 gives the maximum-likelihood values of

the parameters, Q and Ai for the three energy ranges considered (70-150, 150-300
and 300-$000 MeV). The 1-parameter errors (lo', AL = 0.5) derived from Q are
given. The model fit to the total energy range 70-5000 MeV is shown in Fig 1.

(c) MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL

ENERGY RANGE qI/4_ q2/4,n Ie f
B ICS

-26 -I -I -5 -2 -I -I
10 sr s 10 cm sr s

70- 150 MeV 1.10 ±.14 0.96 _;.22 7.16 -k.27 1.32 -_.39
150- 300 0.76 .09 0.49 .12 2.51 .17 1.31 .57
300-5000 0.68 .09 0.405 .10 2.19 .15 0.60 .52

(b) INFORMATION MATRICES: Eigenvectors ( * 100)

70-150 MeV : 150-300 MeV : 300-5000 MeV
:

-01 45 29 -84 : -01 46 24 -85 : O0 49 27 -85 ,,
-39 23 -87 -18 : -15 14 -96 -20 : -14 11 -95 -25
-22 -86 -02 -46 : -09 -87 -01 -48 : -10 -86 04 -49

89 -11 -38 -20 : 98 -05 -14 -09 : 99 -07 -13 -09

Eigenvalues (units as in (a))

2.69 5.93 27.90 245.3:1.53 15.48 69.44 613.9:1.84 18.43 90.74 710

TABLE 1. Results of likelihood analysis for the 4-component model

3. DISCUSSION The results of the fitting are quite consistent with those given
in Strong (1985a), and with the improved statistics the resulting errors are smaller.

m

Note that the uncertainty in fzcs is now included in the error estimates of all the

parameters. The value for fzcs found here is consistent with that expected (1.0)
for the model described in Strong (1985a), and in fact it is remarkable that the
ICS component can now be determined with reasonable accuracy by this method.
The overall fits are a noticeable improvement over Strong et al. (1982), and give
confidence in the reliability of the fitted parameters.

The main result of this analysis is the determination of the emissivity spectrum
associated with atomic hydrogen (ql); since the 21-cm HI column densities are
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the log likelihood function L is given by 

L = Lo + LAiX~ 

with 
Xi = LQii{}i 

Here Lo is the maximum of L , Ai are the eigenvalues of the information matrix 
and {}i are the deviations of the parameters from their maximum- likelihood va
lues.The n-dimensional confidence region forthe parameters is thereby completely 
specified, and confidence regions for subsets of parameters can be computed using 
Q as described in Strong (1985b). Table 1 gives the maximum-likelihood values of 
the parameters, Q and Ai for the three energy ranges considered (70-150, 150-300 
and 300-5000 MeV). The I-parameter errors (10', AL = 0.5) derived from Q are 
given. The model fit to the total energy range 70-5000 Me V is shown in Fig 1. 

(a) MAXI~UM LIKELIHOOD PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL 

ENERGY RANGE ql/4Tf q2/4Tf I· f 
B ICS 

-26 -1 -1 -5 -2 -1 -1 
10 sr s 10 cm sr s 

70- 150 MeV 
150- 300 
300-5000 

1.10 ;i;.14 0.96 -t.22 7.16*.27 1.32 ±.39 
0.76 .09 0.49 .12 2.51 
0.68 .09 0.405 .10 2.19 

(b) INFORMATION MATRICES: Eigenvectors ( • 100) 

70-150 MeV 150-300 MeV 

-01 45 29 -84 -01 46 24 -85 
-39 23 -87 -18 -15 14 -96 -20 
-22 -86 -02 -46 -09 -87 -01 -48 

89 -11 -38 -20 98 -05 -14 -09 

Eigenvalues (units as in (a» 

.17 1.31 .57 

.15 0.60 .52 

300-5000 MeV 

00 49 27 -83 
-14 11 -95 -25 
-10 -86 04 -49 

99 -07 -13 -09 

2.69 5.9327.90245.3 :1.53 15.48 69.44 613.9: 1.84 18.43 90.74 710 

TABLE 1. Results or likelihood analysis ror the "-component model ,. 

3. DISCUSSION The results of the fitting are quite consistent with those given 
in Strong (1985a), and with the improved statistics the resulting errors are smaller. 
Note that the uncertainty in Ires is now included in the error estimates of all the 
parameters. The value for Ires found here is consistent with that expected (1.0) 
for the model described in Strong (1985a), and in fact it is remarkable that the 
ICS component can now be determined with reasonable accuracy by this method. 
The overall fits are a noticeable improvement over Strong et al. (1982), and give 
confidence in the reliability of the fitted parameters. 

The main result of this analysis is the determination of the emissivity spectrum 
associated with atomic hydrogen (qd; since the 21-cm HI column densities are 
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reliable and since ql is not strongly coupled to other parameters of the model, this
emissivity spectrum can be used with confidence. Comparing with an analysis of
the large- scale emission using HI and CO data (Bloemen et al., this conference, )
we find excellent agreement between ql and the average emissivity between 8 and 15
kpc galactocentric distance. Since the two methods are quite independent, this adds

further to our confidence in the reliabilty of this emissivity spectrum, of particular
importance to analyses which attempt to interpret this spectrum in terms of a sum

of Ir°-decay and bremsstrahlung emission (see eg. Gualandris and Strong 1084, and
Strong, this conference, OG3.1-7)

As noted in the previous studies, the gamma-ray data show an excess over the
predicted intensity in the region 10° < b < 20°, 20° < l < 40°; more important, the
North-South asymmetry seen in the gamma rays is not predicted by the gas or the
inverse-Compton components. This excess is in spatial coincidence with the North
Polar Spur, and it is plausible to attribute it to increased cosmic ray intensity there,
since there is independent evidence from purely radio data for an enhancement of
cosmic ray electrons (Heiles et al. 1080 derived a factor of 20 ,which would be
sufficient to give the observed effect).

Apart from this region, the agreement of the observations with the model is about

as good as could be expected, except in the region centred on I = 120° South of
the plane, for which the observed intensities appear systematically low. In order
to assess the origin of this effect, we checked on which COS-B observation periods

contribute to this region; it is dominated by only one period, which has relatively

small overlap for the determination of relative sensitivity (see Strong et al. this

conference, OG9.3-9). The uncertainty in sensitivity would be sufficient to explain
the effect and therefore the disagreement in this region is not a serious problem for
the interpretation.

In the region I > 240 °, for which galaxy counts are not available, the emission
from HI and ICS alone is sufficient to give the observed intensities South of the

plane, but rather low North of the plane. We note that Feitzinger and Stiiwe (1984)
have provided maps of the absorption in this longitude range based on star counts,

and these indicate excess absorption North of the plane, consistent with the present
results.
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THE GALACTIC GAMMA-RAYDISTRIBUTION AND THE RADIAL COSMICRAY GRADIENT

A. K. Harding and F. W. Stecker
NASAGoddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MD 20771

ABSTRACT

We have derived the radial distribution of gamma-ray emissivity and the
cosmic ray intensity in the Galaxy using the final SAS-2 results, the
recently corrected COS-B results, and recent CO surveys of the northern
and southern galactic hemispheres. In addition to the "5 kpc ring" of
enhanced emission, there is evidence for spiral features. We find a
strong increase in the cosmic ray flux in the inner Galaxy, particularly
in the 5 kpc region, in both halves of the plane.

I. Introduction. Gamma-ray astronomy provides a powerful tool for
studying the origin and distribution of cosmic radiation and for
revealing the galactic structure (I). The y-ray emissivity in the
galactic plane has a large maximum in a ring at about 5 kpc from the
galactic center, related to the 5 kpc ring of giant molecular clouds in
the Galaxy (2). Gamma-ray surveys can be used in conjunction with
galactic surveys at other wavelengths to provide a "synoptic" approach
to the problem of galactic structure (3). There is now information on
the distribution of H? in the southern hemisphere (4,5). We make use of
these new results, as-well as SAS-2y-ray data, and COS-By-ray results,
corrected for intrinsic background, to reexamine the galactic structure
and galactic cosmic-ray gradient problems.

2. Unfolding Method. We have used the technique of Puget and Stecker
(6) to unfold both SAS-2 and COS-B longitude data. The SAS-2 data for
energies > I00 MeV from Hartman et. al (7) are integrated over latitudes
b < I0 ° with a longitude resolution of 2.5 ° . Ref.8 gives a COS-B
lo_itude profile for energies > I00 MeV with a background subtraction
of 8 X I0 -s ph cm-2 s-l sr -z above 70 MeV and a longitude resolution of
2.5 ° for' direct comparison with the SAS-2 profile.

We assume cylindrical symmetry in each half of the galactic plane.
Thus, the emissivity Q is only a function of galactocentric radius R. An
outer galaxy flux contribution is determined by assuming a constant
value Qo = I.I X 10-25 cm-3 s"I (E > I00 MeV) and scale height h = 150
pc between r o = 8.5 kpc and r m = 14 kpc. The value of Qn = q_ <nw> was
derived from a local y-ray production rate q = 1.9 X i0 "25 s"I f_r E >
I00 MeV (I), taking a local average H-atom _ensity of <nu> : 0.6 cm-3.
This gives approximately the flux levels observed in t'he anticenter
direction. Our adopted value for q^ agrees with that recently derived
by Bloemen et al. (9) to within~ I_%. They obtain qo (>100 MeV) = 2.2
x 10-25 s-I (extrapolating from a lower energy of 70-MeV). The outer
galaxy flux contribution as determined above, was subtracted from the
total flux to obtain the inner galaxy flux used in the unfolding.

3. Radial Emissivity Distributions. The radial distributions of y-ray
emlsslvity for the SAS-2 and corrected COS-B data at energies > 100 MeV
are plotted in Fig. 1. The appearance of negative emissivities in

.. 
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strong increase in the cosmic ray flux in the inner Galaxy, particularly 
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1. Introduction. Gamma-ray astronomy provides a powerful tool for 
studying the origin and distribution of cosmiC radiation and for 
revealing the galactic structure (1). The '(-ray emissivity in the 
galactic plane has a large maximum in a ring at about 5 kpc from the 
galactic center, related to the 5 kpc ring of giant molecular clouds in 
the Galaxy (2). Gamma-ray surveys can be used in conjunction with 
galactic surveys at other wavelengths to provide a "synoptic" approach 
to the problem of galactic structure (3). There is now information on 
the distribution of H2 in the southern hemisphere (4,5). We make use of 
these new results, as well as SAS-2 '( -ray data, and COS-B '( -ray results, 
corrected for intrinsic background, to reexamine the galactic structure 
and galactic cosmic-ray gradient problems. 

2. Unfolding Method. We have used the technique of Puget and Stecker 
(6) to unfold both SAS-2 and COS-B longitude data. The SAS-2 data for 
energies> 100 MeV from Hartman et. al (7) are integrated over latitudes 
b < 10° with a longitude resolution of 2.5°. Ref.8 gives a COS-B 
longitude profile for energies> 100 MeV with a background subtraction 
of 8 X 10-5 ph cm-2 s-l sr-1 above 70 MeV and a longitude resolution of 
2.5° for' di rect comparison with the SAS-2 profile. 

We assume cylindrical symmetry in each half of the galactic plane • 
Thus, the emissivity Q is only a function of galactocentric radius R. An 
outer galaxy flux contribution is determined by assuming a constant 
value Qo = 1.1 X 10-25 cm-3 s-l (E > 100 MeV) and scale height h = 150 
pc between ro = 8.5 kpc and rm = 14 kpc. The value of Q = q <nH> was 
derived from a local ,(-ray production rate qo = 1.9 X 10°25 sOl for E > 
100 MeV (1), taking a local average H-atom density of <nH> = 0.6 cm-3 • 
This gives approximately the flux levels observed in t'he anticenter 
direction. Our adopted value for q.a agrees with that recently derived 
by Bloemen et a1. (9) to within ~ 10%. They obtain qo (>100 MeV) = 2.2 
x 10-25 s-l (extrapolating from a lower energy of 70 MeV). The outer 
galaxy flux contribution as determined above, was subtracted from the 
total flux to obtain the inner galaxy flux used in the unfolding. 

3. Radial Emissivity Distributions. The radial distributions of '(-ray 
emisslvity for the SAS-2 and corrected COS-B data at energies> 100 MeV 
are plotted in Fig. 1. The appearance of negative emissivities in 
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Fig. 1. Gamma-ray surface emissivity as a function of galactocentric
radius in units of R0 = 10 kpc, derived from the SAS-2 and corrected
COS-B data at energies greater than 100 MeV. The right hand scale shows
the emissivities relativeto the local value.

after subtracting a small additional 0.2 X 10-_ cm-2 s-1 sr-I intrinsic
instrumental background correction over that of Ref. 8. Recent -
reanalysis of the COS-B detector background has indicated that such a
higher background correction level may be justified, although the
precise amount of this correction is still uncertain (Mayer-Hasselwander,
private comm.). Within the errors, this emmisivity distribution agrees
with the SAS-2 emissivity, but the peak-to-local ratios are still lower.

Our results on the COS-B radial distribution of > 100 MeV y-rays give an ,
emissivity in the 5 kpc ring which is 4-5 times the local value. This
is significantly larger than the ratio of 2-3 obtained in Ref. (8) from
an unfolding of the same data set. The discrepancy may be explained by
the fact that our assumed value of <nH> = 0.6 cm-3 (11) is lower than
their assumed value of I cm-3. A lower local emissivity gives a smaller
flux contribution from the outer galaxy and therefore a larger remaining
flux contribution from the inner galaxy. (We were in fact able to
reproduce the results of ref. 8 by taking our local emissivity to be
twice the value given in Section 2.)

4. Cosmic Ray Distribution. The results presented in the previous
'section give distributions -of the total y-ray emissivity in the
Galaxy. This emission has two basic types of component: I)diffuse
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Fi g. 1. Gamma-ray surface emissivity as a function of galactocentri c 
radi us in units of RO = 10 kpc, deri ved from the SAS- 2 and corrected 
COS-B data at energies greater than 100 MeV. The right hand scale shows 
the emissivities relative to the local value. 

after subtracting a small additional 0.2 X 10""4 cm-2 s-1 sr-1 intrinsic 
instrumental background correcti on over that of Ref. 8. Recent 
reanalysi s of the COS-B detector background has i ndi cated that such a 
higher background correction level may be justified, although the 
precise amount of this correction is still uncertain (Mayer-Hasselwander, 
private comm.). Within the errors, this emmisivity distribution agrees 
with the SAS-2 emissivity, but the peak-to-local ratios are still lower. 

Our results on the COS-B radial distribution of > 100 MeV y-rays give an 
emissivity in the 5 kpc ring which is 4-5 times the local value. This 
is significantly larger than the ratio of 2-3 obtained in Ref. (8) from 
an unfolding of the same data set. The discrepancy may be explained by 
the fact that our assumed value of <nH> = 0.6 cm-3 (11) is lower than 
their assumed value of 1 cm-3 • A lower local emissivity gives a smaller 
flux contribution from the outer galaxy and therefore a larger remaining 
flux contribution from the inner galaxy. (We were in fact able to 
reproduce the results of ref. 8 by taking our local emissivity to be 
twice the value given in Section 2.) 

4. Cosmic Ray Distribution. The results presented in the previous 
section give distributions of the total y-ray emissivity in the 
Galaxy. This emission has two basic types of component: 1) diffuse 
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emission from cosmic rays interacting with gas or with a low energy
radiation background, and 2) point source emission from pulsars,
accreting compact objects, etc. The total point source contribution is
uncertain, but estimates of the emission level from pulsars are in the
range 15% - 20% or less and may be distributed like the diffuse emission
(12) so that its effect does not distort the overal 1 flux
distribution. Therefore, information on the distribution of gas in the
Galaxy can be used in conjunction with the y-ray emissivity to yield
information on the galactic cosmic-ray distribution (e.g., ref. 13).

The quantity, % the y-ray emissivity per H-atom, is derived from the
observed y-ray#_lume emissivity, total gas density, nTnT, and gas scale
height, h . We use here the recent CO survey results-6f ref. (5) which
gives radial distributions of CO emission for the northern and southern
galactic hemispheres and scale heights as a function of galactic
radius.

Fi gure 2 shows the radial

4 II -cos -BN distribution of SqSA_!100 MeW)5 derived using the 2 and COS-B

, NORTH emissivities plotted ine_sFig, i.

3 4 If all the y-ray emissivity were
a would

_q_ from diffuse processes,d i ofq® 2 3 be proportional to the ty
2 _-- cosmic rays. Both the SAS-2 and

I '- COS-B data show evidence for an

I .E increase in the inner galaxy
o relative to local values in both

IO B _ the North and the South. The
5 = COS-B gradient, however, is

7 _ smaller than the SAS-2 gradient

F due to smaller COS-B emissivities
4 SOUTH 6 _'o in the inner Galaxy We find no

•, 5 _ statistically significant

q_ 3 ; _ variation of the emissivity per' IT 4 H-atom derived from the 0.3 - 5

2 ,T_ 3 GeV COS-B data from the lower

L+ energy distribution plotted in
T _', _ _ i 2 Fig. 2, indicating that, at least

I _ _ in the inner Galaxy cosmic-ray

I

_, protons and electrons probably_ have the same radial distribution
5 I0 (14).

R (kpc)

Fig. 2. Emissivity per H atom above I00 MeV derived from the radial
surface emissivity distributions shown in Fig i.

5. Discussion Of Results. Our results generally confirm the
phonomenology of the 5 kpc "Great Galactic Ring" and cosmic ray gradient
derived earlier (i) and extend the ring phenomenology to the southern
hemisphere region of the Milky Way. In addition, the southern galactic
region gives evidence of more structure than the northern region does,
in particular, the enhanced y-ray emission at a radial distance of 7 to
8 kpc from the galactic center. Such emission is more evident in the
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emission from cosmic rays interacting with gas or with a low energy 
radiation background, and 2) point source emission from pulsars, 
accreting compact objects, etc. The total point source contribution is 
uncertain, but estimates of the emission level from pulsars are in the 
range 15% - 20% or less and may be distributed like the diffuse emission 
(12) so that its effect does not distort the overall flux 
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Fig. 2. Emissivity per H atom above 100 MeV derived from the radial 
surface emissivity distributions shown in Fig 1. 

5. Di scussi on Of Results. Our results generally confi rm the 
phonomenology of the 5 kpc IiGreat Ga 1 acti c Ri ng" and cosmi c ray gradi ent 
derived earlier (1) and extend the ring phenomenology to the southern 
hemisphere region of the Milky Way. In addition, the southern galactic 
region gives evidence of more structure than the northern region does, 
in particular, the enhanced y-ray emission at a radial distance of 7 to 
8 kpc from the galactic center. Such emission is more evident in the 
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COS-B data than the SAS-2 data. The overall emissivity pattern is
consistent with the spiral pattern suggested in ref.(15) based on the
distribution of HII regions. These indications support the thesis that
the galactic y-ray emission is associated with the youngest regions of
star formation in the Galaxy (16).

The E > 100 MeV data reveal evidence of a cosmic-ray gradient in the
innerYGalaxy on both the northern and southern hemisphere sides of the
galactic disk. There is some evidence of this also in the highest
energy COS-B data (14), which has the best angular resolution, and which
may be the only spectral region clearly dominated by pion decay y-rays
(i). .

The cosmic-ray gradient derived for both the northern and southern
galactic hemispheres also appears to peak in the region of the Great
Galactic Ring where the supernova and pulsar distributions also have a
maximum. This naturally argues for a galactic origin of the bulk of the
nucleonic cosmic y-rays, which have energies in the 1-10 GeV range.
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RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF COSMIC RAY INTENSITY
IN THE GALAXY FROM GAN_,_A-RAY DATA

A. Goned and A. Wahdan

Physics Department, Faculty of Scie_oe, Ain Shams
University, CAIRO, EGYPT

ABSTRACT

The radial distributions of Galactic _-ray
emissivity and cosmic ray intensity are der-
ived by unfolding the SAS2 line flux data.
The results show a marked gradient, with the
cosmic ray intensity in the region 3<R_7 kpc
being 3-4 times as much as locally. There is
also an indication for a higher gradient for
cosmic rays of lower energy.

I. Introduc_tion

The gamma-ray line fiux measured by SiS2 comes mainly
from within the Galactic plane region (Ibl < lO°). For
energies Ey > 35 _geV the main production mechanisms are
the _o and bremsstrahlung processes with only a small
contribution from Inverse Compton scattering. Therefore,
the line flux measuraments can be used to derive informa-
tion on the radial distribution of nucleons and electrons
in the Galaxy.

The usual technique used for deriving the large scale
radial distribution of cosmic rays is to unfold the measu-
red longitude dependence of gamma-ray flux (e.g. Strong,
1975, Issa et al, 1981). The resulting radial dependence
of emissivity is then divided by the smoothed total gas
density.

• lu the present work, we have used a modified method
to unfold the line flux, assuming a Galaxy with cylinde-
rical symmetry° The H 2 gas densities of Blitz and Shu
(1980) are then used to find an estimate for the radial
distribution of cosmic rays in the Galaxy°

, 2. The Unfolding Method

The radial distrib_tions of gamma-ray emissivity are
derived from SiS2 data for E_ >35 _eV and Ey>lO0 _eVo
The distributions are obtained by unfolding the line flux
integrated between latitudes of -10 ° and +lO ° for _.O°-180 °,
and excluding known discrete sources.

Assuming cylinderical symmetry, the Galaxy with Z_L =
ll5 pc has been divided into 16 concentric rings, with 72
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1. Introduc;tion 
The gamma-ray line flux measured by SAS2 comes mainly 

from within the Galactic plane region (Ibl < 10°). For 
energi es El' > 35 MeV the main production mechanisms are 
the rro and bremsstrahlung proc esses with only a small 
contribution from Inverse Compton scattering. Therefore, 
the line flux measurEments can be used to derive informa
tion on the radial distribution of nucleons and electrons 
in the Galaxy. 

The usual technique used for deriving the large scale 
radial distribn.t:i.on of cosmic rays is to unfold the measu
red longitude dependence of gamma-ray flux (e.g. Strong, 
1975, Issa et aI, 1981). The resulting radial dependence 
of emissi vi ty is then divided by the smoothed tot al gas 
density. 

1">1 the present work, we have used a modified method 
to unfold the line flux, assuming a GalF.lxy with cylinde
rical symmetryo The H2 gas densities of Blitz and Shu 
(1980) are then used to find an estimate for the radial 
distribution of cosmic rays in the Galaxyo 

2. The Unfo1di~g Method 
The radial distribnt.Lons of gamma-ray emissivity are 

derived from SAS2 data for E)' > 35 MeV and Er )100 MeV 0 

The distributions are obtained by unfolding the line flux 
integrated between latitudes of -10° and +10° for 1:0°-180°, 
and excluding known discrete sources. 

Assuming cy1inderica1 symmetry, the Galaxy with Z~ = 
115 pc has been divided into 16 concentric rings, with2 
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ring (j) having a mean radial distance from the centre of
R = j-l) kpc. The line flux data are %he_J fitted to the
following equation :

(_o + qB ) --L gj Wj(_) + IB Go (I)I( >E_, Y) : 47L- j

where :

q_g° and qB are the local emissivities from the v_ °
and bremsstrahlung processes_respectively, evaluated for
a gas densily of I H atom/cm _,

onlytJ is the relative W-ray emissivity, assumed to dependon R and is given by

gj = (Gj+_) FCR(j) (2)

where G. is the gas distribution function, normalized
such tha_ G(R=IO kpc) = I , _is the contribution of
Inverse Compton pro_'ess relative to Zhe _r°- and B-processes,

and FCR(J) is :'_hedistribution of cosmic rays. In equ
(i), +i0 °

wj(6) :/1-oo  rj( Y,b)db
th

represents the contribution of the j ring 9o the line-of-
sight integral, and i_ a is the background flux. Table (i)
givesthe values of th{'_rameters used in equ. (I).

Table (i)

Ey(MeV) q_° +qB (cm-3s-l) _ IB.Go(Cm-2s-lrad-l)

> 35 2.82 x 10 -25 0.08 2 x 10 -5

>i00 1.682x 10 -25 0.05 3.5 x 10 -6

I

3. Results and Discussion

The radial distributions of relative emissivity are
shown in Figs. (la,b). The distributions of cosmic ray
intensity, obtained by using the gas densii_y distribution
of Blitz and Shu (1980) are sho_a_ in Figs. (Iced) for

E_ > 35 and > i00 ZeV, respectively,

The results shov_ indicate marked gradients9 with the
cosmic ray intensity in the region 3<R<7 kpc being 3-4
times that locally. A comparison of Fig° (ic) with Pig.
(id) also indicates a higher gradient for lower energy
cosmic rays. The mean magnitude over R = 3-7 kpc is 3.67
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for Ey>35 MeV compared to 3.06 for E_- >I00 _eV, while
the corresponding median electron energies are approxima-
tely 70 and 185 MeV, respectively (Goned_ 1981)o

Another feature that is apparent from the results is
the existence of a minimum in both the emissivity and
cosmic ray distributions at R N 9 kpco This corresponds
t_.a dip in the longitude distribution of -g-rays near

60 ° . Such minimum has been observed in the unfolding
results of Issa et al, (1981) :and is assumed to be the
result of long path lengths through ':he inter-arm region
between the 8agittarius and Orion arms.

In general, the results point strongly to the exist-
ence of cosmic ray gradients in the Galaxy. This could
be an evidence for a Galactic origin for cosmic rays pro-
ducing the _-rays with the energies considered here.

(a) E%->35,Se%' (b) E_.> i00 _eV,7-

,-* 6-

rn 5-

ii-
a_ I 4-
> i 4- --E-I

:-_ 2_
4-

+'+ -4- -!--,-_I I I .I I I ! I ! I i l

(_) _.i.>35 _eV (d) _._.> i0o MeV
I-

I

-. ,,jr++ --j+
+ __. +

. +
.+--- +____

+
I ! a J ! | i ! f I a i
2 _ 6 _ 1,9 12 " 2 4 6 8 i0 12

FIG. (l). RELATIVE E_ISSIVITY AND COSI_IO RAY INT_TSITY
DI_I_,..IBU'.L'70Ng,
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for E r > 35 MeV compared to 3.06 for Eo > 100 MeV, while 
the corresponding median electron energies are approxima
tely 70 and 185 MeV, respectively (Goned, 1981)0 

Another feature that is apparent from the results is 
the existence of a minfmum in both the emissivity and 
cosmic ray distrilyu.tions at R ~ 9 kpc 0 This corresponds 
t~ a dip in the longitude distrib·,.l t :Lon of d -rays near 
e ~ 60 0 • Such minimum has been observed in the unfolding 
results of Issa et aI, (1981) land is assumed to be the 
result of long path lengths through ~;he int er-arm region 
between the Sagittarius and Orion arms. 

In general, the results point strongly to the exist
enc e of cosmic ray grad:Lents in the Galaxy. This could 
be an evidence for a Galactic origin for cosmic rays pro
ducing the r -rays with the energie:3 considered here. 
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I. Introduction. ThE diffuse component of the galactic high-energy (_50

MeV) gamma rays results mainly from the interaction of CR nuclei (mostly
protons with energies of a few GeV) and electrons (with energies up to

several hundreds of MeV) with the nuclei of the interstellar gas (via the
decay of w°-mesons and bremsstrahlung). An additional contribution is

obtained from the interaction of CR electrons (with energies >i GeV) with

the interstellar photons (mainly in the optical and infrared range)

through the inverse-Compton (IC) process. Gamma-ray astronomy therefore

offers an excellent means to study the distribution of CR particles
throughout the Galaxy, but it is essential to know the distribution of

the target interstellar gas particles, the major constituents being

atomic (HI) and molecular (H2) hydrogen. Although large-scale mapping of

the HI component had been performed using its characteristic 21-cm line,

the numerous previous gamma-ray studies of the galactic CR distribution,

using gamma-ray observations obtained by the SAS-2 and COS-B satellites,
suffered severely from uncertainties in the galactic distribution of

interstellar molecular hydrogen. Large-scale millimetre-wave surveys of
the CO molecule covering more than half of the Milky Way, obtained with

the Columbia 1.2m telescopes, are currently available and can be used to

trace the H2; the COS-B observations have sufficient resolution and

sensitivity to constrain the relation between the integrated CO line

intensity WCO and the molecular-hydrogen column density N(H2) (Lebrun
et al., 1983; Bloemen et al., 1984a).

The velocity information of the HI and CO observations is used as a

distance indicator to ascertain the spatial distribution of the

interstellar gas. Using this distance information, the galacto-centic

distribution of the gamma-ray emissivity (the production rate per H atom)

is determined for three gamma-ray energy ranges (70 MeV - 150 MeV, 150

MeV - 300 MeV, and 300 MeV - 5 GeV) from a correlation study of the

gamma-ray intensity maps and the gas-tracer maps for selected galacto-
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1. Introduction. Th~ diffuse component of the galactic high-energy (~50 
MeV) gamma rays results mainly from the interaction of CR nuclei (mostly 
protons with energies of a few GeV) and electrons (with energies up to 
several hundreds of MeV) with the nuclei of the interstellar gas (via the 
decay of 'ITo-mesons and bremsstrahlung). An additional contribution is 
obtained from the interaction of CR electrons (with energies >1 GeV) with 
the interstellar photons (mainly in the optical and infrared range) 
through the inverse-Compton (IC) process. Gamma-ray astronomy therefore 
offers an excellent means to study the distribution of CR particles 
throughout the Galaxy, but it is essential to know the distribution of 
the target interstellar gas particles, the major constituents being 
atomic (HI) and molecular (H2) hydrogen. Although large-scale mapping of 
the HI component had been performed using its characteristic 21-cm line, 
the numerous previous gamma-ray studies of the galactic CR distribution, 
using gamma-ray observations obtained by the SAS-2 and COS-B satellites, 
suffered severely from uncertainties in the galactic distribution of 
interstellar molecular hydrogen. Large-scale millimetre-wave surveys of 
the CO molecule covering more than half of the Milky Way, obtained with 
the Columbia 1.2m telescopes, are currently available and can be used to 
trace the H2; the COS-B observations have sufficient resolution and 
sensitivity to constrain the relation between the integrated CO line 
intensity Weo and the molecular-hydrogen column density N(H2) (Lebrun 
et al., 1983; Bloemen et al., 1984a). 

The velocity information of the HI and CO observations is used as a 
distance indicator to ascertain the spatial distribution of the 
interstellar gas. Using this distance information, the galacto-centic 
distribution of the gamma-ray emissivity (the production rate per H atom) 
is determined for three gamma-ray energy ranges (70 MeV - 150 MeV, 150 
MeV - 300 MeV, and 300 MeV - 5 GeV) from a correlation study of the 
gamma-ray intensity maps and the gas-tracer maps for selected galacto-
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centric distance intervals, taking into account the expected IC contribu-

tion and pointlike gamma-ray sources (details are given in Section 2). On

the assumption that unresolved garmna-ray point sources do not contribute

significantly to the observed gamma-ray emission, the gamma-ray

emissivity is proportional to the CR density and, more specifically, the

energy dependence can be used to study separately the distribution of CR
electrons and nuclei: whereas the emission for the 300 MeV - 5 GeV range

is dominated by _°-decay, the 70 MeV - 150 MeV range has a large electron

bremsstrahlung contribution. For a complete description of the method and
the results the reader is referred to Bloemen et al. (1985).

Bloemen et al. (1984b,c) applied such a method to the COS-B

gamma-ray observations and HI 21-cm line observations of the second and

third galactic quadrants alone (they showed that H2 can be neglected in

the outer Galaxy within the uncertainties of the analysis), and found

evidence that the distribution of the CR electron density decreases

beyond the solar circle while the density of the CR nuclei is approxi-

mately constant out to large (~20 kpc) galacto-centric distances.

2. Method. Skymaps of HI column densities, N(HI)i, and integrated CO

line intensities, Wco,i , were constructed in four (i = 1,2,3,4)
galacto-centric distance ranges (2 kpc < R <8 kpc, 8 kpc< R< I0 kpc, I0

kpc < R <15 kpc, and R >15 kpc) and convolved with the energy-dependent

COS-B point-spread function. We selected these four distance intervals

because the angular distributions of the gas in each interval show

distinct differences, which are needed to ascertain the contribution of

the gas in each interval to the observed gamma-ray intensities.
Similarly, determining the conversion factor between WCO and N(H 2)

(i.e. the ratio X = N(H2)/Wco) requires distinct differences between
the structures in the HI and CO maps. Due to the limited sky area that is

covered by the CO observations, the following correlation analysis has
been restricted to the first and second galactic quadrants and the Carina

region (270 ° < i < 300°), and the latitude range -4.5 °< b <6.5 °.

We investigated which combination of gamma-ray emissivities, qi"

(j = 1,2,3 corresponds to the 70 MeV - 150 MeV, 150 MeV - 300 MeV, an_

300 MeV - 5 GeV ranges), best describes the observed gamma-ray

distributions, IV,j, assuming a relation of the form:
4

Iy,j ={ E qiJ .(N(Hl)i + 2Yj.Wco,i)}+ llc,j + Ib, j.
i=I 4_

The term enclosed by braces represents the intensities that

originate from CR collisions with atomic and molecular hydrogen, the term °

IIC,j represents the modelled (small) IC contribution (Bloemen, 0G3.1-2),

and Ib j is the total isotropic gamma-ray background, including the
(domlnant) instrumental background. The parameters Yj are equal to the

ratio X, independent of energy, if CR particles are not excluded from, or

concentrated in, molecular clouds. Pollock et al. (1985) have shown that

some gamma-ray point sources are present in the first quadrant; these
have been included in our model as described by Pollock et al.

We applied a likelihood analysis on l°xl ° bins to determine the

values and formal statistical uncertainties of the parameters qij, as

well as of Yj and Ib, j. Starting from the general model with these six
parameters for each energy range, we tested (using the likelihood-

ratio) whether various simpler models with fewer parameters (i.e.

constant emissivity distributions as a function of R, identical Yj values
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the gas in each interval to the observed gamma-ray intensities. 
Similarly, determining the conversion factor between WCO and N(H2) 
(Le. the ratio X = N(H2)/WCO) requires distinct differences between 
the structures in the HI and CO maps. Due to the limited sky area that is 
covered by the CO observations, the following correlation analysis has 
been restricted to the first and second galactic quadrants and the Carina 
region (270° < I < 300°), and the latitude range -4.5°< b < 6.5°. 

We investigated which combination of gamma-ray emissivities, qij 
(j = 1,2,3 corresponds to the 70 MeV - 150 MeV, 150 MeV - 300 MeV, ana 
300 MeV 5 GeV ranges), best describes the observed gamma-ray 
distributions, Iy J', assuming a relation of the form: 

4 ' 
IY,j ={ E qi.L.(N(HI)i + 2Yj.WCO,i)}+ IIC,j + Ib,j' 

i= 1 4n 
The term enclosed by braces represents the intensities that 

originate from CR collisions with atomic and molecular hydrogen, the term 
Ire j represents the modelled (small) IC contribution (Bloemen, OG3.l-2), 
and' Ib j is the total isotropic gamma-ray background, incluping the 
(dominaht) instrumental background. The parameters Y j are equal to the 
ratio X, independent of energy, if CR particles are not excluded from, or 
concentrated in, molecular clouds. Pollock et ale (1985) have shown that 
some gamma-ray point sources are present in the first quadrant; these 
have been included in our model as described by Pollock et ale 

We applied a likelihood analysis on 1 °xl ° bins to determine the 
values and formal statistical uncertainties of the parameters qij' as 
well as of Yj and Ib j. Starting from the general model with these six 
parameters for each 'energy range, we tested (using the likelihood
ratio) whether various simpler models with fewer parameters (i.e. 
constant emissivity distributions as a function of R, identical Yj values 

.. 
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T _ Figure I: Galacto-centric _stribution

7o-_so_ev_ of the gamma-ray emissivity _r three

energy interval8 j. The crosses,

_.o together with statistical I_ error

bars, indicate the fit value8 _r
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by the vertical lines) without any
- io constraints. The circle8 are the

_ emissivity value8 when the value8 of
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f_ll curve8 repres_t the emissivity

_ o.c +- distr4butions qj(R) in the e_e of
_ v ezponential _stribution8 for the CR

electron8 and nucl_. The d_hed

o io- curve8 indicate the _°-decay cont_bu-

tion from the CR nucl_ (f = I).
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05 ....... _ and/or identical emissivity distribu-

,,I,, , I txons for each energy range) gzve
°°0 s _0 _s 2o significantly worse fits to the data.

R (kpc)

3. Results and discussion. Figure 1 shows the resultant radial

emissivity distributions. Since neither the two emissivity values outside
the solar circle, nor the two values inside, can be determined entirely

independently, these radial distributions have to be judged carefully.

The likelihood-ratio hypothesis testings showed: (I) a gamma-ray

emissivity gradient as a function of galacto-centric radius is required

for the integral 70 MeV - 5 GeV range, (2) the gamma-ray model displays

an energy dependence, (3) this energy dependence can be accounted for

fully by an energy-dependent emissivity gradient (so energy-independent

Y. values) that is strongest for low energies, (4) it can less satisfac-

torily be ascribed to different emissivity spectra of HI and H 2 (i.e.

different Y_ values). The ratio X = N(H2)/Wco was found to be
(2.75 ± 0.3_)x10 -26 mol. c_ 2 K -I km-I s, and additional tests showed

that X is constant throughout the Galaxy, within uncertainties. This X

value is independent of excitation and abundance effects, which have

plagued previous determinations. It should strictly be regarded, however,

as an upper limit if a population of unresolved galactic gamma-ray

sources distributed like CO exists. The resultant H2 mass is equal to the
HI mass for 2 kpc < R <I0 kpc, namely 0.9xlO 9 Mo.

Assuming exponential distributions eS(R-_o ) (Re = I0 kpc) for the

CR electrons (e) and nuclei (n), the total gamma-ray emissivity at

galacto-centric radius R can be written as:

qj(R) = eSe(R-Ro).{qj(Ro)-f.q_,j } + eSn(R-Re)f.q_°,j,

where the parameters q_o,j are the local _°-decay gamma-ray emissivi-
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Figupe 1: Galacto-centpic distpibution 
of the gamma-pay emissivity fop thr-ee 
enepgy inter-vals j. The cr-osses ~ 
togethep with statistical 1 a epr-or
baps~ indicate the fit values fop 
selected distance r-anges i (indicated 
by the ver-tical lines) without any 
constpaints. The cipcles ar-e the 
emissivity values when the values of 
Y jape fopced to be identical. The 
full cur-ves peppesent the emissivity 
distr'ibutions qj(R) in the case of 
e:r:ponential distpibutions fop the CR 
electpons and nuclei. The dashed 
cupves indicate the nO-decay contr'ibu
tion fpom the CR nuclei (f = 1). 

and/or identical emiss1vHy distribu
tions for each energy range) give 
significantly worse fits to the data. 

3. Results and discussion. Figure 1 shows the resultant radial 
emissivity distributions. Since neither the two emissivity values outside 
the solar circle, nor the two values inside, can be determined entirely 
independently, these radial distributions have to be judged carefully. 
The likelihood-ratio hypothesis testings showed: 0) a gannna-ray 
emissivity gradient as a function of galacto-centric radius is required 
for the integral 70 MeV - 5 GeV range, (2) the gannna-ray model displays 
an energy dependence, (3) this energy dependence can be accounted for 
fully by an energy-dependent emissivity gradient (so energy-independent 
Yj values) that is strongest for low energies, (4) it can less satisfac
torily be ascribed to different emissivity spectra of HI and H2 (Le. 
different y. values). The ratio X = N(H2)/WCO was found to be 
(2.75 ± O. 3~)xlO-26 mol. cm-2 K-l km-1 s, and additional tests showed 
that X is constant throughout the Galaxy, within uncertainties. This X 
value is independent of excitation and abundance effects, which have 
plagued previous determinations. It should strictly be regarded, however, 
as an upper limit if a population of unresolved galactic gamma-ray 
sources distributed like CO exists. The resultant H2 mass is equal to the 
HI mass for 2 kpc < R < 10 kpc, namely 0.9xl09 M .. 

Assuming exponential distributions eS(R-<Jle ) (Re = 10 kpc) for the 
CR electrons (e) and nuclei (n), the total gamma-ray emissivity at 
galacto-centric radius R can be written as: 

S (R-R ) S (R-R.) 
q j (R ) ::: e e e. { q j ( Re ) - f . q ~ ,j } + e n e f. q n0 ,j , 

where the parameters q n° ,j are the local nO-decay gamma-ray emissivi-
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Figure 2: Radial CR-density distributions of the form eS(R-Re), for

CR electrons (e) and nuclei (n). The hatched area8 encompass 0.8 _ f_ 1.2

and I o uncertainties fo_ Sn and Se, that ks -0._1 < Se <-0.09 kpc--1 and

-0.055< Sn<+0.015 kpc -l. Note that within these area8 Se and Sn are not

independent: a stronger electron gradient implie8 a stronger gradient for

the nuclei (see table, presenting Se and Sn for different f values).

ties (we estimated these values from the work of Stephens and Badhwar

(1981), based on the demodulated proton spectrum near the earth) and f is

an energy-independent scaling factor, because the demodulated proton flux

may not be typical for the local interstellar medium. Considering a range

of possible f values (0.8 _f _1.2), we applied a likelihood analysis to

determine the values of the local emissivity values qj(Re) , and of Se and
Sn. Note that we did not fit the emissivity distributions shown in
Figure I; our method allows for the dependencies mentioned above (for

details see Bloemen et al., 1985). The resultant values of Se and Sn are
given in Figure 2 and the corresponding emissivity distributions are

included in Figure I. The total local gamma-ray emissivities qj(Re)were
found to be independent of the f value chosen and are consistent with the

improved local emissivities determined at medium latitudes (Strong et

al., 0G3.1-3); the implications for the local electron spectrum are

discussed by Strong (0G3.1-7). The CR electron gradient is required, but

the results are consistent with a constant density of CR nuclei on a

galactic scale. The quoted CR gradients could be affected by a population

of unresolved galactic gamma-ray sources.

The gradient in the distribution of the CR electrons confirms their

galactic origin. The exponential scale length of the CR nuclei distribu-

tion from the present analysis is at least 15 kpc; this is much larger *

than for the type of objects generally considered as candidates for CR

sources (e.g. supernovae and pulsars, both having a scalelength of _5 kpc

(Kodaira, 1974; Lyne et al., 1985)). The gradient of the CR nuclei, if it

exists, is so weak, that on the basis of gamma-ray observations, it can

no longer exclusively be claimed that CR nuclei (with energies of several

GeV) are produced in the Galaxy. If the latter is the case, and if they

are produced by objects like pulsars and _ supernova remnants, then the CR
distribution does not seem to reflect the distribution of the CR sources.

References: B]oemen, J.B.G.M., eta|.: 1984a, Astron. Astrophys. 139, 37

Blo_en, J.B.G.M. Blitz, L., and He,sen, W.: I984b,--A-{trophys.J. 779, 136
B1oemen, J.B.G.M., et at.: 1984c. Astron. Astrophys. 135, 12
B1o_en, J.B.G.M., eta].: 1985, Astron. Astrophys., _mltted
Kodaira, K.: 1974, Pub]. Astron. Soc. Japan 26, 255
Lebrun, F., et al.: Ig83, Astrophys. J. 274,_31
Lyne, A.G., Manchester, R.N., and Taylor,--'J'.H.:1985, M.N.R.A.S. 21_..33,613
Pollock, A.M,T., etal.: 1985, Astron. Astrophys., in press

Stephens, S.A.. and Badhwar, G.D.: 1981, Astrophys. and Space Sci. 7_, 213
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the nuclei (8ee table, proe8enting Be and Bn foro differoent f values). 

ties (we estimated these values from the work of Stephens and Badhwar 
(1981), based on the demodulated proton spectrum near the earth) and f is 
an energy-independent scaling factor, because the demodulated proton flux 
may not be typical for the local interstellar medium. Considering a range 
of possible f values (0.8 ;;;f;;; 1.2), we applied a likelihood analysis to 
determine the values of the local emissivity values qj(Re ), and of Se and 
Sn' Note that we did not fit the emissivity distributions shown in 
Figure 1; our method allows for the dependencies mentioned above (for 
details see Bloemen et a1., 1985). The resultant values of Se and Sn are 
given in Figure 2 and the corresponding emissivity distributions are 
included in Figure 1. The total local gamma-ray emissivities qj(Re ) were 
found to be independent of the f value chosen and are consistent with the 
improved local emissivities determined at medium latitudes (Strong et 
al., OG3.1-3); the implications for the local electron spectrum are 
discussed by Strong (OG3.1-7). The CR electron gradient is required, but 
the results are consistent with a constant density of CR nuclei on a 
galactic scale. The quoted CR gradients could be affected by a population 
of unresolved galactic gamma-ray sources. 

The gradient in the distribution of the CR electrons confirms their 
galactic origin. The exponential scale le~gth of the CR nuclei distribu
tion from the present analysis is at least 15 kpc; this is much larger 
than for the type of objects generally considered as candidates for CR 
sources (e.g. supernovae and pulsars, both having a scalelength of ~5 kpc 
(Kodaira, 1974; Lyne et al., 1985». The gradient of the CR nuclei, if it 
exists, is so weak, that on the basis of gamma-ray observations, it can 
no longer exclusively be claimed that CR nuclei (with energies of several 
GeV) are produced in the Galaxy. If the latter is the case, and if they 
are produced by objects like pulsars and" supernova remnants, then the CR 
distribution does not seem to reflect the distribution of the CR sources. 
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LOCAL ELECTRON SPECTRUM ABOVE 100 MeV
DERIVED FROM GAMMA-RAY EMISSIVITY SPECTRA

A. W. STRONG

Max-P]anck Institut fiir Extraterrestrische Physik
D-8046Garching-bei-M_inchen,W.Germany

ABSTRACT

Two new determinations of the local "l-ray emissivity spectrum are in good ac-
cord and have been used to derive constraints on the local electron spectrum. The
requirement/or an electron intensity above I Ge V larger titan previonsly believed is
confirmed, and no low-ekergy upturn in the electron spectrum is then needed.

1. INTRODUCTION The local "/-ray emissivity spectrum from 70-5000 MeV
has recently been determined by two independent analyses of the COS-B data, first
at intermediate latitudes (Strong et al., 1985) secondly at low latitudes ([b[ < 5.5°)
in the longitude range 15° < l < 165° (Bloemen et aL 1985). The first method,
using 21-cm and galaxy count data as gas tracers, refers only to the region within
about 500 pc from the Sun; the second, using 21-cm and CO surveys with velocity
informationtoestimatedistances,giveslarge-scaleaverageemissivitiesforvarious
galactocentrlcdistanceranges.To comparethetwo results,Table1usesthemean
valuesforgalacto-centricdistancesbetween8 and 15kpcfromBloemenetal.

TABLE I:Localemissivityspectrum(10-2esr-ts-I)

Energy range 10° < lbl< 20° Ibl< s.5°
70 - 150 MeV 1.1 4- 0.1 1.0 4- 0.1

150 - 300 MeV 0.76 4- 0.06 0.74 4- 0.05
300 - 5000 MeV 0.68 4- 0.07 0.62 -l-0.04

The agreement with the intermediate latitude values is excellent, and since the
techniques used are quite different I conclude that the local emissivity spectrum is
reliable and not subject to large systematic errors. The intermediate latitude results
are improvements on earlier analyses (Lebrun et al. 1982, Strong 1982, 1985) owing
partly to the increase amount of data now available and partly to improved analysis
methods.

2. RESULTS The emissivity spectrum has been used to derive the local inter-
stellar electron spectrum by the method of Gualandris and Strong (1984), in which
a three-power-law representation is assumed and allowance is made for an uncer-
tainty of up to 20% in each of the adopted emissivity values. The bremsstrahlung
is treated using the formulae of Blumenthal and Gould (1970); the _.ospectrum is
taken from Stephens and Badhwar (1981), and the electron spectral shape above
300 MeV is assumed to be E -2"4 as derived from radio spectral data (Webber 1983).
As before a factor fs, is introduced to allow for the uncertainty in the absolute level
of the lr° spectrum.

.. 
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ABSTRACT 
" 

Two new determinations 0/ the local "I-ray emissivity spectrum are in good ac-
cord and have been used to denve constraints on the local electron spectrum. The 
requirement for an electron intensity above 1 Ge V larger than previously belietJed is 
confirmed, and no low-energy upturn in the electron spectrum is then needed. 

1. INTRODUCTION The local "I-ray emissivity spectrum from 70-5000 MeV 
has recently been determined by two independent analyses of the COS-B data, first 
at intermediate latitudes (Strong et al., 1985) secondly at low latitudes (Ibl < 5.5°) 
in the longitude range 15° < I < 165° (Bloemen et aI. 1985). The first method, 
using 21-cm and galaxy count data as gas tracers, refers only to the region within 
about 500 pc from the Sun; the second, using 21-cm and CO surveys with velocity 
information to estimate distances, gives large-scale average emissivities for various 
galactocentric distance ranges. To compare the two results, Table 1 uses the mean 
values for galacto- centric distances between 8 and 15 kpc from Bloemen et al. 

TABLE 1: Local emissivity spectI"Qm (10-26sr-1s- 1) 

Energy range 
70 -150 MeV 

150- 300 MeV 
300 - 5000 MeV 

10° < Ibl < 20° 
1.1 ± 0.1 

Ibl < 5.5° 
1.0 ± 0.1 

0.76 ± 0.06 0.74 ± 0.05 
0.68 ± 0.07 0.62 ± 0.04 

The agreement with the intermediate latitude values is excellent, and since the 
techniques used are quite different I conclude that the local emissivity spectrum is 
reliable and not subject to large systematic errors. The intermediate latitude results 
are improvements on earlier analyses (Lebrun et al. 1982, Strong 1982, 1985) owing 
partly to the increase amount of data now available and partly to improved analysis 
methods . 

2. RESULTS The emissivity spectrum has been used to derive the local inter
stellar electron spectrum by the method of Gualandris and Strong (1984), in which 
a three-power-law representation is assumed and allowance is made for an uncer
tainty of up to 20% in each of the adopted emissivity values. The bremsstrahlung 
is treated using the formulae of Blumenthal and Gould (1970); the ",0 spectrum is 
taken from Stephens and Badhwar (1981), and the electron spectral shape above 
300 MeV is assumed to be E-2.4 as derived from radio spectral data (Webber 1983). 
As before a factor II' is introduced to allow for the uncertainty in the absolute level 
of the 11'0 spectrum. 
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Fig 1 shows various spectra consistent with the intermediate latitude emissivities

and includes the range of 'reasonable'solutions for fp = 1.0 and 1.1. In fact with
the present values such solutions are only obtained if the 300-5000 MeV emissivity
is reduced by 10% or more, so Fig 1 shows families of solutions for reductions of

10% and 20% (i.e. within the allowed uncertainties). For comparison the 'local
demodulated'values at 4 GeV given by Rockstroh and Webber (1980) and Webber
(1983) are shown. The conclusion of Gualandris and Strong (1984) that the local
spectrum is higher than that given by Rockstroh and Webber is reinforced by the
present analysis; this conclusion depends on the 300-5000 MeV emissivity which is
now higher than in previous analyses (e.g. Strong 1982). A factor 2-3 relative to
Rockstroh and Webber (1980) is required, while the larger value given by Webber

(1983) is consistent with the lower limit from the present analysis for fp = 1.1. The
comparison is summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2: Electron intensity at 4 GeV (units of lO-2cm-_sr-ls-lGeV -1)

Rockstroh and Webber (1980) 3.0

Fig 1 of Webber (1983) 4.7

Fig 6 of Webber (1983) 4.1

present work fp= 1.0 7- 10

present work fp = I.I 5 - 8

The uncertainty in the electron spectrum below 100 MeV is still very large, ._

consequence of the fact that the bremsstrahlung from these electrons lies largely

below the lowest COS-B energy band. The spectra are however consistent with the
continuation of the E -2'4 shape down to 100 MeV, as proposed by Webber (1983)

provided the intensity > 300 MeV is in the range shown in Fig 1.
The present result is particularly important for estimates of the inverse-Compton -

component of the galactic emission (e.g. Bloemen 1984, Bloemen et al 1985, Strong
1985, Strong et al. 1985). These calculations have generally used the local demo-

dulated spectrum; attempts to leave the intensity as a free parameter (Strong 1985,
Strong et a1.1985) indicate an intensity consistent with the present work.
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Fig 1 shows various spectra consistent with the intermediate latitude emissivities 
and includes the range of 'reasonable'solutions for /p = 1.0 and 1.1. In fact with 
the present values such solutions are only obtained if the 300-5000 Me V emissivity 
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spectrum is higher than that given by Rockstroh and Webber is reinforced by the 
present analysis; this conclusion depends on the 300-5000 MeV emissivity which is 
now higher than in previous analyses (e.g. Strong 1982). A factor 2-3 relative to 
Rockstroh and Webber (1980) is required, while the larger value given by Webber 
(1983) is consistent with the lower limit from the present analysis for /p = 1.1. The 
comparison is summarized in Table 2. 
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The uncertainty in the electron spectrum below 100 MeV is still very large, ;), 
consequence of the fact that the bremsstrahlung from these electrons lies largely 
below the lowest COS-B energy band. The spectra are however consistent with the 
continuation of the E-2.4 shape down to 100 MeV, as proposed by Webber (1983) 
provided the intensity> 300 MeV is in the range shown in Fig 1. 

The present result is particularly important for estimates of the inverse-Compton 
component of the galactic emission (e.g. Bloemen 1984, Bloemen et al 1985, Strong 
1985, Strong et al. 1985). These calculations have generally used the local demo
dulated spectrum; attempts to leave the intensity as a free parameter (Strong 1985, 
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FIG 1& Electron spectra consistent with 'Y-ray emissivities derived at intermediate 
latitudes. The 11'0- spectrum factor Iv is 1.0. Each family of connected spectra 
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RELEVANCE OF COSMIC GAMMA RAYS TO THE MASS OF

GAS IN THE GALAXY

Bhat, C.L., Mayer, C.J., and Wolfendale, A.W.

Physics Department, University of Durham, Durham, U.K.

(CLB is on leave from Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,

Nuclear Research Laboratory, Srinagar, Kashmir)

ABSTRACT

The bulk of the diffuse y-ray flux comes from cosmic ray

interactions in the interstellar medium. A knowledge of

the large-scale spatial distribution of the Galactic y-rays

and the cosmic rays enables the distribution of the target

gas to be examined. An approach of this type is used here

to estimate the total mass of the molecular gas in the

Galaxy. It is shown to be much less than that previously

derived, viz., _ 6 x 108 solar masses within the solar

radius as against % 3 x 109 based on 2.6mm CO measure-

ments.

i. Introduction. Hitherto, the standard way of determining the mass

of the molecular gas (H2) in the Galaxy has been by way of the derivation

of the integral fTl2dv for the J = 1 . O transition of 12CO and its

subsequent conversion to the column density of the molecular hydrogen

N(H 2) through the relation N(H2) = eg0 fTl2dv, where the conversion

factor e20 is in units 1020atoms cm-_K-ikm-ls. Many workers have

employed this procedure, most notably Sanders et al. (1984, to be

denoted SSS). The constant value of 7.2 adopted by SSS for _20 over the

whole galaxy lead, to a mass of 3 x 109MQ for Galactocentric radii

R < i0 kpc, to be compared with = 1 x 109M 0 for the atomic hydrogen,
HI.

The actual value to be used for e20 has been the subject of a con-

siderable contemporary argument. Here we enter the fray by way of the

cosmic y-ray evidence.

2. The method and the results theref_-om. The y-ray method relies on

(i) a demonstration that cosmic ray particles can penetrate the bulk of

the gas in the interstellar medium (ISM), and (ii) a reliable knowledge

of the local y-ray emissivity of gas locally. The first has recently

been shown to be valid by Houston and Wolfendale (1984) in the case of

the local Orion molecular clouds, and should as such hold generally,

since the Orion clouds appear to be representative of most other H 2
clouds in the Galaxy.

Referring specifically to the Orion clouds, we assume that the

cosmic ray intensity is the same as that locally. We further take the

corresponding y-ray emissivity to be identical with that estimated for

high Galactic latitudes (Ibl>10°). The result (Bhat et al., 1985) is

that we find a value for e20 at R _ i0 kpc which is only 40-50% of

that adopted by SSS.
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ABSTRACT 
The bulk of the diffuse y-ray flux comes from cosmic ray 
interactions in the interstellar medium. A knowledge of 
the large-scale spatial distribution of the Galactic y-rays 
and the cosmic rays enables the distribution of the target 
gas to be examined. An approach of this type is used here 
to estimate the total mass of the molecular gas in the 
Galaxy. It is shown to be much less than that previously 
derived, viz., ~ 6 x 108 solar masses within the solar 
radius as against ~ 3 x 109 based on 2.6mm CO measure
ments. 

1. Introduction. Hitherto, the standard way of determining the mass 
of the molecular gas (H2 ) in the Galaxy has been by way of the derivation 
of the integral JrT12dv for the J = 1 + 0 transition of 12CO and its 
subsequent conversion to the column densit1 of the molecular hydrogen 
N(H2 ) through the relation N(H 2 ) = u~O [T 2dv , where the conversion 
factor u20 is in units 1020atoms cm- K-lkm-ls. Many workers have 
employed this procedure, most notably Sanders et al. (1984, to be 
denoted SSS). The constant value of 7.2 adopted by SSS for u20 over the 
whole galaxy leadtto a mass of 3 x 109MQ for Galactocentric radii 
R < 10 kpc, to be compared with ~ 1 x 109MO for the atomic hydrogen, 
HI. 

The actual value to be used for u20 has been the subject of a con
siderable contemporary argument. Here we enter the fray by way of the 
cosmic y-ray evidence. 

2. The method and the results therefl'om. The y-ray method relies on 
(i) a demonstration that cosmic ray particles can penetrate the bulk of 
the gas in the interstellar medium (.ISM) , and (ii) a reliable knowledge 
of the local y-ray emissivity of gas locally. The first has recently 
been shown to be valid by Houston and Wolfendale (1984) in the case of 
the local Orion molecular clouds, and should as such hold generally, 
since the Orion clouds appear to be representative of most other H2 
clouds in the Galaxy. 

Referring specifically to the Orion clouds, we assume that the 
cosmic ray intensity is the same as that locally. We further take the 
corresponding y-ray emissivity to be identical with that estimated for 
high Galactic latitudes (lbl>lOO). The result (Bhat et al., 1985) is 
that we find a value for u20 at R ~ 10 kpc which is only 40-50% of 
that adopted by SSS. 
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HI H2 Furthermore, we argue that

_(Mep62} there is clear evidence for a
cosmic-ray (CR) electron

_0 _ gradient in the inner Galaxy.

30 _-- IRangequ_ed These electrons are responsible

20 "___T_._.__ S for y-rays in the SAS II energy

10 -16 range 35-i00 MeV and the (m_o_i-fi_)

5 :M electron intensity is found to

3 _____/needed be a factor _ 2.3 higher at _C _&_
2 Mr [R Ks R % I0 kpc. The consequence

of this on the surface density

I o of gas in the inner Galaxy

(Fig. I) is that it is a factor

Fig. i. Surface densities of % 5 lower than that given by

HI and H2 at R=6 kpc. The range SSS using a constant e20 % 7.2.
of quoted values from CO obs-

ervations (using various e values) As is indicated in Fig. i,

is indicated, as is the value from the reduced value of a(R=6kpc)

SSS. The value needed to satisfy also follows naturally by

the cosmic y-ray results is shown, another route, involving the

Also indicated is the effect of use of a metallicity correction

reducing the surface density of H2 factor M for deriving _20 in
by 0.37 times (to allow for the the inner Galaxy from its
change in _) and by 0.5 (to allow local value (Bhat et al.

for metallicity). 1985).

There is also a wealth of other supplementary data involving ab-

sorption studies at the X-ray and infra-red wavelengths and virial mass

estimates of molecular clouds, which we have used and which we find to

be consistent with our new estimates of e20,both locally as also in the
inner Galaxy.

3. Conclusions. Figure 2 gives our results on the distribution of H 2
1000 mass as a function of R.

- Here we have used various

_(R) methods for determining e20,

100 and the Galactic centre region

(MoPe"2) 1 .j_2(SSS) has been treated separatel_.
We find H2 masses _ 2 × I0 MQ

10 _. for the Galactic Centre re_ien

(R<0.5 kpc) and _ 6.5 x IO°MQ

I for the inner Galaxy (R<IO kpc).

0 :Z & I_ 8 _ i2 _ References

R(kDc) Bhat, C.L. et al. (1985), Nature

Fig. 2. Dependence of H2 and HI 314, 511.

on R. SSS denotes a widely quoted Houston, B.P., and Wolfendale,

estimate from CO alone, by Sanders A.W. (1984), J. Phys. G., ii,
et al. (1984). 407.

Sanders, D.B., Solomon, P.M.,
and Scoville, N.Z. (1984), Astrophys. J., 276, 182.
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Fig. 1. Surface densities of 
HI and H2 at R=6 kpc. The range 
of quoted values from CO obs
ervations (using various a values) 
is indicated, as is the value from 
SSS. The value needed to satisfy 
the cosmic y-ray results is shown. 
Also indicated is the effect of 
reducing the surface density of H2 
by 0.37 times (to allow for the 
change in a) and by 0.5 (to allow 
for metallicity) . 
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Furthermore, we argue that 
there is clear evidence for a 
cosmic-ray (CR) electron 
gradient in the inner Galaxy. 
These electrons are responsible 
for y-rays in the SAS II energy 
range 35-100 MeV and the (m.e-alel- fi t-) 
electron intensity is found to 
be a factor'\, 2.3 higher at b Pore fh~n 
R '\, 10 kpc. The consequence 
of this on the surface density 
a of gas in the inner Galaxy 
(Fig. 1) is that it is a factor 

'\, 5 lower than that given by 
SSS using a constant a20 '\, 7.2. 

As is indicated in Fig. 1, 
the reduced value of a (R=6kpc) 
also follows naturally by 
another route, involving the 
use of a metallicity correction 
factor M for deriving a20 in 
the inner Galaxy from its 
local value (Bhat et al. 
1985) . 

There is also a wealth of other supplementary data involving ab
sorption studies at the X-ray and infra-red wavelengths and vi rial mass 
estimates of molecular clouds, which we have used and which we find to 
be consistent with our new estimates of a20,both locally as also in the 
inner Galaxy. 

3. Conclusions. Figure 2 gives our results on the distribution of H2 
1000 mass as a function of R. 
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has been treated separate17. 
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1 Introduction The detection of localised sources of

high-energy _-radiation, first by SAS-2 and later more
comprehensively by COS-B, has lead to much discussion

regarding the physical nature of the objects that number 25

in the 2CG catalogue (i). Only the Crab and Vela pulsars have
been unambiguously identified; the p Oph cloud has

subsequently been resolved ; and 3C273 (2) and the X-ray
source IE0630+178 (3) have also been proposed as
counterparts. The status of the remaining sources is much

less clear. Of the _-radiation observed above i00 MeV only a
few percent is due to the catalogued sources which are viewed

against intense background emission from the galactic plane.

There has been considerable recent success in modelling the
galactic plane emission as the interactions of cosmic rays
with atomic and molecular interstellar gas; elsewhere at this

conference Bloemen et al (4) demonstrate that the large
angular scale features of the observations are well

reproduced in this way. By extending the analysis to small
angular scales we aim to show which of the 2CG sources might

be due to conventional levels of cosmic rays within clumps of
gas and which cannot be so explained. With the use of a more

sophisticated model the results presented here improve and
extend those of an earlier report (5). So far we have only

used the data above 300 MeV where the instrument's angular
resolution is at its best. Work at lower energies is also

underway.
2 Analysis A combination of HI measurements and the recent

Columbia/GISS large scale CO survey allows a detailed and

independent point-by-point estimate of the diffuse emission

above which any sources appear. Using Bloemen et al's (4)
model as a starting point we have used a likelihood method

(5) to test for the presence of point sources in addition to
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1 Introduction The detection of localised sources of 
high-energy ~-radiation, first by SAS-2 and later more 
comprehensively by COS-B, has lead to much discussion 
regarding the physical nature of the objects that number 25 
in the 2CG catalogue (1). Only the Crab and Vela pulsars have 
been unambiguously identif ied ~ the p Oph cloud has 
subsequently been resolved and 3C273 (2) and the X-ray 
source lE0630+178 (3) have also been proposed as 
counterparts. The status of the remaining sources is much 
less clear. Of the ~-radiation observed above 100 MeV only a 
few percent is due to the catalogued sources which are viewed 
against intense background emission from the galactic plane. 
There has been considerable recent success in modelling the 
galactic plane emission as the interactions of cosmic rays 
with atomic and molecular interstellar gas~ elsewhere at this 
conference Bloemen et al (4) demonstrate that the large 
angular scale features of the observations are well 
reproduced in this way. By extending the analysis to small 
angular scales we aim to show which of the 2CG sources might 
be due to conventional levels of cosmic rays within clumps of 
gas and which cannot be so explained. With the use of a more 
sophisticated model the results presented here improve and 
extend those of an earlier report (S). So far we have only 
used the data above 300 MeV where the instrument's angular 
resolution is at its best. Work at lower energies is also 
underway. 
2 Analysis A combination of HI measurements and the recent 
Columbia/GISS large scale CO survey allows a detailed and 
independent point-by-point estimate of the diffuse emission 
above which any sources appear. Using Bloemen et aI's (4) 
model as a starting point we have used a likelihood method 
(S) to test for the presence of point sources in addition to 
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the gas. The area surveyed covers 12°<i<179 ° in the first

and second quadrants of the galaxy and 271°_14299 ° in
Carina. The extent of the latitude coverage varies slightly

with longitude although for -50_b_+5 ° it is complete. For
each of the 17 relevant COS-B observations one seeks a

probability model of the form

p(l,b)dn _ (rsPs(is,bs)+pg)dn

to describe the photons detected over the entire field of

view within the CO survey boundaries, rs is the strength of

a source at (ls,bs), Ps has the form of the COS-B

point-spread function and pg comes from Bloemen et al's
model of the diffuse emission. The choice of the appropriate
parameters is made through values of the log likelihood

inL = Eln(Pi)
i

for the set of detected photons, inL is a maximum for some

value rs=rma x and the statistic

k(is,bs) = inL(rmax,ls,bs) - inL(0,1s,bs)

gives the weight of evidence for a point source, k is k

maximised with respect to position. A value of 6, which we
adopt below as a threshold, corresponds to a random

probability of a few percent.
3 Results and Discussion The k* statistic shows that some

point-like sources must be added to the diffuse emission to

reproduce the data above 300 MeV. Table _ is a summary of
the results giving positions, fluxes and k values. The list
has entries for new sources with k*>6 and, with the

exceptions of 2CG284-00 and 2CG288-00 which coincide largely
with two new entries, for each of the 2CG sources in the

area surveyed whether detected here or not. The inclusion of

the background model has caused some changes in flux and
position from 2CG catalogue values. We have also found that

the improved model used here has caused flux changes of up
to 20% with corresponding changes in k* compared with the
earlier work of Pollock et al (5).

By far the most significant feature is the excess in

Cygnus which is resolved into two point sources
corresponding to 2CG078+01 and 2CG075+00. These lie 2.7 °

apart near the edge of the large complex of atomic and
molecular gas in the Cygnus X region. Although it is
possible that we are dealing with an extended feature, two

independent sources seem the more likely explanation: the
intensities along the line joining the two sources show two

reasonably well resolved bright spots that do not have
counterparts in the gas data. 2CG078+01 is closely

coincident with SNR G78.2+2.1, one of the brightest radio
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the gas. The area surveyed covers 12°(1(179° in the first 
and second quadrants of the galaxy and 271°(1(299° in 
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probability model of the form 
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to describe the photons detected over the entire field of 
view within the CO survey boundaries. rs is the strength of 
a source at (ls,bs )' Ps has the form of the COS-B 
point-spread function and Pg comes from Bloemen et aI's 
model of the diffuse emission. The choice of the appropriate 
parameters is made through values of the log likelihood 
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exceptions of 2CG284-00 and 2CG288-00 which coincide largely 
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the background model has caused some changes in f lux and 
position from 2CG catalogue values. We have also found that 
the improved model used here has caused flux changes of up 
to 20% with corresponding changes in ). * compared with the 
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By far the most signif icant feature is the excess in 
Cygnus which is resolved into two point sources 
corresponding to 2CG078+01 and 2CG075+00. These lie 2.7° 
apart near the edge of the large complex of atomic and 
molecular gas in the Cygnus X region. Although it is 
possible that we are dealing with an extended feature, two 
independent sources seem the more likely explanation: the 
intensities along the line joining the two sources show two 
reasonably well resolved bright spots that do not have 
counterparts in the gas data. 2CG078+01 is closely 
coincident with SNR G78. 2+2 .1, one of the br ightest radio 
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TABLE 1

object 1 ° b ° k* fm _(>300 MeV) 10-7cm-2s -I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
+-_+---+--_+----+----+____+__.+

2CG078+01 78.1 2.3 7 O
2CG075+00 76.1 0.5 }60"9 7 --_----

284-01 284.7 -1.8 2 .-r---O---
286+00 286.8 0.6}12.0 2 O

083+03 83.0 3.1 8.4 i/7 O

2CG054+_I 55.0 2.2 8.3 1/2 _ _ _ _ O
2CG135+01 135.1 i. 0 7.7 2 --<>---

2CG013+00 14.0 0.3 5.9 4 _(>
2CG095+04 c 95.5 4.2 2.5 4 ---O---
2CG036+01 c 36.5 1.5 1.6 5 ------O--

2CG121+04 c 121.4 4.0 0.9 2 _--
2CG065+00 c 65.7 0.0 0.0 4 --

Summary of the search for point-source emission above the gas
in the COS-B data above 300 MeV. 1 and b are galactic
coordinates which for those objects marked c are taken from

the 2CG catalogue. The positions are uncertain to between
0.5 ° and 1.5 ° k is the likelihood statistic described in

the text. m is the number of observations made : 2CG054+01

was only detected in 1 out of 2 observations and 083+03 in 1

out of 7. f_ is the flux above 300 MeV with approximate ;io
errors.

remnants. Pollock (6) argues for identification with the
synchrotron-emitting region behind the shock front.

The second of the seven observations of Cygnus showed a
source at 083+03 which did not appear at other times. It is

therefore a variable or transient source. Similarly
2CG054+01 appeared in one of two observations. These are the

first clear examples at these energies of such phenomena
whose existence was suggested by Bloemen et al's (7) early

analysis of COS-B data. Given the implied variability time
scale of roughly a year it is probable that these are
compact objects.

There is an extended excess in Carina that suggests two
adjacent point sources and evidence of emission from
2CG135+01 and 2CG013+00. As for the other 2CG sources, the

evidence for excess emission is weak and it is likely that
they find an explanation in terms of clumps of gas

irradiated by a normal flux of cosmic rays. General

proposals along these lines have been made by several
authors, notably Li and Wolfendale (8).
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Summary of the search for point-source emission above the gas 
in the, COS-B data above 300 MeV. 1 and b are galactic 
coordinates which for those objects matked c are taken from 
the 2CG catalogue. The positions are uncertain to between 
0.5° and 1.5°. ~* is the likelihood statistic described in 
the text. m is the number of observations made : 2CG054+01 
was only detected in lout of 2 observations and 083+03 in 1 
out of 7. f')' is the flux above 300 MeV with approximate ~la 
errors. 

remnants. Pollock (6) argues for identification with the 
synchrotron-emitting region behind the shock front. 

The second of the seven observations of Cygnus showed a 
source at 083+03 which did not appear at other times. It is 
therefore a var iable or transient source. Similarly 
2CG054+01 appeared in one of two observations. These are the 
first clear examples at these energies of such phenomena 
whose existence was suggested by Bloemen et aI's (7) early 
analysis of COS-B data. Given the implied variability time 
scale of roughly a year it is probable that these are 
compact objects. 

There is an extended excess in Car ina tho1:t suggests two 
adjacent point sources and evidence of emission from 
2CG135+01 and 2CG013+00. As for the other 2CG sources, the 
evidence for excess emission is weak and it is likely that 
they find an explanation in t.erms of clumps of gas 
irradiated by a normal flux of cosmic rays. General 
proposals along these lines have been made by several 
authors, notably Li and Wolfendale (8). 
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EXCESS GAMMA RAYS FROM THE LOOP I SUPERNOVA REMNANT

Bhat, C.L., Mayer, C.J., and Wolfendale, A.W.

Physics Department, University of Durham, U.K.

(CLB is on leave from Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,

Nuclear Research Laboratory, Srinagar, India).

ABSTRACT

Evidence is presented for an excess of cosmic ray intensity

within the Loop I supernova remnant, based on an interpretation

of the observed distribution of y-rays across the remnant and

the column densities of the associated gas. A strong case can

thus be made for the bulk of the cosmic radiation (E < 1011eV)

being produced in the Galactic supernova remnants.

i. Introduction. The search for the origin of the cosmic radiation has

been a long one but we believe that a recent study in y-ray

astronomy has now provided definitive information on this question.

The principle of the method adopted in this recent investigation

is to examine the profile of y-ray intensity across the nearby 'Loop I'

supernova remnant (SNR))a remnant clearly identified in radio synchro-

tron radiation,and to determine the magnitude of the cosmic ray intensity

present therein based on current estimates of the associated gas. Full

details of this work are given in a paper by Bhat et al. (1985) and

only a summary is given here, together with some more recent results.

The characteristics of the Loop I SNR have been given by

Berkhuijsen et al. (1971): it is centred on a point _ 130 pc away and

its radius is _ 115 pc. The loop is prominent at latitudes between

-30 ° to +80 ° and at longitudes between 260 ° to 60 ° .

The y-ray data used by us come from the SAS II and the COS B -

satellite observations (Fichtel et al., 1978 and Strong et al., 1982).

The gas data are derived from the 21cm Berkeley survey (Weaver and

Williams, 1973 and later papers) for HI and 2.6mm CO observations by

Lebrun and Huang (1984) together with the galaxy count results (Strong

et al., 1982) for molecular hydrogen. The H 2 column densities are
found to be small (_ 25% of HI).

2. Results and Conclusion. Figures 1 and 2 summarise the results,

which are:

(a) An excess of y-rays of energy Ey > 300 MeV, correlated with the •
longitude-averaged;latitudinal radio profile (408 MHz) of Loop I, is

apparent. In so far as protons are the main parents of y-rays at

these energies, this suggests that protons have been efficiently

accelerated in the remnant.

(b) A similar excess at lower y-ray energies argues strongly in favour

of electrons also having been accelerated in this remnant. This

suggestion is consistent with the interpretation of the radio syn-

chrotron data by Heiles et al. (1980).
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2. Results and Conclusion. Figures 1 and 2 summarise the results, 
which are: 

(a) An excess of y-rays of energy E > 300 MeV, correlated with the 
longitude-averaged,latitudinal radi6 profile (408 MHz) of Loop I, is 
apparent. In so far as protons are the main parents of y-rays at 
these energies, this suggests that protons have been efficiently 
accelerated in the remnant. 

(b) A similar excess at lower y-ray energies argues strongly in favour 
of electrons also having been accelerated in this remnant. This 
suggestion is consistent with the interpretation of the radio syn
chrotron data by Heiles et al. (1980). 
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traversed and the CR lifetime. Analogously, in the Galactic disc, the

volume density of the gas is known to fallwith increasing Galactocentric

distance as one proceeds away from the sun. It would, therefore, be

expected that the cosmic ray intensity would not fall off as rapidly as

does the 'density' of the SNR, as the remnants in the outer Galaxy should

be more efficient at accelerating cosmic rays than their more numerous

inner Galaxy counterparts. This feature may explain the comparatively

flat radial distribution of CR (protons) reported by Bloemen et al.

(1984) (although it should be remarked that _ consider that there is

actually evidence for a small residual 'cosmic ray gradient' for

protons). A contributory factor here is the likely longer lifetime of

CR in the outer Galaxy, before escape.
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Fig. 1. The excess y-ray in
tensity associated with Loop I 
as a function of galactic 
latitude. The basic y-ray data 
are from the SAS II experiment. 
AIy is the difference between 
observed and expected y-ray 
intensity for the Loop region 
minus the same quantity outside 
the Loop. The smooth curve is 
the corresponding T408, averaged 
in the same way, normalized in 
height to observation. The 
particles generating the y rays 
are almost entirely electrons 
in the lower energy band. At 
higher energies protons generate 
about 60% of the y rays. 
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(c) The observed average y-ray 
luminosity for the Loop I is 
close to that predicted by 
Blandford and Cowie (1982) for 
a model in which the initial 
SN energy is 1051ergs and the 
cosmic rays (CR) are accel
erated by shocks in the remnant. 

The following main con
clusions of a general nature 
can be drawn: 

(i) Adopting Blandford & 
Cowie's model for the CR 
acceleration, and allowing 
the accelerated particles to 
leak out of a remnant into 
the general ISM, when the SNR 
radius is ~ 150 pc, gives an 
acceptable model for the origin 
of low energy « 1011eV) 
Galactic CR. Thus, the CR 
energy flux input to the 
Galaxy turns out to be ~ 1041 

erg s-l for a supernova 
explosion rate in the range ~ 
1 per 30 to 1 per 100 years. 

(ii) An interesting feature 
of the Blandford and Cowie 
model, and indeed any model 
involving shock acceleration 
in the SNR, is that the 
efficiency of acceleration is 
higher in low density regions 
of the ISM. Thus, the shocks 
propagating out into the 

Galactic halo are likely to be highly efficient, with important con
sequences on various propagation features e.g., the total grammage 
traversed and the CR lifetime. Analogously, in the Galactic disc, the 
volume density of the gas is known to fall with increasing Galactocentric 
distance as one proceeds away from the sun. It would, therefore, be 
expected that the cosmic ray intensity would not falloff as rapidly as 
does the 'density' of the SNR, as the remnants in the outer Galaxy should 
be more efficient at accelerating cosmic rays than their more numerous 
inner Galaxy counterparts. This feature may explain the comparatively 
flat radial distribution of CR (protons) reported by Bloemen et al. 
(1984) (although it should be remarked that we consider that there is 
actually evidence for a small residual 'cosmic ray gradient' for 
protons). A contributory factor here is the likely longer lifetime of 
CR in the outer Galaxy, before escape. 
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a function of threshold energy. 
The latitude ranges are: 11° ~ 
19°, -110~-19°. The circles 
refer to COS B data and the 
crosses to SAS·II. There 
appears to be a significant 
excess for the highest energy 
y roys, these quanta being 
generated very largely by 
cosmic-ray protons. 
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intense backgroundS resulting from 
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and the general ISM. 
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LO__NGTERM VARIABILITY OF THE COSMIC RAY INTENSITY

C.L.Bhat _ , B.P. Houston, C.J. Hayer
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Deparbmenb, Durham DHI 3LE, England. (_
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1. Introduction, In a previous paper Bhat et al.(1) assess
the evidence for the continuing acceleration of cosmic rays

in the Loop I supernova remnant. The enhanced gamma-ray
emission is found consistent with the Bland£ord and Cowie

(2) model for particle acceleration at the remnant shock
wave. We now consider the contributions of other supernovae

remnants to the Galactic cosmic ray energy density, paying
particular attention to variations in the energy density and

anisotropy of cosmic rays accelerated by local supernovae
(<100pc). The results are compared with geophysical data on

the fluctuations in the cosmic ray intensity over the
previous one billion years.

2. Shock Acceleration I_9_nSupernova Remnants, Blandford and

Cowie have applied shock acceleration considerations to
supernovae remnants exploding in the hot ISH. Assuming a
proton/electron ratio 10:1, a preshock factor -_I and an ISM

magnetic field of _I_ gauss, we get from Blandford and Cowie
the total energy in relativistic particles E within the
remnant as _s

R,
where the inital supernova energy _10 _ ergs and R, is the
remnant radius in units of 10 pc. During the Sedov phase of
the expansion the radius of the remnant is related to its

age t by _._

where t is in units of 10 _ years. This is consistent with
the previous assumptions about Loop I having an age of 4x10 f

yr and a radius of 110 pc. The efficiency of the mechanism
, increases with radius, provided the shock is strong. Beyond

this size the remnant continues to expand and the particles
are assumed to lose their energy adiabatically. We consider

three cut-off radii for the acceleration: 50,75 and 100 pc ;

" corresponding to I0%, 38% and 50% conversion e£ficiency-into
cosmic rays.
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~ Introduction. In a previous paper Bhat et al.(l) assess 
the evidence for the continuing acceleration of cosmic rays 
in the Loop I supernova remnant. The enhanced gamma-ray 
emission is found consistent with the Blandford and Cowie 
(2) model for particle acceleration at the remnant shock 
wave. We now consider the contributions of other supernovae 
remnants to the Galactic cosmic ray energy density, paying 
particular attention to variations in the energy density and 
anisotropy of cosmic rays accelerated by local supernovae 
«100pc). The results are compared with geophysical data on 
the fluctuations in the cosmic ray intensity over the 
previous one billion years. 

~ Shock Acceleration In Supernova Remnants. Blandford and 
Cowie have applied shock acceleration considerations to 
supernovae remnants exploding in the hot ISM. Assuming a 
proton/electron ratio 10:1, a preshock factor ~1 and an ISM 
magnetic field of ~1~ gauss, we get from Blandford and Cowie 
the total energy in relativistic particles E within the 
remnant as ( "t'i ~-s E ~) ~ J.-o x '0 R} t , ) 
where the inital supernova energy ~10sl ergs and R is the 
remnant radius in units of 10 pc. During the Sedo~ phase of 
the expansion the radius of the remnant is related to its 
age t by R 1,S" f "') 

t:; :::: J . ..l. II , ,'" 

where t is in units of lOs years. This is consistent with 
the previous assumptions about Loop I having an age of 4xl0~ 
yr and a radius of 110 pc. The efficiency of the mechanism 
increases with radius, provided the shock is strong. Beyond 
this size the remnant continues to expand and the particles 
are assumed to lose their energy adiabatically. We consider 
three cut-off radii for the acceleration: 50,75 and 100 pc ; 
corresponding to 10%, 30% and-50% conversion efficiency-into 
cosmic rays. 
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_L The Monte-Carlo ModelL We consider a spherical region
(r_100pc) around the Sun and calculate the cosmic ray energy

density at the centre due to supernovae events occuring

randomly in time and space. For type II supernovae we adopt
a mean Galactic rate of I per 100 yr. This corresponds to a

mean explosion rate of 0.066 per 10 _ yr within the local
volume. Each simulation covers a 10 q yr period, with a

temporal resolution of 10 _ yr. We do not consider here
possible variations in the rate due to motions of the Solar
system through spiral arms.

In each time interval the number of supernovae

occurring within 100pc is sampled from a Poisson
distribution and these are assigned random positions. The
mean local energy density is derived from Eq. I allowing for

the Sedov phase propagation of the remnant, Eq. 2. The three
cases A,B,C (corresponding to efficiency values 10, 30 and

50% respectively) are e_h simulated 10 times and average

energy densities derived. The baseline energy densities are

initally assumed to be zero, permitting an absolute
determination of the local contributions.

Mean energy densities are derived over time-scales from
0.1 to 100 Myr, and long-term averages for models A,B,C are
found to be 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 eV cm-'3 respectively. The local

Galactic energy density is generally taken to be _1.0 eV

cm "3, based on present observation of the cosmic ray and
synchrotron spectra. To derive the fluctuation in the local
energy density we first require the long-term mean to be 1.0
eV cm -_ . To achieve this, the baselines in each model are
increased to a corresponding constant level.

We also derive the expected cosmic ray anisotropy as a

function of time due to the local supernovae. During the
acceleration phase the particles are essentially limited to

the downstream region, behind the shock front. The
anisotropy amplitude % is thus determined when the remnant

sweeps past the Sun, and is given by

4. Results. The probability of fluctuations on different
time-scales, about a mean of 1.0 eV cm'_ are given in Figure

I. The upward and downward probabilities are given
separately for models A,B,C. It is apparent that in all
cases there is a greater probability of a downward
excursion: a reflection of the low probability for a local "

supernova event in a given time bin. For model A the
probability of upward fluctuations is relatively small,
whereas downward excursions, of a statistically small c

magnitude (<10_), are more prevalent. Model C is considered
unrealistic, in that it is very difficult to explain the

inferred cosmic ray grammage (E_few GeV) of 6 g cm-_if the
particles originate within 100 pc. This extreme case is
included to illustrate overall effect of increasing the net

acceleration efficiency.
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In each time interval the number of supernovae 
occurring within 100pc is sampled from a Poisson 
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Galactic energy density is generally taken to be ~1.0 eV 
cm-3 , based on present observation of the cosmic ray and 
synchrotron spectra. To derive the fluctuation in the local 
energy density we first require the long-term mean to be 1.0 
eV cm-3 • To achieve this, the baselines in each model are 
increased to a corresponding constant level. 

We also derive the expected cosmic ray anisotropy as a 
function of time due to the local supernovae. During the 
acceleration phase the particles are essentially limited to 
the downstream region, behind the shock front. The 
anisotropy amplitude ~ is thus determined when the remnant 
sweeps past the Sun, and is given by 
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<:) -: 7" .,. Ie C 

~ Results, The probability of fluctuations on different 
time-scales, about a mean of 1.0 eV cm-~ are given in Figure 
1. The upward and downward probabilities are given 
sepnrately for models A,B,C. It is apparent that in all 
cases there is a greater probability of a downward 
excursion; a reflection of the low probability for a local 
supernova event in a given time bin. For model A the 
probability of upward fluctuations is relatively small, 
whereas downward excursions, of a statistically small 
magnitude «10%), are more prevalent. Model C is considered 
unrealistic, in that it is very difficult to explain the 
inferred cosmic ray grammage (E~few GeV) of 6 g cm-~if the 
particles originate within 100 pc. This extreme case is 
included to illustrate overall effect of increasing the net 
acceleration efficiency. 
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Figure 1

In Figure 2 we show the variation of anisotropies on 10 _
yr time bins, derived from averaging over 10 Monte-Carlo

samples of the supernovae spatial distributions. The
absolute anisotropies are normalized for the case of I eV

cm-_local contribution (model C).The absolute values for the

other two cases can be derived by scaling to the appropriate
mean local energy density.

5. Conclusions, Model B, and to a lesser extent A, predict
significant (>20_) increases in cosmic ray energy density on
time-scales of a few million years. These results are in

agreement with the experimental studies of cosmogenic
nuclides by Tokar and Povinec (3) and Voshage (4). However,
model B predicts a large decrease in intensity on
time-scales of 10 _ yr, suggesting that the presently
measured energy density is likely to be less than the true

• long-term average by up to 50%. While this possibility can
not be completly ruled out at present, it seems difficult to

reconcile it with the results of high energy (El > 100MeV)
gamma-ray observations. From the stand-point of the mean
Galactic energy density being _ 1.0 eV cm "% model A is more
consistent with the observations. If the Blandford and Cowie

model is appropriate for the bulk of Galactic supernovae
then no more than _10% of the observed cosmic rays can
originate from within 100pc.
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In Figure 2 we show the variation of anisotropies on lOS 
yr time bins, derived from averaging over 10 Monte-Carlo 
sam~les of the supernovae spatial distributions. The 
absolute anisotropies are normalized for the case of 1 eV 
cm-llocal contribution (model C).The absolute values for the 
other two cases can be derived by scaling to the appropriate 
mean local energy density. 

~ Conclusions. Model B, and to a lesser extent A, predict 
significant ()20%) increases in cosmic ray energy density on 
time-scales of a few million years. These results are in 
agreement with the experimental studies of cosmogenic 
nuclides by Tokar, and Povinec (3) and Voshage (4). However, 
model B predicts a large decrease in intensity on 
time-scales of 10~ yr, suggesting that the presently 
measured energy density is likely to be less than the true 
long-term average by up to 50%. While this possibility can 
not be completly ruled out at present, it seems difficult to 
reconcile it with the results of high energy (E r > 100MeV) 
gamma-ray observations. From the stand-point of the mean 
Galacti c energy densi ty being "- 1 . 0 eV em -"1 model A is more 
consistent with the observations. If the Blandford and Cowie 
model is appropriate for the bulk of Galactic supernovae 
then no more than -10% of the observed cosmic rays can 
originate from within 100pc. 
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ABSTRACT

The spectrum of the diffuse X- and gamma-ray
background has been measured between 15 keY and
4 MeV with the scintillator detectors of the

UCSD/MIT instrument aboard the HEAO-I satellite.

The apertures of the detectors were modulated on
time scales of hours and the difference in

counting rates measured the diffuse component
flux. The observed spectrum is presented and

compared with other measurements. At least two
components are indicated, one below "I00 keY and

the other above. Possible origins are discussed.

!- Introduction. The question of the origin of the X-ray and
gamma-ray diffuse component has been revitalized in recent

years through more precise measurements of the spectral shape

(Marshall et ,I. 1980) and isotropy (Shafer 1983) at energies
below I00 keY, and also through statistical studies of X-ray

emitting active galaxies (e.g.Piccinotti _ al.1982) and QSO's (e.
Tananbaum et aL 1979). The current theoretical situation, as

reviewed by Fabian (1985), is far from decided. Much of the more

recent work, based on the HEAO-I and EINSTEINsurveys, has attempted
to model the diffuse component as the unresolved emission from

numerous distant point sources. Such modeling has generally
found it necessary to invoke evolution in the number density,
luminosity and/or spectral shape of the candidate population;

that is, the population must be substantially different at
early epochs than at present. A truly diffuse mechanism, such as

" the hot gas suggested by the thermal bremsstzahlung spectral
shape of the HEAO-1 measurements of Marshall _ ,L (1980), has its

own difficulties with spatial density, spectral shape and
evolution. While these efforts must be continued, it is also

likely that further precise and reliable measurements of the
spectrum, isotropy and fluctuations of the diffuse emission

will guide the course of such work, or may even suggest an
alternate origin. We present measurements of the diffuse

component spectrum measured between 15 keV and 4 MeV. Below i00

keY these closely confirm the spectral shape of Marshall et al.,
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above this energy a steep power-law extension is measured, and a
flattening is indicated above 500 keY.

2. Instrumentation and Method. The UCSD/MIT Hard X-Ray and
Low-Energy Gamma-Ray Experiment aboard HEAO-I consisted of seven
actively-shielded phoswich scintillation detectors. The two
Low Energy Detectors (LED's) were sensitive from 15 kev to 150

keY, the four Medium Energy Detectors (MED's) from 80 kev to 2

MeV, and the High Energy Detector from 140 keV to i0 MeV. A

movable shutter, consisting of a 5 cm thick Csl scintillator
detector, was placed periodically over the aperture of several
of these detectors in order to permit measurement of the

internal cosmic-ray-induced background (CRIB) counting rate.
To first order, the diffuse component is measured simply by

subtracting the CRIB from open-aperture observations of blank
fields. Actually, a number of open and blocked accumulations

are subtracted, each open/blocked pair corresponding to a given
range of geomagnetic parameters, to compensate for the time

variation of the CRIB. Further corrections must be applied to
these differences to account for small changes of the CRIB by
the shutter, and to correct some residual time-variability of

the CRIB. The complete method is described inKinzer _. (1985).

For each of the three detector types, the aperture flux was
equal to or larger than the CRIB near the lower energy

threshold, but in the upper portion of the energy range it was
only a few percent of the CRIB. The most complete and systematic
program of aperture modulation was performed for the MED
detectors. Results for the other detectors are based on a few

blockings only, and thus are more subject to systematic error.

3. Results. In Figure 1 are displayed the combined HEAO-1

results, including those from the A-2 experiment (Marshall _ aL
1980). The LED results extend from 15 to i00 keV; data at higher

energies was eliminated because of poor signal-to-noise. The
LED spectral shape is in exact agreement with the A-2 spectrum
in the region of overlap, and a 20% difference in flux level is

consistent with the 10-15% estimated 10-15% uncertainty in the
calculation of the solid angle for each instrument. The LED
spectrum is well-fit up to i00 keY by a thin thermal

bremsstrahlung spectrum with temperature kT = 43±1 keV,
assuming statistical errors only. The A-2 best-fit kT is 40±5
keV, where the quoted error is a generous allowance for

systematic error. The MED results, extending from 50 to 800 keV,
are inconsistent with an extension of this thermal spectral

form; instead, they agree quite well with a power law shape of
spectral index -1.81±0.08 in energy flux which is tangent to the •
curved (thermal) LED spectrum between 80 and i00 keV.

The HED results extend upwards from 140 keV, and agree with
the MED results in the region of overlap (140 to 500 keV). The

net significance above 1 MeV is only 2o. Taken at face value,
the HED points indicate yet another change of spectral shape: a

flattening to an energy index of about -i. These highest-energy
points are only 2% of the HED internal background and are
comparable to the modulation of the internal background by the
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shutter. This modulation is known, through a combination of
measurement and calculation, to an estimated error of 0.7% of
the internal background. The sum of systematic uncertainties is

of the order of the statistical error (1% of internal
background), thus a positive detection above 1 MeV cannot be

claimed. Still, these points are in remarkable agreement with
previous measurements in this energy range from a scintillator

(Trombka et at.1977) and Compton telescopes (White et al. 1977;
SchSnfelder etal.1980).

4. Discussion. The combined A-2 and A-4 LED HEAO-I data

together show a 2-100 keY spectrum with precisely the ahape of
thin thermal bremsstrahlung at about 40 keV temperature. But
compelling theoretical arguments need to be advanced before a

thermal origin for this part of the diffuse component can become
accepted. On the other hand, if this radiation is assumed to

arise from active galaxies, there is the difficulty that active

galaxies show no sign of having thermally cut-off spectra,

although this problem can be avoided by resorting to spectral
evolution. Explaining the power law extension above I00 keY

poses its own difficulties, perhaps more so for a thermal model.
The spectrum just above 1 MeV has yet to be measured

convincingly. The observations, by various experimenters, are
in good agreement with each other, but all are at the limit of

sensitivity of the instrumentation or the analytical method.

There remains, therefore, a reasonable possibility that the
true flux lies lower, as extension of the 100-400 keY spectrum
would indicate. But extrapolation of two other observations

indicates that the i-i0 MeV observations may be correct. The
SAS-2 diffuse component spectrum at 30-100 MeV (Fichtel w w.

1978) is steep and inconsistent with an extrapolation of the
100-400 keV data, thus indicating a flattened region between

400 keV and 30 MeV. Also, a mean active galaxy spectrum from 2 to
150 keV has been measured by Rothschild etal.(1983). Converted to
an equivalent diffuse flux (unevolved), this spectrum passes

right through the i-i0 MeV data, if extrapolated. Thus active
galaxies could give rise to the entire diffuse component above 1
MeV. Unfortunately, there exists yet no direct observational

evidence that their spectra extend into this energy range.

5. Conclusions. The thin thermal bremsstrahlung shape of the
diffuse component spectrum has been confirmed to high precision
between 15 and 60 keV. This shape has been observed to extend to

about i00 keV, above which energy it continues smoothly as a
power law of spectral index -1.8. Measurements from 500 keV to 4

MeV have only weak significance, but are in agreement with othe:
measurements on this interval. The coincidence with an

extrapolation of a mean active galaxy spectrum suggests the

possibility that the diffuse component near 1 MeV is largely due
to this population.

6. Acknowledgement. This work was supported by NASA contract
NAG 8-499.
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Figure i. The spectrum of the diffuse X-ray background, as

measured by instruments aboard HEAO-I. Excellent agreement

between the different instruments is obtained, allowing for the
-10% calibration uncertainties. Below 100 keV the data fit a

thin thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum with kT=40 keV. Above i00

keV a power law of index -1.8 describes the data. This may
flatten above 500 keV.
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ABSTRACT

The gamma-ray spectrometer on the Solar Maximum Mission Satellite has
detected the interstellar 2_AI line when the Galactic center traversed

its aperture in 1980, 1981, 1982, and 1984. The center of the emission

is consistent with the location of the Galactic center, but the spatial
distribution is presently not well defined. The total flux in the

direction of the Galactic center is (4.3 _ 0.4) x 10-_ y/cmLs-rad for
an assumed population I distribution.

I. Introduction. Gamma-ray line emission at 1.809 MeV from the decay
of Galactic 2SAl has been detected by both the HEAO-C spectrometer in
1979 (I) and by the SMM spectrometer in 1980, 1981 and 1982 (2). _SAl
can be synthesized in novae, supernovae, red giants, and massive stars
(3-9) and accumulates in the interstellar medium due to its 0.72 x 10_
yr half life (10).

The gamma-ray spectrometer on the Solar Maximum Mission satellite

has been in operation since February 1980. Although it was not

designed for Galactic studies, the spectrometer's excellent stability,
good sensitivity and long observing period have enabled it to detect
the interstellar 2_AI line at a high level of significance, >5a, each
year as the Galactic center passed through its field of view. In this

paper we summarize the earlier SMM observations (2) and report on the
detection of the line in 1984.

2. Observations. We obtained the data base for the Galactic studies
by accumulating I minute spectra along with the satellite's location

and orientation. Three-day accumulations of these spectra were then
sorted according to three parameters: I) the time from the last
significant transit of the radiation belts (SAA), 2) the zenith angle

of the detector axis, and 3) the vertical geomagnetic cutoff rigidity
for cosmic rays. Data were only included in these summations for the
"8 orbits each day which were free from significant exposure to the

SAA. Both computerized and visual screening of all the data prior to
the 3-day summations allowed us to remove contributions from solar
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flares, gamma-ray bursts, geomagnetic disturbances, and times with poor
telemetry transmissions.

We have used the fact that SMM follows the Sun along the ecliptic

to search for an annual increase in the intensity of 1.81MeV
gamma-rays as the Galactic center passes through its 130 ° (FWHM)

aperture. Our ability to uniquely separate the interstellar line from

background lines is limited by the 95 keV (FWHM) energy resolution of

the spectrometer near 1.81 MeV. However, the > 3 year data base
permits us to resolve the different components. Details of this

analysis are presented in reference 2. The overall background spectrum

in the 1.6 to 2.0 MeV region can be represented by a power-law
continuum and a line feature near 1.78 MeV whose width exceeds the

instrumental resolution. This feature is dominated by unresolved lines

at -1.75 MeV, -1.79 MeV and -1.81MeV. A likely source of the 1.75 MeV
feature is **gTe which is produced in the instrument's CsI shield. The

component near 1.79 MeV is due in large part to 22Na produced from

aluminum in the instrument's housing. The observed line is produced by

the simultaneous detection of a 1.275 MeV gamma ray with a 0.511MeV

photon from the annihilation of the emitted positron. Another

contributer to this feature is the _Al(n,y) 2aAl reaction which

produces a line near 1.78 MeV. In addition to interstellar 2,AI gamma

rays, the feature near 1.81 MeV appears to contain background

contributions from a radioactive decay sequence and from the excited

state of 26Mg produced by (n,np) reactions on aluminum (I).

Shown in Figure I is the measured rate of the composite line
feature between -1.79 and 1.81 MeV plotted as a function of time

following the launch of SMM. Only data accumulated with the detector

axis within 72 ° of zenith are included. The data have been summed to

24 days to remove most of the systematic variations due to SMM's 48-day

precession. The gradual increase is due to the growth of the 2_Na

background line (2.6 yr half life). Superimposed is a striking
increase which occurred in each of four years centered in the latter

part of December. This is the time when the detector axis was pointed
near the center of the Galaxy. The dashed curve represents a model
having three terms: I) a constant, 2) the increased activation in the

22Na line produced by the incident radiation (SAA and cosmic), and 3)

the calculated response of the instrument to a diffuse Galactic source

which follows the longitude distribution of >100 MeV gamma rays (11).

The average amplitude of the Galactic modulation is 0.033 + 0.0025

cts/s; the rate does not appear to vary from year to year.

We have obtained a spectrum of the Galactic line emission near

1.81 MeV by separately summing data within 45 days of Galactic center

and Galactic anti-center transits during the first 3 I/2 year observing •

period shown in Figure I. We then normalized the spectra by live time

and subtracted the Galactic anti-center exposures from the Galactic

center exposures. A clear line feature is observed with an energy =
1.804 + 0.004 MeV and width = 102 + 10 keV FWHM (includes instrumental

broadening of 95 keV FWHM). The f_tted energy and intrinsic line width

(38Z_ keV FWHM) are consistent with a narrow line at 1.809 MeV from
26AI.
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flares, gamma-ray bursts, geomagnetic disturbances, and times with poor 
telemetry transmissions. 

We have used the fact that SMM follows the Sun along the ecliptic 
to search for an annual· increase in the intensity of 1.81 MeV 
gamma-rays as the Galactic center passes through its 1300 (~IHM) 
aperture. Our ability to uniquely separate the interstellar line from 
background lines is limited by the 95 keV (FWHM) energy resolution of 
the spectrometer near 1.81 MeV. However, the > 3 year data base 
permits us to resolve the different components. Details of this 
analysis are presented in reference 2. The overall background spectrum 
in the 1.6 to 2.0 MeV region can be represented by a power-law 
continuum and a line feature near 1.78 MeV whose width exceeds the 
instrumental resolution. This feature is dominated by unresolved lines 
at -1.75 MeV, -1.79 MeV and -1.81 MeV. A likely source of the 1.75 MeV 
feature is 119Te which is produced in the instrument's CsI shield. The 
component near 1.79 MeV is due in large part to 22Na produced from 
aluminum in the instrument's housing. The observed line is produced by 
the simultaneous detection of a 1.275 MeV gamma ray with a 0.511 MeV 
photon from the annihilation of the emitted positron. Another 
contributer to this feature is the 27AI(n,y) 28Al reaction which 
produces a line near 1.78 MeV. In addition to interstellar 26Al gamma 
rays, the feature near 1.81 MeV appears to contain background 
contributions from a radioactive decay sequence and from the excited 
state of 26Mg produced by (n,np) reactions on aluminum (1). 

Shown in Figure 1 is the measured rate of the composite line 
feature between -1.79 and 1.81 MeV plotted as a function of time 
following the launch of SMM. Only data accumulated with the detector 
axis within 720 of zenith are included. The data have been summed to 
24 days to remove most of the systematic variations due to SMM's 48-day 
precession. The gradual increase is due to the growth of the 22Na 
background line (2.6 yr half life). Superimposed is a striking 
increase which occurred in each of four years centered in the latter 
part of December. This is the time when the detector axis was pointed 
near the center of the Galaxy. The dashed curve represents a model 
having three terms: 1) a constant, 2) the increased activation in the 
22Na line produced by the incident radiation (SAA and cosmic), and 3) 
the calculated response of the instrument to a diffuse Galactic source 
which follows the longitude distribution of >100 MeV gamma rays (11). 
The average amplitude of the Galactic modulation is 0.033 + 0.0025 
cts/s; the rate does not appear to vary from year to year. 

We have obtained a spectrum of the Galactic line emission near 
1.81 MeV by separately summing data within 45 days of Galactic center 
and Galactic anti-center transits during the first 3 1/2 year observing 
period shown in Figure 1. We then normalized the spectra by live time 
and subtracted the Galactic anti-center exposures from the Galactic 
center exposures. A clear line feature is observed with an energy = 
1.804 + 0.004 MeV and width = 102 + 10 keV FWHM (includes instrumental 
broadening of 95 keV FWHM). The fitted energy and intrinsic line width 
(38+ 21 keV FWHM) are consistent with a narrow line at 1.809 MeV from _38 
HAl. 
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Figure I Variation in the intensity of a composite line near
1.81 MeV obtained when data for times >10,000 s from the last
SAA passage in the 1.6-2.0 MeV range are fit by a power-law
continuum and lines at 1.75 and 1.81 MeV. Only data
accumulated <72° of zenith are plotted. The gradual increase
in the 1.81MeV intensity is due to the nearby 22Na line which
is not resolved in this fit. No data are available from late
1983 to early 1984 when SMM's tape recorders were turned off.

3. Discussion and Summary. We have analyzed 4 years of data from the
gamma-ray spectrometer on SMM and have observed a >10o increase in the
intensity of line radiation near 1.81 MeV when the Galactic center
region traversed its aperture. Restricting data samples in order to
reduce the effects of background in the instrument has no significant
effect on the measured intensity of the line. All of our tests point
to a celestial origin of the radiation. The measurement is consistent
with the detection of a narrow line at 1.809 MeV from interstellar

a 2_AI. Unambiguous identification of this line with 2SAl comes from the
high resolution HEAO-3 measurements of its energy, 1808.49 + 0.41MeV,
and width, <3 keV (I).

The detection of interstellar 1.81 MeV line gamma-radiation by
both the SMM and HEAO-3 spectrometers is convincing evidence for
nucleosynthesis of 26AI during the past million years. It was
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Figure 1 Variation in the intensity of a composite line near 
1.81 MeV obtained when data for times >10,000 s from the last 
SAA passage in the 1.6-2.0 MeV range are fit by a power-law 
continuum and lines at 1.75 and 1.81 MeV. Only data 
accumulated <720 of zenith are plotted. The gradual increase 
in the 1.81 MeV intensity is due to the nearby 22Na line which 
is not resolved in this fit. No data are available from late 
1983 to early 1984 when SMM's tape recorders were turned off. 

3. Discussion and Summary. We have analyzed 4 years of data from the 
gamma-ray spectrometer on SMM and have observed a >100 increase in the 
intensity of line radiation near 1.81 MeV when the Galactic center 
region traversed its aperture. Restricting data samples in order to 
reduce the effects of background in the instrument has no significant 
effect on the measured intensity of the line. All of our tests point 
to a celestial origin of the radiation. The measurement is consistent 
with the detection of a narrow line at 1.809 MeV from interstellar 
26Al. Unambiguous identification of this line with 26Al comes from the 
high resolution HEAO-3 measurements of its energy, 1808.49 + 0.41 MeV, 
and width, <3 keV (1). -

The detection of interstellar 1.81 MeV 
both the SMM and HEAO-3 spectrometers 
nucleosynthesis of 26Al during the past 

line gamma-radiation by 
is convincing evidence for 

million years. It was 
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initially believed that the integrated emission from Galactic

supernovae could account for the observed gamma-ray flux (10), however,

recent work indicates that this may not be the case (12,13).
Alternative sources are novae, red giant stars, and massive stars(6-8).

One of the keys to determining the origin of the observed emission is

its angular distribution (14). The Galactic longitude distribution for
novae is strongly peaked toward the Galactic center (>50% are within

10° of the center; see ref. 14). The distribution of CO, which
monitors star formation and supernovae in the Galaxy, is broader and
drops off in intensity only for longitudes more than 30° from the
Galactic center.

The SMM results require a strong concentration in the direction of

the Galactic center, as evidenced by the striking annual modulation

shown in Fig. I. We have compared this modulation with calculations
of the instrument's response to source distributions which either lie

along the Galactic plane or are asymmetric in Galactic latitude. The

centers of these distributions fall in an error box defined by 345° and
25° in Galactic longitude and -15 ° and +10 ° in latitude (99%

confidence). This is consistent with a source centered at the Galactic

center. Due to the large aperture of the spectrometer, the
distribution of the radiation is not well defined. However we are

hopeful that by using the Earth as an occulting disk for the source, we
can obtain more information on its distribution.

The intensity of the 2SAl line averaged over four SMM observations
in 1980, 1981, 1982 and 1984 is 0.033 + .0025 cts/s. There is no

evidence for any year-to-year variation in intensity. If we assume

that the line emission follows the >100 MeV Galactic gamma-ray
distribution (11), this corresponds to a total flux of (4.3 + 0.4) x

10-_ y/cm2-s-rad. This is consistent with the flux of (4.8--+ 1.0) x
10-_ y/cm'-s-rad observed by HEAO-3 in 1979/1980 (I).

4. Acknowledgements. This work was supported by NASA contract
S-14513D at NRL and NAS5-28609 at UNH, and by BFFT contract 010k
017-ZA/WS/WRK 0275.4 at MPE.
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initially believed that the integrated emission from Galactic 
supernovae could account for the observed gamma-ray flux (10), however, 
recent work indicates that this may not be the case (12,13). 
Alternative sources are novae, red giant stars, and massive stars(6-8). 
One of the keys to determining the origin of the observed emission is 
its angular distribution (14). The Galactic longitude distribution for 
novae is strongly peaked toward the Galactic center (>50% are within 
100 of the center; see ref. 14). The distribution of CO, which 
monitors star formation and supernovae in the Galaxy, is broader and 
drops off in intensity only for longitudes more than 300 from the 
Galactic center. 

The SMM results require a strong concentration in the direction of 
the Galactic center, as evidenced by the striking annual modulation 
shown in Fig. 1. We have compared this modulation with calculations 
of the instrument's response to source distributions which either lie 
along the Galactic plane or are asymmetric in Galactic latitude. The 
centers of these distributions fall in an error box defined by 3450 and 
25 0 in Galactic longitude and _150 and +10 0 in latitude (99% 
confidence). This is consistent with a source centered at the Galactic 
center. Due to the large aperture of the spectrometer, the 
distribution of the radiation is not well defined. However we are 
hopeful that by using the Earth as an occulting disk for the source, we 
can obtain more information on its distribution. 

The intensity of the 26Al line averaged over four SMM observations 
in 1980, 1981, 1982 and 1984 is 0.033 + .0025 cts/s. There is no 
evidence for any year-to-year variation in intensity. If we assume 
that the line emission follows the >100 MeV Galactic gamma-ray 
distribution (11), this corresponds to a total flux of (4.3 + 0.4) x 
10-~ y/cm2-s-rad. This is consistent with the flux of (4.8-+ 1.0) x 
10-~ y/cm2-s-rad observed by' HEAO-3 in 1979/1980 (1). 
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GALACTIC DISTRIBUTION OF INTERSTELLAR 26AI

W. A. Mahoney, J. C. Higdon, J. C. Ling,

W. A. Wheaton, and A. S. Jacobson

Jet Propulsion Laboratory 169-327
4800 Oak Grove Drive

Pasadena, CA 91109, USA

I. Introduction. The observation of 26AI in the present interstellar

medium (ISM) was an exciting milestone for nuclear gamma-ray spectroscopy.

It provided direct experimental proof that intermedlate-mass nuclei are

continuously being synthesized in the Galaxy. This discovery was made

with the hlgh-resolutlon gamma-ray spectrometer on HEAO 3 (I) and was

subsequently confirmed by the SMM gamma-ray experiment (2). A narrow

cosmic gamma-ray llne at 1809 keV was dlsco^v.ered (I) which we interpreted

as resulting from the decay of N3 M0 of ZbAl residing in the galactic
disk. While its intrinsic width was unresolved by the HEAO 3 spectro-

meter, a (1o) limit of 3 keV FWHM was obtained; this corresponds to

bulk motions of Ivl < 250 km/s, which is consistent with material at
rest in the ISM.

Even prior to the discovery of the cosmic gamma-ray llne at 1809 keV,
there had been considerable discussion in the literature on the nucleo-

synthesis of 26AI. Sites which have been suggested include type II super-

novae (3) and massive stars (4) which are members of the extreme popula-

tion I, as well as novae (5) and red giants (6) which are associated with

an older disk population. We have attempted to use the NEAO 3 data to

distinguish between these two stellar populations.

2. Analysis. HEAO 5 was a scanning mission with a spin period of 20

minutes. Conventional analysis techniques involve the accumulation of

counts from many scans followed by a source-background fitting. Because

the HEAO 3 shield has non-zero transmission at 1809 keV even at large

angles from the viewing direction, this technique does not work for an

extended source, and the source intensity must be determined by a global

fit to the data. Thus we have developed a new technique which returns

the amplitude of the source function computed for each ten minute stretch

of data. The calculated fluxes from hundreds of such scans are averaged

together to give the final result. Since ten minutes is short compared

to the spacecraft orbital period, systematic effects which arise because

of the intense, time-varlable, background count rate are nearly ellm-

inated. While this method results in a significant reduction in both the

systematic and statistical errors, it is not yet possible to measure the

spatial distribution of a source flux. Rather a source distribution must
first be assumed and then convolved with the instrument transmission as

a function of scan angle. Initially supernovae were believed to be the

prime candidates for the source of 26AI. Since the milllon-year mean

life of 26AI is much longer than the average time between galactic super-
novae (~i00 years), the diffuse 1809 keV llne emission would reflect

the accumulation from thousands of production sites. Thus we assumed the

26AI formed an extended source in the galactic equatorial plane with an
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1. Introduction. The observation of 26 Al in the present interstellar medium (ISM) was an exciting milestone for nuclear gamma-ray spectroscopy. It provided direct experimental proof that intermediate-mass nuclei are continuously being synthesized in the Galaxy. This discovery was made with the high-resolution gamma-ray spectrometer on HEAO 3 (1) and was subsequently confirmed by the SMM gamma-ray experiment (2). A narrow cosmic gamma-ray line at 1809 keV was disc0
26

ered (1) which we interpreted as resulting from the decay of "'3 Me of Al residing in the galactic disk. While its intrinsic width was unresolved by the HEAO 3 spectrometer, a (1 a) limit of 3 keV FWHM was obtained; this corresponds to bulk motions of Ivl "250 km/s, which is consistent with material at rest in the ISM. 

Even prior to the discovery of the cosmic gamma-ray line at 1809 keV, there had been considerable discussion in the literature on the nucleosynthesis of 26Al. Sites which have been suggested include type II supernovae (3) and massive stars (4) which are members of the extreme population I, as well as novae (5) and red giants (6) which are associated with an older disk population. We have attempted to use the HEAO 3 data to distinguish between these two stellar populations. 

2. Analysis. HEAO 3 was a scanning mission wi th a spin period of 20 minutes. Conventional analysis techniques involve the accumulation of counts from many scans followed by a source-background fitting. Because the HEAO 3 shield has non-zero transmission at 1809 keV even at large angles from the viewing direction, this technique does not work for an extended source, and the source intensity must be determined by a global fit to the data. Thus we have developed a new technique which returns the amp:itude of the source function computed for each ten minute stretch of data. The calculated fluxes from hundreds of such scans are averaged together to give the final result. Since ten minutes is short compared to the spacecraft orbital period, systematic effects which arise because of the intense, time-variable, background count rate are nearly eliminated. While this method results in a significant reduction in both the systematic and statistical errors, it is not yet possible to measure the spatial distribution of a source flux. Rather a source distribution must first be assumed and then convolved with the instrument transmission as a function of scan angle. Initially supernovae were believed to be the prime candidates for the source of 26Al. Since the million-year mean life of 26Al is much longer than the average time between galactic supernovae ("'100 years), the diffuse 1809 keV line emission would reflect the accumulation from thousands of production sites. Thus we assumed the 26AI formed an extended source in the galactic equatorial plane with an 
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Figure i. Net diffuse galactic gamma-ray emission near 1809 keV.

extreme population I distribution (I). The results of an analysis using

this source function are shown in Figure I where a narrow line at 1809

keV is evident above an otherwise featureless continuum.

Since establishing the existence of a cosmic feature at 1809 keV, we

have analyzed the HEAO 3 data with the aim of distinguishing between

various models for its origin. From the initial analysis (I), it was

clear that the emission from the galactic center was more intense than

from the anticenter. Thus we first determined the centroid of the dis-

tribution by using the extreme population I source model and shifting
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Figure 2. Significance of the 1809 keV observation as a function of

galactic longitude.
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extreme population I distribution (1). The results of an analysis using 

this source function are shown in Figure 1 where a narrow line at 1809 

keV is evident above an otherwise featureless continuum. 

Since establishing the existence of a cosmic feature at 1809 keV, we 

have analyzed the HEAO 3 data with the aim of distinguishing between 

various models for its origin. From the initial analysis (1), it was 

clear that the emission from the galactic center was more intense than 

from the anticenter. Thus we first determined the centroid of the dis

tribution by using the extreme population I source model and shifting 
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Figure 3. Galactic longitude distributions corresponding to extreme

population I (supernovae) and an older disk population (novae). Both
have been normalized to a total galactic luminosity of 1043 photons/s. .

the model's centroid to various galactic locations. For each location,

the significance of the net cosmic llne was computed. The results in

Figure 2 clearly show that, as a function of galactic longitude, the

emission is peaked in the direction of the galactic center. Adding the

results of a similar shift in galactic latitude shows that the emission
is centered at _ = -6 ° ± 22° and b = -4 ° ± 20 °.

We next studied two galactic distributions which we believe are

representative of stellar populations suggested as the source of the

26AI (Figure 3). The measured galactic CO distribution (7) was assumed

to model type II supernovae and massive main sequence stars. For the

older disk population containing novae and red giants, we chose the

total visual distribution in the Galaxy (8). Analysis of recent CCD

observations of M31 has shown that novae follow precisely the visual

luminosity as a function of galactic radius (9). A previous work (I0)

has employed a nova distribution that is more peaked toward the galactic

center, but we believe the visual luminosity is more representative.

TABLE 1
6

Assumed Flux (£ _ 0°) 26AI Mass Significance

Distribution [photons/cmC-s-rad] [M______] [sigmas]

Extreme

Population I (4.3 ± 0.8) x 10-4 3.1 5.2

Visual (7.3 ± 1.5) x 10-4 2.3 4.8
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Figure 3. Galactic longitude distributions corresponding to extreme population I (supernovae) and an older disk population (novae). Both have been normalized to a total galactic luminosity of 10 43 photons/so 

the model's centroid to various galactic locations. For each location, the significance of the net cosmic line was computed. The results in Figure 2 clearly show that, as a function of galactic longitude, the emission is peaked in the direction of the galactic center. Adding the results of a similar shift in galactic latitude shows that the emission is centered at ~ = _6° ± 22° and b = _4° ± 20°. 

We next studied two galactic distributions which we believe are representative of stellar populations suggested as the source of the 26AI (Figure 3). The measured galactic CO distribution (7) was assumed to model type II supernovae and massive main sequence stars. For the older disk population containing novae and red giants, we chose the total visual distribution in the Galaxy (8). Analysis of recent CCD observations of M31 has shown that novae follow precisely the visual luminosity as a function of galactic radius (9). A previous work (10) has employed a nova distribution that is more peaked toward the galactic center, but we believe the visual luminosity is more representative. 

TABLE 1 

Assumed Flux (~ '2 0°) 26 A1 Mass Significance Distribution [photons/em -s-rad] ~aL [sigmas] 

Extreme 
Population I (4.3 ± 0.8) x 10-4 3.1 5.2 

Visual (7.3 ± 1.5) x 10-4 2.3 4.8 
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The results of the analysis of the first two months of HEAO 3 data

are shown in Table i. Note that while the quoted intensity from the ga-

lactic center is higher for the visual distribution than for the popula-

tion I model, the implied mass is lower. This results because the visual

distribution is much more peaked toward the galactic center (Figure 3).

The analysis thus far does not distinguish between these two populations.

3. Discussion. While the HEAO 3 data are consistent with both the super-

nova and nova distributions, theoretical models of these two types of

events tend to favor novae (11) as the main source of 26AI. Supernova

calculations (3) indicate that the 26AI/27AI isotopic production ratio is

~10 -3 whereas a production ratio of nearly 0.I is required to explain

the observations. Nova calculations (5), on the other hand, give a

26AI/27AI production ratio near 1 and indicate that they can account for
about 1 M@ of VAl in the present ISM. Furthermore, the nova models used
outdated values for the rates of the 25Mg(p, y)26Al reaction, the main

production mode of 26AI. Recent measurements of the cross sections (12)

revealed a new resonance which translates into a vastly increased reaction

rate at temperatures typical of novae. Thus it appears novae are capable

of producing nearly all the observed 26AI. The contribution from massive

stars (4) and red giants (5) as well as supernovae appears small compared

to the nova production.

' We will continue analyzing the HEAO 3 data in an attempt to measure

the latitude extent of the emission and to try to differentiate between

the suggested stellar populations responsible for the 26AI productiun.

4. Acknowledgement. The research described in this paper was carried

out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,
under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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The results of the analysis of the first two months of HEAO 3 data 
are shown in Table 1. Note that while the quoted intensity from the ga
lactic center is higher for the visual distribution than for the popula
tion I model, the implied mass is lower. This results because the visual 
distribution is much more peaked toward the galactic center (Figure 3). 
The analysis thus far does not distinguish between these two populations. 

3. Discussion. While the HEAO 3 data are consistent with both the super
nova and nova distributions, theoretical models of these two types of 
events tend to favor novae (11) as the main source of 26Al. Supernova 
calculations (3) indicate that the 26A1/27A1 isotopic production ratio is 
"'10-3 whereas a production ratio of nearly 0.1 is required to explain 
the observations. Nova calculations (5), on the other hand, give a 
26Al/27A1 prod~gtion ratio near 1 and indicate that they can account for 
about 1 Me of A1 in the present ISM. Furthermore, the nova models used 
outdated values for the rates of the 25Mg(p, y)26 A1 reaction, the main 
production mode of 26Al • Recent measurements of the cross sections (12) 
revealed a new resonance which translates into a vastly increased reaction 
rate at temperatures typical of novae. Thus it appears novae are capable 
of producing nearly all the observed 26Al. The contribution from massive 
stars (4) and red giants (5) as well as supernovae appears small compared 
to the nova production. 

We will continue analyzing the HEAO 3 data in an attempt to measure 
the latitude extent of the emission and to try to differentiate between 
the suggested stellar populations responsible for the 26A1 productivn. 
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GAMMA-RAY LINE EMISSION FROM 26AI PRODUCED BY
WOLF-RAYET STARS
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1.Introduction ]'he recent satellite observations of the
1.8 HeY line from the decay of -_AI (HEAO 3:Mahoney et al,

198A,SHM'Share et al.,1985),has O_en a new impetus to the
study of the nucleosynthesis of " AI (e.g. Clayton,198A

and Fowler, 198&}

In I__is communication we discuss tile production and ejection
of ._OA1 by massive mass-losing stars (Of and WR stars),

in the light of recent stellar models <see also Dearborn and

Blake, iR__A,1985) .We also derive the longitude distribution
of the -'°A1 gamma-ray, line emission produced by the galactic
collection of WR stars,based on various estimates of their
radial distribution. This longitude profile pFovides

i) a specific signature of massive stars on the background
of other" potential -°A1 sources,as novae,supernovae,certain
Fed giants and possibly AGB stars (Cameron, 198A).

and i i) a possible tool to improve the data analysis of the

HEAO 3 and SMM experiments.

P.The production and ejection of ;Z6AI by Of and WR stars.

An evolutionaFy ,iodel of massive stars (initial mass from 50

to i00 M } including mass loss and extended mixing,has been
0 •

recently developed,aimed at following 0 stars trough their

subsequent evolution into the Of,WN,WC and WO stages

(de Loore et al,1985,Prantzos et al,1985).This mass range

seems to correspond to most of the WR progenitors (HutnDhrevs

et al,1985).Tl]e nucleosynthesis of all species up to "3[_Si "

is closely followed thanks to a detailed nuclear network

supplied with updated nuclear data relevant to the H and

He-bupnin9 ph_es <for details of the network interesting
specifically - ._,see Prantzos et el, 1985 and Casse and
Prantzos, 1985). Z A1 is produced and homogenized in the

_$ellar convective core during H-burning,through the reaction

Mg(p,'/),and destroyed at the onset of He-burning through .

q (n,_) and (n,p) reactions. This nuclide is also _ unstable

with a mean lifetime %96_1 million years. It appears at the
stellar surface wl]en t_e H-rich envelope is dispersed by the

intense stellar wind (Of and WN phases),and disappears at

tile bKginnincj of the WC phase.when it is the t q_n of He-
burning pFodUctS to emerge at the surface.The -PAl dispersed
by the wind in the interstellar medium still decays long
after the final explosion of Wolf-Rayet stars.

The quantity of 26AI ejected is found to increase with ,lass
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and should depend almost linearly on metallicit_ of the

stel_r progenitor (see also Dearborn and Blake 1984,1985).
The A1 yield and the corresponding gamma--line luminosity,,
averaged over i) the initial mass function of Humphreys and

McElroy,198& (assumed to be uniform across the galactic
disk),and ii) the radial metallieity gradient derived by

Shaver et ai,1983 (extrapolated up to _bout 4 kpc from t_
galactic cen}er),amount to Y_,_=I.I I0 M and L_=I.3 lO--
photons sac- respectively.T_se values s_ould be
characteristic of an average galactic WR star

Assuming a steady' s_te abundance (e.g. Clayton 1984),the
total mass of live ZVAI scattered ill the whole galaxy at

present time is Mo&=NT.Yo_,where NTiS the to_l number of

WR stars having c_ribu_d to the'galactic _AI production

in one lifetime (i0_ years).NT, in turn,is proportional to
the WR birthrate,Bww=nwp/_ww,nwp being the present number

..... V .....

of WR stars in the galax, and %WD thelr average lifetime.
Current models (e.g. Maeder and Eeq_eux 1982,Prantzos et
al, 1985) predict that _. _=9 to 5 I0 years,at least for
solar metallicity. We asSUme provisionally that this number

applies to the whole galaxy" as well.The error introduced by
this simplification is expected to be small compared to

the uncertainty on nwR,which is ,as we shall see,considerable.

3.The number of WR stars in the _alaxy. A reasonable
estimate of the total number of WR stars present in the

galaxy is difficult.but it must include one of the two
following factors or both:
a)the increase of the star formation rate with decreasing

galactocentric distance. Since the WR catalogs are complete
only up to 2.5 kpc from the sun (e.g. Hidayat et ai,1982
and Conti et al,1983),we rely on qualitative tracers of

star formation to derive the radial distribution of young
and massive stars inward,ineludino the very central region.
b)the increase of the ratio WR to 0 stars with metallicity,Z.
From counts of WR and 0 stars in the Magellanic Clouds and

regions of the galaxy of vgr_ed distances,Maeder(198&)

derived the relation Nww/N_Z _''.
We assume that this reT_tiOn still holds for Z>O.03 (i.e.in

the inner Galaxy and in the very central region where Z-O.09,
G_sten and Ungerechts,1985). Indeed an increase of N, _/N_

with Z,presumably due to an increase of the mass loss raze
of 0 star with Z, is not unexpected (Maeder 1982) and can

be understood,at least qualitatively,in the framework of
radiation driven wind models of 0 stars (e.g. Abbot, 1982).

Both effects tend to increase significantly the gamma-line

luminosity of the inner galaxy. Three different cases have
been considered to illustrate their relative importance.

A.following Maeder and Lequeux (1982),we assume that
WR star follow the distribution of giant HII regions,as

given by Guibert et al (1978).In this case nWR_lOOOand
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and Conti et al,1983),we rely on qualitative tracers of 
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and massive stars inward,including the very central region. 

b)the increase of the ratio WR to 0 stars with metallicity,Z. 

From counts of WR and 0 stars in the Magellanic Clouds and 

regions of the galaxy of v!r~ed distances,Maeder(1984) 

derived the relation N IN ~Z .. 

We assume that this re~~ti8n still holds for Z>0.03 (i.e.in 

the inner galaxy and in the very central region where Z"'0.09, 

GUsten and Ungerechts,1985). Indeed an increase of NWR/No 

with z,presumably due to an increase of the mass loss rate 

of 0 star with Z,is not unexpected (Maeder 1982) and can 

be understood,at least qualitatively,in the framework of 

radiation driven wind models of 0 stars (e.g. Abbot,1982). 

Both effects tend to increase significantly the gamma-line 

luminosity of the inner galaxy.Three different cases have 

been considered to illustrate their relative importance. 

A.following Maeder and Lequeux (1982),we assume that 

WR star follow the distribution of giant HII regions,as 

given by Guibert et al (1978). In this case nWR"'" 1000 and 
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and M__O.4 M (leaving aside the very central reoion),much
less _an theemass required to sustain the 1.8 NeV line

at the observed level (N3 M Mahoney et al 1984)

B.the WR surface dens,ty has been scaled to that of

molecular hydrogen (Sanders et al,1985,modified locally

as prescribed by Dame and Thaddeus, 1985).This is equivalent

to assuming that the formation rate of the WR progenitors

is proportional to the gas density,at large scale,and

that the NwR/NA ratio is uniform across the galactic disk.

nw_ is then 30_0 (2000 in the disk,lO00 in the center) and 1.3
26 C.App_ ying to distribution B the metallicity correction

discussed above,we get distribution C,nw_ is now_8000

(6000+2000) and M2_9.2 M .This last cas_ is encouraging,
but remenl)er that _t rest_ on a rather speculative basis;
dedicated models of metal-rich WR stars are needed to

substantiate these ideas.

4.Longitude distribution of the WR Gamma-line emission

Knowing the typical luminosity of individual sources

and their Galactic distribution, it is a matter of numerical

integration to calculate the longitude distribution of

the arriving flux (e.g. Harding 1981).The fluxes resulting

from radial profiles A,B and C are shown in figure la,b.

Only in case C,as expected,the flux from the galactic

center direction is comparable to the one derived from the

HEAO and SMM data.

Note that the three proposed profiles are sharper than

the COS B one,Which serves as a reference in the HEAO and

SMM data treatment.For consistency it would be desirable to

reiterate the data analysis on the basis of theoretical

profiles A,B and C.

5.Conclusion We have tentatively estimated the contribution

of WR stars to the 1.8 MeV line emission of the Galactic

plane on the basis of recent models of stellar evolution.

These seem to be interesting candidates,but because of

i)large uncertainties in their galactic distribution,

and ii)the lack of dedicated metal-rich WR models, it

would be premature to conclude that they are the unique
sources of A1 in the galaxy. Future experiments with

improved spatial r_olution (<5 °) will help to identify
the most generous AI sources,galaxy wise. At present,it

_U

would be desirable to refine the data analysis of the HEAO 3
and SMM satellite in the light of theoretically derived

distributions,as for instance,distributions A,B and C.
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DIFFUSE GALACTIC ANNIHILATION RADIATION FROM

SUPERNOVA NUCLEOSYNTHESIS

J. C. Higdon

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 169-327

California Institute of Technology

Pasadena, CA 91109

I. Introduction. A primary source of nucleosynthesis in the Galaxy

is type I supernovae. The observation of gamma-ray lines produced by the

radioactive decay of unstable elements created in these explosive events

would be a direct test of models of galactic nucleosynthesis (Clayton,

Colgate, and Fishman 1969). However the primary unstable elements pro-

duced in these explosions, 56Ni and 56Co ( e.g. Weaver, Axelrod, and Woos-

icy 1980) are short lived with respective mean lives of 8.8 and 113 days.

These mean lives are much less than the mean time between type I superno-

va explosions in the Galaxy, ~50 years (Tammann 1974). This difference

in time scales suggests that the observation of such short-lived phenomena

from galactic type I supernovae is unlikely in the near future. Clayton

(1973) and Ramaty and Lingenfelter (1979) have considered, however, an-

other potentially observable signature of supernova type I nucleosyn-

thesis. They conjectured that, if a small, ~10%, fraction of the MeV

positrons generated by the decay of 56Co in remnant ejecta escape

into the diffuse interstellar medium, where positron lifetimes are sig-

nificantly longer than the time between supernova events, diffuse gamma

ray radiation would be produced by the annihilation of positrons accu-

mulated from a large number of supernova explosions. This mechanism

should be the dominant source of diffuse annihilation radiation (Ramaty

and Lingenfelter 1979). The measurement of such annihilation radiation

would place critical constraints on the galactic production rate of iron.

The escape of MeV positrons from the ejecta of type I supernovae was

first suggested by Colgate (1970). Subsequent analyses of _ight curves of

extragalactic supernovae at times >40 days after their explosion support

Colgate's hypothesis that a fraction of the positrons escape from the

dense ejecta material (Arnett 1979; Colgate, Petschek, and Kriese 1980).

In view of the fact that such eJecta is expanding at speeds in excess of

104 km/s (e.g. Weaver, Axelrod, and Woosley 1980), escape seems to

require that the electrons, when uncoupled by Coulomb collisions, stream

along field lines without any significant pitch-angle scattering. Such

escape appears to be contrary to a basic principle of plasma physics that

relativistic particles streaming faster than the Alfven wave speed excite

hydromagnetic waves, which in turn efficiently scatter in pitch angle the
relativistic particles, thus inhibiting streaming ( e.g. Kulsrud and

4 Zweibel 1975). As will be discussed Alfven speeds in the dense ejeeta

are low, significantly less than light speed.

2. Alfven-Wave Generation. The escape of relativistic cosmic rays

from supernova explosions was investigated by Kulsrud and Zweibel

(1975). They found that the escaping relativistic cosmic-ray nuclei excite

hydromagnetic waves by resonant interactions. This study will be employed

here to investigate the escape of relativistic electrons. Kulsrud and

Zweibel (1975) calculated the growth rate, F, for generating hydromagne-

tic waves by particles of number density, nrel, streaming at velocity, Vs,
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California Institute of Technology 
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1. Introduction. A primary source of nucleosynthesis in the Galaxy is type I supernovae. The observation of gamma-ray lines produced by the radioactive decay of unstable elements created in these explosive events would be a direct test of models of galactic nucleosynthesis (Clayton, Colgate, and Fishman 1969). However the primary unstable elements produced in these explosions, 56Ni and 56Co ( e.g. Weaver, Axelrod, and Woosley 1980) are short lived with respective mean lives of 8.8 and 113 days. These mean lives are much less than the mean time between type I supernova explosions in the Galaxy, ~50 years (Tammann 1974). This difference in time scales suggests that the observation of such short-lived phenomena from galactic type I supernovae is unlikely in the near future. Clayton (1973) and Ramaty and Lingenfelter (1979) have considered, however, another potentially observable signature of supernova type I nucleosynthesis. They conj ectured that, if a small, ~10%, fraction of the MeV positrons generated by the decay of 56Co in remnant ejecta escape into the diffuse interstellar medium, where positron lifetimes are significantly longer than the time between supernova events, diffuse gamma ray radiation would be produced by the annihilation of positrons accumulated from a large number of supernova explosions. This mechanism should be the dominant source of diffuse annihilation radiation (Ramaty and Lingenfelter 1979). The measurement of such annihilation radiation would place critical constraints on the galactic production rate of iron. 

The escape of MeV positrons from the ejecta of type I supernovae was first suggested by Colgate (1970). Subsequent analyses of ~ight curves of extragalactic supernovae at times >40 days after their explosion support Colgate's hypothesis that a fraction of the positrons escape from the dense ejecta material (Arnett 1979; Colgate, Petschek, and Kriese 1980). In view of the fact that such ejecta is expanding at speeds in excess of 10 4 km/s (e.g. Weaver, Axelrod, and Woosley 1980), escape seems to require that the electrons, when uncoupled by Coulomb collisions, stream along field lines without any significant pitch-angle scattering. Such escape appears to be contrary to a basic principle of plasma physics that relativistic particles streaming faster than the Alfven wave speed excite hydromagnetic waves, which in turn efficiently scatter in pitch angle the relativistic particles, thus inhibiting streaming ( e.g. Kulsrud and Zweibel 1975). As will be discussed Alfven speeds in the dense ejecta are low, significantly less than light speed. 

2. Alfven-Wave Generation. The escape of relativistic cosmic rays from supernova explosions was investigated by Kulsrud and Zweibel (1975). They found that the escaping relativistic cosmic-ray nuclei excite hydromagnetic waves by resonant interactions. This study will be employed here to investigate the escape of relativistic electrons. Kulsrud and Zweibel (1975) calculated the growth rate, r, for generating hydromagnetic waves by particles of number density, nrel, streaming at velocity, Vs ' 
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r=4roK2Va(Vs-Va)/[r_ + (E-2KVa)2] (I)

Fo=Clm(nnel/n)f(>E), E=C2m(nrel/n)f(>E)

where K is the wavenumber of the Alfven wave pulse excited by relativ-

istic particle streaming; Va is the Alfven velocity; C1 and C2 are

constants of order unity; m is the nonrelativistic gyrofrequency; nrel/n

is the ratio of the relativistic particle density to the ambient

ion density; and f(>E) is the fraction of relativistic particles more

energetic than the minimum energy, E, required to excite the instability.

When plasmas are nearly fully ionized, as would be found in supernovae

at times <103 days, the waves generated by streaming dissipate by

nonlinear wave-wave interactions (e.g. Kulsrud 1982).

3. Conditions in Ejecta. Ejecta is decelerated by a reverse shock wave

propagating inward from the contact discontinuity between the ejecta and

the swept up interstellar gas; _another shock wave propagates outward from

the contact discontinuity heating the swept up interstellar gas (Kahn

1973). After the passage of a reverse shock the ejecta is subject to

Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, which can efficiently amplify ambient

magnetic fields (Gull 1973). McKee (1974) has shown tha_ at early times

the fraction of the ejecta decelerated is (Msw/Mej) u'>, where Msw is
the mass of the swept up interstellar gas and Mej is the mass of the
ejecta. At early times when the escape of positrons is expected to occur

the reverse shock has propagated only a short distance from the contact

discontinuity and the great bulk of the ejecta has not yet decelerated.
The results of McKee (1974) show that, at 56Co lifetime, 113 days, the

reverse shock has decelerated only 10-4 of the ejecta for a remnant

expanding in the tenuous interstellar medium of 4x10 -] cm-3 when a maximum

ejecta velocity of 8x104 km/s (e.g. Woosley, Weaver, and Tamm 1980) is em-

ployed. At these early times the bulk of the ejecta, that creates the

positrons, is unaffected by interaction with the interstellar medium.

The calculations of Weaver, Axelrod, and Woosley (1980) and Woosley,

Weaver, and Taam (1980) are employed here to model conditions in a super-

nova explosion produced by the detonation of a 0.5 M o accreting C/O
white dwarf. Table I shows at the 56Co mean lifetime, _i07 seconds, the

densities, p; velocities, Vej ; and distances from center of explosion i_
the outer undisturbed ejecta, R; for three Lagrangian mass coordinates,

0.I, 0.01, and 0.0001 in units of the ratio of ejecta mass external to

the reference position, Mex, to total ejecta mass, Mej. Conditions most
favorable for the excitation of waves occur in the outer ejecta. (Note that

the last Lagrangian mass coordinate refers to the position of the reverse

shock.) Also tabulated in Table i are esimates for positron escape times

by streaming, Tes=(Rs - R)/c, where Rs is the position of the reverse
shock and c is the light speed.

The magnetic field strength at these reference positions is esti-

mated from magnetic flux conservation employing an initial radius of

5.5xi08 cm (Weaver, Axelrod, and Woosley 1980). The stellar precursor is

assumed to have a magnetic strength of 107 gauss, consistent with models

of convective field amplification in the carbon-burnlng core of the white

dwarf progenitor (Levy and Rose 1974). Listed in Table i are the magnetic

field strengths, B, and Alfven speeds, Va, at the reference positions.
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(1) 

where K is the wavenumber of the Alfven wave pulse excited by relativ
istic particle streaming; Va is the Alfven velocity; C1 and C2 are 
constants of order unity; w is the nonrelativistic gyrofrequency; nrel/n 
is the ratio of the relativistic particle density to the ambient 
ion density; and f()E) is the fraction of relativistic particles more 
energetic than the minimum energy, E, required to excite the instability. 
When plasmas are nearly fully ionized, as would be found in supernovae 
at times <103 days, the waves generated by streaming dissipate by 
nonlinear wave-wave interactions (e.g. Kulsrud 1982). 

3. Conditions in Ejecta. Ejecta is decelerated by a reverse shock wave 
propagating inward from the contact discontinuity between the ejecta and 
the swept up interstellar gas; ,another shock wave propagates outward from 
the contact discontinuity heating the swept up interstellar gas (Kahn 
1973). After the passage of a reverse shock the ejecta is subject to 
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, which can efficiently amplify ambient 
magnetic fields (Gull 1973). McKee (1974) has shown tha5 at early times 
the fraction of the ejecta decelerated is (Msw/Mej )0. , where Msw is 
the mass of the swept up interstellar gas and Mej is the mass of the 
ejecta. At early times when the escape of positrons is expected to occur 
the reverse shock has propagated only a short distance from the contact 
discontinuity and the great bulk of the ejecta has not yet decelerated. 
The results of McKee (1974) show that, at 56Co lifetime, 113 days, the 
reverse shock has decelerated only 10-4 of the eiecta for a remnant 
expanding in the tenuous interstellar medium of 4x10-~ cm-3 when a maximum 
ejecta velocity of 8x10 4 km/s (e.g. Woosley, Weaver, and Tamm 1980) is em
ployed. At these early times the bulk of the ejecta, that creates the 
positrons, is unaffected by interaction with the interstellar medium. 

The calculations of Weaver, Axelrod, and Woosley (1980) and Woosley, 
Weaver, and Taam (1980) are employed here to model conditions in a super
nova explosion produced by the detonation of a 0.5 Mo accreting C/O 
white dwarf. Table 1 shows at the 56Co mean lifetime, ~107 seconds, the 
densities, p; velocities, Vej; and distances from center of explosion irr 
the outer undisturbed ejecta, R; for three Lagrangian mass coordinates, 
0.1, 0.01, and 0.0001 in uni ts of the ratio of ej ecta mass external to 
the reference position, Mex, to total ejecta mass, Mej. Conditions most 
favorable for the excitation of waves occur in the outer ejecta. (Note that 
the last Lagrangian mass coordinate refers to the position of the reverse 
shock.) Also tabulated in Table 1 are esimates for positron escape times 
by streaming, Tes=(Rg - R)/c, where Rg is the position of the reverse 
shock and c is the light speed. 

The magnetic field strength at these reference positions is esti
mated from magnetic flux conservation employing an initial radius of 
5.5x108 cm (Weaver, Axelrod, and Woosley 1980). The stellar precursor is 
assumed to have a magnetic strength of 107 gauss, consistent with models 
of convective field amplification in the carbon-burning core of the white 
dwarf progenitor (Levy and Rose 1974). Listed in Table 1 are the magnetic 
field strengths, B, and Alfven speeds, Va' at the reference positions. 
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4. Model Calculations. Employing the parameters discussed above the

growth rates for the excitation of hydromagnetic waves by relativistic

particle streaming, equation (i), are calculated assuming that f(>E) is

unity and nrel/n is 0.I. The resulting growth rates, F, wavenumbers,

K, and wave periods, Tw, for these hydromagnetic waves are listed in

Table I. As can be seen the time scales for wave excitation, i/r, are

much longer than the age of the ejecta, ~107 seconds. Thus the stream-

ing of positrons generates negligible fluxes of hydromagnetic waves. More

significantly at this time, the gyroperiod of the escaping positrons,

Tw, is very much greater than the escape time. To scatter a particle in

pitch angle by resonance interactions requires a minimum time scale of a

gyroperiod (e.g. Wentzel 1974). Employing longer times does not signifi-

cantly change these results. At a fixed Lagrangian position in the undis-

turbed ejecta the wave growth rate scales as i/t 0"5 where t is the

time° The ejecta is decelerated and mixed with the swept up gas long

before the time scale for wave generation equals the remnant age.

5. Escape. The electrons stream along field lines in the outer ejecta

until they reach the vicinity of the reverse shock. The gyroradii of

the relativistic electrons are much greater than the thickness of the

collisionless reverse shock front which is of the order of i0 ion inertial

lengths, NI08 cm (McKee and Hollenbach 1980). Since the gyroradii of

the energetic electrons are signifcantly greater than the thickness of

the shock front the electrons pass freely through the shock (Bell, 1978).

Table I

Ejecta Parameters as Function of Relative Lagrangian Coordinates, Mex/Mej

M_w/M_j 0.1 0.01 0.0001

p(gm/cm 3) 1.2xI0% 17 1.9x10 -19 3.4xI0_ 22
Vo4(km/s) 2.2xi0 3.1xi0 4 5.5xi0

R_m) 2.1x1016 3.0xi016 5.4x1016

Tesc(S) l.lxl06 8.0x105 0.0
B(gauss) 6.9xi0 -9 3.4xi0 -9 1.0xl0 -9

Va(cm/s) 0.6 2.2 1.6xi01
K(i/cm) 7.5xi0 -12 3.7xi0 -12 1.14x10 -12

T.(s) 1.5x1012 7.7xi0 II 3.4xi0 II

r_i/s) 1.5x10 -11 3.0xlO -I0 6.8xi0 -I0

6. Conclusion. The propagation of MeV positrons in the outer ejecta of

• type I supernovae was investigated. It was found that the positrons

created at times ~102 days propagated along magnetic field lines in the

outer eJecta without any appreciable pitch-angle scattering or excitation

of hydromagnetic waves. The lack of significant pitch-angle scattering

is well consistent with models of wave excitation and scattering by

resonant interactions. This occurs because time periods to scatter the

particles or to excite waves are significantly longer than escape times.

Thus it is expected that, when positrons are not coupled to the ejecta

by Coulomb collisions, they escape from the relatively cold, dense

ejecta and reside predominantly in the tenuous, hotter, shock-heated
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6. Conclusion. The propagation of MeV positrons in the outer ejecta of • type I supernovae was investigated. It was found that the positrons created at times ~102 days propagated along magnetic field lines in the outer ejecta without any appreciable pitch-angle scattering or excitation of hydromagnetic waves. The lack of significant pitch-angle scattering is well consistent with models of wave excitation and scattering by resonant interactions. This occurs because time periods to scat ter the particles or to excite waves are significantly longer than escape times. Thus it is expected that, when positrons are not coupled to the ejecta by Coulomb collisions, they escape from the relatively cold, dense ejecta and reside predominantly in the tenuous, hotter, shock-heated 
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interstellar gas. In the tenuous shock-heated gas the positron lifetime

against annihilation is much greater than lifetimes in the dense ejecta.

Thus the production of steady-state diffuse annihilation radiation by

some fraction of these escaped positrons seems probable.
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GAMMA RAY LINE PRODUCTION FROM COSMIC RAY SPALLATION REACTIONS

Silberberg, Rein and Tsao, C.H., NRL, Washington, D.C. 20375-5000 USA

Letaw, John R., Severn Communications Corp., Severna Park, MD 21146 USA

The gamma ray line intensities due to cosmic-ray spallation

r'eactions in clouds, the galactic disk and accreting binary

pulsars are calculated. With the most favorable plausible
assumptions, only a few lines may be detectable at the level of
10-6 per cm2-sec. The intensities are compared with those
generated in nuclear excitation reactions.

I. Introduction. Measurements of gamma ray line intensities and
energies from astrophysical sites permit the study of two types of

nuclear processes: (I) Nuclear collisions by cosmic rays and other high
energy particles. Possible sites for these reactions are the galactic
disk (Ramaty et al. 1979), interstellar clouds, supernovae in clouds,

accreting sources such as beaming pulsars in •close binary systems, and

active galactic nuclei, with high-energy beams interacting in the
accretion disk. (2) Recent nucleosynthesis (i.e. build-up of nuclei) in

supernova and nova precursors, as well as during their explosive phase

_layton, 1973, Arnett, 1978, Mahoney et al. 1982, Clayton, 19_4)._ The
A1 line has already been observed at a flux level of 5x10--/cm_-sec.

tad (Nahoney et al. 1984 and Share et al. 1985). The latter line is
probably due to nucleosynthesis in novae (Clayton, 1984).

In nuclear collisions, there are three processes that give rise to

gamma ray lines: (I) Quasi-elastic collisions at low energies that
generate excited nuclei. The relevant cross sections for these

reactions have been reviewed by Ramaty et al. (1979). The main
uncertainty here is the abundance of the low energy nuclei (near 10

MeV). (2) Nuclear spallation reactions, with the spallation products in

various excited states, that de-excite promptly by gamma-ray line
emission. Here the uncertainty is due to lack of information of the

population of the various excited states. (3) Gamma rays produced upon

the decay of various radioactive nuclides generated in nuclear
spallation reactions. The associated gamma-ray energies and emission
probabilities for the latter case are sufficiently well known. In this

paper we shall concentrate on processes (2) and (3).

In Section 2, we calculate the spallation yields and the relative

gamma ray line intensities. In Section 3, we apply these calculations
to the interstellar clouds, the galactic disk, and to pulsars in an
accreting system. In Section 4, the conclusions are presented, and the

detectability with the GRO/OSSE detector is discussed.

2. The Spallation Yields and Relative Gamma Ray Intensities. The rate
at which a nuclide of type j is created per unit volume in the

interstellar medium from proton interactions (for protons in a given
energy interval) is:

Rj (nuclides/cm 3 sec)= 10-27 J nH Fj (I)
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R
j 

(nuclides/cm3 sec) = 10-27 J nH Fj 
(1) 
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I0-272is the conversion factor from mb to cm2, J = cosmic
Here ray

protons/cm -sec, in a given energy interval. (We assume that the
contribution of nuclei heavier than protons results in a second-order
correction, though at energies of a couple of MeV/u, the contribution of

alpha-induced reactions is important.) nH is the number of hydrogen
atoms in the medium, per cm3, and

: Zo..f., (2)
FU_ i 31 1

where o.. is the cross section for protons with nuclide i, in units of3 1

mb yiel_ing nuclide j, and fi is the abundance of i per B atom in the
collision medium.
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Fig. I. The energy dependence of F_, the production rate function for
J

the nuclides whose secondary yields are largest.

Fig. I shows the values of F. as a function of cosmic ray proton
energy E, using the elemental and _sotopic abundances of Cameron (1982).

Assuming that most of the prompt de-excitations pass to the ground state

via the first excited state, the most prominent _ines induced by _ghenergy cosmic r_ protons would be 4_4 MeV from I-C, 2.12 MeV from

5.27 MeV _r°m-JN_I, 5.18 MeV from "_0. In addition, the radioactive
decay of JO and C yields positrons. Fig. 2 shows the F. values of
other abundant products. Some of these F. values are _ow at low
energies, providing a test for the presenceJor absence of low-energy

cosmic rays.

The rate of gamma ray line emission from a volume V is R.Vk, where k
is the gamma ray multiplicity from the formation of nucl_de j. The

gamma ray line flux from nuclide j at earth is:

RjVk (per cm2-sec), (3)

4_d2

where d is the distance from the gamma ray source to earth.
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correction, though at energies of a couple of MeV/u, the contribution of 
alpha-induced reactions is 3 important.) nH is the number of hydrogen 
atoms in the medium, per cm , and 

F
J
. = La .. f. , 

. Jl 1 
1 

where 0 .. is the cross section for protons with nuclide i, in units of 
mb yiel~lng nuclide j, and fi is the abundance of i per H atom in the 
collision medium. 
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Fig. 1. The energy dependence of F., the production rate function for 
the nuclides whose secondary yields Jare largest. 

Fig. 1 shows the values of F. as a function of cosmic ray proton 
energy E, using the elemental and lsotopic abundances of Cameron (1982). 
Assuming that most of the prompt de-excitations pass to the ground state 
via the first excited state, the most prominent 1~ines induced by ~~gh 

energy cosmic r~~ protons would be 41~4 MeV from C, 2.12 MeV from B, 
5.27 MeV f5'0m N1'1 5.18 MeV from O. In addition, the radioactive 
decay of 0 and C yields positrons. Fig. 2 shows the F. values of 
other abundant products. Some of these F. values are 10w at low 
energies, providing a test for the presence J or absence of low-energy 
cosmic rays. 

The rate of gamma ray line emission from a volume V is R.Vk, where k 
is the gamma ray multiplicity from the formation of nuclibe j. The 
gamma ray line flux from nuclide j at earth is: 

(per cm2_sec), 

where d is the distance from the gamma ray source to earth. 

• 
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Fig. 2. The energy dependence of F. for less abundant product nuclei.
J

3. The Cosmic-Ray Induced Gamma Ray Flux from Clouds, the Galactic Disk

and from Accreting Pulsars. The flux from a large cloud is calculated,

using the properties discussed by Issa et al. (1981) i.e. we assume a

cloud mass of about 105 solar masses, or 10 _2 hydrogen atoms. A

distance of 400 pc is assumed. If one adopts Cameron's abundances for

the calculations, F=O.03 for the *_C 4.44 MeV llne. J, for the local

interstellar cosmic ray intensity is about 10/cm2-sec. With the most

conservativ_ assumptions, the flux of the 4.4 MeV carbon line is about
2xi0 -9 y/cm_-sec. However, Issa et al. (1981) noted that the cosmic ray

flux is higher by a factor of 5, especially in clouds associated with

O-B stars, where frequent supernovae occur. Furthermore, such C-B

regions should have nucleosynthetlc enhancement of elements heavier than
helium. Adopting a factor of 5 for this enhancement the flux is 5xi0 -8.

Reeves (1978), based on the general abundances of isotopes of B, has

concluded that there is a very large flux of low-energy particles. A

large low-energy cosmic ray flux coupled to the large low-energy cross

sections would further increase the 4.4 MeV gamma ray_lu_ from a large
cloud by an order of magnitude, to values near 5 x 10- /cm -sec. With a

large proton flux between 5 and 30 MeV, such as considered by Ramaty et

al. (1979), the contribution of nuclear excitations to the gamma ray

line flux becomes dominant; the 4.4 MeV gamma ray line flux could then

be boosted further by a factor of about 10.

With the "optimistic" latter assumptions, the flux from the galactic

disk (near 4 MeV) due to spallation is about 3 x 10-S/cm2-sec, and with

nuclear excitation included, about 3x10-s/cm2-sec (Ramaty et al. 1979).

The gamma ray background from the galactic disk (due largely to
bremsstrahlung) is about 10-_ photons/cm2-sec MeV at 4 MeV and about

10-2 at I MeV (O'Neill et al. 1983). This background renders the lines
from the galactic disk (near 4 MeV) difficult to observe if the fluxes

are less than 10-5/cm2-sec, unless the line is narrow (i.e. if the

recoil nuclei are produced in grains and come to rest therein) and the
instrument has an excellent resolution (about 5 keV).

Consider a pulsar beam incident on an accretion disk that is

Fig. 2. 
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The energy dependence of F. for less abundant product nuclei. J 

1.'. The Cosmic-Ray Induced Gamma Ray Flux from Clouds, the Galactic Disk and from Accreting Pulsars. The flux from a large cloud is calculated, using the properties discussed by Issa et al :-(198'1")T.e. we assume a cloud mass of about 10 5 solar masses, or 10 62 hydrogen atoms. A distance of 400 pc is assumed. If one adopts Cameron's abundances for the calculations, F=0.03 for the 12C 4.44 MeV line. J, for the local inter.stellar cosmic ray intensity is about 10/cm2 -sec. With the most 
cons~rvativ2 assumptions, the flux of the 4.4 MeV carbon line is about 2x10 9 y/cm -sec. However, Issa et ale (1981) noted that the cosmic ray flux is higher by a factor of 5, especially in clouds associated with O-B stars, where frequent supernovae occur. Furthermore, such C-B regions should have nucleosynthetic enhancement of elements heavier than helium. Adopting a factor of 5 for this enhancement the flux is 5x10- a • Reeves (1978), based on the general abundances of isotopes of B, has concluded that there is a very large flux of low-energy particles. A large low-energy cosmic ray flux coupled to the large low-energy cross sections would further increase the 4.4 MeV gamma ra~~lu~ from a large cloud by an order of magnitude, to values near 5 x 10 /cm -sec. With a large proton flux between 5 and 30 MeV, such as considered by Ramaty et ale (1979), the contribution of nuclear excitations to the gamma ray line flux becomes dominant; the 4.4 MeV gamma ray line flux could then be boosted further by a factor of about 10. 

With the "optimistic" latter assumptions, the flux from the galactic disk (near 4 MeV) due to spallation is about 3 x 10-6 /cm 2-sec, and with nuclear excitation included, about 3x10-s /cin2-sec (Ramaty et a!, 1979). The gamma ray background from the galactic disk (due largely to bremsstrahlung) is about 1O-~ photons/cm2-sec MeV at 4 MeV and about 10- 2 at 1 MeV (O'Neill et ale 1983). This background renders the lines from the galactic disk (near 4 MeV) difficult to observe if the fluxes are less than 1O-s /cm 2 -sec, unless the line is narrow (Le. if the recoil nuclei are produced in grains and come to rest therein) and the instrument has an excellent resolution (about 5 keV). 

Consider a pulsar beam incident on an accretion disk that is 
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sufficiently thick for most particles to collide. Adopting (a)
Cameron's (1982) abundances for the accretion disk material, (b) power

10 ergs/sec per decade of energy interval, and (c) a distanceinput of sT
of I kpc, we estimate a flux of about 10-_f/cm2-sec for the 4.4 MeV _2C

spallation-induced gamma rays. (The flux is about 10 times larger if
low-energy nuclear excitation reactions are considered.) Here f is the

gamma ray suppression factor due to opacity of the accretion disk; f<1.

Table I summarizes the 4.4 MeV :_C fluxes from the sources discussed

above. The 5.1-5.3 MeV fluxes of IsO, _SN, _N are nearly as abundant.

Table I. The 4.4 MeV '2C Flux (cm-_ sec -*) from Various Sources

Dominant Inner Galactic

Reaction Large clouda Disk Accreting Pulsar a

Spallation 5 x 10-7 3 x 10-6 10-6 f

Excitation b 5 x 10-6 3 x 10-5 10-5 f

aThe assumed proton fluxes and properties of these sources are given in

_he text.
Excitation dominates over spallation if low-energy cosmic rays

dominate.

4. Conclusions. Gamma ray lines due to nuclear spallation reactions

should 2be detectable with a detector that has a threshold of
10-S/cm -sec from sources like the galactic disk (if the low-energy

20-50 MeV cosmic ray flux is high) and from pulsars and active galactic

nuclei that beam into accretion disks. The above detection threshold is
about 10 times lower than that of GRO/OSSE. However, if the flux

between 5-30 MeV is high, as suggested by Reeves et al. (1978) and

Ramaty et al. (1979), nuclear excitation lines will be observable from
the above sites (with the GRO/OSSE detector) as well as from supernova
remnants in clouds (Morfill et al. 1981).
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sufficiently thick for most particles to collide. Adopting (a) 
Cameron's (1982) abundances for the accretion disk material, (b) power 
input of 10 37 ergs/sec per decade of ener~y interval, and (c) a distance 
of 1 kpc, we estimate a flux of about 10- f/cm2-sec for the 4.4 MeV 12C 
spallation-induced gamma rays. (The flux is about 10 times larger if 
low-energy nuclear excitation reactions are considered.) Here f is the 
ganma ray suppression factor due to opacity of the accretion disk; f<1. 

Table 1 summarizes the 4.4 MeV 12C fluxes from the sources discussed 
above. The 5.1-5.3 MeV fluxes of ISO, 15N, I~N are nearly as abundant. 

Table 1. The 4.4 MeV 12C Flux (cm-Z sec -I) from Various Sources 

Dominant 
Reaction 

Spallation 

Exci tationb 

a Large cloud 
Inner Galactic 

Disk Accreting pulsara 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
aThe assumed proton fluxes and properties of these sources are given in 
l5he text. 

Excitation dominates over spallation if low-energy cosmic rays 
dominate. 

4. Conclusions. Gamma ray lines due to nuclear spallation reactions 
should be detectable with a detector that has a threshold of 
1O- 6 /cm2_sec from sources like the galactic disk (if the low-energy 
20-50 MeV cosmic ray flux is high) and from pulsars and active galactic 
nuclei that beam into accretion disks. The above detection threshold is 
about 10 times lower than that of GRO/OSSE. However, if the flux 
between 5-30 MeV is high, as suggested by Reeves et a1. (1978) and 
Ramaty et al. (1979), nuclear excitation lines will be observable from 
the above sites (with the GRO/OSSE detector) as well as from supernova 
remnants in clouds (Morfill et al. 1981). 
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Figure I. Density contours on Figure 2. Pressure contours.
two cross sections.

Figure 3. Pressure contours using Figure 4. Contouring on a contour.

transparent polygons.
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